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CHAPTER XII 

TOPOLOGY AND TOPOLOGICAL ALGEBRA 

As we said in the Introduction, we have sought to limit the material in this 
chapter to the minimum that the reader will require. We shall not stay to 
explore the refinements of general topology (filters, uniformities, separation 
axioms); instead, we shall pass as soon as possible to the category of uni- 
formizable spaces, which are the only ones we shall meet in later chapters. 
Usually these spaces occur merely as ‘‘ambient spaces” in which it is con¬ 
venient to operate, and we shall be mainly concerned—in conformity with the 
spirit of this book—with their separable metrizable subspaces, for this 
reason we have included many criteria of metrizability and separability 
(12.3.6,12.4.6,12.4.7,12.5.8,12.9.1,12.10.10,12.11.3, 12.14.6.2,12.15.7,12.15.9, 
12.15.10). These, together with Baire’s theorem and its consequences, are 
the only results in the chapter whose proofs are not straightforward. We 
have also included an account of various purely topological techniques which 
were not needed in the first volume (partitions of unity (12.6), semi-continuous 
functions (12.7)), and more than half the chapter is devoted to elementary 
concepts of topological algebra (topological groups, spaces with operators, 
topological vector spaces). All of this will be u^d constantly in the succeeding 
chapters. 

1. TOPOLOGICAL SPACES 

A topology on a set E is a set £) of subsets of E (in other words, a subset of 
^P(E)) satisfying the following two conditions: 

(Oj) The union of any family (Aa)a 6 L of sets belonging to O belongs to D; 
(On) The set E belongs to £), and the intersection of any two sets belonging 

to O belongs to £>. 
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A topological space is a set E endowed with a topology £. The subsets of E 
which belong to £ are called the open sets of the topological space E. Taking 
L = 0 in (O0, it follows that the empty subset 0 of E is always an open set, 
and from (On) we see that E itself is an open set. 

Examples 

(12.1.1) The set £ of open sets in a metric space E satisfies (Oj) and (On) 
(3.5.2 and 3.5.3). This topology £ is called the topology of the metric space E 
(or is said to be defined by the distance given on E). Two topologically equiva¬ 
lent distances (3.12) define the same topology. A topological space is said to be 
metrizable if its topology can be defined by a distance (and then this topology 
is also said to be metrizable). 

On any set E, the set £ = {0, E} is a topology, called the chaotic 
topology. It is not metrizable if E has at least two elements, because otherwise 
there would exist an open ball containing one of these elements and not the 
other, and this is impossible because E is the only nonempty open set. 

On a set E = {a, 6} consisting of two elements, the set £ = {0, {a}, E} is 
a nonmetrizable topology. 

If £x, £2 are two topologies on the same set E, we say that £2 is finer than 
£x (or that £x is coarser than £2) if £2 • Two topologies on E are said 
to be comparable if one is finer than the other. The chaotic topology is coarser 
than all others. The discrete topology (i.e., the topology defined by the 
metric (3.2.5), for which £ = ^J(E)) is finer than all others. Two topologies on 
E are not necessarily comparable; for example, let E = {a, b} be a set with 
two elements, and consider the two topologies £t = (0, {a}, E} and 

£2 = {0, {*}, E}. 

2. TOPOLOGICAL CONCEPT% 

We have already remarked (3.12), in the context of metric spaces, that the 
notions of closed set, cluster point of a set, interior point of a set, frontier point 
of a set, neighborhood of a point (or of a set), dense set, continuous function and 
homeomorphism are defined entirely in terms of the notion of an open set in a 
metric space. Their definitions can therefore be transferred, without any 
change, to the context of arbitrary topological spaces. 

Moreover, all the properties involving these notions which were proved for 
metric spaces, and whose statements do not involve the distance (cf. (3.5) to 
(3.12)) remain valid for arbitrary topological spaces {and we shall therefore 
make use of them in the general case) with the following exceptions: 
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(1) The properties (3.8.11) and (3.8.12) are not true for arbitrary topologi¬ 
cal spaces, as is shown by the example of the space E = {a, b) with the 
topology (0, {a}, E}. The existence of a distance is essential to the proof of 
these two propositions, although it does not feature in the enunciation. 

(2) We may define as in (3.9) the notion of a basis of open sets (or of the 
topology) of a topological space E. The criterion (3.9.3) is valid in general. We 
can also prove as in (3.9.4) that if there exists a denumerable basis for the 
topology of a topological space E, then there exists an at most denumerable 
set which is dense in E; but the converse is not valid for arbitrary topological 
spaces (Section 12.4, Problem 6). 

By definition, a basis © of the topology of a topological space E has the 
following property: 

The intersection of any two sets o/© is a union of sets of ©. 

Conversely, let © be a set of subsets of a set E. If © has the above property 
and if E e ©, then the set © of (arbitrary) unions of sets of © is a topology for 
which S is a basis. For it is immediately seen that © satisfies (Oj) and (On). 

If E is a topological space and if F is any subset of E, then the set of inter¬ 
sections UnF, where U runs through the set of open subsets of E, satisfies 
the axioms (Oj) and (Oa) and is therefore a topology on F. This topology on F 
is said to be induced by the topology on E. The set F, endowed with this 
topology, is called a subspace of E. With these definitions, all the propositions 
of (3.10) are valid for arbitrary topological spaces, with the exception of 
(3.10.9), which has to be stated in the following form: if the topology of E has 
a denumerable basis, then so does the topology induced on any subset of E. 

We have already remarked that the properties of compactness and local 
compactness for a metric space depend only on the topology, and not on the 
distance which defines the topology. We may therefore speak unambiguously 
of compact and locally compact metrizable spaces. 

We observe also that all the definitions and results of (3.19) relating to 
connectedness are valid for arbitrary topological spaces. 

(12.2.1) Let ©1? ©2 be two topologies on a set E. Then the following properties 
are equivalent: 

(a) ©2 w finer than ©x; 
(b) if Ef denotes the topological space obtained by giving E the topology 

©(- (i = 1, 2), then the identity mapping of E2 onto EL is continuous; 
(c) for all x e E, every neighborhood of x in the topology ©x is a neighbor¬ 

hood of x in ©2 . 
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The equivalence of (a) and (b) follows from the criterion of continuity 
(3.11.4(b)), and the equivalence of (b) and (c) from the definition of a con¬ 

tinuous function. 

Remark 

(12.2.2) Let (UJ,, e, be an open covering (3.16) of a topological space E. For 
a set G c E to be open in E it is necessary and sufficient that each of the sets 
GnU, should be open in the subspace Ua. This follows immediately from the 
axioms (O,) and (On) and the relation G=(J(Gn UJ. Taking complements, 

a e I 

it follows that a set F c E is closed in E if and only if each of the sets F n Ua is 
closed in the subspace Ua. 

(12.2.3) Let Lbe a subset of a topological space E. Then the following proper¬ 
ties are equivalent: 

(a) For each xeL there exists a neighborhood V of x in E such that 
L nV is closed in V; 

(b) L is an open subset of the subspace L (the closure ofL in E); 
(c) L is the intersection of an open subset and a closed subset ofE. 

It is clear that (b) implies (c), L being the intersection of L with an open 
subset of E. Equally clearly, (c) implies (a). Let us show that (a) implies (b). 
For each x e L, we have V n L = V n L, because V n L is closed in V; this 
shows that in the subspace L the point x is an interior point of L, and therefore 
L is open in L. 

When L satisfies the equivalent conditions of (12.2.3), it is said to be a 
locally closed subset of E. 

(12.2.4) A procedure for constructing topological spaces which is frequently 
used is that of “patching together ” a family of topological spaces (EA)AeL in 
such a way that, in the topological space E so obtained, the EA are identified 
with open sets of E. Since pairs of these sets may very well intersect, this identi¬ 
fication requires that, for each pair of indices (2, p), we are given a homeomor- 
phism of an open subset of EA onto an open subset of EA. 

To be precise, suppose that for each pair (l,/i)eLxL we are given: 

(1) an open subset AXfl of EA; 
(2) a homeomorphism /?/iA: AA/i A^a , 

satisfying the following conditions: 
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(I) Aaa = EA , and hxx is the identity mapping 1Ea; 
(II) for each triple of indices {X, p, v) and each x e AXtl n AAv , we have 

h„x{x) e A^v and 

(12.2.4.1) = 

{patching condition). 

Let F be the swm of the EA, which are therefore pairwise disjoint subsets of 
F (1.8). In F, consider the relation 

R(x, y) : “ there exist 2, p such that x e AA/i, j e AmA , and 

J = M4” 

This is an equivalence relation. It is reflexive by virtue of condition (I); it is 
symmetric because hmA and hXfi are inverses of each other (by applying (II) with 
v = 2, and then (I)); finally, it is transitive, because if 

xeAXfl, y = hMX(x) 6 AmX n Amv , z = hVfl(y), 

then we have x = hXfl(y) and therefore x e AXfi n AAv by (II), and it follows 
now from (12.2.4.1) that z = hyX(x). We remark also that, by condition (I), the 
intersection of an EA and an equivalence class of R consists of at most one 
point. If E = F/R is the set of equivalence classes of R and if 

7E: F F/R = E 

is the canonical mapping, then each of the restrictions nx = n \ EA : EA -► E is 
injective. Moreover, the sets 7rA(EA) form a covering of E. 

Now consider the set O of subsets X of E with the following property: 
for each X e L, the set nj1{X n 7rA(EA)) is open in EA. It is clear that O satisfies 
axioms (Oj) and (On), and is therefore a topology on E. We shall show that in 
this topology the sets 7rA(EA) are open in E and that tix is a homeomorphism of 
EA onto the subspace 7rA(EA) of E, for each X e L. In view of the definition of O 
and of the fact that nx is a bijection of EA onto 7cA(EA), it is enough to establish 
the equivalence of the following two properties of a subset XA of EA: 

(a) XA is an open set in the topological space EA; 
(b) for each p e L, the set 7r“1(7rA(XA) n ^(E^)) is open in E^. 

Taking p = X, we see that (b) implies (a). Conversely, if (a) is satisfied, then 
since we have ^l{iKx(E)) n ^(E^)) = AmA by definition, the condition (b) 
signifies that, for each p e L, the set hfiX(Xx n AXfl) is open in E^. Now 
XA n AXil is open in AXfl, and is a homeomorphism of AXfl onto an open 
subset of Em. Hence (a) implies (b). 

The topological space E so defined is said to be obtained by patching 
together the EA along the AXli by means of the hXfl. 
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3. HAUSDORFF SPACES 

The notion of a limit is defined as in (3.13) for arbitrary topological spaces, 
and the criterion (3.13.1) is merely another formulation of the definition. 
However, the conclusion of (3.13.3) is no longer necessarily true: for example, 
if E is a set endowed with the chaotic topology (12.1.1), every sequence of 
points of E has every point of E as a limit. 

A topological space E is said to be Hausdorff, and its topology is said to be 
a Hausdorff topology, if it satisfies the following “ Hausdorff axiom”: 

Given any two distinct points a, b in E, there exists a neighborhood U of a and a 
neighborhood V of b which do not intersect. 

Every metrizable space is Hausdorff. 

(12.3.1) Let Ebe a topological space, A a subset of E, and let a be a cluster 
point of A. Then a mapping f of A into a Hausdorff space E' has at most one 
limit at the point a with respect to A. 

For if a', b' were two distinct limits of / at the point a, there would exist 
neighborhoods U', V' of a\ V, respectively, having no point in common. But 
by hypothesis there would be a neighborhood W of a in E such that 
/(W n A) c U' and /(W n A) c V', and this is absurd because W n A # 0. 

Hence we may continue to use the notation lim f(x) to denote the 
x gA, x -*■ a 

unique limit of/at the point a. The propositions of (3.13) which do not refer 
to distances will remain valid for mappings (in particular for sequences) from 
an arbitrary topological space to a Hausdorff space, with the exception of 
(3.13.13) and (3.13.14). 

(12.3.2) Every subspace of a Hausdorff space is Hausdorff. 

(12.3.3) Every topology which is finer than a Hausdorff topology is Hausdorff. 

These are immediate consequences of the definitions. 

(12.3.4) In a Hausdorff space E, every finite subset is closed. 

For if is a finite sequence of points in E, a point b distinct from 
all the at cannot be a cluster point of the set of the at, because for each i there 
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exists a neighborhood Vf of b which does not contain at, and V = f] V, is 
i= 1 

then a neighborhood of b which does not contain any of the a{. 

(12.3.5) Let / g be two continuous mappings of a topological space E into a 
Hausdorff space E\ Then the set A ofpoints xeB such that f(x) = g(x) is closed 
in E. 

The proof is similar to that of (3.15.1) (which is a special case of (12.3.5)). 
If a 4 A, then f(a) # g(a), and so there are disjoint neighborhoods U' of 
f{a) and V' of g{a). Since /"*(U') and f~l(Vr) are neighborhoods of a in E, 
the same is true of their intersection W, and it is clear that f(x) # g(x) for all 
x e W. Hence E — A is open. 

The principle of extension of identities (3.15.2) therefore remains true for 
continuous mappings of any topological space into a Hausdorff space. 
Proposition (3.15.3) and its corollary (3.15.4) (the “principle of extension of 
inequalities ”) are also valid—the proofs are the same—for arbitrary topologi¬ 
cal spaces. 

(12.3.6) Let E be a compact metrizable space, F a Hausdorff space, and f a 
continuous mapping ofB into F. Then /(E) is closed in F. Iff is injective, it is a 
homeomorphism ofB onto the subspace /(E) of F. 

Let y be a point of the complement of /(E). For each z e/(E), there exist 
disjoint open neighborhoods V(z) of z and W(z) of y. The inverse images 
/”1(V(z)) form an open covering of E as z runs through /(E) (3.11.4). Hence 
by compactness there exists a finite number of points zf e/(E) such that the 
V(Zi) form an open covering of /(E) in F. But then U = P) W(zf) is an open 

i 
neighborhood of y which does not intersect /(E). This shows that /(E) is 
closed in F. It follows that if A is any closed subset of E, then /(A) is closed in 
F (and therefore also in/(E)), because A is compact (3.17.3). If/is injective, 
this establishes the continuity of the inverse mapping/(E) -► E (3.11.4). 

(12.3.7) If a Hausdorff topology is coarser than the topology of a compact 
metrizable space, then the two topologies coincide. 

(12.3.8) Let B be a compact metrizable space, F a Hausdorff space, f a con¬ 
tinuous mapping of E into F. lfb is any point of /(E) and U is any open set in E 
containing f~l(b), then there exists a neighborhood V of b in F such that 

r\v) <= u. 
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For E — U is closed in E, hence/(E — U) is closed in F by (12.3.6). We have 
b $f(E — U) by definition, hence the complement Y of /(E — U) in F is an 
open neighborhood of b, and clearly U 3/“^(V). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Find all possible topologies on a set of 2 or 3 elements. 

2. Let ftbea set of subsets of a set E. Show that Of is the set of closed sets for a topology 
on E if and only if satisfies the following two conditions: (1) every intersection of a 
family of sets belonging to $ belongs to Of; (2) the empty set belongs to and the union 
of two sets belonging to 8f belongs to 

3. Let E be a set and for each x e E let $0) be a set of subsets of E. Then there exists a 
topology S' on E such that, for all x e E, f8(x) is the set of neighborhoods of x with 
respect to if and only if the sets 95(x) satisfy the following conditions: 

(Vi) Every subset of E which contains a set belonging to %(x) belongs to $(x). 
(Vh) The intersection of two sets belonging to 23(x) belongs to $(*). 

(Vm) For all x e E and all V e 93(x), we have x e V. 
(Viv) For all x e E and all V e S3(x), there exists a set W e 93(x) such that V e SBOO 

for all ye W. 

The topology & is then unique. 

4. Let A be a commutative ring with an identity element 1 ^ 0. An ideal p of A is prime 

if A/p is an integral domain (and therefore =^0). The set of prime ideals of A is called 
the spectrum of A and is denoted by Spec(A) (it can be shown to be nonempty). If a is 
an ideal in A, the set of prime ideals p a is denoted by V(ct). Show that V(ct n b) = 
V(a) u V(b) for any two ideals a, b in A. Deduce that the subsets V(a) of Spec(A) 
are the closed sets in a topology, called the spectral topology, on Spec(A). If x, y are 
two distinct points of Spec(A), show that either there is a neighborhood of x which 
does not contain y, or else there is a neighborhood of y which does not contain *. 
Under what conditions is a set {*} consisting of a single point closed in Spec(A)? 
Consider the case where A = Z, and the case where A is a discrete valuation ring. 

Let A' be another ring and let h: A -* A' be a ring homomorphism such that 
/r(l) = 1. Show that the mapping p'\~^h~1(p') of Spec(A') into Spec(A) is continuous 

with respect to the spectral topologies. 

5. (a) The following conditions on a nonempty topological space E are equivalent: 
(1) the intersection of any two nonempty open sets in E is nonempty; (2) every non¬ 
empty open set is dense in E; (3) every open set in E is connected. The space E is then 
said to be irreducible. A nonempty subset F of a topological space E is said to be an 
irreducible set if the subspace F is irreducible. 
(b) Show that in a HausdorfF space every irreducible set consists of a single point. 
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(c) In a topological space E, a subset F is irreducible if and only if its closure F 

is irreducible. In particular, for each x e E, the set {x} is irreducible. If an irreducible 

set F in E is of the form {x}, then x is said to be a generic point of F. 
(d) Let A be an integral domain. Show that the topological space Spec(A) (Problem 4) 
is irreducible and that {0} is its unique generic point. 

In Spec(Z), show that the complement of the generic point is an irreducible set 
which has no generic point. 
(e) If E is an irreducible space, every nonempty open set in E is irreducible. 
(f) Let (U«)« 6 A be an open covering of a topological space E, such that Ua n XJfi ^ 0 
for all pairs of indices (a, J3). Show that if the sets Ua are irreducible, then E is 
irreducible. 
(g) Let E, F be two topological spaces and let /be a continuous mapping of E into F. 
If A is an irreducible subset of E, show that/(A) is an irreducible subset of F. 
(h) Let E, F be two irreducible spaces, each of which has at least one generic point. 
Suppose also that F has a unique generic point b. Let / be a continuous mapping of E 
into F. Show that/(E) is dense in F if and only if f{x) — b for each generic point x of E. 

6. A topological space E is said to be quasi-compact if it satisfies the Borel-Lebesgue 
axiom (3.16) and compact if it is quasi-compact and Hausdorff. A subset F of a topo¬ 
logical space E is said to be a quasi-compact set (resp. a compact set) if the subspace F 
of E is quasi-compact (resp. compact). Every finite set is quasi-compact. 
(a) In a quasi-compact space, every closed set is quasi-compact. 
(b) Let E be a Hausdorff space and let A, B be two disjoint compact sets in E. Show 
that there exist two disjoint open sets U, V, such that A c U and Be V. (Consider 
first the case where A consists of a single point.) Deduce that a compact set in a Hausdorff 
space is closed. 
(c) In a topological space E, any finite union of quasi-compact sets is quasi-compact. 
(d) If E is a quasi-compact space and /: E F is a continuous mapping, then the set 
/(E) is quasi-compact. 
(e) A filter base on a set E is a set 99 e: $(E) of nonempty subsets of E such that, 
whenever X and Y belong to 93, there exists Z e 93 such that Z^XnY. Show that if 
E is a quasi-compact space and all the sets of 93 are closed, then the intersection of the 
sets of 93 is nonempty (consider the complements of the sets of 93, and argue by con¬ 
tradiction). 
(f) If A is a commutative ring with an identity element 1^0, show that the topological 
space Spec(A) (Problem 4) is quasi-compact. 
(g) Let E be the union of the interval ]0, 1 ] and two elements a, ft. Let 93 be the set of 
finite intersections of sets of the forms ]a, 1], {a} u ]0, a[,{P) vj ]0, a[9 where 0 < a < 1. 
Show that 93 is a basis of a non-Hausdorff topology on E, for which E is quasi-compact 
and every set consisting of a single point is closed in E. Every point of E has a compact 
metrizable neighborhood, but there are such neighborhoods of a (or p) which are not 
closed in E. Show that the intersection of a compact metrizable neighborhood of a 
and a compact metrizable neighborhood of p is not quasi-compact. The topology of E 
has a denumerable basis consisting of separable metrizable subspaces. 
(h) Let E be the sum (1.8) of N and an infinite set A. For each xgN, write 
©(x) = {x}. For each x e A, let S*, „ denote the union of {x} and the set of integers ^n, 

and let ©(x) denote the set of sets SXt „ as n runs through N. Show that there exists a 
non-Hausdorfif topology on E such that ©(x) is a fundamental system of neighborhoods 
of x, for each x e E. In this topology, every set consisting of a single point is closed, 
and E has a dense compact subspace, although E itself is not quasi-compact. 
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4. UNIFORMIZABLE SPACES 

A pseudo-distance on a set E is a mapping d of E x E into R which is such 
that d(x, x) = 0 for all xeE, and satisfies axioms (I), (III), and (IV) of (3.1), 
but not necessarily axiom (II). It is clear that a pseudo-distance satisfies the 
inequalities 

d(xu xn) ^ d{xu x2) + d(x2, x3) 4- • * • + d(xn- u xn), 

\d(x, z) - d(y, z)| g d(x, y) 

for all Xi and x, y, z in E. 

Examples 

(12.4.1) If/is any mapping of a set E into R, the mapping 

(x, jOH/M -/GOI 

is a pseudo-distance. 
Let (p be a mapping of the interval [0, -f oo[ into itself which satisfies the 

following three conditions: 
(1) <p(0) = 0; (2) (p is increasing; (3) <p(u + v) S + <p(v) for all u ^ 0 

and v ^ 0. 
Then if d is a pseudo-distance on a set E, the same is true of the composite 

mapping cp ° d: (x, y)v-+(p{d(x, 7)). We have only to check the triangle 
inequality, and by conditions (2) and (3) we have 

<p(d(x, z)) g (p(d(x, y) + d(y, z)) g <p(d(x, 7)) + <p(d(x, z)). 

If (dn) is a sequence of pseudo-distances on a set E, such that the series 
£ dn(x, y) converges for all (x, j/)eExE, then its sum d(x, y) is a pseudo- 
n 

distance on E (3.15.4). 

Now consider a family {da)(tel of pseudo-distances on a set E. For each 
ae E, each finite family (aJ)1^J-^m of elements of I and each finite family 

(ry)1^i^»i rea* numbers >0, put 

B(«j), (jj)) = {x e E | dXJ(a, x) < rs for 1 g j £ m), 

B(<*/)> O',)) = {* e E | daj(a, x) r} for 1 g jr £ w}. 

Let O denote the set of subsets U of E such that, for each x e U, there exists 
a finite family of elements of I and a finite family (rJ)1 of 
strictly positive real numbers such that B(x; (ay), (>,•)) c: U. It is immediately 
verified that O is a topology on E. This topology is said to be defined by the 
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family of pseudo-distances (da)a 6,. A topology which can be defined by a family 
of pseudo-distances is said to be uniformizable, and a space equipped with such 
a topology is said to be uniformizable. It is obvious that a metrizable space is 
uniformizable, but the converse is false (for example, the family consisting 
only of the pseudo-distance d = 0 defines the chaotic topology). There exist 
Hausdorff topologies which are not uniformizable (Problems 3 and 4); but 
throughout this book (and in the majority of situations in analysis) uniformiz¬ 
able spaces are the only ones which we shall have to consider. 

(12.4.2) Let E be a uniformizable space whose topology is defined by a family 
of pseudo-distances (dj)a e j. Then the sets 

B(a; (otj), Crj)) (resp. B'(a; (otj), (rj))) 

are open (resp. closed) in E. 

Let x e B(a; (otj), (rjj), and put Sj = daj(a, x). Then Sj < rs for 1 
hence B(a; (a,), (rjj) contains the set B(x; (otj), (rj — Sj)) by virtue of the tri¬ 
angle inequality for each of the daj. This shows that B(a; (ocj), (rj)) is an open 
set. If x $ B'(a; (ctj), (rfi), then there exists an index k such that 1 ig k m and 
dak(a, x) = sk > rk, and hence the triangle inequality for dak shows that the set 
B(x; otk,sk— rj) does not meet B'(a; (aj), (rjj). This shows that B'(oc;(o,), (rj)) 
is closed. 

(12.4.3) In a uniformizable space, the closed neighborhoods of a point form a 
fundamental system of neighborhoods of the point. 

This follows from (12.4.2) and the fact that 

B'(*; (*/), (rj/2)) <= B(a; (aj)9 (rj)). 

(12.4.4) Let E be a uniformizable space and let (da)(xel be a family of pseudo¬ 
distances defining the topology ofE. Then E is Hausdorff if and only if for each 
pair of distinct points x, y in E, there exists j3 e I such that d^(x, y) ^ 0. 

If E is Hausdorff, then by definition there exists a set B(x; (aj), (rjj) not 
containing y, and therefore for at least one index j we have daj(xy y) ^ rj > 0. 
Conversely, if dp(x, y) = / > 0, then the open neighborhoods B(x; /?, t/2) and 
B(y;p, t/2) of x and y, respectively, are disjoint, by virtue of the triangle 
inequality for dfi. 

If (dj) is a family of pseudo-distances defining a Hausdorff topology on a 
set E, then to say that a sequence (xn) of points of E has a point a as limit with 
respect to this topology means that lim da(a, x„) = 0 for all a. 

n~* oo 
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Two families of pseudo-distances (da)ael, (d'x)XeL on the same set E are 
said to be topologically equivalent if they define the same topology on E. 

(12.4.5) If (da)ae i is any family of pseudo-distances on a set E, there exists a 
topologically equivalent family (d^)ael such that 0 ^ d^ ^ 1 for all a el. 

Let <p(u) = inf(w, 1) for 0 ^ u < + oo. Then q>{0) = 0, and cp is an increas¬ 
ing function on [0, + oo[ and satisfies the inequality 

cp(u + v)^ <p(u) + <p(v). 

(This last assertion is clear if u > 1 or v > 1 or if u + v <£ 1; and if u g 1 and 
v 1 and u + v > 1 we have cp(u + v) = 1 < cp(u) + (pip).) It follows now from 
(12.4.1) that d'a = cp ° da is a pseudo-distance on E, for each a e I. That the 
topologies defined by the families (rfa) and (d£) are the same follows from 
(12.2.1) and the fact that, when 0<r< 1, the relations dfx, y) < r and 
d!fx, y) <r are equivalent. 

(12.4.6) A Hausdorff uniformizable space E, whose topology can be defined by 
a sequence (dn) of pseudo-distances, is metrizable. 

Without loss of generality we may assume that the sequence (dn) is infinite, 
and by (12.4.5) that 0 ^ dn <* 1 for all n. Then the series 

(12.4.6.1) d(x, y) = ^ dx(x, y) + ^ d2(x, y) + ■ ■ ■ + h d„(x, y) + --- 

converges for all pairs (x, y) of elements of E, and d is a pseudo-distance on 
E (12.4.1). Moreover, d is a distance, because d(x,y) = 0 implies that 
dn(x, y) = 0 for all n, and therefore that x = y because E is Hausdorff (12.4.4). 
If B0(x; r) is the open ball with center x and radius r with respect to the dis¬ 
tance d, then it follows immediately from (12.4.6.1) that B0(x; r) a B(x; n, 2nr) 
for all n. Conversely, if n is so large that 2n~l 2> 1/r, then we have 

I 2-"-kdn+k(x, y)^2-”^ir 
k=l 

for all x, y in E, and therefore 

B(x; (1, 2, ..., n), (ir,..., $r)) c= B0(x, r). 

By (12.2.1), the proof is complete. 

(12.4.7) Let E be a topological space and (U„) a finite or denumerable open 
covering ofE such that the subspaces U„ are separable and metrizable. Then E is 
separable and metrizable. 



We begin by showing that the topology of E is Hausdorff. Let x, y be two 
distinct points of E. If there exists an index n such that x e U„ and y$ t}„, 
then V = U„ and W = E - 0„ are open neighborhoods of x and "y respectively 
which do not intersect. If on the other hand x e U„ and yeV„ for some n, 
then in the metrizable subspace 0„ there exists an open neighborhood V0 of x 
and an open neighborhood W0 of y which do not intersect. The set V = 
V0 n U„ is an open neighborhood of x in E, and there exists an open set W in 
E such that W n 0„ = W0. Hence W is an open neighborhood of y in E, and 
V n W = 0. 

For each n, let dn be a distance defining the topology of 0„, and let 
(Vmn)mSi be a basis for the topology of U„, where Vmn is an open ball with 
center amn and radius rmn (3.9.4). Let fnn be the function which is equal to 
rmn ~ dn(amn, x) in Vm„ and is 0 in the complement of Vra„ in E. Then fmn is 
continuous on E, since it vanishes at the frontier points of Vmn. Now let 

4JX y) = I fnn(x) ~fmn(y) I 

for all x, y in E. By virtue of (12.4.6), the proof will be complete if we show 
that the pseudo-distances dmn define the topology of E. 

For each x0 e E, every set defined by an inequality of the form 
dmn{xQ ,x)<a is open in E (3.11.4). Conversely, there exists an integer n such 
that x0 e Uw, and for each neighborhood W of x0 in E there exists an integer 
m such that Vmn is an open neighborhood of x0 contained in W (3.9.3). 
Hence fmn(x0) = ft > 0, and the set of all x e E such that dmn(x0, x) < if! is 
therefore contained in W. By virtue of (12.2.1), this completes the proof. 

We remark that the conclusion of (12.4.7) is not valid without the hypothe¬ 
sis of denumerability on the open covering (UA) (Section 12.16, Problem 22); 
again, the hypotheses cannot be weakened by assuming merely that the open 
sets U„ are separable and metrizable (section 12.3, Problem 6(f)). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let E be a topological space such that, for each x e E, the neighborhoods of x which are 

both open and closed in E form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of x. Show that 

E is uniformizable. (Observe that the characteristic function of a set which is both open 

and closed in E is continuous on E.) 

2. Let E be a denumerable Hausdorff uniformizable space. Show that, for each x e E, 

the open-and-closed neighborhoods of x form' a fundamental system of neighborhoods 

of x. 
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3. Let 6 be a positive irrational number. For each point (x, ;)eQx Q+ (where Q+ = 

Qn R+) and each integer n > 0, let B„(x, y) denote the set consisting of (x, y) and 
the points feO)eQxQ+ such that \z — (x + 6y)\ < l/n or \z — (x — 6y)\ < 1/n. 

As (x, y) runs through Q x Q+ and n runs through the set of strictly positive integers, 

show that the sets B„(x, y) form a (denumerable) basis of a topology S' on Q x Q + . 

Show that S’ is HausdorfF but that, if a and b are any two points of Q x Q + , every 

closed neighborhood of a meets every closed neighborhood of b. Deduce that Q x Q +, 

endowed with the topology S~t is connected and that every continuous mapping 

of Q x Q+ into R is constant. This shows that the topology S’ is not uniformizable. 

4. Let Q be the set of rational numbers endowed with the topology S’0 induced by that 

of R. Let 2ft be the set of subsets A of Q such that the closure A of A (in the topology 

S~Q) has only finitely many nonisolated points (3.10.10). Let 93 be the set consisting of 

ail open intervals in Q, all complements of sets belonging to 2ft and all intersections of 

these complements with open intervals in Q. Show that §8 is a basis for a topology S’ 

on Q, and that S’ is finer than S'0 and therefore HausdorfF. Show that, with respect 

to this topology, a convergent sequence in Q has only finitely many distinct terms, 

although the topology S’ is not discrete. In the topology Sr, no point of Q has a 

denumerable fundamental system of neighborhoods, although Q is denumerable and 

every point of Q is the intersection of a denumerable family of neighborhoods of the 

point. By using (12.4.3), show that S’ is not uniformizable, although it is finer than a 

metrizable topology. 

5. Let E be a topological space satisfying the following condition: for each x e E and each 

neighborhood V of x in E, there exists a continuous mapping /: E-> [0,1] such that 

fix) = 1 and f(y) = 0 for all y e E — V. Show that E is uniformizable. 

Deduce that if E is a topological space such that every point of E has a closed 

neighborhood in E which is a uniformizable subspace, then E is uniformizable. Can 

the word “closed ” be omitted from this proposition ? (Cf. Section 12.3, Problem 6(f).) 

6. For each x e R and each integer n > 0, let U„(x) denote the union of the intervals 

[x, x + 1 jn[ and ] — x — 1 In, — x[. Show that there exists a topology S’ on R such that 

the U„(x) form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of x, and that S’ is not com¬ 

parable with the usual topology of R. Show that S’ is uniformizable (use Problem 5). 

In this topology, every point has a denumerable fundamental system of neighborhoods, 

and there exists a denumerable dense subset. But there exists no denumerable basis of 

open sets for S', and consequently S’ is not metrizable. Show also that the topology 

induced by S' on the interval E = [— 1, 1] of R is not metrizable, although E is quasi¬ 
compact and HausdorfF in this topology. 

5. PRODUCTS OF UNIFORMIZABLE SPACES 

Let E1? E2 be two topological spaces. In the product set E = Et x E2 let 
© be the set of (arbitrary) unions of sets of the form A± x A2, where A2 is 
open in Ex and A2 is open in E2. The set © is a topology on E, because it 
clearly satisfies axiom (0^, and it satisfies (On) by reason of the relation 

(Aj x A2) n (Bi x B2) = (At n BJ x (A2 n B2), 
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where At and Bt are open sets in E* (7=1, 2). This topology O is called the 
product of the topologies on Ex and E2, and the set E endowed with this 
topology is called the product of the topological spaces E1} E2 . If x = (xx, x2) 
is any point of E, the sets Yx x V2 (where V£ runs through a fundamental 
system of neighborhoods of xi9 for / = 1, 2) form a fundamental system of 
neighborhoods of x in E (3.9.3). From this it follows that the continuity 
criterion (3.20.4) is valid for the product of two arbitrary topological spaces. 

The relation Ax x A2 = Ax x A2 (where Ax a Ex and A2 c E2) also 
remains true; for if (au a2) e E and if Vf is a neighborhood of at in Et* 
(i = 1, 2), the set (Vx x V2) n (Ax x A2) = (Vx n Ax) x (V2 n A2) is empty 
if and only if one of the sets Yt n Af is empty. 

For each ax e Ex, the set ({tfx} x E2) n (Ax x A2) is either empty or equal 
to {ax} x A2, and therefore the mapping x2h+(ax, x2) is a homeomorphism 
of E2 onto the subspace {ax} x E2 of E. Likewise, if a2e E2, the mapping 
xx\-+(xx, a2) is a homeomorphism of Ex onto the subspace Ex x {a2} of E. 
From this it follows immediately that the propositions (3.20.12) and (3.20.13), 
and the continuity criteria (3.20.14) and (3.20.15), are valid in general. 

If Ex and E2 are Hausdorff then so is Ex x E2. For if x = (xx, x2) and 
y = yi) are distinct, then either xx ^ or x2 ^ y2 * If the latter, there is 
a neighborhood U of x2 and a neighborhood V of j2 in E2 which do not 
intersect, and then Ex x U and Ex x Y are disjoint neighborhoods of x and y, 
respectively, in E. 

IfE2 = Ex, the canonical symmetry (xx,x2)\-+(x2, xx) is a homeomorphism 
of Ex x Ex onto itself, and is equal to its inverse. 

The product of any finite number of topological spaces is defined in the 
same way. It follows immediately from the definition that the canonical 
“associativity” mappings such as (Ex x E2) xE3^E1 x (E2 x E3) are 
homeomorphisms. 

We shall be concerned especially with the case in which Ex and E2 are 
uniformizable. In this case the product space E is also uniformizable. To be 
precise, let (^^Ll* (42))mm be families of pseudo-distances which define 
the topologies of Ex, E2 respectively, and let 

e(xKx, y) = d^Xpi^x, pr xy), e^\x, y) = 42,(Pri pr2 y). 

Then the eand e(M2) are pseudo-distances on E, and the definition of neigh¬ 
borhoods given above shows that the family of pseudo-distances and 
e^\ where X e L and p e M, defines the product topology on E. 

This leads to a generalization of the notion of a product to arbitrary 
(not necessarily finite) families of topological spaces. We shall restrict our¬ 
selves to uniformizable spaces. 
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Let (Ea)aeI be any family of uniformizable spaces, and let E = J~[ Ea. 
a € I 

For each a el, let (datX)XeLa be a family of pseudo-distances defining the 
topology of Ea. If we put 

(12.5.1) ea, A(x, y) = dat A(pra *, pray) 

for each pair (x9 y) of elements of E = Yi E<*, then it is immediately checked 
a 6 I 

that the eaX are pseudo-distances on E. The product of the topologies of the 
Ea is then the topology on E defined by the ea tX as a runs through I and, for 
each a e I, A runs through La. The set E endowed with this topology is called 
the product of the spaces Ea. When I = {1,2} this definition agrees with that 
given above for two spaces Ex, E2. 

For every finite family (ai9 and every finite family of 
strictly positive real numbers, the set B(x; ((ai91*)), (rf)) can be written in 
the form Ba where, if a = oq, we have Bx = B(praix; (Aj)9 (r^)), where j 

a 61 

runs through the indices for which a,- = a*, and Ba = Ea if a is not equal to 
any oq. From this and (3.6.4) we deduce immediately: 

(12.5.2) For each a e I, the projection pra is a continuous mapping o/E onto Ea, 
and the image under pra of any open set in E is an open set in Ea. 

(12.5.3) For each finite subset H of I, and each family (Ua)aeH, where Ua is 
open in Bafor each a e H, the set mu.w n Ea\ is open in E. 

VxeH / lael-H J 

For it is the intersection of the sets pr^UJ, where a e H, and these sets 
are open (12.5.2) and finite in number. 

The sets described in (12.5.3) are called elementary sets in E. The descrip¬ 
tion given above of the neighborhoods shows that (having regard to (3.9.3)) 
these sets form a basis for the topology of E. Incidentally, this shows also that 
the topology of E depends only on the topologies of the Ea and not on the 
families of pseudo-distances (dXt A). Moreover, if ©a is a basis for the topology 
of Ea, the elementary sets such that Ua e ©a for all a form a basis for the 
topology of E. It should be noted that, if I is infinite, a product J"] Ua with 

a 61 

Ua open in E„, nonempty and ^ E0 for all a el, is not open in E. 

(12.5.4) Let A„ be a subset of E„, for each a, and let A = J} Aa. Then 
____ _ a e I 

A = J] Aa. In particular, if each Aa is closed in Ea, then A is closed in E. 
fit 6 I 
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We have pr^A) c: pr„(A) = Aa for all a e I ((12.5.2) and (3.11.4)), hence 
A c n A*. Conversely, if a = (ax) efJA,, and if we consider an ele- 

a e I a e I 

mentary set U = n u. x n e. containing a, its intersection with A is 
aeH ael-H 

n (Aa n UJ x n A- 
aeH ael-H 

Since none of the Aa is empty, no Aa is empty and therefore U n A # 0, 
which shows that a e A. 

(12.5.5) Let z\-+f(z) = (/a(z))a e x be a mapping of a topological space F into E. 
For f to be continuous at a point zQ e F, it is necessary and sufficient that each 
fa should be continuous at z0. 

For any elementary set U = nu„x n Ea, we have / ‘(U) = 
aeH ael-H 

n /^o-u 
aeH 

(12.5.6) Let (*Cn)) be a sequence of points of E. For a = (aa) to be a limit of 
the sequence (x(n)), it is necessary and sufficient that aa should be a limit of the 
sequence (pra:r(n))„£1} for each a 6 I. 

This is an immediate consequence of (12.5.5) and the definition of a limit. 

In particular, if all the Ea are equal to the same space F, then to say that a 
mapping u e F1 of I into F is a limit of a sequence of mappings (un)n^1 of I 
into F, with respect to the product topology, means that for each a e I the 
sequence (wn(a)) has u(a) as a limit in F. In this situation we say that the map¬ 
ping u is a simple limit of the sequence (w„), or that the latter converges simply 
to u. 

(12.5.7) If each space Ea is Hausdorff, then so is the product space E. 

For if x ^ yt there exists an index a e I such that prax # pray; hence, 
using (12.4.4), there exists X e La such that da>fpvax, pray) ^ 0, and there¬ 
fore eat fx, y) # 0. The result now follows from (12.4.4). 

(12.5.8) The product Eof a denumerable family of metrizable (resp. separable 
metrizable) spaces is metrizable (resp. separable and metrizable). 

First of all, E is Hausdorff by (12.5.7). To show that E is metrizable, 
apply (12.4.6) and the definition of pseudo-distances on a product. Now 

OQ 

suppose that E = fj E„, where the E„ are separable and metrizable. Then each 
n= 1 
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E„ has a denumerable basis (Um„)mg0 of open sets. For each n ^ 1, let ©„ be 
n 00 

the set of elementary sets in E of the form Yl ^fU),j x FI where /is 
j =1 k — n+l 

any mapping of {1, 2, ..., n} into N. Since N" is denumerable (1.9.3), the 
Set ©n is at most denumerable (1.9.2). We have seen that the union S of the 
sets ©„ is a basis for the topology of E (12.5.3); since © is denumerable 
(1.9.4), it follows that E is separable (3.9.4). 

(12.5.9) The product of a denumerable family of compact metrizable spaces is 
compact and metrizable. 

Let (E„) be a sequence of compact metric spaces. Since we know already 
oo 

(12.5.8) that E = E„ is metrizable, it is enough to show that every 
n— 1 

sequence (xn) of points of E has a cluster value (3.16.1). We define by induc¬ 
tion on m ^ 0 a family of sequences of points of E, as follows: 
x<0) = xn; for m ^ 1, the sequence (x^m))n^! is a subsequence of the sequence 
(x^1^ (in other words, there exists a strictly increasing mapping 
cpm: N->N such that x(nm) = suc^ that the sequence (prwxjw))n^1 
converges in Em to a point am. This construction is possible because Em is 
compact. Now consider the sequence (j/J in E, where yn = x(nn) (Cantor’s 
“ diagonal trick”). If we put \]/n = q>„ o cpn^1 o • • • o we have yn = x^fn); 
since ij/n(n) > \\fn-x{n — 1) by definition, it follows that (yM) is a subsequence of 
(xn). Furthermore, for each m, the sequence (yn)n^m is a subsequence of the 
sequence (xim))n^1} and therefore the sequence (prm^Jn^m converges to am. 
Hence so does the sequence (prmyrt)„^l5 since it differs from the former by 
only a finite number of terms. Hence the sequence (y„) converges to the 
point a = (<am) (12.5.6). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Show that the product of two quasi-compact topological spaces (Section 12.3, 

Problem 6) is quasi-compact. 

2. Show that a topological space E is Hausdorff if and only if the diagonal (1.4.2) of 

E x E is closed in E x E. 

3. Let (E*)* e i be a family of arbitrary (not necessarily uniformizable) topological spaces, 

and let E = 17 E«. Show that the elementary sets, defined as in (12.5.3), form a basis 
ael 

of a topology on E. This topology is called the product of the topologies of the E«. 
Generalize (12.5.2) to (12.5.7) to this situation. 
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4. Let E =riE« be a product of Hausdorff topological spaces, such that each Ea 
a e I 

contains at least two distinct points aa,ba. For each a e I, let ca be the point of E 

such that praca = ba and pr^ = a0 for all /3 ^ a. Show that every point of the set 

{c,}a6i is an isolated point. 

Deduce that the topology of E has a denumerable basis if and only I is denumer¬ 

able and each of the E* has a denumerable basis. 

Show that if I is not denumerable, the point a = (aa) has no denumerable funda¬ 

mental system of neighborhoods. If Ea = {aa, for each a, and if F E is the set of 

all x e E such that prax = ba for all but denumerably many indices a, show that F is 

dense in E and that a = (aa) is not a limit of any sequence of elements of F.* 

5. Let K be the discrete space {0,1}, let A be an infinite set, and let E be the product 

space KA. Let V be a nonempty elementary set in E. If h is the (finite) number of 

indices a such that praV ^ K, let ju(V) = 2~h (cf. (13.21)). 

(a) Show that, if th,..., U„ are nonempty mutually disjoint elementary sets, then 
n 

52 /*(Uk) ^ 1. (Write Uk in the form Wfc x KB, where B is the same for all k and is the 
k=l 

complement of a finite subset of A.) 

(b) Deduce from (a) that if (UA)AeL is a family of nonempty pairwise disjoint open 

sets in E, then L is at most denumerable, although there exist sets C of arbitrary 

cardinal in E (for a suitable choice of A) all of whose points are isolated. Show also 

that if the cardinal of A is strictly greater than that of $(N), then E contains no 

denumerable dense subset. 

6. With the notation of Problem 5, let S8 be the set of all subsets of KA of the form 

n M«, where Ma = K except for at most denumerably many indices a. Show that 95 
ae A 

is a basis for a Hausdorff topology on KA which is finer than the product topology, 

and which is not discrete provided that A is infinite and non-denumerable. In this topol¬ 

ogy, every denumerable intersection of open sets is open; no point has a denumerable 

fundamental system of neighborhoods; and every quasi-compact subset is finite. The 

projections pra are continuous with respect to this topology. Deduce that KA is 

uniformizable with respect to this topology (Section 12.4, Problem 5). 

7. Let I be the interval [0,1] in R, with the induced topology. Show that every separable 

metrizable space E is homeomorphic to a subspace of the product IN. (Reduce to the 

case where the distance d on E is <H, and consider a sequence (an) which is dense in 

E, and the functions jch-+d(an, x).) 

8. With the notation of Problem 7, show that in the uniformizable product space I1, 

the subspace of continuous mappings of I into I is dense. Deduce that I1 has a 

denumerable dense subset, although there is no denumerable basis of open sets 

(Problem 4). 

9. Show that if I is a nonempty open interval in R, there exists no nonconstant mapping 

/ of I into the product space NN with the following property: for each x e I and each 

* This example shows that in general topological spaces (and even in Hausdorff 

uniformizable spaces) the convergent sequences do not determine the topology, as they do 

in metrizable spaces (cf. (3.13.3) and (3.13.4)). To get corresponding results in general, it is 

necessary to replace the notion of sequence by the more general notion of a filter (cf. [5]). 
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integer n > 0, there exists a neighborhood V of x in I such that, for all y e V, the first 

n terms of the sequence f{y) are the same as the first n terms of the sequence f{x). 

(Show that this condition implies that/is continuous, and use (3.19.7).) 

10. (a) Let E be a topological space and A a nonempty closed subset of E. Let E' be 

the sum of E — A and a set {ai} consisting of a single element, and let O' be the set 

of subsets of E/ which are either of the form U where U is an open set in E — A, or of 

the form (V — A) u {<w}, where V is an open set in E which contains A. Show that 

£)' is a topology on E', and denote by E/A the set E/ endowed with this topology. Let 

<p(x) = x if x e E — A, and (p(x) = o> if x e A. Show that 9? is a continuous map¬ 

ping of E onto E/A. Every continuous mapping / of E into a topological space F, 

which is constant on A, can be written uniquely in the form /= g 0 9, where 

g: E/A -> F is continuous. 

(b) Suppose that E is metrizable and compact; let d be a distance defining the top¬ 

ology of E, and let (Wn)n>1 be a basis for the topology of E — A. Let fQ(x) — d(x. A), 

fn(x) = d(x, E-W„) for n^> 1, and /(*) = (/„(*))„ >0 eRN. Show that /(E) is a 

compact subspace of RN, homeomorphic to E/A. This shows that E/A is compact 
and metrizable. 

(c) Show that if we take E = R and A = Z, then the space E/A defined in (a) is not 
metrizable (cf. Section 3.6, Problem). 

6. LOCALLY FINITE COVERINGS AND PARTITIONS OF UNITY 

In a topological space E, a family (AJ^, of subsets of E is said to be 
locally finite if for each point xeE there exists a neighborhood U of x in E 
such that UnA, = 0 for all but a finite number of indices a e 1. If E is 
metrizable and K is a compact subset of E, it follows that there is a covering 
of K by a finite number of neighborhoods of points of K in E, each of which 
meets only a finite number of the sets Aa. In particular, K meets only & finite 
number of the Aa. 

If (Aa)a.l> are two coverings of a topological space E, the 
covering (B„) is said to be finer than (Aa) if, for each p e M, there exists 
1 e L such that e Ax. 

(12.6.1) Let E be a separable, locally compact, metrizable space and let © be a 
basis of open sets in E. If (Aa)a eL is any open covering of E, there exists a 
denumerable locally finite open covering (B„) ofE which is finer than (Aa), and 
such that the sets B„ are relatively compact and belong to ©. Consequently each 
B„ meets only finitely many of the sets Bra. 

From (3.18.3) we know that there exists an increasing sequence (U ) a0 of 
relatively compact open sets such that C,cU,H for all n, and E= (JU„. 
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Put Kn = U„ — U„_l3 which is a compact set for all n ^ 0 (we put U„ ~ 0 for 
all n < 0). For each 0, the open set — tJ„_2 is a neighborhood of 
K„. Hence, for each x e K„, there exists an open neighborhood e © of x, 
contained in Un+1 — Un_2 and contained in one of the sets Aa. There exists a 
finite number of points xt e K„ (1 ^ ^ pn) such that the sets cover Kn. 
Arrange the sets (m ^ 0, 1 £ i ^ pm for each m) in a sequence in any 
way, and let (Bn) denote this sequence. It is clear that (B„) is an open covering 
of E which is finer than (AA)A6 L, and that the sets B„ are relatively compact. 
Thus all that has to be checked is that the covering (B„) is locally finite. 
Let z be any point of E, and let n be the least integer such that zeU„. Since 
z^Urt_1} there exists a neighborhood T of z contained in Un and not 
meeting 0„_2. Consequently T can intersect only the sets for which 
n — 2 ^ m ^ n + 1, and the number of these sets is finite. 

(12.6.2) Let (An) be a denumerable locally finite open covering of a metrizable 
space E. Then there exists an open covering (Bn) of E such that B„ c Anfor all n. 

We shall define the family (B„) by induction on n, in such a way that 
B„ c An for each n, and such that for each n the family consisting of the Bfc 
with k n and the Aj with j > n is an open covering of E. Suppose that the 
sets B„ have been defined for n < m. Then the B„ with n < m and the A j with 

cover E. Let C be the open set which is the union of the B„ with n < m 
and the A j with j > m + 1, so that we have E - Am c C. We shall show that 
there exists an open set V such that E-AmcVc?cC. If E = Am, 
we may take V = 0. If C = E, we may take V = E. If neither E - Am nor 
E — C is empty, there exists a continuous mapping / of E into the interval 
[0, 1] of R, which is equal to 0 on E — Am and to 1 on E — C (4.5.2). We then 
take V to be the open set of points y such that f(y) < J, and then V is con¬ 
tained in the closed set of points y such that f(y) ^ and hence VcC. 
Put Bm = E - V. Then we have BmcE-VcAm and Bmu C = E, so that 
the sets Bnwith n ^ m satisfy the required conditions, and the induction can 
proceed. For each xeE, there exists an integer n such that x$ km for all 
m> n, and therefore xeBk for some k ^ n. Hence the sets B„ cover E. 

It is clear that the same argument will apply if the covering (An) is finite. 

If E is a topological space and/is a mapping of E into a real vector space 
F or into R, the support of/(denoted by Supp(/)) is defined to be the smallest 
closed set S in E such that/vanishes on E — S. In other words, Supp(/) is the 
closure in E of the set of points xeE such that f(x) # 0; or again it is the set 
of points xeE with the property that every neighborhood of x in E contains a 
point y such that f{y) # 0. 
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Let (/a)aei be a family of mappings of E into F (resp. R) whose supports 
form a locally finite family. Then the sum ]|T /a(x) is defined for all x e E, 

cx e I 

because it contains at most finitely many non-zero terms. We denote by 
£ fa the function rn- £j£(x). If F is R or a normed space (or more generally 

ae I ae I 

a topological vector space (12.13)), and if each fa is continuous on E, then so is 
/= for given x e E there exists a neighborhood V of x which meets only 

ae I 

finitely many of the Supp(/a), and hence there is a finite subset H of I such 
that/O') = Y fjy) for all y e V. 

aeH 

A continuous partition of unity on E is by definition a family (/a)a6l of 
continuous mappings of E into [0, 1], such that the supports of the/a form a 
locally finite family, and such that ffx) = 1 for all x e E. If (Aa)ae j is an 

a e I 

open covering of E indexed by the same set I, then the partition of unity 
(So)a e i is said to be subordinate to the covering (Aa)a e r if we have Supp(y^) c: Aa 
for all a e I. 

(12.6.3) Let (A„) be an at most denumerable locally finite open covering of a 
metrizable space E. Then there exists a continuous partition of unity (fn) on E 
subordinate to (A„). 

Let (B„) be an open covering of E, such that c A„ for all n (12.6.2). It is 
clear that the covering (B„) is locally finite. By (4.5.2), for each n there exists a 
continuous mapping hn: E -+ [0, 1] such that hn is equal to 1 on B„ and equal 
to 0 on E - A„. If we put gn = (hn — ^) +, then Supp(#„) is contained in the 
set of points x such that hfx) ^ J, and hence is contained in An. Let g = £ gn. 

Since the sets B„ cover E, we have g{x) > 0 for all x e E, and therefore the 
functions fn = gjg are defined and continuous on E, and form a partition of 
unity with the required properties. 

(12.6.4) Let Ebe a metrizable space, K a compact subset of E and (Ak)1^k^m 
a finite covering of K by open sets of E. Then there exist m continuous map¬ 
pings fk: E-* [0, 1] such that SuppO*) c= Ak for I ^k^m, and such that 

m m 

J) fk(x) = 1 for all x e E and Y fk(x) = 1 for all x e K. 
k—l k= 1 

Take a continuous partition of unity (fk)o^k^m subordinate to the open 
covering of E consisting of A0 = E — K and the Ak (1 ^ k ^ m). 
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Remark 

(12.6.5) Let SF be a subset of the set of continuous mappings of E into R, with 
the following three properties: 

(1) for each pair of disjoint nonempty subsets M, N of E, with M compact 
and N closed, there exists a function/£> 0 in 3F which is equal to 0 on N and 
^ 1 on M ; 

(2) if (/a)a 6! is a family of functions in whose supports form a locally 
finite family, then £ fa belongs to 

a € I 

(3) if/e 3F is such that f{x) > 0 for all x e E, then g/f e for all ge!F. 

Then the conclusions of (12.6.3) and (12.6.4) are still valid, when the An 
are relatively compact, if we impose the extra condition that the functions fn 
should belong to 3F. The proofs are unaltered. 

7. SEMICONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 

In this section, and above all in Chapter XIII, we shall need to consider 
mappings of a set A into the extended real line R. Such mappings we shall call 
(by abuse of language) real-valued functions on A. Such a function/is said to 
be finite if its value at each point a e A is finite, i.e., if/(A) c R. The function/ 
is said to be majorized or bounded above (resp. minorized or bounded below) 
if there exists a finite majorant (resp. a finite minorant) of /(A). If/is both 
majorized and minorized, it is said to be bounded (which clearly implies that 
/ is finite). 

We recall ((4.1.8), (4.1.9), and (3.15.5)) that in ExR the function 
(x, y)t-*x + y (resp. (x, y)\-*xy>) is defined and continuous except at the points 
(+oo, — oo) and {—co, +oo) (resp. (+oo, 0), (— oo, 0), (0, +oo), (0, — oo)). 
The function xt-+l/x on R is defined and continuous except at the point 
x = 0. In the interval [0, + oo] of K, the function xh-*l/x (defined on 
]0, + oo]) can be extended by continuity by giving it the value +oo at 
the point 0. 

Let E be a topological space and let/be a mapping of E into the extended 
real line R. The function/is said to be lower (resp. upper) semicontinuous at a 
point i0eE if, for each aeK such that a <f(x0) (resp. a >f(x0)), there 
exists a neighborhood V of x0 in E such that, for all x e V, we have a <f{x) 
(resp. a > f(x)). The function/is said to be lower (resp. upper) semicontinuous 
on E if it is so at every point x0 e E. 
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Clearly, if / is lower semicontinuous at x0, then —/is upper semicon- 
tinuous at this point. Hence we need consider only lower semicontinuous 
functions. 

If (p is a mapping of a topological space F into E which is continuous at a 
point y0 e F, and if / is lower semicontinuous at the point x0 = <p(y0), then 
f o (p is lower semicontinuous at y0. In particular, if F is a subspace of E, and 
if / is lower semicontinuous at a point y0 e F, then so is the function f\ F. 

Examples 

(12.7.1) A mapping /: E —► R is said to have a relative minimum at a point 
x0 g E if there exists a neighborhood V of x0 such that /(x) ^/(x0) for all 
x e V. If so, then/is lower semicontinuous at the point x0. This is clearly the 
case whenever /(x0) = — oo. 

For each xeR, put /(x) = 0 if x is irrational, and /(x) = \\q if x is 
rational and equal to pjq (where p, q are coprime integers and q > 0). For 
each integer n g: 0, the subspace of rational numbers pjq with q g n is closed 
in R and discrete. Hence for each irrational x there exists a neighborhood V 
of x such that f(y) ^ \/n for all ye Y, and therefore / is continuous at the 
point x. On the other hand,/has a relative maximum at each rational point, 
and is therefore upper semicontinuous on R. 

(12.7.2) A mapping /: E -* R is lower semicontinuous on E if and only if for 
each a e R, the set /”*(]a, -f oo]) of points x at which /(x) > a is open in E 
(or, equivalently, the set/~1([- oo, a]) of points x such that/(x) ^ a is closed 

in E). 

For to say that / is lower semicontinuous on E signifies that, for each 
a e R, the set/^Qa, + oo]) is a neighborhood of each of its points (3.6.4). 

If A is any subset of a set E, the characteristic function of A (usually 
denoted by <pA) is the mapping of E into R such that cpA(x) = 1 for all x e A 
and cpA(x) = 0 for all x e E - A. So we have cpE = 1, q>0 = 0, and the for¬ 

mulas 

<Pe-A = 1 ~ = ^AnBJ 

<pA + <Pb ^ ‘Pa u B + ^A n B > n CB = ^A ~ <PA ^B j 

(12.7.3) 
I Wa “ ^Bl — <Pa n CB + ^B'n CA > 

infOA*) = 9nAA. supCpaJ-Pua*. 
A A A A 

where A, B are any two subsets of E, and (Aa) is any family of subsets of E. 
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(12.7.4) A subset A. of a topological space E is open (resp. closed) in E if and 
only if (pA is lower (resp. upper) semicontinuous on E. 

This follows immediately from (12.7.2). 

(12.7.5) Let f g be two mappings of a topological space E into R, each of 
which is lower semicontinuous at a point x0 e E. Then the functions sup(/, g) 
and inf(f g) are lower semicontinuous at x0. The same is true for f 4- g if the 
sum f(x) + g(x) is defined for all x e E (4.1.8), and for fg if f and g are both 

and the product f(x)g(x) is defined for all xe E (4.1.9). 

We shall give the proof for / + g; the other cases are analogous. The 
result is obvious if f(x0) or g(x0) is equal to — oo. If not, then we have 
f(x0)+g(x0)> “°°* Every number a e R such that a < f(x0) + g(x0) can be 
written in the form a = /? + y, with /? < f(x0) and y < g(x0) (it is enough to 
choose y such that a — f(x0) < y < g(x0)). By hypothesis, there exists a neigh¬ 
borhood V of x0 such that, for all x e V, we have < f(x) and y < g(x). 
It follows that a = /? + y < f(x) + g(x) for all x e V. Hence the result. 

If/ is lower semicontinuous at a point x0, and if 0 on E, then the 
function 1// (where l/f(x) is taken to be -foo if f(x) =0) is upper semi¬ 
continuous at x0. The proof is analogous. 

Given a set E and any family (/a)a6l of mappings of E into K, the upper 
(resp. lower) envelope of the family is defined to be the mapping xh->sup ffx) 

a e I 

(resp. xi—► inf ffx)) of E into K. It is denoted by sup /a (resp. infy^). We 
a € I as I aeI 

have sup (-/a) = -inf/a. 
aeI ael 

(12.7.6) Let E be a topological space and let (/a)a elbe a family of mappings of 
E into K. If each fa is lower semicontinuous at a point x0 e E, then the upper 
envelope f = sup /a is lower semicontinuous at x0. 

a e I 

Given any l < f(x0) = sup^(x0), there exists by hypothesis an index 
a e I 

fie I such that X < fp(x0). Since is lower semicontinuous at the point x0, 
there exists a neighborhood V of x0 such that X < fp(x) for all x e V, and 
therefore X < f(x) for all x e V. 

In particular: 

(12.7.7) The upper (resp. lower) envelope of a family of continuous mappings of 
E into R is lower (resp. upper) semicontinuous. 
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The lower envelope of an infinite family of lower semicontinuous functions 
is not necessarily lower semicontinuous. As an example, for each rational 
number r let fr denote the characteristic function of R — {r}, which is lower 
semicontinuous (12.7.4). The lower envelope / of the denumerable family 
(/r)reQ takes the value 0 at each rational number and the value 1 at each 
irrational number (in other words, it is the “ Dirichlet function” 1 - cpQ, cf. 
(3.11.6)), and is not lower semicontinuous at irrational points. 

The following proposition is a partial converse of (12.7.7): 

(12.7.8) Let E be a separable, metrizable, locally compact space, and let f be 
a lower semicontinuous mapping of E into R. Suppose that there exists a finite 
real valued function g, continuous on E and with compact support, such that 
f^g (which implies that f(x) ^ 0 in the complement of some compact set). 
Then there exists an increasing sequence (/„) offinite real valued functions, con¬ 
tinuous on E and with compact supports, such that /= sup fn. 

n 

Replacing / if necessary by / — g (which is everywhere defined), we may 
assume that 0. It is then enough to show that there exists a denumerable 
family of finite real-valued continuous functions with compact supports, with 
/as upper envelope. For it we arrange this family in a sequence (gn) and take 
f„ = sup(#1? ..., gn), it is clear that the fn satisfy the required conditions. 

Let (Un) be an increasing sequence of relatively compact open sets in E, 
such that E= (JU„ (3.18.3). If gn is the function which agrees with/on U„ 

n 

and is zero on E-U„, then clearly / = sup gn, and gn is lower semicontin- 
n 

uous. Hence if gn is the upper envelope of a denumerable set D„ of finite real¬ 
valued continuous functions with compact supports, then / will be the upper 
envelope of (J D„ (2.3.6). Hence we may restrict ourselves to the case where 

n 

f has compact support. 
Suppose first of all that / = <pA, where A is a relatively compact open 

set. Put fn(x) = n • inf(d(x9 E — A), 1 jn). This is a finite, continuous, positive¬ 
valued function on E, with compact support (3.11.8). Moreover, we have 
fn(x) = f(x) whenever x e E - A or d(x, E — A) ^ l/n. It follows immediately 
that/= sup fn (3.8.9). 

n 

In the case where0 and has compact support, we can restrict ourselves 
to the case where 0 Sf S U provided that the functions fn are chosen so that 
0 Sfn(x) < 1 for aU x e E. For in the general case the function h = //(1 + /) 
(taken to have the value 1 at points where f{x) = + oo) is lower semicontinu¬ 
ous (cf. (3.3.2)). If we have h — sup hn, with hn continuous and hn(x) < 1 for 
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all x e E, then / = sup f„ with /„ = An/(1 — A„), and /„ is finite and continuous 
n 

on E. 
So we are now in the situation where 0 ^/^ 1 and/has compact support. 

For each integer n ^ 1, consider the. decreasing finite sequence of open sets 
\n =/”1G^Ah +°o]) (12.7.2), where O^k^n — 1. These sets Akn are 

n - 1 

relatively compact. The function gn = (ljri) cpAkn is lower semicontinuous 
k= 1 

(12.7.5), and we have 0 g/(x) — gn(x) g l//z for all x e E, hence/is the upper 
envelope of the sequence (gn). On the other hand, since each <pAkn is the upper 
envelope of a sequence (hkmn)m^l of continuous functions, it follows that#„ is 

n- 1 

the upper envelope of the sequence (hmn)m± u where hmn = {ljri) £ hkmn (2.3.11), 
k= 1 

and the hmn are continuous. Since gn g 1 — (1 /«), the functions /zmn do not take 
the value 1, and it is clear that/is the upper envelope of the “ double ” family 

(^mn)m^l,n^l (2.3.6). 

(12.7.9) Let E be a nonempty metrizable compact space and let f be a lower 
semicontinuous mapping of E into K. Then there exists at least one point ae E 
such that f{a) = inff(x) (in other words,/attains its lower bound on E). 

x e E 

Let p = inf /(x). Then there exists a decreasing sequence (2„) of elements 
_ xeE 

of R, belonging to/(E) and such that inf Xn = p. The set f~1(p) is therefore the 
n 

intersection of the nonempty closed sets F„ = /_1([— oo, /,]) (12.7.2), which 
form a decreasing sequence. If their intersection were empty, the open sets 
U„ = E — Fn would cover E. But E is compact and the sequence (U„) is 
increasing; hence we should have one of the Un equal to E, which is absurd. 

In particular, if / does not take the value — oo on E, then / is minorized 
on E. 

Let (x„) be any sequence of elements of R, and put 

yn = inf xn+p, zn == sup xn+p. 
p±0 p*0 

The sequence (yn) (resp. (z„)) is increasing (resp. decreasing), hence has a 
limit (4.2.1). We write 

(12.7.10) lim inf = lim (inf xn+p\, lim sup xn = lim (sup x„+p\ 
n-+ oo n->oo \P^0 / «-+oo n-*oo \p^0 / 

Clearly we have lim sup xn = — lim inf(~xn), so that we need only consider 
ji-+oo n->ao 

the limit inferior. 
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(12.7.11) For every sequence (x„) in R, lim inf xn (resp. lim sup xn) is the least 
n-+ oo n-*ao 

(resp. the greatest) of the cluster values of the sequence (xn). 

Let a = lim inf xn, and suppose first that a is finite. If c < a < d and if m is 
n~* oo 

any integer, there exists n > m such that c < inf xn + p < c\ hence there exists 
p Si; 0 

p ^ 0 such that c<xn+p<c'. This shows that a is a cluster value of the 
sequence (xn) (3.13.11). If a — + oo (resp. a — — oo), the argument is the 
same if we replace d (resp. c) by a. Conversely, if b is a cluster value of (xj, 
then it is also a cluster value of every sequence (xn+^)p^0, and therefore 
b ^ inf xn+p (3.13.7). Hence b ^ a. 

pS: 0 

This result shows that the existence of a limit of the sequence (x„) is 
equivalent to the relation lim inf xn = lim sup xn, and that the common value 

n-+ oo n~* oo 

of the two sides is then the limit of (xn) (3.16.4). 

It follows from the definition that if (xnk) is any subsequence of a sequence 
(xn) in R, then we have 

(12.7.12) lim inf x„fc ^ lim inf xn. 
k-+ oo ' n-> oo 

(12.7.13) Let E be a Hausdorjf topological space and let f be a mapping ofH 
into R which is lower semicontinuous at a point aeE. Then for every sequence 
(xrt) of points of E such that lim xn = a, we have 

n-+ oo 

(12.7.13.1) lim inf 
n~* oo 

For every a <f(a) there exists a neighborhood Y of a in E such that 
f(y) ^ a for all jeV; but there exists n0 such that xn e V for all n^n0. 
Hence f(xn) ^ a for all n^.n09 which proves the result. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let E be a topological space. For each closed subset A of the product space E x ft, 
show that the mapping xh-^inf (A(x)) of prxA into ft is lower semicontinuous. 

Conversely, if /: E ->ft is lower semicontinuous, then the subset B of E x ft consisting 
of all pairs (x, y) such that f(x)^y is closed in E x ft. 
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2. (a) Let E, F be two metrizable locally compact spaces and let w: E-*F be a con¬ 

tinuous map. The mapping tt is said to be proper if, for each compact subset K of F, 

the inverse image 7r_1(K) is compact. Show that, if tt is proper and y e 7r(E), every 

neighborhood in E of the set tt"1^) contains a neighborhood of the form 7r-1(U), 
where U is a neighborhood of y in F. 

(b) Let g be a lower semicontinuous real-valued function on E. For each ye F, 

let /O') be the greatest lower bound of g on the set iT~l(y) (so that f(y)= + oo if 

tt~1(y) = 0). Show that/is lower semicontinuous on F. 

(c) Let g be the continuous function (xu x2)h->\x1x2 — 1| on R x ]0, +oo[. For 

each xeR, let/(*i) = inf g{xu x2). Show that/is not lower semicontinuous onR. 
*2 > 0 

3. For each point t = (tu Cn, put Pt(X) = Xn + /jX"-1 + ••• + /„. Show that 

there exists a continuous mapping of C” into R and a lower semicontinuous 

mapping 11—>y(t) of C" into R, such that Pt(x(0 + iy(t)) = 0 for all t e C". (Take 
x{t) to be the largest of the real parts of the roots of Pr, and use (9.17.4)). 

4. Let /be any mapping of a metric space E into a metric space F. For each xeE, let 

Q(x) be the oscillation of/at x with respect to E (3.14), so that Q(jc) is a positive real 

number or -f oo. Show that the mapping xi—► £l(x) of E into ft is upper semicontinuous. 

5. Let E be a metric space and let/: E ->R be lower semicontinuous. Let a e E be a point 

at which the oscillation £}(a) of / is finite. Show that for each s > 0, there exists a 

neighborhood V of a in E such that inf Q(x) ^ £. (Show that otherwise there would 
* 6 V 

exist points x arbitrarily close to a at which fix) took arbitrarily large values.) 

6. Let («„)„> i be an infinite sequence of distinct points in the interval [0, 1[. For each 

integer N> 1, let blt...,bn denote the sequence obtained by arranging the set 

{tfi, in increasing order. The intervals [0, [b1,b2[i..., [6N_X, M,[6N, 1[ 
are said to form the Nth subdivision of [0, 1[ corresponding to the sequence (an). 

Let wN (resp. vN) denote the minimum (resp. maximum) of the lengths of the intervals 

of the Nth subdivision. Let A = lim inf N^n , (jl = lim sup Ni>n • 
N-*oo N-> oo 

(a) For each e > 0, let n0 be such that wN ^ (A — e)/N and uN ^ (/x + e)/N for all 

N ^ n0 . Show that, for each N n0 and each integer r such that 0 g r ^ N, there 

exist 2r intervals of the (N 4- r)th subdivision whose lengths are greater than or equal 

to the 2r numbers 

A — e A — £ A — e A — £ A —£ A — £ 
nTT N + 1 ’ N + 2 * N + 2 ’ * " ’ N H-7’ N + r 

and such that the other intervals of the (N + r)th subdivision are intervals of the Nth 

subdivision (use induction on r). 

(b) Show that, if N n0, the intervals of the Nth subdivision can be arranged in 

order in such a way that their lengths are less than or equal to the N + 1 numbers 

fJL £ jll-f-£ fJL 6 

" N ’ N+T’”'’ 2N ’ 

(For each interval I of the Nth subdivision, let 5(1) be the largest integer ^2N such 

that 1 is an interval of the 5(I)th subdivision, and arrange the intervals I in order of 

increasing 5(1).) 
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(c) Deduce from (a) and (b) that 

A £ l/Iog4, /x ^ 1/log 2 

N 

(use the fact that £ 1/(N + r) tends to log 2 as N + oo). 

(d) Take a„ = log2(2/z — 1) — [log2(2/z — 1)]. Show that we have A = 1/log 4 and 

fj. = 1/log 2 for this sequence. (Observe that, if N = 2P, the set [a1} as} is the same 

as the set (cN,..., c2n-i) where cn = log2 n — [log2 n].) (Cf. Section 13.21, Problem 15.) 

7. Let E be a metrizable space. Show that a nonempty closed subset S of E is the support 

of a lower semicontinuous (resp. continuous) real-valued function ^0 on E if and only 

if S is the closure of its interior. 

8. Let E be a metrizable space and / a mapping of E into ft. The lower semicontinuous 

regularization of /is defined to be the upper envelope of the continuous functions g on 

E such that g <^/. 
(a) For each x e E we denote by lim inf f(y) the greatest lower bound of the numbers 

y-*x 

lim inf/(y„), for all sequences (y„) tending to x. Show that the function x i—► lim inf f(y) 
n~* oo y~*x 

is the lower semicontinuous regularization of /. 
(b) Suppose that E is an open set in R. For each x e E, let lim inf f(y) denote the 

y-*x, y^x 

greatest upper bound of the numbers lim inf f(y„) for all sequences (yn) such that 
«-*• QO 

yn->x and y„ x for all n. Show that the set of all x e E such that 

lim inf f(y) > lim inf f(y) 
y-+x, y-+x 

is at most denumerable. (For each pair (p, q) of rational numbers with p > qf show 

that the set of points x e E such that 

lim inf f(y)> p> q> lim inf f{y) 
y-+x, y^x y-*x 

is at most denumerable, by following the method of Section 3.9, Problem 3.) 

9. A Dirichlet series is a series whose general term is of the form ane~Xn\ where (A„) 

is an increasing sequence of real numbers, tending to +oo, and (an) is any sequence 

of complex numbers, and s is complex. 

(a) Show that if the series is convergent for s = s0, then it is uniformly convergent in 

the angular sector consisting of the points s = s0 + peie with p j> 0 and 

where a is such that 0 < a < 7t/2. (Reduce to the case s0 = 0; show first that if 
&s = a, then 

^ \s\a-i^e-aa -e-ba) 

whenever a and b are real and a < b, by considering the integral J e~xs dx. For each 

integer m and each n^tm, put Sm, „ = am + am+1 H-+ an and use the identity 
(Abel's partial summation formula) 

£ a>e-Xk5~j: Sm,k(e-XkS-e-Xk+ls) + $m,ne-XnS). 
k = m k = m 
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(b) Deduce from (a) that there are the following three alternatives: either the series 

(ane~knS) does not converge for any value of 5, or it converges for all values of s, or 

else there exists a real number cr0 such that the series converges for Ms > cr0 and does 
not converge when Ms < cr0. In the first (resp. second) case we put cr0 = +00 (resp. 

— 00). In all cases, the (extended real) number cr0 is called the abscissa of convergence 

of the series. The sum of the series is an analytic function of s in the region Ms > a0. 

(c) Show that if cro^0, then o0 — limsup(log |S0>„|)/An. (Show first that if the 
n-+ oo 

series with general term ane~knS = bn is convergent (with s real and >0), then we 

have |So, n| is K.ekn* where K is a constant, by writing an = bneknS. Then show that if 

y — lim sup (log |S0, „|)/An, the series (ane~knS) converges when s = y + 8, where S is 
n-* 00 

real and >0, by arguing as in (a).) 

(d) Let <7i be the abscissa of convergence of the Dirichlet series with general term 

\an\e~knS. Then oi ;> cr0. If cr0 < + 00, show that 

log n 
O'! — (To S lim sup —r-. 

n-yoo An 

(Remark that, given e > 0, we have \an\ e(£T0+e)A” for all sufficiently large w.) Consider 

the case where A„ = n (cf. Section 9.1, Problem 1). Show that, for the series with 

general term 

(—1)" 
__log log n 

we have cr0 = ~~ 00 and o-i = +00. 

10. Let/be a real-valued function defined on the interval [0, + 00 [, satisfying the following 

conditions: 

(1) f(s + /) ^f(s) +/(/); 
(2) there exists a number M > 0 such that |/(/)| ^ M/ for all /. 

Show that the limits 

r m 
a = lim-, 

t-+ 0 t 
e-in,™ 

t-* + 00 t 

exist and are finite, and that oct ^f(t) ^ fit for all t ^ 0. (To establish the existence 

of a it is enough to show that, if we take a = lim sup/(/)// (Problem 8), then 
1 —*• 0 

a ^/(/)// for all t > 0. Take a decreasing sequence (/„) tending to 0, such that 

lim /(/„)//„ = a, and let kn be the integral part of ///„. Show that 

/<,jsx+m(e- 4 

The proof of the existence of lim is similar; put fi — lim inf/(/)//.) 

11. Let / be a continuous mapping of an open set U in a Banach space E into a Banach 

space F. For each x e U, let 

D+/(*) = lim sup 
y-+x, y#x 

11/00-/Ml 
10-*|[ 

D ~f(x) = lira inf 
y-+x, y&x 

\\f(y)-m\\ 

lb-*ll 

We have 0 S D~/W ^ D +f(x) g + oo. 
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(a) If the function /is differentiable at a point xeU, then D +f(x) = ||/'(*)!!• If 

f'(x) is not a linear homeomorphism of E onto a subspace of F, we have D ”/(*) = 0. 

In the contrary case, we have T>~f(x) = ||(//(x))“1||“1, where (/'(*))-1 denotes the 

inverse homeomorphism. 
(b) Suppose that the segment with endpoints a, b is contained in U, and that 

D +f(x) <1M for all points x in this segment. Prove that \\f(b) —/toll ^ M||6 — a|| 

(see the proof of 8.5.1).) 
(c) Take U = E =R2 and F —R3, and let/be defined as follows: 

/(&,&) = 
(U&-8) 
l 8 + 8 & + B ) 

if (£u g2) ^ (0, 0); and /(0,0) = 0. Show that the greatest lower bound of D-/on U 

is strictly positive, but that there is no neighborhood of 0 in U on which/is injective. 

(d) For the remainder of this problem, suppose that there exist two numbers m, M 

with 0< w<M< + 00, such that m ^ D~f(x) ^ M for all x e U. Suppose also that 

for each xeU there exists an open neighborhood V of x*in U such that/| V is a 

homeomorphism of V onto an open set in F; then/(U) is open in F. Let a be a point 

of U, and for each line D <= F containing fig) let ID be the connected component of 

the point/to in the open set D n /(U) in D. The union Sa of the sets Id is the largest 

star-shaped open set with respect to f(a) contained in /(U). For each line D in F 

passing through fia), there exists a unique continuous mapping gD : ID -*U such that 

gD(f(a)) = a and f(gD(y)) = y for all ye ID (the proof is the same as in Section 10.2, 

Problem 6fc).) If y,y' are points of ID, we have ||#D(/) — ^dOOII ^ m_1||/ — y\\. 
Deduce that as y tends to an endpoint of ID (when there is one), g&(y) has a limit 

belonging to Fr(U). 
(e) Let y: J U be a path in U with origin a and extremity b. Show that, if 

/(y(J)) c Sfl, then we have b=gD(f(b)), where D is the line through/(a) and f(b), and 

II/(£>)“/to II ;> m|| b- a\\. 
(f) Deduce from (d) and (e) that if U = E then Sa = F, and/is a homeomorphism 

of E onto F. 
(g) Let k = M/m. Let a, b be two points of U such that the set Ekt a, b of points 

ze E such that ||z — a\\ + ||z — b\\ ^ k\\ b — a\\ is contained in U. If L is the closed 

segment with endpoints a, 6, show that /(L) c: Sa, and hence that 

ll/(«-/(fl)ll^w||^-«l|. 
(Proof by contradiction: consider the least t e [0,1] such that y = f(a + t(b — a)) $ Sa. 

If D is the line through f(a) and y, there is an endpoint u of Id belonging to the open 

segment with endpoints f(a) and y. When t' < t tends to /, there is a point u' of the 

open segment with endpoints f(a) and y' = f(a + t'(b — a)) which tends to u. Let D' 

be the line through f(a) and and let z' == gD'(u')- Using (e), show that zf e Ekt a, b, 

and obtain a contradiction by making t' tend to t and using (d).) 

(h) Suppose that E and F are Hilbert spaces and that U is the ball ||x|| < 1. Deduce 

from (g) that if B is the ball ||x|| < 1/(1 + (k1 — 1)1/2), the restriction of / to B is a 

homeomorphism onto /(B), and that ||/(x/) —/(x)|| ^ m \\x' — x|| for any two points 
x, x' in B. 

(i) With the hypotheses of (h), suppose also that-fc< ((1 +V5)/2)1/2. Show that / 

is then injective on U and, more precisely, that for any two points x, x' in U we have 

ll/(*0 “/toll ^ /X ||x' — x||, where 

m2 - M(M2 - m2)112 

IM~ m + (M2 — m2)112 • 
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(If 6 is such that 0 < 0 < 1, then H/QQ ~f(x)\\ ^ \\f(6x') ~/(flx)U - 2M(1 - 0), 

and we can choose 6 so that d{6x, E — U) i Vk2 ~ 11| jc' — jc ||, 

ll/( Ox') ~f{Bx)|| mO \\x' — x|| and md \\x' — x\\ — 2M(1 — 6) ^ (i \\x' - x||.) 

8. TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS 

If G is a group, in which the law of composition is written (for example) 
multiplicatively, a topology on G is said to be compatible with the group 
structure if the two mappings (x, j)i^xyofGxG (endowed with the product 
topology) into G, and x\—► x“1 of G into G, are continuous. A group endowed 
with a topology compatible with its group structure is called a topological 
group. We leave it to the reader to transcribe this definition (and all the 
results which follow) into additive notation. 

An isomorphism of a topological group G onto a topological group G' is by 
definition an isomorphism of the group G onto the group G' which is bicon- 
tinuous. If G' = G, we say automorphism instead of isomorphism. 

If G is any group, the law of composition (x,y)\-+yx defines a group 
structure on the set G (and this structure is different from the given one 
unless G is commutative). The group so defined is denoted by G° and is 
called the opposite of G. Any topology which is compatible with the group 
structure of G is also compatible with that of G°, and hence makes G° into 
a topological group. The mapping xh^x~1 is then an isomorphism of G 
onto G°. 

Examples 

(12.8.1) The discrete topology and the chaotic topology (12.1.1) are com¬ 
patible with the structure of any group. The topology of a normed space (in 
particular R or C) is compatible with its additive group structure. On the 
additive group Q of rational numbers, the topology defined by the p-adic 
distance d (3.2.6) is compatible with the group structure, because by virtue of 
the definition of this distance and (3.2.6.4) we have 

d{xo + y0, x + y) ^ Max«x0, x), d(y0, y)) 

and 

d(-xo, -x) = d(x0,x). 

If E is a (real or complex) Banach space and GL(E) the set of linear homeo- 
morphisms of E onto E, then the topology induced on GL(E) by that of 
if(E; E) is compatible with the group structure ((5.7.5) and (8.3.2)). 
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In particular, the topology induced on the multiplicative group R* 
(resp. C*) of real (resp. complex) numbers 7^0 by the topology of R (resp. €) 
makes R* (resp. C*) into a topological group. 

If G is a topological group (in multiplicative notation), the mappings 
(x, y) \-txy~1 and (x} y) h-+ x~ly are continuous mappings of G x G into G 
(3.11.5). For each ae G, the left and right translations x\-+ax and xv-^xa 
are homeomorphisms of G onto G, because they are bijective and continuous 
((3.20.14) and (12.5)) and so are the inverse mappings xy-*cT1x2mA. x\-+xa~~l. 
For any a, b in G, the mapping x\-+axb (and in particular the inner auto¬ 
morphism xv-+axa~l) is therefore a homeomorphism of G onto G (3.11.5). 
Since the mapping jch-^jc”1 is bijective and equal to its inverse, it also is a 
homeomorphism of G onto G. 

(12.8.2) Let G be a topological group. 

(i) For each open (resp. closed) subset A of G, and each xeG, the sets 
jcA, Ax and A"1 (the set of all y ~1, where ye A) are open (resp. closed) in G. 

(ii) For each open set A in G and each subset B of G, the sets AB (the set 
of all products yz, where ye A and ze B) and BA are open in G. 

The assertions in (i) follow immediately from the preceding remarks, and 
(ii) follows from (i), since AB = (J Az is a union of open sets. 

ze B 

(12.8.2.1) On the other hand, if A and B are closed in G, it does not neces¬ 
sarily follow that AB is closed (cf. (12.10.5)). For example, if 9 is an irrational 
number, consider the subgroups Z and 0Z of R. Then the subgroup Z + 0Z is 
not closed in R. To see why, observe that this subgroup is denumerable, and 
therefore is not the whole of R (2.2.17). Hence it is enough to prove the 
following result: 

(12.8.2.2) The only closed subgroups of R are R itself and the subgroups of 
the form aZ, where a e R. 

Granted this, we cannot have both 1 = not and 6 = ma with m and n 
integers, because 9 is irrational, and the assertion of (12.8.2.1) then follows. 

To prove (12.8.2.2), we shall first show that a subgroup H of R is either 
discrete or dense in R. If H is not discrete, then for each e > 0 there exists 
x 0 in the set H n [ —c, + e]. Since the integer multiples nx (n e Z) belong 
to H, every interval of length greater than e in R contains one of these points 
and therefore H is dense in R. 
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To complete the proof of (12.8.2.2), it remains to be shown that if H is 
discrete it is of the form aZ. We may assume that H ^ {0}. Since H = — H, 
the intersection H n ]0, + oo[ is not empty. If b > 0 belongs to H, the inter¬ 
section H n [0, b~\ is compact and discrete and therefore finite (3.16.3). Let a 
be the smallest element >0 in this set, and for any xe H let m = [x/a] be 
the integral part of x/a. Then x — ma e H, and 0 ^ x — ma < a. This implies 
that x — ma = 0 and so we have H = aZ. 

(12.8.3) Let G be a topological group. 

(i) Let a e G. IfY runs through a fundamental system of neighborhoods 
of the neutral element e of G, the sets aV (resp. Ya) form a fundamental 
system of neighborhoods of a. 

(ii) For each neighborhood U of e, there exists a neighborhood V of e such 
that YY~l cU. 

(iii) For each neighborhood U ofe and each aeG, there exists a neighbor¬ 
hood W of e such that aWa~l c U. 

(iv) G is Hausdorff if and only if the set {e} is closed in G. 

The assertion (i) follows from the fact that translations are homeomor- 
phisms; (ii) expresses that the mapping (x, y)\-+xy~1 is continuous at (e, e), 
having regard to the definition of open sets in G x G (12.5); (iii) expresses the 
continuity of the mapping x\-+axa~l at the point e. As to (iv), it is clear that 
if G is Hausdorff the set {e} is closed (12.3.4). Conversely, if {e} is closed and 
if x, y are distinct points of G, then there exists a neighborhood V of e such 
that e $ x~xyY, i.e., such that x<£yY. If W is a neighborhood of e such that 
WW'1 <= V (which is possible by (ii)), then we have xW n yW = 0, because 
the relation xw' — yw" with w' and w" in W would imply 

x = yw"w'~l ej/WW'1 cryV. 

Hence G is Hausdorff. 

A neighborhood V of e is said to be symmetric if V“1 = V. The symmetric 
neighborhoods of e form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of e in G, 
because if U is any neighborhood of e, then so is U_1 (12.8.2) and therefore 
U n U"1 is a symmetric neighborhood of e contained in U. 

For each integer n > 0 and each subset V of G we define Yn inductively by 
the rule V" = V””1 ■ V = V • Vrt“1. (The set V” is not the set of x” with 
x e V.) If V is a neighborhood of e, then so is V” 3 V for all n ^ 1, and it 
follows from (12.8.3(h)) that if U is any neighborhood of e and n is an 
integer > 1, there exists a symmetric neighborhood V of e such that V" <= U. 
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(12.8.4) For a homomorphism f of a topological group G into a topological 
group G' to be continuous, it is necessary and sufficient that f should be con¬ 

tinuous at one point. 

For if / is continuous at a e G and if V' is a neighborhood of f(a), then 
f~\Vf) = V is a neighborhood of a. For each x e G, we have 

f(xa~lV) = /(x)(f(a))~V(V) c:/(x)(/(a))-W', 

which establishes the continuity of / at the point x, by virtue of (12.8.3(i)). 

If H is a subgroup of a topological group G, the induced topology on H is 
clearly compatible with the group structure of H. Whenever we consider H as 
a topological group, it is to be understood in this sense unless the contrary is 
explicitly stated. 

(12.8.5) The closure fl of a subgroup (resp. normal subgroup) Hof a topologi¬ 
cal group G is a subgroup (resp. normal subgroup) of G. If G is Hausdorff and 
H is commutative, then H is commutative. 

The image of H x R = H x H under the continuous mapping (x, y)\-±xy~1 
of G x G into G is contained in fl, because the image of H x H under this 
mapping is contained in H (3.11.4). Hence H is a subgroup. Likewise, if H is 
normal and a e G, the image of H under the mapping x\-+axaTl is contained 
in H, hence the image of R is contained in R, and therefore R is normal. 
Finally, if G is Hausdorff and H is commutative, the continuous functions xy 
and yx are equal on H x H and therefore also on R x R by virtue of the 
principle of extension of identities ((3.15.2), 12.3, and 12.5). 

(12.8.6) (i) In a topological group G, the normalizer Jf{H) of a closed sub¬ 
group H (i.e., the set of all x e G such that xHx”1 c= H) is a closed subgroup. 

(ii) In a Hausdorff topological group G, the centralizer ^f(M) of any 
subset M of G (i.e., the set of all x e G which commute with every element of 
M) is a closed subgroup of G. In particular, the center of G is closed. 

For each ze H, the set of elements xsG such that xzx"1 e H is the 
inverse image of H under the continuous mapping xh+xzx”1, hence is a 
closed set (3.11.4). Since JF{H) is the intersection of these sets as z runs 
through H, it follows that jV'QH) is closed (3.8.2). Again, if G is Hausdorff 
then for each z e M the set of x e G such that zx = xz is closed (12.3.5) and 
hence so is ^f(M) since it is the intersection of these sets. 

(12.8.7) (i) In a topological group G, every locally closed subgroup is closed. 
Every subgroup which has an interior point is both open and closed. 

(ii) In a Hausdorff group, every discrete subgroup is closed. 
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(i) Let H be a locally closed subgroup of G. Then H is a subgroup of G, 
and H is an open subgroup of H (12.2.3). Hence it is enough to prove the 
second assertion. Now if H has an interior point, then by translation it 
follows that every point of H is interior, and therefore H is open. Hence the 
left cosets xH are also open sets, and therefore CH is open in G (because it is a 
union of cosets xH). Consequently H is closed in G. 

(ii) If G is Hausdorff and H is a discrete subgroup of G, then there 
exists a symmetric open neighborhood V of e such that V n H = {e}. If 

x e R, we have xV n H ^ 0. Now if y e xV n H, then xeyW and the set 
{y} is closed in the open set yV, because G is Hausdorff. Since yW n H = {y} 
(because y e H), we must have x = y, and therefore R = H. 

(12.8.8) If G is a connected group and V is a symmetric neighborhood of e, 
then G is equal to the union V00 of the sets V" for n > 0. 

The set V00 is clearly symmetric, and since WmWn == ym+/» it follows that 
V^V00 c V00. Hence V00 is a subgroup of G. Since e is an interior point of 
V00, this subgroup is both open and closed (12.8.7) and therefore is the whole 
of G. 

(12.8.9) In a topological group G, the connected component K of the neutral 
element (3.19) is a closed normal subgroup (called the neutral component or 
identity component of G). For each x e G, the connected component of x in G is 
xK = Kx. 

If a e K, the set a~l¥L is connected and contains e, hence K-1K c K. This 
shows that K is a subgroup of G. It is invariant under all automorphisms of 
the topological group G, in particular under all inner automorphisms, hence 
K is normal in G. Also K is closed in G (3.19). Finally, the last assertion 
follows from the fact that left and right translations are homeomorphisms of 
G onto G. 

(12.8.10) If Gt, G2 are two topological groups, then the product topol¬ 
ogy on the product group G = Gj x G2 is compatible with the group 
structure of G. For, identifying canonically the product spaces G x G and 
(Gjl x Gj) x (G2 x G2) (12.5), the mapping 

((*!, x2), (yu y2))'-+(x1y1, x2y2) 

is continuous ((3.20.15) and (12.5)), and the mapping (xlt x2)>-*(xi1, x2 *) 
is continuous for the same reason. The group Gx x G2, endowed with the 
product topology, is called the product of the topological groups Gx and G2 . 

If G is a commutative topological group, the mapping (x, y)h-* xy is a 
continuous homomorphism of G x G into G. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Let G be a group and let 58 be a set of subsets of G, satisfying conditions (VO and (Vn) 

of Section 12.3, Problem 3, together with the following: 

(GVi) For all U e 58 there exists V e 58 such that V • V <= U. 

(GV„) For all Ue^we have U'1 e 58. 

(GV1U) For all U e 58 and a e G, we have a\Ja~l e 58. 

Show that there exists a unique topology on G, compatible with the group 

structure of G, for which 58 is the set of neighborhoods of the neutral element e. 

2. Every topology compatible with the group structure of a finite group G is obtained 

by taking as neighborhoods of the neutral element the sets containing a normal sub¬ 

group H of G. 
Give an example of a non-Hausdorff topological group in which the center is not 

closed and has as its closure a noncommutative subgroup. 

3. Let G be a connected topological group. Show that every totally disconnected normal 

subgroup D of G is contained in the center of G. (If aeD, consider the mapping 

xv--+xax~l of G into D.) 

4. Show that the commutator subgroup of a connected topological group is connected 

(use (3.19.3) and (3.19.7)). 

5. Let G be a topological group and let H, K be subgroups of G such that H => K => H', 

where H' is the commutator subgroup of H. Show that K contains the commutator 

subgroup of fi. Deduce that if G is Hausdorff, the closure in G of a solvable subgroup 

is solvable (induction on the length of the derived series). 

6. Let G be a topological group and let H be a closed normal subgroup of G, containing 

the commutator subgroup of G. If the identity component K of H is solvable, show that 

the identity component L of G is solvable. (Show by using Problem 4 that K contains 

the commutator subgroup of L.) 

7. Let (p : R -> T be the canonical homomorphism and let 6 be an irrational number. On 

the topological space G = R2 x T2, a group law is defined by 

(xux2ttut2)(x'ux'2,ti, ti) 

= (Xi + x[,x2 + xf2, ti + t{ + <p(x2xo, t2 4- ti + cp(6x2xi)). 

In this way G becomes a locally compact group (even a Lie group). Show that the 

commutator subgroup of G is not closed in G. 

8. Let (Ga)a6l be any family of topological groups. Show that the product topology on 

G = n Ga is compatible with the product group structure (Section 12.5, Problem 4). 
a € I 

The topological group so defined is called the product of the topological groups Ga. 

Let H be the normal subgroup of G consisting of all x = (xa) such that for all but a 

finite number of indices xa is the identity element of Ga. Show that H is dense in G. 



9. METRIZABLE GROUPS 

If G is a group, a function / on G x G is said to be left (resp. right) 
invariant if f(xy, xz) = f(y, z) (resp. f{yx, zx) = f(y, z)) for all x, y, 2 in G. 
When G is commutative, these two conditions coincide, and/is then said to be 
translation-invariant. A distance d on G is left (resp. right) invariant if and only 
if the left (resp. right) translations are isometries with respect to d. If / is a 
left-invariant function on G x G, then the function (x, y)^f(x~i, y~l) is 
right-invariant, and vice versa. 

For example, if E is a normed space, the distance \\x — y\\ on E is transla¬ 
tion-invariant. 

(12.9.1) In order that the topology of a topological group G should be metriz- 
able (in which case G is said to be a metrizable group) it is necessary and 
sufficient that there should exist a denumerable fundamental system of neigh¬ 
borhoods of the neutral element e, whose intersection consists of e alone. 
When this condition is satisfied, the topology of G can be defined by a left- 
invariant distance, or by a right-invariant distance. 

It is enough to show that if there exists a denumerable fundamental system 
of neighborhoods (U„) of e in G such that f) U„ = {e}, then the topology of G 

n 

can be defined by a left-invariant distance. We define inductively a sequence 
(V„) of symmetric neighborhoods of e in G such that Vx c Ux and 

V„3+1c:VnnU„ 

for all n ^ 1 (12.8.3), so that (V„) is also a fundamental system of neigh¬ 
borhoods of e. Now define a real-valued function g on G x G as follows: 
g{jc, x) = 0; if x ^ y, then either x~1y$Vu in which case we take g(x, y) = 1; 
or else there exists a greatest integer k such that x~ly e Vfc (because x~*y ^ e 
cannot belong to all the V„), in which case we define g(x, y) = 2~k. It is 
clear from this definition that g{x, y) = g(y, x), that g(x, y) ^ 0, and that 
g(zx, zy) — g(x, y) for all x, y, z in G. 

Now let 

(12.9.1.1) d(x, y) = inf ^ g{zt ,zi+1) 
i~ 0 

where the infimum is taken over the set of all finite sequences (z0, zi9 ..., zp) 
(with p arbitrary) such that z0 = x and zp = y. We shall show that d is a left- 
invariant distance on G and satisfies the inequalities 

(12.9.1.2) y) ^ d(x, y) g g(x, y). 
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From the definition of d, it follows immediately that d is left-invariant 
(because g is), satisfies the triangle inequality, is symmetric and positive. 
Moreover, the right-hand inequality in (12.9.1.2) is obvious, and shows that 
d(x, x) = 0 for all x e G. Hence d is a pseudo-distance on G. To prove the left- 
hand inequality of (12.9.1.2) we shall show by induction on p that, for each 
finite sequence (^)0^p ofp + 1 points in G such that z0 — x and zp = y, we 
have 

(12.9.1.3) 
i = 0 

P~ 1 

This inequality is obvious if p = 1. Let us write a = £#(zt*, zi+1). The 
i = 0 

inequality (12.9.1.3) is true if a ^ because g(x,y)^ 1. If a = 0, then 
zi ~zi+1 for 0 ^ i ^p — 1, hence x — y and so (12.9.1.3) is trivially satis¬ 
fied. So suppose that 0 < a < and let h be the greatest index such that 
Z d(zi. *i+i) ^ Then we have £ g(zt,zi+1) > so that 
i < h i < h + 1 

E 9(Zi,zi+1)Si<x. 
i>h 

By the inductive hypothesis, we have g(x, zh) a and g(zh + l, y) g a; on the 
other hand, it is clear that g(zh, zh+l) ^ a. Let k be the smallest integer >0 
such that 2~k <; a. Then k ^ 2, and the elements x“ xzh, z^lzh+l, zffxy are all 
in Vfc, by virtue of the definition of g. Hence x~1y eVk3c Vk„u which implies 
that g(x, y) ^ 21~~k ^ 2a, and proves (12.9.1.3). 

Hence (12.9.1.2) is established, and shows first of all that d is a distance on 
G. Also, if r > 0, the ball B'(e; r) (with respect to d) contains V* for all indices 
such that 2~k < r, and conversely each V* contains the ball B'(e; 2~k~i). 
Since d is left-invariant, it now follows from (12.8.3(i)) and (12.2.1) that d 
defines the topology of G. 

In general it is not possible to define the topology of G by means of a 
distance which is both left- and right-invariant (Problem 1 and Section 14.3, 
Problem 11). 

(12.9.2) Let G be a metrizable group. A necessary and sufficient condition 
for a sequence (xn) in G to be a Cauchy sequence with respect to a left-invariant 
distance defining the topology of G is that, for each neighborhood V of e, there 
exists an integer n0 such that x~lxm e V for all m^n0 and n ^ n0 . 

For if d is a left-invariant distance, we have 

d{xn, xm) d(ey xn xm), 

and the proposition follows from the fact that d defines the topology of G. 
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Hence the property of being a Cauchy sequence with respect to some left- 
invariant distance is independent of the choice of distance, and depends only 
on the topology of G. We shall say simply that such a sequence is a left 
Cauchy sequence in G. A right Cauchy sequence in G is defined analogously 

by replacing x~lxm in (12.9.2) by ^x"1. It can happen that a left Cauchy 
sequence is not a right Cauchy sequence (Problem 8); but if (xn) is a left 
Cauchy sequence, then (x”1) is a right Cauchy sequence. Since the mapping 
xhx'1 is continuous it follows that, if every left Cauchy sequence in G 
converges, then so does every right Cauchy sequence. In this case G is said to 
be a complete metrizable group: it is complete with respect to every left- 
invariant distance and every right-invariant distance defining the topology 
of G. 

(12.9.3) Let G, G' be two metrizable groups. Then every continuous homo¬ 
morphism f of G into G' is uniformly continuous with respect to left- (resp. 
right-) invariant distances on G and G'. 

Let d, d' be two such distances on G, G', respectively. By hypothesis, for 
each 6 > 0 there exists 5 > 0 such that the relation d(e, z) ^ 5 implies 
d’{e’, f(z)) z. Hence if d{x,y) = d{e, x~'y) S&, then d\f(x), f(yj) ^ s, 
because 

d'(f(x),f(y)) = d'(e’, {f{x)Ylf(y)) = d\e',/(*“ V)) 
since / is a homomorphism. 

(12.9.4) Let Gl9 G2 be two metrizable groups such that G2 is complete, and 
let Ht (resp. H2) be a dense subgroup of Gt (resp. G2). Then every continuous 
homomorphism u : Ht -► H2 can be extended uniquely to a continuous homo¬ 
morphism u : Gjl -+ G2. If G\ is also complete and if u is an isomorphism (of 
topological groups) of Hi onto H2, then u is an isomorphism (of topological 
groups) of G1 onto G2 . 

There exist left-invariant distances on Gt and G2, and the existence of the 
continuous extension u then follows from (12.9.3) and (3.15.6). The fact that u 
is a group homomorphism follows from the principle of extension of identities 
applied to the two functions (x, y)\—>U(xy) and (x, y)t-*u(x)u(y) on Gx x Gx 
(having regard to (3.20.3)). Finally, if Gx is complete and if v : H2 is the 
inverse of the isomorphism u, then v can be extended to a continuous homo¬ 
morphism v of G2 into Gx. Since v ° u and u o v agree with the identity 
mappings on Hi and H2 respectively, they are the identity mappings on Gx and 
G2 respectively, by virtue of the principle of extension of identities and (3.11.5). 
This completes the proof. 
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It should be carefully noted that, if we suppose only that u is injective 
(resp. surjective), then u is not necessarily injective (resp. surjective) (Prob¬ 
lem 9). 

(12.9.5) Let G be a metrizable group in which there exists a neighborhood V of 
e which is complete (with respect to some left- or right-invariant distance). 
Then G is complete. In particular, a locally compact metrizable group is 
complete. 

Let d be a left-invariant distance on G and let (xn) be a left Cauchy 
sequence in G. Let e > 0 be such that the closed ball B'(e; s) is contained in V. 
By hypothesis there exists an integer n0 such that d(xn, xm) S e for all m^.nQ 
and n^.n0, hence the sequence (xn)n^no is contained in the closed ball 
B'(xwo; e). But this closed ball is a complete subspace, because it is obtained by 
left translation from B'(e; e) which is closed in V (3.14.5). Hence the se¬ 
quence (xn)„£i converges in G. The last assertion follows from (3.16.1). 

(12.9.6) In a Hausdorjf topological group G, every locally compact metrizable 
subgroup H is closed. 

Let x e fit, let V be a neighborhood of e in G such that V n H is compact, 
and let W be a symmetric neighborhood of e in G such that W2 c V. Then 
xW n H is nonempty and relatively compact in H, because if yQ e xW n H 
then for each y e xW n H we have jo ly e W2 n H c V n H and therefore 
yey0(Y n H), which is a compact set. It follows (12.3.6) that the closure of 
xW n H in G is contained in H, and therefore x e H. 

(12.9.7) Let G be a Hausdorff commutative topological group, written 
additively. All the material on series in Section 5.2 which involves only the 
topology of G remains valid without any change. The same is true of Cauchy’s 
criterion (5.2.1) if G is metrizable, by replacing the norm ||x|| by d(0, x), 
where d is an invariant distance on G. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let G = GL(2, R) be the multiplicative group of all real 2x2 nonsingular square 

matrices. For each integer n > 0, let V„ be the set of matrices X= ^) e G such 

that \x — 1| 1 /n, \y\ ^ 1//2, \z\ <= 1/n, and \t — 1| fg 1/n. Show that the family of 

sets V„ is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of the neutral element / of G for a 

topology 9" compatible with the group structure of G (cf. Section 12.8, Problem 1). 

The group G is locally compact in the topology but 2T cannot be defined by a 



2. Let S be a compact subset of a metrizable group G, such that xy e S whenever xeS 

and ye S. Show that for each x e S we have xS = S. (Consider a cluster value y of the 

sequence (xn)n^ * in S, and show that yS is the intersection of the sets xnS; deduce that 
y**S = yS.) Deduce that S is a subgroup of G. 

3 Let G be a locally compact and totally disconnected metrizable group. 

(a) Show that every neighborhood of e in G contains an open compact subgroup 

of G. (Every neighborhood V of e contains a neighborhood U of e which is both open 

and closed (Section 3.19, Problem 9). If B = QU, show that there exists a symmetric 

open neighborhood W of e in G such that W <= U and UW n BW = 0, and deduce 
that the subgroup generated by W is contained in U.) 

(b) Suppose that the topology of G can be defined by a left- and right-invariant 

distance. Show that every neighborhood of e in G contains a compact open normal 

subgroup of G (remark that every neighborhood V of e contains a symmetric open 

neighborhood W such that xWx'1 <= V for all x e G). 

4. Let p be a prime number. Consider the family of finite groups Zlp"Z («1), each 

with the discrete topology, and their product G (Section 12.8, Problem 8) which is 
compact and totally disconnected. For each n, let cpn: Z/pnZ^Z/pn~1Z be the 

canonical homomorphism. 
(a) Show that the set of all z = (zn) e G such that <p„(zn) — zn_j. for all n is a closed 

(hence compact) subgroup Zp of G. If iftn is the restriction to Zp of the projection 

pr„: G -^Z/p"Z, then ifs„ is a surjective homomorphism. 
(b) For each z = (z„) e Zp, put \z\p = 0 if z = 0, and \z\p — pl~m if m is the smallest 

integer such that zm # 0. Show that \z— z'\p is a translation-invariant distance 

which defines the topology of Zp. 
(c) For each n 1, let /„: Z Z!pnZ be the canonical homomorphism. Show that 

the homomorphism /: z\—of Z into Zp is injective and that its image/(Z) 

is a dense subgroup of Zp. If we put d(z, z')— \f(z) —f(z')\pi show that d is the 

/>-adic distance on Z (3.2.6). The elements of Zp are calledp-adic integers. 

5. Let p be a prime number, and let G be the compact group which is the product of an 

infinite sequence (G„)n>0 of groups G„ all equal to T =R/Z. For each n, let cp„ be the 
homomorphism xt-+px of G„ into G„_i. The compact subgroup of G consisting of all 
z = (zn) such that <p„(z„) = z„_x for all n is called the p-adic solenoid and is denoted 

byTp. 
(a) For each n, let fn : Tp G„ = T be the restriction of pr„ to Tp. Show that fn is a 

surjective homomorphism with kernel isomorphic to the group Zp (Problem 4). 
(b) Let 93:R-*■ T be the canonical homomorphism. For each xeR, show that the 

point Q(x) = ((pix/p*))^ 0 belongs to Tp. Prove that 6 is an injective continuous 

homomorphism of R into Tp, and that 0(R) is a dense subgroup of Tp. Deduce that 
Tp is connected. 

(c) Let I be an open interval in R, with centre 0 and length <1. Show that the 

subspace fox{<pO)) of Tp is homeomorphic to the product I x Zp. Deduce that Tp 
is not locally connected. 
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(d) Show that every closed subgroup H of Tp, other than Tp and {0}, is totally dis¬ 

connected and isomorphic to a group of the form Z/#zZ or (Z/«Z) x Zp, where n is an 

integer prime to p. (Consider the groups /„(H).) 

(e) Show that Tp is an indecomposable compact connected space, i.e., that it cannot 

be covered by two compact connected sets P, Q, each distinct from Tp. (Observe that 

there exists an integer n such that /„(P) ^ G„ and /„(Q) =£ G„, and examine the sets 

/„+1(P) and/„+i(Q) to obtain a contradiction.) 

6. A topological group G is said to have no small subgroups if there exists a neighborhood 

V of e such that {e} is the only subgroup of G contained in V. 

Let G be a locally compact metrizable group with no small subgroups. 

(a) Show that there exists a compact neighborhood V of e such that, for all x, y in V, 

the relation x2 = y2 implies x = y. (We may assume that G is not commutative. If the 

result were false, there would exist two sequences (x„), (yn) of points of G, both 

tending to e, such that x2 — y2 and xny„ 1 — an ^ e. Let U be a compact symmetric 

neighborhood of e not containing any subgroup of G other than {e}, and let pn be 

the smallest integer p> 0 such that a%+1 <£ U. Show, by passing to a subsequence, 

that we may assume that a = lim aPn exists, is ¥=e and belongs to U. Show that 
n-+ oo 

a"1 = a and so obtain a contradiction.) 

(b) Let U be a compact symmetric neighborhood of e, containing no subgroup other 

than {<e}, and let V be a neighborhood of e. Show that there exists a number c(V) > 0 

such that, whenever p and q are strictly positive integers such that p c(V)q and 

x e G is such that x, x2,..., x9 are in U, then xp e V. (Argue by contradiction: suppose 

that there exist two sequences of integers (pn), (q„) such that lim pn/qn = 0, and for 
n-+ oo 

each n an element an e G such that aj e U for l ^h<.qni but aPn $ V. We may also 

assume that the sequence (aPn) has a limit a^e such that a e U. Show that am e U 

for all m > 0, and hence get a contradiction.) 

7. Let G be a locally compact metrizable group with no small subgroups, and let V be a 

compact symmetric neighborhood of e containing no subgroup of G other than {e}, 

and such that for all x, y e V the relation x2 — y2 implies x = y (Problem 6(a)). 

(a) Show that if (an) is any sequence of points of V with e as limit, there exists a 

subsequence (bn) of (an) and a sequence (kn) of integers >0 such that the sequence 

(bknn) converges to a point =£e. (Consider the smallest of the integers k such that 

a$+1£V.) 
(b) Show that if r, s are two real numbers such that the sequences (bnrknl)t (,bln5knl) 

converge to x, y, respectively, in G, then the sequence (b[ir+s)knl) converges to xy. 

(Here [f] denotes the integral part of the real number t.) 

(c) Using (a), (b), and the uniqueness of the square root, show that for every dyadic 

number re [0,1] the sequence (b[rkn^) converges in G. 

(d) Let W c V be a neighborhood of e in G. Show that, for every real number 

r e [0,1], there exists a dyadic number 5 such that b[ir+s)knl e W for all n (use Problem 

6(b)). Deduce that, for each r e [0,1], the sequence (b[rknl) has a limit X(r). 

(e) If — 1 ^ r ^ 0, put X(r) = (X(—r))-1. Show that, if r, s and r + s are all in 

the interval [—1,1], we have X(r)X(s) — X(r -f s) and that the mapping r \-+X(r) of 

[— 1,1] into G is continuous. Deduce that this mapping can be extended to a non¬ 
constant continuous homomorphism of R into G. 

8. Let I be the compact interval [0,1 ] in R, and let G be the group of all homeomorphisms 

of I onto I, which is contained in the Banach space ^R(I) (7.2.1). Show that the 
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(metrizable) topology induced on G by that of #R(I) is compatible with the group 

structure of G, and that right Cauchy sequences in G are the same as Cauchy sequences 

(in G) with respect to the norm on #R(I) (7.1). Give an example of a right Cauchy 
sequence in G which is not a left Cauchy sequence. 

9. (a) Let G' be a complete metrizable group and let G0 G' be a dense subgroup of 

G'. Let G be the topplogical group obtained by giving G0 the discrete topology. The 

identity mapping G -> G0 is a continuous bijective homomorphism, but its extension 
by continuity to a homomorphism G G' (12.9.4) is not surjective. 

(b) Let G be the dense subgroup Q2 of R2, let 6 be an irrational number, and let u 

be the continuous homomorphism (x, y)i—»x + 6y of G into R. Let G' = u(G). The 

mapping w, considered as a homomorphism of G into G', is bijective, but its continuous 
extension to a homomorphism of R2 into R is not injective. 

(c) Use (a) and (b) to construct an example of two complete groups G2 and a 

continuous bijective homomorphism u of a dense subgroup Hi of Gi onto a dense 

subgroup H2 of G2, such that the continuous extension of u to a homomorphism of 

Gi into G2 is neither injective nor surjective. 

10. Let / be a continuous homomorphism of a subgroup H ^ {0} of R into a locally 

compact metrizable group G. Show that if / is not an isomorphism of H onto the 

subgroup /(H) of G, then /(H) is relatively compact in G. (Reduce to the case where 

H is closed in R and/(H) is dense in G. Begin by showing that, for each neighborhood 

W of the neutral element e in G, the set /_1(W) is unbounded, and deduce that 

/(H n R+) is dense in G. If V is a compact symmetric neighborhood of e in G, show 

that there exist a finite number of elements tt > 0 in H such that the neighborhoods 

f(ti)V cover V. For each x e G, let Ax be the set of all t e H such that /(f) e xV. 

Show that, if t e A*, there exists a tt such that t — /, 6 A*, and deduce that, if I is the 

largest compact interval with origin 0 in R containing all the tly then I n A* is not 
empty. Deduce that G <= /(I) • V is compact.) 

11. Let G be a commutative metrizable topological group, and let d be an invariant 

distance defining the topology of G. Let h be the Hausdorff distance on 5(G) cor¬ 

responding to d (Section 3.16, Problem 3). Show that if M, N, P, Q are four bounded 

closed subsets of G, then h{MP, NQ) ^ A(M, N) + h{P, Q). 

10. SPACES WITH OPERATORS. ORBIT SPACES 

Let G be a group and E a set. An action (or left action) of G on E is a 
mapping (^, x)\->s • x of G x E into E satisfying the following conditions: 

(1) If e is the neutral element of G, then e • x = x for all x e E. 
(2) For all s, t in G we have s • (t • x) = (st) • x for all x e E. 

These conditions imply that s”1 • (s • x) = x for all s e G and all xeE; 
hence for each s e G the mapping x\-*s * x is a bijection of E onto E, and the 
inverse bijection is xh-+s~x • x. 

For each x e E, the set G • x of elements s • x where s e G is called the 
orbit of x (for the given action of G on E). The set S* of elements s e G such 
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that s • x = x is a subgroup of G called the stabilizer of x. The relation 
s-x = t-x is equivalent to r^6Sx. The mapping sh->s9x of G onto 
G • x factorizes as follows: 

(12.10.1) GiG/S^G'X 

where G/Sx is the set of left cosets sSx of Sx in G; p is the canonical mapping 
s\-+sSx; and cp is the bijection sSxi-+s • x. The group G is said to act faithfully 

on E if the intersection of the stabilizers S*, as x runs through E, consists 
only of e. 

The group G is said to act freely on E if the stabilizer of every xgE 
consists only of e, or equivalently if for every x e E the relation s • x = t • x 
implies s = t. 

The relation “y belongs to the orbit of x” is an equivalence relation on E, 
for which the equivalence classes are the orbits of the elements of E. The set of 
orbits is denoted by E/G (it is a subset of ^P(E)). If this set consists of a single 
element (in other words if, given any two elements x, y of E, there exists 
seG such that y = s • x), then G is said to act transitively on E. The union 
G * A of the orbits of the elements of a subset A of E is called the saturation of 
A with respect to G; the restriction to G x (G • A) of the mapping (s, x) s • x 
is an action of G on G • A. If n : E E/G is the canonical mapping (so that 
n(x) = G • x for all x e E), then G • A is equal to 7c"1(7c(A)). The relation 
G • A = A is equivalent to G • A c A. 

Now suppose that G is a topological group and E a topological space. Then 
G is said to act continuously on E if the mapping (s, x)\r-*s • x of the product 
space G x E into E is continuous. 

Examples 

(12.10.2) Let H be a subgroup of a topological group G. Then each of the 
actions (s, x)f-*sx and (s, x)\->sxs~1 of H on G is continuous. For the 
former action, the stabilizer of each x e G is the identity subgroup {<?}, and 
the orbit of x is the right coset Hx; for the latter action, the stabilizer of x is 
the intersection H n 5f(x), where 2£{x) is the centralizer of x in G (12.8.6), 
and the orbit of x is the set of its conjugates hxh~x by elements ZieH. 

If H, K are subgroups of G, the product group H x K acts continuously 
on G by ((s', t), x)\-*sxt~1. The orbit of x is the double coset HxK of x with 
respect to H and K. 

If E is a real (resp. complex) topological vector space (12.13), the group 
R* (resp. C*) acts continuously on E by (2, x) Ax. The orbits are {0} and 
the sets D — {0}, where D is a line (i.e. a one-dimensional subspace) in E. 
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If E is a Banach space, the group GL(E) of linear homeomorphisms of E 
onto E (12.8.1) acts continuously on E by (w, x)h-+u(x) (5.7.4). 

Let G be a topological group and E a topological space. The mapping 
(s, x)h^x of G x E into E is a continuous action of G on E, called the 
trivial action. 

Let G be a topological group acting continuously on a topological space E. 
If p is a continuous homomorphism of a topological group G' into G, then G' 
acts continuously on E by (.s', x)\-+p(sf) • x. 

(12.10.3) If G is a topological group acting continuously on a topological 
space E, then for each s e G the mapping x\~*s - x is a homeomorphism o/E 
onto E. 

For it is a continuous bijection, and the inverse bijection ^hs"1 • xis 
also continuous. 

(12.10.4) If G is a topological group acting continuously on a Hausdorff 
topological space E, the stabilizer of each point ofE is a closed subgroup of G. 

This follows immediately from (12.3.5). 

(12.10.5) Let G be a metrizable group acting continuously on a metrizable 
space E. Let A be a compact subset of G, and B a closed (resp. compact) 
subset <?/E. Then A * B is closed (resp. compact) in E. 

The second assertion follows from the fact that A • B is the image of the 
compact set A x B (3.20.16(v)) by the continuous mapping (s, x)i-».s • x 
(3.17.9). As to the first assertion, consider a sequence (sn • xn) of points of 
A • B (where sne A and xn e B) with a limit ze E. By hypothesis, the se¬ 
quence (sn) has a subsequence (snk) converging to some point a e A. Since 

xnk — snk1 * CS/i* * xnk)> the sequence (xni) converges to a'1 • z. But B is closed 
in E and therefore a'1 • z e B, hence z = a • (a””1 • z) e A • B. By (3.13.13), 
the proof is complete. 

Let G be a topological group acting continuously on a topological space 
E. Let E/G be the set of orbits and let n : E -> E/G be the canonical mapping, 
so that n(x) is the orbit G • x for each x e E. Let £) be the set of subsets U of 
E/G such that 71“" ^U) is open in E. It follows immediately from the formulas 
(1.8.5) and (1.8.6) that D is a topology on E/G. The set E/G, endowed with 
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this topology, is called the orbit space of the action of G on E. The mapping 
U t-~> is a bijection of the set of open sets of E/G onto the set of satura¬ 
ted open sets of E. A subset F of E/G is closed in E/G if and only if is 
closed in E, because /^((E/G) — F) = E — 7c_1(F). 

(12.10.6) (i) The canonical mapping n : E E/G is continuous. 
(ii) The image under n of every open set in E is open in E/G. 

(iii) A mapping f of E/G into a topological space E' is continuous if and 

only iff ° 71: E E' is continuous. 

The first assertion follows from the definition of the topology of E/G and 
from (3.11.4(b)). To prove the second, it is enough to show that if V is open in 
E then its saturation G • Y = 7c-1(7r(V)) is open in E; and this is clear because 
G • V = (J s • V, and each s • Y is open in E by virtue of (12.10.3). Finally, if 

S 6 G 

/: E/G -> E' is continuous, then so is / ° % by (i); conversely, if / ° n is con¬ 
tinuous, then for every open set U' in E' the set rc~1(/”1(U/)) is open in E, 
hence/-1(U') is open in E/G. This proves (iii). 

If x is any point of E and if V runs through a fundamental system of 
neighborhoods of x in E, the sets 7i(V) form a fundamental system of neigh¬ 
borhoods of the point n(x) in E/G. 

(12.10.7) Let A be a subset of E and let A' = G • A = 7C-1(^(A)) be its 
saturation with respect to G. Then the canonical bijection cp of the subspace 
7c(A) of E/G onto the orbit space AjG is a homeomorphism. 

The mapping cp is defined as follows: if x e A, the image under <p of the 
orbit G • x is the same orbit considered as an element of AjG. As U runs 
through the set of open subsets of E/G, the mapping cp takes U n %{A) to 
the canonical image of ^"^U) n A' in A'/G. Now U n n(A) runs through the 
set of open subsets of the subspace 7i(A) of E/G, and <p(7r-1(U) n A') runs 
through the set of open subsets of AjG. For if V' is a saturated open sub¬ 
set of -the subspace A' of E, then V' is of the form V n A', where Y is open 
in E; but also V' = (G * V) n A' = ^"^(V)) n A', and k(V) is open in E/G 
by (12.10.6). 

(12.10.8) Let G be a topological group acting continuously on a topological 
space E. In order that E/G should be Hausdorjf it is necessary and sufficient 
that, in the product space E x E, the set R of pairs (x, y) belonging to the same 
orbit be closed. When this is the case, every orbit is closed in E. 
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Let n(x) and n(y) be distinct points of E/G. If E/G is Hausdorff, there 
exist saturated open sets V, W in E such that VnW = 0 and x e V and 
y e W. It is clear that the open set V x W in E x E contains (x, y) and does 
not meet R. Hence R is closed in E x E. Conversely, if R is closed in E x E, 
there exists an open neighborhood S of x and an open neighborhood T of y in 
E such that (S x T) n R = 0. By (12.10.6), 7r(S) and 7r(T) are neighborhoods 
of n(x) and n(y), respectively. If they intersected, there would exist seS and 
tel belonging to the same orbit, which means that (s, t)e R; and this is 
absurd. Hence E/G is Hausdorff. The last assertion follows from (12.3.4) and 
the continuity of n. 

(12.10.9) Let E be a metrizable space, G a topological group acting continu¬ 
ously on E, and 71: E -> E/G the canonical mapping. Suppose that E/G is 
metrizable. Then: 

(i) if E is separable, E/G is separable. 
(ii) if E is locally compact (resp.' compact), E/G is locally compact (resp. 

compact); 

(iii) if E is locally compact and K is any compact subset of E/G, there 
exists a compact subset Lo/E such that K = n(L). 

If D is a denumerable dense subset of E, then 7r(D) is dense in E/G 
(3.11.4(d)). This proves (i). If V is a compact neighborhood of xgE, then 
n(V) is a compact neighborhood of 7r(x) in E/G ((3.17.9) and (12.10.6)); hence 
(ii). Finally, for each ze K, let V(z) be a compact neighborhood of a point of 
n^1(z) in E, so that 7r(V(z)) is a compact neighborhood of z. There exist a 
finite number of points z{ e K such that the 7r(V(zi)) cover K. Let L* be the 
compact set (J V(zf) in E. We have K c: n(Lx), hence the set L = Lx n 7r_1(K) 

is compact (because it is closed in Lx : (3.11.4) and (3.17.3)) and we have 
ti(L) = K. 

(12.10.10) Let E be a locally compact, separable metrizable space and G a 
topological group acting continuously on E. Let n : E E/G be the canonical 
mapping. Suppose that (1) E/G is Hausdorff; (2)for each xgE there exists a 
compact subset K(x) of E, containing x and such that the restriction of % to 
K(x) is injective and 7t(K(x)) is a neighborhood of n(x). Then E/G is metrizable 
(and therefore, by (12.10.9), locally compact and separable). 

We shall first show that there exists a sequence (K„) of compact subsets of 
E such that the restriction of n to K„ is injective and the interiors of the sets 
7r(K„) cover E/G. By (3.18.3) there exists an increasing sequence (A„) of com¬ 
pact subsets of E, whose union is E. For each z e 7r(A„), let x be a point of 
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7r_1(z), and let K(x) be a set with the properties enunciated above. Then 
V(z) = (7r(K(x)))° is an open neighborhood of z, and therefore 7r“1(V(z)) is an 
open neighborhood of n~l(z) n A„. Since An is compact, there are a finite 
number of points ^e^A*) such that the sets 7r"1(V(zf)) (1 <>i<,pni say) 
cover An. Let Kln be the set K(x) corresponding to VO*), so that the interiors 
of the sets 7i(Kin) form an open covering of 7c(An) in E/G. Then it is clear that 
the (n ^ 1, 1 ^ i S pn for each n) satisfy the required conditions. 

This being so, the restriction of % to Kn is a homeomorphism of K„ onto 
the subspace 7i(Krt) of E/G, because E/G is Hausdorff (12.3.6), and this sub¬ 
space is therefore compact and metrizable. The result therefore follows 
from (12.4.7). 

(12.10.11) Let G (resp. G') be a topological group acting continuously on a 
topological space E (resp. E'). Then G x G' acts continuously on ExE' by 
(s, s') • (.x, x') = (s * x, s' * x'), and the mapping co defined by 

(G x G') • (x, x')h»((G • x), (G' • x')) 

is a homeomorphism of (E x E')/(G x G') onto (E/G) x (E'/G'). 

It is immediately checked that co is bijective, and it is continuous by virtue 
of (12.10.5). Moreover, every open set in (E x E')/(G x G') is the image, 
under the canonical mapping /?;ExEA(Ex E')/(G x G'), of an open set 
U in E x E', and we have a>(/?(U)) = 7^^ U) x 7i'(pr2 U), where n : E E/G 
and n': E' -»E'/G' are the canonical mappings. The set co(p(U)) is therefore 
open in (E/G) x (.E'/G'), and the proof is complete. 

(12.10.12) Let G be a connected topological group acting continuously on a 
topological space E. If the orbit space E/G is connected, then E is connected. 

Since the mapping s\—>s • x of G onto G • x is continuous, it follows 
(3.19.7) that every orbit is connected. Suppose that there exist two non-empty 
open sets U, V in E such that UnV = 0 and UuV = E. For each x e E, 
the sets U n (G • x) and V n (G • x) are open in G • x; their union is G • x 
and their intersection is empty. Hence one of them is empty; in other words, 
U and Y are saturated. But this implies that 7r(U) and 7r(V) are nonempty 
open sets in E/G whose intersection is empty and whose union is E/G, and 
this contradicts the hypothesis that E/G is connected. 

Remark 

(12.10.13) A right action of a group G on a set E is a mapping (s, x) h->x • s 
of G x E into E such that x • e = x for all x e E, and (x • t) - s = x - (ts) for all 
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xeE and all, s, t in G. Everything we have said can be immediately transposed 
to this situation; the set of orbits is sometimes denoted by G\E. For example, 
a subgroup H of a topological group G acts continuously on the right on G by 
the action (s, x) i~» xs. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let G be a locally compact metrizable group and E a locally compact metrizable space 

on which G acts continuously. For each pair of subsets K, L in E let P(K, L) denote 
the set of all 5 e G such that (rK)nL#0. 

(a) Show that if K is compact and L is closed in G, then the set P(K, L) is closed 

in G. The group G is said to act properly on E if P(K, L) is a compact subset of G 

whenever K and L are compact subsets of E. (This will always be the case if G is 
compact.) 

(b) Show that, if G acts properly on E, then F • K is closed in E whenever F is closed 

in G and K is a compact subset of E. In particular, for each x e E, the orbit G • x is 
closed in E. 

(c) Under the same hypotheses, for each x e E the stabilizer S* of x is a compact 

subgroup of G, and the canonical map G/SX->G • x is a homeomorphism. 

(d) Under the same hypotheses, the orbit space E/G is Hausdorff. 

2. For each pair (0, t) of real numbers such that a> 1, the point fa(t) e R2 is defined as 

follows: 

if 
\ 0+1/ 

fa(t) = 0a, t) 

t< 
0+r 

a ^ ^ a 
if-<t< 

\ 0+1 0 + 1/ 
t > - 

0 + 1 

a 

0 + 1’ 

0 + 1 

Let Ca denote the set of points fait) it e R) and let E be the union of the sets Cfl (a ^ 1) 

and the lines D', D", where D' (resp. DO is the set of points it, — 1) (resp. it, 1)) with 
re R. 

The additive group R acts on the locally compact space E as follows: 

0) s’it, -l) = (j + r, -1); (2) s - fait) =fis + 0 for 0^1; (3) j • (/, 1) = (/-*, 1). 
Show that R acts continuously and freely on E, that the orbits R • z are closed sets and 

that the canonical mapping R -> R • z is a homeomorphism, but that the orbit space 

E/R is not Hausdorff. 

3. The group Z acts continuously and properly on R2 as follows: 

n-ix,y) = ii-iyx,y + 2n). 

The orbit space M (the Mobius strip) is metrizable and locally compact. If it : R2 -► M 

is the canonical mapping, the restriction of tt to E — D" (notation of Problem 2) is 

injective, and 7r(E ~~ DO = 7r(E) is locally compact. The group R acts on 7r(E — DO 

by the law s • ir(z) = it is • z) for all z e E — D\ Show that R acts continuously and 
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freely on 7r(E), that for each z e E the orbit R * 7r(z) is closed in tt(E), that the canonical 

mapping R ->R • 7r(z) is a homeomorphism, and that the orbit space 7r(E)/R is separ¬ 

able, metrizable and locally compact; but that R does not act properly on tt(E). 

4. In R3, let E be the union of the sets Ca x {z} for a 1 and z 0 (notation of Problem 2) 

and the line Do and the lines D* for z> 0, where Do is the set of points (t, —1, 0) 

with reR, and D" is the set of points (f, 1, z) with te R. The additive group R acts 

continuously on E as follows: (1) s • (t9 — 1, 0) = (s-b f, — 1, 0); (2) s • (/,(*), z) = 

(fa(s + f)> z)\ (3) s ' 0> 1» 2) = (t — s, 1, z). Show that the orbits of this action have 
the same properties as in Problems 2 and 3, and that the orbit space E/R is Hausdorff 

but not metrizable. 

5. Let E be a locally compact metrizable space and let G be a topological group acting 

continuously on E. Let 7r:E->E/G be the canonical map. Suppose that E/G is 
Hausdorff. 

(a) Let K be a compact subset of E and let U be an open neighborhood of K. Show 

that there exists a continuous mapping of E into [0,1] which takes the value 1 on 

7r"1(7r(K)) and the value 0 on the complement of 77” ^(U)). 

(b) Deduce from (a) that there exists a continuous mapping of E/G into [0,1], 

taking the value 1 on 7r(K) and the value 0 on the complement of 7r(U). (Show first 

that there exists a relatively compact open neighborhood EL of K in E such that 

Ui c U. Deduce that there exist two continuous mappings/i,/2 of E into [0, J] such 

that fx takes the value i on 7r~1(7r(K)) and the value 0 on E - 77-;I(7r(Ui)), and /2 

takes the value i on 7r-1(7r(0i)) and the value 0 on E — 7r“1(7r(U)). Consider the 

function fx +f2. Iterate this “interpolation ” indefinitely and pass to the limit.) 

(c) If E is separable, show that there exists a sequence (U„) of relatively compact 

open sets in E such that the tt(U„) form a basis for the topology of E/G. 

(d) Suppose that E is separable. Show that E/G is metrizable. (For each pair of 

indices m, n such that Om <= U„, consider a continuous mapping fmn of E/G into [0,1] 

which takes the value 1 on 7r(Um) and the value 0 on the complement of 7r(Un). Consider 

the continuous mapping xi—»(/mn(x)) of E/G into the product space RN x N). 

6. If M is a monoid with neutral element e, we define an action of M on a set E as at 
the beginning of (12.10). 

Suppose that E is a compact metric space and that, for each s e M, the mapping 

x\-^s • x is continuous. The closed orbit of x with respect to M is defined to be the set 

M • x; it is stable under the action of M. Show that for each xeE there exists in M • x 

a minimal closed orbit Z (i.e., such that M • z — Z for all zeZ). (For each ye M • x 

let A GO be the least upper bound, as t runs through M • y, of the distances from t to a 

closed orbit contained in M • t. Show that the greatest lower bound of the numbers 

A(y) with y e M • x is 0, by showing that otherwise E would not be precompact. Deduce 

that there exists a sequence (>>„) of points of M • x such that yn + t e M • yH and the 

sequence (A(yn)) tends to 0. Now use the compactness of E to complete the proof.) 

11. HOMOGENEOUS SPACES 

Let G be a group, H a subgroup of G. Recall that the set of left cosets 
*H (resp. right cosets Hx) of H in G is denoted by G/H (resp. H\G). For each 
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coset x = xH (resp. x = Hx) in G/H (resp. H\G) and each s e G, write 
s • x = (sx)H (resp. x • s = H(x.y)). Then it is clear that G acts on the left 
(resp. on the right) on G/H (resp. H\G), and that this action is transitive. The 
set G/H (resp. H\G) together with this action of G is called the homogeneous 
space of left (resp. right) cosets of H in G. 

We shall work throughout with G/H. Everything we shall do can be 
transposed in an obvious way to apply to H\G. Let n denote the canonical 
mapping x\-+xH of G onto G/H. 

Clearly G/H is the set of orbits of elements of G for the right action 
(h, x)\-*xh (12.10.13) of H on G. If G is a topological group, we can therefore 
topologize G/H with the topology defined in (12.10), which is called the 
quotient by H of the topology of G. If x0 e G and if x0 = x0H is its image in 

G/H, we obtain a fundamental system of neighborhoods of x0 in G/H by 
considering the canonical images in G/H of the neighborhoods V of x0 in G 
(i.e., for each V, the set of cosets xH of the elements x e V, or equivalently the 
image of V (or of YH) under the canonical mapping % : G -+ G/H). Whenever 
we consider G/H as a topological space, it will always be this topology that is 
meant, unless the contrary is expressly stated. 

(12.11.1) The group G acts continuously on G/H. 

Let (^o, x0) be a point of G x (G/H) and let x0 be an element of the 
coset x0. Every neighborhood of *y0 • x0 is of the form 7r(V), where V is a 
neighborhood of *y0x0 in G. There exists a neighborhood U of s0 and a 
neighborhood W of x0 such that the relations 5eU and x e W imply sxe Y; 
hence the relations ^eU and x e 7c(W) imply rxe 7r(V). 

(12.11.2) Let G be a topological group, H a subgroup of G. 
(i) G/H is Hausdorff if and only if H is closed. 

(ii) G/H is discrete if and only if H is open. 
(iii) If H is discrete, then every x e G has a neighborhood V such that the 

restriction of % to Y is a homeomorphism ofY onto the neighborhood tt(Y) of 
n(x) = x in G/H. 

(i) If G/H is Hausdorff, then {71(e)} is closed in G/H (12.3.4) and hence 
H = n"1 (n(e)) is closed in G. Conversely, if H is closed in G, the set of pairs 
(x, y) e G x G belonging to the same orbit under the action of H on the right 
is the set of (x, y) such that x~lyeH, and is therefore closed, being the 
inverse image of H under the continuous mapping (x, y)\-+x~ly. Hence G/H 
is Hausdorff (12.10.8). 

(ii) If G/H is discrete, the set {7t(e)} is open in G/H and therefore 
H = Tr"1^^)) is open in G. Conversely, if H is open in G, then so is each 
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coset xH, and therefore {n(x)} — n(xH) is open in G/H (12.10.6). Henc 

is discrete. 
(iii) Let U0 be a neighborhood of e in G such that U0 n H = {e 

let V0 be a symmetric open neighborhood of e such that Vq q U0 (1 
Then, for each x e G, the restriction of n to V = xV0 is injective, b 
if h9 h' in H are such that xzh = xz'h' with z, z' in Y0, we have h 
z'~1z e Vo <= U0, so that hf = h and z' = z. Since the image under n 
open set in V is open in 7r(V) (12.10.6), and n is continuous, it follows tl 
restriction of n to V is a homeomorphism onto 7i(V). 

(12.11.3) Let G be a metrizable group, H a closed subgroup of G, and i 
a right-invariant distance defining the topology of G (12.9.1). For a\ 

points x, y in G/H, put d0{x, y) = ^(xH, yH) (3.4). Then dQ is a d 
defining the topology of G/H. If G is complete (12.9.2), then G/H is co 
with respect to d0. 

We remark first that if x g x and y e y, we have d0(x, y) = d(x, y¥ 
d(x, yH) = inf d(x, yh) and therefore, for every h e H, we have d(xh\ 

he H 

d(x, yH) by virtue of the right-invariance of d. Hence, for each z e G, w 

z) - do(3>} i)l = \d(x9 zVL) - rf(y, zH)| ^ d(x9 y) 

by (3.4.2). Since this is true for all x, y in the respective cosets x, y, it f 
that |d0(x, z) — df0(y, z)| ^ <i0(x, y), which shows that is a pseudo-d 
on G/H. The relation d0(x, y) < r is equivalent to the existence of a 
y g y such that d(x, y) < r. Since H is closed in G, this proves that d0 h 
tance, and that if B(x; r) is the open ball with center x and radius , 
respect to d), then its image under the canonical mapping % : G G/t 
open ball with center 7c(x) and radius r with respect to d0. Hence d0 defii 
topology of G/H. 

Now suppose that G is complete. Let (xn) be a Cauchy sequenc 
respect to d0. We shall show that, by passing to a subsequence of 
necessary, we can reduce to the case where there exists a right C 
sequence (x„) in G such that 7t(xn) = xn. Since by hypothesis the se( 
(x„) converges, this will show that (x„) has a cluster value and th< 
converges (3.14.2), and hence that G/H is complete. 

There exists in G a denumerable fundamental system (V„) of nei 
hoods of e such that c: Vn for all n (12.9.1 and 12.8.3). Let (e, 
sequence of real numbers > 0 such that the relation d(e9 z) < en implii 
z g Vn. The hypothesis implies that we can define inductively a subse( 
(x„k) of (x„) such that d0(xnp, xnq) < ek for all p ^ k and q ^ k. Replac: 
original sequence (xw) by (x„k), we can therefore assume that d0(xp,xq) < 
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all p ^ n and q ^ n. Since d is right-invariant, this means that for all yexp 
the intersection of xq and the neighborhood Vny is not empty. We can then 
define, by induction on n, a sequence (xn) in G such that x„ e xn and 
x„+i e Ynxn for all n. Hence it follows, by induction on p, that for all p > 0 we 
have x„+peV„+p-lVn+p_2---'Vn+1VnxnczVn_1xn (because V„2+1<=V„ for 
all n). Hence the sequence (xn) is a right Cauchy sequence in G. Q.E.D. 

Let G be a topological group, and let E be a topological space on which G 
acts continuously and transitively. Let xeE and let Sx be the stabilizer of * in 
G; then (12.10.1) the continuous mapping hx: si-*s • x of G into E, which by 
hypothesis is surjective, factorizes canonically as 

(12.11.4) hx:G^GISx!$E, 

where nx is the canonical mapping of G onto the homogeneous space G/Sx, 
and fx is the bijection ^ • x. 

It follows from (12.10.6) that fx is a continuous bijection, but it is not 
necessarily a homeomorphism (Section 12.12, Problem 2). 

(12.11.5) With the notation above, the bijection fx : G/Sx -* E is a homeomor¬ 
phism for each xeE if and only if there exists a point x0e E such that the 
mapping hXQ: si—>s • x0 transforms each neighborhood of e in G into a neigh¬ 
borhood of x0 in E. 

In view of (12.10.6) we need only prove that the condition is sufficient. 
Notice first that each xeE can by hypothesis be written in the form 

x = t • x0 for some t e G. If V is a neighborhood of e, it follows from the 
hypothesis that V • x = (VO * x0 is a neighborhood of x, because we can 
write (Vt) • x0 = t • ((CxYt) • x0), and t ~xYt is a neighborhood of e in G 
(12.8.3) , and yy-+s • y is a homeomorphism of E onto E, for each seG 
(12.10.3) . Since each open set in G/Sx is the image under nx of some open set 
in G, it is enough to show that for each open set U in G, and each xeE, the 
set hx(U) = fx(nx(\J)) = U • x is open in E. Now, for each t e U, the set 
t~lU is a neighborhood of e, and therefore {t~xU) * x is a neighborhood of x 
in E, from the first part of the proof. Hence U • x ==*•((/-1U) • x) is a 
neighborhood of t • x; by (3.6.4), the proof is complete. 

12. QUOTIENT GROUPS 

If H is a normal subgroup of a group G, then xH = Hx for each xeG and 
therefore the sets G/H and H\G are identical; and G/H has a group structure 
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(the quotient of G by H) for which the canonical mapping %\G-+ G/H is a 
homomorphism. 

(12.12.1) Let G be a topological group and H a normal subgroup of G. Then the 
quotient by H of the topology of G is compatible with the group structure of 
G/H. 

Let (x0, y0) be a point of (G/H) x (G/H), and let x0 (resp. y0) be an 
element of the coset x0 (resp. y0). Every neighborhood of x0 j>0 is of the form 
7c(U), where U is a neighborhood of x0y0 . There exists a neighborhood Y of 
x0 and a neighborhood W of yQ in G such that the relations xeV and 
ye W imply xy e U. Hence the relations x e n(V) and y e 7c(W) imply 
xy e 7r(U), and therefore the mapping (x, j>)*-+xj; is continuous at the point 
(*o> jo)- The proof of continuity of the map xhjT1 is similar. 

Whenever we speak of the quotient G/H of a topological group G by a 
subgroup H, it is to be understood that G/H carries the quotient topology. 

(12.12.2) Let G be a topological group and let H, K be two normal subgroups 
of G such that HdK. Then the canonical bijection (p: G/K -> (G/H)/(K/H) 
is an isomorphism of topological groups. 

We know that cp is the unique mapping which makes the following diagram 
commutative: 

G---► G/K 

G/H (G/H)/(K/H) 

where n, n\ and n" are the canonical homomorphisms. The definition of a 
quotient topology (12.10) shows that a subset U of (G/H)/(K/H) is open if 
and only if n,~1(n"~1(U)) is open in G, that is, if and only if tc-1^-1^)) is 
open in G; but this last condition signifies that <p_1(U) is open in G/K. Since 
<p is bijective, the result follows. 

(12.12.3) Let G be a topological group, H a normal subgroup of G, %: G-+G/H 
the canonical mapping, and A a subgroup of G. Then the canonical bijection of 
7i(A) onto the quotient group AH/H is an isomorphism of topological groups. 

This is a particular case of (12.10.7), applied to the right action 
(h, x)h*xA of H on G. 
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There is also a canonical bijection \f/ of the quotient group A/(A n H) onto 
the subgroup 7t(A) of G/H; this bijection ij/ is the unique mapping which makes 
the following diagram commutative: 

A 

(12.12.4) 

A/(A n H)- 
\°J 

71(A) 

where nf is the canonical mapping and j: A -> G the canonical injection. It 
follows from (12.10.6) that ij/ is continuous, but it is not necessarily bicon- 
tinuous (Problem 2). However: 

(12.12.5) Let G be a metrizable group and H a compact subgroup of G. For 
each closed subgroup A of G, the canonical bijection 

\jj : A/(A n H) -> 71(A) 

is an isomorphism of topological groups. 

It is enough to show that the image under \// of an arbitrary closed subset F 
of A/(A n H) is closed in 7i(A). Now 7r'_I(F) = B is a closed subset of A, 
hence closed in G, and ij/(F) = 7r(y(B)) = 7r(BH). But since H is compact, the 
set BH is closed in G (12.10.5) and saturated, hence 7i(BH) is closed in G/H 
(12.10) and therefore also closed in 7r(A). 

(12.12.6) Let G1? G2 be two topological groups and HA (resp. H2) a normal 
subgroup of Gx (resp. G2). Then the canonical bijection 

* : (Gi x G2)/(Hj x x (G2/H2) 

is an isomorphism of topological groups. 

This is an immediate consequence of (12.10.11). 

(12.12.7) Let G? G' be two topological groups and u : G G' a continuous 
homorphism. Then u factorizes canonically as 

g4g/n4u(G)4 G' 

where N is the kernel of w, p is the canonical homomorphism, and / the canon¬ 
ical injection. The mapping v is a continuous bijection (12.10.6(iii)), but is not 
necessarily bicontinuous. When v is bicontinuous, the homomorphism u is said 
to be a strict morphism of G into G'; for this to be the case, it is necessary and 
sufficient that for each neighborhood V of e in G, the set w(V) should be a 
neighborhood of e' = u(e) in w(G) (12.11.5). 
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PROBLEMS 

1. (a) Let G be a topological group, K its identity component, H a subgroup of G 

contained in K. Show that the connected components of the space G/H are the images 

of the connected components of G under the canonical mapping v : G -*G/H. Show 

that K is the smallest of the subgroups L of G such that G/L is totally disconnected. 

(b) Let G be the additive subgroup of the Banach space $*R(N) (7.1.3) consisting of 

the mappings n\~±f(ri) such that f{n) e Q for all n e N and lim f(rt) exists in R. The 
n~+ co 

distance induced on G by that on ^R(N) defines a topology compatible with the group 

structure of G, and with respect to this topology G is totally disconnected. Let H be the 

subgroup of G consisting of all f e G such that lim f(ri) = 0. Show that H is closed 
n~* oo 

in G and that G/H is isomorphic to R, and therefore connected. 

(c) Let G be a locally compact metrizable group, H a closed subgroup of G, and 

7T: G ~»G/H the canonical mapping. Show that the connected components of G/H 

are the closures of the images under tt of the connected components of G. (Reduce 

to the case where G is totally disconnected, and use Problem 3 of Section 12.9.) 

2. In the additive group R, let H be the subgroup Z and let A be the subgroup dZ, where 

6 is an irrational number. Show that the canonical bijection A/(A r\ H)-*(A + H)/H 

is not an isomorphism of topological groups. 

3. Let p be a prime number and let(Gn) be an infinite sequence of topological groups all 

equal to the discrete group Z/p2Z. Let H„ be the subgroup pZ/pzZ of G„. Let G be the 

subgroup of the product group Gn consisting of all x = (xn) such that xn e H„ for all 
n 

but a finite set of values of rt. Let 58 be the set of neighborhoods of 0 in the product 

group nH^HcO. Show that 58 is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 
n 

for a topology on G compatible with the group structure, and that in this topology G 

is metrizable and locally compact and G/H is discrete. Show that the homomorphism 

u : x\—>px of G into G is not a strict morphism of G into G, and that «(G) is not closed 
in G. 

4. Let G be a metrizable group, K a closed normal subgroup of G. If K and G/K are 
complete, show that G is complete. 

5. (a) Let G be a topological group, K a normal subgroup of G. Show that if K and 

G/K have no small subgroups (Section 12.9, Problem 6), then G has no small subgroups, 

(b) Deduce from (a) that if Hi, H2 are two normal subgroups of a topological group 

G, such that G/Hx and G/H2 have no small subgroups, then G/(Hi n H2) has no small 
subgroups. 

6. Let G be a connected, locally compact, metrizable group, K a compact normal sub¬ 

group of G, and N a closed normal subgroup of K, such that K/N has no small sub¬ 

groups (Section 12.9, Problem 6). Show that N is a normal subgroup of G. (Observe 

that the hypothesis on K/N implies the existence of a neighborhood U of e in G such 
that xN*-1 c N for all x e U.) 

7. Let G be a connected metrizable group and H a compact normal commutative sub¬ 

group of G, with no small subgroups. Show that H is contained in the center of G. 
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(Observe that, if s is close to e in G, then the image of H under the mapping 

xi—►sxs"'1*-1 is close to e.) 

8. Let G be a locally compact metrizable group and H a closed normal subgroup of G, 

such that G/H is not discrete and has no small subgroups. Show that there exists a 
. / 

continuous homomorphism /: R~>G such that the composition R->G-*G/H is 
nontrivial (see Section 12.9, Problem 7). 

13. TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACES 

We shall adhere to the conventions of (5.1), so that all vector spaces under 
consideration have as field of scalars either the real field R or the complex 
field C. 

If E is a vector space over R (resp. C), a topology on E is said to be com¬ 
patible with the vector space structure if the mappings (x, y)h^x + y of 
E x E into E, and (A, x) i-* Ax of R x E (resp. C x E) into E are continuous. A 
vector space endowed with a topology compatible with its vector space 
structure is called a topological vector space. Since — x = (— l)x, the condi¬ 
tions above imply that the topology is a fortiori compatible with the additive 
group structure of E, and all the notions and properties established for 
topological groups in the preceding sections will apply in particular to topolo¬ 
gical vector spaces (provided of course that these properties are transcribed 
into additive notation). 

An isomorphism of a topological vector space E onto a topological vector 
space F is a linear bijection of E onto F which is a homeomorphism. 

If \\x\\ is a norm on a vector space E, the topology on E defined by the 
distance \\x — y|| is compatible with the vector space structure of E (5.1.5) and 
therefore makes E a topological vector space. Two equivalent norms (5.6) 
define the same topology. 

In a topological vector space E, the translations x\->x + a and the 
homotheties xi-»Ax(A#0) are homeomorphisms of E onto E, the inverse 
mappings being, respectively, the translation xf-*x — a and the homothety 
xhA-1x. 

In a vector space E over R (resp. C) a set M is said to be balanced if, 
for each x e M and each scalar A such that |A| g 1, we have Ax e M (in other 
words, if AM c: M whenever |A| <£ 1). The set M is said to be absorbing if, for 
each x e E, there exists a real number a > 0 such that Ax e M whenever 
|A| <£ a. Every absorbing subset of E generates the vector space E. For a 
balanced subset M of E to be absorbing, it is enough that for each x e E there 
should exist a scalar A ^ 0 such that Ax e M. 
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(12.13.1) In a topological vector space E, the absorbing balanced neighborhoods 
of 0 form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0. 

For each x0 e E, the mapping Xt->Xx0 of the scalar field into E is con¬ 
tinuous at the point 0; hence, for each neighborhood V of 0 in E, there exists 
a > 0 such that the relation \X\ g a implies Xx0 e V. This shows that every 
neighborhood of 0 is absorbing. On the other hand, the continuity of the 
mapping (X, x)h+ Xx at the point (0, 0) implies that, for each neighborhood V 
of 0 in E, there exists a > 0 and a neighborhood W of 0 in E such that the 
relations |A| ^ a and xeW imply Xx e V. The union U of the sets 2W, where 
\X\ ^ a, is clearly a balanced neighborhood of 0 in E, and is contained in V. 
Hence the result. 

Let F be a vector subspace of a topological vector space E. Then the 
topology induced on F by the topology on E is compatible with the vector 
space structure of F. Whenever we consider a vector subspace F as a topologi¬ 
cal vector space, it is always the induced topology that is meant, unless the 
contrary is expressly stated. The proof of (5.4.1) applies without any change 
and shows that P is a vector subspace of E. The definition of a total subset 
of E is the same as in (5.4). 

On the quotient vector space E/F, the quotient topology (12.11) is com¬ 
patible with the vector space structure. For if n : E E/F is the canonical 
mapping, let (X0, x0) be any point of R x (E/F) (resp. C x (E/F)) and let x0 
be any point of x0. Then every neighborhood of X0 x0 contains a neighborhood 
of the form n(V), where V is a neighborhood of X0 x0. There exists a neighbor¬ 
hood U of X0 in R (resp. C) and a neighborhood W of x0 in E such that the 
relations XeU and xeW imply XxeV; consequently the relations XeU 
and x e 7i(W) imply Xx e n(W), and the assertion is proved. 

Whenever we consider E/F as a topological vector space, it is always with 
the quotient topology, unless the contrary is expressly stated. 

The criteria for continuity in a product ((3.20.15) and (12.5)) show 
immediately that if E1? E2 are two topological vector spaces, the product 
topology on Ex x E2 is compatible with the vector space structure of Ex x E2. 
The vector space Ex x E2, endowed with this topology, is called the product 
of the topological vector spaces El and E2. Proposition (5.4.2) and the defini¬ 
tion of the topological direct sum of two subspaces are valid without modifica¬ 
tion for arbitrary topological vector spaces. 

If E is the direct sum of two subspaces Fl5 F2, and if p1:E-+ Fx is the 
corresponding projection, then the kernel of px is F2, and px therefore has a 
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canonical factorization E E/F2^> Fl5 where ji is a bijection. To say that E 
is the topological direct sum of Fx and F2 signifies that jx is continuous 

(12.10.6), or equivalently that the inverse bijection, which is the restriction to 
Ft of the canonical mapping n2 : E E/F2 (and which is always continuous) 
is bicontinuous. 

(12.13.2) (i) Let E be a topological vector space and let H be a hyperplane in 

E, with equation f(x) = 0. Then H is closed in E if and only if the linear form f is 

continuous on E. 
(ii) Let E be a Hausdorjf topological vector space over R (resp. C) of 

finite dimension n. If (ais a basis of E, the mapping 

«:(£i fli 
i = 1 

o/Rn (resp. C") onto E is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces. 

(iii) Let E be a topological vector space, M a closed vector subspace of E, 
and F a finite-dimensional vector subspace ofE. Then M + F is closed in E. In 

particular, if E is Hausdorjf, every finite-dimensional vector subspace of E is 

closed in E. 
(iv) Let E be a topological vector space and let M be a closed vector sub¬ 

space of finite codimension in E. Then every algebraic supplement No/M in E 
is a topological supplement. 

We shall prove (ii) first. Since u is continuous and bijective, we have to 
show that u is bicontinuous, or equivalently (considering the inverse images 
under u of open sets in E) that if O is a Hausdorjf topology compatible with 
the vector space structure of R" (resp. C), and coarser than the product 
topology O0, then O = D0. Put ||x|| = sup|£f| for x = (£,) e R" (resp. C) and 
consider a ball B : ||x|| < r with respect to this norm. The sphere S : ||x|| = r 

of the same radius is compact in R” (resp. C") for the product topology O0 
((3.17.6), (3.20.16), and (3.17.3)). For each zeS, there exists a neighborhood 
V(z) of z and a neighborhood W(z) of 0, in the topology O, which do not 
intersect. Since V(z) is also a neighborhood of z in the topology £)0, there 
exists finitely many points z,eS such that the union of the V(zf) contains S. 
Now let U be a balanced neighborhood of 0 in the topology D (12.13.1), con¬ 
tained in the intersection of the neighborhoods W(z f If x e U were such that 
||x|| r, then the point rx/||x|| would belong to both S and U, which is 
absurd. Hence U cz B, which establishes our assertion (12.2.1). 

Part (iv) of the proposition is an immediate consequence of (ii). For the 
set {0} = M n N is closed in N, and therefore N is Rausdorff (12.8.3). Since 
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E/M is also Hausdorff (12.11.2), the canonical mapping of N onto E/M, 
which is linear and bijective, is bicontinuous by (ii) because both N and 
E/M are finite-dimensional. 

Next, consider (i). If /is continuous it is clear that H = f~1( 0) is closed. 
The converse follows from (iv): if f(a) = 1, then the line D = Ra (resp. 
D = Ca) is supplementary to H and therefore a topological supplement; hence 
the mapping xt-*f(x)a is continuous, and by (ii) this implies the continuity 

off. 
Finally, to prove (iii), assume first that M = {0}. Then F is a locally com¬ 

pact metrizable subgroup by (ii), and we can apply (12.9.6). In the general case, 
consider E/M and apply the characterization of closed sets in E/M (12.10). 

The result (ii) above may also be expressed as follows: on a finite-dimen¬ 
sional vector space (over R or C), there is a unique Hausdorff topology com¬ 
patible with the vector space structure (every endomorphism of the vector 
space R" (resp. C") being necessarily continuous with respect to the product 
topology). This topology is said to be canonical. 

(12.13.3) Let Ejl, E2 be two metrizable topological vector spaces, and assume 
that E2 is complete. Let (resp. F2) be a dense vector subspace of Ex (resp. 
E2). Then every continuous linear mapping u: Fx F2 has a unique extension 
to a continuous linear mapping u: Er -> E2 . If in addition Ex is complete and 
u is an isomorphism (of topological vector spaces) of Ft onto F2, then u is an 
isomorphism (of topological vector spaces) of Ex onto E2 . 

In view of (12.9.4), we have only to show that u is linear, i.e., that u(Xx) = 
Xu(x) for all x eEx and all scalars X\ but this is a consequence of the principle 
of extension of identities (3.15.2). 

14. LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES 

Let E be a vector space over R or C. A seminorm on E is a mapping p of E 
into R which satisfies conditions (I), (III), and (IV) of (5.1). A norm is there¬ 
fore a seminorm p such that p(x) ^ 0 for all x ^ 0 in E. If p is a seminorm on 
E, then d(x, y) = p(x — y) is a pseudo-distance on E which is translation- 
invariant and such that d(Xx, Xy) = \X\ d(x9 y) for all scalars X. 

(12.14.1) Let (px)a e, be a family of seminorms on a vector space E. If the upper 
envelope p = sup px is finite on E, then it is a seminorm. 
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For it is clear that p(Xx) = \X\p(x)i also we have 

Pa(x + y)S Pa(x) + pa(y) g p(x) + p(y) 

for all a e I, hence p(x 4- j7) = P(x) + P(y)- 

(12.14.2) Let p be a seminorm on a topological vector space E. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 

(a) p is continuous; 
(b) there exists a neighborhood V ofOon which p is bounded. 

Clearly (a) implies (b). Conversely, if p(x) S a for all xeV, then for all 
x0eE and all x e x0 + sV we have \p(x) — /?(x0)| ^ p(x — x0) ^ ae, and there¬ 
fore p is continuous on E. 

(12.14.3) Let (pa)a e! be any family of seminorms on a vector space E. Then the 
topology defined by the pseudo-distances da{x, y) = pfx — y) (12.4) is com¬ 
patible with the vector space structure of E. 

In view of the definitions, the proofs are the same as in (4.1.1) and (5.1.5). 

The topology defined by the pseudo-distances da is said to be defined by the 
family of seminorms (pa)a 6,. Two families of seminorms on E are said to be 
equivalent if they define the same topology (cf. (12.14.12)). A topological 
vector space whose topology can be defined by a family of seminorms is said 
to be locally convex. If OOagI is a family of seminorms defining the topology 
of a locally convex space E, we obtain a fundamental system of neighborhoods 
of 0 in E by considering the sets 

(12.14.3.1) W((ai);r)=(xeE|pai(i)<r for 1 £i£n} 

where runs through the set offinite families of indices belonging to I, 
and r is any real number >0. 

(12.14.4) Let E be a vector space and let (pa)a elbe a family of seminorms on E. 
For the topology defined by the family (pa) to be Hausdorjf, it is necessary and 
sufficient that for each x # 0 in E there should exist an index a e I such that 
px(x) # 0. 

This follows from (12.4.4). 

Hence a seminorm p on a vector space E is a norm if and only if the 
topology defined by this single seminorm is Hausdorff. 
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(12.14.5) A locally convex Hausdorff space whose topology can be defined by a 
denumerable family of seminorms is metrizable. 

This follows from (12.4.6). 

A locally convex Hausdorff space E whose topology can be defined by a 
denumerable family of seminorms, and which is complete with respect to 
every translation-invariant distance on E (12.9.2) is called a Frechet space. A 
Banach space (5.1) is therefore a Frechet space. 

Example 

(12.14.6) Let X be a separable, locally compact, metrizable space and let 
^C(X) denote the set of continuous mappings of X into C. Clearly <^C(X) is a 
vector space over C. Let (U„) be a sequence of relatively compact open sets 
in X satisfying the conditions of (3.18.3). For each continuous function 
/e ^c(X) and each integer /?, let 

(12.14.6.1) pJJ) = sup |/(jc)|. 
X e Un 

It is immediately seen that the pn are seminorms on ^C(X) (but they are not 
norms if X is not compact). Furthermore, for each /# 0 in #C(X), there 
exists a point x e X such that f(x) ^ 0 and an integer n such that x e U„, 
hence pn(f) ¥= 0. The locally convex space ^C(X) so defined is therefore 
metrizable. Moreover, to say that a sequence (fk) in #C(X) is a Cauchy 
sequence signifies (by virtue of (12.9.2)) that, for each integer n, the sequence of 
restrictions /*|On is a Cauchy sequence in the Banach space ^(O,,) (7.2.1), 
hence converges uniformly in tJ„ to a continuous mapping gn of Un into C. 
Since it is clear that #n+11 On = #„, there exists a continuous function 
/e^c(X) whose restriction to each U„ agrees with the restriction of gn. 
Evidently lim pn(f—fm) = 0 for all /?, hence / is the limit of the Cauchy 

m~* co 

sequence (/m). Thus we have proved that #C(X) is a Frechet space. When X is 
compact, it is just the Banach space ^C(X) defined in (7.2). Moreover, (7.4.4) 
generalizes as follows: 

(12.14.6.2) The Frechet space #C(X) is separable. More precisely, there exists 
a denumerable dense set in ^C(X) consisting of continuous functions with com¬ 
pact supports. 

With the notation used above, for each integer n there exists a dense 
sequence (hmn)m^x in the Banach space ^c(On), by (7.4.4). By the Tietze- 
Urysohn theorem (4.5.1) applied to the closed set n ()Un+1 in X, there 
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exists a continuous mapping gmn of X into C, with support contained in 
Ow+1 (and therefore compact) and agreeing with hmn on 0n. Consequently, for 
each e > 0, each f e #C(X) and each integer n, there exists an integer m such 
that pn(f— gmn) S Since the sequence of seminorms (pn) is increasing, this 
proves the result, having regard to (12.14.3.1) and the definition of the topo¬ 
logy on #C(X). 

Remark 

(12.14.6.3) The proof shows also that if Supp(/) c Un, then / is the limit 
of a sequence of functions gmn with supports contained in Un+1. 

(12.14.7) Let (pa)x e, be a family of seminorms on a vector space E. For each 
finite subset H of I, the function pn = sup pa is a seminorm on E (12.14.1). 

« e H 

Since the set W((oq); r) defined in (12.14.3.1) is the set of all x e E such that 
pH(^:) < r (where H is the set of the af), it follows that the family of seminorms 
pH, where H runs through all finite subsets of I, is equivalent to the family 
(jpa). A set T of seminorms on E is said to be directed if for each pair of semi¬ 
norms p', p" belonging to T, there exists peT such that p ^ sup(p', p"). It 
follows that the topology of a locally convex space can always be defined by a 
directed set of seminorms. 

Let E be a locally convex space whose topology is defined by a set F of 
seminorms. If F is a vector subspace of E, it is clear that the induced topology 
on F is defined by the restrictions to F of the seminorms belonging to T. The 
corresponding result for quotient spaces is the following: 

(12.14.8) Let E be a vector space, F a vector subspace of E, and n : E E/F 
the canonical homomorphism. 

(i) Let p be a seminorm on E. For each x e E/F let 

(12.14.8.1) p(jt)= inf p(z). 
71(Z)=JC 

Then p is a semi-norm on E/F. 
(ii) IfT is a directed set of seminorms and if E is endowed with the topology 

defined by F, then the quotient topology on E/F (12.11) is defined by the set of 
seminorms p, where peT. 

(i) We have 

p(Xx) = inf p(Az) = |A| inf p(z) = |A| p(x), 
rt(z)=JC 7C(z) = JC 

so that it remains to prove the triangle inequality. If x, y are elements of E/F 
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and u ex, v e y, then p(u + v) rg p(u) + p(v) and therefore (as u + v ex + y) 
p{x -f y) S p{u) -f p{v). Since (2.3.11) 

inf (p(u) + p{v)) = p(x) + p(y), 
u ex, v ey 

the proof of (i) is complete. 
(ii) Let r be a real number > 0 and let U be the set of all x e E such that 

p(x) < r. Then it follows immediately from the definition (12.14.8.1) that 7i(U) 
is the set of all x e E/F such that p(x) < r. Since F is directed, the sets U, as p 
runs through F and r runs through the set of real numbers >0, form a 
fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 in E. Hence (ii) follows from the 
definition of neighborhoods in E/F (12.11). 

Whenever we consider E/F as a locally convex space, it is always the 
quotient topology that is meant, unless the contrary is expressly stated. 

(12.14.9) Every closed vector subspace of a Frechet space is a Frechet space. 
Every quotient of a Frechet space by a closed vector subspace is a Frechet space. 

The first assertion follows from above and from (3.14.5), the second from 
(12.14.8) and (12.11.3). 

Remark 

(12.14.10) Let E be a normed space and F a closed vector subspace of E. 
TTien 

(12.14.10.1) || jc|| = inf || z || = d(0, x) 
z ex 

(in the last expression, x is considered as a linear variety parallel to F in the 
vector space E) is a norm on E/F which defines the quotient topology, by 
virtue of (12.14.4), (12.14.8), and (12.11.2). Whenever we consider E/F as a 
normed space, it is always this norm that is meant, unless the contrary is 
expressly stated. 

More particularly, suppose that E is a Hilbert space. Then if F is a closed 
subspace of E, and if F' = P*T x(0) is the orthogonal supplement of F (6.3.1), 
the bijective linear mapping F' E/F, the restriction to F' of the canonical 
mapping % : E -► E/F, is an isometry. For by Pythagoras’ theorem we have 
||x' 4- z\\2 = \\x'\\2 4- Ill’ll2 for all zeF and all e F'; hence ||x'|| is the 
infimum of the norms of elements of x' -F F. We may therefore identify E/F 
with the Hilbert space F'. 
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(12.14.11) Let E, E' be two locally convex spaces. Let F be a directed set of 
seminorms defining the topology of E, and F' a set of seminorms defining the 
topology of E'. Let u : E -> E' be a linear mapping. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 

(a) u is continuous; 
(b) for each seminorm pf e F', there exists a neighborhood of 0 in E on 

which the function x\-+p'(u(x)) is bounded (or, equivalently (12.14.2), the semi¬ 
norm pf o u on E is continuous); 

(c) for each seminorm pf e P, there exists a seminorm p e F and a real 
number c > 0 such that p'(u(x)) ^ c • p(x) for all xeE. 

From the definition of the neighborhoods of 0 in E and E', condition (c) 
implies that u is continuous at the point 0, hence everywhere (12.8.4). So 
(c) implies (a). The condition (a) implies that the function p' ° u is continuous 
on E (because p' is continuous on E'), hence (b). Finally, suppose that (b) is 
satisfied. Then by hypothesis there exist two numbers r > 0 and a > 0 and a 
seminorm p e F such that the relation p(z) ^ r implies p'(u(z)) ^ a. Let x be 
any point of E and let X be a scalar strictly greater than 0 such that p{Xx) = 
Xp(x) ^ r. Then p'(u(Xx)) g a, so that p\u{x)) ^ ajX. If p(x) = 0, we can 
take X to be arbitrarily large, and therefore pf(u(x)) = 0; if p(x) > 0, we take 
X = r/p(x), and then we have p'(u(x)) ^ (a/r) • p(x). So in either case the 
condition (c) is satisfied, with c = ajr. Q.E.D. 

(12.14.11.1) Likewise, if u is a multilinear mapping of a product 

Ei x E2 x • • • x Er 

of locally convex spaces into a locally convex space E', the continuity of u 
implies that for each seminorm p' e P there exist neighborhoods V, of 0 in 
Ej (i ^ j ^ n) such that the function (x1?..., xt)\-+p\u(xli..., xn)) is 
bounded in Vf x • • • x V„. If Fj is a directed set of seminorms defining the 
topology of Ej (1 <;yg«), this latter condition implies that there exist 

numbers a > 0, rj > 0 (1 Sj S n) and seminorms pj e r;(l gy <j n) such that 
the relations pfizj) g rj(l <*j <; n) imply p'(u(zu ..., zn)) g a. Now let 
(xl5 ..., xn) be any point of Ex x * * • x E„, and for each j let Xj > 0 be such 
that pfiXjXj) = XjPj(xj) <j rj \ then it follows that 

p,(u(xu...,xn))Sa!XlX2...Xn. 

We deduce as above that if pfxfi = 0 for some index j, then Xj may be chosen 
arbitrarily large, and hence p'(u(xu..., x„)) = 0. If on the other hand pj(xfi ^ 0 
for all j, we may take Xj = rfipj^Xj) for putting c = a/r1...rB, 
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it follows that for each point (.Xj,.. •, x„) in Ej x • • • x E„, we have 

(12.14.11.2) p'(u(xi,..., x„)) g c- a(xj) • "P«(xn). 

Conversely, it is clear that if for each seminorm p’ e T' there exist semi¬ 
norms pj e Fj and a real number c > 0 such that (12.14.11.2) is satisfied 
throughout Ej x xE„ then u is continuous at the point (0, ...,0). 
Now let (&!,«..., b„) be an arbitrary point of E, x x E„, and write 

u(xi,..., x„) w{bi, • • - > b„) = ^ u(y1;..., _P„), 
H 

where H runs through the 2" -1 proper subsets of {1,2,..., «}, and for each 
such H put yj = bj if j e H, and ys = Xj - bj if j $ H. Then it follows 
immediately that u is continuous at the point (bu ..., bn), i.e., u is continuous 

on Et x ••• x E„. 

(12.14.12) On a vector space E, let F and F be two families of seminorms. 
Then the topology defined by F is finer than the topology defined by F' if and 
only if for each seminorm pf e F\ there exists a finite family (pdi^izn of semi- 
norms belonging to F and a real number c > 0 such that p'(x) ^ c • sup pt(x) 

for all x e E. 

Apply (12.14.11) to the identity map u = 1E (12.2.1). 

(12.14.13) Finally, we remark that the notions of series and convergent series 
are defined in a topological vector space E just as in a normed space (5.2); 
propositions (5.2.2), (5.2.3), (5.2.4) and the fact that the general term of a 
convergent Series tends to 0 remain valid without change. If E is locally 
convex and its topology is defined by a family (pA) of seminorms, then for a 
series with general term xn to converge in E it is necessary that, for each e > 0 
and each scalar 2, there should exist an integer n0 such that 

Pl(Xn+1 + • • ‘ + *„ + «) ^ « 

for all n Si «0 and q > 0. If E is a Frechet space, this condition is also sufficient, 
as follows from Cauchy’s criterion (12.9). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let E be a vector space over R (resp. C) and let $ be a set of subsets of E satisfying 

conditions (Vj) and (VH) of Section 12.3, Problem 3, together with the following: 

(EVi) Every set V e S3 is balanced and absorbing. 
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(EVn) For all V e 23 and all A ^ 0 in R (resp. C), we have AV e 23. 

(EVm) For each V e 23, there exists W e 23 such that W -f W V. 

Show that there exists a unique topology on E, compatible with the vector space 

structure, for which 23 is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0. 

2. Let E be a vector space over R with a denumerable infinite basis (e„), and let % be the 

set of all balanced absorbing sets in E. Show that % does not satisfy axiom (EVm) of 
n 

Problem 1. (For each n > 0, let A„ be the set of points tt et such that |/£| /« for 
i = 1 

and let A be the union of the sets A„. Show that there exists no set 
M e Z such that M + McA.) 

3. Let E be the vector space #r(R) of continuous mappings of R into R. For each 

continuous function m such that m(t) > 0 for all t e R, let Vm denote the set of functions 

fe E such that |/(/)| S MO for all t e R. 

(a) Show that the Vm form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 in a topology 

on E which is compatible with the additive group structure of E, but not with the 

vector space structure. 

(b) Let D be the vector subspace of E consisting of functions with compact support 

(12.6). Show that the topology induced by S'Q on D is compatible with the vector 

space structure of D, and is not metrizable. 

4. Let (Eg)a«i be any family of topological vector spaces, and E=n Ea the product 
a e i 

vector space. Show that the product of the topologies of the E« (12.5) is compatible with 

the vector space structure of E. If each E« is locally convex and its topology is defined 

by a family of seminorms (p«a)a€l«, then the topology of E is locally convex and is 
defined by the family of seminorms pxk ° pra (for all a e I and all A e La). In particular, 

every (finite or) denumerable product of Frechet spaces is a Fr6chet space. 

5. Let p be a seminorm on a (real or complex) vector space E. Show that the set N 

of x e E such that p(x) = 0 is a vector subspace of E. The seminorm p defined by 

(12.14.8.1) on E/N is a norm. 

Let E be a Hausdorff locally convex space whose topology is defined by a family 

(pa) of seminorms, and for each a let Na be the subspace of E consisting of those 

x e E for which pa(x) = 0. Show that E is isomorphic to a subspace of the product 

of the normed spaces E/Na (the norm on E/N^ being pa). In particular, every FrSchet 

space is isomorphic to a closed subspace of a denumerable product of normed spaces. 

6. A subset A of a vector space E over R is said to absorb a subset B of E if there exists 

a > 0 such that AB <= A whenever |A| rg a. If E is a topological vector space, a subset 

B of E is said to be bounded (with respect to the topological vector space structure of E) 

if every neighborhood of 0 absorbs B. 

(a) The closure of a bounded set is bounded. Every finite set is bounded. If A, B are 

bounded, then so are A u B and A -1- B. If E is metrizable, every precompact set in 

E is bounded. 

(b) Suppose that E is Hausdorff. Then a subset B of E is bounded if and only if, 

for every sequence (xn) in B and every sequence (A„) of real numbers tending to zero, 

the sequence (A„ xn) tends to 0 in E. 

(c) Let (Ea) be a family of topological vector spaces and E=riE. their product 
X 

(Problem 4). Show that a subset B of E is bounded if and only if pra(B) is bounded 

in Ea for each a. 
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(d) Let E, F be two topological vector spaces and /: E -> F a continuous linear 

mapping. Then for each bounded subset B of E, the image set/(B) is bounded in F. 

7. (a) Let E be a (real or complex) Hausdorff topological vector space. Show that, if 

there exists a bounded neighborhood V of 0 in E (Problem 6), the sets n~1V (n an 

integer >0) form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 in E, and consequently 

E is metrizable. If furthermore E is locally convex, then its topology can be defined 

by a single norm. 
(b) Let E be a metrizable locally convex space whose topology is defined by an 

increasing sequence (pn) of seminorms. Show that the topology of E can be defined 

by a single norm if and only if there exists an integer N such that, for all n N, there 

exists a real number kn ^ 0 for which pn <| knpN. 

(c) Let E be the real vector space of indefinitely differentiable real-valued functions 

on the interval I = [0,1 ] in R. For each n ]> 0 and each/e E, put 

P«(f) = sup (sup |D*/(0D 

(where D0/=/). Show that each pn is a norm on E and that the topology defined by 

the sequence of norms (p„) cannot be defined by a single norm (cf. (17.1)). 

(d) Let E be a Hausdorff locally convex space whose topology is defined by a se¬ 

quence of seminorms but cannot be defined by a single norm. If d is a translation- 

invariant distance defining the topology of E (12.9.2) show that every set in E which 

is bounded in the sense of the topological vector space structure of E is bounded with 

respect to the distance d, but there exist subsets of E which are bounded with respect 

to d but are unbounded with respect to the topological vector space structure of E. 

8. Let E be a metrizable topological vector space. 

(a) Show that every balanced subset of E which absorbs all sequences in E which 

converge to 0 is a neighborhood of 0 in E. Deduce that, if u is a linear mapping of 

E into a topological vector space F, and u transforms every sequence converging to 0 

in E into a bounded sequence in F, then u is continuous. 

(b) Let (B„) be any sequence of bounded subsets of E. Show that there exists a 

sequence (A„) of nonzero scalars such that the union of the sets A„B„ is bounded. 

9. Let E be a topological vector space. A set 58 of bounded subsets of E is called a. funda¬ 

mental system of bounded subsets if every bounded set in E is contained in a set 

belonging to 58. Show that, if E is a metrizable locally convex space whose topology 

cannot be defined by a single norm, no fundamental system of bounded subsets of E 
is denumerable (use Problem 8). 

10. Let (E„)n>1 be a sequence of normed spaces such that Ex is not separable. Let F be a 

vector subspace of E=riE„ , such that pr„(F) = E„ for each n. Show that there exists 

a real number 8 > 0 and a bounded sequence (xm)m>i in F such that 

llprpct — prixj ^ 8 

whenever i (Remark that, for each index n and each nondenumerable subset A of 

F, there exists a nondenumerable subset B of A such that pr„(B) is bounded in E„.) 

Deduce that a Frechet space is separable if every bounded subset is relatively 
compact. 

11. A subset A of a real or complex vector space E is convex if, whenever x and y belong 

to A and 0 <! A ^ 1, we have Xx + (1 — A)y e A (Section 8.5, Problem 9). It follows 
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that, if A is convex and (x()l<l<n is any finite sequence of points of A and (A,)jS,Sn 
n n 

is any sequence of n real numbers ^0 such that Y \ = 1, we have T A**, e A. 
(=1 ( = i 

(a) Let E, F be vector spaces over R and let /be an affine linear mapping of E into F. 

Then the image under / of any convex subset of E is convex, and the inverse image 

under/of any convex subset of F is convex. In particular, if g 0 is a linear form on 

E, then the half-spaces defined by one or other of the relations g(x) > a, g{x) a 
(where a is any real number) are convex sets. 

(b) In a vector space E over R, the intersection of any family of convex sets is convex. 

If A, B are convex subsets of E and a, are any real numbers, then the set aA 
is convex. 

(c) Let (E«)a61 be a family of vector spaces over R and let E =|"J Ea be their product. 
a 

For each a, let Aa be a nonempty subset of Ea. Show that A A« is convex if and 
a 

only if each Aa is convex. 

(d) In a topological vector space E, the closure A and the interior A of a convex set 

A are convex. If, moreover, A is not empty, then A is the closure of A, and A the 
interior of A. 

(e) In a topological vector space E, for a half-space {x : g(x) a} (where g is a non¬ 

zero linear form on E) to be either closed or to have an interior point, it is necessary 

and sufficient that g should be continuous; in which case the hyperplane g{x) = a 
is the frontier of the half-space. 

12. (a) Let E be a vector space over R and p a seminorm on E. Show that the set of 

x e E such that p(x) < 1 (resp. p(x) ^ 1) is an absorbing symmetric convex set. Con¬ 

versely, let A be an absorbing symmetric convex set in E, and for each xeE let 

p(x) = inf p. Show that p is a seminorm on E and that A contains the set of 
p> o 
xe p A 

points such that p{x) < 1 and is contained in the set of points such that p(x) <; 1. 

(b) Let E be a topological vector space over R, and p a seminorm on E. Then the 

set A = {x g E : p(x) 1} is closed if and only if p is lower semicontinuous on E. 

Also A has an interior point if and only if p is continuous at the point 0, and p is then 
continuous throughout E. 

(c) Deduce from (b) that a topological vector space E is locally convex if and only 

if there exists a fundamental system of convex neighborhoods of 0 in E. The topology 

of a metrizable locally convex space can be defined by an at most denumerable family 
of seminorms. 

13. Let E be a real vector space. If A is any subset of E, the convex hull of A is defined to 

be the smallest convex set containing A. If E is a topological vector space, the closed 

convex hull of A is defined to be the smallest closed convex set containing A; it is also 

the closure of the convex hull of A. 

(a) Show that the convex hull of A is the set of all points Y Aaxa, where (xa) is any 
X 

finite family of points of A, and the Aa are real numbers SiO such that Y Aa = 1. 
a 

(b) Suppose that E is a metrizable locally convex space. Show that the convex hull 

in E of a precompact set is precompact. If E is a Frechet space, the closed convex hull 

of a compact set is compact (cf. Section 13.4, Problem 13). 

14. Let E be the real vector space of regulated functions / on 1= [0,1], continuous 

on the right at all t < 1 and such that /(1) = 0. For each integer n > 0, let Vn be the 
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set of all functions /e E such that \f(t)\1/2 dt 1//2. Show that the sets V„ form a 

fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 for a metrizable topology on E compatible 

with the vector space structure, that the sets V„ are bounded with respect to this 

topology, but that the convex hull of each V„ is the whole space E. (Observe that every 

function fe E can be written as/= i(g + h) withg,heE and 

f11^(011,2 dt = f1 \h(t)\u2 dt = -L f1 |/(/)|1'* dt.) 
Jo Jo V2 Jo 

Deduce that every continuous seminorm on E is identically zero. In particular, if a 

linear form on E is continuous, it is zero. 

15. (a) Let E be a topological real vector space, H a nonempty convex open subset of E, 

and/a convex function (Section 8.5, Problem 8) defined on H. Show that/is contin¬ 

uous on H if and only if there exists a nonempty open set U c H on which / is 

bounded above. In particular, every upper semicontinuous convex function on H is 

continuous on H. 

(b) Give an example of a convex function p, which is defined on a compact convex 

set K <=■ R2, lower semicontinuous and bounded in K, but not continuous at a frontier 

point of K. (Take K to be a closed disk with 0 as a frontier point, and apply the 

definition of Problem 12(a).) Hence give an example of a compact convex set A ^ K 

such that p can be extended to a convex function which is lower semicontinuous on A, 

but not bounded on A. 

16. Let E be a Hausdorff locally convex space, X a locally compact separable metric 

space, d the distance on X, A a closed subset of X, and / a continuous mapping of A 

into E. 
(a) Show that there exists a denumerable covering (U„) of X — A, consisting of open 

sets U„ <= X — A, which is locally finite and such that, for every frontier point a of A 

and every neighborhood Y of a in X, there exists a neighborhood V' <= V of a with 

the property that each U„ which meets V' is contained in V. (For each xeX — A, 

consider the open ball with center x and radius %d(x, A), and use (12.6.1).) 

(b) Let (hn) be a continuous partition of unity on X — A subordinate to the covering 

(U„) (12.6.3). For each n let b„ e U„ and a„ e A be such that d(bni a„) ^ 2d(bn, A). 

Let g(x) =f(x) if x e A, and 

d(x) = X h„(x)f(a„) 
n 

if x e X — A. Show that g is a continuous mapping of X into E which extends f and 

is such that g(X) is contained in the convex hull (Problem 13) of /(A). 

17. Let E, F be two locally convex spaces, / a continuous linear mapping of E into F, 

and L a locally compact separable metrizable subspace of F such that/(E) n L is 

dense in L. For each continuous seminorm p on E and each e > 0, show that there 

exists a continuous mapping s : L -» E such that p(z — f(s(z))) g e for all z s L. (Con¬ 

sider a locally finite denumerable open covering (U„) of L such that p(x' — x) ^ Je 

whenever x and x' lie in the same U„, a continuous partition of unity (hn) sub¬ 

ordinate to (U„), and for each n a point an e U„ n/(E). If bn e f~1(an)y show that the 

function s defined by s(z) =2] b„hn(z) satisfies the required conditions.) 
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15. WEAK TOPOLOGIES 

(12.15.1) Let (Ea)ae i be a family of locally convex spaces, and for each a let 
{Pajdke l« be a family of seminorms defining the topology of Ea. Let E = J] Ea 

aeE 

be the product vector space, and for each a e I and each X e La, put 

(12.15.1.1) p'uxix) = PaxiP^a. x) for all x e E. 

Then the paX are seminorms on E and define the product topology (12.5) on E. 

It is straightforward to check that the p'^ are seminorms, and then the 
second assertion follows from the definition (12.5) of a product of uniformiz- 
able spaces. 

In particular, when all the Ea are equal to the same locally convex space F, 
then the product topology on the vector space F1 of all mappings of I into F is 
defined by the seminorms 

A*P(/(a)) 

where a e I and p belongs to a set T of seminorms defining the topology of F. 
This topology is called the topology of simple (or pointwise) convergence on the 
vector space F1, or on any of its vector subspaces (cf. (12.5)). With respect to 
this topology, each mapping/h->/(a) (a e I) is a continuous linear mapping on 
F1, and maps each open set in F1 to an open set in F (12.5.2). The topology of 

simple convergence is Hausdorff if F is Hausdorff (12.5.7). A mapping 
11—► ft of a topological space T into Fl is continuous with respect to the topology 
of simple convergence if and only if the mapping t\-+ft(u) of T into F is 
continuous, for each a e I (12.5.5). When F is a Banach space over K ( = R or C) 
and T is an open subset of Kn, a mapping t\-+ft of T into F1 is said to be p 
times differentiable (resp. indefinitely differentiable, resp. analytic) with respect 
to the topology of simple convergence if, for each index a 61, the mapping 
t\-+ft(cc) of T into F has the corresponding property. 

We shall be particularly concerned with the case in which F is the field of 
scalars K, and I is a vector space E over K. Let V be a subspace of KE whose 
elements are linear forms on E. The topology of simple convergence on such a 
subspace V is called the weak topology; it is defined by seminorms 

(12.15.2) /h-H/(*)|, 

where x runs through E. For each x e E, the mapping/W f(x) is a continuous 
linear form on V with respect to the weak topology. A sequence (/„) of elements 
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of V which converges to/e V with respect to the weak topology (i.e., is such 
that lim /„(x) = /(x) for all xeE) is also said to be weakly convergent. On 

n~+ oo 

the same principle, we shall speak of subsets of V being weakly closed (in V), 
weakly compact, etc. A subset B of KE is said to be weakly bounded if all 
the seminorms (12.15.2) are bounded on B, that is if sup |/(x)| < +oo for 

fe B 

all x e E. We shall also use the phrases weakly continuous (resp. weakly 
differentiable, weakly analytic) or scalarly continuous (resp. scalarly differen¬ 
tiable, scalarly analytic) in place of “ continuous (resp. differentiable, analytic) 
with respect to the weak topology.” 

If E is a locally convex space (over K = R or C), the vector space of con¬ 
tinuous linear forms on E is called the dual of E, and is often denoted by E'. 
If x' e E' is a continuous linear form on E, its value at a point x e E is often 
denoted by the expression <x, x'> or <x', x> instead of x'{x). Since E' is a 
vector subspace of KE, it is endowed with the weak topology defined by the 
seminorms x'h*|<x, x')|. For each x e E, the function x'^<x,x'> is a 
weakly continuous linear form on E'. 

If E is a Frechet space and E0 a dense vector subspace of E, then it follows 
from (12.9.4) and the principle of extension of identities (3.15.2) that the 
mapping x' i-» x' | E0 is an (algebraic) isomorphism of the dual E' of E onto 
the dual Eq of E0. 

(12.15.3) Let E, F be two locally convex spaces, E' and F' their respective 
duals, and u : E -► F a continuous linear mapping. Then y'*-+y' ° u is a linear 
mapping ofF' into E' which is continuous with respect to the weak topologies. 

If y' is a continuous linear form on F, then y' o u is a continuous linear 
form on E. Given x0 e E, there exists y0eF such that <x0, / o w) = 
Oo, /> for all / e F, namely yQ = u(x0); the continuity of the mapping 
y'\-*y'ou is therefore an immediate consequence of (12.14.11) and the 
definition (12.15.2) of the seminorms which define the weak topology. 

We write y' o u = tu(y'), and the linear mapping %u : F' -> E' is called the 
transpose of the continuous linear mapping u. Thus we have 

(12.15.4) <w(x), /> = <x, *w(/)> 

for all x e E and y' e F'. Clearly 

(12.15.5) \ux + u2) = fux + fu2, \Xu) = X • %u 

for any scalar X, and for any continuous linear mappings ux, u2 of E into F. If 
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v is a continuous linear mapping of F into a locally convex space G, then 

(12.15.6) \vo u)^tuotv. 

The weak topology on the dual of a locally convex space is not metrizable 
in general (Problem 2). However, there is the following result: 

(12.15.7) Let E be a separable metrizable locally convex space. If H is any 
equicontinuous (7.5) subset of the dual E' of E, then the weak closure ofH in E' 
is a compact metrizable space in the weak topology. 

We shall first prove the following lemma: 

(12.15.7.1) Let E be a metrizable vector space and F a normed space. In order 
that a set H of linear mappings ofE into F should be equicontinuous, it is neces¬ 
sary and sufficient that there should exist a neighborhood V of 0 in E and a real 
number c > 0 such that || w(x)|| ^ c for all x e V and all u e H. 

(If E is normed, this condition is also equivalent to sup ||w|| < +oo 
i/eH 

by (5.7.1).) 

The condition expresses that H is equicontinuous at the point 0. If this 
is the case, then for each x0 e E and each x e x0 + cV, we have 

II «0) - «O0)|| = II u(x - Xq) || g £C 

for all us H, and therefore H is equicontinuous at x0. 

In proving (12.15.7), we may first of all restrict ourselves to the case where 
H is weakly closed in E'. For if fl is the weak closure of H in E', the continuity 
of the mapping x' <x, x'> on E' implies that if |<x, x')| ^ c for all x e V and 
all x' g H, then also |<x, x'>| g c for all x e V and all x'efl (3.15.4), whence 
the result by (12.15.7.1). 

Now let (an) be a sequence which is dense in E. We shall show that the 
weak topology on H is defined by the pseudo-distances 

d«(x',/) = l<a„,x' -/>|. 

Clearly the topology defined by these pseudo-distances is coarser than the 
weak topology; hence it is enough to show that it is also finer. By hypothesis, 
every neighborhood of a point x'0 s H in the weak topology contains a subset 
W of H consisting of elements x'eH satisfying a finite number of inequalities 

(12.15.7.2) |<xf,x' Xq>| < r (1 ^ i<L m) 
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where the xf are points of E, and r > 0. Suppose that H satisfies the condition 
(12.15.7.1) . Choose e > 0 such that 2sc < ir. For each index /, there exists an 
an(0 such that xt — an(i) e eV. By virtue of (12.15.7.1), it follows that for each 
x'eHwe have 

l<*f - 0„(o, x' - x^>| g 2sc < ir, 

and the relations |<0n(o, x' — x'0}\ < \r therefore imply the inequalities 
(12.15.7.2) . Since the weak topology is Hausdorff, we have shown that H is 
metrizable (12.4.6). More precisely, the above argument shows that the map¬ 
ping x'\x'»n^0 of H into the product space KN (where K = R or C) 
is a homeomorphism of H onto a subspace L of KN. So it remains to be shown 
that L is compact. 

In the first place, the projections of L are bounded subsets of K (and there¬ 
fore relatively compact ((3.17.6) and (3.20.16))): for each index n there exists 
Xn> 0 such that Anan e V and therefore |<#„, x'>| g c/2n for all x' e H. By 
virtue of (12.5.9), (12.5.4), and (3.17.3), it remains to be shown that L is 
closed in KN. Now if (.x'm) is a sequence of points in H such that for each n the 
sequence «an, converges in K, then it follows from (7.5.5) that the 
sequence (x^) converges simply in V. Since for each ze E there exists a 
scalar y such that yz e V (so that <z, x'm> = y~x(yz, x^», the sequence (x„) 
converges simply in E: its limit y' is a linear mapping, by the principle of 
extension of identities, and is continuous by (7.5.5), and is therefore a point 
of H. Q.E.D. 

We recall that if E is a normed space, its dual E' = i?(E; K) is a 
Banach space with respect to the norm ||x'|| = sup |<x, x'>| (5.7.3); since 

11*11 si 

|<x, x'}\ ^ ||x|| • ||x'||, the topology defined by this norm (sometimes called 
the strong topology on E') is finer than the weak topology on E'. 

(12.15.8) Let E be a normed space. The mapping x'h->||x'|| 0/E' into R is 
lower semicontinuous with respect to the weak topology. 

For it is the upper envelope of the weakly continuous mappings 
x'h->|<x, x')|, where x runs through the ball ||x|| g 1 in E. Hence the result 
follows from (12.7.7). 

If (x') is a sequence in E' which converges weakly to a\ then by (12.7.13) 
we have 

lim inf \\x'n\\ ^ ||a'||. (12.15.8.1) 
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(12.15.9) Let E be a separable normed space. Then every closed ball B': 
||.x'|| ^ r in E' is metrizable and compact with respect to the weak topology. 

By (12.15.7) and (12.15.7.1) it is enough to show that B' is weakly closed, 
and this follows from the fact that the function x'h-> ||x'|| is lower semi- 
continuous on E' (12.7.2). 

Now let E be a Hilbert space (6.2). For each xe E, let j(x) denote the 
continuous linear form y*-+(y | x) on E. It follows from (6.3.2) that x*-*/(*) is 
a semilinear isometry (i.e., we have 

j(xl + *2> =j(x l) +j(x2), X*x) = Xj(x) 

for all scalars X) of E onto its dual E'. We can therefore “transport” to E the 
weak topology on E': the weak topology on E is therefore the topology defined 
by the seminorms xv~* \(a | x)| as a runs through E. This topology is coarser 
than the topology defined by the norm on E (which is called the strong 
topology of the Hilbert space E). From (12.15.9) we have: 

(12.15.10) In a separable Hilbert space, every closed ball is metrizable and 
compact with respect to the weak topology. 

If u is a continuous endomorphism (with respect to the strong topology) of 
a Hilbert space E, then by virtue of (12.15.4) and (11.5.1) 

(u(x)Iy) = <u(x)J0>)> = <x, 'w(i'O))) = (x\j~1(‘u(j(y)))) = (x| u*(y)) 

for all x, y in E, and therefore (6.3.2) 

(12.15.11) o'uoj. 

This relation shows immediately that *u is strongly continuous and that 
||*w|| = ||w*|| = ||w||. Replacing u by u* in (12.15.11), we see that every strongly 
continuous endomorphism of E is also weakly continuous (cf. (12.16.7)). 

(12.15.12) In a Hilbert space E, a sequence (xn) converges strongly to a point a 
if and only if it converges weakly to a and lim ||xj = ||<z||. 

n-+ oo 

The conditions are clearly necessary. To see that they are sufficient, con¬ 
sider the formula 

II*. - «ll2 = ll*J2 - 2^(x„ | a) + ||a||2. 

Since by hypothesis the sequence ((x„ | a)) converges to (a | a) = ||a||2, it follows 
that ||jcn — a\\ tends to 0. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Let E be a vector space over K (= R or C) and let F be a vector subspace of KE whose 

elements are linear forms on E. We write <*, x'y in place of x'(x) for x e E and x' e F. 

Given a finite sequence (xDi*= /<n of elements of F, show that for this sequence to 
be free (A. 4.1) it is necessary and sufficient that there should exist n vectors 

Xi (1 <; i <J n) in E such that <x£, xr3y = hl3 (Kronecker delta). The vector space E is 

then the direct sum of the subspace V of dimension n generated by the xt, and the 

subspace W of all x e E such that <*, x\y = 0 for 1 <j i ^ n. A linear form x' e F is 

such that <x, x'y = 0 for all x e W if and only if x' is a linear combination of the x\. 

(Prove these assertions simultaneously by induction on n.) 

2. The notation and hypotheses are the same as in Problem 1. Suppose also that there 

exists no vector x ^ 0 in E such that <x, x'y = 0 for all x' e F. 

(a) Show that the weak topology on F is metrizable if and only if E has an at most 

denumerable basis (A. 4.1). (Observe that if (ydi^t^m and (zj)1<JsSn are two finite 

sequences of vectors in E such that the relation sup \<ylfx'y| 1 implies the 
1 

relation sup \(zJfx'y\ 1 in F, then the z3 are linear combinations of the yt. 

Show that if we have (yt, x'y = 0 for 1 i <z m, then we must also have <z,, x'> == 0 

for 1 <ij S w, and apply the result of Problem 1 by identifying E with the set of linear 

forms jc'i—► <x, x'y on F.) 

(b) Deduce from (a) that, in an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space, the 

weak topology is not metrizable (cf. Section 5.9, Problem 2). 

(c) Show that every linear form on F which is continuous with respect to the weak 

topology can be written x'h-► <x, x'y for a uniquely determined x e E (argue as in (a)). 

3. (a) In a Hilbert space E, let A be a closed convex set (Section 12.14, Problem 11) 

and a a point of E. Show that there exists a unique point be A such that d(a, A) = 

d(a, b) (the projection of a on A). For each z e A show that (z — b | b — a) ^ 0 (argue 
as in (6.3.1)). 

(b) Deduce from (a) that every closed convex set A in E is the intersection of closed 

half-spaces whose frontiers are hyperplanes of support of A (Section 5.8, Problem 3). 

Deduce that A is weakly closed, and that if C is any convex subset of E, the strong 

and weak closures of C are the same. Every bounded closed convex subset of E is 
weakly compact. 

(c) Show that the weak closure in E of the sphere S : ||x|| = 1 is the ball ||*|| ^1. 

A subset of S is compact in the weak topology if and only if it is compact in the strong 
topology (use (12.15.12)). 

(d) Let U be a nonempty convex open set in E. Show that, if a is any frontier point 

of U, there exists a closed hyperplane of support of U passing through a (Hahn-Banach 

theorem for a Hilbert space). (Consider a sequence (an) of points exterior to U, con¬ 

verging to a, and for each n let bn be the projection of an on U defined in (a). Put 

un = (bn — an)l\\bn — an||, and show that the sequence (un) has a subsequence which 

converges weakly to a point u # 0, by using the fact that U has an interior point c, 
and that this implies a relation of the form (c — bn \ un) ^ r > 0 for all n.) 

(e) Suppose that E is separable, and let (£„)„=>! be basis (6.5.2) of E. Let A be the 

closed convex hull (Section 12.14, Problem 13) of the set of points ±ejn. Show 

that A is compact and that the interior of A is empty, and that A has no closed 

hyperplane of support containing the (frontier) point 0, although there exist lines 
D passing through 0 and such that D n A = {0}. 
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4. Let E be a separable real Frechet space and p a continuous seminorm on E. 

(a) Let (an)n^0 be a total (12.13) free sequence in E, and let E„ be the subspace 

of dimension n 4- 1 generated by a0, aif..., an. Show by induction on n that for 

each n there exists a linear form /„ on E„ such that /„ is the restriction of /n+1 to E„, 

fo(a0) = p(a0) and fn(x) Sp{x) for all *eE„. (Consider the hyperplane H in E„_i 

given by the equation/„_1(x) ~/„ _!(#<)), and use Problem 3(d) in the plane which 

is the quotient of E„ by the hyperplane H0 : fn-i(x) = 0 in E„_i.) 

(b) Deduce from (a) that there exists a continuous linear form / on E such that 

f(a0) = p(a0) and \f(x)\ Sp(x) for all xeE {Hahn-Banach theorem for a separable 

Frechet space). In particular, if E is a separable Banach space, then for each x eE 

we have 

11*11 = sup | <X /> | 
\\y>’\\£i 

(the norm on the dual E' being that defined in (5.7.3)). Deduce that if E and F are 

separable Banach spaces, E' and F' their duals, and u: E F a continuous linear 

mapping, then ||*w|| = ||w||. 

(c) Deduce from (b) the geometrical form of the Hahn-Banach theorem: given any 

nonempty convex open set A in E, and a point x0 $ A, there exists a closed hyperplane 

with equation g(x) — a = 0 such that g(x) > a for all * e A, and g(x0) ^ a. (Reduce 

to the case where 0 e A and x0 is a frontier point of A. We can then assume that A is 

symmetrical about 0 and therefore is the set of all * such that pix) < 1, where p is 

a continuous seminorm on E.) 

(d) Let A, B be two disjoint closed convex sets in E, one of which (say, A) is compact. 

Show that there exists a closed hyperplane H, with equation g{x) — a = 0, which 

strictly separates A and B: that is to say, such that g(x) > a for all * 6 A and g(x) < oc 

for all * e B. 
(e) Deduce from (d) that every closed convex set in E is an intersection of closed 

half-spaces, and that every closed linear variety in E is an intersection of closed 

hyperplanes. 

(f) Deduce that for a vector subspace F not to be dense in E it is necessary and 

sufficient that there should exist a continuous linear form 0 on E such that f(x) = 0 

for all x e F. 

5. Let A be a convex set in a real vector space. A point a e A is said to be an extremal 

point of A if there exists no line-segment containing more than one point, which is 

contained in A and has a as an interior point: in other words, if the relations be A, 

c 6 A, a = \b 4- (l — A)c, 0 < A < 1 imply b~ c — a. 

(a) Let E be a Hilbert space, A a bounded closed convex set in E, 8 > 0 the diameter 

of A, and a, b two points of A such that ||6 — a\\ iV 15*8. Show that there exists 

a supporting hyperplane H of A orthogonal to the vector b — a and such that the set 

HnA has diameter <i8. 

(b) Deduce from (a) that A has at least one extremal point (proof by induction). 

(c) Show that A is the closed convex hull of the set of its extremal points (Krein- 

Milman theorem for Hilbert space). (First deduce from (b) that every closed hyper¬ 

plane of support of A contains at least one extremal point. Then argue by contradic¬ 

tion, assuming that the closed convex hull B of the set of extremal points of A is 

distinct from A; by using Problem 4(e), show that there would then exist a hyperplane 

of support of A which did not meet B.) (Cf. Section 13.10, Problem 8.) 
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(d) If C is a convex set in E, the intersection of C with a closed (resp. open) half¬ 

space is called a closed (resp. open) cap in C. If a e A is an extremal point, show that 

the open caps in A which contain a form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 

a in A. (Remark that the convex hull of the union of two closed caps in A is weakly 

compact and does not contain a if neither of the two closed caps contains a; then use 

Problem 4(e), and Section 12.3, Problem 6(e).) 
(e) Suppose that there exists a weakly compact set K c A such that the closed convex 

hull of K is A. Show that every extremal point of A belongs to K (use (d)). 

(f) In the Banach space (c0) (Section 5.3, Problem 5) show that the closed ball 

||*|| 1 has no extremal points. 

6. Let E, F be two locally convex spaces. Let (pa) be a family of seminorms defining the 

topology of F, and let © be a set of bounded subsets of E (Section 12.14, Problem 6). 

For each continuous linear mapping u of E into F, and each Be©, putpatB(u) — 

sup pa(u(x)). Show that pXtB is a seminorm on the vector space -£?(E; F) of con- 
x eB 

tinuous linear mappings of E into F. If the set of homothetic images of the sets of © 

covers E, then the topology defined by the seminorms pa, b on «^(E; F) is Hausdorff. 

If E and F are normed spaces and if © consists only of the closed unit ball ||x|| fg 1 

in E, then the corresponding topology on -S?(E; F) is that defined by the norm (5.7.1). 

7. Let E be an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space. Show that, with respect to 

the topology defined by the norm (5.7.1) on -S?(E; E) (this topology is called the norm 

topology), the unit ball % consisting of the operators U with norm ||£/|| 1 (the 

“contractions” of E) is not separable. (Let (<?„)* =so be an orthonormal basis of E. 

For each point z = (£„)„;> 0 of the Banach space l°° (Section 5.7, Problem 1), let 

Uz e -£?(E; E) be the mapping defined by Uz • e„ = for all n^> 0. Show that 

zh-► L4 is an isometric linear mapping of /°° onto a subspace of -Sf(E; E), and use the 

Problem of Section 5.10.) 

8. Let E be a separable Hilbert space of infinite dimension. The strong topology on 

&(E; E) is that obtained by the procedure of Problem 6 by taking© to be the set of 

all finite subsets of E, so that this topology is defined by the seminorms px(U) — 

||U • *|| for all * e E. The strong topology is coarser than the norm topology. 

(a) Show that the strong topology is not metrizable. (Observe that Sl?(E; E) contains 

vector subspaces which, when given the topology induced by the strong topology, 

are isomorphic to E endowed with the weak topology.) 

(b) The unit ball # of ~^(E; E), endowed with the strong topology, is separable and 

metrizable. (Proceed as in (12.5.7), by embedding in EN.) 

(c) Show that the mapping ((/, V)\-±UV is continuous in the strong topology on 
^ x -£?(E; E) and not continuous on J5f(E; E'* x #. 

(d) Show that the mapping Uh-+U* of into # is not continuous with respect to 

the strong topology. (Let (en)„^0 be an orthonormal basis of E, and consider the 

sequence of operators Uk such that Uk • en = 0 if n < k and Uk • en = e„_k if n k.) 

(e) Let U(E) <=■ *€ be the unitary group of E, consisting of all linear isometries of 

E onto E. Show that the topology induced on U(E) by the strong topology is com¬ 

patible with the group structure. Give an example in this group of a right Cauchy 

sequence which is not a left Cauchy sequence. Show that U(E) is closed in *?. 

9. Let E be a separable Hilbert space of infinite dimension. The weak topology on 

«^(E; E) is that obtained by the procedure of Problem 6 by taking© to be the set of 
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finite subsets of E, but taking E with the weak topology, so that this topology is 

defined by the seminorms pXty(U) = \(U • x\y)\ for all x,y in E. This topology is 
coarser than the strong topology. 

(a) Show that the weak topology is not metrizable (same method as in Problem 8(a)). 

(b) The unit ball ^ in i^(E; E) is metrizable and compact in the weak topology 
(method of (12.5.7)). 

(c) The bounded sets in i^(E; E) are the same for the weak topology as for the strong 

topology. 

(d) The mapping U\—>U* of -&(E; E) into itself is continuous with respect to the 
weak topology. 

(e) Show that the mapping (U, V) -► UV of x <€ into # is not continuous for the 

weak topology. (If (en)neZ is a Hilbert basis of E indexed by Z, consider the “shift 

operator” U defined by U e„ — en+1 for all ne Z, and its powers Un and U~n.) 

The topology induced on the unitary group U(E) by the weak topology is identical 

with that induced by the strong topology, and hence is compatible with the group 

structure. Also U(E) is not closed in ^ for the weak topology. 

(f) Show that, for each U0 e «S?(E; E), the linear mappings Vh-> U0 V and V\—► VU0 

are continuous on J&(E; E) for the weak topology. 

(g) Let Jt be a submonoid of (i.e., Jt is stable under multiplication). Show 

that the closure of Jt with respect to the weak topology on J£f(E; E) is a compact 

monoid, which is commutative if Jt is commutative. 

18. The notation is the same as in Problem 9. 

(a) Let U e V. Show that the relations U • x = x, (x | U • x) — (x | x), and U* • x — x 

are equivalent. 

(b) Deduce that the idempotent operators in are the orthogonal projections 

(Sections 6.3 and 11.5.) 

11. Let E be a separable Hilbert space, Jt a submonoid containing the identity 1E 

which is weakly closed (and therefore weakly compact) in & (notation of Problem 8). 

For each x e E, the orbit of x under Jt is the set Jt • x of vectors U * x where Ue JSt\ 

it is weakly compact in E. We say that x is a flight vector with respect to Jt if 

0 g Jt • x, and that x is a reversible vector with respect to Jt if for each Ue Jt there 

exists V e Jt such that VU • x = x. Let F{Jt) (resp. R(Jt)) denote the set of flight 

(resp. reversible) vectors with respect to Jt. If x is reversible, then \\U- x|| = ||x|| 

for all UeJt. 

(a) Every orbit Jt • x contains a minimal orbit N (Section 12.10, Problem 6), and 

every ye N is reversible with respect to Jt. Let U e Jt be such that U • x = y e N, 

and let st be the weakly closed submonoid generated by 1E and U: this submonoid 

J is commutative. Let Pc i'j/cN be a minimal orbit with respect to 

and let V e J be such that V * y — z e P. Show that there exists Wes/ such that 

VUW * z — z; deduce that the vector x — W • z is a flight vector, and hence that every 

x € E is the sum of a flight vector and a reversible vector belonging to Jt • x. 

(b) Show that if x e E is reversible with respect to Jt then x is also reversible with 

respect to every weakly closed submonoid Jf. (Split up x into the sum of a vector 

y e R(^E) belonging to * x and a vector z e F(^/>); use the fact that if a, b are two 

distinct vectors in E with the same norm, then ||i(aH" 6)|| < ||a|| = ||£||, and deduce 
that y = x.) Deduce that if x e R(^), then given any U e Jt there exists an element 

V in the weakly closed submonoid of Jt generated by 1E and Uf such that 

VUx^x. 
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(c) Let Jt* be the monoid consisting of the adjoints U* of the operators 

then Jt* is weakly compact (Problem 9(d)). Show that Tk{.Jt) and ¥{Jt*) ai 

gonal supplementary vector subspaces of E. (Use (b) to reduce to the case whe 

commutative.) Deduce that F(Jt) is stable under Jt. 

(d) Let (xdi^t^n be a finite sequence of vectors in E. For each /, let xt — 
where yt e R(Jt) and zt e F(Jt). Use (c) to show that there exists U e Jt si 

U • zt = 0 (1 ^ i rg n), and then prove that there exists UeJt such that VU 

for 1 ^i^n. (Consider the space E“ and the image Jt' of Jt in <5?(E"; E") c< 

of the operators (tu ..., rn)i—>(T • tu ..., T * tn) where Ts Jt, and use the 1 

R{JT) is a vector subspace.) Deduce that the set P(xi,..., xn) of operators 

such that W • xt = W • yt — yt for 1 « is not empty, and then that tl 

section of all these sets (where (xt) varies over all finite sequences of vectoi 

is nonempty (Section 12.3, Problem 6(e)). Finally, deduce that the pi 

P: E -> R(Jl) corresponding to the direct sum decomposition E — R(M) 

belongs to Jt and hence to and use Problem 10 to conclude that R{Jt) a,f 

are orthogonal supplementary vector subspaces (“ Jacobs’ theorem ”). 

(e) Show that for each U e Jt there exists V e Jt such that VU'y — y 

y e R(Jt) (same method as in (d)). In other words, the image ^ of Jt under t 

ping U\-*U\R(Jf) is a subgroup of the unitary group U(R(*^)). Show that tl 

of this subgroup are strongly compact in RMO (cf. Problem 3(c)) and deduce 1 
strongly compact in -Sf(R(Jt); R(^)). 

(f) Let (e„)neZ be an orthonormal basis of E, and let Jt be the weakly ■ 
submonoid of generated by the unitary operator U defined by U • en = 
all ne Z. Show that F(Jt) = E and R(Jt) — {0}. 

12. In the notation of Problem 9, let Jt be any submonoid of containing 

each xeE, let T(Jt • x) be the closed convex hull of the orbit of x under Jt. 

(a) Show that ¥{Jt • x) contains a ^-invariant point (cf. Problem 3(a)). 

that, if ®(uf) denotes the set of Jt -invariant vectors and Cl(Jt) the set of x e 

that 0 e F(Jt ■ x), then every vector in E can be written as the sum of z 
belonging to <&{Jt) and a vector belonging to Cl(Jt). 

(b) Show that &(Jt) and €l(Jt*) are orthogonal supplementary vector si 

of E. Use Problem 10 to deduce that &(Jt) and Q(Jt) are orthogonal supple 

vector subspaces of E. Deduce that T{Jt • x) contains only one ^-invarian 

(c) Deduce from (b) that, for each contraction UgW and each vector x < 
limit 

1 n~l 

lim - X Uk x 
n~* oo n fc= 1 

exists and is invariant under U(“von Neumann’s ergodic theorem”). 

L (a) Let E be a vector space over R or C, and let V be a vector space of lines 

on E, endowed with the weak topology. Let A be a weakly closed convex s 

such that 0 £ A. Show that there exists a weakly closed hyperplane H in V 

through 0, such that H is the set of all/e V for which f(xQ) = 0 for some x0 7 

and such that g(x0) ^ 0 for all g e A. (Use Problem 1 to reduce to the case > 

is finite-dimensional, by observing that there exists a neighborhood of 0 cont; 

closed subspace W of finite codimension in V, and such that the projection of 

supplement L of W in V does not meet a neighborhood of 0 in L. Then apply tl 
of Problem 3(a).) 
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(b) Deduce that, if A is a weakly closed convex set in E, and B is a weakly com¬ 

pact convex set disjoint from A, then there exists a weakly closed hyperplane 

H = {/e V :/(*o) = where x0 # 0, such that g(x0) ^ a for all g e A, and h(x0) S a 
for all h e B. (Consider the convex set A + (—B).) 

(c) Deduce from (b) that for a vector subspace F not to be dense in V for the weak 

topology, it is necessary and sufficient that there should exist x0 ^ 0 in E such that 
/(x0) = 0 for all f e F. 

14. In a Hilbert space E, let (*„) be a sequence which converges weakly to a point a. 
Show that, for each point b ^ a, 

lim inf||xn~ 6|| > lim inf ||xrt— <a||. 
n-+ ao n-»oo 

(Expand ||xn - b\\2 = ||(x„ - a) + (a - 6)||2.) 

16. BAIRE’S THEOREM AND ITS CONSEQUENCES 

(12.16.1) (Baire’s theorem) Let E be a topological space in which every 
point has a neighborhood homeomorphic to a complete metric space. If (U„) is a 
sequence of dense open sets in E, then the intersection of the U„ is dense in E. 

It is enough to prove that, for each xeE and each neighborhood V of x, 
the intersection of V and the Un is not empty. Hence we may assume that E 
itself is a complete metric space and (bearing in mind (3.14.5)) prove that the 
intersection G of the Un is nonempty. 

Let d be a distance defining the topology of E, with respect to which E is 
complete. We shall define by induction onna sequence (x„) of points of E and 
a sequence (rn) of real numbers >0, as follows: xx e IJ1; rn < \ jn for each 
w ^ 1; the closed ball rn) is contained in U„ n B'(^n-i; This is 
possible because U„ n ; rn„x) is a nonempty open set in E, since Un is 
dense in E. Clearly we have d(xn9 xn+p) <^rn<\jn for each n ^ 1 and each 
p > 0, and therefore (xn) is a Cauchy sequence in E. By hypothesis it converges 
to a point as E, and since xn+p e B'(*„; O for each p > 0, we have 
a e B'(;tn; rn) c: U„ for each n since B'(xn; rn) is closed in E. The point a there¬ 
fore belongs to G. Q.E.D. 

We shall apply Baire’s theorem mainly when E is an open subspace 
of a complete metric space or a locally compact metrizable space (by virtue 
of (3.16.1)). 

In a topological space E, a subset A is said to be nowhere dense if the open 
set E — A is dense (or, equivalently, if A contains no nonempty open set, or if A 
has empty interior). For example, in a Hausdorff space E, a set {a} consisting 
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of a single point is nowhere dense unless it is open, i.e., unless a is isolated 
in E (3.10.10). 

In a topological group G, every closed subgroup H which is not open is 
nowhere dense (12.8.7). 

In a topological space E, a subset B is said to be meager if it is the union of 
at most denumerably many nowhere-dense sets. Since the closure of a nowhere- 
dense set is nowhere dense by definition, Baire’s theorem can be restated in the 
form that, in a space E satisfying the conditions of (12.16.1), the complement 
of a meager set is dense in E. 

For example, in a Frechet space E, a denumerable union of closed linear 
varieties, each distinct from E, i.e., sets of the form an + V„, where V„ ^ E is a 
closed vector subspace of E, has a dense complement in E. For it follows from 
(12.13.1) that a vector subspace V of a topological vector space E cannot be 
open in E unless V = E. In particular, a denumerable set in a Frechet space is 
meager, but it should be noted that such a set may also be dense (if the space is 
separable). 

(12.16.2) Let E be a topological space in which every point has a neighborhood 
homeomorphic to a complete metric space, and let u be a lower semicontinuous 
function on E. If u{x) < + oo for each x e E, then given any nonempty open set 
U in E there exists a nonempty open set V a U such that sup u{x) < 4- oo. 

xeV 

It is enough to prove the result when U = E. For each integer n > 0, let F„ 
be the set of all xeE such that u(x) g n. By hypothesis, F„ is a closed set 
(12.7.2), and E is the union of the F„; hence at least one of the F„ is not no¬ 
where dense (12.16.1), and therefore contains a nonempty open set. Q.E.D. 

Notice that under the hypotheses of (12.16.2) it can happen that 

sup u(x) = +oo. 
x e E 

Consider for example the real-valued function on R which is equal to 0 
at x — 0, and equal to \jx2 when x ^ 0. 

In particular: 

(12.16.3) In a Frechet space E, every lower semicontinuous seminorm is con¬ 
tinuous. 

By definition, a seminorm p on E is finite at all points of E. If p is lower 
semicontinuous, it follows from (12.16.2) that there exists a point x0 e E, a 
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neighborhood Y of 0 in E, and a real number c > 0 such that p(x) ^ c for all 
x e x0 4- V. Hence 

p(z) g p(x0) + p(x0 + z)^c-f p(x0) 

for all zeY, which proves the result (12.14.2). 

(12.16.4) (Banach-Steinhaus theorem) Let E be a Frechet space, F a 

normed space. Let H be a set of continuous linear mappings ofJZ into F. Suppose 

that sup || u(x) || <+oo for all xeE. Then H is equicontinuous. 
tie H 

The function p(x) = sup ||w(x)||, being finite for all x e E, is a seminorm 
ueH 

on E (12.14.1). Since each of the functions xh ||w(x)|| is continuous,/? is 
lower semicontinuous (12.7.7). The result therefore follows from (12.16.3) 
and (12.15.7.1). 

As a consequence, we have: 

(12.16.5) (i) Under the hypotheses of (12.16.4), let (un) be a sequence of 

continuous linear mappings of E into F which converges simply in Etoa mapping 

u of E into F. Then u is a continuous linear mapping of E into F. 
(ii) More generally, let Z be a metric space, A a subset of Z, and z\-+u2 a 

mapping of A into the space of continuous linear mappings of E into F. Let 

z0 eZ be a point in the closure of A, and suppose that the limit 

lim uz{x) = v(x) 
z-+zo, ze A 

exists in F, for each x e E. Then v is a continuous linear mapping of E into F. 

(i) From the hypotheses we have sup ||wM(x)|| < 4-oo for all x e E, hence 
n 

the Banach-Steinhaus theorem shows that the sequence (u„) is equicontinuous, 
and the continuity of u follows from (7.5.5). The fact that u is linear is an 
immediate consequence of the principle of extension of identities. 

(ii) The point z0 is the limit of a sequence of points (zn) in A (3.13.13), 
hence v{x) = lim uZn(x) for all x e E. Now apply (i). 

n-> oo 

(12.16.6) Let E be a Frichet space, F a Banach space, I an open interval in R. 
Let if(E; F) denote the space of continuous linear mappings of E into F, 
endowed with the topology of simple convergence (12.15). If a mapping t+~+ft of 

I into J£?(E; F) is differentiable with respect to the topology of simple convergence 

(12.15), then there exists a mapping t\-+f't of l into j£f(E; F) such that 

ft{x) = D(/f(x)) for allxe E. 
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For D(/t(x)) is the limit, as h # 0 tends to 0, of the mapping 

h^(ft+h 

and the result therefore follows from (12.16.5). 

The mapping f't0 is said to be the derivative at the point t0 of the m 
U-*ft (with respect to the topology of simple convergence), or th< 
derivative when F is the field of scalars (and therefore J*?(E; F) = E'). 

Remark 

(12.16.6.1) Let A be an open set in C and let zk/2 be a weakly c 
mapping (12.15) of A into the dual E' of a complex Frechet space F. T1 
same argument as in (12.16.6) shows that there exists a weak derivative 
of 2k/z, with /'(x) = D(/Z(x)) for all xe E, and this weak derm 
weakly analytic. Moreover, for each a e A and each circuit y conta 
A — {a}, we have the Cauchy formula 

(12.16.6.2) = 

Conversely, let 7 be a road in C defined in an interval I = [6, c] in 
let z\-*gz be a weakly continuous mapping of 7(1) into E'. Then, for ; 
the mapping 

(12.16.6.3) 
f 9&) dC 
Jy C-z 

is a linear form fz on E, belonging to E'. Indeed, for each x e E the rigl 
side of (12.16.6.3) is the limit of a sequence 

where 

1 y 9<jP)r\k 

n k=0 (k - z ’ 

U=y{b + k^-—^ and nk=y'(b + k?-^j 

((3.16.5) and (8.7.8)), hence our assertion is a consequence of the B 
Steinhaus theorem. By virtue of (9.9.2),/z is weakly analytic in C — 71 

for a $ 7(1) we can write 

(12.16.6.4) fz(x) = £ c„(x)(z - a)”, 
n — 0 

the series being convergent in any disk with center a not meeting y( 
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coefficients c„ e E' are given by 

c„(x) = 
Jr (C— a)n+1 

Applying this result to the situation where y is a circuit t\-+a + relt 
(0 g t g 2n) in A - {a} we obtain, for any weakly analytic function zi-+/z 
on A, the Taylor expansion 

(12.16.6.5) fz{x) = f- r:\x){2 - ay, 
n~0 n I 

convergent in the disk \z — a\ < r (independent of z e E), and the derivatives 
are given by 

(12.16.6.6) ./iR)(*) = 
n! f fz(x) dz 

2jiiJv(z-a)"+1' 

More generally, suppose that in A — {a} we have 

(12.16.6.7) /, S»?i (z 

V* 
Xk 

ay 
+ 9z> 

where the are linear forms on E (a priori, not necessarily continuous), and 
z\~+gz is a weakly analytic function on A — {a} which is weakly bounded in a 
neighborhood of a. Then, by (9.15), for each x e E, the function z^gfx) can 
be extended by continuity to the point a, and the extended function is analytic 
in A. Hence there exists a weakly analytic function in A whose restric¬ 
tion to A — {a} is z\-*gz. Furthermore, the x* are continuous linear forms on 
E (i.e., they are elements of E'). Indeed, for each x e E we have 

<*?, X> = 
27zi 

J (z - a)k lfz(x) dz 

where y is a circuit t\~+a + relt (0 S t S 2n) with r sufficiently small and 
independent of x (9.14); our assertion therefore follows from the considera¬ 
tions above (12.16.6.3). 

Finally, we remark that the principle of analytic continuation (9.4.2) 
remains valid for weakly analytic functions. This is an immediate consequence 
of the definitions. 

(12.16.7) Let E be a Hilbert space and u an endomorphism of the (non- 
topological) vector space E. Then the following three conditions are equivalent: 

(a) u is continuous; 
(b) u is weakly continuous; 
(c) u has an adjoint (11.5). 
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We have already seen (12.15.11) that (a) implies (b). If u is weakly con¬ 
tinuous, then for all y e E the linear form xh(m(x) \y) is weakly continuous, 
and therefore a fortiori continuous with respect to the strong topology, which 
is finer than the weak topology. Consequently (6.3.2), for each ye E there 
exists a unique point w*(y) such that (w(x) |y) = (x| u*(y)) for all x e E: in 
other words (11.5), u has an adjoint, and therefore (b) implies (c). Finally, if u 
has an adjoint, then we have 

l|w*(y)|| = sup |(x|w*(y))| = sup |(u(x)|y)|, 
ll*ll£i 

and each of the linear forms yt-+(y\u(x)) = (u(x) | y) is continuous, hence 
y\~+ \\u*(y)\\ is a lower semicontinuous seminorm on E, and is therefore con¬ 
tinuous in the strong topology (12.16.3). But this is equivalent to saying that 
u* is (strongly) continuous, and therefore so is u = w** (11.5.2). 

We remark that it is essential for the truth of (12.16.4), (12.16.5), (12.16.6), 
and (12.16.7) that the space E should be complete (cf. Problems 21 and 22). 

(12.16.8) (Banach’s theorem) Let E, F be two Frechet spaces and let ube a 
continuous linear mapping ofE into F. Then either w(E) is meager in F, or else 

u(E) = F. In the latter case, if N is the kernel of u and E -> E/N A F the 
canonical factorization of w, the mapping v is an isomorphism of the Frechet 
space E/N (12.14.9) onto F (in other words (12.12.7), u is a strict morphism of 
E onto F). 

Suppose that w(E) is not meager in F. By virtue of (12.13.1) and (12.12.7), the 
theorem will be proved if we can show that, for each neighborhood V of 0 in 
E, w(V) is a neighborhood of 0 in F. There are two steps to the proof. 

(12.16.8.1) Let E, F be two topological vector spaces, and u a linear mapping 
of E into F such that u( E) is not meager in F. Then for each neighborhood V ofO 

in E, the closure w(V) of the image ofV is a neighborhood of 0 in F. 

Let W be a balanced neighborhood of 0 in E such that W + WcV 
((12.13.1) and (12.8.3)). Then for each xeE there exists an integer n^. 1 
such that x e riW. Consequently «(E) is the union of the sets u(riW) = n • u(W). 

Since w(E) is not meager, at least one of the sets n • w(W) has an interior 

point, and therefore so does u(W). But since ~«(W) = u{W), we have 

— u{W) = u{W). So if y0 is an interior point of u(W), then so is — y0i and 

therefore 0 == y0 + (-Jo) is an interior point of w(W) + u(W) (12.8.2). But 

w(W) 4- u(W) is contained in the closure of u(W) + u(W) = u(W + W) c w(V), 
and so (12.16.8.1) is proved. 
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Now suppose that E, F are equipped with translation-invariant distances 
d, d', respectively, compatible with their topologies (12.9.1). By (12.16.8.1), the 
hypothesis that w(E) is not meager in F implies that, for each r > 0, there 

exists p = p(r) > 0 such that B'(0; p) c: w(B'(0; r)). By translation it follows 

that for each xeEwe have B'(u(x); p) a u( B'(x; r)). Hence it is enough to 
prove the following lemma: 

(12.16.8.2) Let E be a complete metric space, F a metric space, and u a 
continuous mapping of E into F with the following property: for each r > 0 there 

exists p = p(r) > 0 such that Bf(u(x); p) czu(B'(x; r)) for all xeE. Then 
B'(u(x); p) <= u(B'(x; 2 r)) for all xeE. 

For each integer n ^ 1, there exists by hypothesis a number pn> 0 such 

that B'(w(x); pn) <= u{B'(x;2~',+1r)) for all xeE. We may take px = p and 
(replacing pn if necessary by inf(pn, 2“*")) assume that lim pn = 0. Let x0 be 

ft-* 00 

any point of E, and let y e B'(w(x0); p). We shall prove that y e w(B'(*oi 2r)). 
For this we define inductively a sequence of points of E such that, 

for each n^l, we have x„ e 2~n+1r) and u(xn) eB'(y; pn+l). 
Suppose that xl9 ..., xn-x have been chosen to satisfy these conditions. Then 

we have y eBf(u(xn.x); p„), and since B'(w(*w-i); Pn) <= u(Bf(xn^x; 2~n+ir)), 
there exists a point xn e B'(xn_i; 2~n+lr) such that u(xn) e B'(y; pw+1). So the 
inductive construction can continue. 

Now the sequence (x„) is a Cauchy sequence in E, because for each n ^ 0 
we have 

d(xn,xn+p) ^ 2~nr + 2-"-1r + • • • + 2"M"p+1r ^ 2~M+1r 

for all p > 0. Since E is complete, the sequence converges in E to a point 
x such that d(x0, x) <j 2r. Since u is continuous, we have u(x) = lim u(xn); 

n~+ oo 

and since d'(u(xn), y) g p„+i, it follows that lim u(xn) — y. Q.E.D. 
rt~+ oo 

This theorem has the following corollaries: 

(12.16.9) Let E, F be two Frichet spaces. Then every continuous bijective linear 
mapping of E onto F is an isomorphism. 

In this proposition it is essential to assume that both E and F are complete. 
For example, if we take E = /r (6.5) and F to be the canonical image of E 
under the identity mapping E ^r(N) (7.1), endowed with the topology 
induced by that of ^R(N), then this mapping is continuous because 
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£ 2: sup (5.5.1), but the inverse bijection of F onto E is not continuous: 
n n 

otherwise F would be complete, and therefore closed in ^„(N) (3.14.4), which 
is absurd, because its closure in ^„(N) is the set of all sequences (£„) such that 

lim £„ = 0. 
n~* oo 

(12.16.10) Let E, F be two Banach spaces, and u a continuous surjective linear 
mapping of E to F. Then there exists a number m > 0 such that for each x e E 
there exists x' eE for which u(x) — u(x') and ||w(x)|| ^ m • \\x'\\. 

Bearing in mind (12.14.8) and (5.5.1), this expresses that the bijection 
F E/w“x(0), the inverse of the bijection Eju~l(fj) -> F induced by w, is con¬ 

tinuous on F. 

(12.16.11) (Closed graph theorem) Let E, F be two Frechet spaces. For 
a linear mapping u ofE into F to be continuous, it is necessary and sufficient that 
the graph (1.4) of u should be closed in the product space E x F. 

In general, if / is a continuous mapping of a topological space X into a 
Hausdorff topological space Y, the graph of/is closed in X x Y, because it is 
the set of all z e X x Y satisfying the relation pr2 z = /(prxz), and the assertion 
follows from (12.3.5). To show that the condition stated in (12.16.11) is 
sufficient, remark that it implies that the graph G of w, being a closed vector 
subspace of the Frechet space ExF (3.20.16(iv)), is a Frechet space (3.14.5). 
The projection zi-^prjz of G onto E is therefore a continuous bijective linear 
mapping, hence an isomorphism (12.16.9). Since the inverse mapping is 
v : xi-*(x, m(x)), it follows that xv-*u(x) = pr2(u(x)) is continuous on E. 

The condition of (12.16.11) may also be expressed by saying that if a 
sequence (x„, u(xnj) in E x F tends to a point (x, y), then y = u(x). Replacing 
x„ by xn — x, and using the linearity of w, an equivalent formulation is that if a 
sequence (x„) in E tends to 0 and is such that the sequence (u(xn)) tends to a 
limit y, then y = 0. It is this criterion that we shall apply in practice to verify 
the continuity of u. 

Finally, the following consequence of Baire’s theorem allows us to use the 
criterion (12.11.5): 

(12.16.12) Let G be a separable, metrizable, locally compact group, acting 
continuously and transitively on a Hausdorff topological space E in which every 
point has a neighborhood homeomorphic to a complete metric space. For each 
x g E, let Sx be the stabilizer of x. Then the canonical bijection fx : G/Sx -> E is a 
homeomorphism. 
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Let x0 e E. We have to show that, for each neighborhood V of e in G, the 
set V • x0 is a neighborhood of x0 in E (12.11.5). Let W be a compact symmetric 
neighborhood of e in G such that W2 <= V, and let (j„) be a sequence which 
is dense in G, such that (s„W) is a covering of G. Each of the sets s„W • x0 is 
closed in E, because iHi • xQ is continuous (12.3.6), and E is the union of the 
denumerable sequence of closed sets s„ W • x0. By Baire’s theorem (12.16.1), 
there exists an index n such that W • x0 has an interior point sns ■ x0, with 
seW. It follows (12.10.3) that x0 is an interior point of the set 

i-VfoW • x0) = L'W • x0 «= V • x0; 

in other words, V • x0 is a neighborhood of x0. Q.E.D. 

(12.16.13) Let G be a separable, metrizable, locally compact group, let G' be a 
metrizable group, and let f: G -► G' be a continuous surjective homomorphism. 
Then f is a strict morphism (12.12.7) (in other words, if H is the kernel of /, 
then the canonical bijection g : G/H G' is an isomorphism of topological 
groups). 

For we may consider G' as a space on which G acts continuously and 
transitively by the rule (5, /')i-+ f(s)t\ and the stabilizer of the neutral element 
e' of G' is H. The result therefore follows from (12.16.12). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let E, F be two metric spaces, A a dense subspace of E, and /a continuous mapping 

of A into F. If F is complete, show that the set of points in E at which /has no limit 

relative to A (3.13) is meager in E. (For each n, consider the set of points x e E at 

which the oscillation of f with respect to A (3.14) is > 1 /n.) 

2. Let E, F be two complete metric spaces, and f a homeomorphism of a dense subspace 

A of E onto a dense subspace B of F. Show that there exists a subspace C A in E 

(resp. D B in F) which is a denumerable intersection of open sets, and an extension 

of/to a homeomorphism g of C onto D. (Apply Problem 1 to/and its inverse.) 

3. Let E be a complete metric space, F a metric space, and (/„) a sequence of continuous 

mappings of E into F which converges simply (pointwise) in E to a mapping /. Show 

that the set of points x e E at which / is not continuous is meager in E. (Let Gp, „ 

be the set of xe E for which the distance between fp(x) and fq(x) is ^ 1/2/2 for all 

q^tp. Show that the union of the interiors of the sets Gp, „ for p > 1 is a dense open 

set, by using Baire’s theorem. Deduce that the set of points at which the oscillation of 

/is ^l/n contains a dense open set.) 
Generalize to the case where it is assumed only that, for each w, the restriction of 

fn to the complement of a meager set M„ (depending on n) is continuous. 
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4. Let E be a separable metrizable space. For each subset A of E, let D(A) denote i 

of points xeE such that, for each neighborhood V of x, the set V n A is not m 

We have D(A) <= A. Show that D(A) = 0 if and only if A is meager. Sho\ 

D(A) is closed and that An(E - D(A)) is meager. Show that D(A) is the c 

of its interior. (If D'(A) is the closure of the interior of D(A), show 

A n (E — D'(A)) is meager.) 

5. Let G be a separable metrizable group. Show that if H is a nonmeager subgroup 

then fl is an open subgroup of G. (With the notation of Problem 4, show th 

interior of D(H) is not empty.) 

6. If a complete metrizable group is denumerable, then it is discrete. 

7. Let G be a separable, metrizable, locally compact group, and let H be a closed n 

subgroup of G. Show that the canonical bijection A/(A n H)-*AH/H is a 

morphism of topological groups. 

8. Let E, F, G be three metric spaces and d, d\ d" the distances on E, F, G, respec 

Let/be a mapping of E x F into G such that for each x0eE the mapping y i—►/( 

is continuous on F, and for each y0 e F the mapping x\-+f(x, y0) is continuous 
(a) For each e > 0, each be F and each x e E, let g(x; 6, e) be the least upper 1 

of the set of numbers a > 0 such that d'(b, y) a implies d\f (x, b), fix, y) 

Show that the mapping x\—>g(x; b, e) is upper semicontinuous. 

(b) If E is complete, deduce from (a) that for each be F there exists a meag 

Mb E such that/is continuous at (a, b) for all a $ M*. 

If F also is complete, deduce that there exists a meager set N in E x F sue 

the restriction of/to (E x F) — N is continuous. (For each k, consider the set of ] 

at which the oscillation of/is < \/k, and use Problem 4 of Section (12.7). 

(c) If E, F, G are Frechet spaces and / is a bilinear mapping of E x F into G 

that the linear mappings f(x0l •) and /(*, y0) are continuous for all x0eEa 

y0 e F, show that/is continuous on E x F. 

9. Let G be a group and d a distance on G defining a topology for which G is a con 

separable, locally compact, metric space. Suppose that for each x0 e G the maf 

yh-*x0y and y\—>yx0 are continuous on G. Show that the topology defined t 

compatible with the group structure of G. (First prove that the mapping (.x, y) 

is continuous, by using Problem 8. Then consider the set F in G x G consisting 

(x, x’1) with x e G. Show that F, with the law of composition (x, x"1)(yi y 

ixy> y~*x~x) and the topology induced by the product topology on G x G 

topological group and is closed in G x G. Finally show that the restriction < 

to F is bicontinuous, by using (12.16.12), and deduce that the mapping xh; 

continuous on G.) 

10. Let T be a metric space, E a Frechet space, and M a set of mappings of E x T 

metrizable topological vector space F, satisfying the following conditions: ( 

each t0 e T, the set of mappings /(*, /0), where f e M, is an equicontinuous 

linear mappings of E into F; (2) for each x0 e E, the set of mappings f(x0l *), 

/e M, is equicontinuous. Show that M is equicontinuous. (Given t0 e T j 
balanced closed neighborhood V of 0 in F, for each x e E let dx be the least 

bound of radii of open balls with centre t0 in T, such that for every point t of s 

ball we have fix, t) —fix, r0) <= V for all f e M. Show that the mapping x\- 

upper semicontinuous on E (argue by contradiction); then use (12.16.2).) 
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11. Let E, F be two Frechet spaces, G a Banach space, and (/„) a sequence of continuous 

bilinear mappings of E X F into G. Suppose that, for each (x, y) e E X F, the se¬ 

quence (/„(*, y)) is bounded in G. If D is a dense subset of E X F and the sequence 

(/„(*, 7)) converges for all (*, 7) e D, show that the sequence (/„) converges simply 

in E x F and that the limit function is continuous. (Use Problem 10 and (7.5.5).) 

12. Let E be the set of all sequences x = (£„)„% 0 of real numbers such that the series with 

general term is convergent, and put ||x|| = sup E6 fc=0 
(a) Show that ||*|| is a norm on E and that E is complete with respect to this norm. 

(b) The Banach space l1 (Section (5.7), Problem 1) is dense in E with respect to the 
00 

norm ||x||. If l1 is endowed with its norm \\x\\i = £ \(n\, then the canonical injection 
n = 0 

ll is continuous. 

(c) Let (P„) be an increasing sequence of finite subsets of N x N, forming a covering 
of N x N. For each * = (£,) e E and each y = (r)n) e l1, let fn(x, y) = £ £ rjj. 

(t. J)eP„ 

Show that the sequence (/„) converges simply in E x I1 if and only if, for each 

(x,y)e Ex/1, the sequence (f„(x, y)) is bounded, and that the limit of (f„(x, y)) 

is then equal to ( E ( E V") for al* C** t) e E x l1. (Use Problem 11 with 
\n “ 0 /\n**0 / 

D-/1 x/1.) 

(d) For each j e N, let pJn be the smallest number of closed intervals in N whose 

union is the section Pn_1(jf) (the projection of P„ n (N x {j})). Let p„ = sup pJn. 
Je N 

Show that the condition in (c) is equivalent to sup pn< +00. (If <pPf| is the 
n 

characteristic function of P„, show that the norm of the bilinear form f„ (5.7.7) is 
equal to 

sup 
JeN 

((E0l<PP»('.y) - “PP.O' +1 »;)i). 

(“Theorem of Mertens-Alexiewicz’’). 

13. The Banach space ll (Section 5.7, Problem 1) is algebraically a vector subspace of the 

space l2 (6.5). If ||x||i and ||x||2 are the norms on /1 and l2 respectively, we have 

IMU ^ \\x\h for all x e ll. Show that in the space /2, the unit ball B : \\x\\x ^1 of/1 

is not closed with respect to the norm \\x\\2, although the intersection of B with every 
finite-dimensional linear variety is closed (use (12.16.3)). 

14. Let E be a Fr6chet space and F a normed space. If H is a set of continuous linear 

mappings of E into F which is not equicontinuous, show that the set of x e E such 

that H(x) (the set of all u(x) with u e H) is not bounded in F is the complement of a 

meager set. Deduce that if (F„) is a sequence of Banach spaces and if, for each n, H„ is 

a subset of J£?(E; F„) which is not equicontinuous, then there exists x0eE such that 

none of the sets H„(x0) is bounded (“principle of condensation of singularities ”). 

15. Let (au)i^j be a family of points of the interval I = [0,1] in R. For each integer n 0, 
H 

let cu„(x) = — aln), and suppose that the roots of this polynomial are all distinct. 

Let 

qtn(x) = Wn(x)l(w'n(ain)(x — atn)) 
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for 0 <Li<^n. For each real-valued function /defined on I, the Lagrange interpo 

polynomial of /corresponding to (atJ) is the polynomial 

p„(/) = Z/(«<»)^. 
i = 0 

(a) The mapping /f-*P„(/) is a continuous linear mapping of the Banach 
•^(1) into itself. The sequence of polynomials P„(/) converges uniformly to / 
for all f e #(I) if and only if the sequence of norms ||PB|| of these linear mappii 
bounded (use (12.16.5) and (7.5.5)). Show that 

I1P„1 =sup (£ |<7,„(x)|). 
xel \i = 0 / 

(b) Take ain=iln for 0 <^i<^n. Show that the sequence (||P„||) tends to 
Deduce that, for this choice of the atn, there exists a function f0 e ^(1) such th£ 
sequence of polynomials Pn(/o) is not uniformly bounded on I (use Problem 14) 

16. Let /be a continuous real-valued function on an open interval I in R, having a i 
hand derivative fd (8.4) at every point of I. 
(a) Show that the set of points xel such that f'd is bounded in some neighbor 
of x is a dense open set in I (use (12.16.2)). 
(b) Show that the set of points x e I at which f'd is continuous is the compleme 
a meager set in I (cf. Problem 3). Deduce that /has a derivative at all points c 
complement of a meager set in I (cf. Section 8.6, Problem 2). 

17. (a) In the Banach space ^(1), where I = [0, 1], let A„ be the set of functions / 
that for some x e 0, 1 — 1/nj, depending on /, we have \f(x') —f(x)\ <,n \x' 

for all x' e ]x, x + 1 /u[. Show that An is nowhere dense in ^(1). (Notice first th 
^(1) every ball contains a function which has a bounded right-hand derivative ; 
points of I. Secondly, observe that for each e > 0 and each integer m, there exi 
function g e ^(1) with a right-hand derivative at every point of [0,1 [ and such 
|#(x)| <[ e and \g’d(x)\ ^ m at all x e [0, 1[.) 
(b) Deduce from (a) that the set A of functions / e ^(1) such that, for at leas 
point x e [0,1 [ (depending on/), / has a right-hand derivative at is meager in 
Consequently, the complement of this set, that is to say the set of all fe #(I) hi 

no right-hand derivative at any point of [0, If, is dense in #(I) (cf. Se 
8.4, Problem 1). 

18. Let/be a real-valued function defined on an open set A ^ R2, such that for each j 
(*o, To) e A the function /(*, y0) is continuous at x0 and the function f(x0, 
continuous and differentiable at the point yQ. Show that there exists a meager s 
in A such that the derivative D2/ is continuous on A — M (use Problem 8(b) 
Problem 3). 

19. Let E be a complex Banach space and E' its dual, which is a Banach space with re: 
to the norm (5.7.1). Show that a weakly analytic mapping zi-»/z of an opei 
AcC into E' is in fact analytic in the sense of (9.3) (with respect to the norm u 
consideration). (Use the formula (12.16.6.6) and the Banach-Steinhaus theorem.) 
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20. Let Z be a complete metric space and f a weakly continuous mapping of Z into a 
separable Hilbert space E. 
(a) If A is any closed convex set in E, show that f~l(A) is closed in Z (Cf. Section 
12.15, Problem 3(b)). 
(b) For each integer n > 1, let D„ be the set of points zeZ such that the oscillation 
of the function / (considered as a mapping of a metric space into a metric space) is 
^1 In. The set D„ is closed (Section 12.7, Problem 4). Show that D„ is meager in Z. 
(Cover E by a sequence (Sk) of closed balls of diameter <; 1/2n, and use (a) and Baire’s 
theorem to show that D„ n/_1(Sfc) is a nowhere dense closed set in Z, for each k.) 

(c) Deduce from (a) that there exists a meager set M in Z such that / is strongly 
continuous at every point of Z — M. 

21. Let E = ^T(R) be the subspace consisting of continuous functions with compact 
support, in the Banach space ^(R) of real-valued bounded functions on R. Let un 

n 

be the continuous linear form/i—►£/(&) on E. Show that the sequence (u„) converges 
Jfca= 1 

simply on E but is not bounded in the dual E', and that its limit u is not continuous 
on E. 

22. Let E be the subspace consisting of sequences (£„) with finite support, in the Hilbert 
space l2, so that E is the set of all (finite) linear combinations of the vectors e„ in l2 

(6.5) . Let u be the endomorphism of E for which u(en) = nen for all n. Show that, for 
every ye E, the linear form Xh-*(*/(x)|y) is continuous on E, but that u is not a con¬ 
tinuous endomorphism of E. 

23. Let E be the subset of R2 consisting of the line D = {0} x R and the points {l In, kin2), 
where n and k belong to Z and n> 0. 
(a) For every point (0, j)eE and every integer n>0, let Tn(y) be the set of points 
(u, v) e E such that u rg \/n and \v — y\ u. Show that if we take the sets Tn(y) (n ^ 1) 
as a fundamental system of neighborhoods of (0, y), for each ye R, and if for each 
other point z of E we take the set consisting of that point alone as a fundamental 
system of neighborhoods of z, then we have a Hausdorff topology 9" on E, for which 
each subspace Tn(y) is metrizable and compact. The topology induced by 9" on D is 
the discrete topology. 
(b) Let A be the set {0} x Q, which is closed in D and whose complement B in D 
is also closed. If a set U which is open with respect to 9“ contains B, show that there 
exists an interval {0} x [a, b] in D (with a < b) and an integer n such that U contains 
the union of the sets T„(y) for y e [a, b] and (0, y) e B. (Use the fact that Q is a 
meager subset of R in the usual topology.) Deduce that every neighborhood of A in E 
meets U, and hence that the space E is not metrizable, although it contains a discrete 
denumerable dense subset (use (4.5.2)). 

24. Let (an) be a sequence of real numbers. Suppose that, for each sequence (£„) of real 
numbers belonging to the space l1 (Section 5.7, Problem 1) (resp. to the space l2 

(6.5) ), the series with general term an £„ is convergent. Prove that the sequence (an) 
belongs to /°° (Section 5.6, Problem 1) (resp. belongs to l2). (For each integer N, 

N 

consider the continuous linear form x h* £ an on /1 (resp. I2), and apply the Banach- 
nmi 

Steinhaus theorem.) 
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25. (a) Give an example of a sequence (/„) of continuous real-valued functions on an 
interval IcR which converges simply at each point of I but is such that there exists 
no nonempty open interval contained in I on which the sequence converges uniformly 
(cf. (12.7.1)). 
(b) Let (/„) be a sequence of complex analytic functions on an open set D <= C 
which converges simply at each point of D. Show that there exists a dense open set U 
in D such that, for each z0 e U, there exists a neighborhood of z0 on which the 
sequence (/„) is uniformly convergent. (Consider the sequence of functions zi—► |/„(z)| 
and use (9.13.2).) 

26. Let t\-+A(t) be a continuous mapping of the interval R+ = [0, + oo[ of R into the 
space of real n x n matrices, and let th-+C(t) be the solution of the homogeneous 
linear differential equation U' = A(t)U which is equal to the unit matrix when r = 0 
(10.8.4). Let Ei denote the vector subspace of R" consisting of vectors y such that the 
function t\-+C{t) • y is bounded on [0, + oo[, and let E2 be a supplement of Ei in 
R". Let Px: R" -* Ei and P2 : R” -> E2 be the projections associated with the direct- 
sum decomposition R" = Ex ® E2 (5.4). 
(a) Suppose that, for each function / e #£„(R+), the differential equation 
x' = A(t) • x 4- f(t) has at least one solution which is bounded on R+ . Show that, for 
each function / e (R+), there exists a unique vector y(J) e E2 such that the 
unique solution uf of the equation x' = A{t) • x + f(t) which takes the value y(f) at 
the point 0 is bounded in R+ , and that there exists a constant c> 0 such that 

IM gc* 11/11- 

(Consider the space F of continuously differentiable functions x on R+ with values 
in R" such that x and x' — A • x are bounded on R+ and x(0) e E2. Show that the 
function 

N(x) == ||x|| + \\x' — A • x\\ 

is a norm on F, with respect to which F is a Banach space. Then apply Banach’s 
theorem to the linear mapping — A-x of F into (R+), bearing in mind the 
definition of E2.) 
(b) Deduce from (a) that a necessary and sufficient condition for the equation 
x' — A(t) • x -hf(t) to have a solution which is bounded on R+, for all functions 
fe y£(R+), is that 

SUP (Jj|C(r)P1C-1(i)|| ds+ ”||C(t)P2C-1(i) 1 dsj < +oo 

(cf. (10.8.6) and (13.14.4)). 

27. Let /: [a, b[ -+ R be an increasing function, continuous on the right. Suppose that 
the countable set of points of discontinuity of / is dense in [a, b[ (Section 3.15, 
Problem). Show that the set of points x e [a, b[ at which /has a finite derivative on the 
right is meager. (For each integer n > 0, let An be the set of points x e [a, b[ such 
that there exist points y, z e [a, b[ satisfying x < y< z<x +l/n and 

f(y)-f(x) f(z) -f(x) 

y — x z — x = 

Show that An is a dense open subset of [a, b[.) 
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28. Let /be an indefinitely differentiable real-valued function defined on an open interval 

]a, b[ of R. Suppose that for each point x e ]a, b[ there exists an integer N(x) such that 

DN(x)/(x) = 0. Show that /is a polynomial. (One may proceed as follows: 

(a) Let G be the open set of points x e]a,b[ such that in some neighborhood of x 

the function / coincides with a polynomial, and let F be the complement of G in 

]a, b[. Show that F has no isolated points (3.10.10). 

(b) For each integer n, let E„ be the closed subset of F consisting of the points x e F 

such that D"/(x) = 0. If F is not empty, show that there exists a nonempty open 

interval I <=■ ]a, Z>[ and an integer N such that F n I is nonempty and is contained in 

En (use Baire’s theorem). Then deduce from (a) that F n I E„ for all n > N. 

(c) Deduce from (b) that F n I is nowhere dense in I, and then that DN/(x) = 0 on 

every component interval of G n I. Hence derive a contradiction of the hypothesis 

F*0.) 

29. Let E, F be two separable Banach spaces, F' the dual of F. Suppose that F' is contained 

in a Hausdorff locally convex space G, and that the topology on F' induced by that 

of G is coarser than the weak topology of F'. Let u : E G be a continuous linear 

mapping. 
(a) Show that, for every ball B in the Banach space F', the inverse image u~1(B) 

is a closed subset of E. (Use (12.15.9) and (12.15.8.1).) 

(b) Suppose that there exists a nonmeager subset A of E such that u(x) e F' for 

all x e A. Show that u(E) <= F' and that u is continuous for the topology defined by 

the norm on F\ 

30. Let E be a FrSchet space, and let («a) be a family of continuous linear mappings of E 

into a normed space F. Suppose that there exists a nonmeager subset A of E such that 

for each x e A the set of points ua(x) is bounded in F. Show that the family (w«) is 

equicontinuous. (For each integer n 1, consider the set of points x e E such that 

||m«(x)|| < n for each index a.) 



CHAPTER XIII 

INTEGRATION 

The theory of integration which we shall develop in this chapter is re¬ 
stricted to separable metrizable locally compact spaces, this being sufficient 
for our purposes in later chapters. We have followed fairly closely the 
exposition of N. Bourbaki [22], with the simplifications afforded by our more 
restricted hypotheses. 

The key results of the theory of integration are Lebesgue’s convergence 
theorems (13.8), the Fischer-Riesz theorem (13.11.4), the Lebesgue-Nikodym 
theorem (13.15.5) and the Lebesgue-Fubini theorem (13.21.7). Unfortunately 
it is necessary to include rather a lot of material on upper integrals, measurable 
functions and negligible functions, which are indispensable technical tools. 
The important properties of certain particular measures on locally com¬ 
pact groups or on differential manifolds will be examined in Chapters XIV 
and XVI. 

We have also included, amongst the problems, applications of integration 
which are not dealt with in the text, especially to ergodic theory and orthogonal 
systems. The reader who wishes to go further in these directions should con¬ 
sult [21], [26a], [28], [30], and [31]. 

Nowadays the purposes of a theory of integration are very different from 
what they were at the beginning of this century. If the aim was only to be 
able to integrate “ very discontinuous ” functions, integration would hardly 
have gone beyond the rather narrow confines of the “fine” theory of func¬ 
tions of one or more real variables. The reasons for the importance that 
Lebesgue’s concept of integral has acquired in modern analysis are of quite a 
different nature. One is that it leads naturally to the consideration of various 
new complete function spaces, which can be conveniently handled precisely 
because they are spaces of functions (or of classes of “equivalent” functions) 
and not just abstract objects, as is usually the case when one constructs the 
completion of a space. Another is that the theorem of Lebesgue-Nikodym 
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and the properties of measures defined by densities (13.15) give us a method 
for dealing with denumerable families of measures on a locally compact 
space, by fixing a basic measure and working with the densities relative to this 
basic measure (hence again with functions); this again proves to be extremely 
convenient. Here the modern point of view emerges: given a ^-integrable 
function /, what is important is not the values taken by f so much as the way 
in which f operates on the space of bounded continuous functions by means 
of the linear mapping g\-+ \fg d\x (this mapping depends only on the equiva¬ 
lence class of/and therefore does not change when we modify f at the points 
of a set of measure zero). The development of this point of view will lead in 
Chapter XVII to the theory of distributions, which is a natural generalization 
of the notion of measure on differential manifolds. 

Throughout this chapter, the phrase “ locally compact space ” will always 
mean “separable metrizable locally compact space.” 

1. DEFINITION OF A MEASURE 

To begin with, let X be a compact (metrizable) space. A measure (or 
complex measure) on X is by definition an element of the dual of the Banach 
space ^C(X) of complex-valued continuous functions on X (7.2), that is to 
say ((12.15) and (5.5.1)) it is a linear form /i—> p(f) on ^C(X) which satisfies an 
inequality of the form 

(13.1.1) \Kf)\ = a ll/ll 

for all/g ^c(X) (recall that ||/|| = sup |/(x)|). 
jceX 

Now let X be a locally compact space (metrizable and separable, in 
accordance with our conventions). For every compact subset K of X, let 
JT(X; K) (or JTC(X; K)) denote the vector subspace of #C(X) consisting of 
the functions whose support (12.6) is contained in K (and is therefore compact). 
We shall denote by JTC(X) (or Jf(X)) the union of the Jfc(X; K) as K runs 
through all compact subsets of X. In other words, J>fc(X) is the vector space 
of (complex-valued) continuous functions with compact support. Clearly 
Jfc(X) cz <f£(X). 

A measure (or complex measure) on X is by definition a linear form jj. on 
JfciX) with the following property: for each compact subset K of X, there 
exists a real number aK^0 (in general depending on K) such that 

(13.1.2) lM(/)U% ll/ll 

for all /g Jf(X; K). 
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This definition agrees with the preceding one when X is compact. It 
expresses that the restriction of p to JT(X; K) is continuous with respect to 
the topology induced by that of ^(X). We remark that Jf(X; K) is closed 
in (X), and therefore a Banach space (3.14.5). 

In general, a measure is not necessarily continuous on JTC(X) with respect 
to the topology induced by that of (i.e., the topology defined by the 
norm ||/||). We shall examine this question later (13.20). 

Examples of Measures 

(13.1.3) Let X be a locally compact space, and let xeX. The mapping 
/h->/(x) of Jf (X) into C is a measure, for it is linear and we have |/(x)| g ||/|| 
for each compact subset K of X such that/e JT(X; K). This measure is called 
the Dirac measure at the point x, or the measure defined by the unit mass at 
the point x, and is denoted by ex. 

More generally, let (an) be a sequence of distinct points in X, and (tn) a 
sequence of complex numbers, such that for each compact K aX the sub¬ 
sequence formed by the t„for which ane K is absolutely summable (5.3). Let 
cK = Yj l*J- Then, for each function fe J?T(X; K), the series ]T tnf(an) is 

fl«eK n 

absolutely convergent, because the only nonzero terms are those for which 
an e K, and we have 

I IUK)I ^ ll/ll • I*„ = cK- ll/ll. 
an e K an S K 

This also shows that/(-+£ tnf(an) is a measure on X. This measure is said to 
n 

be defined by the masses tn at the points an for all n (cf. (13.18.8)). 

(13.1.4) Let/e Jfc(R). For each interval [a, b] containing the support off 

the value of the integral f(t)dt (8.7) is the same, and we denote it by 

The mappingJ^/(0 dt is a linear form on Jfc(R), and it is 

a measure because, for each compact interval K = [a, b] in R and each func¬ 
tion / e X(R; K) we have 

S(b-~a)\\f\\ 

by the mean value theorem (8.7.7). This measure is called Lebesgue measure 
on the real line R. 

(13.1.5) Let p be a measure on X and let g e ^C(X). Then for each function 
fe Jf(X) it is clear that gfe X(X), and the mapping/1-»p(gf) is therefore 



xeK 

and it is called the measure with density g relative to p (cf. (13.13)). 

(13.1.6) Let n : X X' be a homeomorphism of X onto a locally compact 
space X'. For each function fe JT(X'), the function/o % belongs to jf(X), 
and we have Supp(/o n) = TT^Supp/). It follows immediately that, if p is 
any measure on X, then/V-+/x(/o n) is a measure on X', called the image of p 
under n and denoted by n(p). 

(13.1.7) Let Y be a closed subset of X (and therefore a locally compact sub¬ 
space of X (3.18.4)) and v a measure on Y. For each / e of(X; K), the 
restriction f\ Y belongs to Jf(Y;KnY), and hence there exists a constant 
cK such that 

lv(/|Y)| ^ cK • sup |/(y)| ^ cK\\f\\ 
yeY 

for all/e Jf(X; K). The mapping/f-*v(/| Y) is therefore a measure on X, 
called the image of v under the canonical injection Y -> X, or the canonical 
extension of v to X. 

(13.1.8) Let U be an open subset of X (and therefore again a locally compact 
subspace (3.18.4)). For each compact subset K of U, it is clear that the 
mapping/V+f\ U is an isometry of (X; K) onto Jf(U; K). The image under 
the inverse isometry of a function g e Jf (U; K) is the function gv which 
agrees with g on U and is zero on X - U. (By abuse of notation, we shall 
often write / in place of/| U when Supp(/) c= U, and g in place of gv). The 
mapping g i-+gv of c(U) into C(X) is therefore injective. If p is any 
measure on X, the mapping g i—» p(gv) is a measure on U, said to be induced by 
p on U, or the restriction of p to U, and denoted by pv or p | U. It should be 
noted that a measure v on U is not necessarily the restriction of a measure on 
X (Section (13.4), Problem 1), and that an “ extension ” of v to X, if it exists, 
is not in general unique. However, there is the following result: 

(13.1.9) Let (Ua)a6l be an open covering of X. For each a el let pa be a 
measure on Ua such that, for each pair of indices a, /?, the restrictions of pa 
and pfi to Ua n (13.1.8) are equal Then there exists a unique measure p on 
X whose restriction to Ua is pa, for each a e I. 

We shall first show that each function /e Jf C(X) can be written in the 
n 

form/ = Yjfi where, for each index /, there exists af e I such that/, e Jfc(X) 
i=l 
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and Supp(/i) c: Uai. For this purpose we observe that if K is the support of 
/, then there exist finitely many indices otj e I (1 ?£i^ri) such that the Uai 
cover K. Hence ((3.18.2) and (12.6.4)) there exist n continuous mappings 
h{: X -> [0, 1] such that Supp(/zf) is compact and is contained in Uai for 

n 

1 ^ i S n, and such that £ ht{x) = 1 for all xeK. Then the functions ft = fht 
i— 1 

satisfy the required conditions. 
This already proves the uniqueness of g: for by definition we must have 

M/) = E J“(A) = Z J“a,(A)- 
i= 1 i= 1 

To prove the existence of a linear form g on JTC(X) whose restriction to 
^c(Ua) is ga for each a e I, it is enough to establish the following assertion: 
given two finite sequences (gdi^i^m and {hj)x^j^n of functions belonging to 
^TC(X), such that Supp(^f) c Uai for 1 g / S m and Supp(/z;) c for 
1 S j S and such that 

E 9t(x) = E hAx) =1 
i=l j=l 

for all x e Supp(/), then we have 

E 9*U9i) = E Vpjifhj)- 
i=l j=l 

Now, we have 

f9i= ilfgihj 
j=1 

and therefore 

m m / n \ 

E 9a:(fdi) = E ( E 9«t(f9ihj))- 
i=t i=l\j=l / 

Similarly, 

E ^//^-) = E (E 
;=i j = i \i=i / 

But since Supp{fgthj) is contained in Ua< n U^, it follows from the hy¬ 
potheses that fx^ifgihj) = fXfijifgihj), and our assertion follows. 

It remains to be shown that the linear form g so defined is a measure. 
Let K be a compact subset of X, and define the Uai and the hi as at the be¬ 
ginning of the proof. If Hf = Supp(Af), then by hypothesis there exists a 
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number at 3; 0 such that \fia.(.g)\ iS at ||#|| for all g e Jf(X; H,) (13.1.2). 
Hence, for each function/e Jf(X; K), we have 

K(A)I ^ a.-IIAII ^ *,11/11, 
so that 

b(/)i^ (i>)ii/n- q-e-d- 

(13.1.10) If X and p are two measures on X, then so are X + p and aX for 
any scalar ae C. The set of all measures on X is therefore a vector subspace 
of C^c(X), which we denote by MC(X) or M(X). 

By analogy with the example (13.1.4), if p is a measure on a locally com¬ 

pact space X, we write dp or J f{x) dp(x) (or also </, p) or <^,/» in place 

of p(f), for any f e Jf (X), and we call this number the integral of f with 
respect to p. 

2. REAL MEASURES 

Let X be a locally compact space. Let JJf R(X) denote the set of all real¬ 
valued continuous functions on X with compact support, and jTr(X; K) the 
set of those whose support is contained in K. Clearly JfR(X) is a real vector 
subspace of Jfc(X), and we can write 

jrc(X) = jrR(X)©/jrB(x) 

(direct sum). For every (complex) measure p, the restriction of p to JTR(X) 
is an R-linear mapping p0 of JfR(X) into C; moreover p0 determines p 
uniquely, for if/=/t + if2 with fuf2 in jf „(X),then g(f) = /r0C/i) + />0(/2)- 
Conversely, if an R-linear mapping p0 : XR(X) C is such that, for each com¬ 
pact subset K of X, there exists aK > 0 with the property that \p0(f)\ S % ll/ll 
for all f e JfR(X; K), then it is immediately obvious that the mapping 

fi 4- + ip-oifi) 

is a (complex) measure on X. Hence we may identify each measure on X with 
its restriction to JfR(X). 

Let p be a (complex) measure on X. It follows immediately from (13.1.2) 

that the mapping f*-+p(f) is also a measure on X, called the conjugate of p 

and denoted by p. We have p = p, and if X, p are measures on X and a, b are 

any two complex numbers, then aX = bp = al 4- Bp. More generally, if g is 
any function belonging to ^C(X) and p is any measure on X, then we have 

g* p-g - p (13.1.5). 
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A measure /i on X is said to be real if g = g, or equivalently if g(f) is real 
for every/e JfR(X). 

We may therefore identify the set of real measures on X with a vector 
space of linear forms on the real vector space JTR(X). This vector space is 
denoted by MR(X). Lebesgue measure and all Dirac measures are real. If g 
is any complex measure, then the measures gx = (g + /I)/2 and g2 - (g — g)/2i 
are real. They are called respectively the real and imaginary parts of g, and 
are denoted by and Jg respectively. For each function /e JfR(X), we 

have 

(i 3.2.1) (m(f) = GW) = *W)) 

and by definition 

(13.2.2) g = Stg H- iJg, g = Stg — i*fg. 

3. POSITIVE MEASURES: THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF A MEASURE 

A measure g on a locally compact space X is said to be positive if, for 
each function /e JfR(X) such that 0, we have g(f) ^ 0. Consequently, 
if / and g are two functions belonging to JfR(X) such that f Sg, we have 
g(f) g Since each /e XR(X) can be written in the form f=f + -/“ 
(where /+(x) = (f(x))+ and /“(x) = (/(x))“ (2.2)), it follows that a posi¬ 
tive measure is a real measure. We denote by M+(X) the set of all positive 
measures on X. 

Surprisingly, the property of positivity alone implies the defining property 
(13.1.2) of a measure: 

(13.3.1) Let g be a linear form on the real vector space jfR(X) such that 
g(f) jg 0 whenever /g: 0. Then g is a {positive) measure on X. 

We have to show that (13.1.2) is satisfied. There exists a function g e jTr(X) 
with values in [0, 1] and equal to 1 throughout K ((3.18.2) and (4.5.2)). 
Hence for all /e <?fR(X; K), we have 

0 ^ ll/ll * g, 0 Sf~ ^ II/II * g 

and therefore 

o g tif+) £ ll/ll ■ tiff), 0 g tif~) ^ li/ll • tiff), 

so that finally |ju(/')| g 21|/|| • n{g). 
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The notion of a positive measure enables us to define an order relation on 
the vector space MR(X) of real measures on X. We write p g v if the measure 
v — ii is positive. Since the relations p ^ 0 and p g 0 imply that p(f) = 
p(J+) - Kf~) = 0 for all/e «?fR(X), and therefore that p = 0, it follows that 
p ^ v is indeed an order relation on MR(X) (not, in general, a total ordering). 
It is clear that p ^ v implies that A + p g A + v for all real measures A, and 
ap ^ tfv for all real scalars a ^ 0. (For a study of this order relation, see 
(13.15).) 

(13.3.2) Let p be a {complex) measure on X. Then there exists a smallest 
positive measure p on X such that \p{f)\ S p(|/|) for allf e JTC(X). 

For every positive measure v such that \p(f)\ S v(|/|) for all /e JTC(X), 
the relations g ^ 0 and \h\ Sg (g>he JTC(X)) imply \p(h)\ <; v(|/z|) ^ v(g). 
We shall show that there exists a positive measure p on X such that, for each 
function0 in XR(X), we have 

(13.3.2.1) p(/) = sup \p(g)\. 
\9\£S,gexrc(X) 

This p will then clearly satisfy the conditions of (13.3.2). 
To begin with, we remark that the right-hand side of (13.3.2.1) is finite; 

for if K = Supp(/), then Supp(p) <= K, and 

\p(9)\ ^ % * lid'll * ll/ll 

whenever \g\ g/, by virtue of (13.1.2). Also it is clear that, for any real 
scalar a 0, we have p{af) — ap{f). We shall show next that, if fx and f2 
are two functions ^ 0 belonging to JTr(X), then 

(13.3.2.2) pC/i+/2) = P(/i) + p(/z). 

For each a > 0, there exists g{ e C(X) such that 

ld.-l g f and |p(#f)| ^p(fi) - a (i = 1, 2). 

Multiplying gt by a complex number with absolute value 1, we may assume 
that p{g{) = \p(gd\, and then we have 

K9i + 92) = \p(Pi)\ + \p(9i)\ ^ P(fi) + P(fz) ~ 2a, 

and since \gx + g2\ <^fx +f2 we have p(fx 4-f2) ^ p(fx) + p{f2) - 2e. Since 
a is arbitrary, it follows that p(fx) + p(/2) ^ p(fx + /2). On the other hand, 
let he X'c(X) be such that \h\ ^fx + f2. Let ht be the function which is 
equal to hffif + f2) at the points x where ft(x) +f2(x) ^ 0 and is zero 
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elsewhere (z = 1, 2). Then ht is continuous on X, because fjifx + f2) is 
continuous at the points x where f{x) + f2{x) > 0, and also |/z£(^c)| <jj |/z(x)| 
for all x g X, which proves that ht is continuous at the points x where 
/i(x) + /2(x) = 0, because h(x) also vanishes at these points. It is clear 
that \hi\ <^ft (z = 1, 2) and that h = ht 4- h2; hence 

\m\ ^ MW + \Mi)\ ^ p(/i> + p(/2). 

Since |ju(/z)| may be taken to be arbitrarily close to p(fx + /2), it follows that 

P(/i + /2) S p(/i) + p(/2). Hence (13.3.2.2) is proved. 
We shall now extend the definition of p(f) to all functions/e Jf R(X). To 

do this we write p(f) = p(f') — /?(/")> where / = /' — /" is any decomposition 
of / as the difference of two functions /', /" ^ 0 belonging to Jf R(X). The 
value of p(f) so obtained is independent of the decomposition, because if 

f=fl -ft =fi -fi> then fi +/2 ~f2 +fi and therefore p(/0 + p(/2) = 
P(/i) + p(/2) by virtue of (13.3.2.2). 

With this definition, the formula (13.3.2.2) is valid for all fl9f2 in JfR(X). 
For we can write fx = f[ — fx,f2 = fi ~f2 where // 9f" (z = 1, 2) are ^0 and 
belong to «2f R(X); since fx +f2 = (// +/2) — (//' + /2)3 our assertion follows 
from the definition above and from (13.3.2.2) for functions ^0. 

Finally, the above definition shows that, for each scalar a ^ 0, we have 
p(af) — ap(f); and if a < 0, then we have 

P(af) = p(af - af") = p(-af") + p(af) 

= (-«MT) - p(-«/') 

= (-«)P(/") - (-a)p(Z') = «P(/)- 

Hence the relation p(af) = tfp(/) is valid for all real scalars a, and therefore 
we have proved that p is a (real) linear form on jTr(X). Hence by (13.3.1) it 
is a positive measure. Q.E.D. 

The measure p defined by (13.3.2) is called the absolute value of the 
complex measure p, and is denoted by |p|. Hence by definition we have 

(13.3.3) \p(f)\ ^ |p|(|/|) for all fe JTC(X). 

It is immediately seen that if a e C and p is a measure on X, we have 

(13.3.4) M = |p|. 

If p is a positive measure on X, then 

(13.3.5) Ipl = P- 
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By virtue of (13.3.2.1) it is enough to show that |ju(/)| n(\f\) for all 
fe C(X). Given/, there exists (eC such that |£| = 1 and |/x(/)| = CKf) = 
p(£f)\ since p is real, we have p(Cf) = p(@(ff)); ar|d since p ^ 0 and 

if follows that p(0l((f))^p(\f\), which establishes the 
assertion. 

If p is any real measure on X, it follows from (13.3.3) that p g |^|, and 
therefore: 

(13.3.6) Every real measure on X is the difference of two positive measures 
(for a more precise result, see (13.15)). 

If p is any (complex) measure on X, it follows from (13.3.3) and (13.3.2) 
that we have 

(13.3.7) \tXn\£\li\, \Sp\H\p\, 

\p\ S \»p\ + \S(i\. 

Also if p, v are any two measures on X we have 

(13.3.8) \p + v| g |//| + |v| 

by virtue of (13.3.2). 
Finally, it follows immediately from the definitions that, if n : X -> X' is a 

homeomorphism and p is any measure on X, then 

(13.3.9) |7i(/i)| = 7r(|p|). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let X be a locally compact space, E a vector subspace of #R(X) and P a convex cone 

in ^R(X) (i.e., a subset of this space such that the relations fe P and ge P imply 

/+ g e P and afe P for all scalars a > 0). Suppose that for each function h e jTr(X) 
there exists fe E such that f ~ he P. 

Let u be a real linear form on E such that the relation fe EnP implies u(f) 0. 

Let h e JTR(X) and let Pi be the set of all fe E such that h~fe P, and Pi' the set of 

all fe E such that/— he P. Show that these two sets Pi, Pi' are nonempty, and that if 

ad is the least upper bound of the u(f) with fe Pi and a" the greatest lower bound of 

the u(f) with fe Pi', then ad and a* are finite and ad <| ad*. Deduce that there exists a 

linear form ux on the subspace Ex = E 4- Rh of #R(X) which extends u, such that the 

relation fx e E* r\ P implies ux(fx) 0. Show that ad <£ ux(h) :g of for any such exten¬ 

sion ux of u, and that the extension is unique if and only if ad = ad*. 
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2, Let X be a compact space and let p be a real-valued function on #R(X) satisfying the 

following two conditions: (i) p(f-\-g) ^p(f) + #(#); (ii) p(uf) — ap(f) for all a > 0. 
Then the set P of functions /e <^R(X) such that p(f) <; 0 is a convex cone. Suppose 

furthermore that (iii) inf/(x) ^p(f) sup/(x) for all/e^R(X), so that we have 
xeX xsX 

p{ 1) = 1. Show that there exists a positive measure p of mass 1 on X such that 

p(f)^p(f) for all/e <fR(X). If moreover we are given a linear form u on a vector sub¬ 

space E of *fR(X) such that u(f) <#(/) for all fe E, then there exists a measure p of 

the above type which extends the form u. (Consider a denumerable total set (g„)„zo in 

#R(X), with #o = l; use the result of Problem 1 inductively to obtain, on the subspace 

G of r^R(X) generated by E and the gn, a linear form v such that —/>(—/) ^v(f)<p(f) 

for all/6 G, and deduce that v extends by continuity to a measure on X.) Show that the 

measure p is unique if and only if p(f) + p{—f) = 0 for all/e E. 

4. THE VAGUE TOPOLOGY 

Since the space MC(X) is a subspace of C^c(X), we can define the weak 
topology, i.e., the topology of simple convergence in XC(X) (12.15). This 
topology on MC(X) is called the vague topology. To say that a sequence (pn) 
of measures on X converges vaguely to a measure p therefore means that, for 
each function /e JTC(X), the sequence (pn(f)) converges to p(f) in C. 

(13.4.1) Let (pn) be a sequence of measures on X such that, for each f e Jfc(X), 
the sequence (pn(f)) tends to a limit p(f) in C. Then/*—►Ju(/) is a measure on X 
and is the vague limit of the sequence (pn). If the pn are all positive, then so is p. 

We have already remarked (13.1) that, for each compact subset K of X, 
JT(X; K) is a Banach space and the restrictions of the pn to JT(X; K) are 
continuous linear forms. Hence it follows from the Banach-Steinhaus 
theorem (12.16.5) that the restriction of p to JT(X; K) is continuous, and 
therefore that p is a measure on X (and clearly a positive measure if the pn 
are positive). 

We recall (12.15) that a subset H of MC(X) is said to be vaguely bounded 
(or just bounded, if there is no risk of ambiguity) if, for each /e Cfc(X), 

we have sup \p(f)\ < +oo. Every vaguely convergent sequence is vaguely 
fie H 

bounded. 

(13.4.2) Let H be a bounded subset of MC(X). 
(i) For each compact subset K of X, there exists a real number cK > 0 

such that, for each p e H and each f e Jf C(X), we have 

\Kf)\ g Gc ll/ll 

(and therefore (13.3.2.1), \fi\(\f\) g cK||/||). 
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(ii) The vague closure of H in MC(X) is a compact metrizable space with 
respect to the vague topology. 

(i) This is an immediate consequence of the Banach-Steinhaus theorem 
(12.16.4). 

(ii) Let (U„) be a sequence of relatively compact open sets in X which 
cover X and are such that c U„ + 1 (3.18.3). Since every compact subset 
K of X is contained in some U„ (3.16), each space Jf(X; K) can be identified 
with a closed subspace of one of the Banach spaces ^(On), hence with a closed 
subspace of Jf(X; 0„). Now we know (7.4.4) that is separable, hence 
the same is true of Jf(X; 0„) (3.10.9). Let (/mn)m^x be a dense sequence in 
3f(X; OJ. To show that H is metrizable it is enough to show that the vague 
topology on H can be defined by the pseudo-distances | </m/l, p — v>| (12.4.6). 
This means that if gt (1 ^ ^ p) is a finite sequence of functions belonging to 
^fc(X), if p0 is an element of H and r a real number >0, there exists a 
inite number of functions fmk„k (1 ^ k g q) such that the relations p e H 

md Kfmknk, P ~ /*o>l ^ ¥ (1 g k ^ q) imply \(gi7p- ^0>l ^ r (1 ^ i £ p). 
But the gx all belong to (X; 0„) for some fixed n, and the set of restrictions 
}f the /ieH to Jf(X;Un) is equicontinuous, by (i) above and (12.15.7.1). 
Hence the assertion follows from (12.15.7). 

It remains to show (by the same reasoning as in (12.15.7)) that, when we 
dentify H with its image L in the product space CNxN by means of the 
napping p})> L is closed in CNxN. If (pk) is a sequence of points 
)f H such that each of the sequences «/mn, pk})k^ i is convergent, then it 
bllows from (12.15.7) that, in each X(X ;(}„), the restrictions of the pk 
converge to a continuous linear form. Hence the sequence (pk) converges 
vaguely to a measure on X. Q.E.D. 

We shall see later (13.20) that condition (i) in (13.4.2) can also be written 
n the form |/i|(K) <£ cK for each measure p e H. 

Notice also that (13.4.2(ii)) implies (13.4.1) as a particular case. 
In particular: 

13.4.3) Let v be a positive measure on X. Then the set of complex measures 
i such that \p\ S v is metrizable and compact with respect to the vague topology. 

For this set is evidently bounded and dosed in MC(X) in the vague 
opology. 

It should be noted that a bounded set of measures does not necessarily 
atisfy the hypothesis of (13.4.3). 
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(13.4.4) Let (pn) be an increasing sequence of real measures on X such that, 
for each function 0 belonging to XR(X), the sequence (pn(f)) bounded 

above in R. Then the sequence (pn) has a vague limit in MR(X) which is also its 

least upper bound for the order-relation on MR(X). 

For each function0 in jTr(X), the sequence (pn(f)) is increasing and 
bounded above in R, hence (4.2.1) has a limit p(f) in R which is equal to 
sup pn(f\ Since every function belonging to C(X) is a linear combination 

n 

of four functions belonging to JfR(X), it follows that the sequence (p„) 

is vaguely convergent (13.4.1), and it is clear that p is its least upper bound, 
by the definition of the order-relation on MR(X). 

(13.4.5) If a series of positive measures on X, with general term pn, is such 

that, for each 0 in Jf R(X), the series with general term pn(f) ^ 0 is con¬ 

vergent in R, then the series with general term pn is vaguely convergent in 

Mr(X), and its sum p = £ pn is such that p(f) = £ pfj) for all f e JTR(X). 
rt n 

Apply (13.4.4) to the partial sums of the series. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let A be Lebesgue measure on R, let p be its restriction to R* = ]0, + oo [, and let g 

be the function x i—► 1 jx on R* . Show that the measure g • p cannot be extended to a 

measure on R (cf. (17.9)). 

2. On the real line R, show that the sequence of Dirac measures e„ (unit mass at the point 

-hn) converges vaguely to 0. Give an example of a sequence (/„) in JTC(R) which 
converges to 0 in the Frechet space ^C(R) (12.14.6) but is such that the sequence 

(<£„,/«» tends to 1. 

3. Let X be a compact space. 

(a) Show that if (/„) is a sequence of functions in the Banach space ^C(X) which 

tends to 0 and if (p„) is a sequence of measures on X which tends vaguely to 0, then 

the sequence (<^„,/«» tends to 0 (use (13.4.2)). 
(b) Suppose that X is infinite. Let V be a neighborhood of 0 in M(X) for the vague 

topology, defined by a finite number.of inequalities \(p>fj>\ ^ 1 (1 ^ m), and let 
/ be any function belonging to #C(X) which is not a linear combination of the fj. 

Show that there exists p e V such that |<ju,,/>| is arbitrarily large (cf. Section 12.15, 

Problem 1). Deduce that the mapping (/x,/*) i—► </x,/*> of #C(X) x M(X) into C is 

not continuous, and hence (using (a)) that the space M(X) is not metrizable with 

respect to the vague topology. 
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4. Let X be a compact space. Show that the topology induced on M+(X) by the vague 

topology is separable, metrizable and locally compact. (Observe that for each 

(jl0 e M+(X) there exists a neighborhood V of fx0 in M(X) such that V n M+(X) is 

bounded.) Deduce that the mapping (/x,/)i-*</x,/> of &CQQ x M+(X) into C is 

continuous. 
Deduce that if X is locally compact but not compact, then M+(X) is still metriz¬ 

able with respect to the topology induced by the vague topology, but is not separable. 

5. (a) Let X be a locally compact space. Show that if (gn) is a sequence of functions 

in the Frechet space ^(X) tending to 0 and (fx„) is a sequence of measures on X 

tending vaguely to 0, then the sequence of measures (gn • fxn) tends vaguely to 0. 

(b) Show that if M+(X) is endowed with the topology induced by the vague topology, 

the mapping (/x, i—• fx of M+(X) x ^C(X) into M(X) is continuous. 
(c) Suppose that X is compact and infinite. Show that the mapping (fx,g)i~+g * jx 

of M(X) x ^C(X) into M(X) is not continuous when M(X) is endowed with the vague 

topology (argue as in Problem 3(b)). 

6. Let X be the unit interval [0,1 ] in R. 

(a) Let fjLn be the measure e0 — £i/n. Show that the sequence (/x„) tends vaguely to 0 

but that the sequence (I/x„|) tends vaguely to 2e0 . 
(b) Let A be Lebesgue measure on X, and let g„(x) — sin nx. Show that the sequence 

of positive measures fxn — (1 — g») • A converges vaguely to A as n 4- oo, but does not 

converge to A with respect to the topology defined by the norm (5.7.1) on M(X). 

7. Let X be a compact space and ju a positive measure of mass 1 on X. A sequence (x„) 

of points of X is said to be equirepartitioned with respect to /x if the sequence of 

measures (n~\exl +-b £*„)) converges vaguely to fx. Show that a necessary and 
sufficient condition for this to be the case is that, if (fk) is any total sequence (5.4) in 

^C(X), then for each k the sequence (n~1(fk(x1) + • • • -b fk(x„))) converges to J fk d/x. 

Consider in particular the case where X = [0,1] and xn — n6 — [nd] (where [/] is the 

integral part of a real number t). Show that if 0 is irrational, then the sequence (x„) 

is equirepartitioned with respect to Lebesgue measure (“Bohl’s theorem”)- (Use 
the sequence of functions fk(x) = e2nikx.) 

8. Let X, Y be two locally compact spaces and tt : X-> Y a proper continuous mapping 
(Section 12.7, Problem 2). For each function geJf(Y), we have g ° tt e JT(X). 

If fx is any measure on X, then the image of jx under tt is defined to be the measure 

g\-^ix(g o tt) on Y, and is denoted by 7r(/x). The mapping jx tt(jx) of M(X) into 

M(Y) is linear and vaguely continuous. 

Suppose that X is compact. Let F be a set of continuous mappings of X into X, 

each pair of which commute. Let T' be the set of linear mappings of the form 

fxh-+n~1(fx + u(fi) -1- un~1(fx)) of M(X) into M(X), where «eF and n is any 

positive integer, and let T* be the set of all compositions of any finite number of 

elements of T'. If K is the convex and vaguely compact set of positive measures of 

total mass 1 on X, then w(K) K for all u e T". Show that the sets z/(K), where 

u e F", form a filter base in K consisting of vaguely compact sets, and deduce that 

the intersection I of these sets is nonempty. Show finally that each measure ju e I is 

invariant under T, i.e., that u(fx) = /x for all we T (“Markoff-Kakutani theorem”). 

(Observe that, by definition, there exists for each n a measure v e K such that 

(x = n~l(v + u(v) + • • • + un’'1(v)), and evaluate ||w(/x) — /x||.) Consider the case of a 

compact commutative group operating on itself by translation (cf. (14.1)). 
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9. If / is any real-valued function on 1= [0, 1], the nth Bernstein polynomial off is 

defined to be 

(a) If/^> 0 on I, then B„ / 0 on I, and B„ i is equal to the constant 1. Deduce that 

l|Bn,/|| ^ ||/|| in m- 
(b) Show by induction on k that, if /*(/) = tk, we have 

(**) B n,fk(t) = akt „tk + Pfc, „(/), 

where akr „ = (1 — (k — 1 )/n)ak-ltn and a0tn = 1, and P*. „ is a polynomial of degree 

— 1 whose coefficients are less than CJn in absolute value, where C* is a constant 

independent of n. (Differentiate the equation (**) with respect to t, then multiply 

through by t.) 

(c) Deduce from (b) and Weierstrass’ theorem that, for every continuous function 

/e #(I), the sequence (B„t/) converges uniformly to/on I. 

10. Let X be a metrizable compact space, let (fn)n^o be a sequence of complex-valued 

continuous functions on X, and let (c„)n^0 be a sequence of complex numbers. 

(a) In order that there should exist a complex measure p on X such that p(fn) = cn 

for all «, it is necessary and sufficient that there should exist a number A > 0 with the 

following property: for every finite sequence (Afc)o«:*«n of complex numbers, we have 

n 

/L A|c Ck 
* = 0 

<; a 2 ^kfk 
k = 0 

(Use the Hahn-Banach theorem.) 

(b) Suppose that the/* are real-valued, the numbers ck real, and/0 = 1. Then there 

exists a positive measure p on X such that p(fn) = cn for all n if and only if, for each 
n 

sequence (A*)os**n of real numbers such that ^ 0 for all x eX, we have 
k — O 

2 Afccfc ^ 0 (cf. Section 13.3, Problem 2). 
k-0 

11. In Problem 10, take X = [0, 1] and fn(t)~tn (“ Hausdorff’s moment problem”). 
For each sequence (c„) of scalars, put 

(a) Show that there exists a complex measure p on X such that p(f„) ~ c„ for all n 
if and only if there exists a number A > 0 such that 

52 \ ) |An“pcp| <; A for all n. 
p=o\pJ 

(Observe that Akcn must be the value of p for the polynomial /"(l — /)*, and use 

Problem 9(b) by remarking that, for each real polynomial P, there exists a constant 
CP such that 

Bn, p Cp P Bn> pH— Cp 
n n 

for all n.) 

(b) There exists a positive measure p on X such that p(fn) = cn for all n if and only 
if A*cn ^ 0 for all k ^ 0 and all n ^ 0 (same method). 



12. Let X be a compact space. Show that in M(X) the set of positive measures with finite 

support and total mass 1 is dense (with respect to the vague topology) in the set P of 

all positive measures with total mass 1. (Let U be a neighborhood of p e P with respect 

to the vague topology, consisting of measures veP such that — K/I)l 
with fi e ^C(X). Consider a continuous partition (gj) of unity and points ajsX such 

that \fi{x)^ 8 for al1 O 
j 

13. Let X be the unit interval [0, 1] in R. Show that the set K of Dirac measures ex (x e X) 

is vaguely compact, and that in M(X) the Lebesgue measure lies in the vague closure 

of the convex hull of K, but does not lie in the convex hull of K. 

5. UPPER AND LOWER INTEGRALS WITH RESPECT TO A 
POSITIVE MEASURE 

In Sections (13.5) to (13.14) (including the problems), p denotes a positive 
measure on a locally compact space X. 

We shall show (13.7.3) that p can be extended from ^TR(X) to a vector 
subspace JS?R(X, p) of Rx, depending on p and containing (and in general 
distinct from) jTr(X), in such a way that this extension (also denoted by p) 

is a positive linear form on JS?R(X, p) (i.e., p takes values ^0 on functions ^0 
belonging to j£fR(X, p)) and possesses the fundamental property of passage 

to the limit for increasing sequences: that is to say, if (fn.) is an increasing 
sequence of functions in J^R(X, p) whose upper envelope / (12.7.5) also be¬ 
longs to JS?i(X, p)9 then we have lim p(fn) = p(f). 

tt~* OO 

Let J (or J(X)) be the set of all functions /: X -► R which are lower 

semicontinuous on X and bounded below by a function belonging to JfR(X) 
(this implies that f(x)> — oo for all x e X; but we can have f(x) = + oo at 
some points xeX: indeed, the constant function equal to + oo belongs to 
*/). Every function0 which is lower semicontinuous on X belongs to J. 

For every/e/, we put 

(13.5.1) A/)= sup Kg); 
9^f,9 eJfR(X) 

this is a real number, or +oo. Clearly if/e JfR(X) we have g*(f) = Kf); 
if/, g eJ and/^ g, we have g*(f) g fx*(g); and for any real number a > 0, 
we have g*(af) = ag*(f) for all f e J. 

(13.5.2) Let (/„) be an increasing sequence of functions belonging to J, and 

let f = sup/„ (so that f e J (12.7.6)). Then 

HUNT LIBRARY 
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(13.5.2.1) /**(/) = sup p*(/„) = !im 
n n~* oo 

Suppose first of all that / e XR(X) and that /„ e XR(X) for , 
clear that the supports of all the /„ are contained in the same o 
K = Supp(/) u SuppC/j). By Dini’s theorem (7.2.2), the sequenc 
verges uniformly to f on X. The formula (13.5.2.1) then follows fr< 
that the restriction of p to Jf(X; K) is a continuous linear foi 

Banach space. 
Now pass to the general case. Clearly we have p*(/„) g p*(/ 

Hence it is enough to show that, for each function u e R(X) 
u^f we have p*(«) <; sup p*(/„). Now by (12.7.8) we know tha 
function /„, there exists an increasing sequence (^mn)mgl of functic 
ing to JfR(X) such that /„ = sup gmn. We have / = sup gm„, 

m m, n 

f— sup h„, where h„ = sup gM. The functions h„ clearly belong 
n p^n, q^n 

and form an increasing sequence. Since u^f, we have u = sup(infl 
n 

sequence of functions inf(w, hn) is increasing and belongs to JfR(X) 
u e JTr(X), the first part of the proof shows that p*(«) = sup p* 

n 

but since hn g/„, we have p*(inf(w, h„)) <£ p*(/„), and theref 

H*(u) S sup p*(/„). 
n 

We remark that because the functions in J never take the > 
the sum fx + f2 of two such functions is defined at every point 
belongs to J (12.7.5). 

(13.5.3) Iff\,f2 e J, then p*(/i + fz) = M*(/i) + fi*(fz)- 

We may write f = lim g„ and f2 = lim hn, where (g„) and (i 
n-* oo n-+oo 

increasing sequences of functions belonging to JTR(X) (12.7.8). 
have /i +/2 = lim (g„ + h„) (4.1.8). Since g(gn + hn) = y(g„) + 

»-*• oo 

result follows from (13.5.2) and (4.1.8). 

Let (tn) be any sequence whose terms are real numbers 
Since the partial sums sn = tx + * • • + tn are defined (4.1.8) an< 

increasing sequence, this sequence has a limit in R (4.2.1), denot< 

and called the sum of the series with general term tn. For ever 
00 

(/„) of positive functions belonging to I, the function xh- ]Tfn(x) i 
n— 1 
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00 

defined, and is denoted by ]T/„; also it belongs to # (12.7.6). If we apply 
n - 1 

N 

(13.5.2) to the sequence of partial sums £7,, and (13.5.3) to each of the 
n= 1 

terms in this partial sum, we obtain the following corollary: 

(13.5.4) If (fn)n^i ^ a sequence offunctions ^0 belonging to «/, then 

\n — 1 / *»=1 

Now consider an arbitrary mapping / of X into R. There always exist 
functions heJ such that h 'k.fi for example the constant function equal 
to +00. Put 

(13.5.5) ju*(/) = inf g*(h); 
h^f, heJf 

this number p*(f) is called the upper integral of / with respect to the 
measure g. 

If f e «/ it is clear that this definition agrees with the preceding one. Here 
the value of g*(f) can be any element of R. The relation /<; g implies 
p*(f) M*(#). For any scalar a > 0 we have g*(af) = ap*(f). 

(13.5.6) If the sum fx + f2 of two mappings ofX into R is defined at all points 

ofX, and if p*{fx) > — oo and g*(f2) > — oo, then 

M*(/i +/2) ^ + M*(/2). 

This is obvious if one of the numbers g*(fx), ju*(/2) is + oo. If not, 
given any a > g*(fi) and b > g*(f2), there exist hu h2 in J> such that 
ft S hu f2 S h2 and /^(/q) ^ a, g*(h2) S b. It follows that hx + h2 gr/i +/2 
and ju*(/q + h2) g a + b by (13.5.3). Hence the result. 

(13.5.7) If {ft) is any increasing sequence of mappings ofX into K such that 

p*(f„) > — oo for all sufficiently large n, then 

n*fcupfn) = sup = lim /**(/»)• 

The inequality g* |sup f^ ^ sup g*(fn) is clear. Let us prove the reverse 

inequality. We may assume that sup g*(fn)< +oo, otherwise there is 
n 

nothing to prove. By hypothesis, we may therefore assume that sup p*(fn) 
n 

and all the ju*(/„) are finite. For each e > 0, we shall show that there exists an 
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increasing sequence (g„) of functions belonging to J such that for each n 

we have f„ ^ gn and g*(gn) ^ /**(/„) + «• Then, if we put /= sup/„ and 
n 

g = sup gn, we shall have geJ,fS 9, g*(d) = sup g*(g„) g sup g*(/„) + e 
n n 

by virtue of (13.5.2), and finally g*(f) S 9*(.d) ^ sup g*(f„) + e. Since e was 
n 

arbitrary, this will complete the proof. 
By definition, for each n there exists hne J such that fn ^ hn and 

S 9*(h„) S + 2“n6. Put gn = supCAj,..., hn), so that gneS 

(12.7.5). Clearly the sequence (gn) is increasing, and^ gn. We shall show by 
induction on n that 

(13.5.7.1) /;*(/„) + e(l - 2'"). 

This is evident from the definitions when n = 1. Suppose that (13.5.7.1) is 
true, and remark that gn+1 = sup(/z„+1, gn) and /„ g inf(hn+ugn). Since the 
functions hn+l and gn do not take the value — oo, we have 

sup(hn+u gn) + inf(/in+1, g„) =hn+l+ g„ 

and therefore, by virtue of (13.5.3) and the fact that ju*(gn) and g*(hn+1) are 
finite, 

/A<7„+i) = V*(9n) + 1) - /t*(inf(/zn+1, gn)) 

= M*(/i,+i) + ^+i + " 2") 

= M*(/n+1) + 

by the inductive hypothesis (13.5.7.1). Q.E.D. 

It should be noted that for a decreasing sequence (/„), it is not necessarily 
true that ju*^inf/„j = inf g*(fn), even if all the numbers are finite 

(Section 13.8, Problem 13). 

(13.5.8) If (fn) is any sequence of functions ^0, then 

\r» =1 / n=1 
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For each integer N ^ 1 it follows from (13.5.7) that 

/ N \ N 

f'E/Jiim 
\n=l / «= 1 

N 

ow apply (12.5.7) to the increasing sequence of partial sums £/w. 
n = 1 

If (/„) is any sequence of mappings of X into R, the mapping 

x i ►lim inf/„(x) (resp. xi-»lim sup/„(x)) 
n~* oo n~* oo 

i defined for all x e X. It is denoted by lim inffn (resp. lim sup/„). 
n-^oo n-*co 

13.5.9) (Fatou’s lemma) Jf(f'„) is any sequence of functions ^0, then 

H*(Um inf/„] £ lim inf /**(/„). 

For each n ^ 1, let g„ = inf (/„+p). Clearly we have g*(gn) g inf g*(fn+p), 
p£0 p£0 

nd g„ ^0; since the sequence (^„) is increasing and lim inffn = sup gn, it 
«-*■ oo 

ollows from (13.5.7) that 

A** (lim inf/„\ = sup ^ sup (inf g*(f„+p)\ 
\ oo / n n \p^0 ) 

= lim inf 
«->oo 

If/: X -► R is any mapping, we define (^*(/) = — /**(-/); this number is 
ailed the fowr integral of/with respect to the measure g. All the properties 
.bove which were proved for the upper integral can be immediately translated 
nto properties of the lower integral. In particular, if we put -J — 9* (or 
^(X)), then Sf is the set of all upper semicontinuous functions on X which are 
mounded above by a function belonging to R(X) (which implies that they do 
lot take the value + oo). For all functions/e/we have 

M*(f) = inf tid) 
gZf,ge#R(X) 

tnd for all/: X -> K we have 

/**(/)= sup 
h£f,hey 

13.5.10) Iff is any mapping ofX into R, then g*(f) ^ /i*(/). 
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By virtue of the definitions, it is enough to show that if u e Sf, v e 
u^v, then p*(u) S /**(t>). Since -ue it follows that v — u = v + \ 
defined throughout X, belongs to J and is ^0; hence 

0 ^ p*(v ~ u) ~ p*(v + ( — «)) = p*(v) + ju*( — u) 

= p*(v) - ju*(w) 

by virtue of (13.5.3). 

We shall often write J*/d\i or J*/(jc) dfi(x) ^resp. J*/ d\iox J^/faC 

instead of p*(f) (resp. /J*(/)). 
For any subset A of X, we put /i*(A) = g*((pA) and ju*(A) = 

where (pA is the characteristic function of A (12.7). These numbers 
and ju*(A) are ^0 (possibly +oo); they are called, respectively, th 
measure and inner measure of A. 

Example 

(13.5.11) Let k be Lebesgue measure on R and let I = ]a, £?[ be a 
interval in R. We shall show that A*(I) = b — a (which is equal to 
& = + oo or a = — oo). If a < a' < b' < b, then there exists a con 
mapping/of R into the unit interval [0, 1], with support contained ir 

and equal to 1 throughout [a'9 b'~\ (4.5.2). We have J* °°/(0 dt ^ 
Conversely, for each function g e Xr(R) such that 0 ^ g ^ <pI? w 

f + °° g(t) dti^Lb — a. Hence it follows that A*(I) = b — a. 
J - oo 

Now let U be any open set in R. Then its connected components (3 
open intervals ((3.19.1) and (3.19.5)), and the set of connected com] 
is at most denumerable, because each component contains a point 
denumerable set Q, and the components are pairwise disjoint. Hence 
are Ifc = ]ak, Z>fc[, then = Z an(* therefore ((12.7.4) and (13.5. 

k 

(13.5.11.1) A*(U ) = £(**-«*). 
k 

6. NEGLIGIBLE FUNCTIONS AND SETS 

A mapping/: X R is said to be negligible (with respect to the n 
p), or p-negligible, if M*(l/I) = 0. Then af is also negligible for all a ^ 
and if \g\ ^ |/|, then g is negligible. 
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(13.6.1) is a sequence of negligible functions ^0, then £/„ is negligible. 
« = i 

This follows immediately from (13.5.8). 

A subset N of X is said to be negligible (with respect to g) or g-negligible 
if its characteristic function </>N (12.7) is /^-negligible. Clearly any subset of a 
negligible set is negligible. 

(13.6.2) A denumerable union of negligible sets is negligible. 

For if (N*) is a sequence of negligible sets and N = (J N*, we have 
k 

(pN = sup cpNk ^ Y, anc* the result follows from (13.6.1). 
k k 

For example, with respect to Lebesgue measure 2, every set {t} consisting 
of a single real number is negligible. For if e > 0 there exists a function 
/6 jTr(R) with values in [0, 1] which is equal to 1 at the point t and vanishes 
on the complement of the interval [r — e, t + e], and therefore 

2*(</>{,}):g2(/)^ 2a. 

Hence, by (13.6.2), it follows that every denumerable subset of R (for example, 
the set Q of rational numbers) is negligible with respect to Lebesgue measure. 

One can also give examples of nondenumerable sets in R which are 
negligible with respect to Lebesgue measure (Section 13.8, Problem 4). 

A property P(x) of the points of X is said to be true almost everywhere 
(with respect to g) if the complement of the set of points for which P(x) is 
true is /^-negligible. 

(13.6.3) A mapping /: X R is negligible if and only if it is zero almost 
everywhere. 

Let N be the set of all xeX such that |/(x)| > 0. Then we have 
(pN ^ sup n\f\, and \ f\ ^ sup ncpN, hence the result follows from (13.5.7). 

n n 

(13.6.4) If a mapping f: X -► R is such that g*(f) < +oo (resp. ju*(/) > — oo), 
then f(x) < + oo (resp./(x) > — oo) almost everywhere. 

It is enough to prove the assertion relating to the upper integral. By 
hypothesis, there exists a function he J such that f ^ h and p*(h) < + oo. 
We may therefore limit ourselves to the case where f e </, and since there is 
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then a function u s Jf R(X) such that f — u ^ 0, we may also assume £ 
Now let N be the set of points xeX such that f(x) = + oo; we hav< 
for all integers n > 0, hence np*((pN) S /**(/), and the hypothesis 

implies that /x*(<pN) = 0. 

The relation “/(*) = ff(x) almost everywhere in X” is an eq 
relation between mappings of X into a set E, because the unioi 
negligible sets is negligible. We say then that / and g are equival 
respect to p) or p-equivalent, and we shall denote by / the equivak 
of a mapping/: X E. A mapping/: A -* E, where A is a subsei 
said (by abuse of language) to be defined almost everywhere in X if 
negligible. The equivalence class of such a mapping/is then defined 
equivalence class of any mapping of X into E which extends /; a 
we denote the equivalence class by /. Two functions / g define 
everywhere are said to be equivalent if / = g; this means that the set 
x e X at which / and g are both defined and f(x) = g(x) has a negl 
for its complement. 

(13.6.5) Let f9 g be two equivalent mappings ofX into R. Then p*(f) 

Let N be the negligible set of points xeX such that f{x) # g{ 
the functions /, g and sup(/, g) are equal on X — N, we may ass 
fS g> Let h be the negligible function which is equal to + oo at the 
N, and to 0 elsewhere. If v e J is such thatv, the function v + hi 
at all points of X, and we have g + h, so that 

p*(g) <; p*(v + h)<^ p*{v) + p*Qi) = p*(v) 

by virtue of (13.5.6), because p*(v) > — oo. From the definition of 
follows that fi*(g) ^ /**(/) and hence that g*(g) = 

If / is a mapping into R which is defined and finite almost ever} 
X, then /is equivalent to a finite function defined on the whole of 
are functions defined almost everywhere in X, with values in K, i 
almost everywhere, then the same is true off + g and fg, and the eq 
classes of these functions depend only on / and g. They are denoted 
and fg, respectively. 

lff(x) S g(x) almost everywhere, then fi(x) <; gx(x) almost every 
any functions fx, gx equivalent to / g, respectively. In this case 
f Sg, and this defines an order relation on the set of equivalence clas 
respect to p) of mappings of X into R. 
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7. INTEGRABLE FUNCTIONS AND SETS 

We have seen (13.5.10) that every function/: X -► R satisfies pff) ^ /**(/). 
The function / is said to be integrable (with respect to p) or p-integrable if 
p*(f) and P*(f) are finite and equal Their common value is then called the 

integral of f with respect to p, and is written p(f), or </ p}, or J/dp, or 

J f(x) dp{x). Clearly every function /e JTR(X) is integrable and its integral 

is the value of p at f so that our notation is consistent. 
An integrable function is therefore finite almost everywhere (13.6.4), but a 

bounded function is not necessarily integrable. For example, a constant non¬ 
zero function on R, or the continuous function 1/(1 4- |x|), is not integrable 
(with respect to Lebesgue measure) (cf. (13.20)). 

In view of the definitions in (13.5), we have the following criterion for 
integrability: 

(13.7.1) (i) For a function /: X-» R to be integrable, it is necessary and 
sufficient that, given any e > 0, there should exist g e IF and he J such that 
g Sf S h and p*(h) — p*(g) ^ e (or, equivalently (13.5.3), p*(h — g)^ a). 

(ii) If f is integrable, there exists a decreasing sequence (hn) of functions 
belonging to and an increasing sequence (gn) of functions belonging to IF 
such that gn^f ^ Kfor all n and 

lim y*(h„) = lim ^(g„) = ju(/). 
n-*oo n~* oo 

(i) The condition implies that p*{h) and p*(g) are necessarily finite 
(and therefore so are p*(f) and pff)), and that p*(f) = /**(/). 

(ii) For each n there exists h'ne J and gfne £F such that g'nSf and 

p(f) - ^ ^ tif) ^ g*(K) ^ gif) + n~K The required conditions 
are then satisfied by taking hn = inf(/2i,..., A') and gn = sup(/x, ..., g'n). 

If/is integrable, then clearly so is any function ft equivalent to/ (13.6), and 

we have J/i dp = J/ dp (which we denote also by ju(/)). It is now clear how 

integrability should be defined for functions defined almost everywhere in 
X: such a function /is integrable if the functions equivalent to / and defined 

on the whole of X are integrable. The number p(J) is also denoted by J/dp, 

or |/(x) d/i(x), or or </, /i>. 

(13.7.2) For a mapping f: X -> R to be integrable it is necessary and 
sufficient that, given any e > 0, there exists a function u e such that 
p*(\f-u\)<Ze. 
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Necessity. Suppose that / is integrable, then there exist functions 
g g SP and heJ such that g g/^ h and p*(h — g) g is. Also ((13.5.1) and 
(13.5.3)) there exists u e JfR(X) such that u^h and p*(h -u)^ is. Since 
\f — u\ S\h - u\ + \h g\, it follows by (13.5.3) that 

k|) g g*(\h - m|) + #i*(|A - 5-1) g e. 

Sufficiency. If u e JfR(X) is such that g*(\f— u\) ^ e, then by definition 
(13.5.5) there exists a function veJ such that |/— u\^v and ju*(y) ^ 2s. 
But the relation — v Sf~~ u ^ v can be written in the form 

— V + u g/+ u 

(u being finite); also we have -v-\-ue£f and v+ueJ (12.7.5), and 
p*(v + u — (—v 4- u)) = 2p*(v) <£ 4s; hence / is integrable. 

(13.7.3) The set <3?R(X, p) (also denoted by S^ifp) or i?R) 0/finite p-integrable 

functions on X w a vector space over R, and the mapping f*-+jf dp is a positive 

linear form on «£?R (i.e., the relation0 implies jf dp 0). 

If / is finite and integrable, then clearly so is af for every scalar a e R, 

and we have j af dp = a jf dp. If f and g are finite and integrable, it follows 

from (13.5.6) applied to f and g and to —/and — g that 

j'fdg + dg S j\/ + g)dgsj (/ + g) dg S jfdg + ^gdg, 

which completes the proof. 

It follows that if / and g are integrable functions (finite or not) on X with 
values in R, then f + g (which is defined almost everywhere) is integrable, and 

that J (/ + g)dg = jfdg + Jg dg. 

(13.7.4) Iff is integrable, then so are |/|,/+ andf~, and we have 

(13.7.4.1) f dii\g I/I dg. 

f f and g are integrable, then so are sup(/, g) and inf(/, g). 

If u e JfR(X) is such that g*(\f — u\) f e, then since 

| I/I — lMl | = \ f~ u\> 
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it follows that p*(\ \f\ - \u\ |) ^ e, which by (13.7.2) shows that |/| is integ- 
rable. Moreover, we have — |/l |/| and hence 

M(-l/l) = -Ml/I) ^ M(/) = M/) ^ M(l/I) = Ml/I), 

which establishes (13.7.4.1). Since/ + = K/+ I/I) and/' = i(|/| -/), it 
follows that f+ and f~ are integrable (13.7.3). If/and g are integrable, then 
/— g is defined almost everywhere and integrable, and the functions (every¬ 
where defined) sup(/, g) and inf(/, g) are equivalent respectively to the func¬ 
tions (defined almost everywhere) •£(/ + g + |/~ g\) and i(/ + g - \f- g\). 
Hence they are integrable. 

(13.7.5) For a function he J (resp. g e Sf) to be integrable, it is necessary and 
sufficient that g*(h) < + oo (resp. g*(g) > — oo). 

For if jj,*(h) < + oo, then for any e > 0 there exists u e JTr(X) such that 
u^h and ju*(/z — u) = /!*(/*) — MM) = e> (13.5.1) and (13.5.3). The result 
now follows from the definition of integrable functions. 

A subset A of X is said to be integrable if its characteristic function (pA is 
integrable, or equivalently if g*(A) and /z*(A) are finite and equal Their 

common value J (pA dji is then denoted by /i(A) and is called the measure 

of A. We have M0) = 0. The negligible sets are the same as the integrable 
sets with measure zero. If A is integrable, then so is every set B for which 
A n (JB and B n QA are negligible, and MB) = g(A). 

(13.7.6) If A and B are integrable sets, then A u B, A n B and A n ()B are 
integrable. 

This follows from the formulas (12.7.3). 

(13.7.7) Every compact set is integrable. For an open set U to be integrable 
it is necessary and sufficient that g*(U) < +oo. In particular, every relatively 
compact open set is integrable. 

This follows immediately from (13.7.5) and (12.7.4). 

Example 

(13.7.8) With respect to Lebesgue measure on R, every bounded interval 
with endpoints a, b is integrable and its measure is |b — a\, by virtue of 
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(13.5.11) and the fact that all finite sets are negligible (for Lebesgue meas¬ 
ure) (13.6). 

If I = [a, b~] is a bounded interval, the “Dirichlet function” (3.11) 
<Pi — <pt q>Q (which is 0 at the rational points of I and on the complement of 
I, and 1 at the irrational points of I) is integrable, and its integral is b — a, 
since the set Q is negligible (13.6). 

(13.7.9) A subset A of X is integrable if and only if given any e > 0, there 
exists a compact set K and an open set G such that KcAcG and 
ji*(G - K) £ 6. 

The condition is sufficient by virtue of the definition of integrable functions 
and (12.7.4). Suppose conversely that A is integrable, and let e be such that 
0 < e < 1. By hypothesis, there exists he J such that <pA^h and 

f (h - cpK) dfi £ s. 

Let G be the set of points x e X such that h(x) > 1 — e; then G is open 
(12.7.2) and contains A. Clearly h ^ (1 — e)cpG, hence 

KG) £ -i— f h dfi ^ -L (KA) + e). 
1-eJ 1-e 

Also there exists ge£f such that g ^ cpK and J (<tpA - g) dg ^ e, and by the 

definition of Sf the set of points x e X such that g(x) > 0 is relatively compact. 
Choose <5 > 0 so that 8g{A) ^ s, and let K be the set of all x e X such that 
g(x) ^ 8; then K is closed in X (12.7.2) and therefore compact (3.17.3), since 
it is contained in a relatively compact set. Clearly we have KcA and 
g g q>K +• S(pB, where B = A — K; hence 

y% 

9 dp <, ju(K) -I- <5/z(B) ^ g(K) + 8g(A) ^ gQQ + £, 

and finally g(A) ^ j g dg + e <* g(K) + 2e. Q.E.D. 

There exist bounded subsets of R which are not integrable with respect to 
Lebesgue measure (Section 13.21, Problem 6). 

(13.7.10) Let n : X-* X' be a homeomorphism. It follows directly from the 
definitions that if/' is any function on X' with values in R, we have 

4 

f'dWi)=\ if'°n)dix. -J. (/' ° n) dp. 
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The function /' is 7c(/i)-integrable if and only if /' o % is /i-integrable, and in 

that case we have J/' d(n{p)) = j(f'0 tt) dpi. 

8. LEBESGUE’S CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 

(13.8.1) Let (/„) be an increasing sequence of integrable functions. For 

sup/„ to be integrable, it is necessary and sufficient that sup |/n d\x < + oo, 

and if this condition is satisfied we have 

(13.8.1.1) j(sup/„) dfi = sup j/„ dn. 

Since j* fn dpt > — oo for all n, we have J* ^sup f^ dpi = sup 

(13.5.7). This already shows that the condition is necessary. Conversely, if 
the condition is satisfied, let / = sup fn. Then, given any e > 0, there exists n 

n 

such that the function /—fn (which is defined almost everywhere because / 
and/„ are finite almost everywhere (13.6.4)) satisfies 

(/-/„) dgS fdfi+ (-/„) dn = fd[x- |V„ dfj. ^ 
J J J 

(13.5.6). But there exists a function u e «pTR(X) such that J \fn — u\ dpi ^ £ 

(13.7.2), hence by (13.5.6) we have 

I/- u\ dpiS I/-/J d\i + I fn -u\dpi^ 2 8, 

and the result follows by (13.7.2). 

There is of course a corresponding theorem for decreasing sequences of 
integrable functions, obtained by replacing fn by —fn in (13.8.1). 

(13.8.2) Let (/„) be any sequence of integrable functions. In order that f == sup fn 
n 

should be integrable, it is necessary and sufficient that there should exist a 

function g^. 0 such that j* g dpi < + oo andfnS 9 almost everywhere. 

The condition is obviously necessary (take g = /+). Conversely, if it is 
satisfied, let gn = sup fk. Then gn is integrable (13.7.4) and /=sup#„. 

n 
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Since the sequence (gn) is increasing and J gn dp S J* gn dp < + oo, the result 

follows from (13.8.1). 

(13.8.3) Let (/n) be a sequence of integrable functions, and suppose that there 

exists a function h^O such that j* h dp, < +oo and —h ^fn g h almost 

everywhere, for all n. Then the functions lim inf fn and lim sup fn are integrable, 
n~+ oo n-* oo 

and we have 

(13.8.3.1) I lim inf/„ I dp g lim inf /„ dfi 
\ n~* oo / n~* oo J 

S lim sup fndn ^ (lim sup/„ I dp. 
J J \ n-+oo / 

It is enough to prove that lim inf/„ is integrable and that the left-hand 
n-+ oo 

inequality in (13.8.3.1) is valid; the other assertions then follow by replacing 
fn by —fn • Let gn = inf/„+p. It follows from (13.8.2) applied to the sequence 

Pet 0 

(~fn +j?)ps=o and from the hypothesis fn+p ~ h, that gn is integrable, and 

clearly J g„ dfi <; Jf„+p dp for all 0, so that J gn dp g inf J/„+p dp. The 

sequence (g„) is increasing; we have g„^h for all n, and by definition (12.7.10), 
lim inffn = sup gn. Hence it follows from (13.8.1) that lim inffn is integrable 

n-*co n n-+ oo 

and that 

(lim inf/„ j dp = sup g„ dp £ sup (inf fn+p dp) 
\ n^co ) n J n \pg0 J / 

= lim inf /„ dp. 
n->ao J 

(13.8.4) (Dominated convergence theorem) Let (/„) be a sequence of 
integrable functions; suppose that lim/„(*) = f(x) exists almost everywhere 

n-+ oo 

and that there exists a function g ^ 0 such that j* g dp < + oo and \f„\ g g 

almost everywhere, for all n. Then f is integrable and 

(13.8.4.1) j fix) dp(x) = lim f/n(x) dp(x). 
J n-Kx> J 

This follows from (13.8.3). In this situation the two extreme terms of 
(13.8.3.1) are equal, whence the result. 
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The usefulness of this theorem is that it does not require the convergence 
to be uniform (not even on compact subsets). In particular: 

(13.8.5) Let (/„) be a sequence of integrable functions, such that the series with 

general term J |/„| dpi is convergent. Then the series with general term fn(x) is 
00 

almost everywhere absolutely convergent in R, and if we put f(x) = /„(*), 
n= 1 

the function f (defined almost everywhere) is integrable and we have 

(13.8.5.1) f(x) dji(x) = £ 
J n= 1 

L(x) dg(x) 

(“term-by-term integration of a series of integrable functions”). 

For each integer N ^ 0, let gN = ]T | fn\. The sequence (#N) is an increasing 

sequence of integrable functions, and 

J 0n dp = Y \L\ dg 

((13.7.4) and (13.7.3)). By (13.8.1), the function g = lim = £ l/„l is 
N-+ 00 n — 1 

integrable. This implies first of all that g is finite almost everywhere (13.6.4), 
in other words that the series with general term |/„(x)| is convergent almost 
everywhere, which proves the first assertion ((5.3.1) and (5.3.2)). Moreover, 

N 

for all N we have J] | fn\ g g, from which by (13.8.4) follow the integrability 
«= i 

of/and the relation (13.8.5.1). 

(13.8.6) (i) Let Ebe a metric space, (x, z)\-*f(x, z) a mapping ofX x E into 
E, and z0 a point of E. Suppose that 

(1) for each z e E, the function xi-+f(x, z) is integrable; 
(2) for almost all xeX, the function z\-^f(x, z) is continuous at z0 ; 
(3) there exists an integrable function g ^ 0 such that, for all z eE, we 

have |f(x, z)\ ^ g(x) almost everywhere in X. 

Then h{z) = jf(x, z) dp(x) is continuous at z0 . 

(ii) Suppose furthermore that E is an open interval in R and that f satisfies 
the following conditions: 

(4) for almost all xeX, the function z\-+f(x, z) is finite and admits a 
derivative D2/(x, z); 
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(5) there exists an integrable function gx ^ 0 such that, for all z e 
have |D2/(x, z)| g #x(x) almost everywhere in X. 

Then h is differentiable at every point ofE, and we have 

(13.8.6.1) fc'(z) = f D2/(x, z) d/i(x) 

(“differentiation under the integral sign”). 
(iii) iVhw suppose that E w open set in C and that f is a mapi 

X x E into C, satisfying the following conditions: 

(6) for almost all xeX, the function z\->f(x, z) is analytic in E; 
(7) for all z e E, the function x h->/(jc, z) is integrable ; 
(8) //zere exists an integrable function g^ 0 st/c/z that for all z e 

/zaue |/(x, z)| g ^(x) almost everywhere in X. 

Then h is analytic in E, and for each integer k > 0 and each point 
the function x D2/(x, z) is integrable, and we have 

Dkh(z) = f D$/(x, z) d^je). 

(i) By (3.13.14) it is enough to show that, for every sequence (z„) t< 
to z0 in E, we have lim h(z„) = A(z0); and this follows from the hypo 

and from (13.8.4). 
(ii) Again by virtue of (3.13.14), it is enough to show that, foi 

sequence (/„) of real numbers #0 and tending to 0, the sequence 

I - {f{x, z + tn) -fix, z)) dfi(x) 

has as limit the right-hand side of (13.8.6.1). But it follows from the hype 
and from (8.5.4) that 

7 (/(x> z + O -/(*> z» ^ 9 i(x) 

for all n, so that the result again follows from (13.8.4). 
(iii) Let y: tv-* a + re1' (0^(| 2n) be a circuit contained in 1 

each z in the interior of the disc |z — a\ ^ r, we have 

I fjx.QdC 

7 ^~Z. 
(13.8.6.2) 
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from which it follows ((3.16.5) and (8.7.8)) that, for almost all x, the function 

f(x, z) is the limit of the sequence £/*„(*)where 

f{x, a + re2k*iln)relkniin 
fkn(x) 

a + re2k’tt,n - z 

Applying (13.8.4), it follows that h(z) is the limit of the sequence 

and therefore that 

-if. 
n k=i J fkn(x) dg(x) 

K?)d{ 

e-z ’ 

which shows that h is analytic in E (9.9.4). By replacing the term l/(( - z) in 
the right-hand side of (13.8.6.2) by Ar!/(£ — z)*+1, we obtain the formula 
stated for Dlh(z). 

(13.8.7) (i) If (A„) is a sequence of integrable sets, then A = f') A„ is 
n 

integrable. If also the sequence (A„) is decreasing, we have 

(13.8.7.1) = inf g(An). 
n 

(ii) If {An) is a sequence of integrable sets contained in an integrable set B, 
then A = (J A„ is integrable. 

n 

(iii) If {An) is a sequence of integrable sets such that 

00 

IMA„) < +oo, 
n- 1 

then the union A = (J A„ is integrable, and we have 
n 

(13.8.7.2) KA)^f>(An). 
n= 1 

If moreover the sets An are pairwise disjoint, then 

(13.8.7.3) MA)=Im(A„) 
n= 1 

(“ complete additivity of measure ”)• 
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Assertion (i) is a consequence of (13.8.1) and (13.8.2), applied to the 
sequence (—<pA„)- Assertion (ii) follows from (13.8.2). The first part of (iii) 

00 

and the formula (13.8.7.2) follow from (13.8.2), the inequality <pA g £ ^ab 
n= 1 

and (13.5.8). Finally, if the sets A„ are pairwise disjoint, then we have 
00 

(pA = Y, <Pa„j and (13.8.7.3) follows from (13.8.5), applied to the functions (pAn. 
n = 1 

Example 

(13.8.8) Let / be a regulated function on R with compact support (and 
therefore bounded, by (7.6.1)). Then / is integrable with respect to Lebesgue 
measure L If J = [a, b~\ is an interval containing Supp(/), we have 

(13.8.8.1) jfdX = 

in the sense of (8.7). For we have |/| ^ ||/|| <p;, and by (7.6.1), (8.7.8) and 
(13.8.4) it is enough to prove (13.8.8.1) for a step function with compact 
support (7.6). Such a function is a linear combination of characteristic 
functions of intervals, so that finally we are reduced to the case where/ = (px, 
with I an interval; and in this case our assertion follows from (13.7.8). 

: Kt)dt 

PROBLEMS 

1. On the discrete space N, let/x be the measure for which p({n}) = 1 for all n. Show that 

the functions nh-*un which are^i-integrable are those for which the series with general 

term un is absolutely convergent. They are also those for which the upper (or the lower) 

integral is finite. We have and the space «S?r(N,/x) is the Banach 

space l1 (Section 5.7, Problem 1). 

2. (a) Show that if / and g are two real-valued functions ^>0 defined on X, then 
^(sup (/, g)) +/x*(inf (/, g)) ^ /**(/) + 

(b) Let / be a real-valued function on X such that /**(/) is finite. Show that there 

exists an integrable function/i ^/such that = /x*(/). If/2 is another integrable 
function such that f2 ;>/and /x(/2) = /x*(/), then A and/2 are equivalent. 

(c) Let / be a real-valued function on X such that both p*(f) and are finite. 

Let g, h be integrable functions such that g^f<*h and p(g) = /x*(/), p(h) = iu*(/). 
Show that f.x*(/- #) = -/) = 0 and that 

#**(/- *) = ^ -f) = #**</) - /**(/)• 
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(d) Let fuf2 be real-valued functions on X such that /x*(/i), /x*(/2), /u.*(/i), ft*(/2) 

are all finite. Show that 

M/i +/a) ^ ^ +/a). 

(If is an integrable function such that f2 5* g2 and /x*(/2) = /x(#2), observe that 

we have h — g2 for every integrable function h such that h <,fx + fz •) Deduce 

that, if/x is integrable, then 

M*(/i + /2) = K/i) + /x*(/2), 

/^*(/i +/2) = /x(/i) ■+ /x*(/2), 
and 

j^C/i +/2)= M*(sup(/1,/2))+ /**(inf(/i>/a)) 

(use (a)). 

(e) Let / be a finite integrable function, and let g be a function such that fi*(g) is 

finite. Show that g is integrable if and only if fju(f) = g,*(g) + (If gi 

is an integrable function such that g^gi and /r*(^i) = ju(^i), remark that 

f-gi£f-g.) 

3. (a) For each pair of subsets A, B of X, show that 

ft*(A u B)+ fx*(A n B)^/z*(A)-f ^*(B). 

(b) For each subset A of X, show that|U*(A) is the least upper bound of measures 

of compact sets contained in A. 

(c) For each subset A of X with finite outer measure, show that there exist two in¬ 

tegrable sets Ai, A2 such that Ai A A2 and /x*( A) — ju(Ai) and /z*(A) = /x(A2). 

Show that /x*(A — Ai) = /x*(A2 — A) = 0 and that /x*(A — Ai) = /x*(A2 — A) = 

/x*(A) - ^*(A). 
(d) Let A be an integrable set. Show that if B <= A then 

fji(A) = /x*(B) + /x*(A - B). 

(e) Let A, B, be disjoint sets of finite outer measure. If C = A u B, show that 

MA) + /**(B) ^ /x*(C) ^ /x*(A) + /x*(B) ^ /x*(C) ^ ji*(A) + /x*(B) 

and that 

MQ - /ti*(A) - /**(B) £ /x*(A) + /x*(B) — /x*(C). 

(To prove the latter inequality, reduce to the case where /x*(A) — pc%(B) — 0 with the 

help of (c): if A2, B2 are integrable sets such that A <= A2, B B2 and /x*(A) — fi(A2), 

/x*(B) — ju(B2), show that /x*(C)^ /x(A2 n B2).) 

4. Let A be Lebesgue measure on the unit interval I = [0,1]. 

(a) Let a be a real number such that 0 < a < 1. Construct a nowhere-dense (12.16) 

compact set in I whose Lebesgue measure is a. (Adapt the method of construction 

of the Cantor set (Section 4.2, Problem 2), for which a = 0.) 

(b) Construct a sequence (A„) of mutually disjoint, nowhere-dense compact sets, 

such that A(An)=2“" and such that every interval which is a connected component 

of I — ij Af contains a subset of A„+i of measure >0. If A = (J A„, show that A is 
t£n n 

a meager set of measure 1, and consequently that I — A, which is the complement of 

a meager set, is A -negligible. 
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5. Let A be Lebesgue measure on R, and let E be the topological vector space obtained 

by endowing the space ^(A) with the topology of simple convergence (12.15). Show 

that the linear form /V->j fdX on E is not continuous. 

6. Let (A„) be a sequence of jtx-integrable subsets of X} such that £ /x(An) < +oo. For 
n 

each integer k, let Gk be the set of all x e X such that xeA„ for at least k values of n. 

Show that G* is integrable and that k • /x(Gk) ^ £ fx(A„). 
n 

7. Let X be a compact space, fx a positive measure on X, and (An) a sequence of integrable 

subsets of X such that inf fx(An) = m> 0. Show that the set B of points of X which n 
belong to infinitely many of the sets A„ is integrable, and that ju(B) ^ m. 

8. Let A be Lebesgue measure on the interval I — [0,1] and let A„ be a sequence of 

integrable sets in I such that inf A(A„) — m > 0. For each integer k, let 5Dk denote the 
n 

set of 2k intervals of the form [j • 2“fc, (/ + 1) -2“*] in I (0 rgy < 2*), and (£k the set of 

all the unions of sets of Show that there exists a decreasing sequence (Ik)kg:o of 
subsets of I such that I0 = I, I* e (£k for all &, and a subsequence (A„fc) of the sequence 

(A„) with the following properties: (i) A(A„P n (I — Ik)) ^ £wA(I — L) for all r^>k); 
(ii) A(A„r n J)^ ^twA(J) for all r^:k and all J e SD* contained in Ik. (Proceed by in¬ 

duction on k, using the diagonal trick.) Deduce that there exists a subsequence (B„) 

of (A„) such that, for all k and all J e 2)fc contained in Ik, the intersection of J with 

the sequence (B„) is not empty. (Use Problem 7 and the diagonal trick.) Deduce 

that p| B„ contains a non-empty compact set with no isolated points (and therefore 

nondenumerable (Section 4.2, Problem 3(c))). 

9. Let/be a real-vaJued function ^0 on X. Show that the mapping fxh-► fx*(f) of M+(X) 

into R is continuous with respect to the vague topology (13.4) if and only if / is con¬ 

tinuous and compactly supported. The mapping /xh^/x*(/) is lower semicontinuous 

with respect to the vague topology if and only if/is lower semicontinuous. 

10. Let (fxn) be an increasing sequence of positive measures on X. Suppose that the se¬ 

quence is bounded above in M+(X), and let fx be its least upper bound (13.4.4). 
Show that, for every function/|> 0 on X, we have [x*(f) — lim fx%(f). 

n-*- oo 

11. (a) Let (fx„) be a decreasing sequence of positive measures on X, and let [x be the 

greatest lower bound of the sequence in M+(X) (13.4.4). If/is a function ^0 on X 

such that ju*(/) < + oo for all sufficiently large w, show that /x*(/) = lim /x*(/). 
n~* oo 

(If g ^ 0 is lower semicontinuous and fx*(g) < + oo, observe that there exists a se¬ 

quence (hm) of continuous functions ^0 with compact supports, such that]T hm ^ g 
m 

and /i*(/) pn(hm) for all n.) 
m 

(b) On the discrete space N, let [x„ be the measure such that fxn({m}) — 0 for m < n 

and 1 for m>n. Show that the greatest lower bound of the decreasing sequence (fxn) 
in M+(N) is 0, but that (x$(N) = + cxd for all «. 
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12. Let X, Y be two locally compact spaces and 77-: X -> Y a proper continuous mapping 

(Section 12.7, Problem 2). Let /x be a positive measure on X, and let v = u(/x) (Section 

13.4, Problem 8). Show that v*(g) = [x*(g ° ir) for all functions ^ ^ 0 on Y. (Consider 

first the case in which g has compact support, and then use Section 12.7, Problem 

2(b).) Show that N <= Y is v-negligible if and only if 7r-1(N) is /x-negligible. 

13. Assume that there exists in I = [0,1] an increasing sequence (H„) of nonmeasurable 

sets (with respect to Lebesgue measure A) such that (J H„ = I and A*(H„) = 0 for all n. 
n 

Show that A*^inf (1 — <pHfI)) = 0, but that A*(l — <pHn) = 1 for all n. 

14. (a) Let F be a convex function defined on a convex open set A <= R" (Section 8.5, 

Problem 8) and let /* (1 5* k ^ n) be n integrable functions on X, such that the map¬ 

ping jci-*(fk(x))i&k£n takes its values in A, and such that the composite function 

x\-+F(fi(x)t... ,/«(*)) is integrable. Show that if /x is bounded (13.9.16) and /x(X) = 1, 

then 

J F(/i(x),..., /„(*)) d,x(x) > f( J>, dp,..., J/. dp). 

(Use the Hahn-Banach theorem applied to the convex set of points 

(fi,..., u)e A x R 

such that u F(/i,...»/„).) 
Consider in particular the case n = 1, F(t) — e\ and deduce the inequality of the 

means 

u^ul2 ■" u™< octUi -f a2 u2 +-b ocm um, 

where the uk are >0, the a* are ^0 and £ a* = 1. 
k=l 

(b) Suppose that /x is bounded and /x(X) = l. Show that if two functions 0, 

0 are integrable and such that fg^ 1, then (j fdfx)(j g dfx) ^ 1 (use (a)). 

15. For each finite sequence (Ay) i £ySfl of fx-integrable sets, put 

D(Ai, . . . , An) = ( 1J Ay)-( f| Ay). 
\1SJSn / \1&j£n / 

If not all the Ay are /x-negligible, put 

crM(Ai,..., A„) = [x(D(Ai,..., A„))//x(Ai u * • • u A„). 

Show that 

crM(Ai, ..., A„) g X Op(At, Ay) 
n — 1 i<j 

if none of the Ay is /x-negligible. (Remark that a point of D(Ai,..., An) belongs to 

at least n — 1 of the sets D(Af, Ay) (i </).) 

16. If A is Lebesgue measure on the unit interval I = [0,1] and if <$(I) is the set of non¬ 

empty closed subsets of I (Section 3.16, Problem 3), show that the function Ai—>A(A) 

is not continuous with respect to the Hausdorff distance on $(1). 
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9. MEASURABLE FUNCTIONS 

(13.9.1) Let A be an integrable subset ofX. Then there exists a partition of A 
consisting of a sequence (K„) of compact sets and a negligible set N. 

We define the sets Kn inductively as follows, using (13.7.9), (13.7.7), and 

(13.7.6) : Kx c A and p(A - KJ £ 1; K„ c A -"Q K£ and 

n 

if n> 1. Then the intersection N of the sets A — (J K* is negligible, by 

(13.8.7) . 

A subset of A is said to be measurable (with respect to p) or p-measurable 
if there exists a partition of A consisting of a sequence of compact sets and a 
negligible set. If K' and K are compact sets such that K' c K, then K — K' is 
integrable ((13.7.6) and (13.7.7)), and therefore, by virtue of (13.9.1), an 
equivalent statement is that A is the union of a sequence of compact sets and 
a negligible set. The same reasoning shows also that another equivalent 
statement is that A is the union of a sequence of integrable sets. 

A set A c X is said to be universally measurable if it is measurable with 
respect to every positive measure on X. 

(13.9.2) For a subset A of X to be measurable it is necessary and sufficient 
that AnK should be integrable, for each compact set K in X. 

The condition is necessary, by virtue of (13.8.7(ii)). It is sufficient, because 
X is the union of an increasing sequence (K„) of compact sets (3.18.3), and 
therefore A is the union of the sequence (A n Kn) of integrable sets. In 
particular, we see that the space X itself is measurable. 

(13.9.3) (i) The complement of a measurable set is measurable. 
(ii) Denumerable unions and denumerable intersections of measurable sets 

are measurable. 
(iii) All open sets and all closed sets are universally measurable. 

Assertion (i) follows from (13.9.2) and (13.7.6); assertion (ii) from (13.9.2) 
and (13.8.7); assertion (iii) from (13.9.2) and (13.7.7) for closed sets, and then 
by (i) for open sets. 
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The sets obtained from the open (or closed) sets of X by iterated application 
of the operations (i) and (ii) above are therefore also universally measurable. 
The definition of a ^-measurable set A also shows that there exists a uni¬ 
versally measurable set B contained in A such that A — B is ju-negligible. By 
applying this result to X — A, we see that there also exists a universally 
measurable set C containing A such that C — A is /t-negligible. 

A mapping u of X into a topological space Y is said to be measurable 
(with respect to y) or y-measurable if there exists a partition of X into a 
sequence of compact sets K„ and a y-negligible set N such that each of the 
restrictions u | Kn is continuous. The mapping u is said to be universally 
measurable if it is measurable for all measures on X. A continuous function 
is universally measurable. 

For a subset A of X to be measurable (resp. universally measurable) it is 
necessary and sufficient that its characteristic function cpA should be measur¬ 
able (resp. universally measurable). For if we have a partition of X consisting 
of a sequence of compact sets K„ and a negligible set N, such that (pA | K„ is 
continuous for all n, then K„ is the union of two disjoint compact subsets, 
namely A n K„ and K„ — (A n K„) ((3.11.4) and (3.17.3)), and A is the union 
of the sets A n K„ and AnN, and is therefore measurable. Conversely, if 
A is measurable, then so is X — A (13.9.3), hence there exists a partition of 
X consisting of a sequence of compact sets K„ and a negligible set N, such that 
either K„ c A or K„ c X - A for all n. Consequently <pA | Kn is continuous 
for all n. 

(13.9.4) Let u be a mapping ofX into a topological space Y. Then the following 
three properties are equivalent: 

(a) u is y-measurable. 
(b) For each compact subset K ofX and each £ > 0, there exists a com¬ 

pact subset K' of K such that y(K — K') ^ s and such that the restriction of 
u to K' is continuous. 

(c) For each compact subset K of X, there exists a partition of K consisting 
of a sequence (L„) of compact sets and a y-negligible set M, such that each of 
the restrictions u | L„ is continuous. 

To show that (a) implies (c), we remark that the hypothesis (a) implies 
the existence of a partition of X consisting of a sequence (K„) of compact 
sets and a negligible set N, such that u | K„ is continuous for all n; hence (c) 
is satisfied by taking L„ = K n K„ and M = KnN. 

To show that (c) implies (b), we remark that it follows from (c) that 
00 

y(K) = Yj A*(L„) (13.8.7), and hence that there is an integer n such that 
n= 1 

y(K — K') S £, where K' = (J . Clearly K' satisfies the conditions of (b). 
i<n 
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Finally, we have to show that (b) implies (a). The space X is the union of 
an increasing sequence (H„) of compact sets (3.18.3). For each n we use the 
hypothesis (b) together with (13.7.9) to define a sequence (Km/J)wi|1 of com- 
pact sets such that Kln c= H„ - H„_1; Km„ c (H„ - H„_x) - Q KiB, and 

i<m 

\ i<m J "l 

and such that the restrictions u | Kmn are continuous. The complement of the 
union of the sets Kwn for n ^ 1 and m ^ 1 is then negligible, and consequently 
u is measurable. 

It follows that, for a mapping/: X -► R to be measurable, it is necessary 
and sufficient that, for each compact subset K of X, the function f(pK (which 
by convention is taken to be zero at all points of X — K, even if / is infinite at 
such points (cf. (13.11)) should be measurable. For this condition is sufficient 
by virtue of (13.9.4), and it is necessary by (13.9.4) and the fact that X — K 
is measurable (13.9.3). 

The same reasoning shows that if/is a mapping of X into R and K is a 
compact subset of X such that f\ K is continuous, then fcpK is measurable. 

(13.9.5) Let (Y„) be a sequence of topological spaces, and for each n let un 

be a measurable mapping of X into Y„. Then, given any compact subset K of 

X and any e > 0, there exists a compact subset K' of K such that ^(K — K') ^ e 
and such that un | K' is continuous for all n. 

Using (13.9.4) we define inductively a decreasing sequence (K„) of compact 
subsets of K such that p(K — Kx) ^ and p(Kn — Kn+1) ^ s/2” + 1, and such 
that u„ | K„ is continuous. Then by (13.8.7) it is clear that K' = f| K„ satisfies 

n 

the required conditions. 

(13.9.6) Let (Y f)x ^ be a finite sequence of topological spaces, Z a topological 

space, and v a continuous mapping °f n y* into Z. Let ut: X Yt (1 ^ i ^ n) 
i 

be measurable. Then the mapping ..., un(x)) is measurable. 

This follows immediately from (13.9.5) and (13.9.4). 

(13.9.7) Iff g are two measurable functions with values in R, then sup(/, g) 

and inf(/, g) are measurable. If u, v are measurable mappings of X into a {real 

or complex) vector space, then u + v and au {where a is any scalar) are measur¬ 

able. 
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(13.9.8) A function equivalent to a measurable function is measurable. 

This follows from (13.9.4) and the fact that if K is compact and NcK 
is negligible, then there exists a compact set K' c: K — N with measure 
arbitrarily close to the measure of K (13.7.9). 

A mapping / defined almost everywhere in X, with values in a topological 
space Y, is said to be measurable if every mapping of X into Y which is 
equivalent to/ (13.6) is measurable. Clearly (13.9.8) it is enough for one such 
mapping to be measurable. 

(13.9.8.1) In particular, it follows, from (13.9.6) and (13.9.8) that if /and g 

(with values in R) are defined andfinite almost everywhere in X and measurable, 
then/+ g and fg (which are defined almost everywhere) are measurable. 

(13.9.9) Let u be a measurable mapping ofX into a topological space Y. If M 
is any open or closed subset of Y, then w~J(M) is measurable. 

Consider a partition of X consisting of a sequence of compact sets K„ 
and a negligible set N, such that the restrictions u | K„ are continuous. If 
M c Y is closed, then w_1(M) n K„ is compact (3.11.4), hence u^M) is 
measurable. If M is open, then X — w~J(M) = u~l(Y — M) is measurable, 
and therefore so is w-1(M) (13.9.3). 

(13.9.10) (EgorofFs theorem) Let Y be a metric space and let (/„) be a 

sequence of measurable mappings ofX into Y such that, for almost all xeX, 
the sequence (fn(x)) converges to a limit f(x). Then 

(1) / is measurable; 

(2) for each compact subset K of X and each e > 0, there exists a compact 

subset K' of K such that p(K. — K') ^ e and such that the restrictions fn | K' 
are continuous and converge uniformly in K' to f | K'. 

Clearly it is sufficient to prove the second assertion ((13.9.4) and (7.2.1)). 
Let K0 be a compact subset of K such that p(K — K0) ^ is and such that the 
restrictions/„ | K0 are continuous for all n (13.9.5). If d denotes the distance 
function on Y, let B„>r be the set of all x e K0 such that d(fp(x),fq{x)) ^ \/r 

for at least one pair of integers (p, q) such that p^n and q^n. If APtqtr is 
the set of points x e K0 such that d(fp(x),fq(x)) ^ 1/r, then we have 

Br.,r= U AP,t.r• 
p^n, q2:n 
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Now the sets Ap>s,r are closed (3.11.4),hence B„,r is integrable (13.8.7). More¬ 
over, by hypothesis, for each integer r i> 1 we have Bn>,j = 0, and the 

sequence (B„>r)„fel is decreasing, so that by (13.8.7) we have lim ^<(Bn>r) = 0. 

Hence there exists an integer nr such that jtt(B„r>r) ^ e/2r+2. Let B = (J B„r>r; 
r 

oo 

the set B is integrable, and we have jx(B) g £ e/2r+2 = by (13.8.7). The 
r- 1 

set C = K0 - B is also integrable, and by definition the sequence (/„ | C) 
converges uniformly to f\ C. Hence we may take K' to be any compact 
subset of C such that fi{C — K') ^ (13.7.9). 

(13.9.11) Let (/,) 0/ry sequence of measurable functions on X values in 

R. Then the functions inf/„, sup fn, lim sup /„ awe/ lim inf fn are measurable. 
n n n-+ oo n~> oo 

For sup/, is the limit of the increasing sequence of functions gn = sup ft, 
n 1 £ t £ n 

which are measurable (13.9.7); and lim sup/„ is the limit of the decreasing 
n~+ oo 

sequence of functions sup fn+p, which are measurable, by what has just been 
jP=0 

proved. 

(13.9.11.1) The propositions (13.9.6), (13.9.7), (13.9.9), and (13.9.11) remain 
valid when the word “ measurable ” is replaced throughout by “ universally 
measurable.” On the other hand, a function cannot be universally measurable 
unless it is everywhere defined, because any nonempty subset N of X has 
measure jll(N) # 0 if for example \i is the Dirac measure at a point of N. 

In particular (12.7.8), every function belonging to J (resp. &*) is universally 
measurable. If f is any lower semicontinuous function on X, then by 
writing 

/ = inf (sup (/, - n)) and sup (f - n) = - n + sup (/ + n, 0) 
n 

and using (13.9.6), it follows that 

(1 3j9.11 .2) Every (upper or lower) semicontinuous function on X with values 
in R is universally measurable. 

The same will be true of all functions obtained from semi-continuous 
functions by repeated applications of the operations in (13.9.6), (13.9.7), and 
(13.9.11). 
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A function /: X -*• R is a step function if it takes only a finite number of 
n 

values ak (1 S k g n). In that case we have /= ak (pAk, where Ak = f~1(ak)i 
*= 1 

with the convention that if ak is ± oo, the value of ak (pAk is ak in Ak and 0 in 
X — Ak (13.11). It follows immediately from this and from (13.9.9) that /is 
measurable if and only if each of the Ak is measurable. 

(13.9.12) Let /: X -» R be measurable. Then there exists a sequence (gn) 

of universally measurable step functions with compact support, such that 

\gn(x)\ ^ \f(x)\for all xeX and such that the sequence (gn(xj) converges al¬ 

most everywhere to f{x) (which implies that f is equivalent to a universally 

measurable function). 

Consider a partition of X consisting of a sequence (Krt) of compact sets 
and a negligible set N. For each integer i ^ n, there exists a finite covering 
OJif)i£j£qtn of K* by sets which are open in K£, such that the oscillation of 
/in each is <; \/n (with respect to a distance on 5, cf. (3.16.5)). Now we 
have the following lemma: 

(13.9.12.1) Let(Fh\^p be a finite family of integrable sets. Then there 

exists a finite family (Gk)1 of pairwise disjoint integrable sets, such that 

each Fh is the union of some of the Gfc. 

p 

Consider the 2P — 1 sets of the form Zh, where each Zh is either Fh or 
h=l 

X~Fh, and Zh = F;, for at least one index h. Then the family of distinct non¬ 
empty sets of this form satisfies the conditions of the lemma, because these sets 

p 

are integrable by (13.7.6) and each Fh is the union of the sets p) Zx for which 
z = i 

Z* = F*. 

By applying this lemma to each of the finite families (Uwe 
obtain a partition (A^))1^fc^rtn of Kf into universally measurable, integrable 
sets. Let 

{0 if / changes sign in Ajj?, 

inf/(AJ?) if /£0 on A« 

sup/(A&>) if /g 0 on A&\ 

and define g„ as follows: g„(x) = a$ if xe A^ (1^/^w, l ^ rin), and 
gn(x) = 0 otherwise. Then it is clear that the functions g„ have the required 
properties. 
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(13.9.13) In order that a mapping /: X R should be integrable, it is necessary 

and sufficient that f should be measurable and that the upper integral ^*(1/1) 
be finite. 

Necessity. Since |/| is integrable (13.7.4), clearly g*(\f\) is finite. Next 
we remark that, for each integer n, there exists by hypothesis a function f„ e J 

such that/Sfn and p(fn -f)S 1 In (13.7.1). Replacing/, by inf / (12.7.5), 

we may assume that the sequence (/,) is decreasing. If g is the limit of this 
sequence (equal to its lower envelope), we have fSg and p(g —/) = 
lim p(fn —/) — 0 (13.8.1). In other words, / is almost everywhere equal to 
n-> oo 

the limit of the sequence (/,). Now all functions belonging to £ are measurable 
(13.9.11), and another application of Egoroff’s theorem (13.9.10) then proves 
that / is measurable. 

Sufficiency. We may assume that/is finite, by replacing/by an equivalent 
function (13.6.4). By (13.9.12) there exists a sequence (gn) of measurable step 
functions with compact supports such that \gn\ fL\f\ and the sequence (gn) 

converges to / almost everywhere. Now gn is a linear combination of charac¬ 
teristic functions of relatively compact measurable sets; since such sets are 
integrable (13.9.2), it follows that gn is integrable. Hence, applying (13.8.4) 
again,/is integrable. 

(13.9.14) (i) Iff is an integrable function and A is a measurable set, then 

the function fcpK is integrable. 

(ii) If (A„) is an increasing sequence of integrable sets, whose union is the 

complement of a negligible set N, then 

f dp = lim 
n~* oo 

/<Pa„ dfi. 

We may assume without loss of generality that / is everywhere finite 
(13.6.4). Then fcpK is measurable (13.9.6), and we have 

M*(I/<PaI) ^ ^ + oo, 

from which (i) follows by (13.9.13). The assertion (ii) follows from the 
dominated convergence theorem (13.8.4). 

In the situation of (13.9.14), we put J fcpA dp = Ja /dp, or Ja /(x) dp(x); 

this number is called the integral of f over A. Also (if A is measurable) we 

write J* /du in place of J*/<Pa dp. 
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(13.9.15) If f is integrable and if A, B are two measurable sets such that 
AnBw negligible, then 

| fdn= f dfi + [ fd/x. 
Jaub Ja Jb 

For <pAu B and <pA + <pB are then equivalent functions (12.7.3). 

Remark 

(13.9.16) If I is a compact interval [a, b~\ in R, then for any regulated 

function / with compact support we have j^fdX = f(x) dx, where X is 

Lebesgue measure (13.8.8). If now/is an arbitrary regulated function defined 
on R, then / is measurable because it is the limit of the integrable functions 
f(pin9 where \n = \_ — n,n\ (13.9.11). For / to be integrable, it is necessary 

r ■+■ n 

and sufficient that lim |/(x)| dx < + oo, and in that case we have 
n-+co ^ n 

[fdX = lim f+"/(x) dx ((13.8.2) and (13.8.4)); this integral is also denoted 
J n-> ooJ~n 

by | nf(x) dx. It can happen that the limit lim | ”/(x) dx exists although 
J-n n-oo J ~n 

lim | °°|/(jc)| dx = + oo (this is the case, for example, if f(x) — (sin x)/x for 
n~* oo ^ 00 
x # 0). The interpretation of most of these “improper integrals” belongs to 
the theory of distributions (Section 17.5, Problem 4, and Chapter XXIII). 

For the reasons given above, if I c R is any interval with endpoints a, b 

(with a S b), we write JflV(*) d* in place of j{fdX, for any function / such 

thatfyi is integrable. 

The (positive) measure \x is said to be bounded if the constant function 1 is 
integrable, or in other words (13.9.13), if ju*(X) = /z*(l) is finite: the number 

/j(X) = ju(l) = Jx dfx is then called the total mass of (i (cf. (13.20)). 

(13.9.17) If ix is bounded, then every bounded measurable function f: X R is 
integrable (in particular, every bounded semicontinuous function is integrable) 
and 

(13.9.17.1) jfdft g ||/1| -MX). 

This follows directly from (13.9.13). 
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(13.9.18) Let p be a bounded positive measure on X. Then for each e > 0 there 

exists a compact subset K of X such that p(X — K) ^ e. 

This is a particular case of (13.7.9). 

(13.9.19) Suppose that p is bounded. Let (/„) be a uniformly bounded sequence 
of measurable functions (i.e., sup ||/J| < + oo) such that lim/w(x) =f(x) exists 

n n-* oo 

for almost all xeX. Then f is integrable, and we have 

(13.9.19.1) f dpi = lim 
n~* oo 

This is a particular case of (13.8.4). 

Example 

(13.9.20) Let p be a positive measure on X and let Y be a closed subspace 
of X. It follows from the Tietze-Urysohn theorem (4.5.1) that every function 
/g JfR(Y) is the restriction to Y of a function g e (X) such that \\g\\ = ||/||. 
The functionfY = gcpY, which is equal to/in Y and zero outside Y, is there¬ 
fore ju-integrable (13.9.13), and \p(fY)\ ^ ||/|| • ^(Supp(/)). Write pY(f) = 
p(fY) (which clearly depends only on /); then the discussion above shows that 
/h-» pY(f) is a positive measure on Y, which is said to be the measure induced 
by p on Y. From (12.7.8), the remarks above and (13.5.7), it follows im¬ 
mediately that if /belongs to */(Y) and if as above we denote by fY the func¬ 
tion which is equal to/in Y and is zero in X — Y, then we have p*(f) = Ai*(/Y). 
Hence we conclude (13.5.5) that this formula is valid for any mapping 
/: Y -► R (withfY defined as before). Hence, finally, a function /: Y -* K is 
jUy-integrable if and only if fY is ^-integrable, and that in this case we have 

(13.9.20.1) ffYdn- 

Likewise, a mapping u of Y into a topological space Z is ^-measurable 
if and only if the mapping u': X -» Z which extends u to X by giving u'(x) an 
(arbitrary) constant value for x e X — Y, is ^-measurable. 

Conversely, consider a closed subset Y of X and a positive measure v on 
Y, and let p be the canonical extension of v to X (13.1.7). Clearly we have 
v ~ PY • Also, if/e c/(Y), then the function g which is equal to / on Y and 
to +oo on X — Y belongs to ./(X), and we have v*(/) = p*(g). It follows 
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directly (13.5.5) that, for any mapping g : X -»R, we have p*(g) = v*(#| Y), 
and hence that such a mapping g is /Mntegrable if and only if g | Y is v- 
integrable, in which case we have 

(13.9.20.2) (g \Y)dv = g dg. 

Likewise, a mapping u of X into a topological space Z is ^-measurable if 
and only if u | Y is v-measurable. 

(13.9.21) If 7r: X -»X' is a homeomorphism, then a mapping u of X' into a 
topological space Y is 7t(/t)-measurable if and only \fu'on is ju-measurable. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let (fmn) be a double sequence of /x-measurable mappings of X into a metric space Y. 

Suppose that for each m the sequence (/„„)„> i converges almost everywhere to a 

function gm, and that the sequence (gm) converges almost everywhere to a function h. 

Show that there exist two strictly increasing sequences of integers (mk), (nk) such that 

the sequence (/„,*„*)*>i converges almost everywhere to h. (First prove the result when 

X is compact by observing that, for each s> 0, there exists a compact subset K^X 

such that p(X — K) s and such that the sequence (gm) and each of the sequences 

(/nn)n£i are uniformly convergent on K. Then pass to the general case by using the 
diagonal trick.) 

2. (a) Let /, g be two real-valued functions ^0, and suppose that g is ^-measurable. 

Show that g*(fg) = inf g*(ug), where u runs through the set of all /x-measurable 

functions 2>/. 

(b) Let /, g, h be three functions ^>0 on X, finite or not, and suppose that g and h 

are /x-measurable. Show that g*(f(g + h)) = p*(fg) + p*(fh) (using the convention 

of (13.11) for the product of 0 and + °o). 

3. Let /: X -> R be /x-measurable. For each n e Z, let A„ be the set of all x e X such that 

2""1 < |/(x)| ^2”. Show that/is integrable if and only if 2n/x(A„) < + co. 

4. Let (/„) be a sequence of integrable functions on X, converging simply to a function /. 

(a) If / is integrable and \ f dp = lim \ fn dp, show that for each £ > 0 there exists 
J n-+oo J 

an integrable set A, an integrable function g^> 0 and an integer n0 such that, for all 

n^n0, we have |Jx ^/.^/xj^e and |/„(*)| S. I#(*)l for all x e A. (Consider an 

integrable set B such that J/| dp ^ \e and such that/is bounded on B, and apply 

Egoroff’s theorem.) 
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(b) Suppose that, for each e > 0, there exists a measurable set A, an integrable 

tion g^O, and an integer n0 such that, for all n^n0i we have \f„\ dp <: 
JX —A 

|/„(x)| <] |#(x)| for all x eA. Show that / is integrable and that lim f \f—fn\ di 

Consider the converse. 
(c) Show by examples that the conditions of (a) are not sufficient and that th< 

ditions of (b) are not necessary for /to be integrable and f dp = lim /„ dp. 
J fl-*00 J 

5. If A is measurable and B is any subset of X, show that 

p*(B) = /a*(B n A) + p*(B n (X - A)). 

(If p*(B) < 4- oo, consider an integrable set Bi B such that p*(B) = p(Bi).) 

versely, show that if A satisfies this condition (for all B <= X), then A is measi 
(cf. Section 13.8, Problem 3). 

6. Suppose that X is compact. A bounded real-valued function / on X is said 
continuous almost everywhere (with respect to p) on X if the set of points of d: 
tinuity of /is negligible. 
(a) Give an example of a function/ which is continuous almost everywhere anc 
that there exists no continuous function g which is equal to /almost everywhere. 
(b) Suppose that the support of /a is equal to X. Show that a bounded real-\ 
function / defined on X is equal almost everywhere to an almost everywhere ci 
uous function on X if and only if there exists a subset A of X such that X - 
negligible and f\ A is continuous. (To show that the condition is sufficient, ol 
that A is dense in X and that the lower semicontinuous extension of /1A tc 
continuous at every point of A.) Deduce that /is measurable. Show that there 
a sequence (/„) of continuous functions on X which converges at every point of ] 
whose limit is almost everywhere equal to /(cf. Section 13.11, Problem 3). 
(c) Show that a real-valued function / on R which is continuous on the righi 

such that /(*+) =/(;c) for all x e R) is continuous except at the points of an at 
denumerable* set, and is therefore continuous almost everywhere with respi 
Lebesgue measure. (Apply Section 3.9, Problem 3 to the set A„ of points xeRat 
the oscillation of/is >1 In.) 

7. A partition w = (A«) of a set E is said to be finer than a partition w' = (A£) o 
for each index a, there exists ft such that A* A£. The partitions of E form an or 
set with respect to this relation. 
(a) Let X be a compact metric space. For each finite partition w — (A*) of > 
sisting of integrable sets and each bounded real-valued function / on X, put 

sJf) = £ inf f(x) ■ n(Ak), 
k x e Aic 

s.(/) = £ sup f{x) ■ KA*) 
k xeAk 

(“ Riemann sums ” relative to /and the partition w). Show that 

a/) ^ m*(/) ^ /**(/) ^ s j/)9 

and that if w is finer than w\ then sm»(f) <; sm(f) and S*(/) ^ S«'(/). 
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(b) A sequence (wn) of finite partitions of X is said to be fundamental if wn+1 is 

finer than wn for ail n and if the maximum of the diameters of the sets of run tends to 

0 as n tends to 4- oo. Show that if/is a bounded integrable function on X, then there 

exists at least one fundamental sequence (rcrn) of finite partitions of X, consisting of 

integrable sets, and such that the sequences (>«,„(/)) and (S<*„(/)) both tend to J* /dp. 

(c) Let/be bounded and continuous almost everywhere on X (Problem 6). Show that, 

for all fundamental sequences (wn) of finite partitions of X consisting of integrable 

sets, the sequences (sa„(f)) and (S«,„(/)) both tend to J /dfjL. (Observe that if A„ is the 

closed set of points xeXat which the oscillation of /(Section 3.14) is j>l/n, then 

fji(An) tends to 0 as n tends to + oo; each A„ has an open neighborhood V„ such 

that the points of V„ have a distance <l/n from A„ and such that ju,(V„) tends to 0. 

For a partition wk whose sets all have diameter <l/n, consider separately the sets of 

the partition which meet V„ and those which do not.) If /is bounded and lower semi- 

continuous on X, show that smn(f) tends to j f dfi for every fundamental sequence (wn) 

of finite partitions of X consisting of integrable sets. 

(d) A subset A of X is said to be quadrable (with respect to /x) if its characteristic 

function <pA is continuous almost everywhere, or equivalently if the frontier of A 

is /x-negligible. Show that every point x0 in X has a fundamental system of quad¬ 

rable open neighborhoods. (For each neighborhood V of x0, let /: X-> [0,1] be a 

continuous mapping such that f(x0) = 1 and f(x) — 0 for all xeX-V. For each 

«e ]0,1[, consider the set of points xeX such that f(x)> a.) Deduce that there 

exists a fundamental sequence of finite partitions of X consisting of sets which are 

either open or negligible. Give an example of a nonquadrable closed set (Section 

13.8, Problem 4(a); cf. Section 13.21, Problem 2). 

(e) Let (wn) be a fundamental sequence of finite partitions of X consisting of sets 

which are either open or negligible. If/is a bounded function on X, let g be the largest 

lower semicontinuous function ^/; show that smn(f) = smn(g). Deduce that the 

sequences (smn(f)) and (SOTn(/)) tend to the same limit if and only if / is continuous 

almost everywhere. 

(f) Use (e) to give an example of a negligible function / and a fundamental sequence 

(wn) of finite partitions of X consisting of integrable sets, such that the sequences 

(smn(/)) and (S<*„(/)) do not tend to the same limit. 

8. Let / be a measurable mapping of X into a complete metric space E, and let K be a 

compact subset of X. Show that /1 K can be approximated uniformly by measurable 

step-functions if and only if/(K) is relatively compact in E. 

9. Suppose that X is compact. Let (/„) be a sequence of /x-measurable finite real-valued 

functions on X. Show that the following properties are equivalent: 

(1) There exists a subsequence of (/,) which tends to 0 almost everywhere in X. 

(2) There exists a sequence (/„) of finite real numbers, such that lim sup |/„| > 0 
n-+ oo 

and such that the series with general term t„fn(x) converges almost everywhere in X. 

(3) There exists a sequence (tn) of finite real numbers such that ^ |/„| = + oo 
n 

and such that the series with general term t„fn(:c) converges absolutely almost every¬ 

where in X. 
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(To show that (1) implies (2) and (3), use Egoroff’s theorem. To show that (3 

plies (1). show that (3) implies that there exists an increasing sequence of intej 

subsets A* of X and a subsequence (f„k) of the sequence (/„), such that /x(Afc) tei 

ju,(X) and f \fnk\ d\i tends to 0, as k tends to -f oo.) 
J Ak 

10. Let X, Y be two locally compact spaces and tt : X -* Y a proper continuous mat 
Let /x be a positive measure on X, and let v — 7r(y) (Section 13.4, Problem 8). 

(a) A mapping g of Y into a topological space is v-measurable if and only if 

is /x-measurable. 
(b) A mapping g : Y R is v-integrable if and only if g ° tt is ju-integrable, anc 

we have j g dv = J {g ° tt) dyu. (Use Problem 12 of Section 13.8.) 

(c) Show that the support of v is the closure of rr (Supp(fx)). 

11. Let X be a locally compact space, «:X-^Xa continuous mapping, and yu a pc 

measure on X. Suppose that for each /x-negligible set N, the inverse image u 

is /x-negligible (cf. Problem 17). We shall write u~n(A) for (wn)-1(A), for each ii 

n ^ 1 and each subset A of X, and u° = lx. 
00 

If A is any /x-measurable subset of X, let Aent == (J «~n(A) be the set of { 
n = 0 

which “enter A at least once,” and let Arct = A n £/“l(Aem) be the set of points 
00 

which “return at least once to A”. Also put Aretinf = A n f) «""(Aent), the ! 
n = 0 

points of A which “return to A infinitely often*” The set A is said to be warn 

(relative to u) if the sets u~n(A) (n 0) are pairwise disjoint. 

The mapping u is said to be incompressible if, for each /x-measurable subset A 

such that A <= w-1(A), the set «-1(A) — A is negligible; or equivalently if, for 

/x-measurable subset B of X such that «-1(B) c B, the set B — w_1(B) is negli 

If u is not incompressible it is said to be compressible. 

(a) Show that the following four properties are equivalent: 

(a) u is incompressible. 
(/?) The wandering sets (relative to u) are negligible. 

(y) For each measurable set A, the set A — Aret is negligible. 

(8) For each measurable set A, the set A — Aret mr is negligible. 

(Observe that u~1(Aent) ^ Aent and that A — Aret is wandering.) 
(b) Show that u is compressible if and only if there exists a measurable real-v 

function / on X such that f{u(x)) ^ f(x) for all x eX and such that the set of p 

xeXat which f(u(x)) > f (x) has measure >0. (To show that the condition is suflfi 

argue by contradiction to show that it implies that there exists a rational num 

for which the set of points xeX such that f(x) < r < f(u(x)) is not negligible.) D< 

that if un is incompressible for some integer n > 1, then u is incompressible. 

(c) Suppose that X is compact and that the measure /x is invariant with respeci 

(cf. Section 13.4, Problem 8). Show that u is incompressible (“Poincare’s recur 
theorem ”). 

(d) Show that if u is incompressible, then there exists a negligible set N in X 

that, for every x $ N and every neighborhood V of x in X, there are infinitely ] 

integers n such that u?(x) e V. (Consider the sets U — Uret mr > as U runs throi 
denumerable basis of open sets of X.) 
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12. (a) Let (Oosi<» be a sequence of real numbers, and let m be an integer rgre. Let 

L„, be the set of indices i with the following property: there exists an integer p such 

that 0 <^p <m and t, + tl+i H-h h+P_i t 0. Show that £ U ^ °- (Observe that 
i 6 Lnt 

if i e Lm, and if p is the smallest of the integers with the above property, then 

/ + 1,..., / 4- P — 1 belong to Lm.) 
(b) Let X be a locally compact space and p a positive measure on X. Let u : X -> X 

be a proper continuous mapping such that u(p) = p. If/is any fx-integrable function 

on X, put f0 = f and fk—fouk(k^ 1). For each integer m, let Am be the measurable 

set of points xeX such that one of the sums f0(x) H~/i(x) -F *" -F/,(*), where p m, 

is 0. Show that J f(x) dpix) J> 0. (For each integer n> 0 and each x e X, consider 

the sequence (fi(x))0^t^n+m > and apply (a) to this sequence, denoting the correspond¬ 

ing set of indices by Lm(x). For each k n -F m, let B* be the set of x e X such that 
n + m f* 

k e Lm(x), and deduce from (a) that ^ fk(x) dp(x) g: 0. Now use the fact that 
k = 0 JBk 

Bfc = u~k(Am) for 0 <£ k ^ n to deduce that 

(n + 1) Ja fix) dp(x) + m J \f(x)\ dp(x) i> 0 

for all n.) If A is the union of the Am, conclude that J"A/(*) dp(x) = 0 (“ maximal 

ergodic theorem”). 
(c) Let a be a real number and C an integrable set such that 

l n- 1 
a < lim sup - £ fk(x) 

n-00 rt fc = 0 

for all x e C. Show that ap(C) :g JI/Ml ^/x(x). (Apply (b) to the function /— tf<pc ■) 

(d) Let a, b be two real numbers such that a< b. If E is the set of points xeX 

such that 

J n-l ln_1 
lim inf - £ fk(pc) < a < b < lim sup - £ fk(x), 

n-+ oo /Z Ic — 0 n-*oo U k= 0 

show that E is /x-negligible. (Deduce first from (c) that E is integrable, and then apply 

(b) to each of the functions (/— b)<pB and (a —f)<pE, using the fact that z/(E) <= E.) 

Hence show that, for almost all xeX, the sequence 

(-E1/(«*(*))) 
\n * = o / 

converges to a limit /*(;c), that /* is integrable and that /*(w(jc)) = /*(jc) almost 

everywhere (G. D. Birkhoflf’s ergodic theorem). (Take a, b to be all pairs of rational 

numbers such that a <b.) 

(e) If X is compact, show that J/* dp — J f dp. (Reduce to the case /^ 0, and 

consider first the case where/is bounded; then pass to the general case by observing 

that 1|/*| dp. <; J |/| dp.) 
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(f) Suppose that X is compact and fx(X) — 1. Consider a sequence (gn) of ju-integrable 

functions such that lim gn(x) = f{x) almost everywhere. Suppose moreover that there 
«-*• 00 

exists a ^t-integrable function G ^ 0 such that \gn\ ^ G almost everywhere, for each 

integer n. Show that under these conditions the sequence 

{- Z \n k a o / 

converges almost everywhere to f*(x). (Reduce to the case/= 0. For each s e ]0, 1[, 

there exists 8 > 0 such that, for each /u,-integrable subset B of X satisfying B) ^ 8, 

- we have J G dfx<^e2 (13.15.5). Next, there exists an integer m such that the set Ae 

of points xeX satisfying 

sup \gn(x)\ <:S2 

has measure fx(Ae) ^1—8. Let Gc be the function which is equal to e2 on Ac and to 

GonX-A£; then for n J> m and all x e X, we may write 

- Z 9k(uk(x)) 
n k—o 

- Z g&ftx)) 
n k = o 

+ - Z Ge(uk(x)). 
n k — o 

Deduce from (c) that the set of points x e X such that 

11 
lim sup Z gk(uk(x)) > £ 

has measure <[ 2s.) 

13. Let X be a locally compact space, (jl a positive measure on X, and «:X->Xa con¬ 

tinuous mapping such that, for each p-negligible set N, the set w“!(N)is /x-negligible. 

A measurable real-valued function / on X is said to be p-invariant with respect to 

u if /o u and / are equal almost everywhere (relative to p). A fi-measurable subset 

A of X is said to be p-invariant with respect to u if its characteristic function is p- 

invariant with respect to u. 

(a) For a measurable function / to be /u-invariant with respect to w, it is necessary 

and sufficient that, for each rational number r, the set of points xeX such that 

f(x)^r should be /^-invariant with respect to u. (To show that the condition is 

sufficient, consider the set of points x e X such that f(u(x)) =#/(*).) 

(b) From now on, suppose that u is proper and the measure fi-invariant with respect 

to u (i.e., u(p) — p). The mapping u is said to be ergodic with respect to p (or p is 

ergodic with respect to u) if the only /x-measurable functions which are /^-invariant 

with respect to u are constant almost everywhere. Then, for every fi-integrable function 
/ on X, the function 

/*(*) = lim (- £ /(«“(*)) 
n-»oo \tl k = 0 

is constant almost everywhere. If X is compact, the value of the constant is 

. Conversely, if X is compact and if /* is constant almost every¬ 

where, for every /x-integrable function /, then u is ergodic. 
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(c) Take X to be the circle U : \z\ — 1 in C, and ft to be the image of Lebesgue 

measure under the mapping t\—>e2nit of [0, 1] onto U. If B is irrational, show that the 

mapping u : z\-+e2ni6z leaves ft invariant and is ergodic with respect to ft. (Use Bohl’s 
theorem, Section 13.4, Problem 7.) 

(d) Suppose that X is compact and u ergodic with respect to /x. If A and B are 

ft-measurable subsets of X, show that 

lim - Z ft(ir*(A) n B) = ft(A)/x(B)/ft(X). 
n->oo Yl fc= 0 

Conversely, if this formula is satisfied for all pairs of measurable subsets A, B in X, 

then u is ergodic with respect to ft. 

(e) Suppose that X is compact and u ergodic with respect to ft. If a measurable 

function 0 is such that 

lim - 2 /(«*(*)) 
n-* oo ft k=0 

exists almost everywhere, then/is integrable. (Consider /as the limit of an increasing 

sequence of bounded functions.) 

(f) Suppose that X is compact, that u is ergodic with respect to ft, and that 

Supp(ft) = X. Show that, for almost all x e X, the set of points u”(x) (n ^ 0) is dense 

in X. 

14. Let X be a compact space, u : X X a continuous mapping, and ft a positive measure 

on X, invariant with respect to u and of total mass 1. Let A be a /x-measurable subset 

of X. For each x e A, let n(x) denote the smallest integer n 1 such that w"(*) e A. 

If we put A„ = u~n{A) and B„ = u~n(X — A), then the set of points x e A for which 

n(x) — m is A0 n Bj n B2 r\ • • • n Bm_ j n Am, and hence the function x\-+n(x) is 

measurable. 

(a) Put a0 = 1 and ocm = /x(B0 n Bx n * • • n Bm^i) (m ^ 1). Show that 

/x(A0 n Bx n B2 n • • • n Bm_i n Bm n Am + 1) = ocm — 2am+1 + am + 2 

for all m ^ 0. 

(b) Show that the series whose general term is am — am + i is convergent and that its 

terms form a decreasing sequence (interpret ocm — ocm+1 as the measure of a set). 

Deduce that lim m(ocm — ocm+1) = 0. 
m~+ ca 

(c) Let Boo = H • Show that 

Ja«(x) dfju(x) = 1 - /x(Boo) 

(“Kac’s theorem”: use (a) and (b)). Consider the case where u is ergodic with respect 

to /x, and ft(A) > 0. 

(d) Suppose that u is bijective and ergodic with respect to ft, and that fx(A) > 0. 

Let Em be the set of points x e A such that n(x) = m. Show that the complement in 

A of (J Em is negligible (cf. Problem 11(a)). Show that the sets up(Ew) for m ^ 1 
m— 1 

and 0 <; p < m are mutually disjoint, and that the complement of their union in X 

is negligible (“Kakutani’s skyscraper”). 
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15. Let / be a lower (or upper) semicontinuous real-valued function on R". Let X be a 

locally compact space and uu un universally measurable finite real-valued functions. 

Show that f(ul9..., u„) is universally measurable (cf. Problem 17). 

16. With the notation of Section 12.7, Problem 3, show that there exist n universally 

measurable mappings t\—*zk{t) of Cn into C (1 ^k^n) such that 

Pt(X) = X" + /iX" ~1 + • • • + tn = n (X - zk(t)). 
k~0 

(By induction on the degree n, using Problem 15.) 

17. Let /be the continuous function on 1= [0,1] which was defined in Section 4.2, 

Problem 2(d), such that the restriction of /to the Cantor set K is a bijection of K onto 

I. Let g be the function defined by g(x) = x 4-/(*); then g is a homeomorphism of I 

onto 21 = [0,2], such that #(K) is a compact set of measure 1 (with respect to 

Lebesgue measure), although K is negligible. If h(x) = g~l(lx), then h is a homeo¬ 

morphism of I onto I such that h~1(K) is not negligible with respect to Lebesgue 

measure. Moreover, if A is a nonmeasurable set (with respect to Lebesgue measure) 

contained in #(K), then the set B = A(£A) is negligible and therefore measurable. The 

function <pB 0 h is not measurable, although h is continuous and <pB is measurable 
(cf. (16.23)). 

18. (a) Let / be a finite continuous real-valued function on R. Show that there exists a 

real-valued function g on R which is universally measurable and such that /(#(*)) = x 
for all x e/(R) (cf. Section 12.7, Problem 1). 

(b) Assume that there exists a partition of I = [0,1] into a family (H„)n€Z of non¬ 

measurable sets (with respect to Lebesgue measure) such that Card (H„) = Card(R) 

for all neZ. Let K be the Cantor set (Section 4.2, Problem 2) and F = (J (K + n), 
n e Z 

so that F is a negligible closed set. Show that there exists a bijection /: R -► R such 

that/(F n ]n, n 4 1 [) = H„ for all n, and such that / is linear in each of the com¬ 

ponent intervals of CF. Then / is measurable with respect to Lebesgue measure, but 
f~l is not. 

19. Let X be a locally compact space and ju a positive measure on X. Let D be a de¬ 

numerable dense subset of R. Show that a mapping /: X -+ S. is /x-measurable if and 

only if, for each r e D, the set of points x e X such that f(x)^.r is ju-measurable. 

20. Suppose ix bounded and fx(X) — 1. If / ^ 0 is an integrable function, show that 

(1+/2)1/2 is integrable and that, if A=J/afju, then 

(1 + A2)1'2 S J(1 +/2)1/2 rf/x ^ 1 + A. 

(Use Problem 14(a) of Section 13.8.) 

21. Let X, Y, Z be three locally compact spaces, if/: X -* Y and g : Y Z are universally 

measurable, show that g of is universally measurable. (To show that# o/is ^-measur¬ 

able where [x is any positive measure on X, reduce to the case where X is compact and 

consider the measure/fyx) on Y (Section 13.4, Problem 8).) In particular, if B ^ Y is 
universally measurable, then/-1(B) is universally measurable. 
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22. Let X be a locally compact space, Y a compact space, /x a positive measure on X, and 

(/,)„> o a sequence of /x-measurable mappings from X to Y. Show that there exists a 

mapping (p, jc)i—>ctp(jc) of N x X into N with the following properties: (1) for each 

integer p ^ 0 and each integer nl> 0, the set <jPl{n) is /x-measurable; (2) for each 

x eX, the sequence (/ffp(x)(*))P>o converges in Y. (One method is as follows. Taking 
a distance function on Y, define universally measurable subsets As of Y satisfying 

conditions (i) and (ii) of Section 4.2, Problem 3(a) and such that (in the same notation) 

AS'OAs« = 0. Then define subsets Bs of X inductively as follows: if Bs has been 

defined in such a way that, for each reBs, infinitely many terms of the sequence 

(/«(*)) belong to As, we define Bs- as the set of all points x e&s such that infinitely 

many terms of the sequence (fn(x)) belong to As*, and we define Bs« to be the com¬ 

plement of BS' in Bs. Now let xeX and let (£p)pSs0 be the sequence of 0’s and l’s 

such that, if sp = (£/)0 < £ ^p, then x e BSp for all p. Define ap(x) by induction as follows: 

cr0(x) is the smallest integer n such that fn(x) e ASq , and ap(x) is the smallest integer 

n > ap_i(x) such that fn(x) e ASp. Use Problem 21 to verify that this definition of ap(x) 

satisfies the conditions of the problem.) 

23. Let /x be a bounded positive measure on X and let 0 be a /x-integrable function. 

Show that there exists a lower semicontinuous function g such that g^l/f (with 

the convention that 1/0= +oo) and such that gf is integrable (with the convention 

that the product of 0 and + oo is 0). (Reduce to the case where/is bounded; consider 

the sets A„ of points * e X such that f(x) 1 /«, and apply (13.7.9) to these sets to 

construct g.) 

24. Let X, Y be locally compact spaces, /x a positive bounded measure on X, and rr a 

/x-measurable mapping from X to Y. For each /e ^TR(Y), show that f o rr is /x-integ¬ 

rable and that the mapping /h-*J (/° rr) dp, is a positive measure v on Y (called the 

image of /x under rr, and denoted by 7t(/x)). Generalize the results of Section 13.8, 

Problem 12, and Section 13.9, Problems 10 to 14. 

25. Let X be a compact space and let (wn) be a sequence of finite partitions of X consisting 

of integral sets, such that wm is finer then wn whenever m > n (Problem 7). An ele¬ 

mentary martingale relative to the sequence (wn) is by definition a sequence (/„) of 

integrable functions §:0 such that: 

(i) fn is constant on each set of the partition 

(ii) If m > n, for each set A e wn we have 

S/"dii=S/”dij- 
(in other words, on each set A e m„ the value of /„ is equal to the average of fm over A), 

(a) Let a, b be real numbers such that 0 a <b, and let Eab be the integrable set of 

points x eX such that 

lim inf f„(x) < a <b< lim sup fn(x). 
n-+ oo n~*oo 

Show that Efl& is negligible. (Suppose if possible that /x(Eflb) > 0. For each integer 

p > 0, let Fp be the union of the sets A e wn {n ^ p) such that A r\ Eflb ^ 0; if F = 

p| Fp, then /x(F) ^ p(Eab) > 0. Show that for each integer p and each A e wn in ^.p) 
p 

such that A n Eflb # 0, we have b * /x(A n Fq) a • /x(A) for all q > n, by using the 
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definition of a martingale; now let + oo, then p-+ + oo, and so obtain a contra¬ 

diction.) 
(b) Deduce from (a) that the sequence (/„) converges almost everywhere to an 

integrable function /. (Give a, b rational values, and use Fatou’s lemma.) 

(c) Give an example where jfdp. is not equal to the (constant) value of the integrals 

Jfn d[x. (Take X = [0,1] and take fi to be Lebesgue measure; take wn to consist of the 

intervals [0, 2“n[, [2“", 2~n+1[, ..., [J, 1].) 
(d) Let F(x) = sup /„(x). Show that there exists a constant C > 0 such that, for all 

n 

a > 0, if BCT is the set of points x such that F(x) > a, we have /x(Ba) g C/a. (Remark 

that Ba is the union of the sets Ba, „ = {x e X: fn(x) > a}.) 

26. With the hypotheses of Problem 25, let a be another finite partition of X into ju,- 

integrable sets. For each x e X and each integer n, let B e a and A e wn be the sets of 

the partitions a and wn which contain x; put /„(x) = 0 if ju(A) = 0, and fn(x) = 

jjl(B n A)ftx(A) if fx(A) > 0. Show that the sequence (fn(x)) converges almost every¬ 

where to a limit f(x)<> 1, and that the sequence (/„) converges in mean to /. (For each 

set B e cr, observe that the functions cp^fn form an elementary martingale for the 

measure <pB • p, and use Problem 25.) 

27. Let X be a compact space with measure fx(X) — 1, and let a = (Ai)i^f<n be a finite 

partition of X into integrable subsets. For each x e X, if A* e a is the set containing 

x, the number 

y(a; x) = - log ix(Ai) 

is called the information at the point x corresponding to the partition a. The number 

H(a) = fy(«; *) d^x) = - t /x(A*) log /x(A,) ^ 0 
J i= 1 

(with the convention that t log t = 0 when t = 0) is called the entropy of the partition 

a (relative to the measure /x). It is the44 average ” of the information corresponding to a. 

If j3 = (Bkh^fc*;*, is another finite partition of X into integrable subsets, the number 

H(a/jS) = -D KA« n Bn) log(M(A, n Bt)/,x(Bt)) ^ 0 
i, k 

(in which the terms for which ju,(Bfc) = 0 are replaced by 0) is called the entropy of a 

relative to ft. If a> is the partition consisting of the single set X, then H(a/co) = H(a). 

(a) If (ais a finite sequence of finite partitions of X into integrable sets, we 
n 

denote by V a, or ax V a2 V ... V a„ the coarsest of the partitions which are finer 
j = i 

than all the a j, that is to say the partition consisting of all nonempty intersections 

A1nA2n-',nA„, 
where Aj e ocj for each j. 

If a, ft, y are three finite partitions of X into integrable sets, show that 

H((a V j8)/y) = H(«/y) + H(j8/(a V y)) 

and Ln particular 

H(a Vj8) = H(a) + H(j8/«). 
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Deduce that if a is coarser than then H(a/y) g H(jS/y), and in particular 

H(a) g H(j8). 
(b) With the same notation, show that if is coarser than y then H(a//3) H(a/y) 

(use the fact that the function t^t log * is convex in [0, 1]). In particular, we have 

H(a) H(a/y). For arbitrary a, /3, y, we have 

and in particular 

H((a V j8)/y) £ H(a/y) + H(j8/y) 

H(a V jS)gH(a) + H(j8). 

28. Let X be a compact space with measure /x(X) = 1, and let u : X X be a ^-measurable 

mapping such that u(fjc) = /x (Problem 24). Let a be a finite partition of X into inte¬ 

grate subsets; if a = (Afc)i , we denote by u~n(oc) the partition formed by the sets 

w“n(Afc),l ^k^m. 

(a) With the notation of Problem 27, show that the limit 

h(u, oc) = lim - H 
n~* oo Yl 

exists and is finite. (If an = H 
( 
"“I \ 
V u~J(oc)), show by the use of Problem 27(b) that 

J = 0 / 

am+n ^ am 4- an, and then copy the proof of (15.2.7(i)). The number /i(w, a) is called 

the entropy of u relative to oc. Show that h(u, a) H(a) (use Problem 27). 

(b) If a, j8 are two finite partitions of X into integrable subsets, show that 

h(u, a V jS) g /z(w, a) + A(w, /3) 

/*(*, oc) <, A(«, j8) + H(a/0). 

If also a is coarser than j8, then A(w, a) g h(u, j8). (Use Problem 27.) 
(c) Show that 

h(u, oc) = lim H 
n-v oo 

(Prove by induction on n that 

H^V «-'(<*) j = H(a) + E* H\ocj^ 

by using Problem 27.) 

(d) Show that, for each integer m |> 1, 

/i(w, a) = h j w, V u~J(a.) 
\ J=o 

(Observe that the right-hand side is equal to 

1 /m+n-l 

lim - HI V w J(a) 
n-*oo n y j — 0 

and use Problem 27.) If in addition u is bijective and u~l is /x-measurable, then for 
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each integer m 5: 1 we have 

h{u, a) = hiu, V uj(oc) 
\ J= ~m 

(same method). 
(e) Put h(u) = sup h(u, a), where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions of 

a 

X into jtx-integrable subsets. The number h(u) is called the entropy of u (relative to 

the measure ju). Show that, for each integer m 1, we have h(um) = mh(u). (Remark 

that 

a) S h^um, V w-J(a)^ = mh(u, a).] 

If moreover u is bijective and u 1 is /u-measurable, then h(u l) = h{u). 

(f) Show that A(lx) = 0, where lx is the identity mapping of X. Deduce that if 

up = lx for some integer p > 0, then h(u) = 0. 

10. INTEGRALS OF VECTOR-VALUED FUNCTIONS 

Consider first a mapping f of X into a ^mte-dimensional real vector space 
m 

E. Let (ei)1g,-gm be a basis of E, and put f(x) = X/i(x)ei for each xeX. 
i = 1 

Then f is said to be integrable (with respect to g) or fi-integrable if each of the 
real-valued functions /, is integrable, and we define 

f(x) dg(x) = jr ( J/j(x) dg(x) . 

It is immediately checked that this definition is independent of the basis 
chosen. If ||z|| is a norm defining the topology of E, then we have the follow¬ 
ing criterion: 

(13.10.2) A mapping f : X ->E is integrable if and only if f is measurable and 

J*||f(x)U dp(x) < -1- oo. The function xk ||f(x)|| is then integrable. 

For f is measurable if and only if the f(\ Si Sri) are measurable, by 
(13.9.6); also there exist two constants a, b such that 

i i 

by (5.9.1). The result now follows from (13.9.13) and (13.9.6). 

In particular, a complex function / on X is integrable if and only if <%f 

(13.10.1) 
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and Jf are integrable, and we have 

/^ = J(^/)d/x + ; jw)^, 

from which it follows immediately that 

fdg = fdg. 
%) •/ 

The set £££(X, \i) of /i-integrable functions on X with values in C is a1 vector 

space over C, and /h-> j f dp is a linear form on this vector space. Further¬ 

more, if/is any complex-valued integrable function, then |/| is integrable and 

(13.10.3) I/I dii. 

For since |/| = ((^/)2 + («//)2)1/2, it follows that |/| is measurable 
(13.9.6), and we have p*(\f\) S /i*(|^/|) + P*(\^f\)- Hence the first assertion, 
by (13.9.13). Also there exists a complex number ( of absolute value 1 such 

that CKf) = and hence IM/)I = ^MC/)) = ^ K\f\l which 
establishes (13.10.3). 

If E' is the dual of the finite-dimensional vector space E, then to say that 
the/ are integrable is equivalent to saying that, for each z' e E', the mapping 

xh-><f(x),z'> is integrable (because it is a linear combination of the /). We 
generalize this as follows: if I is any set, then a mapping x\-+fx of X into the 
vector space K1 (where K = R or C) is scalarly p-integrable if for each 
a e I the function xi—►/*(/) is integrable. 

(13.10.4) Let Ebea Frichet space, E' its dual (12.15). Let x^ fx be a scalarly 
integrable mapping of X into E' such that, for each convergent sequence (a„) 
in E, there exists a function g ^ 0 defined on X such that p*(g) < +oo and 
|fx(an)| ^ g(x) for all n, almost everywhere in X. Then there exists a continuous 

linear form z' e E' on E such that <z, z'> = Jf/z) dp(x)for all zeE. 

By (3.13.4) it is enough to show that if (an) is a sequence in E with limit z 

then ff/z) dp(x)= lim ffx(an) dp(x); and this follows from (13.8.4). 
n-> oo ^ 

The linear form z' so defined is called the integral (or weak integral) of 

the function xv~>fx with respect to g, and is denoted by Jfx dg(x). Hence, for 
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all X e E, we have 

(13.10.5) fx(z.) dn(x). 

If In particular E is a Hilbert space, then since there is a semilinear iso¬ 

metry zh>;(z) °f E onto its dual E' (12.15), we can define the notion of a 
scalarly integrable mapping x\-+f(x) of X into E: this means that, for each 
z e E the complex-valued function xi—>(f(x) |z) is integrable. If the function 
xl_»|jf(x)|| is integrable, then by (13.10.4) there exists a unique element of E, 

denoted by J f(X) dg(x) and called the integral (or weak integral) of f, with 

the property that 

(13.10.6) (Tf(x)rfM(x)|z) (f(x)|z)4u(x) 

for all zeE. 

PROBLEMS 

1. If a mapping x\—>fx of X into R1 is scalarly ^-integrable, then the element 

a J fx(a) dfx(x) 

of R1 is called the integral of the mapping and is denoted by J (x dp(x). If, for all * e X, 

fx belongs to a weakly closed convex set A in R1 and if X is integrable and p(X) = 1, 

then the integral ffxdp(x) also belongs to A. (Use Problem 13 of Section 12.15.) 

2. Let E be a separable real Frechet space and E' its dual (12.15). It follows from the 

Hahn-Banach theorem (Section 12.15, Problem 4) that the linear mapping cE which 

maps each z e E to the linear form z' \—+ <z, z'> on E', is an injective mapping of E into 

RE and is continuous with respect to the product topology on RE'. If K is any compact 

subset of E, the restriction cE | K is a homeomorphism of K onto the subspace cE(K) 
of RE' (12.3.6). 

(a) Suppose that K is a compact convex subset of E. A mapping f of X into K is said 
to be scalarly fx-integrable if, for each z' e E', the real-valued function xk <f(x), z'> is 

/x-integrable. Using the remarks above and Problem 1, show that there then exists 

a unique vector zeK such that <z, z'> = J<f(*), z'> dp(x) for all z' eE'. This vector 

z is denoted by J f dp or Jf(x) d/x(x), and is called the integral of f. 
In particular, if X — K and f is the identity mapping 1K, for any positive measure 

/x on K with total mass equal to 1, the element b^= [z^ofKis called the barycenter 

Of fJL. J 

(b) Let H be a compact subset of E. Show that the closed convex hull K of H is 
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compact (by proving that it is precompact) and coincides with the set of barycenters 

of positive measures with total mass 1 and support contained in H. (Remark that as 

p, runs through the set P <= M + (H) of positive measures with total mass 1, the mapping 

/x h->bM is continuous with respect to the vague topology on P and the topology induced 

on K by the product topology on RE', and use Section 13.4, Problem 12.) 

3. Let E be a separable real Frechet space and A a closed convex subset of E. Show that 

every convex function / (Section 13.9, Problem 14) which is lower semicontinuous on 

A is the upper envelope (12.7) of a family of functions which are the restrictions to A of 

continuous affine linear functions on E (i.e., functions of the form zi—+ w(z), where 

u is a continuous linear form on E, and a s R). (Apply the Hahn-Banach theorem to 

the closed convex set of points (z, £) e E x R such that z e A and £ ]>/(z).) 

4. Let E be a separable real Frechet space, K a compact convex subset of E, fia positive 

measure of total mass 1 on K, and b^ the barycenter of /x (Problem 2). Show that 

if / is a convex real-valued function ^ 0 which is lower semicontinuous on K, then 

/(bn) S J /dfx (use Problem 3). 

5. (a) Let E be a separable Frechet space, K a compact convex subset of E, and z a 

point of K. Show that every positive measure [x on K, with total mass 1, which has z 

as barycenter, lies in the vague closure of the set of positive measures of total mass 1 

and finite support which have z as barycenter. (Let U be a neighborhood of /x with 

respect to the vague topology, consisting of measures v on K such that \fx(fi) — v(f)\ ^ 8 

for some functions }\ e ^C(K). Show that there exists a finite number of points a, e K, 

and for each j a compact convex neighborhood Wj of slj in K, such that the W/ cover 

K and — /<(aj)| < for each i and each yeW j. Show (by using a continuous 

partition of unity) that we can write fx in the form &j[Xj, where each fxj is a positive 
j 

measure of total mass 1 and support contained in Wj, and each ocj ^ 0 and£ ocj — 1. 
j 

If Zj is the barycenter of fxj, show that the barycenter of v =]T a, is z, and that 

v e U.) J 
(b) Let K' be a compact subset of K, such that K is the closed convex hull of K'. For 

a point z e K to be an extremal point of K (Section 12.15, Problem 5) it is necessary 

and sufficient that ez should be the only positive measure on K' with total mass 1 

and z as barycenter. (Use (a) to prove that the condition is necessary.) 

6. Let E be a separable real Frechet space and K a compact convex subset of E. Show that 

there exists a strictly convex continuous real-valued function on K. (The set sd of re¬ 

strictions to K of continuous affine linear functions on E is a subspace of the separable 

metrizable space ^r(K), hence contains a dense sequence (hn). Show that, for suitable 

scalars a„>0, the function a„ hi satisfies the required conditions, by using the 
n 

Hahn-Banach theorem.) 

7. Let E be a separable real Fr6chet space, K a compact convex subset of E; let u be a 

convex continuous real-valued function on K, let G c E x R be the graph of w, and 

let S be the closed convex hull of G in E x R. 

(a) Let v be the lower envelope of the continuous affine linear functions w on E such 

that w(z) u( z) for all zgK. Show that S is the set of points (z, £) e E x R such that 
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z e K and u(z) ^ £ <= *>(*)• (By the Hahn-Banach theorem, the points (z, £) belonging 

to S are those with the following property: if h is any continuous affine linear function 

onExR such that h( y, u(y)) 0 for ail yeK, then /z(z, £) J> 0. (Use Problem 5.) 

(b) Show that if u is strictly convex in K, then u(z) < v(z) for all nonextremal points 

z in K. 

(c) Show that, for each point z e K, there exists a positive measure p on K having z 

as barycenter and such that v(z) = ju(y) dp{y). (Apply Problem 2(b) to the closed 

convex hull S of the compact set G in E x R.) Deduce from Problem 4 that u(z) = v(z) 

almost everywhere in K, with respect to p. 

8. Let E be a separable real Frechet space and K a compact convex subset of E. 

(a) Show that the set M of extremal points of K is the intersection of a sequence of 

open sets of K, and therefore universally measurable. (In the space K x K x [0,1], 

consider the set of triples (z', z". A) such that z' ^ z" and 0 < A < 1, and its image 

K — M under the mapping (z', z". A) i—»Az' -j- (1 — A)z".) 

(b) Prove that every point of K is the barycenter of a positive measure p on K, with 

total mass 1, such that p(K — M) = 0 (“ Choquet’s theorem ”)• (Use Problems 6 and 7.) 

9. Extend the results of Problems 2 to 8 to the case of a convex and vaguely compact 

subset K of M+(X), where X is a compact space (cf. Section 12.15, Problem 13). 

11. THE SPACES L1 AND L2 

Throughout the remainder of this chapter we shall make the following 
convention: the function (x,y)\-*xy will be extended to R x R by putting 
xy = 0 whenever one of the factors is 0 and the other is + oo (of course, this 
extension to R of the multiplication on R is not continuous). With this 
convention, we have x(yz) = (xy)z for all x, y, z e R, and the relations 
x Sy and z g: 0 imply xz ^ yz. 

If/ is any mapping of X into R, we put 

(13.11.1) NxCO I/I dp, N 2(/) = NiCI/l2)1'2. 

(13.11.2) For all mappings0 andg^. 0 ofX into R, we have 

(13.11.2.1) Np(f+g) ^ Np(f) + Np(#) (p = 1, 2). 

This has already been proved for p = 1 (13.5.6). For p = 2 we shall first 
prove (with the above convention for products in K) the generalized Cauchy- 

Schwarz inequality 

(13.11.2.2) N.ifg) ^ N2(/)N2(<7). 

This inequality is true if one of the factors on the right-hand side is zero. 
If for example N2(/) =0, then g2 is negligible and therefore so is g (13.6.3) 
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hence also fg (with the above convention) (13.6.3), and so both sides of 
(13.11.2.2) are zero. Next, the inequality is true when one of the factors on 
the right-hand side is 4- oo (for the same reason). Hence we may assume that 
both factors on the right-hand side of (13.11.2.2) are finite and nonzero, 
which implies (13.6.4) that / and g are finite almost everywhere. Now if 
a, b are any two real numbers ^ 0, we have 

lab S ta2 4- t~lb2 

for all scalars * ^ 0. Bearing in mind (13.6.5) and (13.5.6), it follows that 

2 fg dp S (tf2 + t xg2) dii St f2 dfi + t 
r* 

g2 dg. 

Putting t = N2(#)/N2(/), we have the inequality (13.11.2.2). 

To prove (13.11.2.1) when p — 2, we may again restrict ourselves to 
the case where N2(/) and N2(#) are finite, and / and g are ^ 0. Since 
(/+ g)2 S 2(/2 + g2), it follows that N2(f + g) is finite. We may assume 
that N2(/ + g) 7^ 0. Moreover, we have 

(/+ g)2 =/(/+ g) + g(f+ g) 

with the convention at the beginning of this section; hence ((13.5.6) and 
(13.11.2.2)) 

(N2(/+ g))2 = N^/4 g)2) S Ni(/(/+ g)) + N 1(g(f+ g)) 

S N2(/)N2(/Hh g) + N2(^r)N2(/+ g) 

from which (13.11.2.1) follows, by dividing through by N2(/ + g) # 0. 

(13.11.3) If (fn) is any sequence of functions on X with values in R, then 

(13.11.3.1) Np( N,</J (P = 1.2)- 
\n= 1 } n~1 

This also has already been proved for p — 1 (13.5.8). The proof is similar 

for p =1\ the sequence of functions *s increasing and has 

(M as its upper envelope. Since (Ni(#„))^2 £ N2(A)> by (13.11.2.1) 
k= 1 

and induction on n, we can apply (13.5.7) to the sequence (#„) to obtain the 
result. 

We have already (13.7.3) defined the set Jz?*(X, pi) of (finite) real-valued 
/r-integrable functions, and we have seen that it is a vector space. Likewise, 
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the set of all real-valued p-measurable functions / such that /2 is integrable 
is a vector space «£?r(X, p) (also denoted by «£?r(/i) or JS?r). For if / and g 

are measurable and /2 and g2 are integrable, then / 4- g is measurable by 
virtue of (13.11.2.1), and it follows from (13.9.13) that (/ + g)2 is integrable. 

There exist functions/which are non-measurable, such that/2 is integrable 
(Problem 2). 

By abuse of language, the space ££j*(X, p) is called the space of square- 

integrable functions. Since Np(af) = |tf|Np(/) for p= 1, 2 and any scalar 
<2t^0, it follows from (13.11.2.1) that Np is a seminorm on the space 
J*?£(X, p). The set Jf of functions / such that Np(f) = 0 is in both cases the 
vector subspace of negligible (finite) real-valued functions (13.6.3). Hence 
the space i?£(X, p) is not in general Hausdorff with respect to the topology 
defined by the seminorm Np. The quotient space L£(X, p) = i?£(X, p)/N 
(also denoted by L£(ju) or L£) is the space of equivalence classes f of integrable 
functions when p = 1, square-integrable functions when p = 2 (13.6). A 
function which is defined and finite almost everywhere in X is said to be 
square-integrable if its class belongs to Lr . 

The number Np(f) is the same for all functions / belonging to a class 
/e L£, and is denoted by Np(f). From (12.14.8) it follows that /h->Np(/) 
is a norm on L£ ip — 1, 2). 

(13.11.4) (Fischer-Riesz Theorem) The normed space L£(X, p) is com¬ 

plete (p = 1,2) (in other words, it is a Banach space). More precisely: 

(i) If (gn) is a sequence of functions on X whose classes belong to L£, 
OO 

and if £ Np(#„) < + oo, then the series whose general term is gn{x) converges 
n= 1 

00 

absolutely in R almost everywhere. If g(x) = £ g„(x), the class g of the func- 
n~ 1 

oo 

tion g (defined almost everywhere) belongs to L£, and we have g = £ £„ 
n= 1 

in the normed space L£. 

(ii) If (/„) is a sequence of functions such that the sequence (/„) of their 

equivalence classes is a Cauchy sequence in LjJ, then there exists a subsequence 

(yiik) such that (fnk(x)) converges to a limit fix') in R almost everywhere. For 

each such subsequence (/J, the class f off belongs to L£ and is the limit of 

the sequence (/„) in the normed space L£. 

(iii) Let (fn) be a sequence of functions belonging to Jz?£(X, p) such that 

the sequence (fn(x)) converges almost everywhere to a limit f(x), and suppose 

that there exists a function h 6 «Sf^(X, p) such that |/„(x)| ^ h(x) almost every¬ 

where, for all n. Then the class f of f belongs to L£ and is the limit of the 
sequence (Jn) in the normed space L£. 
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To show that L£ is complete, it is clearly enough to prove (i) and (ii). We 
have already proved (i) in the case p = 1 (13.8.5). When p = 2, it follows from 

00 

the hypotheses and (13.11.3.1) that the function Z \gn\ is finite almost every- 
n= 1 

00 
where (13.6.4), and hence the series Z \gn(x)\ converges in R for almost all 

It = 1 
00 00 

x e X. Hence the same is true for Z g„(x), and since \g(x)\ <; Z \gn(x)\ almost 
n~1 h = 1 

everywhere, we have N2(#) < +co by (13.11.3.1). Moreover, g is measurable 
(13.9.11), hence its class belongs to Lj. Since 

n 

9(x)~ Y.9k{*) 
k = 1 

^ z i?t(*)i 
k = n + 1 

for all n and almost all x e X, it follows frbm (13.11.3.1) that 

^2(0 - Z 9k) ^ Z N2(0fc) 
\ k= 1 / *=/»+! 

which is arbitrarily small for large n. Hence g = n- 
n= 1 

(ii) To prove the first assertion, it is enough to show that, for a suitably 
00 

chosen subsequence (/„k), the series / (x) + Z (/»„+ ,W -/„„(*)) converges 
k = 1 

almost everywhere, and that if /(x) is its sum (defined almost everywhere) 
then/ = lim /„. We define the sequence (nk) inductively to satisfy 

n~* 00 

Np(/U-/J£2-‘ 

for all /c ^ 1 (and =1); then it follows from (i) that the series 

/„,(*)+ Z(/n, + 1W-/nkW) 
fc=l 

converges almost everywhere and that, if /(x) is its sum, then / = limf„k 
k-* 00 

in Lg. Since (/„) is a Cauchy sequence, it follows that / = lim Jn in L£, 
!»-*■ 00 

by (3.14.2). To prove the second assertion, the preceding argument maybe 
applied by replacing the sequence (/„) by any subsequence (fnk) which has a 
limit almost everywhere. 

(iii) For each n let gn = sup \fn+h —/B+fc|. Then gn is ^ 0 and meas- 
hZO, k£0 

urable (13.9.11), and belongs to ifg (13.9.13) because \gn\ ^ 2h. The sequence 
(.g„) is decreasing and by hypothesis tends to 0 almost everywhere, hence 
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lim Np(^„) = 0 (13.8.1). This shows that the sequence (/„) is a Cauchy 
«-*• oo 

sequence in L&, and converges to / by virtue of (ii) and the hypotheses. 

A sequence (/„) in ifg which converges to / e £ with respect to the 
topology defined by the seminorm is said to converge in the mean to / when 
p = 1, and to converge in square mean to / when p = 2. It can happen that 
/„ tends to / in this sense but that the sequence (fn(x)) does not converge 
in R for any xeX (Problem 1). 

(13.11.5) Let $ c be a dense set of functions (with respect to the topology 
defined by the seminorm Np). Then, /or function f e , there exists a 
sequence of functions gneS such that the sequence (gn(x)) converges almost 
everywhere to f{x) and such that gn tends to / in S£^. 

This follows immediately from (13.11.4) and the fact that in the metric 
space L£ there exists a sequence (gn) of classes of functions belonging to $, 
with/ as limit (3.13.13). 

This result applies in particular when $ = XR(X): 

(13.11.6) (i) The subspace JfR(X) is dense in J?R(X9 p) (p = 1, 2). 
(ii) For each compact subset K o/X, the topology induced on c?fR(X; K) 

by the topology of i?£(X, p) is coarser than the topology defined by the 
norm ||/||. 

(iii) The spaces J$f£(X, p) are separable (p — 1, 2). 

Assertion (i) has already been proved for p = 1 (13.7.2). To prove it 
for p — 2, it is enough to show that every function 0 in lies in the 
closure of JfR(X). Now by (13.7.2), given any e > 0, there exists a function 

u e Jfa(X) such that Nx(/2 — u) g e, and since |/2 - u+\ g \ f2 — u\ we may 
assume that w ^ 0, hence that w = v2 with v e XR(X) and v ^ 0. But then 
|/— r|2 ^ |/2 — v2\, and consequently 

(N2(/- o))2 « Nx(|/- o|2) ^ Nx(|/2 - v2\) £ e. 

To prove (ii) it is enough to observe that for any g e JfR(X; K) we have 
Npte)^ Nl • (MK))1/p. 

Finally, let (K„) be an increasing sequence of compact sets which cover 
X and are such that X„(X) is the union of the JfR(X; K„) (3.18.3). By 
(7.4.4) and (3.10.9), for each n there exists a dense sequence (#mn)mgl in the 
Banach space JTR(X; K„). From (i) and (ii) above, the double sequence 
OmnW.ngi is dense in JSPg(X, ju). 
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We remark that, given/e^(X, p), it is not always possible to find a 
function /' equivalent to / and a sequence of functions fn e *?TR(X) such that 
the sequence (/„(x)) converges tof'(x) for allxeX (Problem 3). 

We have already defined (13.10) the vector space i?c(X, p) of complex- 
valued integrable functions. Likewise, we denote by JS?£(X, p) (or i?c(M)> or 
-Sfc) set of complex-valued /^-measurable functions such that |/|2 is 
/^-integrable, and we define N^) and N2(f) by the formula (13.11.1) for 
any complex-valued function/. Since a complex-valued function is measurable 
if and only if Mf and «// are measurable, and since 

sup {Wi \Jf\) < |/| < \gtf\ + |^/|5 

it follows that 

^c(X,/j) = <^R(X,/i) © iL5?r(X,/j) 

All the properties of i?£(X, p) proved above extend immediately to 
if£(X, p) (p = 1,2), and the Banach space jS?c(X, /t) (also denoted by 
3?c(p) or ife) is defined exactly as in the real case. 

Furthermore, we have 

(13.11.7) If f g belong to &i(X, p) (resp. i?£(X, /i)) then their product f g 
belongs to J$?R(X, /t) (resp. J#c(X, p)). The space L*(X, p) (resp. L£(X, p)) 
is a separable Hilbert space with respect to the Hermitian form 

(13.11.7.1) (/, g) ^(f\g) = | fix) g{x) d/x(x), 

and the corresponding norm is N2(/). 

The product fg is measurable (13.9.8.1), hence the first assertion follows 
from (13.9.13) and (13.11.2.2). The second follows from the first together 
with the Fischer-Riesz theorem (13.11.4) and (13.11.6). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let A be Lebesgue measure on I = [0,1 [. For each integer n = 2h-\~k(0<:k< 2h), 

let fn be the function which is equal to 1 on the interval [k * 2~h, (k + 1) - 2"h[, 

and zero elsewhere. Show that the sequence (/„) converges to 0 in mean and in square 

mean, but that the sequence (/„(*)) does not converge for any xel. 
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2. Let A be a subset of I = [0, 1] which is not Lebesgue-measurable, and let / be the 

function which is equal to 1 on A and to — 1 on I — A. Then f2 is integrable but / 

is not measurable. 

3. Consider the sequence (A„) defined in Problem 4(b) of Section 13.8, and let H be the 

union of the sets A2«+i (n > 0). Show that, if J is any nonempty open interval con¬ 

tained in I, then the sets JnH and J n (I — H) both have strictly positive measure. 

Now let / be a function equal to 9?H almost everywhere. Show that there does not 

exist any sequence (/„) of continuous functions on I which converges at every point of 

I to the function/. (Remark that /must be discontinuous at every point of I, and use 

Problem 3 of Section 12.16.) 

4. Let ju be a bounded measure of total mass 1 on a locally compact space X. Let 

(Afc)i^fc<„ be a finite sequence of integrable subsets of X, such that fx(Ak) = c> 0 

for all k. If nc > 1 and e > c(l — c)/(n — 1), show that there exist two distinct indices 

ij such that fi(Ai r\ Aj)^c2 — e. (Argue by contradiction, using the Cauchy- 

Schwarz inequality.) 

5. Let (/„) be a sequence of functions belonging to (X, [x)(p = l or 2) which converges 

almost everywhere to a function /. 
(a) Show that, if Np(f„) <L a for all n, then /e (X, (x) and Np(/) < a. (Use 

Fatou’s lemma.) Give an example (with p = 1) where Np(/„) does not tend to Np(/). 

(b) Now suppose in addition that Np(/„) Np(/) as n -* + oo. Show that 

Np(/—fn) 0. (Show that for each e > 0 there exists a compact subset K of X and an 

integer n0 such that |/„ Ip du ^ e for all n>n0.) 
JX-K ~~ 

6. In the space ifa(I,A), where I = ]0, 1] and A is Lebesgue measure, consider the 

functions /“ (a real), which belong to this space provided that a > — £. 

Show that a sequence of distinct exponents <x„ > — J is such that the functions 

tan form a total sequence in A) if and only if the sequence (a„) satisfies one of the 

following three conditions: 

0) 

(2) 

(3) 

there exists a subsequence of the sequence (a„) tending to a finite limit > — 

lim ocn~ — - and £ 
MfOO 2 n | 

lim a„ = + oo and £ a 

otn + 
2 | 

+ oo. 

+ oo, 

(Using Weierstrass’ theorem (7.4.1), calculate for each integer m > 0 the minimum of 

N2(rw — /(/)) as/runs through the set of all linear combinations of the first n functions 
tak. For this purpose, use Problem 3(b) of Section 6.6, and the formula (Cauchy’s 
determinant) 

/ 1 \ n Oi - aj)(bi - bj) det J—?— I = l—L—- 
\ai + bj) 17 (at + b]) 

t.j 

in which (at), (bt) are any two sequences of n distinct numbers >0.) Deduce that the 
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sequence of functions consisting of 1 and (« S; 1), where lim <x„ = + oo, is a total 
n-* oo 

sequence in the space ^r(I), if and only if]T a^1 = + co (“Muntz’s theorem”). 

In J2?i(X, /lx) or :£?c(x> f-0 a sequence (/„) of functions is said to be orthonormal if 
the sequence of classes fn of these functions is an orthonormal system in the corre¬ 

sponding Hilbert space. 

(a) Let (/„) be an infinite orthonormal sequence, uniformly bounded on X. If [x 

is bounded, show that there exists a set A with measure >0 such thatj] \fn(x)\2 = + oo 

for all x e A. (Argue by contradiction, observing that the sequence (/„) cannot tend 

to 0 almost everywhere.) 

(b) Suppose that fx is bounded. Let (/„) be a uniformly bounded infinite orthonormal 

sequence. If a sequence (an) of scalars is such that the series with general term anfn(x) 

converges almost everywhere, show that lim an = 0 (use EgorofFs theorem applied to 
n-+oo 

the sequence (\anfn\2)). Show that there exists a sequence of scalars (bn) such that 

lim bn = 0 and £ I bn |21 f„(x) \2 = + oo on a set of measure >0. (Choose the sequence 
rt-+ oo n 

(bn) so that X | bn |2 == + °°, and argue by contradiction, by applying Egoroff’s 

theorem to the partial sums of the series | b„ |21/„|2.) 

(c) Let (fn) be a sequence in S£%. Show that the following three conditions are 

equivalent: 

a) If a sequence (an) is such that the series with general term anf„(x) converges 

on a set of measure >0, then lim a„ = 0. 
n-+ oo 

ft) If a sequence (a„) is such that the series with general term a„fn(x) converges 

absolutely on a set of measure >0, then lim an = 0. 
n~* oo 

y) For every measurable set A of measure >0, we have 

lim inf | |/B| d(x > 0. 

(To prove that y) implies a) and /S), use Egoroff’s theorem. To prove the converse, 

argueby contradiction, by considering a subsequence (/„*) such that Jj/nj d(x> l/>c3, 

and taking ank = k and a„ — 0 if n^nk.) 

(d) Suppose that fx is bounded and (/„) is a sequence in ££2. Prove that the following 

three conditions are equivalent: 

a) For each sequence (a„) such that the series with general term anfn(x) con¬ 

verges almost everywhere, we have lim a„ = 0. 
n-foo 

ft) For each sequence (a„) such that the series with general term a„fn(x) 

converges absolutely almost everywhere, we have lim an = 0. 
n~* oo 

y) There exists 8 > 0 such that, for every measurable set A whose complement 

has measure ^8, we have lim inf |/J d/x > 0. (Same method as (c).) Deduce that, 
n-*oo J A 

if the sequence (f„) is orthonormal and uniformly bounded, it satisfies these three 

conditions, and therefore the series with general term a„f„(x) converges absolutely 

almost everywhere if and only if 2] \an \ < +oo (use (b)). 
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8. (a) Let (/*)be a finite orthonormal sequence in p)- Show that 

exists a constant c independent of n such that, for every finite sequence (ak) 

complex numbers, we have 

sup 
h= i 

dfA<:C(log n)2jz \ak\2. 
fc = 1 

(Suppose first that n = 2r. For each j^n, let Sj= ]£ ahfh. Split up this sum in 
ft=i 

most r + 1 partial sums corresponding to the dyadic expansion of the number 
r 

that Sj = pq where, for each q, either pq = 0 or else pq is of the form 
q = 0 

X akfk, 
Ji.2«<fc<(h + 1)2« 

with 0<zh< 2r~q. Using Cauchy’s inequality |s/|2 ^ r • \pq\2> show that 
9 = 0 

f \sj\2dfj,^r(r+ 1)2 \at|2. 
J k= 1 

Finally, if 2r «< 2r+1, take the ak to be 0 for k > «.) 

(b) Let Ov(rt))n;ti be an increasing sequence of integers >0, and tending to ■ 
Let (/„)„=>! be an orthonormal sequence in &c(X, p)- If the sequence {a 
is such that £ w(ri)\an\2 < + co, and if (nk) is a sequence of integers such 

n 

nk 

k w(nk) < k 4-1, then the sequence of partial sums snk~',£Jajfj converges al; 
j=i 

everywhere in X. (If/e .^cCX, p) has the an as coefficients (6.5.2) with respect t< 

system (/„), evaluate N2(/— snk) = r„k say, and remark that the series with gei 

term r2k converges, using Abel’s partial summation technique by writing r 

(k + 1 — k)r2k (Section 13.21, Problem 6).) 

(c) Suppose that the sequence (an) is such that]£ |^„|2(log n)2 < + co. Show ths 
n 

series X anfn converges almost everywhere (“ Rademacher-Menchoff theore 
n 

(First deduce from (b) that the sequence (s2*) converges almost everywhere. ’ 

use (a) to show that, if S* = sup \sn — s2fc|, the series with general term 11 
2k4n<2k+1 J 

converges.) 

9. Suppose that the measure p is bounded, so that L2(X, p) <= L*(X, p). Suppose 

that p(K) = 1. Let U be a continuous endomorphism of L1 with norm (a “ 

traction ”) whose restriction to L2 is also a contraction (i.e., N2(U • /) S N2(/) in 

1 n_1 
Let P be the endomorphism of L2 which is the strong limit of - Y Uk (Section 1 

n k=o 
Problem 12), so that P = PU — UP — P2. Show that P can be extended by 

tinuity to;an endomorphism of L1 satisfying the same relations and that 

P-f- lim - "'ZlP-f 
oo n k = 0 

for all/e L1 (use the fact that L2 is dense in L1 and that Ni(/) <; N2(/).) 
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10. Suppose that the measure /x is bounded and that p(X) = 1. Let u be a /x-measur- 
able mapping of X into itself which leaves invariant the measure /x (Section 13.9, 

Problem 24). Then for every function/e -^(X, /x) the class U •/= /° u depends only 

on the class of /, hence defines an endomorphism of L1, also denoted by /i--»£/•/, 

such that Ni(t7 */) = Nx(/). The restriction of U to L2 is a unitary operator on L2. 

(a) If P is the orthogonal projection of L2 on the subspace of vectors which are 

invariant under £/, defined in Problem 9, show that Nx(/)2 ^ (/| P •/) for all/e L2. 

(b) Show that for each/e L1 and each e > 0 there exists an integer n such that, for 
all integers m > 0, (1 m+n—1 \ 

n k = m J 

(c) Deduce that, for each measurable subset A of X and each e > 0, there exists 

an integer n > 0 with the property that for each integer m > 0, there exists an integer 

k such that m<>k <>m + n— 1 and p(A n u~k(A)) (/x(A))2 — e (“Khintchine’s 
statistical recurrence theorem ”)• 

(d) For each / g SP* and each integer n, put 

\ n- 1 

/„ = -££/*•/. 
n k=o 

Show that the limit 

1 m ~~ ^ 

F„(x) = lim - X aV •/„)(*) - (P 
m-* oo TYl fiao 

(where P f denotes a function in the class P •/) exists almost everywhere and that 

lim Fn dp — 0. (Use Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem.) 
n-+ oo J 

(e) Let/eif^X, fx) be such that/(*)^> 0 almost everywhere. Show that, for almost 

all x g X, either f (x) = 0 or (P •/)(*) > 0. (Consider the set N of points x e X at 
which (P */)(x) is either undefined or equal to zero.) 

1. Let X be a metrizable compact space and let u : X-^X be a homeomorphism. The 

set I of measures ^0 on X of total mass 1 and invariant under u is then a nonempty 

vaguely compact subset of M(X) (Section 13.4, Problem 8). A point x e X is said to 
be quasi-regular (relative to u) if the sequence of measures 

1 n- 1 

prt, x ~ ~ Z *** fe) 
n k~ o 

converges vaguely as n -> + oo (necessarily to a measure /xx e I). Let Q denote the set 

of quasi-regular points of X. A point x e Q is said to be ergodic (relative to u) if the 

measure /x* is ergodic (Section 13.9, Problem 13). Let E be the set of ergodic points 

x e Q. A point x g Q is said to be dense if x belongs to the support of /xx. Let D be the 

set of dense points xeQ. The points belonging to R = E n D are said to be regular 

(relative to p). 
(a) Show that the complement of R (and hence also the complement of Q, E and D) 

is negligible with respect to any invariant measure v e I. (To show that Q has measure 1 

for any measure v e I, apply Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem to the functions belonging to a 

dense sequence in ^(X). To show that D has measure 1, consider a denumerable basis 

(U„) for the topology of X, and for each pair (m, n) such that Om <= U„, a continuous 
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mapping gmn: X-> [0,1] such that gmn(x) — 1 for all xeUm and gmn{x) — 0 for all 

xeX-U„; apply Problem 10(e) to each of the functions gmn. Finally, to show that 

E has measure 1, show (with the notation of Problem 10) that, for any measure vel, 

J((^ -f)(y) - (P -/X*))2 d^(y) = o 

for almost all x e X and all/e #(X), by applying Problem 10(d); now let/run through 

a dense sequence of functions in ^(X).) 
(b) With respect to the vague topology on M(X) show that, for every measure v e I, 

v = Jr dv^ 

in the sense of (13.10), and that the external points of I are the measures which are 

ergodic with respect to u (cf. Section 13.10, Problem 9). 

(c) For every ergodic measure v e I, let Qv (resp. Rv) be the set of points 

xeQ (resp. x e R) such that gx = v. The measure v is concentrated on Rv (13.18). The 

sets Qv and Rv are called the quasUergodic set and the ergodic set corresponding to v. 

The Qv (resp. Rv) form a partition of Q (resp. R), and we have w(Qv) = Qv and 

tf(Rv) = Rv. Show that, for each closed set F such that «(F) = F, we have either 

FnRv = Rv or FnRy = 0. 
(d) For every nonempty closed set F such that w(F) = F, show that RnF ^0 

(consider the points which are regular with respect to u | F). 

(e) Let Jt be the monoid generated by lx and u. Show that if Z is any minimal 

closed orbit with respect to Jt (Section 12.10, Problem 6) we have u(Z) = Z and hence 

RnZ Deduce that, for each x s X, the closed orbit 0(x) of x with respect to 

Jt intersects R, and that 0(x) n R is a union of ergodic sets Rv. 

(f) For each reX, let g be a measure which is a cluster point of the sequence (pn, x) 

in M(X). Show that g(O(x)) = 1. 
(g) Show that for a measure gel to be ergodic it is necessary and sufficient that 

there should exist an ergodic set Rv such that g(Rv) = 1, and that then we have g = v. 

(Use (b) to prove that the condition is sufficient.) 

(h) If x e X is such that 0(x) contains only one ergodic set, show that x is an ergodic 

point (use (f) and (g)). 

(i) Suppose that I consists of a single measure v0. Then Q = X, and R = D is the 

support of v0 (use (h)) and is the only minimal closed orbit with respect to M. More- 

1 n~i 
over, for each function /e #(X), the sequence of numbers - Y f(u\x)) converges to 

n Ac—o 

jfdvo uniformly in x e X. (Observe that, for each n, the mapping xi—>pnt x of X into 

M(X) is continuous with respect to the vague topology, and use (7.5.6).) 

12. For every real number p such that 0 < p < + oo, and every mapping /: X ->R, put 

NP(/)=(J*l/lprf/x)1/P- 

(a) If p > 1, put q = p/(p — 1). If fg are any two mappings of X into ft, show that 

NiCfg) ^NP(/)N9(^) (“Holder’s inequality”). (Show that the set of points (tu t2) e R2 

such that ti ^ 0 and t2 ^ 0 and t\!p t2/q ^ 1 is convex, and argue as in Section 13.8, 

Problem 14(c), making use of (13.5.6). Notice that the proof of (13.11.2.2) is a particular 
case.) 

(b) If / > 0, g > 0 and p > 1, then Np(/+ g) < Np(/) + Np(#) (“ Minkowski’s in¬ 

equality”). (Same method as (a): consider the set of points (tu t2) such that tx > 0 
and t2 ^ 0 and -f- t2^p ]> 1.) 
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(c) Extend the results of Section 13.11 to the case where p is any number such that 

1 < p < -p oo. 
(d) Suppose that p > 1. Let / e , g e be two functions 0. Show that we 

have NL(fg) = Np(/)Nq(^) if and only if there exist two constants a > 0, j3 > 0 

such that a(f(x))p = fi(g(x))Q almost everywhere. 

(e) Suppose that the measure fx is bounded and that /z(X) = 1. For each r>0 

and each measurable function/i> 0 such that fr is integrable, show that the mapping 

j?h-»Np(/) is an increasing function on the interval ]0, r] (use Holder’s inequality). 

As p-+0, its limit is exp log |/| dfxj, or 0 if J* log |/| dfx = — oo. If the limit is 

=£ 0, it follows that f(x) #0 almost everywhere. If exp^J log |/| djutj = J\f\ dp, 

the function |/| is constant almost everywhere. 

(f) Let /|> 0 be a /z-measurable function, and for each a > 0 let Aa be the set of all 

x e X such that f(x) ^ oc. Iff e Sepc, then ap^(Aa) ^ jfp dp. Conversely, if the measure 

[x is bounded and if there exist constants C > 0, e > 0 such that fx(A«) C * a~p“e 

for all a > 0, then /e &pc (cf. Section 13.9, Problem 3). 

13. Let /be a real valued function l>0 defined on R+ = ]0, + oo[, which is Lebesgue- 

measurable and such that \f\p is Lebesgue-integrable (1 < p < -1- oo). 

(a) The function /is integrable on every compact subset of [0, + oo [, and in particular 

F(x) = f(t)dt is defined for all x> 0 (use Holder’s inequality). As x tends to 0 

or to + oo, the quotient F(x)/*(p_1)/p tends to 0 (same method). 

(b) Show that the function F(x)/x is /?th-power-integrable on ]0, 4- oo [ and that 

(f(x))p dx 

(“ Hardy’s inequality ”). (Consider first the case where /e JT(R%). For each compact 

interval [a, 6] <=■ , majorize the integral J (F(/)//)p dt, by integrating by parts and 

using Holder’s inequality.) 

14. Let p be a real number >0 and let / be a complex /^-measurable function such 

that (1) |/|p is ju-integrable and (2) e1f is ^-integrable for 0</</0- Show that 

N— 1)—/)->0 as t->0. (Let /== u + iv where u and v are real; observe 

that if we put wt = exu — 1 — tu, we have wjs wt/r for 0 <| s < t. If 0 < p < 1, use 

the elementary inequality (a -b b)p <s ap -f bp when a, b are ^0. Finally, apply (13.8.1) 

and (13.8.4).) 

15. Let (An)n51 be a strictly increasing sequence of integers >0, and let h be a rational 

integer. For each integer N ^ 1, put 

Mx) - ■ __ V e2nih*nx 

’ N n= X 

Show that the series 

oo r1 
E IA.*(*)I2 
i= l Jq 

dx 
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converges. Note that if m2 ^ N < (m -f l)2, we have 

AW- 
N /«*(*) ^2/Vn, 

and deduce that the sequence (/n(*))n>i tends to 0 for almost all x e [0,1] i 

respect to Lebesgue measure). Hence show that, for almost all x e [0,1], the seqi 

(,\nx— [Anx]) is equirepartitioned with respect to Lebesgue measure (Section 

Problem 7). 

16. Let U be a continuous endomorphism of the space L£(X, p) with norm ^ 1 (in c 

words, such that Nx(£/•/) N^/)) and such that the relation/^ 0 implies U -j 

(13.6). If/is any function in the class f, we denote by U * /any function in the i 

U-f. 
(a) Let (fn) be a sequence of functions in which converges almost everyw 

to a function / and is such that there exists a function h e satisfying |/„| ^) 

all n. Show that under these conditions the sequence (U -f„) converges almost e> 

where to U-f. (Reduce to the case /= 0, and consider the sequence of fund 

gn = s\ip |/„+p|.) 
p 

(b) For each finite sequence (4)15 of real numbers, put 

s„(4,4) = sup (4 H-1- 4)+- 
1 <n 

If sn{tu ..., t„) > 0, then 

4(4, ..., tn) = sup (4 4--h 4). 
1 < n 

Show that if 4(4,..., 4) > 0, then for all 4+1 e R we have 

(1) tx + sn(t2,..., 4+1) ^ 4(4, • • •, 4). 

(c) For each function f e , show that 

sn{U-f..., Un+1-f)<,U-sn(f..., Un */) 

almost everywhere. (Use (1) and the fact that for any n functions fu ...,/„ e 

we have 

sup U-fk^U‘ sup /* 

almost everywhere.) 

(d) Let E (/) be the measurable set of points x eX such that 

f(x) + (U ■ /)(*) + • • • + (U""1 •/)(*) > 0 

for some integer n > 0. Show that 

^0 

(E. Hopf’s maximal ergodic theorem). (For each integer n^> 1, let E„(/) denote 
set ofxeX such that 

f(x) + (U-f)(x) + • • * + (Uk -f)(x) > 0 
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for some integer k between 0 and n — 1; show that dfjb^ 0 by using (c) above.) 

Hence deduce the maximal ergodic theorem of Section 13.9, Problem 12. 

17. Suppose that U satisfies the conditions of Problem 16 and also that for each t > 0 the 

relation \f(x) | 5^ t almost everywhere in X implies that \{U -f ){x) | t almost every¬ 

where. (This will be the case whenever /u, is bounded and U • c = c for each constant c.) 

(a) Show that, for each function / e and each t > 0, 

(1) (U-f-t)+ :£(/•(/-0+ 

almost everywhere. (Consider the function which is equal to / when |/(x)| /, to t 

when f(x) > t, and to —t when f(x) < —t.) 

(b) Show that, for each function / e n if*, the function U • / belongs to 

for 1 p ;g + °o and that 

Np((7 ■/) 5* Np(/). 

(Deduce from (13.21.9) that for each/e niff, the function (xj)^tv~~2(f(x) — t)+ 

is integrable relative to the measure on X x ]0, +oo[ which is the product of ja 

and Lebesgue measure, and then integrate the inequality 

tp~2(U - f—1)+ £ t)+.) 

Deduce that U can be extended to an endomorphism of norm :£ 1 of each of the spaces 

if&. Denote this extension also by U. 
(c) Let / e if& for some p e [1, + oo[. For each t > 0 and each integer n 0, let 

E „,t(/) denote the set of points x eX such that 

f{x) -V (U * f)(x) + • • • + (Un~1 •/)(*) > nt, 

and let Et(f) denote the union of the E„it(/). Show that each of the sets E„,t(f) is 

integrable and that 

(Observe that E„.,(/) is contained in the set of points x eX satisfying one or other 

of the n relations (Uk • f)(x) > t, where 0 ^ k <! n — 1; then continue as in Problem 16, 

by remarking that 

(U ■/+ U2 •/+••■ + uk-1 •/- (k + l)f)+ 

< u- (/+ u-f+ ••• + uk -f~(k + i)ty.) 

(d) If / e JSfi, deduce from (c) that 

for all t > 0. 

18. Suppose that U satisfies the conditions of Problem 16. Let /, g e be such that 

/J> 0 and g j> 0. 

(a) Let £ be a real number > 0, and let A„ be the set of x e X which satisfy the 

inequality 

(Un •/)(*) > £(g(x) + (U- g){x) 4- * • * + iUn • 9){x))> 
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Show that the series cpAlg + cpA2g +-h q>xn9 + * ’ * converges almost everywhere. 

(Observe that 

<p*„9 + Uk-&y £U- (u-k-f-nt + 

almost everywhere; integrate both sides, and use (13.8.5).) 

(b) Let B be the measurable set of points x eX such that (Un •g)(x)> 0 for at 

least one integer n ;> 0. Show that in B the sequence of functions 

Un' fl(9 + U-g-\--Un- g) 

converges to 0 almost everywhere. (Deduce from (a) above that the intersection of 

f) A„ with the set {xeX : g(x) > 0} is negligible. Now replace g and/successively by 

Um * g and Um • /, where m^> 1.) 
(c) Let B0 be the measurable set of points x e X such that g(x) > 0. For each xeB0h 

let 

R n(f,g)(x) = 
f{x) + (U‘f)(x) + • - • + (£/"-* •/)(*) 

g(x) + (U • g){x) -f * * * -f {Un~l • g)(x) 

and let R*(/, g) = sup | Rn(/, g) |. Show that R*(/, g){x) < + oo for almost all x e Ba. 
n 

(For each t > 0, let At be the set of points * e B0 such that R*(/, g)(x) > t. Show that 

/J g djji<: Ni(/) by applying Problem 16(d) to \f\ — tm g.) 

(d) Let <£> e be such that 0(jc) > 0 for all x e X (cf. (13.15.7)). Show that the set 

Xoo of points x e X such that 

®(x) + (t/* <&)(*) + * • • + (Un ■ <D)(jc) + ••• = + oo 

does not depend on the choice of <t>, but only on U. 

For each x eX, let 

G„(jt) = 0(x) + (U • <S>)(x) + ■ • • + (Un-X • <£)(*) 

and let G(x) = lim G„(x) (so that G(x) — -f oo for x e X#). Show that for each 
n-+ oo 

integrable set A c Xa> and each t > 0 we have t • (U - cpA) S G, and hence, that the 

function U • (pA is zero almost everywhere in X0 = • (Observe that, if A„ is the 

set of x e A such that Gn(x) > t, then tcpAn ^ G„.) 

12. THE SPACE L00 

If/is a mapping of X into R, the maximum in measure (resp. minimum in 
measure) of/on X (with respect to the measure g) is defined to be the greatest 
lower bound (resp. least upper bound) of the real numbers a such that 
f(x) S 9 (resp. f(x) *> a) almost everywhere with respect to g, and is denoted 
byM//), or ess sup/ or ess sup/(x) (resp. m^f), or ess inf/ or ess inff(x)). 

xeX xeX 

Clearly we have m00(/) = -M*,(-/). 
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Suppose that M^/) < + oo. Then for each a > MM) the set of points 
xeX such that /(x) > a is negligible. Now the set of points x e X such 
that f(x) > M M) is the union of the sets of x e X such that f(x) > rn9 

where (rn) is a decreasing sequence with M*,(/) as limit. Hence (13.6.2) 
we have m(JJ) g/(x) g MM) almost everywhere in X. It follows that 
moo(f) ^MooCO if PL # 0. (If /i = 0, then m^/) = + oo and MJ/) = - oo.) 

The relation m^{f) = MJ/) is equivalent to saying that /is equivalent to 

a constant if p # 0. Also (still assuming that p ^ 0) we have 

inf/(x) g ess inf/(x) ess sup/(x) g sup /(x). 
xeX xeX xeX jceX 

If two functions f g are equivalent, then 

mJ. f) = mm (g) and M® if) = M m(g). 

Hence we can define mM) and M^/) for a function/which is defined only 
almost everywhere in X: we choose any function g ef such that g is defined 
everywhere in X, and put mjf) = mj{g) and M#(/) = M^(g). 

If/and g are such that/ + g is defined almost everywhere, then 

(13.12.1) MJ/+ g) ^ Mjf) + M^) 

wherever the right-hand side is defined. Likewise, if / and g are both ^ 0, 

then 

MMg)SMM)WM) 

with the product convention of (13.11). 
A function /, defined almost everywhere on X, with values in R or C, 

is said to be hounded in measure or essentially bounded (with respect to p) 

if < 4- oo; it follows that/is then finite almost everywhere. A bounded 
function is bounded in measure. 

(13.12.2) (Mean value theorem) Let /* X-* R be measurable and 

bounded in measure. For every integrable function g ^ 0, the function fg 

(which is defined and finite almost everywhere) is integrable, and 

(13.12.11) mTO(/) jg dg g jfg dg. g MM) J9 dg. 

Furthermore, two of the three terms in (13.12.2.1) are equal only if in the 

{measurable) set S of points xeX such that g(x) ^ 0, we have either f(x) = 
M^/) almost everywhere, or f(x) = mM) almost everywhere. 
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The function fg is measurable (13.9.8.1) and we have 

mJJ)g{x) ^f(x)g(x) g M 

almost everywhere. Hence fg is integrable (13.9.13), and the inequalities 
(13.12.2.1) follow. On the other hand, the function M^/)# —fg is defined 
almost everywhere and equal to (M^CO —f)g, hence is almost every¬ 

where ^0 in X. Hence the relation J(M00(/) —f)gdp = 0 implies that 

(Maoif) ” f)9 *s negligible, which completes the proof. 

In particular, if A is any integrable set, we have 

(13.12.2.2) WooC/XA) < f dp ^ Mi/MA). 

For any function/ on X with values in R or C, we put N^f/) = M^fl/I) if 
p^O, and NJ/) = 0 if p = 0. By virtue of (13.12.1), the set JSfjf(X, p) 

(resp. (X, p)) of real-valued (resp. complex-valued) measurable functions 
on X such that N JJ) < 4- oo is a real (resp. complex) vector space, and 

is a seminorm on this space. The set of functions / such that N00(/) = 0 
is once again the vector subspace Jf of negligible functions. The quotient 
of JSfR (X, p) (resp. (X, p)) by this subspace is therefore the space of 

equivalence classes f of measurable functions bounded in measure. It is de¬ 
noted by Lr (X, p), or simply by Lg(p) or Lr (resp. L£(X, p), or L£(p) or 
Lg5 )• The number >!*,(/) is the same for all functions /belonging to the same 
class fe Lr (resp. /e Lg1); it is denoted also by N *,(/), and the function 
/hNJ/) is a norm on Lr (resp. L£). Clearly we have L£ = Lr © z'Lr . 

(13.12.3) For a sequence (/„) in (resp. S£q ) to converge to a function f 

it is necessary and sufficient that fn(x) should tend uniformly to f(x) in the 

complement of a negligible set. 

The condition is clearly sufficient. Conversely, if lim N Jff — fn) = 0, then 
n-+ oo 

for each integer m there exists a negligible set Hm and an integer nQ such that, 
for all n^.n0, we have | f(x) — /„(x)| g 1/m for all x e CHm. The union H 
of the sets Hm is negligible, and fn(x) tends to f(x) uniformly in Ch. 
(13.12.4) The normed space Lr (X, p) (resp. L£(X, p)) is complete (i.e., a 
Banach space). 

Let (fn) be a sequence such that (/„) is a Cauchy sequence in Lr (resp. 
Lc). For each integer n ^ 1, there exists an integer kn such that 
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?or r^kn and s^kn. For each pair (r, s) such that r g: kn and s ^ kn, 

et Ars„ be the negligible set of points x e X such that \fr{x) ~fs(x)| > 1 jn, 

md let A be the union of the sets Arsn (n ^ 1, r ^ kn, s ^ kn), so that A is 
i negligible set. It is clear that in X — A the sequence (/„(x)) converges 
miformly to a limit f(x). The function/, which is defined almost everywhere, 
s measurable (13.9.10) and bounded in X — A. Hence/ e Lr (resp./e L^). 
Clearly N^/—/r) ^ l/n for all r ^>kni and therefore / is the limit of the 
;equence (/„). 

'13.12.5) If fs&ifX.ix) (where p = 1 or 2) owd' # e (X,/t), then 

^ e J2?«X, /i), am/ Np(/<?) g Kp(fySM 

For fg is measurable (13.9.8.1), and \f(x)g(x)\ <£ |/(x)|N00(#) almost 
; very where; hence the result. 

Remark 

13.12.6) Evidently we have (X) c= (X, p); but in general the canon- 
cal image of <^r (X) in Lr (X, p) is not dense in the latter space, and Lr (X, p) 

s not separable in general (Problem 1). 

PROBLEMS 

l. If A is Lebesgue measure, show that the space L£(R, A) is not separable. (If (A„) is an 

infinite sequence of nonnegligible measurable sets, no two of which intersect, consider 

the functions which are constant on each A„ and take only the values ± 1.) 

!. (a) For every /x-integrable subset A of X and every 8 > 0, let V(A, 8) denote the set of 

/x-measurable real-valued functions / such that the set M of points x e A for which 

|/(x)| > 8 has measure p(M) 8. Let «^(X, p) denote the vector space of (finite) 

real-valued /x-measurable functions on X. Show that the sets V(A, 8) form a funda¬ 

mental system of neighborhoods of 0 for a topology on ^(X, p) compatible with its 

vector space structure (Section 12.14, Problem 1). This topology is called the topology 

of convergence in measure (with respect to p). A sequence (/„) which tends to a limit / 

in this topology is said to converge in measure to /. 

(b) Show that the intersection of all the neighborhoods V(A, 8) is the subspace Jf 

of negligible functions, and that the quotient space S(X, p) = ^(X, /x)/^ is metrizable. 

(c) If (/„) is any sequence in ^(X, p) (12.9) such that (/,) is a Cauchy sequence in 

S(X, p), show that there exists a subsequence (fnk) of (/„) such that the sequence 

(/„*(*)) converges for almost all x e X. Deduce that the metrizable vector space S(X, p) 
is complete. 

(d) Every sequence (/„) of measurable real-valued functions which converges almost 

everywhere to a function/, converges in measure to/. 

(e) For every finite p 1, show that the space ^r(X, p) is dense in ^(X, p)y and that 

the topology induced on JSf^X, p) by the topology of convergence in measure is 

coarser than that defined by the semi norm Np. 
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(f) Suppose that X is compact and that the measure (jl is diffuse (13.18). Show that, 

for every neighborhood V of 0 in c9?(X, (jl) and every function / e ^(X, jx), there 

exists an integer n such that all the functions af (where a is any real number) belong to 
V H-+ V (n summands). Deduce that every continuous linear form on ^(X, (i) 

is identically zero, and hence that every vector subspace of finite codimension in 

.^(X, jix) is dense in <^(X, /x). 

3. Suppose that X is compact and the measure (jl diffuse (13.18). 

(a) Let (/„)„>! be a Hilbert basis of Lr(X, /x). Show that, for each real number 

S > 0, there exists a compact subset Y of X such that /x(X — Y) ^ 8 and the sequence 

(/,)„£ 2 is total in Lr(Y, /xy). (By using Problems 2(e) and 2(f), show that there exists 

a sequence of linear combinations of the /„ (n 2) which converges in measure to /; 

then use Problem 2(c) and Egoroff’s theorem.) 
(b) Show that there exists a bounded measurable function h such that the sequence 

(ftfh)n^2 is total in L£(X, /x). (Choose h > 0 such that/i//i $ j£r(X, (i), and then show 

that no nonnegligible function can be orthogonal to hfn for all n ^ 2.) 

4. Let p be a finite real number 1. A subset H of ^r(X, /x) is said to be equi-integrable 

if, for each e> 0, there exists a compact subset K of X such that \f\p du <e 
JX-K ~ 

for all fe H, and a real number 8 > 0 such that jjf\p for all fe H and all 

integrable sets A of measure /x(A) ^ 8. 

(a) On an equi-integrable set H, show that the topology of convergence in measure 

is the same as that defined by the seminorm Np. Is the conclusion true if H is merely 
bounded in -S?p? 

(b) A sequence (f„) in ^£(X, /x) is convergent if and only if it is equi-integrable and 
convergent in measure. 

(c) Suppose that the measure ju is bounded and that /x(X) = 1. Let (/„) be a sequence 

of functions belonging to and suppose that lim l/„cfyx= lim I \&fn\ d[i = 1, 
n-t-oc J n-fooj 

lim Nid -1/„|) = 0. Show that lim f | Sf„\ dji = 0. (Use (b).) 
n-+ oo n-fooj 

(d) With (jl as in (c), let (/„) be a sequence of functions belonging to such that 

lim [fn d(i = lim f \f„\ d(x = lim f |^|1/2 d(x = 1. 
n-vooj n-+co J n-*oo J 

Show that lim Ni(l —/„) = 0. (Reduce to the situation of (c) above by using the 
n-+°o 

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality; write 

u-/.i£|i-i/.il + li/.i-/.l 
and 

|i-i/.i|“|i-i/.ral-U + i/.i1,al-) 
Let F be a real-valued function with period 1 on R which is integrable on the unit 

interval I = [0,1 ] (with respect to Lebesgue measure). 

(a) If /is any bounded measurable function on [0,1], then 

lim f1 f(t)F(nt) dt = ( f1 F (/) dt) ( C f(t) dt). 
n-voo Jo \Jo / \Jo / 
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[f also F is bounded on [0, 1], then this equality is valid for every integrable 

tion / on [0,1 ]. (Start with the case where F is bounded and / is continuous on 

], then (for/e &1) approximate/by continuous functions. When F is unbounded, 

ce to the case F ^ 0 and approximate F by an increasing sequence of bounded 

tions.) 

Deduce from (a) that, for every function / which is integrable on an interval 

] in R, we have 

pb ri> 

lim f{t) sin nt dt = lim fit) cos nt dt = 0. 

Let cp be the canonical mapping of R onto T = R/Z, and let p be the measure 

? which is the image under 9? 11 of Lebesgue measure on I; then [jl is invariant 
ir translations in the compact group T (cf. (14.4)). Let k be an integer >1, and let 

' ~>T be the continuous mapping such that u(cp(t)) = u(kt) for tel. The mapping 

lot injective, but p is invariant with respect to u. Deduce from (a) that u is ergodic 

respect to /x (use Problem 13(b) of Section 13.9). Deduce that lim sup F(knt) 
n-f 00 

most everywhere equal to the constant ess sup F(r), and that the same is true of 

F(n/). 

f e ^c(fx). Show that jfd/j. = JI/I dp if and only if there exists ce C with 

= 1 such that fix) = c\f(x)\ almost everywhere. 

?ose that p is bounded and that p(X) = 1. Let/e J2P£. If we have J11 4- £/| dp 1 

every complex number £, show that jf dp = 0. (For a fixed £ e C, consider 

|i+ *£/!-! 
.) 

If 1 <±p < r < + 00, then L^ n L^ c Lf n L” and UR n Lr c Lr n Lr . On 

space Lrc n , the function Nrf0O = Nr + Noo is a norm with respect to which 

space is complete. Give an example in which the norm induced on Lrc n L£ by 

co is not equivalent to Nr>c0. (In Lrc n Lc we always have Nr,oo(/) ^ 2NP,«(/).) 

5 space L^ n Lg is a Banach algebra relative to the product fg defined in Section 

5; it posesses an identity element only if [x is bounded (in which case it is identical 

tiL?). 
The set I(X, fx) (or lip)) of idempotents in the algebra Vc n LJ is independent 

*, and consists of the classes <pA, where A runs through the set of integrable subsets 

X. If A, B are integrable subsets of X, the relation <pA = cpB signifies that the set 

B) = A uB-AnB (Section 13.8, Problem 15) is negligible; the relation 

)(A, B)) = 0 is an equivalence relation on the set of integrable subsets of X, and 

quotient set may be identified with 1(X, fx). We shall write A in place of cpA. 

the norms Nr>0o induce the same topology on I(X, /x), and this topology is therefore 

ined by the distance af(A, B) = Ntiq>A — cpB) = /x(D(A, B)), with respect to which 

[, jx) is a complete space. The mappings (A, B)i~>sup(A, S) = (A u B)~ and 

B)i-Mnf(A, B) == (A n B)~ are continuous for this topology. 
Let Y be another locally compact space, v a positive measure on Y. If there 

sts an isometry U of I(X, fx) onto I(Y, v) such that Ui<f>) = <^, the measures p and v 

said to be isometric. For each number p e [1, + co [, there then exists a unique 
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linear isometry Up of L£(X, /x) onto L£(Y, v) which extends U. (Show that l 

unique extension to a linear bijection of the space E(X, fx) of classes of [x-int 

step functions on X, onto the space E(Y, v) of classes of v-integrable step fu 

on Y. Begin by proving that if inf(A, B) = then also inf(£/(A), U(6)) = 

Z7(sup(A, B))~ sup(C/(A), 7(B)); then deduce that 7(A) <i 7(B) whenever 

finally, show that for arbitrary A, B we have 7(inf(A, B)) = inf(7(A), U(i 

7(sup(A, 8)) = sup(7(A), 17(B)). Observe then that Np(7(/)) == Np(/) for/e Ei 

Show that the image of L£(X, yC) n L£ (X, fx) under Up is L£(Y, v) n L£ (Y. 

that the restriction of Up to L£(X, yu) n L£(X, yi) is an isomorphism of 

algebras. 

(d) Conversely, for a p such that 1 ^p< + oo, let V be a linear isomc 

L£(X, fx) onto L£(Y, v) such that the restriction of V to L£(X, y) n L£(X, fx 

algebra isomorphism onto L£(Y, v) n L£(Y, v). Then the restriction of V to 

is an isometry onto I(Y, v) which maps / to cj>. 

9. Let X be a compact space such that /x(X) = 1. Let % be a set of integrable , 

of X, such that the relations A e % and B e % imply that X-AeX and A n 

Suppose also that the set {A: A e %} is dense in the metric space I(X, yu) (Prob 

(a) Let (Cj)i^j£n be a finite partition of X into /x-integrable subsets. Sho 
for each £>0 there exists a partition (Aj)i^;<fI consisting of sets in % sue 

y,(D (C/, A j)) ^ e for 1 (Observe that if ju,(D(C/, B j)) <; 8 for 1 <.j < 

then yi(Bj n Bk) < 28 for 1 <;/ < k g n — 1; if N is the union of the Bj n Bk, a 

the sets A; = Bj — N (1 Ay n — 1) and A„ = X — Q A j). 

(b) Deduce from (a) that for each finite partition y = (Cj)i$j$n of X into int 

subsets, and each £>0, there exists a finite partition a = (A;)1^J<fI consis 

sets in % and such that (in the notation of Section 13.9, Problem 27) 

H(a/y) + H(y/a) ^ £. 

(Reduce to the case where none of the Cj is negligible, and use the fact that the fi 

f h* t log t is zero and continuous at t = 1.) 

10. Let X be a compact space such that y(X) — 1, and let u:X~~>X be a fx-mea 

mapping such that u(fx) = fx. 

(a) Let a be a finite partition of X into integrable subsets, and let X be the 
tt- 1 

all finite unions of subsets of X belonging to one or other of the partitions V 
j = ° 

Suppose that the set of classes {A: A e X} is dense in I(X, fx) (Problem 8). She 

we then have h(u) = h(u, a). (It is enough to show that h(u, /3) < h{u, a) fo 

finite partition j8 of X into integrable subsets; observe that we have 

ft) ^ h{u9 VQ «"'/(a)'j + H^/3 j \/q «_,/(a)j» 

and use Problem 28(d) of Section 13.9, and Problem 9 above.) 

(b) Under the hypotheses of (a), show that if in addition u is bijective and 

fx-measurable, then /*(«) = 0. (Observe that the set of classes {(«_1(A))~: A 

again dense in I(X, /x), and use Problem 28(c) of Section 13.9.) 

(c) Suppose that u is bijective and u~x is /x-measurable. Let %' be the set c 
n 

unions of subsets of X belonging to one or other of the partitions V «J(a), and s 
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that the set of classes A, as A runs through is dense in I(X, /x). Show that h(u) = 

h(u, a) (Kolmogoroff-Sinai theorem). (Same method as in (a).) 

(d) Take X to be the unit'circle U : |z| = 1, let /x be the image of Lebesgue measure 

under the mapping tv-+e2nit of [0, 1] onto U, and let u be the mapping zv-+e2ni0z. 

Show that hiu) — 0. (Distinguish two cases according as 6 is rational or irrational. 

In the latter case use (b), by taking a to be a partition into two half-open semicircles.) 

11. Let X, Y be two compact spaces and let ju (resp. v) be a positive measure on X 

(resp. Y) such that /x(X) = v(Y) = 1. A /x-measurable (resp. v-measurable) mapping 

u :X i--> X (resp. i?: YhY) such that u{(x) — /x( resp. u(v) = v) defines an endomorphism 

U:/h->(/° u)~ of L£(X, /x) (resp. an endomorphism V: g^~>(g ° v)~ of Lc(Y, v)) 

(Section 13.11, Problem 10). The mappings w, v are said to be conjugate if there exists 

an isometry T of I(X, g) onto I(Y, v) (Problem 8) such that V°T=T° U. Show 
that if this is the case then h(u) = h(v). 

12. Suppose that the measure /x is bounded, and let p e [1, + oo[. Let (U„) be a sequence 

of continuous linear mappings of L&(X) into the space S(X, g) (Problem 2). For any 

function of fe we denote by £/„•/ any function belonging to the class U„ */ 
and pu* 

(t/5 •f)(x) = sup | (Un •/)(*) I, 
n<N 

a/*-/)w = suPia/„-/)(^)|. 
n 

For each a > 0 let Ea,N(/) denote the set of all x e X such that (U$ • f)(x) > a, and 
let E«(/) denote the set of all x e X such that (U* •f)(x) > a. 

(a) Show that the set of fe L& such that /x(Ea.N(/)) g s is closed, for each e > 0. 

(b) Assume that for all fe the function U* ■ f is finite almost everywhere. Show 
that under these conditions the number 

C(a) = sup /x(Ea(/)) 
Np(/)<1 

tends to 0 as a -> + oo (Banach’s principle). (Use Baire’s theorem in the complete 
space L&.) 

(c) Under the hypotheses of (b), show that the set H of classes / such that the 

sequence ((£/„ • f)(x)) converges everywhere in X is closed in L&. (Write 

R(/)(*) = lim ( sup | (Um • /)(*) -(Un- f)(x) |), 
r -*• oo \ m,n^r J 

remark that R(/)(x) = R(/~ g)(x) almost everywhere for g e H, and use (b).) 

13. MEASURES WITH BASE g 

(13.13.1) Let g be a mapping ofX into C or into K. Then the following con¬ 

ditions are equivalent: 

(a) For each x eX, there exists a neighborhood V of x in X such that g<pY 

is integrable. 
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(b) The function g is measurable, and for each compact set K c X we 

have 

\g\cpKdp < +oo. 
I 

(c) For each function h e JTC(X), rAe function gh is integrable. 

Since we may write g — gx + ig2, where and g2 are 5-valued, and then 
9i =9i -9i> we reduce straightaway ((13.9.6) and (13.10)) 

to the case where g is a mapping ^0 of X into R. To show that (a) implies 
(b), cover K by a finite number of open sets V,- such that#<pVj is integrable for 
each j. Then sup(gcpy) is integrable (13.7.4) and hence so is 

j 
9<Pk = Vk * sup(^<^Vj) 

j 

(13.9.14). Hence (b) follows from (13.9.13). To show that (b) implies (c), 
observe first that g is almost everywhere finite (X being a denumerable 
union of compact sets), hence gh is measurable (13.9.8.1). Moreover, if 
L = Supp(/z), we have \gh\ ^ \gcpL\ * \\h\\, hence it follows from (b) and 
(13.9.13) that gh is integrable. Finally, to show that (c) implies (a), consider a 
compact neighborhood V of x e X and a continuous mapping h : X -* [0, 1] 
which is equal to 1 on V and has compact support ((3.18.2) and (4.5.2)). By 
hypothesis gh is integrable, hence so is gcpv — (gh)(pw (13.9.14). 

When the equivalent conditions of (13.13.1) are satisfied, the function g 

is said to be locally integrable (with respect to jj) or locally fi-integrable. 

Clearly every integrable function is locally integrable. Every measurable 
function whose restriction to every compact subset of X is bounded almost 
everywhere (in particular, every function belonging to or ) is locally 

integrable. Every function belonging to or is locally integrable, by 
(13.11.7). Every function equivalent to a locally integrable function is locally 
integrable. We have remarked in the course of the proof of (13.13.1) that 
every locally integrable function is finite almost everywhere. The function 
on R which is equal to l/|x| when x ^ 0 and is 0 when * = 0 is lower semi- 
continuous but not locally integrable with respect to Lebesgue measure. 

For a complex-valued function g to be locally integrable, it is necessary and 
sufficient that 0tg and Jg should be locally integrable. For a real-valued 
function g to be locally integrable, it is necessary and sufficient that g+ 

and g~ should be locally integrable. 

Let g be a locally /i-integrable function. Sincef^jfg dp is defined on the 

whole of JTc(X), it is a linear form on this complex vector space. Moreover 
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this linear form is a (complex) measure on X, because if K is any compact 

subset of X, we have 

^ ll/ll * 

/% 

\9<Pk\ d\i 

for all/€ JTC(X; K), by virtue of (13.10.3). The measure so defined is called 
the measure with density g relative to p, and is denoted by g * p; when g is 
continuous, this agrees with the definition (13.1.5). Measures of the form 
g • p are also called measures with base p. It follows immediately from this 
definition that if g takes values in R (resp. ^0 almost everywhere), then the 
measure g • p is real (resp. positive). Furthermore, g • p does not change if we 
replace g by an equivalent function (with respect to p), and therefore we may 
restrict ourselves to the case where g is everywhere finite and universally 

measurable (13.9.12). 
If gt and g2 are two locally integrable functions, then gx 4- g2 and agt 

are locally integrable (a being any complex scalar), and we have 

(13.13.2) (gx +g2)-^ = 9i -H + 92 • P, («0i) ’ /* = ' M)- 

For every complex-valued locally integrable function g, we have 

(13.13.3) g ■ g = g ■ g, @(g ■ g) = (&g) • g, S(g ■ g) - (Jg) ■ g. 

(13.13.4) The set J?loc, r(X, g) (resp. £Cioc C(X, g)) of real-valued (resp. 
complex-valued) locally /z-integrable functions is a real (resp. complex) 
vector space, often denoted by J2?loc(X, g) or jSfloc(;u) or if Ioc(X) or ifloc. 

For every compact subset K of X, the mapping pK : g\-> j \gq>K\ dg is a 

semi-norm on this space. We shall always suppose ifIoc to be endowed with the 

topology defined by these seminorms. If (K„) is an increasing sequence of 
compact subsets of X, such that (J K„ = X and K„ <= K„+I (3.18.3), then it is 

n 

immediately seen that the topology of if)oc is defined by the seminorms 
pKn. In particular, if X is compact, then if/oc R(X, g) (resp. ifl0C>c(X, g)) is 
identical with ifR(X, g) (resp. ifc(X, g)). The set of locally integrable real¬ 
valued functions g such that pK(g) = 0 for all compact subsets K of X is the 
space Jf of g-negligible functions. We define 

L,Ur(X, g) = JS?£C>.(X, g)IJT 

and L,1^ , c(X, p) analogously. The seminorms pK{g) depend only on the 
class g of g: if we put pK(g) = p^{g), then we obtain seminorms defining the 
topologies of these spaces, which are therefore metrizable and locally convex. 
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(13.13.5) If g is locally g-integrable, then so is\g\, and we have \g • g\ = |#| * g. 

The first assertion follows immediately from (13.13.1) and (13.7.4). To 
prove the second, note first that if 0 is a function belonging to JfR(X) 
and if u e Jfc(X) is such that \u\Sf then we have 

I ugdu \g\ d\x ^ f\g\ dg 

(13.10.3), and therefore (13.3.2.1) \g • g\ g \g\ • g. To prove the reverse 
inequality, let L denote the (compact) support of /. Let A be the set of 
all x e L such that g(x) ^ 0; the set A is integrable ((13.9.9) and (13.9.2)) and 
therefore (13.9.1) there exists an increasing sequence of compact subsets Kn 
of A such that A - (J K„ is /^-negligible. Hence, by (13.8.4), for any e > 0 

n 

there exists an integer n such that JA__K f\g\ dg ^ e. The same reasoning, 

using the measurability of g and (13.8.4), shows that there exists a compact 

subset of K„ such that g\K'n is continuous and J*A__K ,f\g\ dg ^ 2e. Now 

consider on K' the continuous function x\-^\g(x)\/g(x); by applying (3.18.2) 
and the Tietze-Urysohn theorem (4.5.1) to the real and imaginary parts of 
this function, we see that there exists a function w e JTC(X) such that w(x) = 
\g(x)\/g(x) for all x e K'. The function v = w • inf(l, l/|w|) (with the conven¬ 
tion 1/0 = + oo) is then continuous on X, hence belongs to JTC(X), and is 
such that v(pc) = \g(x)\/g(x) in K' and |i?(x)| g 1 throughout X. Hence 
\fv\ Sf and 

fvg dg = fvg dg + fvg dg; 
K„' J A - K„' 

but 

and 

so that finally 

j fvg dg= \ f\g\ dg, 
jKn jKn 

A — Kn' 

fvg dg 
A-K 

f\g\ dg ^ 2e, 

| fvg dg | £ jf\g\ dg~4e. 

Since e > 0 was arbitrary, this completes the proof. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Show that the locally convex metrizable space Lj^j^X, p) (resp. L110Ct C(X, p)) is 

complete (in other words, is a Frechet space). 

2, Let 3^ be a vector subspace of ^lOCtK containing the subspace Jf of ^-negligible 

functions. Suppose that the quotient space H = JPj is endowed with the structure 

of a real Hilbert space, in which the scalar product is denoted by (/ |£) and the norm 

J/|. Suppose moreover that, for every compact subset K of X, there exists a constant 

^ 0 such that 

(A) dp^aK\u\ 

for all ue 3#* (cf. Section 15.11, Problem 26). (We shall also use the notation (u | v) 
and|«|for (fi | v) and |fi| when u and v belong to 3^.) Let i^g denote the set of bounded 

measurable functions on X with compact support. 
(a) Given any function /e .Sfg, show that there exists a function XJf e 3f such that 

(lK|tt) ufdjji for all and that the class of U/ in H is uniquely determined by 

the class off The function U' is called the potential of /. Show that the set of classes 

of potentials U' is dense in the Hilbert space H (use (6.3.2)). If fg are two elements 

of Seg, then (Uf | IP) = JgUf dp=j fU* dp. 

(b) As /runs through the functions ^0 belonging to ^g, the set of potentials U/ 

is a convex cone in 3f. We denote by & the closure of this cone (with respect to the 

topology defined by the seminorm |fi | on 3t). The elements of & are called pure 

potentials. Let P denote the image of & in H. For each element fie H let v be the 

projection of u on P (Section 12.15, Problem 3(a)). Show that we have \0\2 = (fi|fi), 

that v(x) 2; u(x) almost everywhere, and that v is the only element of P satisfying these 

conditions. Also we have |u| <j \u\. 
Deduce that, for each fie H, the projection of 0 on the closed convex set of points 

v e H such that u(x) u(x) almost everywhere belongs to P. 
(c) Deduce from (b) that an element v e Jff belongs to & if and only if (t>|>v) § 0 

for all we / such that w(x) 0 almost everywhere (consider the difference between 0 

and its projection on 0*). Equivalently, |fi + vP| ^ \u\ for all we 3^ such that w(x) 0 

almost everywhere. 

(d) Suppose that for all u 6 34? we have \u\ e 3f and |(|w|)~ | |fi|* Show that every 

pure potential u is 2^0 almost everywhere (use (c)). If u, v are two pure potentials, show 

that inf(«, v) is a pure potential. (Among the elements of which majorize inf(w, v), 

consider an element w such that |vv| is a minimum; then w is a pure potential, 

by (b), and we have (u + w\ u — w) (u + w | \u — >v[). By calculating |(inf(w, w))~|2, 

deduce that |(inf(«, w))~ | \w\; likewise that |(inf(u, w>))~ | < \w\; and hence that 

w = inf(w, w) = inf(t?, w) almost everywhere.) 

(e) With the same hypotheses as in (d), show that if/e S?c is ^0 almost everywhere, 

and if u e 0* is such that U/(x) ^ u(?c) almost everywhere in the set of points x e X 

such that f{x) > 0, then U7(x) < u(x) almost everywhere in X (“principle of domina¬ 

tion”)- (Observe that v = inffU7, u) is a pure potential, that (U-^ | XJf — v) = 0 and 
(v | \Jf — v) ^ 0, and deduce that v = Ur almost everywhere.) 

(f) Suppose that the hypotheses in (d) are satisfied and also that for all ue 3>f we 

have inf(w, 1) e and |(inf(w, 1))~ | |fi|. Show then that if u is a pure potential, 
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then so is inf {u, 1) (same method as in (d)). Deduce that, if u and v are pure potentials, 

then inf(w, v + 1) is a pure potential, by remarking that v + inf(«, 1) is a pure potential 
and using (d). Finally show that, if fe is ^0 almost everywhere and if u e & is 

such that Ur(x) u{x) + 1 almost everywhere in the set of points x e X such that 

f(x)> 0, then U^x) <Jw(x) + 1 almost everywhere in X (“complete maximum prin¬ 

ciple”: same method as in (e)). 

14. INTEGRATION WITH RESPECT TO A POSITIVE MEASURE 

WITH BASE ijl 

(13.14.1) Let g be a locally p-integrable function which is ^0 on X, and let 

v = g • p. Then if f^ 0 is any R-valued function on X, we have 

(13.14.1.1) fg dp 

where, on the right-hand side, the value of fg is by definition taken to be 0 at 

every point xeX at which one of f(x), g(x) vanishes {even if the other factor 

is +oo (13.11)). 

The proof consists of several steps. 

(13.14.1.2) Suppose first of all that feJ. Then (12.7.8) there exists an in¬ 
creasing sequence (/„) of functions belonging to such that / = sup fn. 

n 

In view of the convention about products, this implies that the sequence 
{fn g") is increasing and that fg is equivalent to sup(/„^), because g is almost 

n 
everywhere finite (with respect to p). Moreover, the functions fig are p- 

integrable (13.13.1), and jfig dp =..Jfi dv. Hence it follows from (13.5.7) 

that 

** f f f* 
fdv = sup fi dv = sup fig dp = fg dp. 

J n J n J 

(13.14.1.3) Every p-negligible set N is also v-negligible. 

Suppose first of all that N is relatively compact. Then ((3.18.2) and 
(13.7.9)) there exists a decreasing sequence of relatively compact open 
sets U„ containing N, such that inf p{Un) = 0. Since g(pun is /j-integrable 

n 
by virtue of (13.13.1), we have Jg<pu„ = v(NJ by (13.14.1.2) and 
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(13.7.7). But, by (13.8.4), if N'dN is the intersection of the U„, then 

inf |g<pun dp = Jgq>w dp = 0; and since v(N) ^ v(U„) for all n, we have 

v(N) = 0. 
Now let N be any /^-negligible set, and (K„) a denumerable covering of X 

by compact sets. Then the sets NnK„ are v-negligible, by what has just 
been proved, and hence so is their union N. 

(13.14.1.4) Suppose now that K = Supp(/) is compact and that f\ K is 
continuous, with values in R (and therefore bounded (3.17.10)). Then there 
exists a decreasing sequence (U„) of relatively compact neighborhoods of K 
such that K = Q U„ (3.18.2); also, by virtue of the Tietze-Urysohn theorem 

n 

(4.5.1), there exists for each n a function fn e ^TR(X), with support con¬ 
tained in U„, which extends / and is such that ||/J = ||/||. Hence we have 

j/n dv = jfng dp for all n. Bearing in mind (13.13.1), it follows from (13.8.4) 

that /is v-integrable and fg is /j-integrable, and that jfdv = jfgdp. 

(13.14.1.5) The set A of points x e X such that g(x) = 6 is v-negligible. 

Since g is /^-measurable (13.13.1), A is /i-measurable (13.9.9), and hence is 
the union of a sequence (K„) of compact sets and a /^-negligible set N. By 

virtue of (13.14.1.4) applied to / = (pKn, we have v(K„) = jg<pKn dp = 0, and 

v(N) = 0 by (13.14.1.3); hence v(A) = 0. 

(13.14.1.6) Consider now the case where Supp(/) = K is compact and/1K 

is lower semicontinuous on K. Then it follows from (12.7.8) that there exists 
an increasing sequence of finite real-valued functions un which are continuous 
and ^ 0 on K and such that f\ K = sup un. Let fn be the function which is 

n 

equal to un on K and zero on X — K, so that/ = sup fn. By virtue of (13.5.7) 
n 

and (13.14.1.4), we have 

J 
* 

f dv = sup 
n 

/„ dv = sup 
n I 

* 

fn9 dfi = J *fgdn 

since fg is equivalent (with respect to p) to sup fng, by virtue of the convention 
n 

about products and the fact that g is finite almost everywhere with respect 
to p. 
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End of the Proof 

(13.14.1.7) For every function v e J such that /g v, we have fg g vg, and 

v dv = J* vg dg by (13.14.1.2), so that fg dg g J* vg dg = J* v dv. 

Hence, by definition of the upper integral, we have j* fg dg g J*/<7v. Hence 

it remains to establish the opposite inequality 

* p* 
fdv g fg dg. 

Let he J be such that h^fg. Then it is enough to show that 

(13.14.1.8) 

r* 

(13.14.1.9) fdv ^ 
* 

* 

ft dg. 

The set X — A is the union of a denumerable increasing sequence of 
compact sets H„ and a ^-negligible set N, such that g | Hn is continuous, finite 
and >0 for all n. We define a mapping u of X into R as follows: u — h/g 

in the union of the sets H„, and u(x) = + oo in N and in A. In each of the sets 
H„ we have ug = ft, and by virtue of (13.14.1.6) 

** f* f* 
u dv = ug dg = j ft dg. 

J Hn J Hn Jh„ 

But v(N) = 0 by virtue of (13.14.1.3), and v(A) = 0 by virtue of (13.14.1.5), 
hence, as ft ^ 0, (13.5.7) 

I 
* 

u dv=sup 
n 

f* r* 
u dv = sup ft dg g ft dg. 

Hn » J Hn J 
Since/gw, we obtain the required inequality (13.14.1.9). Q.E.D. 

(13.14.2) Let g be a locally g-integrable function which is ^0 on X, let S be 

the g-measurable set of points xeX such that g(x) > 0, and let v = g • g. Let 

fbe a mapping ofX into R. Then the following conditions (iwith the conventions 

of (13.11) for products) are equivalent: 

(a) f is v-measurable / 
(b) M is g-measurable; 

(c) fg is g-measurable. 

We may suppose g to be finite. With the conventions we have made, we 
havzfg = (f(Ps)(g<Ps), and since the two factors on the right-hand side never 
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take the values 0 and ±oo simultaneously, it follows from (13.9.8.1) that (b) 
implies (c). Conversely, it is immediately seen that the function g' which is 
equal to g~x on S and vanishes on X — S is ^-measurable: for there exists a 
partition of S (resp. X — S) into compact sets L„ (resp. M„) and a //-negligible 
set P (resp. Q) such that the restriction of g to each L„ is continuous, and it 
follows that the restrictions of g' to Ln and M„ are continuous. Furthermore, 
we have (fg)gf = fcps, hence by the same argument it follows that (c) implies 
(b). Hence it is enough to prove that (a) and (b) are equivalent. 

Suppose first that f cps is //-measurable. The set QS is v-negligible, by virtue 
of (13.14.1.5); also the hypothesis implies the existence of a partition of S into 
a sequence of compact sets L„ and a //-negligible set N, such that f\Ln is 
continuous for each n. Also N is v-negligible, by (13.14.1.3); hence / is 
v-measurable. 

Conversely, suppose that/is v-measurable. Then there exists a partition of 
X consisting of a sequence of compact sets H„ and a v-negligible set N, such 
that/1 H„ is continuous for all n. Also there exists a partition of S consisting of 
a //-negligible set L and a sequence of compact sets K„ such that g | K„ is con¬ 
tinuous (and >0) for all n. For all n, we have inf g(x) — an> 0. Finally, 

x e K n 

there exists also a partition of X — S into a //-negligible set L' and a sequence 
of compact sets K'. It is clear that the restriction of fps to each of the 
sets H„n Km and K4 is continuous, and it is therefore enough to prove 
that N n S is //-negligible. Now if /z*(N n K„) > 0, then we should have 

r g dp ^ an /z*(N n K„) > 0, which is absurd because 

0 = v(N n S) = I g dp 
jNnS 

by virtue of (13.14.1). Hence each set N n K„ is //-negligible, therefore so 
is N n S, and hence finally /cps is //-measurable. 

(13.14.3) Let g be a locally g-integrable function which is ^0 on X, and let 

v = g • //. Then a mapping /: X —► K is v-integrable if and only if (with the con¬ 

ventions of (13.11)) fg is p-integrable; and in that case we have 

(13.14.3.1) fg dp. 

For/to be v-integrable it is necessary and sufficient that/+ and/“ should 
be (13.7.4); and since we have (fg)+ = f+g, (fg) ~ =f~~g, with the conventions 
of 13.11 about products, it is enough to prove (13.14.3) when 0. The 
first assertion is now a consequence of (13.14.1), (13.14.2), and (13.9.13); and 
the relation (13.14.3.1) is just (13.14.1.1). 
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(13.14.4) With the hypotheses of (13.14.3), the measure v is bounded if and only 

if g is p-integrable; and v = 0 if and only if g is p-negligible. 

(13.14.5) Let gu g2 be two mappings ofX into R, such that gx is §;0 and 

locally p-integrable. Then g2 is locally (gt • p)-integrable if and only if (with the 

product convention of (13.11)) g2gx Is locally p-integrable, and in that case we 

have 

(13.14.5.1) g2 ■ (gt • n) = (g2gi) • ju. 

By considering gi and g2, we reduce immediately to the case where 
g2 ^ 0. To say that g2 is locally (gl • /z)-integrable signifies (13.13.1) that, for 
every /e JTR(X), the function g2f is (gx • ^)-integrable, or equivalently 
(13.14.3), that g2gxf'\s ju-integrable; which in turn means that g2gx is locally 
/z-integrable. Also, if we put v = gx • p and X = g2 • (gx • p), we have 

J*f dX = Jfg2 dv =|fdzQ\ dp by (13.14.3); hence the relation (13.14.5.1). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let X be a locally compact space, p a positive measure on X, and (fn) a sequence of 

functions belonging to «£r(X, /a). Write p„=fn’p and /x„(A)=J* f„dp for any 

/x-measurable set A. 

(a) Show that if X is not compact it can happen that the sequence (/„) is unbounded 
in L1, but that the sequence (pn) is vaguely bounded. 

(b) Suppose that, for every subset A of X consisting of a single point, and for every 

open subset A of X such that the measure induced by p on the frontier of A has finite 

support, the sequence (pn(A)) is bounded. Show that the sequence (/„) is bounded in 

L1. (Show first that every point x0eX has an open neighborhood U such that the 

sequence of numbers |/x„|(U) is bounded. To do this, argue by contradiction, by showing 

that otherwise it would be possible to define a strictly increasing sequence of integers 

(nk), a decreasing sequence (Uk) of open neighborhoods of x0, and a sequence (Wfc) 

of /x-quadrable (Section 13.9, Problem 7) open sets, with the following properties: 

0»cUk-„ KU»-{*o})gl/*, 1^,104-{X0})^1 for i<k, Wtc u*-<J»+1, 
and finally 

i<k 

Consider the union W of the W*, and obtain a contradiction. Then show by a similar 
argument that there exists a compact subset K of X such that the sequence 
(|/x„|(X - K)) is bounded.) 

(c) Deduce from (b) that if the sequence (p„( A)) is bounded for every open set A in X, 
then the sequence (fn) is bounded in L1. 

(d) On the interval [0,1 ], take pn to be the measure defined by a mass n at the point 
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0 and a mass — n at the point \/n. Then the sequence (/x„(A)) is bounded for every open 

set A which is |/xn|-quadrable for all ny but the sequence of norms ||/Lt„|| is unbounded. 

Again, if we take pn to be the measure defined by a mass n at the point Ijn and a mass 

—n at the point I/O 4- 1), then the sequence (/z„(A)) is bounded for every interval 

A c [0,1] (and therefore also for every finite subset A of [0, 1 ]), but the sequence of 
norms ||p,„\\ is not bounded. 

2. For each integer n 1, let E„ be an at most denumerable closed subset of I = ]0,1[, 

and let be the family of component intervals of I — E„. Suppose that the maxi¬ 

mum length dn of the intervals J eJn tends to 0 a^ n -»• + co. Let A be Lebesgue 
measure on I and let A be a A-measurable subset of I. Suppose that there exists a number 

ke] 0,1 [ such that, for all n and all Je/„, we have A(A nJ)< &A(J). Show that 

A(A) = 0. (By using (13.7.9), show that A(A) e + k(A(A) + e) for all £ > 0.) 

3. For each integer n > 0, the Farey series of order n is the set F„ of all rational numbers 

which, when expressed in their lowest terms pjq, are such that 0 ^ p ^ q ^ n, and 

arranged in increasing order. The distance between two consecutive terms of F„ is 
therefore <^1 /n. 

(a) Show that if two rational numbers r = pjq and r' = p'/q' are such that 

qp' —pq' = ±1, then for every pair of integers (p", q") there exist integers x, y such that 

p" —px+ p'y and q" ~qx + q'y. The fraction p"/q" belongs to the closed interval with 
endpoints r, r' if and only if x, y are of the same sign. 

(b) Deduce from (a) that if r = pjq and r' = p'fq' are two rational numbers belonging 
to the interval [0,1], such that q > 0, q' > 0 and qp' — pq' = ± 1, then r and r' are 

consecutive elements of the Farey series Fsup(9f . Moreover the smallest of the integers 

m such that the open interval with endpoints r, r' contains a point of Fm is the integer 

q -1- q\ and this open interval contains only one point of F^,, namely (p + p')l(q + <?'). 

(c) Conversely, if r and r' are consecutive terms of F„, show that qp' — pq' — ±1 
(induction on n). 

4. For each xgI = ]0, 1], put p(x) = (1/x) — [1/x], where [/] denotes the integral part 

of the real number t. If pn{x) — p(pn~l(x)) is defined and nonzero, put^n + 1(x) = [1 !p„(x)] 
(with qx{x) = [1/x]). 

(a) For every n such that pn(x) is defined, show that 

An - 1 (x)pn(x) + An(x) 

where A„(x) and Bn(x) are integers >n~\. The fractions A„_i(x)/Bn_i(x) and 

A„(x)lB„(x) are two consecutive terms of a Farey series (Problem 3) and x belongs to 

the closed interval with these as endpoints. Deduce that pn(x) is defined for all n 1 if 

and only if x is irrational. 

The (finite or infinite) sequence of numbers qn(x) is called the continued fraction 

expansion of x, and the fractions A„(x)/B„(x) are the convergents to x. The A„(x) and 

B„(x) are constant on the complement of the denumerable closed set E„ of points x 

such that p„+ i(x) is not defined, and on each of the component intervals of I — En 

the function p„ is monotone and varies from 0 to 1. 
(b) Let A be Lebesgue measure on I and let A be a A-measurable subset of I consisting 

entirely of irrational numbers. Suppose that <pA is A -invariant with respect to p (Section 
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13.9, Problems 13 and 24). Show that A(A) is either 0 or 1. (Supposethat d = A(A) e ]0,1 [. 

Show that, for each component interval J of I — E„, we have 

A(A n J) ^ (Idjil + 4))A(J). 

For this purpose use (a) above and Problem 1(c) of Section 13.21 to show that 

f1 (pt + q\ dt f1 / ^ dt dt 

dx=J0 *A\7rrs)(?rr& ~ h9A(t) (^T7r - h &+^ 

for suitably chosen integers p, q, r, s’ with ps — qr = ±1. Use Problem 2 to complete 

the proof.) 
(c) Show that the measure p, = p • A, where g(x) « 1/(1 + x), is invariant with respect 

to p. Deduce from (b) and the ergodic theorem (Section 13.9, Problems 13 and 24) 

that, for every A-integrable function / on I and almost all irrational x 61, we have 

1 1 f1 fit) , 
lim - (/(*)+/<**»+ • • • w-M))= ^ Jo —,dL 

(Gauss-Kuzmin formula). 

(d) Deduce from (c) that, for each integer p i> 1, if vn(x, p) is the number of indices 

k<n such that qk(x) = p (x irrational), then 

lim 
n~+co 

Vn(X, P) 

n 

1 , (P+D2 
-log- 
log 2 p{p + 2) 

for almost all irrational x e I. 

(e) Deduce from (c) that 

lim iqiix)q2ix) • • *q„ix))1/n 
1 

nz + 2n ) 

log n/log 2 

for almost all irrational x. 

15. THE LEBESGUE-NIKODYM THEOREM AND THE ORDER RELATION 
ON Mr(X) 

(13.15.1) Let n and v be two positive measures on a locally compact space X, 
such that v^p. Then there exists a locally p-integrable function g such that 

v=g-p. 

We distinguish two cases. 

(I) Suppose first that v is bounded. Since the function 1 is then v-integ- 
rable, it follows from (13.11.2.2) that for every /e JTr(X) 

|v(/)|2 g v(l)v(/2) S v(l)p(f2)- (13.15.1.1) 
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This shows first of all that if / is /(-negligible then v(f) = 0. Passing to the 
quotient by the subspace Jf of g-negligible functions, the linear form v on 
jfR(X) therefore defines a linear form /v(/) on the subspace jfR(X) of 
Lr(X, //) which is the canonical image of JfR(X) in LR(X, //). The inequality 
(13.5.1.1) shows that this linear form is continuous (5.5.1) on the subspace 
jfR(X); since the latter is dense in LR(X, g) (13.11.6), the linear form/h-» v(/) 
extends by continuity to a linear form on the Hilbert space LR(X, g) (5.5.4). 
Hence there exists a function g e J2?R(X, p) such that v(/) = g(gf) for all 
f e JfR(X) (6.3.2). Sinceg is locally /z-integrable (13.13), it follows that v = g • g. 

(II) General case. There exists a partition of X into a sequence of com¬ 
pact sets Kn and a //-negligible set N (13.9.2). If we put M=X — N=(jKn, 

n 
then cpM is locally //-integrable and 1 — cpM is g-negligible, hence (13.14.4) 

<Pm * A* = /*• Put ^ <Pk„ * M and = <pKn • v. Since <pKn is the lower envelope 
of a decreasing sequence of functions ^0 belonging to jTr(X), the relation 
v ^ g implies v„ ^ gn for all n; furthermore, v„ is bounded (13.14.4). Hence, 
by (I) above, there exists a locally //n-integrable function gn such that 

V„ = 9„ ■ Hn = (ffn <Pk„) ■ M = \9n <Pk„I • H (0 3.13.5) and (13.14.5)), and the func- 
tion gn(pKn is locally //-integrable. Let g denote the function which is equal 
to \gn(PKn\ on each K„ and is zero on N. Then g is the sum of the series 

X l#n <PkJ- If /is any function ^0 in JfR(X), and wi is any integer, then 
n= 1 

* / m \ m C m 

/( E l<?„<?>Kj) dfi = £ /l5n<PKnl ^ = E 
\n=1 / n=lJ n=l 

= E J/'Pk,, dv ^ j/dv. 

/^v„ 

and therefore ((13.8.4) and (13.13.1)) the function g is locally //-integrable. 
00 

Also, since / = £/<pKn almost everywhere (with respect to //), we have 
n = 1 

(13.8.4) jfg dp = J/<pM dv. To show that v = g • g, it remains to be proved 

that N is also ^-negligible. But by definition (13.5.5), for each e > 0 there exists 
a function he J such that <pN ^ h and g(h) ^ e. Since h is the upper envelope 
of an increasing sequence of functions ^0 belonging to JfR(X), the inequality 
v S g implies that v*(/z) ^ g(h) ^ e, and the proof is complete. 

The following lemma will be generalized later (13.15.8): 

(13.15.2) Is any finite sequence of complex measures on X, there 
exists a positive measure X such that each pj is a measure with base X. 
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By writing each pj as a linear combination of four positive measures 
(13.3.6), we may assume that the measures pj are all positive. Then we take 

r 

X = fXj, and apply the result of (13.15.1) to each pj ^ X. 
j=i 

(13.15.3) (i) With respect to the order relation on MR(X), any two real 
measures p, v have a least upper bound sup(/i, v) and a greatest lower bound 
inf(p, v). For each real measure p put p+ = sup(p, 0) and p~ = sup( —0); 
then we have 

(13.15.3.1) inf(Ju+, fx ) = 0, /x = /x+-g , \fx\=ix++ix = sup (g.,~ix) 

and^for any two real measures p, v, 

{p 4 v = sup(p, v) 4- inf(^, v), 

sup(/i, v) = \{p 4- v + \p - v|), 

inf(p, v) == \(p 4 v \p v|). 

(ii) Let X be a positive measure and let gu g2 be real-valued locally 
X-integrable functions on X. If px = gx • X and p2 = g2 * X, then 

(13.15.3.3) 
sup^!, ju2) = sup(s-1,^2) -A, 

. inf(Mx, Hz) = g2) ’ A 

and in particular, /or o/ry real-valued locally X-integrable function g, 

(13.15.3.4) (<r A)+=<?+ fo-A)“ = g~ • X. 

We have g±* X^g2- X if and only if gfx) ^ gi(x) almost everywhere with 
respect to X. 

(iii) Let (gn) be an increasing sequence of locally X-integrable real-valued 
functions. Then the increasing sequence of measures gn • X is bounded above in 
Mr(X) if and only if the function sup gn is locally X-integrable, and in that case 
we have " 

(13.15.3.5) sup (gn ■ X) = ^sup • A. 

To prove (i), we remark that the measures ju, v can be written in the form 
fi = g1— n2, v = vt — v2, where fx2, v, and v2 are positive (13.3.6). 
Applying (13.15.2) to the four measures g2» v1; v2 we see (by using 
(13.13.2)) that ix = u- A and v = v ■ A, where A is a positive measure and u, v 
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are locally A-integrable real-valued functions. Hence the assertions of (i) are 
consequences of those of (ii). 

To prove (13.15.3.3), we reduce to the case where ^2 = 0; for if 
supOq - p2,0) exists and is equal to (gx — g2)* • A, it follows immediately 
(13.3) that we shall have 

sup(/q, p2) = Hi + supOi - m, 0) = (92 + (9i -9i)+) • A = sup^, #2) • A. 

This reduces us to proving (13.15.3.4). For this, we shall begin by proving the 
last assertion of (ii), or equivalently that the relation g * A g: 0 implies g{x) 0 
almost everywhere with respect to A. Let N be the set of points xeX such that 

g(x) < 0. If we put v =p“A, it follows from (13.14.1.5) that v(X — N) =0; 
so if we can show that v(N) = 0, it will follow that v = 0, and this will estab¬ 
lish our assertion (13.14.4). Clearly it is enough to prove that v(N n K) = 0 
for each compact subset K of X. If U is any relatively compact open set 

containing NnK, then we have jv0~ dA^ j^g+ dA. For by hypothesis 

\(g+ ~ 9~)f dA^O for every function 0 belonging to JTR(X), and it is 

g-fdA,jvg+ dX = 

sup J g+f dA, the supremum being taken over all functions /e jTr(X) such 

that 0 S <Pu (13.5.1). Since g + (x) = 0 for x e N n K, we have 

I g+ dA = inf | g* dA = 0; 
JNnK U Ju 

consequently, | g~ dA = inf j g~ dA = 0, which shows that v(N n K) = 0 
JNn K y J U 

(13.14.3) . 

Now let p be a measure such that p 0 and p^g • A. Putting A + p = <r, 
we have (13.15.1) p = u • a and A = v * cr, where u and v are locally cr-integrable 
and m ^ 0 and v ^ 0 almost everywhere with respect to <x. It follows that 
u^gv almost everywhere with respect to a, hence that u^(gv)+ = g+v 
almost everywhere with respect to <r; but this implies that 

P = w • <T^(g+i0 -<y=g+ • X 

therefore sufficient to remark that Ju # dX = sup J 

by virtue of (13.14.5). 
Finally, we have to prove (iii). If the sequence (gr ■ X) is bounded above in 

M„(X), then for each function0 belonging to .5f„(X) we have 

sup 
n 

/» 

./S', dX < +oo; 
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consequently (13.8.1) the function fg = sup fg„ is A-integrable, and 
n 

fg dX = sup 
n 

fgndX. 

Hence g is locally A-integrable (13.13.1) and g ■ X = sup(#„ • A) (13.4.4). 
n 

Scholium 

(13.15.3.6) We may therefore say that, for a positive measure p, the mapping 
g \-*g • p is a linear bijection of the vector space L/0Cj R(X, p) of equivalence 
classes (relative to p) of locally p-integrable real-valued functions onto the 
vector space of real measures with base p, and moreover that this bijection is 
order-preserving. This is the fundamental fact that we shall use repeatedly 
from now on until the end of Section 13.19. 

We remark also that the mapping g*-*g * p, considered as a mapping into 
M(X), is continuous when L^Cj R(X, p) is endowed with the topology defined 
in (13.13.4) and M(X) is endowed with the vague topology. 

(13.15.4) In the space MR(X), every subset H which is bounded above has a 
least upper bound v, and there exists an increasing sequence (pj of elements of H 
such that v = sup (p„). 

n 

If/2> 0 belongs to JfR(X), then the set of numbers p(/), where p e H, has 
a finite least upper bound by hypothesis, and we shall show that sup p(/) is 

M 6 H 

equal to v(/). For this purpose consider an increasing sequence (K„) of 
compact subsets of X which cover X and are such that jTr(X) is the union 
of the JTR(X; Kw) (3.18.3), and let (gmn)m^i be a dense sequence in the Banach 
space ^TR(X; K„) ((7.4.4) and (3.10.9)). For each pair (m, n), there exists a 
sequence (/xmBJ^pai of elements of H such that sup(^mnp(^„)) = sup g{gt,n)- 

P (ieH 

Now let Xr denote 

sup (nmnp) 
m£r, n£r, p£r 

(which exists by (13.15.3)). The sequence (/tr) is increasing and bounded above 
in Mr(X), hence has a least upper bound v0 which is also its limit in the vague 
topology (13.4.4). If p 6 H, we have p(#+„) g v0(pr+/j) for each pair (m, n); 
hence, by continuity and because |f+ — g+n| S\f — 9mnl> it follows that 
Kf) = v0(/) for all/g: 0 belonging to XR(X; Kn) and for all n; hence p ^ v0. 
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On the other hand, if p p for all p e H, then in particular p ^ v0, by the 
definition of v0; hence v0 is the least upper bound v, and we have 

v(/) = sup nif) 
Aie H 

for all/^ 0 belonging to JfR(X). 

(13.15.5) (Lebesgue-Nikodym Theorem) Let p, v be two positive measures 
on X. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 

(a) v is a measure with base p. 
(b) Every p-negligible set is v-negligible. 
(b') Every compact p-negligible set is v-negligible. 
(c) For every function 0 which is both p-integrable and v-integrable, 

and for every real number s > 0, there exists 5 > 0 such that the relations 

0 ^ h Sf and J*/z dp rg 8 imply J*/z dv g £. 

(c') For every compact subset K of X and every real number e > 0, there 
exists <5 > 0 such that the relations A c K and p*(A) ^ <5 imply v*(A) ^ e 

(“ absolute continuity” of v with respect to p). 
(d) v = sup (inf(v, np)). 

The fact that (a) implies (b) follows immediately from (13.14.1) and 
(13.6.3). 

Clearly (b) implies (b'). Conversely, suppose that (b') is satisfied, and let 
N be a p-negligible set. Since X is a denumerable union of compact sets K„, 
it is enough to show that each of the sets N n K„ is v-negligible, and we may 
therefore assume that N is relatively compact. Since N then has a compact 
neighborhood (3.18.2), it follows from (13.7.9) and (13.8.7, (i)) that we may 
restrict ourselves to the case where N is a denumerable intersection of 
relatively compact open sets; but in this case N is v-integrable ((13.7.7) and 
(13.8.7, (i)), hence is the union of a sequence (H„) of compact sets and a 
v-negligible set P. Since by hypothesis v(Hn) = 0 for all n, it follows that N is 
v-negligible. 

To prove that (b) implies (d) and that (d) implies (a), we remark that 
we may express p and v in the form p — u'X and v == v • 2, where X is a 
positive measure and u, v are finite, ^0 and locally 2-integrable ((13.15.2) 
and (13.15.3)). If we put v' = sup(inf(u, nu)) and v" = v — v\ then we have 

n 

v' S 0, v" ^ 0 and sup(inf(v, nu)) = v' ■ l (13.15.3). Hence to show that (b) 
H 

implies (d) it is enough to show that (b) implies that v" ■ X = 0. Now the set A 
of points x e X at which v"(x) > 0 is contained in the set of points x at which 
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u(x) = 0, and therefore is ju-negligible (13.14.1), hence v-negligible by hypothe¬ 
sis. On the other hand, v" = v(pA, hence ((13.14.1) and (13.6.3)) the relation 
v(A) = 0 is equivalent to v" being A-negligible, and therefore implies that 
v" * A = 0 (13.14.4). To show that (d) implies (a), it is enough to remark that 
the condition (d) signifies that v” • A = 0, and hence (13.14.4) the set A is 
A-negligible. Hence if we put g{x) = v(x)Ju(x) at points where u(x) > 0, and 
g(x) = 0 elsewhere, we shall have v(x) = g(x)u(x) at all x $ A, hence almost 
everywhere with respect to A. Consequently (13.14.5), g is locally /i-integrable, 
and we have v = g ■ p. 

It remains to establish the equivalence of (b), (c), and (c'). Clearly (c') is 
a consequence of (c), applied to / = (pK. Also (c') implies that v*(A) = 0 for 
every relatively compact /^-negligible set A; since every ju-negligible set is the 
union of relatively compact /^-negligible sets, this proves that (c') implies (b). 
To prove that (b) implies (c) we shall argue by contradiction. Suppose there¬ 
fore that there exists a function f0 ^ 0 which is ju-integrable and v-integrable, 
and a real number a > 0 such that, for each integer n > 0, there exists a 

function gn for which 0 S gn Sfo, j*9n dp ^ 2~n and J*gn dv > a. By virtue 

of (13.5.5), we may replace gn by inf(f0,g'n) for a suitably chosen function 
without disturbing the above properties, hence (13.9.13) we may 

assume that gn is ju-integrable and v-integrable. Now let 

h = lim sup gn = inf hn, 
n~* oo n 

where 

K = sup gn+p g 'Zgn+p. 
p> 0 p— 1 

Since gn Sfo for all n, it follows that hn is /j-integrable and v-integrable 
for all n (13.8.2), and we have 

m oo r 
£ 9n+p dfi ^ 2"" 

J 0=1 J 

(13.5.8). Hence jhdfi = 0 (13.8.1), and the hypothesis (b) therefore implies 

that h is v-negligible (13.6.3). But we have [hdv = lim \h„ dv Si a (13.8.1), 
^ n~* oo ^ 

which gives the required contradiction. Hence (b) implies (c), and the proof is 
complete. 

(13.15.6) Let ju and v be two positive measures on X. Then the following condi¬ 
tions are equivalent: 

(a) The negligible sets are the same for p and for v. 
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(b) v = g • jtf, where g is locally p-integ ruble and g(x) > 0 almost every¬ 
where with respect to p. 

If (a) is satisfied, it follows from (13.15.5) that v = g • p and p = h • v, 
where g (resp. h) is positive and locally integrable with respect to p (resp v), 
Hence (13.4.5) the function hg is locally /i-integrable, and we have p = (hg) * p, 
which implies (13.15.3) that hg is equivalent (relative to p) to the function 1, 
so that g(x) > 0 and h(x) = 1 /g(x) almost everywhere with respect to p. 
Conversely, suppose that v = g • p, with g{x) > 0 almost everywhere with 
respect to p. Since (1 jg(x))g(x) is equal to 1 almost everywhere with respect to 
p, the function 1 jg(x) is locally v-integrable, and we have p = (l[g)-v 
(13.14.5), so that the condition (a) is satisfied. 

If p and v satisfy the equivalent conditions of (13.15.6) they are said to be 
equivalent positive measures on X. Clearly we have here an equivalence 
relation on the set of positive measures on X. The notion of a measurable 
function is the same for two equivalent measures (13.9.4). 

(13.15.7) If p is any positive measure on X, there exists a continuous function h 
Such that h(x) > 0 for all x e X and such that the measure v = h • p (which is 
equivalent to p by virtue of (13.15.6)) is bounded. 

Let (U„) be an increasing sequence of relatively compact open sets in X 
with the properties of (3.18.3), and for each n let/„ be a continuous function on 
X with values in [0, 1], such that fn(x) = 1 for all x e\Jn and fn(x) = 0 for all 
xeX — UM+1 (4.5.2). Let (,an) be a sequence of real numbers >0 such that 

00 00 

Yjan< + °o. Then the series h = anfn is normally convergent in X (7.1), 
« - 1 n = 1 

hence h is continuous on X (7.2.1), and h(x) > 0 for all x e X. If v = h • fj., then 

v*(l) = ^*h anjfi, dfx ((13.14.1) and (13.5.8)). If for example we take 

a = i2dif j/» dV > l’ 
(2“” otherwise, 

then we have £ an < -f-oo and v*(l) < -hoo. This completes the proof. 

(13.15.8) Let (pn) be any sequence of positive measures on X. Then there 
exists a bounded positive measure v on X such that the relation v(N) = 0 is 
equivalent to pn{N) =0 for all n (which implies (13.15.5) that each pn is a 
measure with base v). Furthermore, if v' is another positive measure on X 
having this property, then v and v' are equivalent. 
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The last assertion follows from the definition of equivalent measures. To 
prove the first assertion, we may, by virtue of (13.15.7), assume that the 
measures p„ are bounded. By multiplying each jan by a suitable positive real 
number, we may also assume that pn( 1) g 2“". 

If vn = sup•••> then by virtue of (13.15.3.2) we have 

vn(f) £ £ pk(f) <; 1 for every / e JTR(X) such that 0 SfS 1, and every n. 
k= 1 

Hence (13.4.4) the increasing sequence (v„) converges vaguely to its least upper 

bound v in MR(X), and we have v(/) g 1 for every /e JfR(X) such that 
0 SfS 1- Hence v*(l) ^ 1 and so v is bounded. We may therefore write 
\xn = gn • v, where gn is locally v-integrable and ^0; hence v„ = / sup gk\ • v 

\1 £k£n J 

(13.15.3.3) and consequently v=^sup^*v (13.15.3.5). It is now clear 

(13.15.5) that the relation v(N) = 0 implies that ^„(N) = 0 for all n; conversely, 
if ^„(N) = 0 for all n, then each of the functions gn (pN is v-negligible (13.14.1), 
hence so is ^sup gn^(pN by (13.6.2), and so N is v-negligible. 

(13.15.9) Let (gn) be an increasing sequence of positive measures having a 
least upper bound v in MR(X). For a function f to be v-integrable it is necessary 
and Sufficient that f should be jun-integrable for all nt and that 

sup j* I/I dn„ < +00. 

In that case we have 

We may write \xn — gn • v, where gn is g:0 and locally v-integrable, and the 
sequence (#„) is increasing. Moreover, we have v =|sup • v by (13.15.3), 

hence sup#„ = 1 almost everywhere with respect to v. If/is v-integrable, then 
n 

so is fgn for all n, by virtue of (13.9.6), the inequality \fgn\ ^ |/| (which is true 
almost everywhere with respect to v), and (13.9.13). Hence by (13.14.3)/is 
/vintegrable f°r all n. Conversely, if/is ju„-integrable for all n, then the func¬ 
tions fgn are v-integrable (13.14.3) and we have / = lim^rt almost every- 

n~* oo 

where with respect to v, so that / is v-measurable (13.9.11). Also we have 
|/| = sup \ fgn\ almost everywhere with respect to v. Hence the result follows 

n 

from (13.9.13) and (13.8.1), and the last assertion of the proposition follows 
from the dominated convergence theorem (13.8.4). 
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16. APPLICATIONS: I. INTEGRATION WITH RESPECT TO A 
COMPLEX MEASURE 

(13.16.1) Let p, v be two positive measures on X. 
(i) We have (p + v)* = p* + v*. 

(ii) For a function f to be (p + v)-integrable (resp. (p + v)-measurable) it is 
necessary and sufficient that f should be p-integrable and v-integrable (resp. 
p-measurable and v-measurable), and in that case we have 

(13.16.1.1) fd(p+V) = f / dp. + fdv. 

We may write p = g • (p + v) and v = h • (p -f v), where g and h are ^0 
and locally (p + v)-integrable ((13.15.1) and (13.15.3)). Since p + v = 
(g + h) • (p + v), it follows that g{x) 4- h(x) = 1 almost everywhere with 
respect to p -f v. Put X = p -b v. To prove (i), we have to show that 

'sfc (* H* 

f dX = fgdX + fhdX 

for all functions/^ 0. Clearly j*f dX ^ j*fg dX -f j*fh dX. Also there is no 

loss of generality in assuming that J*/dX < -f oo, in which case there exists a 

decreasing sequence (un) of 2-integrable functions belonging to J, such that 

f Sun for n and JV dX = inf J un dX. Since jun dX = jung dX + junh dX, 

we obtain the desired inequality by passing to the limit. Assertion (ii) then 
follows from (13.14.2) and (13.14.3). 

Now let X be a complex measure on X. A complex-valued function/on X 
is said to be X-integrable if it is |A|-integrable. If we put Xx = MX and X2 = JX, 
it follows from (13.3.7) and (13.16.1) that/is 2-integrable if and only if /is 
^-integrable and 22-integrable. Since by (13.15.3.1) we have \Xx \ = X± + X^ 
and |A2| = X2 -f X2 , it follows that/is 2-integrable if and only if/is integrable 
with respect to each of the four positive measures Xf, , X2 , X2 . 

The integral of f with respect to X is then defined to be the complex number 

(% 

% 

fdll + i (13.16.2) fdX$ - i fdXf 
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The mapping / h->y dl so defined is clearly a C-linear form on the 

complex vector space cS?£(X, |A|) which extends the given C-linear form A 
on *?fc(X). 

(13.16.3) If X is any complex measure on X, we have X = h • |A|, where h is a 
locally \X\-integrable function such that \h(x)\ = 1 almost everywhere with 
respect to \X\. 

Let A1? X2 denote the real measures MX, JX, respectively. Then \Xt\ <; \X\ 
and \X2\ <; \X\ (13.3.7), so that Ax and X2 are measures with base \X\, and 
therefore the same is true of A. If X = h * \X\, it follows that \X\ = \h\ • |A| 
(13.13.5), which implies that |/z(x)| = 1 almost everywhere with respect 
to \X\ (13.15.3). 

It follows now from the definition (13.16.2) and from (13.14.3) that, for 
any A-integrable function f we have 

(13.16.4) 

(% 

% 

fdl= \fhd\X\ 

and hence, by virtue of (13.16.3) and (13.10.3), 

(13.16.5) I fdX \f\d\X\. 

A function is said to be X-negligible (resp. X-measurable) if it is | A|-negligible 
(resp. |A|-measurable). Likewise for sets. 

If X and p are two complex measures and if / is both 2-integrable and 
/z-integrable, then / is (X -f /i)-integrable, by virtue of (13.16.1) and the 
inequality \X + ^1 5 Ul + \p\ (13.3.8). 

If A is a complex measure, a function g is said to be locally X-integrable 
if it is locally |A|-integrable. In that case, for every function/e JTC(X), the 

function gf is A-integrable, and as in (13.13) we see that/ jgf dX is a meas¬ 

ure, denoted by g • X. If X = h • |A| (13.16.3), we have J fg dX—j fgh d\X\, or 

equivalently g • X = (gh) • |A|, so that the study of measures of the form g • X 
is immediately reduced to the case where A is a positive measure. In particular, 
it follows from (13.13.4) that 

(13.16.6) l<7-A| = M*|A|. 
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17. APPLICATIONS: II. DUAL OF L1 

(13.17.1) Let p be a positive measure on X. For each function g e (X, p) 

(resp. g e Jz?c (X, p)), the mapping9g: /V-» J^ dp is a continuous linear form 

on the space J^r(X, p) (resp. ST£(X, p)) with respect to the topology defined by 
the norm Nx. The corresponding continuous linear form 9g: f\—> p(Jg) on the 
Banach space L^(X, p) (resp. L£(X, p)) has norm (5.7.1) equal to N^(g). 
Conversely, every continuous linear form on ST^(X, p) (resp. STxc(X, p)) is 

of the form / fg dp, where g is a function belonging to ST£ (X, p) (resp. 

j£?£(X, p)), and the equivalence class of g is uniquely determined. 

We shall give the proof for STXC. The fact that 6g is a continuous linear form 
on STc, and the inequality \\Sg\\ ^ N^^), are consequences of (13.12.5). To 
prove that \\8g\\ = N^(g), we may assume that g is not //-negligible (in other 
words, that N^#) > 0), since the assertion is trivial otherwise. 

Let a be any real number such that 0 < a < N^(g). Then there exists a 
compact subset K of X, with measure p(KS) > 0, such that g | K is con¬ 
tinuous and |#(x)| > a for all x e K ((13.9.9) and (13.9.4)). For each e > 0 
there exists a finite covering (U£) of K by open sets in K, such that the oscilla¬ 
tion of g in each Uf is (3.16.5). Hence there exists a partition of K into a 
finite number of integrable sets Ak such that the oscillation of g in each Ak 
is (13.9.12.1). At least one of these sets, which we shall denote by A, has 
measure p(A) > 0. Let b be one of the values taken by g in A. We have 
\b\ > a and \g(x) — b\ g £ for all x e A. Now put 

/= (5/(|%(A)))<pA; 

clearly/e £?c and Nt(/) = 1. Also we have 

f 5 B 
— \b\n(A) + j£j (9 ~ b)<pA dy. 

^ (|i»| - s)fi(A) ^ (a - e)n(A), 

so that |J fg dp\ ^ a — e. This proves our assertion, because e > 0 and 

a < Noo^) were arbitrary. 
Conversely, let u be a continuous linear form on S£xc. Then there exists a 

real number c > 0 such that \u(f)\ gj c • N ff) for all fe STXC (12.14.1). If K is 
any compact subset of X, it is known (13.11.6) that the topology induced on 
JTC(X; K) by that of STXC(X, p) is coarser than the topology defined by the 
norm ||/||. Hence the linear form u is continuous on each of the Banach 
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spaces Jfc(X; K) (with respect to the norm ||/||); in other words, the re¬ 
striction of p to jfc(X) is a (complex) measure v. Furthermore, it follows from 
the inequality \u(f)\ ^ c • N^/), where/e JTC(X), and from (13.3.2.1) that 
|v|(|/|) g c • Nx(f) = c • ^(|/|). Hence we deduce from (13.15.1) and (13.15.3) 
that there exists a locally ^-integrable function g0 such that |#0(x)| = c almost 
everywhere with respect to /i, and such that |v| = gQ • p. If v = h • |v| (13.16.3) 
we have therefore v = g • p, where g = g0h (13.14.5), and it is clear that 
ge$££(/*)• This being so, the linear forms u and 6g agree on the subspace 
JTC(X), which is dense in (13.11.6); since they are both continuous on 
££xc, it follows that they are equal (3.15.2). Finally, the fact that 6gi = 0g2 
implies gx = g2 follows from (13.15.3). Q.E.D. 

It follows that the mapping g i—► Sg is a linear isometry of the Banach space 
Lc onto the dual of the Banach space (12.15). 

We remark also that it follows from (13.12.5) that, for each function 

/ei?c(X, p), the linear form g\-*^fgdp on (X, p) is continuous with 

respect to the topology defined by the seminorm Nw. But in general there 
exist linear forms on (X, p) which are continuous with respect to this 
topology but are not of the above type. 

PROBLEMS 

1. (a) Let X be a locally compact space, p a positive measure on X. Let /be a ^-measur¬ 

able mapping of X into R and p a real number such that 1 <>p <> + oo. Show that 

Np(f) — sup j \fg\ dp, where g runs through the set of functions belonging to <?Tr(X) 

such that Nq(g) 1, where q — p/(p — 1) (and q — + co if p — \). State and prove an 

analogous result for a /x-measurable mapping of X into C. 

(b) Suppose that 1 < p < -f oo. For each function g e -$?i(X, p) (resp. g e -^(X, p)), 

let Qg denote the linear form /1—► p(fg) on L&(X, p) (resp. L£(X, p)). Show that 

g h-> Og is an isometry of L&(X, p) (resp. LjL(X, p)) onto the Banach space (5.7.3) 

dual to the Banach space L^(X, p) (resp. L£(X, p)). (Imitate the proof of (13.17.1), 
using (a).) 

2. Let X be a compact space, p a positive measure on X, and (/„) an orthonormal sequence 

in Styx, pY Write 

KJLs, t) = £/*(OA0O> Hn(s) = f \Kn(s, 0| dp(t) 
k= 1 Jx 

(the “/7th Lebesgue function” of the system (/„), cf. Section 11.6, Problem 2). For any 
g e &c(X, p), let sn(g) denote the function 

xh^'£(g\flc)fk{x)= fx n(x,y)g(y)dp(y). 
k = 1 J 
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(a) Let x0 e X. Show that, for every complex-valued continuous function g on X 

the partial sums sn{g) are bounded (by a number depending on g and on x0) if and only 

if the set of numbers H„(x0) is bounded (use Problem 1(a) and the Banach-Steinhaus 

theorem). (This result generalizes Problem 2(a) of Section 11.6.) 

(b) For every complex-valued continuous function g on X the partial sums sn{g) 

converge uniformly to ^ if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied: (1) every 

complex-valued continuous function on X can be approximated uniformly on X by 

linear combinations of the/„; (2) there exists a constant a such that |H„(*)| a for all 

x e X and all n. (To prove that (2) is necessary, observe that if sn(g) converges uniformly 

to g, then for any increasing sequence of integers (nk) and any sequence (xfc) of points 

of X, the sequence of numbers JKnk(xk, y)g(y) dg,(y) is bounded (by a number depend¬ 

ing on g)\ now use the Banach-Steinhaus theorem.) 

In particular, for the Haar orthonormal system (Section 8.7, Problem 7), the 

Lebesgue functions are uniformly bounded. 

3. Let X be a locally compact space, fx a positive measure on X, and p a real number 

satisfying 1 ^/?<4-oo; let q — pl(p— 1). Let g be a complex-valued measurable 

function such that fg is integrable for all fe Jfg(X, jit). Show that ge ^qc(X, /x). 

(Show that the mapping f \-+fg of Lp into L1 is continuous, by using the closed graph 

theorem (12.16.11).) (Cf. Section 12.16, Problem 24i) 

4. Let U be a continuous endomorphism of L£(X, fx) which satisfies the conditions of 

Section 13.11, Problem 16. Its transpose XU is therefore a continuous endomorphism 

of the Banach L“ (X, /x) with norm rg 1 (Section 12.15, Problem 4) and such that the 

relation 0 implies rL/*/^0. For any /e ^c(X, /x), we denote by tU f any 

function in the class XU •/ 

(a) Let (/„) be a sequence of functions in which converges almost everywhere 

to/and is such that the sequence of norms N«,(/.) is bounded. Show that the sequence 

QU'fn) converges almost everywhere to tU • /. (Consider the sequence of functions 

gn — sup \fn+p —fn |, and use the relation j(xU • gn)h dfx = ^gn{U • h) d(i, which is 

valid for any function h e .) 

(b) Let 'F ^ 0 be a function in . With the notation of Section 13.11, Problem 16, 

show that if r U • ^ 'F almost everywhere, then for each function / e , we have 

fW dfj, 0. (Consider the measure *F * /x and apply Section 13.11, Problem 16(d).) 
J E(/) 

(c) With the notation of Section 13.11, Problem 18, show that tU • 9?x0 ^ 9xo 

almost everywhere. Deduce that, for each function /e which vanishes almost 

everwhere in X0, the function U •/vanishes almost everywhere in X0 . 

5. With the notation of Section 13.11, Problem 18, suppose that the set X0 is negligible. 

(This will always be the case if /x is bounded and V • 1 — 1.) 

(a) Show that if /e is such that almost everywhere, then '£/•/=/ 

almost everywhere. (Majorize the integral of the function 

(/“ fU •/)(<& + U • © + • • • + Un • €>).) 

(b) Let / be the set of all functions h e such that XV • h^= h almost everywhere 

(i.e., the set of functions whose classes h are fixed by XU). Show that the constant 

functions belong to J and that if (hn) is any sequence in # such that the sequence 

(Noo(hn)) is bounded, then sup hn e f, (Use (a) above, and Problem 4(a).) Deduce 
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that for h to belong to /, it is necessary and sufficient that for each a e R the charac¬ 

teristic function of the set A-1(]a, + oo[) should belong to /. 
(c) Show that if h e / and f e &l, then U • (hf) = h(U • /) almost everywhere. 

(Reduce to the case where h = cpA, and show that the integral of (1 — <pA)(U • (<pA/)) 

is 0.) 
(d) Show that the set of functions of the form M> + g — U • g, where he/ 

and g e jS?i, is dense in ^. (Use Section 12.15, Problem 4(f); show that if u e <£% 

is such that j u(g ~ U • g) dp = 0 for all g e , then w necessarily belongs to /, 

and deduce that J w2<D d/x = 0.) 

(e) if /= h® + g — V * g e then the sequence (R„(/, $)) converges to h almost 

everywhere, and we have N/Zi®) < N//). (For the latter assertion, consider the 

function u = sgn h and evaluate J uf dp, bearing in mind that u e /.) Deduce that 

there exists a continuous endomorphism R® of Li, of norm^ 1, whose image is the 

closure in Li of the vector subspace formed by the classes where he f, and such 

that R® -/is equal to h<£> if /= h$ + g—U’ge'f. 
(f) For each function fe &l, we denote by R® - /any function in the class R® •/. 

Deduce from (e) that the sequence (R„(/, <£)) converges to ^-X(R® •/) almost every¬ 

where. Furthermore, for each aeR, the set of points xeX such that (R® */)(x)^> 

a<£(x) is such that its characteristic function belongs to /, and for each function he / 

we have J h(R<i> * /) dp = J hf dp. (If/i e ^ is such that N i(/—/i) <: e, show that the 

set ofxeX such that R*(/-/i, ®)(x) ^£1/2, or R*(f-fi)(x) ^ e1/2$(x), has 
measure <; 2a1/2 with respect to <D • p, by using Section 13.11, Problem 18(c).) 

(g) Deduce that for any two functions /, g e such that g 0, the sequence 
(Rn(f g)) converges almost everywhere to a finite limit in the set B of points x e X 

such that (Un • g)(x) > 0 for at least one value of the integer n^> 0 (Chacon-Ornstein 

theorem). 

6. (a) Let <xi < a2 be two real numbers, let B be the vertical strip ax a2 in C, 

and let/be a function holomorphic in & and continuous in B. Suppose also that 

(i) | f(s) | ^ M for ^ = o'! + it and s = a2 + it, where t e R is arbitrary; 

(ii) there exist two constants a > 0, A > 0 such that | f(a it) | ^ A • ea]t] for all 

0-+ it e B. 
Show that under these assumptions we have \f(s)\ ^ M throughout B. (Use the 

Phragm6n-Lindelof principle as in Section 9.5, Problem 17, by taking g(s) = e*2.) 

(b) If/is continuous and bounded in B and holomorphic in S, and if we put L(<r) = 

sup | f(o + zf) | for all a e [ou ozl then we have 
t eR 

(*) L(o-r-ffi ^ uvir'-'upzT-91 

(three-line theorem). (Proceed as in Section 9.5, Problem 10, by considering the 

function s^easf(s) for a suitable aeR. Hadamard’s three-circle theorem is a par¬ 

ticular case of (*).) 

7. Let X, Y be two locally compact spaces and let p (resp. v) be a positive measure on 

X (resp. Y). Let E c l£(X, p) be the space of classes of /x-integrable step functions, 

and let U be a linear mapping of E into the space L/oC,c(Y, v) (Section 13.13). For 

each pair of numbers p, q (finite or not) belonging to the interval [1, + oo ] of ft, the 
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mapping U is said to be of type (p, q) if U(E)<= LJ(Y, v) and if U is continuous in the 

topology induced on E by that of L£(X, /x), U being considered as a mapping of E 

into L£(Y, v). Let \\U\\p,q denote the norm of this linear mapping. If p ^ -j-oo, then 

U may be extended by continuity to a linear mapping, with norm ||f/|lP, q, of L£(X, p) 
into LJ(Y, v). The same is true if p— + oo, provided that p is bounded. 

Show that if U is of type (p0, q0) and also of type (pu qx\ then U is also of type 

(p, q) where 

1 1 -t ! t 1 _ 1 - f t 

P Po Px Q Qo 

for all t e [0, 1] (with the convention that l/oo =0, 1/0 = + oo); moreover, we have 

\mP,qs\\u\\i~\^ 

(M. Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem). (Use Problem 1, by majorizing the integral 

f ,11 
I (U - f)g | dv for / e E and g e LJ'(Y, v), where - + — = 1; for this purpose, put 

J q g 
/= \f\u, g— Ig\v with |u| = \v\ = 1, and /c= \f\% gc = \g\zv for all complex 
numbers £. Then choose appropriately two affine-linear functions 

and apply the three-line theorem (Problem 6) to the holomorphic function 

f(U ‘/oC+^cC + d dp.) 

18. CANONICAL DECOMPOSITIONS OF A MEASURE 

Two (complex) measures \xy v on X are said to be disjoint if inf(|^|, | v|) = 0. 
A. measure ji is said to be concentrated on a set M, or carried by M, if X — M 
is \\i\-negligible, or equivalently if \p\ = (pM • \p\ (13.15.3); every measure 
with base \/jl\ is then also concentrated on M (13.15.5). 

(13.18.1) For two measures p, v to be disjoint it is necessary and sufficient that 
there should exist two disjoint subsets M, N ofX such that p is concentrated on 
M and v is concentrated on N; and the sets M, N can be chosen to be universally 
measurable. 

We may restrict ourselves to the case where p and v are positive, and then 
we can write p= g • p and v = h • p, where p is a positve measure and g, h are 
locally p-integrable functions i>0 ((13.15.2) and (13.15.3)). We have then 
inf(p9 v) = inf(g, h) • p, and hence inf(p, v) = 0 if and only if inf(p, h) is 
p-negligible (13.15.3). If M0 and N0 are the sets of points xeX such that 
g(x) ^ 0 and h(x) ^ 0, respectively, then inf(p, h) is p-negligible if and only 
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if M0 n N0 is p-negligible. Putting M = M0 — (M0 n N0) and N = 
N0 — (M0 n N0), this condition is equivalent to the relations g = (pMg and 
h = (pNh almost everywhere with respect to p (13.15.3). But g — (pMg almost 
everywhere with respect to p if and only if p = cpu • p (13.15.3) and (13.14.5)), 
or equivalently if and only if p is concentrated on M. This proves the first 
assertion. The second follows by replacing M and N by universally measurable 
sets M' c= M and N'cN such that |//|(M — M') = 0 and |v|(N — N') = 0 
(13.9.3). 

In particular, if p is any real measure, then p + and p~ are concentrated on 
two disjoint //-measurable sets, each of which is both //+-measurable and 
//“-measurable ((13.15.3) and (13.16.1)). 

(13.18.2) (i) If X is a measure disjoint from each of two measures p, v, then X 
is disjoint from p + v. 

(ii) If H is a set of positive measures disjoint from a measure v, and if H is 
bounded above, then p = sup H (13.15.4) is disjoint from v. 

(i) We may assume that 2, //, v are all positive and of the forms X =/• p, 
p = g • p, v = h * p, where p is a positive measure and f g, h are positive. The 
result then follows from the inequality inf(/, g + h) ^ inf(/, g) + inf(/, h). 

(ii) We may assume that v ^ 0 and that H consists of an increasing 
sequence (pn) (13.15.4), and we may write v = h • p, pn = gn • p, p = ^sup g• p, 

where p is a positive measure and/and the gn are positive functions. Then the 
result follows from the formula inf^/, sup gnj = sup ^inf(/, gn)j. 

(13.18.3) If two measures p, v are disjoint, then \p -f v| = \p\ + |v|. 

Write p=g-p and v = h • p, where p is a positive measure and 
infflpl, \h\) = 0; then use the relation \g + h\ = \g\ + \h\. 

(13.18.4) (Lebesgue’s decomposition theorem) Let p be a positive meas¬ 
ure on X. Then every complex measure v on X is uniquely expressible in the 
form v = v' + v", where v' has base p and v" is disjoint from p. Ifv^O, then v' 
and v" are positive, and v' = sup(inf(v, npj). 

If vi + vi' = v'2 + V2, where and v'j are disjoint from //, and vi and V2 
are measures with base //, then we have v* — v2 = v2 — vj, and since v2 — v\ is 
disjoint from p (13.18.2), it can be a measure with base p only if it is zero, by 
virtue of (13.18.1). This establishes the uniqueness of the decomposition. For 
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the existence, write p =/• p and v = g • p, where p is a positive measure and 
/;> 0, and let M be the p-measurable set of points x eX such that f(x) > 0, so 
that p is concentrated on M (13.14.1). Then the measures / = (pMg • p and 
v" = v — V = (1 — (pM)g ' P satisfy the conditions of the theorem. For v" is 
disjoint from p by virtue of (13.18.1); also if A is a p-negligible set, then 
A n M is p-negligible ((13.14.1) and (13.6.3)), hence A is v'-negligible 
(13.14.1) and consequently v' is a measure with base p (13.15.5). It is clear that 
if v is positive then so are v' and v"; the formula v' = sup(inf(v, np)) then 

n 

follows from the corresponding formula <pMp — sup(inf(p, «/)), which is 
n 

valid almost everywhere with respect to p. 

A measure p on X is said to be diffuse if p((x}) = 0 for all xeX. For 
example, Lebesgue measure on R is diffuse. With respect to a diffuse measure 
p every denumerable set is p-negligible; equivalently, a diffuse measure is 
concentrated on the complement of any denumerable set. On a denumer¬ 
able discrete space, the only diffuse measure is therefore p = 0. The sum of 

two diffuse measures is diffuse (13.16.1). The least upper bound of any set 
of diffuse positive measures which is bounded above is diffuse, by (13.15.9) 
and (13.15.4). 

(13.18.5) If p is any measure on X, the set A of points xeX such that 
\p\({x}) > 0 is at most denumerable. 

Since X is the union of a sequence of compact sets Kw, it is enough to show 
that each of the sets A n K„ is at most denumerable. For this, it is enough to 
show that, for each integer m g: 1, the set Amn of points x e A n Kn such that 
|p|({jc}) ^ 1/m is finite; now this is immediate, for if B c: Amn consists of p 
points, then we have p/m g |p|(B) |p|(Kn). 

A measure p on X is said to be atomic if it is concentrated on an at most 
denumerable set. From this definition and from (13.18.1) it follows immediately 
that an atomic measure and a diffuse measure are always disjoint. The sum of 
two atomic measures is atomic. The least upper bound of a set of atomic 
positive measures which is bounded above is atomic ((13.15.4) and (13.15.9)). 

(13.18.6) Every measure p can be expressed uniquely in the form px -f p2, 
where px is a diffuse measure and p2 an atomic measure. 

The uniqueness of the decomposition follows from the fact that an atomic 
measure and a diffuse measure are disjoint. To establish the existence of 
the decomposition, it is enough to consider the at most denumerable set 
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D of points x 6 X such that |/i|({x}) > 0 (13.18.5). This set is clearly ^-meas¬ 
urable, and if we write p = h-\p\ (13.16.3), the measure p2 = (cpDh) ■ \p\ is 
concentrated on D (13.14.1), and pt = p-p2 is diffuse. For we have 
Ifel = <Pd ' l/t| ((13.13.4) and (13.16.3)), hence |/q| = |/r| - \p2\; for each 
xeD, we have |iu|({x}) = \p2\({x}) by construction, and for each x$D 

we have |/i|({x}) = |/i2|({x}) = 0 by the definition of D; hence, by (13.16.1), 

i/hl(M) = 0 for all x e X. 

Example 

(13.18.7) Let X be Lebesgue measure on R. From (13.18.4) and (13.18.6) it 
follows that every measure p on R is uniquely of the form pt + p2 + p3, 
where pl~ g • X is a measure with base X, p2 *s an atomic measure and p3 is a 
diffuse measure disjoint from X and therefore concentrated on a ^-negligible 
set (necessarily nondenumerable). 

Remarks 

(13.18.8) (i) If p is an atomic measure, the denumerable set of points 
xeX such that |/t|({jc}) > 0 is the smallest set on which p is concentrated. On 
the other hand, for a diffuse measure v ^ 0, there exists no smallest set on 
which v is concentrated: in other words, there exists no largest v-negligible set, 
because every set consisting of a single point is v-negligible. 

(ii) Let p be an atomic measure concentrated on a denumerable set D, 
and let (a„) be the sequence consisting of the distinct points of D arranged in 
some order. Put |/i|({a„}) = y„ > 0. If D„ = {au a„}, then tpD = sup q>Dn; 

It 

since |/r| = <pD • \p\, then by (13.14.1) and (13.5.7) we have 

\p\*(f) = sup|/4*(/<pD,,) = f yj(an) 
n n=l 

for any function0 (the sum on the right is either a finite real number 
or +oo). This implies in particular that, for any compact set K, we have 
X < +oo. Furthermore, since every set consisting of a single point is 

/^-measurable and since X — D is /^-negligible, it follows that every mapping 

of X into a topological space is /i-measurable. The /i-integrable functions 

00 

are therefore those for which £ y„ |/(u„)| < +oo (13.9.13), and we have 
n~ 1 
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~Y,ynf(an)• Since A* = h ' M with |A(aw)| = 1 for all n (13.16.3), we 
n= 1 ^ 

(PiaJ = Pn with \P„\ = y„, and J/^ = £&/(«„) for every /x-integ- 

notion /. 

versely, consider an arbitrary denumerable sequence (#„) of points of 
a sequence (yrt) of real numbers >0 such that Y yn < +00 f°r all 

On 6 K 

t subsets K of X. We have already seen (13.1.3) that 

oo 

/ >-> v(/) = X v»/(a») 
n = 1 

itive measure on X. With the same notation as above, it is clear that 
(q>Dn * v), and since (pDn • v is concentrated on Drt and hence on D, it 

that v is concentrated on D. Also we have v({tf„}) = yn. For if K is a 

neighborhood of an, then for each £ > 0 there exists an integer m such 
Y lp ^ e- If /: X [0, 1] is a continuous mapping which takes 
K, p^m 

.e 1 at an, and the value 0 on X — K and at points ak such that k # n 

\ m (4.5.2), then we have v({<zn}) g v(f) ^ yn H- e; on the other hand 
choose the neighborhood K such that v(K) g v({<z„}) + e (13.7.9), and 
ri yn ^ v(/) S v({<z„}) + £. Since £ was arbitrary, our assertion is 

'IS 

>, a be two atomic measures on a locally compact space X, and let M, N be the 

lest sets carrying |p|, |a|, respectively. Show that p, a are disjoint if and only if 

N = 0. Hence give an example of an atomic measure v on the interval I = [0, 1] 

such that I is the support (13.19) of v+ and of v". 

Let p. be a positive measure on a locally compact space X. If A c X is universally 

urable and not /x-negligible, show that there exists a positive measure v carried by 

ch that v^O and v <£ pu. (Observe that A contains a compact set K which is not 
eligible.) 

Let M be a universally measurable subset of X. For a positive measure /x to be 

sd by M it is necessary and sufficient that v should be disjoint from every positive 

ure carried by X — M (use (a)). 

f M is closed in X, show that the vector subspace of M(X) consisting of the 

ures carried by M is vaguely closed in M(X). 

Show that Lebesgue measure on I — [0, 1 ] is the vague limit of a sequence of 

ic measures carried by a fixed denumerable subset D of I. The subspace of M(I) 

sting of measures carried by D is therefore not vaguely closed. 
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3. (a) Let ^x be a positive measure on a locally compact space X, and let A be a ^,-integ- 

rable set such that pc(A) > 0. Suppose that, for each /x-integrabie subset B of A, we 

have either /x(B) = 0 or ^t(B) = /x(A). Show that there exists a point ae A such 

that /x({a}) = ju(A). (Consider the intersection of the compact sets K <= A such that 

ix{K) = jjl(A): show that it is not empty, has measure equal to /x(A) and consists of a 

single point.) 
(b) Suppose that yu, is a diffuse measure. For each /x-integrable set A such that 

/x(A) > 0 and each e > 0, show that there exists a /x-integrable subset B of A such 

that 0 < /x(B) <: e (use (a) to show that there exists an integrable subset C of A 

such that 0 < /jl (C) &ju(A)). Deduce that, as B runs through the set of /x-integrable 

subsets of A, the set of values of /x(B) is the closed interval [0, /x(A)]. (For each real 

number b such that 0 <b< /x(A), let c be the least upper bound of the measures of 

measurable subsets C of A such that /x(C) ^ b. Show that c = b by using the preceding 

result, and then show that there exists an increasing sequence (C„) of measurable 

subsets of A such that lim /x(C„) = 6.) 

4. (a) Let v be a positive atomic measure on a locally compact space X, and let A be 

a v-integrable subset of X. Show that the set of values of v(B), as B runs through 

the set of v-integrable subsets of A, is closed in R. (Let P be the smallest set carry¬ 

ing v. Assuming that A n P is infinite, and arranging the points of A n P in a 

sequence (x„), consider the mapping cp of the product space {0, 1}N into R defined 

by <p(en)= £ 6nKW), and show that cp is continuous.) 
n 

(b) Deduce from (a) and Problem 3(b) that if /x is any positive measure on X and if A 

is a /x-integrable subset of X, then the set of values of /x(B), as B runs through the set of 

/x-integrable subsets of A, is closed in R. Extend this result to the situation where /x 
is any real measure on X. 

(c) Deduce from Problem 3(b) that if yu, is a diffuse real measure on X, then the set of 

values of /x(A) = /x+(A) — /x~(A), where A runs through the set of | /u,|-integrable sub¬ 
sets of X, is a closed (possibly unbounded) interval of R. 

(d) Give an example of an atomic positive measure v on a locally compact, non¬ 

compact space X, such that the set of values of v(A), where A runs through the set of 

^-integrable subsets of X, is not closed in R. (Take v so that inf KM) > 0.) 
xeX 

5. (a) Let X be a compact space and /x^Oa diffuse positive measure on X. Let (/„) 

be a total orthonormal sequence in ^c(^» /*)• Show that22 l/«MI2 = + °o for almost 
n 

all xeX. (Argue by contradiction, using Problem 3(b), Bessel’s inequality, and the 

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for series: show that there would exist a measurable set B 

with measure >0 and arbitrarily small, contained in the set of points x such that 

£ l/«MI2 < +00, such that, if cn = (cpB\fn]), the series J^c„fn(x) converges almost 
« n 

everywhere in B to a function <^k; then observe that by virtue of the hypothesis that 
the sequence (/„) is total, together with Parseval’s identity, we have 

lim I |1 — s„(x)|2 dfx{x) = 0, where ^ = 2ck//c* 
n~*co J B kss l 

Hence obtain a contradiction.) 

(b) Under the same hypotheses, show that there exists a sequence (bn) of scalars such 

that lim bn = 0 and 2 \b„\2\fn(x)\2 = +oo almost everywhere. (Use Egoroff’s theorem 
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to obtain an increasing sequence of sets Am <= x such that /a(X — Am) -» 0 as m -> oo 
n 

and in which the partial sums sn(x) = |/*(.x)|2 tend uniformly to 4 oo. Then remark 
k= 1 

that the series with general term \fn(x)\2/sn(x) is divergent almost everywhere (Section 
5.3, Problem 6). 

(c) Under the same hypotheses show that for almost all x0 e X there exists a function 

g e ^(X, \x) (depending on x0) such that the series with general term (g \f„)f„(x0) has 
sum equal to 4- co (use Problem 23 of Section 12.16). 

6. (a) Let 6 : R->R be increasing and continuous on the right. Show that there exists 
a unique positive measure v on R such that v(]a, b]) = 6{b) — 6(a) for every half-open 

interval ]a,b]. (This measure is called the “Stieltjes measure defined by 0”, and we 

write jfdQ in place of jf dv.) Conversely, every positive measure on R may be obtained 

in this way, and two functions 0l5 S2 on R (both of them increasing and continuous 
on the right) define the same measure if and only if 92 — 6{ is constant. Under what 

conditions is the measure v diffuse? What is then the image of v under 0? 

(b) Let K be the Cantor set (Section 4.2, Problem 2). Show that there exists a diffuse 

positive measure v on R with support K and total mass equal to 1 (Section 4.2, Problem 

2(d)). Deduce that there exists on R a diffuse positive measure, disjoint from Lebesgue 

measure, with support equal to I = [0, 1 ]. (In each component interval J of I — K 

choose a measure proportional to the image of v under an affine linear mapping of 
I onto J; then proceed by induction.) 

(c) Deduce from (a) that if /lc is a positive measure on R+ and /a function belonging 

to -Sf/oc, c(R + > i16)* anc* (O a dense sequence in R such that 

then /is /x-negligible. 

f f da — 0 for all n, 
J[0. r„] 

7. Let X be a compact space and /u a diffuse positive measure on X with total mass equal 

to 1. 
(a) Construct a family (U(O)o^r^i of fi-quadrable open sets, such that U(0) = 0, 

U(l) ~ X, U(t) <= U(f') whenever t < and /x(U(/)) — t for all t. (First define the 

U(0 for t of the form /c/2", by induction on n. Use Problem 7(d) of Section 13.9 to 

prove that if V, W are two quadrable open sets in X such that VcW and /x( V) < /x(W), 

then there exists a quadrable open set U such that VcUcUcW and 

JMW - V) < /z(U - V) < f/x(W - V). 

Also use the result of Problem 3(b).) 

(b) Deduce from (a) that there exists a continuous mapping rr of X onto I = [0,1] 

such that the image of /x under v is Lebesgue measure A on I. 

(c) Show that there exists a ^-negligible subset N of X, a A-negligible subset M of I 

and a homeomorphism rr0 of I — M onto X — N such that, for every A-measurable 

subset A of I — M, the set 7r0(A) is /^.-measurable and of measure /lx(7t0(A)) = A(A). 

(Use Problem 7(d) of Section 13.9 to show that for each integer n> 0 there exists a 

finite partition of X consisting of a /u-negligible set and quadrable open sets of diameter 

<?l//2 (with respect to a distance defining the topology of X) and of measure ^1/n. 

Proceeding by induction on n and passing to the limit, obtain a homeomorphism / 

of I — D onto a subset of X of measure 1, where D is a denumerable subset of I.) 

8. Let X, Y be two compact spaces, U a continuous linear mapping of the Banach 

space tfR(X) into the Banach space ^r(Y), and n :X->Y a continuous mapping. 
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Assume that 
inf f(x)^(Uff)(y)£ sup f(x) 

n(x) = y n{x) — y 

for all y e Y and all /e *<fR(X). Show that under these conditions there exists a vaguely 
continuous mapping a: yv-*oy of Y into M+(X) such that oy is carried by ir~\y) for 

all ye Y, and such that (U -/X^C*)) = </, an(X)y for all * e X. Consider the converse. 

(Consider the transpose 'U: Mr(Y)h->Mr(X) of U (12.15.3).) 

9. Let X be a compact space, let ^ be a diffuse positive measure on X such that (jl(X) — 1, 

and let u : X->X be a bijection such that both u and u~l are /x-measurable, p is u- 

invariant (Section 13.9, Problem 24) and u is ergodic with respect to p (Section 13.9, 

Problems 13 and 24). Show that for each e > 0 and each integer n > 0, there exists a 

^-measurable subset A of X such that (i) the sets uJ(A) (0 rgy ^ n — 1) are pairwise 
n— 1 

disjoint, and (ii) the complement of (J uj(A) has measure ^ e (Rokhlin’s theorem). 
j = o 

(Choose a /x-measurable set B such that 0 < jix(B) < e/n, and construct the correspon¬ 

ding “Kakutani skyscraper” consisting of the sets «p(Em) for m ^ 1 and 0 <^p<m 

(Section 13.9, Problem 14(d)). Show that we may take A to be the union of the sets 

ujn{Em) for all integers j> 0 and integers m such that m ^ (J + 1)«.) 

19. SUPPORT OF A MEASURE. MEASURES WITH COMPACT SUPPORT 

(13.19.1) If ii is any measure on X, the union of all g-negligible open sets is 
p-negligible (and hence is the largest ^-negligible open set). 

For if U is this union, it follows from (13.1.9) that the measure induced by 
p on U is zero. 

The complement in X of the largest ^-negligible open set is called the 
support of p, and is denoted by Supp(p). To say that x e Supp(^) signifies that 
|/*|*(V)>0 for every neighborhood V of x, or equivalently (13.5.1) that 
\p\ (|/|) > 0 for every /e Jfc(X) such that f(x) ^ 0; or equivalently again, 
that for each neighborhood V of x there exists a function /e XC(X) with 
support contained in V, such that p(f) ^ 0. If Supp(p) = X, the only p-negli- 
gible continuous function is the constant 0. 

From the definition we have Supp(p) = Supp(|/j|), and it is clear that 
Supp(ap) = Supp(p) for all scalars a ^ 0. More generally, if g is any locally 
|ju|-integrable function, then we have Supp(# • p) c Supp(^) n Supp(p); for if 
we put v = g • |ju|, and if an open set U does not intersect Supp(/)ordoesnot 
intersect Supp(p), then |v|*(U) = 0 (13.14.1). 

(13.19.2) (i) If p and v are positive measures, then 

Supp(p + v) = Supp(p) u Supp(v). 



(ii) If H is any majorized family of positive measures and v = sup H 
(13.15.4) , then Supp(v) is the closure of the union of the supports of the measures 

peH. 

This follows immediately from (13.16.1) and (13.15.9), applied to the 
characteristic function of a relatively compact open set (having regard to 
(13.15.4) ). 

The complement of Supp(/j) can also be defined as the largest of the interiors 

of ^-negligible sets. Hence Supp(p) is the intersection of the closures of all 

sets on which the measure p is concentrated (13.18). But it should be realized 
that two disjoint measures can have the same support: for example, an atomic 
measure on R, concentrated on a denumerable dense set, and such that each 
point of this set has nonzero measure (13.18.8), has the same support as 
Lebesgue measure. 

(13.19.3) For a measure p on X to be such that every continuous complex¬ 

valued function on X is p-integrable, it is necessary and sufficient that Supp(p) 

should be compact. The mapping /f—► p(f) is then a continuous linear form on the 

Frichet space ^C(X) (12.14.6), and conversely every continuous linear form on 

#C(X) is of this type. 

If p has compact support S, then X — S is jU-negligible, hence f<ps is equal to 
/ almost everywhere. Since f<ps is measurable (13.9.6) and \f<ps\ is bounded 
above by a multiple of (ps (3.17.10), it follows that fcps, and hence also /, is 
integrable. 

Let us show conversely that if S = Supp(p) is not compact, then there 
exist continuous real-valued functions 0 such that |p\*(f) = +oo. By 
hypothesis (3.18.3) there exists an increasing sequence of relatively compact 
open sets U„ in X such that Ow c= Un+1 and the Un cover X. Since X is not 
compact, we have U„ ^ X for all n. We now define inductively a sequence (an) 

of points of X and a sequence (V„) of relatively compact open sets, as follows: 
ax e S; Vx is a neighborhood of at; an+1 belongs to the intersection of S and 
the complement of the union of 0„ and the Vk with k ^ n (by hypothesis, this 
intersection is not empty); Vn + 1 is a relatively compact neighborhood of 
an+l such that Vn+1 does not intersect 0„ nor any Vk with k ^n. For each n, 
let gn be a continuous mapping of X into [0, 1] which takes the value 1 
at an and the value 0 throughout X — V„ (4.5.2). The hypothesis implies 
that \p\(gn) > 0. Put fn = gnf |/i|(<7„), so that \p\(f„) = 1. Then the function 

oo 

f =Yj fn [S everywhere finite and continuous (because every point xeX 
n= 1 

flUNT UBWW 
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belongs to some U„, which intersects only finitely many of the V*), and we 

have \/i\*(/) = +oo, because ^ £ MC4) for all n. 
k= 1 

If S — Supp(^) is compact, the first part of the proof shows that 
\p\(f) S |/i|(S) * sup \f(x)\ for all functions /€#C(X), and therefore p is a 

xeS 
continuous function on the Frechet space #C(X). Conversely, let X be a con¬ 
tinuous linear form on this space, so that there exists a compact set K c X and 
a constant c > 0 such that |2(/)| ^ c * sup |/(x)| for all/e #C(X) (12.14.6). If 

xeiC 
L is any compact subset of X, we then have |A(/)| ^ c • ||/|| for all 
/e JTC(X; L), and hence the restriction p of X to ^TC(X) is a measure on X. 
Moreover, if h is a continuous mapping of X into [0, 1], with compact 
support and such that h(x) = 1 for all xeK ((3.18.2) and (4.5.2)), then 
X(fh) = X(f) for all functions/e #C(X), because/—fh is zero on K. From this 
it follows immediately that the support of p is contained in Supp(/i); hence 
every/e ^C(X) IS /i-integrable, and p(f) = p(fh) = X(fh) = X(f). Q.E.D. 

(13.19.4) If n : X->X' is a homeomorphism and p is a measure on X, we 
have Supp(7i(/*)) = 7r(Supp(/t)). This follows directly from the definitions. 

PROBLEM 

Let ft be a positive measure on X, and A a ft-measurable set. Let z(A) be the set of 

points xgX such that there exists a compact neighborhood V of x in X for which 

fi(V r\ (X — A)) = 0. Show that i(A) is open and that ft(/(A) n (X — A)) = 0. (Con¬ 

sider Supp(92x-A • ft).) 

20. BOUNDED MEASURES 

For every (complex) measure p on X, we define 

(13.20.1) ||ft||= sup \p(f)\ 
ll/ll ^l,/eJTC(X) 

which is a finite real number, or + oo. 

(13.20.2) We have ||ft|| = |/^|*(1). Hence ||ju|| is finite if and only if the positive 
measure \fx\ is bounded (13.9), and in that case 

INI = MO) = M09 
is the total mass o/X with respect to p. 
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For every function f e XC(X) we have (13.3.3) 

\g(f)\^\g\(\f\)^ ||/|| 

with the usual convention about products in [0, -foo] (13.11), hence 
||ju|| ^ |ju|*(l). Conversely, for each positive real number a < |/i|*(l), there 
exists a function g e JfR(X) such that 0 g g 1 and \g\(g) > a (13.5.1), and 
hence a function /e Jfc(X) such that |/| g g g 1 and |/x(/)| > (13.3.2.1). 
This completes the proof. 

If ||g\\ is finite, the measure g is said to be bounded. If g is a positive 
measure, this definition coincides with that given in (13.9). For a measure g to 
be bounded it is necessary and sufficient that \g\ should be bounded, and we 
have || \g\ || = \\g\\. The set M£(X) (also denoted by Mx(X)) of bounded 
complex measures on X is a vector subspace of the space MC(X). We write 
Mr(X) = Mc(X) n MR(X) for the space of bounded real measures on X. The 
definition (13.20.1) shows that it comes to the same thing to say that the 
bounded measures on X are the continuous linear forms on the space J#~C(X), 
endowed with the norm ||/|| (5.5.1), and that \\g\\ is the usual norm (5.7.1) on 
the dual M£(X) of this normed space (12.15). Moreover, M£(X) is complete 
with respect to this norm (5.7.3). 

If g is any measure on X and g a locally ^-integrable function, then the 
measure g • g (13.16) is bounded if and only if g is ju-integrable, and we have 

(13.20.3) II9 * Mil = Nifo) = \g\ d\g\. 

This follows immediately from the relation \g • g\ = \g\ • \g\ (13.16.6). 

It is clear that every measure g with compact support is bounded, because 
if S = SuppGu) then \g\*(l) = \g\(S). 

If g is a bounded positive measure, then we have 

(13.20.4) JS??(X, g) a <?2(X, g) c= JSPj(X, g\ 

because by (13.9.17) every bounded measurable function is integrable, and the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (13.11.2.2) applied to g= 1, together with 
(13.9.13), shows that every/e ii?c(X, g) is integrable and that 

N,(/) ^ N2(f) • g(X)V2. 

This shows also that the canonical injection «S?£(X, g) &c(X, g) is con¬ 
tinuous with respect to the seminorms on these two spaces; the same is true 
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for the injection (X, p) j£?£(X, fi) (with respect to the corresponding 
seminorms) because it follows from (13.12.5) that N2(/) g N^/) • p(X)1/2 
for all /e (X, ju). 

(13.20.5) In particular (13.9.17), if p is a bounded (complex) measure, every 

function is /i-integrable, and we have |J/d^| g ||ju|| • ||/|| by 

(13.16.5) . In other words, / i-+J/ dp is a continuous linear form on the 

Banach space ^(X). But it should be noted that, in general, there exist 
continuous linear forms on this space which are not of this type. 

(13.20.6) The space M£(X) is also the dual of the closure ^J(X) of jTc(X) in 
the Banach space (12.15). A function /belonging to ^(X) may be 
characterized by the following property: for each e > 0, there exists a compact 
subset Ko/X such that |/(x)| ^ e for all x e X — K. For if/e ^(X), then for 
each e > 0 there exists by definition a function g e XC(X) such that 
11/ — g\\ g e; if K is the support ofg, then |/(jc)| s* e for all x £ K. Conversely, 
suppose that / has the above property, and let h be a continuous mapping 
of Xinto [0, 1], with compact support and equal to 1 on K ((3.18.2) and 
(4.5.2)); it is clear that ||/—/A|| g e and that fh e XC(X), hence /e <?2(X). 
The functions belonging to ^£(X) are called (complex-valued) continuous 
functions which tend to 0 at infinity. (When X = R, they are indeed the 
continuous functions / such that lim f(x)= lim /(x)=0.) We put 

x-* + 00 x~* — 00 

<(X) =^c(X) n ^R(X) for the corresponding space of real-valued functions. 
When X is compact, we have 

v?(x) = = jtc(x) = 'g’c(x). 

PROBLEMS 

1. The space Mr(X) of bounded real measures on a locally compact space X can be 

considered as a space of linear forms on each of the following vector spaces: 

(1) the space Ei = ^Tr(X) of continuous functions with compact support; 

(2) the space E2 = #r(X) of continuous functions which tend to 0 at infinity; 

(3) the space E3 = #r(X) of bounded continuous functions; 

(4) the space E5 of linear combinations of (upper or lower) semicontinuous 

bounded functions; 

(5) the space E6 = ^r(X) of universally measurable bounded functions. 

Moreover, if v is any positive measure on X, the space Mi(X,v) of bounded 

measures with base v (which may be identified with the space Lr(X, v) by virtue of 

13.14.4)) can be considered as a space of linear forms on the vector space E^v of 
bounded functions which are continuous almost everywhere with respect to v. 
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Let S~ { denote the weak topology on Mr(X) corresponding to the vector space 

Ei (/ i=- 4), and S' the weak topology on M*(X, v) (or on Lr(X, v)) corresponding 

to E4,v (cf. (12.15)). 
The topology S’t on Mi(X) is coarser than S’ j if / < j. The topology induced by 

S'z on Mr(X,v) is coarser than 4fV, which in turn is coarser than the topology 

induced by S’ s. (Consider the lower semicontinuous regularization of a function which 

is continuous almost everywhere with respect to v (Section 12.7, Problem 8).) 

(a) Let be a sequence of bounded real measures on a locally compact but not 

compact space X. Give an example in which (/x„) tends to 0 vaguely (i.e., for the topo¬ 

logy S~i) but does not converge for the topology S’2. A sequence (fxn) which vaguely 

converges to 0 also converges to 0 with respect to S'2 if and only if the sequence of 

norms (||jtf,„||) is bounded (use the Banach-Steinhaus theorem). 

(b) Give an example of a sequence (/x„) which converges to 0 for the topology S’2 

but not for S’3. A sequence (/xn) of bounded real measures which converges vaguely 

to a measure /x also converges to /x for the topology S'2 if and only if, for each e > 0, 

there exists a compact subset K of X such that |/x„|(X — K)^ e for all n. (To show that 

the condition is necessary, argue by contradiction, by using the method of Section 

13.14, Problem 1.) 

(c) Give an example of a sequence (/xn) in M£(X, v) which converges to 0 for the 

topology S'3 but does not converge to 0 for the topology S’v (take X = [0,1 ]). 

A sequence (ju,n) of measures belonging to M^(X, v) which converges to 0 for the topol¬ 

ogy S’3 also converges to 0 with respect to S’4, v if and only if it satisfies the following 

condition: 

(C4, v) For each v-negligible compact subset K of X and each e > 0, there exists 
an open neighborhood U of K such that |/x„|(U) ^ e for all n. 

(To prove that the condition is sufficient, reduce to the case where X is compact 

and apply (C4, v) to the set Ke of points x e X at which the oscillation of an almost 

everywhere continuous function is To prove that the condition is necessary, argue 
by contradiction as in (b) above.) 

(d) Show that a sequence (/x„) in M^(X) which is a Cauchy sequence for one of the 

topologies S’ 1, S’2, S’ 3 is convergent for this topology. (For S’3, use (b) and argue 

by contradiction: form a sequence of measures which tends to 0 with respect to S~3 

without satisfying the condition given in (b).) 
(e) A sequence (ju,„) of measures belonging to M*(X, v) is a Cauchy sequence with 

respect to the topology S’4, v if and only if it satisfies the condition (C4, v) (argue by 

contradiction as in (d)); the sequence (/x„) then converges with respect to ^4,v to a 

measure belonging to Mr(X, v). 

(f) Let (ju,„) be a sequence of measures belonging to M*(X, v). For each subset A of X 

which is either finite or else open and v-quadrable (Section 13.9, Problem 7), suppose 

that the sequence (/x„(A)) has a finite limit; show that (/xn) is then a Cauchy sequence 

for the topology S’4, v. (Use Problem 1 of Section 13.14, and argue by contradiction.) 

Show that the hypothesis relative to finite sets A cannot be omitted. 

(g) Let ((jLn) be a sequence of measures belonging to M*(X, v) which converges in 

the topology S~3 to a measure fx belonging to M^(X, v). If also lim ||ju,„|| = \\[jl\\, then 
n-t-ao 

the sequence (jx„) converges to /x in the topology S'4, v (use (e)). Give an example of a 

sequence (/x„) of positive measures belonging to M£(X, v), where the space X is compact, 

such that (fjLn) converges vaguely to a measure which does not belong to M£(X, v). 

2. The notation is the same as in Problem 1. Let (/x„) be a sequence of measures belonging 

to M£(X). Then there exists a positive measure v on X such that (x„ e m£(X, v) for 

all n. 
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(a) Show that the following properties are equivalent: 

(a) The sequence (yn) is convergent for the topology S'e . 

(ft) For each closed subset A of X, the sequence (y„(A)) has a finite limit. 

(y) The sequence (yn) converges for the topology S'3 and satisfies the foil 

condition: 

(C5) For each compact subset K of X and each e > 0, there exists an 

neighborhood U of K such that |/x„|(U — K) ^ e for all rt. 

(8) The sequence (/x„) converges for the topology S~3 and satisfies the foil 

condition: 

(Ce) For each s > 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that, for each universally meas 

set A satisfying v(A) ^ 8, we have | /x„ | (A) ^ e for all n. 

(To show that (ft) implies (y), use Problem 1 of Section 13.14 to show th 
sequence ||ju„|| is bounded. To establish (C5), argue by contradiction: first co 

the case in which the sequence (y„) tends to 0 for the topology S~3, and then p 

the general case as in Problem 1(d). Next show that (y) implies that the sec 

(yn) is convergent for the topology S'5, and in particular implies (ft). To sho1 

(8) implies (a), use the definition of measurable functions. To show that (a) ij 

(8), argue by contradiction. Finally, to show that (y) implies (a), consider first th 

where lim \\y„\\ = [|/x|[, where y is the limit of (yn) for the topology S~5, and arj 
«-*■ 00 

contradiction to prove that (y) implies (8). To pass to the general case, reduce 

situation where /x —0, and argue by contradiction: we may assume that there 

a function /e E6 such that the sequence (y„(f)) has a limit =£0. On the other hai 

can pick a subsequence (ynk) of the sequence (yn) such that the sequence (y?k 

hence also (y„k), converges vaguely. Hence arrive at a contradiction, by observin 

these two sequences also satisfy (C5).) 
(b) Give an example of a sequence (y„) of measures belonging to Mi(X, v) 

converges for the topology S' v but not for the topology S' $ (cf. Section 13.18, Pr 

2(d)). 

(c) Take X= [0, 1]. Show that the topologies S' 5 and S' $ on M^(X) are d 

(cf. Section 12.15, Problem 2(c), and Section 13.11, Problem 3). 

(d) Extend the results of Problems 1 and 2 to bounded complex measures. 

3. Let X be a locally compact space, yu a positive measure on X. Let (gn) be a seque 

fx-integrable functions such that (1) the sequence (gn) converges in measure (S 

13.12, Problem 2) to a function g; (2) the sequence of measures (gn • y) converg 

the topology S'6 (Problem 2). Show that under these conditions the functio 

/x-integrable and that the sequence (gn) tends to g in ^(X, y). 

4. Let X be a compact space, y a positive measure on X, and (/„) an orthonormal sec; 

in S"^(X, y) consisting of functions which are uniformly bounded on X. 

(a) Show that, for each function g e ^c(Xt y), the sequence of numbers (g 

jg(x)fn(x) dy(x) tends to 0. (Reduce to the case where g is bounded and 

belongs to y).) 

(b) Let x0 <= X. For the series X (d\fn)fn(x0) to converge for every fui 

g e &%(X, y), it is necessary and sufficient that (in the notation of Section 

Problem 2) the sequence of bounded measures KM(x0, •) • y should converge f 

topology S'6 (Problem 2) to a bounded measure hXQ y; hence in particular w< 

fn(x0) = jhXQ(x)fn(x) dy(x) for all n. 
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(c) Show that there exists a measurable subset A of X with measure >0, such that for 

each x0eA there exists a function ge &c(X, p) (depending on x0) for which the 

series with general term (g \ f„)fn(x0) does not converge. (Take A to be the set of points 

x e X for which the sequence (/„(;*:)) does not converge to 0, and use Problem 7(a) 

of Section 13.11. Then argue by contradiction, using (a) and (b).) 

5. LetS be a closed subset of R. Given a sequence (c„)ns.0 of real numbers, show that 

there exists a positive measure p on R with support contained in S and such that 

f xn dp(x) = cn for all n 0 if and only if, for every polynomial P(X) — X £*Xfc such 
J k = 0 

n 

that P(x) ^ 0 for all xeS, we have X £kck^> 0. (As in Problem 2 of Section 13.3, 
k = 0 

show that there exists a positive measure p with support S which extends to a linear 

form u defined on «^r(R) and on the space of polynomials on R, and such that 
n n 

u{P) = X £kCk for each polynomial P(X) = X X*. Then prove that each power xn 
k=0 k=0 

is /x-integrable and that Jxn dp(x) = cn. For this purpose, remark that for each in¬ 

teger 0 and each £ > 0 there exists a number R > 0 such that |/w,r(x)| ^ ex2n+2, 

where /„, R is the function equal to 0 for \x\ < R and to xn for |jc| R.) 

Particular cases: (1) S = R (“Hamburger’s moment problem”): the condition is 
n 

that the quadratic forms X cJ+k£j£k should be positive for all n (observe that every 
J. fc*= 0 

polynomial P(x) which is ^0 on R is the sum of two squares (Px(x))2 + (P2(a:))2). 

(2) S = [0, 4- oo [ (“ Stieltjes’ moment problem”): the condition is that the quad- 
n n 

ratic forms Y C/+*£j£kand X cj+*+i £j£k should be positive for all n |>0 (remark 
J, k = 0 J, k — 0 

that every polynomial P(x) which is ^0 on [0, + oo [ can be written in the form 

(PiW)2 + (P2«)2 + 4(PaW)2 H~ (P4(x))2). 

6. Let v be a positive measure on X and (/„) a sequence of functions belonging to 

v) such that the sequence of measures (/„ • v) converges to /■ v (where 

/ g JS?*(X, v)) for the topology S'6. Show that f(x) <> lim sup f„(x) almost everywhere 
n-» oo 

with respect to v. (Use (13.8.3).) 

7. Let fji, v be two bounded complex measures on X. Show that the following 

conditions are equivalent: (1) p and v are disjoint; (2) \\p ± v[| = \\p\\ + HI; 

(3) \\p + v|| + \\p - v|| = 2(\\p\\ + M|). 

21. PRODUCT OF MEASURES 

(13.21.1) Let X, Y be two locally compact spaces, X a measure on X and p a 
measure on Y. Then there exists a unique measure v on the product space 
X x Y such that, for each pair offunctions f e Jfc(X) and g e Jfc(Y), we have 

(13.21.1.1) j7(x)0OO dv(x, y) = (j/(x) ^w)(Jg(y) dn(y)j- 
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(1) Uniqueness. Every compact subset of X x Y is contained 
of the form LxM, where L and M are relatively compact open subs< 
and Y respectively ((3.20.17) and (3.18.2)). We shall show that, f 

function h e x Y) with support contained in L x M, the v: 
vQi) is well-determined. This will follow from 

(13.21.1.2) //LcX and M c Y are relatively compact open sets, the 
function h e Jfc(X x Y) with support contained in L x M is a cluster 
in the Banach space JTC(X x Y; L x M), of the set of functions of ti 
(x, y) i—► Yj fi(x)9k(y)> where (f) is a finite sequence of functions in 

i, k 
with support contained in L, and (gk) is a finite sequence of functions in 
with support contained in M. 

Assuming this for the moment, by hypothesis there exists a numbe 
such that |v(w)| g c * ||w|| for all u e Jfc(X x Y) with support conta 
L x M. On the other hand, for each e > 0 there exist two finite seque 
functions f e jrc(X), gk e JYC(Y) such that 

I Kx> y)-£ fi(*)9k(y) I ^ e 
i, k 

for all (x, j;)eLxM, the support of the left-hand side being conta 
LxM. Using (13.21.1.1), it follows that 

I v(h) - £ M/dKgk)I ^ c-e, 
i,k 

and since e is arbitrary, this establishes the uniqueness of v. 
To prove (13.21.1.2), let e be a positive real number. Then for ea 

(x, y) e L x M there exists a compact neighborhood U cz L (resp. A 
of x in X (resp. of y in Y) such that the oscillation of h in U x V 
(3.20.1). The projections S c L and T cz M of Supp(A) are compact 
for each x eS there exists a finite number of points yfx) (1 Sj S w(x 
and for each j a compact neighborhood U/x) cz L of x in X and a c< 
neighborhood V/y/x)) cM of y/x) in Y, such that the oscillation 
UjCx) x V/y/x)) is ge, and such that the interiors of the sets V 
cover T. The set U'(x) = f) U/(x) is a compact neighborhood of x 

j 
Hence there exists a finite number of points x£ (1 ^ i ^ m) in S such t 
interiors of the sets U'(**) cover S. Put Af = U'(xiX and let (Bk)lgk^p 
family of sets obtained as follows: for each point y e T, let W(y) be th< 
section of the (finitely many) interiors of sets V/y^x*)) which contain 
sets W(y) are open and nonempty, and form a finite open covering of T 
we denote by (B*)^^. Notice also that, by construction, the oscilla 
h in each set A£ x Bfc is ^ e. Now let (f^ g (resp. (gk)x ^p) be cont 
mappings of X (resp. Y) into [0, 1], such that Supp(/*) c A* and Supp(g 
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for each pair of indices /', k, and such that X./X*) ^ 1 for all x e X, X g 1 
i k 

for all ye Y, and X/iM = 1 for all * e S, X ffiXy) = 1 for all j e T (12.6.4). 
i k 

Then we have 

Kx, y) = X Kx, y)fi(x)gk(y) 
i, k 

for all x e X and all j^eY. If yk is any point of Bfc, the hypotheses there¬ 
fore imply that 

Kx, y) - X h(xi. yk)fi(x)gk(y) 
i,k 

= X (hix, y) - h(xh yk)jMx)gk(y) 

S 6 Y.fi(x)gk(y) S 6 
i,k 

for all (x, y) e A x B, where A = U A£ and B = (J Bfc, and hence also for all 
i k 

(xj)eXxY (since the expression on the left vanishes outside A x B). 

(2) Existence. First we shall prove the following lemma: 

(13.21.1.3) Let L be a compact subset of X and M a compact subset 
of Y. If he Jfc(X x Y) is such that Supp (h) c L x M, then the function 

g(y) = J h(x, y) dl(x) is continuous on Y, and Supp(^) a M. 

For each ye Y, the function xi-+h(x,y) belongs to JTC(X; L) and is 
identically zero if y $ M. On the other hand, because h is uniformly continuous 
(3.16.5), for each a > 0 and each ye Y there exists a neighborhood W of y in 
Y such that the relations x e X and / eW imply that | h(x9 y') — h(x, y) | ^ a. 
Finally, there exists a number a^ > 0 such that \X(u)\ S f°r 

u e Xfc(X; L). We deduce that 

\g(y') - g(y)I = (/i(x, y') — /i(x, y)) dX(x) 

for all y e W, and the lemma is proved. 

We return to the proof of (13.21.1). For each function h e JTC(X x Y), the 
number v(/z) = p{g) (which by abuse of notation is also written in the form 

g{jh(x, y) dA(x))} is defined. Furthermore, with the notation used above, 

there exist by hypothesis two numbers aL and bM such that, for each 
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function u e Jf(X; L) (resp. v e Jf (Y; M)), we have \X(u)\ g ah ||u|| (resp. 
\n(v)\ g bM ||»||). Hence, for each function h e Jf(X x Y; L x M), we have 

I h(x9 y) d2,(x) = II * II 

for all y e Y, and by virtue of (13.21.1.3) and the definition of v(/z), 

m\SaLbM \\h\\. 

Since every compact subset of X x Y is contained in the product of its projec¬ 
tions on X and on Y, the proof of (13.21.1) is complete. 

The number v(ti) — p(^h{x> y) dX(x)^ is also denoted by 

j* dn(y) j* h(x, y) dX(x). 

Since we can clearly interchange the roles of X and Y, it follows that 

(13.21.2) h(x, y) dv(xy y) = j* dX(x) 

= J dn(y) | Kx, 

h(x, y) duty) 

y)dX(x) 

for all h e JYC(X x Y). 

By reason of this formula we write JJhdXdp or jjh(x, y) dX(x) dp(y) 

instead of jh(x, y) dv(x, y), and we may also interchange X and fi in these 

notations. The measure v is called the product of X and p, and is denoted by 
X® p. It is clear that the mapping (2, p)\-+X® p of MC(X) x MC(Y) into 
MC(X x Y) is bilinear: in other words, we have 

(X1 -f X2) ® (Px + p2) = Xt ® pt + Xx ® p2 + X2 ® Pi + X2 ® p2 

and 

(iaX) ® p = X ® (ap) = a(X ® p) 

for any scalar a. 
Furthermore, if X and p are real (resp. positive) measures, then so is 

X® p. 

(13.21.3) Let 2, p be two positive measures on X, Y respectively, and v — X® p 
their product. For each function h e «/(X x Y), the function 

r* 
XI—► ft(x, y) dp{y) 
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belongs to */(X), and we have 

(13.21.3.1) f% dv = 2* h(x, y) dy(y)^ 

(with an abuse of notation analogous to those above). 

By (12.7.8) there exists an increasing sequence (hn) of functions belonging 
to JTR(X x Y) such that h — sup hn. For*each n, it follows from (13.21.1.3) 

n 

that the function fn(x) = hn(x, y) dp(y) belongs to Jf'R(X'); hence / = sup fn 
J n 

belongs to J(X), and moreover we have f(x) = J*/z(x, y) dp(y) for all x e X, 

by virtue of (13.5.2). Since v(hn) = X(fn) by definition, another application of 
(13.5.2) completes the proof. 

From now on, up to and including (13.21.16), we shall assume that the 
measures X e M(X) and p e M(Y) are positive, and we shall write v = X ® p. 

(13.21.4) Ifh is any mapping ofXxY into R, then 

(13.21.4.1) hdv^ 2* h(x, y) dn(y) 
)• 

Let u e J{X x Y) be such that h gw. Then for each x e X we have 

j*h(x, y) dfi(y) S J* v(x, >’) dy(y), and consequently 

j V, y) dy(y)j g A*(|*h(x, y) = v*(«) 

by (13.21.3). Hence the inequality (13.21.4.1) follows from the definition of 

v*(A) (13.15.5). 

We shall write JJ*/z dX dp or JJ*/i(x, y) dX{x) dp(y) instead of v*(/z), and 

J*JA(x)J*A(x, y) <a^(jO in place of A*(J*/z(x, y) dp{y)^. Similarly, we shall use 

the notations JJ^A dX dp and JJ^Afo y) dX{x) dp{y) for lower integrals. Thus 

the inequality (13.21.4.1) takes the form 

(13.21.4.2) II h(x, y) dX{x) dfi(y) ^ 
* 

h(x, y) dp(y) 

with equality if h e/(X x Y). There is of course an analogous inequality 
(resp. equality) obtained by interchanging the roles of X and Y, and an 
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inequality in the reverse direction (with equality when h e £f(X x 
lower integrals: 

(13.21.4.3) f f h(x, y) dX(x) dp(y) ^ f dX(x) f h(x9 y) dp(y). 
JJ* J* J* 

(13.21.5) JfN is a v-negligible subset ofXxY, then the set of poir 
such that the section N(x) c Y of N is not ^negligible is X-negli 
other words, we have p(N(x)) = 0 almost everywhere with respect to X 

This follows immediately from (13.21.4.2) applied to h = <pN. 

(13.21.6) Ifh is a v-measurable mapping ofX x Y into a topological 
then the set of points x e X for which the partial mapping y\-*h(x, m 
p-measurable is X-negligible (in other words, the mapping y\-*h(x9 
measurable almost everywhere with respect to X). 

By hypothesis, there exists a partition of X x Y consisting of a v-n 
set N and a sequence (Kn)n^x of compact sets, such that each of the 
tions /z|K„ is continuous (13.9). Let M be the 2-negligible set c 
xeXat which the section N(x) of N is not ^-negligible (13.21.5). I 
x $ M, Y admits a partition consisting of compact sets K„(x) (n l 
the ju-negligible set N(x), such that the restriction of y\->h(x, y) 
of the sets K„(x) is continuous. Hence the result. 

It should be noted that it can happen that for each x e X the 
jyh->/(x, y) is /^-measurable, and for each ye Y the function x\-+j 
2-measurable, but that f is not v-measurable. 

(13.21.7) (Lebesgue-Fubini Theorem) Let 2, p be positive measui 
and Y, respectively, and v = X ® p their product. For each \-integra< 
ping h ofX x Y into R, the set of points x e X such that the partial 

y h(x, y) is not p-integrable is X-negligible; the function xh-» J/z(x, 

which is defined almost everywhere with respect to X, is X-integrable; < 

(12.21.7.1) 

/% 

J i 

h(x9 y) dX(x) dp(y) = h(x, y) dp(y). 

It follows from (13.21.4.1) that the function xh-» J*|A(x, y)| dp(y) 

on the complement of a 2-negligible set lS^ (13.6.4). On the other h 
set N2 of points x e X such that y h-» h(x, y) is not ju-measurable is X-n 
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(13.21.6). Hence, from (13.9.13), it follows that for each x $ N = Nt u N2 
the mapping yi-+h(x, y) is p-integrable, and therefore the function 

x\->jh(x, y) dg(y) 

is defined almost everywhere with respect to X. The fact that it is A-integrable, 
and the relation (13.21.7.1), then follow from (13.21.4.2), and (13.21.4.3). 

Interchanging the roles of X and Y we have also, under the hypotheses 

of (13.21.7), 

(13.21.7.2) j] h(x, y) dX(x) dp(y) = h(x, y) dl(x). 

But here again it needs to be said that the right-hand sides of (13.21.7.1) and 
(13.21.7.2) can be defined and equal without h being v-integrable (even if h is 
v-measurable) (Problem 3). 

(13.21.8) Let h^O be a v-measurable function. Then the mapping 

XH I 
* 

h(x, y) dg{y) 

is 1-measurable, and 

(13.21.8.1) 

(% 

•/ 4 

h(x, y) dX(x) dg(y) = dX(x) [ h(x,y)dn(y). 

Let (K„) be an increasing sequence of compact subsets of X x Y which 
cover X x Y (3.18.3). Then we have h = sup hn, where hn = inf(A, 

n 

and h„ is v-integrable ((13.9.7) and (13.9.13)); on the other hand (13.5.7), 
v*(/i) = sup v(hn). By (13.6.2) and (13.21.7), there exists a A-negligible set N 

n 

such that, for all x$ N, all the functions y\-+hn{x,y) are ju-integrable; also 

(13.21.7) the functions x\-*jh„(x,y) dg{y) are A-integrable and we have 

v(/in) = J dX(x) |h„(xy y) dg(y) for all n. Hence it follows from (13.5.7) that 

| h(x, y) dg(y) = sup J h„(x, y) dg(y) 

for all x $ N. Consequently the function xt-+ j*h(x, y) dg(y) is A-measurable, 

by (13.9.11), and the relation (13.21.8.1) follows by another application of 

(13.5.7) . 
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(13.21.9) A v-measurable function h is v-integrable if and only if 

J* dl(x) J*\h(x, y) | dji(y) < + co. 

This follows from (13.21.8) and (13.9.13). 

(13.21.10) Let A be a v-measurable set in X x Y. 
(i) The set M of all x e X such that the section A(x) is not p-measurable is 

X-negligible; the function xh-*/x*(A(x)) is X-measurable; and 

v*(A) = J V(A(x)) dl(x). 

In particular, if A{x) is p-negligible except on a X-negligible set of values of x, 
then A is v-negligible. 

(ii) If A is v-integrable, then the set of all xeX such that A(x) is not 

p-integrable is X-negligible; the function x p(A(x)) (which is defined almost 

everywhere with respect to X) is X-integrable; and v(A) =Jju(A(x)) dX(x). 

These assertions are particular cases of (13.21.6), (13.21.8) and (13.21.7). 

(13.21.11). Let f(rtsp. g) be a mapping ofX (resp. Y) into [0, +oo]. With 

the convention of (13.11) for products, we have 

(13.21.11.1) f(x)g(y) dX(x) dp(y) = ( /(x)d/l(x)j| g(y)dg(y)j 

By virtue of (13.21.4), we have 

f/MffO') dl(x) dg(y) ^ f* dX(x) 
J J J 

On the other hand, for each x e X we have 

f(x)g(y) dfi(y). 

f(x)g(y) dg(y) =/(x) 
r* 

and 

f dl(x) f(x)g(y) dfi(y) 

9(y) dg(y) 

g(y) dg(y) !/(x) dX(x) -ro 
-([•/««.))( 9(y) dfi(y)j 
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with the product convention referred to above. Hence it is enough to prove the 
inequality 

(13.21.11.2) J f(x)g(y) dX(x) dg(y) ^ ^ /(x) dX(x)j g(y) dg(y)j 

Now this inequality is clearly valid when the right-hand side is equal to + oo. 
So consider the case in which each of the factors on the right is finite. 

Then there exist two decreasing sequences (/„), (gn) such that /„e/(X), 
9n e «^(Y), /g/„ ,gig„ for all n, and 

/*S[- 

fdX = lim f„ dX, g dy. = lim gn dg. 
J J J n->co J 

By reason of our conventions and of (12.7.5), the function (x, y)>-*/„(x)g„(y) 
belongs to J(X. x Y), and we have f(x)g(y) £fn(x)g„(y) for all n and all 
(x, y) e X x Y. But, by virtue of (13.21.3), 

Ux)dX{x) 
* 

g«(y) dKy) dX(x) f fn(x)gJ.y) dg(y) 

fn(x)g„(y) dX(x) dg(y) 

f(x)g(y) dX(x) dg(y). 

from which the desired inequality follows by letting n tend to +oo. 
Finally, to deal with the case where (for example) / is ^-negligible, it 

is enough (by virtue of our conventions) to prove that the function 
(*, y) *-*f(x)g(y) is v-negligible. This is a consequence of the following 
proposition: 

(13.21.12) If N is any X-negligible subset of X, then the set N x Y is v- 
negligible. 

For since Y is the union of a denumerable sequence (L„) of compact sets, 
it is enough to show that each of the sets N x L„ is v-negligible. But since we 
have proved that (13.21.11.1) is valid whenever both of the factors on the 
right-hand side are finite, we may take / = <pN and g = <pLn in this formula. 

(13.21.13) Let E, F, G be three topological spaces and u: Ex F -► G a con¬ 

tinuous mapping. Let f (resp. g) be a X-measurable mapping ofX into E (resp. a 

p-measurable mapping of Y into F). Then (x, y)*-*u(f(x), g(y)) is a v-measur- 

able mapping ofXxY into G. 
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By (13.9.6) it is enough to show that (x, y)^-*f(x) is a v-measurable 
mapping of X x Y into E. There exists a partition of X consisting of a 
sequence (K„) of compact sets and a A-negligible set N such that the restriction 
of/to each K„ is continuous. For each compact subset L of Y, the restriction 
of the mapping (x, y) f(x) to each of the compact sets K„ x L is continuous, 
and the set N x Lis v-negligible (13.21.12), whence the result follows (13.9.4). 

Given two mappings /: X R and g : Y -+ R, we denote by f® g the 
mapping (x, y)f(x)g(y) of X x Y into R (with the convention of (13.11) for 
products in R). Similarly for mappings into C. 

(13.21.14) Iff (resp. g) is a X-integrable (resp. p-integrable) mapping ofX 

(resp. Y) into R or C, then the function f®g is v-integrable, and we have 

(13.21.14.1) = (J/(x) (^J0(3^) 

By linearity we reduce to the case where / and g are mappings into R. By 
virtue of (13.21.12), the set of points (x, y) e X x Y at which /(x) or g(y) is 
infinite is v-negligible, hence it follows from (13.21.13) and (13.9.6) that f®g 

is v-measurable. The fact that f® g is v-integrable then follows from (13.21.11) 
and (13.9.13). Finally, the formula (13.21.14.1) is a consequence of the Lebes- 
gue-Fubini theorem. 

(13.21.15) Let Abe a subset ofX, and B a subset of Y. Then 

(i) v*(A x B) = A*(A)jU*(B) (with the product convention of (13.11)). 
(ii) If A is X-measurable and B is p-measurable, then A x B is v- 

measurable. 

(iii) If A is X-integrable and B is p-integrable, then A x B is v-integrable, 
and v(A xB) = X(A)p(B). 

These assertions are particular cases of (13.21.11), (13.21.13) and 
(13.21.14). 

(13.21.16) Iff (resp. g) is a locally X-integrable mapping ofX (resp. locally 

p-integrable mapping of Y) into R or C, then f®g is locally v-integrable, and 

(13.21.16.1) (f®g) • (X ® p) = (/• X)®(g- p). 

Since the set of points (x, y) at which /(x) or g(y) is infinite is v-negligible 
(13.21.12), it follows from (13.21.13) and (13.9.8.1) that f ®g is v-measurable. 
Moreover, for each compact subset K (resp. L) of X (resp. Y) the function 
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(f® 9)<Pk x L = (/<Pk) ® (9<Pl) is integrable, by virtue of (13.21.14), hence 
f®g is locally v-integrable (13.13.1). Also, for each u e Jf C(X) and each 
v e Jfc(Y), we have 

f(x)g(y)u(x)v(y) dX(x) dg(y) = ^ 
>)(f 

f(x)u(x) dX{x) I g(y)v(y) dp(y) 

by virtue of (13.21.14); hence the formula (13.21.16.1) follows from (13.21.1). 

(13.21.17) Let A, p be complex measures on X, Y, respectively. Then 

\X® p\ = |A| ® |/x|. 

We may write A =/• |A| and g = g - \p\, where |/| = \g\ = 1 (13.16.3). 
Hence |/®#| = 1, and the result therefore follows from (13.21.16) and 
(13.13.4). 

(13.21.18) Let X be a complex measure on X and p a complex measure on Y. 
(i) I/X is concentrated on AcX and p is concentrated onBcY (13.18), 

then X® g is concentrated on A x B. 
(ii) Supp(A ® p) = Supp(A) x Supp(p). 

(iii) With the product convention of (13.11) we have 

(13.21.18.1) l|A 0 p\\ = \\X\\ * \\p\\. 

In particular, if X and p are bounded, then so is X ® p. 

By virtue of (13.21.17) we may restrict ourselves to the case in which X and 
p are positive. Then (i) follows from the fact that XxY-AxB is the 
union of the (X ® ^-negligible sets (X — A) x Y and X x (Y — B) (13.21.12). 
It follows from (i) that Supp(A ® p) cz Supp(A) x Supp(p). 

On the other hand, if x e Supp(A) and y e Supp(ju), then for each compact 
neighborhood V of x in X and each compact neighborhood W of y in Y, we 
have A(V) > 0 and ax(W) > 0, whence by (13.21.15) (l®/i)(Vx W) = 
X(V)p(W)>0. This establishes (ii), by virtue of the definition of neighborhoods 
in X x Y. Finally, (iii) follows from (13.21.11) applied to/ = <px and g = <pY, 

except when one of the factors on the right-hand side is 0 and the other 
is +oo; but in this case we have A® p — 0 by (13.21.12), and therefore the 
formula (13.21.18.1) remains valid in this case. 

(13.21.19) There are analogous definitions and results for the product of any 

finite number of measures: if (X()x ^is any finite sequence of locally compact 
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spaces, and if n< is a (complex) measure on X; for each i, then the unique 
71 

measure vonX = f]Xi which satisfies the relation 
i=i 

0/2(-^2) ■ ’ ’/n(Xn) dv(Xy, . . . , xn) = PJ ^/((Xj) C^ii(Xj) 

is called the product of the measures pt (1 ^ i g n), and is denoted by 
n 

Pt ® M2 ® ' ‘ ’ ® or 0 M> • The existence and uniqueness of v are proved 
i = 1 

by induction on n, putting v = Gu, ® • • • ® Mn-i) ® P„, and observing that if 
v' also satisfies the required conditions, then we must have 

v'Qi ®/„) = ((Mi ® ‘ ® M„-1 )(.h))p„(Jn) = v(/t ®/„) 

for all h e (S Xfj, by the inductive hypothesis. This characterization of the 

product of measures shows immediately that the product is associative; in 
particular, we have also 

Hi ® ju2 ® * ‘ * ® Hn = Hi ® (^2 ® * * * ® AO- 

We write 

/ dHi d}i2"- dHn or ••,*») ^iOi) * * * diin(x „) 

instead of J/rfv, and analogous notations for upper and lower integrals. We 

shall leave to the reader the task of formulating and proving the results 
corresponding to those established above for the case n = 2; the proofs 
require nothing but simple arguments by induction on n. 

The product of the Lebesgue measures on the n factors of Rw is called 
Lebesgue measure on Rw. 

PROBLEMS 

X. Let X be a locally compact space, /x a positive measure on X, and / a real-valued 

function ^0 defined on X. In the product space X x R, let D/ denote the set of points 

(,x, t) such that 0 < t <I/(jc). Also let A denote Lebesgue measure on R. 

(a) For / to be ^-measurable it is necessary and sufficient that D/ should be measur¬ 

able with respect to the product measure v — fx ® A. (To show that the condition is 

necessary, prove that if /is ^-measurable then D/ is the union of a v-negligible set and 

a denumerable family of sets of the form A x I, where A is ^-measurable and I is an 
interval in R+. To show that the condition is sufficient, prove that if it is satisfied 

there exists a dense subset H of R such that /-1([a, +<»]) is /x-measurable for all 
a e H, by using (13.21.10).) 
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(b) Show that for / to be /z-integrable it is necessary and sufficient that 

D/ should be v-integrable, and that we have then v(Df) = J f dp. Moreover, 

if g is the decreasing real-valued function on R+ defined by g(t) = u*(/-1 [/, + oo]), 
f r+co ~ 

then \fdp = j g(t)dt. 

(c) Suppose that X is an interval [0, a] (where a > 0) and take p to be Lebesgue 
measure on X. If/is a decreasing ju-integrable function, show that 

j/iOdt^ Jq f(t)dt 

for every ^-measurable subset A of X. (Use (b).) 

I. (a) With the notation of Problem 1, let F, be the graph of/, i.e., the set of all points 

(*,/(*)) in X x R. If / is p-measurable, show that Tf is v-negligible (use (13.21.13) 
and (13.21.10)). 

(b) Let 0 < a < 1 and let Q(a) be the subset of R2 which is the complement of the 

union of ] — 1,1 [x] — a,a[and] —a, a[x ]—-1,1 [in thesquareQ = [—1,1] x [—1,1]. 
The set Q(a) is the union of its four connected components 

Qi(a)= [-1, -a] X [-1, -a], Q2(a) = [-1, -a] X [a, 1], 

Q3(a)= [a, 1] X [a, 1], Q4(a) = [a, 1] x [-1, -a]. 

For i = 1, 2, 3,4 let hit a denote the similitude mapping Q to Q*(a) for which 

l, —l) —<—l, — 1), 
hi, «(—1, — 1) = ( — 1, a), 

^3, a( 1 j — 1) = (a, a), 

— 1) = (1, -a), 

-1) = (-1, -a), 

h2, «(1, —1) = ( — a, a), 

^3,«(1, —1) = (1, a), 

h4t «(1, — 1) = (1, — 1). 

Also, in the interval [0, 7] in R, put Ifc = [k, k -f 1] for 0 ^ k <; 6 and let uk be 
the increasing similitude which maps [0, 7] to I*. 

Let /« be the continuous mapping of [0, 7] into Q which is affine-linear on each 

of the intervals I* and is such that the images of 0, 1, 2,..., 7 are respectively the 
points (—1, —1), (—1, —a), (—1, a), ( — a, a), (a, a), (1, a), (1, —a), (1, —1). 

We shall now define a sequence (gn) of continuous mappings of [0, 7] into Q as 

follows. Let (a,,),,^ be a decreasing sequence of numbers belonging to the interval 
]0, 1 [. Define g0 =/«0. For n ^ 1, suppose that gn.l has been defined, and consider 

all sequences s = (iu ..., /„) in which each 4 is one of the integers 0, 1,..., 6. Put 
vs= utl o • • • o uin. Then it is sufficient to define gn(vs(t)) for 0 <| t rg 7 and for each 

of the 7" sequences s. If at least one of the 4 is odd, we put gn(vs(t)) = 
If on the other hand 4 = 2jx for 1 g / <; n (with 0 g / g 3), we put^n(us(/)) = ws( fXn(t)), 

where ws~ hJl + itttl ° hj2 + i,a2° * * •0 hJn+ lt ajj. Show that the sequence (g„) converges 
uniformly to an injective continuous mapping g : [0, 7] -> R2, and that the simple arc 

#([0, 7]) (Section 4, Appendix to Chapter IX) is nonnegligihle with respect to Lebesgue 
measure on R2, if the sequence (a„) is suitably chosen. 

L (a) Give an example of two compact spaces X and Y, positive measures A and /x 

on X and Y, respectively, and a A ® /x-measurable function / such that the two 

integrals J dgjy) J f(x, y) d\(x) and J d\(x) j f(x, 7) <4^04 are both defined and are 

unequal (cf. Section 5.2. Problem 5). 
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(b) For each integer n> 0, let A^ = [2~fl, 3-2 fl-1[ and A = [3 • 2 " \ 2 fl + 1[. 

Let b; = a;xA;, B'; = AIxAI, c; = a;xA:, c; = AIxAJ in R2. Define 
/:R2->R as follows: fix, y)—4n+l for (x, y) e u B'h; /(x, y) = — 4" + 1 for 

(x,y) eCiu CJ, for each integer n > 0;/(x, y) = 0 otherwise. Show that/is measur¬ 

able and that the two integrals J dy J/(x, y) dx and j dx J/(x, y) dy are defined and 

equal, but that/is not integrable with respect to Lebesgue measure on R2. 

4. Let X, Y be two locally compact spaces, A a positive measure on X and jjl a positive 
measure on Y. Let/be a mapping of X x Y into a metrizable space G, such that: 

(1) for each x e X, the mapping/(x, •) is ^-measurable; (2) for each ye Y, the mapping 

/(• ,y) is continuous. Show that under these hypotheses / is (A ® /u,)-measurable. 

(Reduce to the case where X and Y are compact; by using Egoroff’s theorem and the 

fact that X is metrizable, show that / is almost everywhere (with respect to A ® jjl) 

the limit of a sequence of (A ® ^-measurable functions.) 

5. Let X, Y be two locally compact spaces, A a positive measure on X and jjl a positive 

measure on Y. Let/be a real-valued function ^OonXx Y which is bounded on every 

compact subset of X x Y and such that: (1) for almost all xeX the function/(x, •) 

is ft-measurable; (2) for each function h e JT(Y), the function Xh-»J/(x, y)h(y) djiiy), 

which is defined almost everywhere, is A-measurable. Show that under these condi¬ 

tions there exists a (A ® /^-measurable function g such that for each x e X we have 

fix, y) = g(x, y) except at the points of a /u-negligible set Ax (depending on x). 

(Show that, for each function ue Jf(X x Y), the function fix, -)uix, •) is ^-integ¬ 

rate for almost all xeX, and that the function x\-+ jf(x, y)u{x, y) djji(y)y defined 

almost everywhere, is A-integrable; for this purpose approximate u by functions of the 

form u(x)w(y). Then remark that the linear form i/h jdXix) jfix, y)uix,y) dfi(y) 

is a positive measure on X x Y with base A ® /x, and apply the Lebesgue-Nikodym 

theorem. Finally use the fact that Y is a denumerable union of relatively compact 

open sets U„ and that there exists in JT(Y) a denumerable set of functions D such 

that every function belonging to JT(Y) is the uniform limit of functions belonging 

to D and having their supports contained in some U„.) 

(b) Show that the conditions of (a) are satisfied if: (1) for almost all ye Y, the 

function /(*,y) is A-measurable; (2) for almost all xeX, the function fix, •) is 

continuous almost everywhere with respect to /x. (Use Problem 7(c) of Section 13.9.) 

(c) Take X = Y = [0, 1 ] and take A and fx to be Lebesgue measure. Assuming the 

continuum hypothesis, let x < y be a well-ordering on X for which there exists no 
greatest element and such that, for each x e X, the set of all z e X such that z < x is 

denumerable. Show that the characteristic function/of the set of pairs (x, y) for which 

x<y satisfies the conditions of (a), but that J/(x, y) dX(x) — 0 for all ye Y and 

ff (*, y) dfxiy) — 1 for all x e X. 

6. Let u, v be two increasing real-valued functions on R, each continuous on the right, 

and such that u(x) = v(x) — 0 for x<0. Let w be the increasing function on R, 

continuous on the right, defined by w(f) = uit)vit) for t i> 0 and w(t) = 0 for t< 0. 

Let A, /x, v be the Stieltjes measures associated with u, v, w, respectively (Section 13.18, 
Problem 6). 
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To each real-valued function / on R we associate the function/0 on R2 defined by 

fo(x, y)=f(x) if y < x,f0(x, y) =/(y) if y^x. Show that/is v-integrable if and only 

if /o is (A ® /i)-integrable, and that in this case jfdv = jjf0 dX dfx. (Prove the result 

first for characteristic functions of intervals.) Hence deduce the formula 

jf(x) dw(x) =jf(x)v(x~) du(x) + jf(x)u(x+) dv(x). 

In particular, if u and v are continuous on R, we have the formula of integration 

by parts: 

f u(x) dv(x) = u(b)v(b) — u(a)v{a) — f u(x) du(x). 
J a J a 

Consider the case where u and v are constant on each interval [n,n-{- 1 [ for each 
integer n^> 0 (“Abel’s partial summation formula ”). 

7. Let p be a finite real number 1, let X and Y be locally compact spaces, A a positive 

measure on X and fx a positive measure on Y. Let /J> 0 be a function on X x Y 
such that / and fp are (A 0 /x)-integrable. Prove that 

(For each xeX, apply Holder’s inequality (13.11, Problem 12(a)) to the function 

y h-+f(x, y), in the form/(x, y) = g(x, y)^jfp(x, y) dX(x)j 'Pq, where q is the exponent 

conjugate to p.) 

8. Let X; (l <:il^n) be locally compact spaces and fxt a positive measure on X/ for 

1 <^i <:n. For each /, let Ef denote the product J"J Xj. Let /; be a function J>0 which 
j*i 

n n 

is measurable with respect to fx = (x) fxt on X =I~[ X,, and does not depend on xt. If 
i=i 1=1 

/2-1 is integrable with respect to the measure ® ixj, for 1 ^k^n, show that the 
J*k 

it 

function Yl A ls /^--integrable and that 
i = i 

JJ- • • JVi/a • • /» ^ dfx2--- dfx„ < (n 

where J* = J • • • JY*~1 d/j.l ''' dju*. i d/j.k+, • • • df,i„ for 1 ^k <n. (By induction on 

n, using the Lebesgue-Fubini theorem and Holder’s inequality.) 

Deduce that if A is a ^-measurable subset of X, and At its projection on E£, and 

if Aj is integrable and of measure w; with respect to the measure 0/i;on E(, then A 
j*i 

is /x-integrable and fx(A) <[ (mi • • • mn)1Kn~l). 
Generalize to the case in which, instead of considering the products of the Xt 

n — 1 at a time, we consider the (£) products of the Xf p at a time, and integrate over X 

a product of (J) functions ^0, each of which depends on only p of the variables 

Xu ..., 
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Let (Xn)n>0 be an infinite sequence of compact spaces, and let ft„ be a positive me 

on X„ with total mass 1, for each n. 

(a) Show that on X = Yl X« there exists a unique positive measure ft such tha 
n = 0 

each integer n and each finite sequence of functions f\ e ^(Xf), we 
n n 

ft(/) == Yl where f(x) = Il/<(Pr*x)- (Observe that the continuous func 

of the form Y\/(pnx), for all choices of n and of e ^R(Xf), form a total set ii 
i = 0 

Banach space ^R(X).) The measure ft is called the product of the family (jjl„) a 

written ft ~ ® /x„. 
n = 0 

(b) For each n, let A„ be a /^-measurable subset of X„. Show that the prc 
00 °0 

A=riAn is /x-measurable, and that jjl(A) — Yl l^n(An). 
n=0 n—0 

(c) Let/J> 0 be a /x-integrable function on X. For each subset L of N, put U = N 

and identify X with the product XL x XL>, where XL = II Xfl and XL> = X 
n e L n 6 L' 

x e X, put xL = prLjc and = prL'X, and identify x with (xL, xL>). Finally, le 

be the product measure ® ftn on XL>, and put/L(*) = f(xL, xL>) dfxL> (xL0. 
n € L' J 

Now let (Ln) be an increasing sequence of subsets of N, and put g == sup fLn 

h = sup fLn>. For each c > 0, let Ac be the set of points x e X at which g(x) 
n 

and Bc the set of points x e X at which h(x) > c. Show that c • ft(Ac) ^ J f dp 

c • ft(Bc) = J/^ (Remark that Ac is the set of points x e X for which at leasl 

of the fLn(x) is >c, and express Ac as a denumerable union of mutually disjoint 

G„ such that c • ft(G„) <| fdfx.) 

(d) Suppose that (L„) is an increasing sequence of finite subsets of N whose uni< 

N. Show that the fLn tends to /almost everywhere and that fLn tends to the com 

J/t/ft almost everywhere. (For each s > 0, consider a continuous function g, dep 

ing on only finitely many variables, and such that j \f— g\ d\i ^ e, and appl; 

to the function \ f— g\.) 

10. Let D be the discrete space {0, 1} and X the product space DN. On each factor X„ (= 

of X let ft„ be the measure for which ft„(0) = /xn(l) — i, and let ft = ® /*,„ be 
n e N 

product measure on X (Problem 9). 
00 

(a) For each point x = (x„)n^0 in X with xn = 0 or x„ = 1, put rr(x) = J] xn2~ 
n — 0 

Show that 7r is a continuous mapping of X onto the unit interval I = [0, 1 ] in R, 

that the image ?r(ft) of ft is Lebesgue measure on I. For each tel, the set rr~ 

consists of a single point, unless / is of the form k • 2"n with k integral and 0 < k < 

Hence the mapping rr induces, on passing to the quotients, an isonn 
isomorphism of L£(I, A) onto L£(X, ft) for 1 <,p <J + oo. 

(b) For each t e I and each n^> 1, put rn(t) = 1 — 2pr„_1(7r~1(0) if t is not of 
form k • 2~m with k integral and 0 <; k 2m, and rn(t) = 0 otherwise. The func 

rn is called the /7th Rademacher function. These functions form a nontotal orthonor 
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system in S£2C(I> A) (show that they are all orthogonal to the functions cos Ikirt 
for k integral and J>0). Show that rn(t) = sgn(sin 2nirt). 

(c) For each x= (xn)n>o in X, put u{x) = {xn + l)n>0. Show that the measure pu is 
invariant with respect to u and that u is ergodic with respect to fx (use (a) and Problem 
5(c) of Section 13.12). Deduce that 

lim ~ (/-!(/) + • • • + rn(t)) = 0 

almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue measure (“Borel-Cantelli theorem”). 
(Observe that rn( 1 —t)— —r„(t) for 0 g ^ L) 

(d) For each finite strictly increasing sequence (A7f)1;£f;£fc of integers 1, show that 

rni(t)rn2(t) • * * r„k(t) dt = 0. 

(e) For each finite sequence (ak)lik^n of complex numbers, and each real number 
p > 0, show that 

akrk(t) 

(“Khintchine’s inequality”). (First consider the case where p = 2h, with h an integer 
^>1, by using (d). For 2h — 2 <p 2h, use problem 12(e) of Section 13.11.) 

(f) With the notation of (e), show that 

dt 

(use (e) for p = 4, and Holder’s inequality for p = l and q — 3). 

II. (a) The hypotheses are those of Section 13.17, Problem 2, and in addition the 

functions f„ are assumed to be real. Let xh-+j(x) be a /x-measurable mapping of X 

into the set I = {1, 2,..., n}, and let k\—+w(k) be an increasing function on I with 

values >0. Then the mapping (s3 w)h-»KJ(s)(s, u)/w(j(s)) of X x X into R is fx ® fx- 

measurable. For each /x-measurable subset A of X, show that 

K-j(s)u) |K> (a.ofa 01 
w2(Ks, t)) 

dfx(s) dfi(t) 

where h(s, t) = inf(J(s)J(t)Y (Express the square of the integral on the left as a 
double integral, so as to reduce the problem to the evaluation of a triple integral 

over A x A x X, and use the fact that the fn are orthogonal.) Show next that 

lKh(M)(.s, Q| 

a w2(h(s, t)) 
d^s) df.it) g 2 jw) JA ]KSa(^)l d^s) 

(split up A x A into two measurable sets, defined respectively by j(s) < j(t) and 

j(s) j(t) for (s, 0 e A x A and use the fact that K„(.s, t) — K„(t, s)). 

(b) Suppose that there exists an increasing sequence n \-+w(n) of numbers >0 and 

a /x-measurable subset A of X such that |H„(s)| c • w(n) for all s e A and all n ^ 1, 

where c > 0 is a constant. Show that, for each function g e (X, /x), the sequence 

(sn(&)(t))/w(n) ^ bounded for almost all t e A. (Consider the increasing sequence of 
/x-integrable functions vn{t) = sup (sk(g)(t))jw(J<)3 and show that the sequence of 
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integrals J„ =J vn(t) dg(t) is bounded above. For this purpose, note that we may 

write vn(t) = (sm(g)(t))/wU(0) for a suitably chosen /x-measurable mapping j of X 
into I, and majorize J? by using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (a) above.) 
(c) Suppose that the hypotheses of (b) are satisfied and also that lim w(n) = -f-oo. 

00 00 

If the an are real and if the series £ an w20) converges, show that the series £ anfn(t) 
n=1 n—1 

converges almost everywhere in A. (Start by using Problem 8(b) of Section 13.11. 

Then, in order to majorize |$„(/) — J„k(/)| for nk^n<nk+1, determine an increasing 
00 

sequence (c„) of numbers >0 such that iimcn=+oo and £ ai w2(n)c% < -f oo 
n-+ oo n = 1 

(Section 5.3, Problem 6), so that the numbers bn = anw(ri)cn are of the form (g\fn) 

for some g e Se\(X, g). Then use the fact that, by virtue of (b), the partial sums 

2 
*=1 

formula.) 

are bounded for almost all t e A, and apply Abel’s partial summation 

00 
(d) Deduce from (c) that if |H„(s)| ^ c for all s e A and all n, and if the series ]T a£ 

n = 1 
oo 

converges, then the series £ converges almost everywhere in A. (Use Problem 
n=i 

6 of Section 5.3 again.) 

12. (a) Let (cn) be a sequence of real numbers such that £ cl < + oo. Show that the 
n = 1 

oo 
series £ cn rn(t) (the notation is that of Problem 10) converges almost everywhere in 

I with respect to Lebesgue measure A. (Express the Rademacher functions as linear 

combinations of the functions of the Haar orthonrmal system (Section 8.7, Problem 7), 

and note that Problem 1 Id) is applicable to the latter orthonormal system (cf. Section 

13.17, Problem 2).) 
(b) Given any sequence (an) of real numbers, a real e > 0 and a measurable set 

A c I, show that there exists an integer n0 such that 

E a‘aJ f dt n^lKj^m J A 

whenever m> n^n0. (Use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the fact that the functions 

* < J form an orthonormal system (Problem 10(d)) and Bessel’s in- 
equality applied to this system and to the function <pA. 
(c) Let (amn) be a double sequence of nonnegative numbers such that for each m 

the set of integers n 1 for which amn ^ 0 is finite, and such that lim amn = 1 for each 
m-* oo 

n. Also let (cn) be a sequence of complex numbers such that, if we put 

Sm(0 = 2flm«C»r*(0> « = 1 

the sequence (Sm(r)) is convergent in an integrable set A <= I of positive measure. 
00 

Show that £ |c„|2< +oo. (By virtue of Egoroff’s theorem, there exists an integer 
n = 1 

n0 and a set B c A of positive measure, such that for all m^nQ and q > p j> n0, we 
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have 22amkCkrk(t) 
k~p 

S. 1 f°r and therefore 

f 22 rk(t) ^ A(B). 
J ® | * = p I 

Minorize this integral with the help of (b).) (Rademacher-Kolmogoroff theorem.) 

13. Let X be a locally compact space, /x a positive measure on X, and (un)n > 0 a sequence of 

^-integrable complex functions such that, as H runs through the set of finite subsets of 

22 un(x)I d(ji(x) is bounded. Show that in these conditions the N, the set of numbers J 

series 21 lwn(*)l2 *s convergent almost everywhere in X. (Observe that, for all 

t e I = [0, 1 ], the set of numbers f 22 ^k(x)rk(t)\ 
J k= i I 

dfjL(x) is bounded above by a number 

independent of n and t; then use Problem 10(f) and the Lebesgue-Fubini theorem.) 

14. Let X be a compact space, /x a positive measure on X, and (/„) an orthonormal 

sequence in J&fyx, /x) which is uniformly bounded in X. 
00 

(a) Let (bn) be a sequence of real numbers such that 22 W = + 00 • Show that it is 
n — 1 

oo 

not possible that 22 \bn(0 |/»)l < + 00 for all continuous functions# on X. (Argue by 
n = 1 

contradiction: the functions un(x) — bnfn(x) would satisfy the conditions of Prob¬ 

lem 13, by virtue of the Banach-Steinhaus theorem applied to the linear forms 
00 

^h2W^I/«) on <f(X). Hence 22 W I/«(•*)12 < +00 almost everywhere in X. 
deH n =1 

Using Egoroflf’s theorem, the fact that the functions fn are uniformly bounded and 

I \fn(x)\2 dfx(x) = 1, obtain a contradiction of the hypothesis 22 M = + 00•) 

(b) Let q be a real number such that 1 < q < 2. Show that it is not possible that 
00 

22 \(d l/«)l9 < + 00 f°r continuous functions g on X. (If p = q\(q — 1), show that 
n = 1 

if the assertion were false there would exist a sequence (b„) of real numbers > 0 

such that 22 bl = + °°, 22 < 4- °o and 22 IW# |/„)| < + oo for all continuous 
n n n 

functions g.) 

(c) Deduce from (b) that there exists a continuous function g on X such that, for all 

q satisfying 1 < q < 2, we have22 \(91/,)|* = + oo. (Use the principle of condensation 
n 

of singularities (Section 12.16, Problem 14).) 

15. On the space R", let A be Lebesgue measure and let ||jc|[ be a norm for which the unit 

ball ||x|| 1 has measure 1. Let (x*)*»i be an infinite sequence of distinct points 
in an integrable bounded set B such that A(B)= 1. For each integer m> 1, let 

dm denote the smallest of the numbers ||X| — Xj\\ with 1 Show that 

lim inf m dm^ c»xt where 
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(cf. Section 127, Problem 6). (Argue by contradiction, and assume that for some 
e > 0 there exists m0 such that mdJH > hnn for all m^m0, where hnn = c^1 -f e. For 
1 <L i <;m, let Bf be the ball with center xt and radius ihn w"1/n, and for m g i g 2nm 

let Bi be the ball with center xt and radius ihn(2i~iln — m_1/n). Show that the 
balls Bi are pairwise disjoint, and calculate the measure of their union by the Euler- 
MacLaurin summation formula.) 

16. Let X, Y be two locally compact spaces and A a universally measurable subset of 
X x Y. 
(a) For each xeX, show that the section A(x) of A at x is a universally measurable 
subset of Y. Also, for each measure fx 0 on Y, the function xh-»/x*(A(x)) is uni¬ 
versally measurable (use the Lebesgue-Fubini theorem). 
(b) If Y is compact and if A is closed in X x Y, then the function x ^*(A(x)) is 
upper semicontinuous. 
(c) Let fx be a positive measure on Y such that the section A “*00 is denumerable 
for almost all y e Y (with respect to fx). Show that the set N of points x e X for which 
fx*(A(x)) > 0 contains no nondenumerable compact subset. (By using Section 3.9, 
Problem 4, reduce to the case where this compact set contains no isolated point, and 
show that such a set is the support of a diffuse measure ^0, by using Section 13.18, 
Problem 6(b) and Section 4.2, Problem 3(b).) 

17. Let [x be a bounded positive measure on X, with total mass 1. If/e is such that 

j* log 11 £/| djx<^ 0 for every complex number £, then / is /x-negligible. (Use the 

formula 

1 *2 it 
— log|l-£e*|tf = log+|C| 
277 Jo 

(which is valid for all £ e C) together with the Lebesgue-Fubini theorem, to evaluate 

the integral Jlog+|R/| dfx, where R > 0, and deduce that this integral must be zero.) 

18. Let I denote the discrete space (0, 1,..., m — 1}. Let X denote the compact product 
space Iz, and [x a positive measure on I with total mass 1 (so that jx is defined by the 

m — 1 

finite sequence of masses pj = fx({j}) such that pj^,0 and ^Pj = 1). On each factor 
j=o 

X„ of X let fxn denote the measure fx, and let v be the product measure ® fxn on X 
n e Z 

(Problem 9). 
(a) For each x = (x)neX in X, put u(x) = (xn+ i)neZ. Show that u is a homeomor- 
phism of X onto X and that the measure v is invariant under u. The triple (X, v, u) 

is called the Bernoulli scheme B (p0,... ,pm-i). 

(b) Consider in particular the Bernoulli scheme B(J, £). For each x = (x„)neZ e X, 
where xn = 0 or 1 for all «eZ, let fix) denote the canonical image in T2 of the point 

ao 00 

(y, z) e R2, where y = Y< x~n2~n~1 and z = £ xn2~n. Let jS be the normalized Haar 
n~0 n=1 

measure (14.3) on the compact group T2. Show that /is continuous and that f(v) = /3; 
also that the set of points /eT2 such that does not consist of a single point is 
jS -negligible. 
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Let <p be the restriction of the canonical mapping tt: R2 -»T2 to the set K of 

points (x, y) such that 0 x < 1 and 0 <: y < 1, so that cp is a continuous bijection of 
K onto T2. For t e T2 and (x, y) = <p~ put 

(tt(2x, iy) if 0 < x < £, 
u(0= , ” 

W(2x, Kv + 0) if £ ^ x < 1. 

Show that the mapping v : T2 -» T2 (“baker’s transformation”) is continuous almost 
everywhere and that v°f=f o u (where u is the mapping defined in (a)). 

We shall see later that u and v are ergodic (relative to v and /3, respectively) 
(Section 15.11, Problem 16). 

(c) Show that for the Bernoulli scheme B(p0i ...,pk_x\ the entropy h(u) (Section 
13.9, Problem 28) is given by 

/*(«)= _(Po logp0 H-+pk-i logpic—i). 

(Use the Kolmogoroff-Sinai theorem, by starting with the partition a = (Aj)0^k_i, 

where Aj is the set of (xn)neZ such that x0 = ;. Use Problem 9(a) and the definition 
of w, and remark that the set 

A jo n n • ■ • n «~n+1(A 

is the set of (xn)n 6 z such that x0 = j0, x t = j\, ..., x„ _ x = jn _ t. The problem is then to 
calculate the sum 

/*! 

mo + • • • + mfc _ i = n IYIq ! ’ * ’ fTlk - 1 I 

For this purpose, observe that 

^ n\ 

~Pomo ‘ " PktiKmo log/?0 H-+ mk-l log/?fc_i). 

mo + • • • + ink - l = n IYIq ! ‘ * ’ fflk _ i ! 
m nm° ~ 1 nm 1 « MOPO Pi 

dpt 
(Po + Pi + * ' * +Pfc-l)”*) 

Deduce from this calculation that the bijections u of the Bernoulli schemes B(|, |) 
and BQ, J) are not conjugate (Section 13.12, Problem 11). 

19. Let X be a locally compact space, let p be a positive measure on X, and let /, g be 

two nonnegative /x-measurable functions on X. For each oc > 0, let A* be the set of 
x eX such that f(x)> a. Suppose that: 

(i) p(AJ < -|- oo for all a > 0; 

(ii) g e ^&(X, p) for some/? e ]1, + oo[; 

(iii) for each a > 0, u(A«) < — f g dp. 
' ajAc 

Show that these conditions imply that / e «^r(X, p) and that 

N„(/) £ — Np(^) 
P — 1 

(Wiener’s inequality). (Consider first the case where / is bounded and of compact 

support, and integrate from 0 to oo the inequality 

tp~l JVa, dp < t"-2 Jg<pA, 4c 
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(cf. Problem 1). For the general case, consider the functions sup(/t,/<pKn), where 

(K„) is an increasing sequence of compact sets whose union is X.) 

20. Let U be a continuous endomorphism of the space L£(X, fx) satisfying the hypotheses 

of Section 13.11, Problem 17, so that U extends to an endomorphism of each of the 

spaces L£(X, /*), 1 ^p <£ + °o (loc. cit.). For each function fe , put 

R„(/) = - (/+£/•/+••• + U”-1 • /), 
n 

R?(/)= sup |R*(/)1, 
1 

R*(/) = sup RJ (/)• 

(a) Show that if 1 < p < + oo and / e -Sfg, then R*(/) e ^ and 

NP(R*(/)) g Nr(/). 
P ~ 1 

(Use Problem 19 above, and Section 13.11, Problem 17(c).) 

(b) For each function/e let P -/be the limit in Lr of the sequence ((R„(/))~) 

(Section 12.15, Problem 12(c)). We have UP = PU = P. Show that the sequence 

(Rn(/)) converges almost everywhere to P •/ (Dunford-Schwartz ergodic theorem). 

(Put 

S(/) = lim sup R„(/), 
n-+ oo 

1(f) = lim inf R„(/). 
n-+ oo 

Observe that I(/) ^ S(/) ^ R*(/), and that S(Km(f) ~~ P * /) = S(/) - P • f and 
I(Rm(f) — P •/) = I(/) — P - /for all m ^ 1, and use (a) with Rm(/) — P • /in place 

of/.) 

(c) Show that Ni(P •/) ^ Ni(/) for all / e j2?r n -£?r , and hence that P extends to a 

contraction on the space Lr. Deduce that the sequence (R„(/)) converges almost 
everywhere to /, for each function / e JS?r . (Put 

L(/) = lim sup | R„(/) —Pf\, 
n-* oo 

observe that L(/) R*(/—g) -f P • |/—^| for all g e «£?£ n «2?r , and make use of 
Section 13.11, Problem 7(d).) 

21. The notation is that of Section 13.17, Problem 7. For each a > 0 and each function 

g e JSPfoc.cfY, v), let A*(^) denote the set of points y e Y such that |#Q>)| > a. If 

P e [1, + oo [, the endomorphism £/ is said to be of weak type (p, p) if there exists a 
constant C > 0 such that, for each fi-integrable step function / and each a > 0, we 
have 

v(A„(C//)) ^ *=-p j\f\” d/x. 
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Let p, q be such that lfgp<<?<-f-oo. Show that, if U is of weak type (p, p) and also 

of weak type (q, q), then U is of type (r, r) (Section 13.17, Problem 7) for all r such 

that p <r <q (Marcinkiewicz’s interpolation theorem). (For each / e <£?*(X, fi) and 

a > 0, let fra be the function which is equal to f(x) if |/(jc)| > a, and zero otherwise, 

and put fa = /—fa. Show that, for each t > 0, 

Integrate from 0 to oo and use Problem 1.) 



CHAPTER XIV 

INTEGRATION IN LOCALLY COMPACT GROUPS 

Haar measure and convolution on arbitrary locally compact groups have 
become indispensable tools for the modern analyst, as they were in classical 
analysis on the real line and in finite-dimensional Euclidean spaces. Together 
with convolution of distributions, which generalizes convolution of measures 
and which we shall introduce in Chapter XVII, they are the fundamental 
notions in harmonic analysis (Chapter XXII) and the theory of linear repre¬ 
sentations of compact groups (Chapter XXI). 

We have again followed, though in less detail, the exposition of N. Bourbaki 
[22]. In fact, since in this treatise practically the only locally compact groups 
we shall consider will be Lie groups (Chapters XVI, XIX, and XXI), for which 
there is a much simpler proof of the existence of a Haar measure, we could 
have restricted ourselves entirely to Lie groups. Nevertheless, it seemed 
worthwhile to bring out the fact that the theory of integration on a locally 
compact group is entirely independent of any differential structure; and 
the totally discontinuous locally compact groups have ceased to be mere 
curiosities since the advent of p-adic and “adelic” groups in the theory of 
numbers [36]. 

Throughout this chapter, the phrase “ locally compact group ” will mean 

“separable metrizable locally compact group” 

1. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF HAAR MEASURE 

Let G be a (separable, metrizable) locally compact group. If / is any 
mapping of G into a set E and if s is any element of G, we define the left and 
right translations y{s)f and 6(s)f of/by s, which are mappings of G into E, by 

242 
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the formulas 

(14.1.1) (y (s)f)(x) =f(s~1x\ (5(s)/)(x) =f(xs). 

It follows immediately from this definition that we have 

(14.1.1.1) y(sO/= 6 (st)f= S(s)mf) 

for all s, t e G. 
If fi is a (complex) measure on G, we denote by y(s)fi and 8(s)fi the meas¬ 

ures on G which are the images of fi under the homeomorphisms x\-+sx and 
x^xs^1, respectively (13.1.6), so that 

(14.1.2) </,Y(^> = <7(0/, MX </,*(%> = W*-1)/, fi} 

for all functions /e JTC(G). From this definition it follows that 

(14.1.2.1) y(st)n = y(s)(y(t)n), 6(st)n = S(s)(8(r)jt) 

for all ^,/eG. 
The measure ju is said to be left (resp. right) invariant if 

(14.1.2.2) y(s)g = fi (resp. S(s)fi = fi) 

for all seG. 

If a measure fi ^ 0 on G is left invariant, then Supp(fi) = G, because 
Supp(y(s)fi) = s • Supp(fi) for all s e G by virtue of (13.19.4), and Supp(fi) # 0. 
Similarly for right-invariant measures. 

Let g be a left-invariant measure on G and let/be a ju-integrable mapping 
of G into R or C. Then for each seG the function xi—>f(s~1x) is also 
/x-integrable, and we have 

(14.1.2.3) J* /(s '*) dn(x) - J f(x) dflix) 

by (13.7.10). In particular, if A is a ju-integrable set, then so is sA, and 

(14.1.2.4) g(sA) = ^(A). 

If/ is any mapping of G into a set E, we write 

(14.1.3) /(x) = fix"1) for all x e G. 
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If n is any measure on G, we denote by p the image of g under the map¬ 
ping of G onto G, so that we have 

(14.1.4) </,£> = </>/*> 

for all fe C(G). It follows immediately from the definitions that we have 
(y(s)/y =80)/, each side being the function xt-*f(s~1x~1); and therefore, 
for any measure p on G, we have (y(s)p) ~ = &(s)p. Hence if p is a left- 
invariant measure, p is a right-invariant measure, and vice versa. 

(14.1.5) Let G be a locally compact group. Then there exists a nonzero left- 
invariant positive measure p on G, and every other left-invariant measure on G is 

of the form ap, where aeC. 

(1) Existence. Let JT* denote the set of functions g e JTR(G) which 
are ^0 and not the zero function. For each/e Xr(G) and each ge , 
there exist positive real numbers cl9..., cr and elements sl9 ..., sr in G such 

that 

(14.1.5.1) f 

(i.e., such that /(x)iS £ Cig(st 'x) for all xeG). For there exists a non- 
i = l 

empty open subset U in G such that a = inf^(x) > 0; since Supp(/) is com- 
jceU 

pact, there exist a finite number of points st e G (1 ^ i ^ r) such that the 
i’iU cover Supp(/), and then (14.1.5.1) is satisfied by taking c{ = ||/|| ja for 
all i. We shall denote by (/: g) the greatest lower bound of the numbers 

r 

Yj ct, for all systems (cl9..., cr9 su ..., sr) satisfying (14.1.5.1). The symbol 
i= 1 

(f: g) has the following properties: 

(0 
(«) 

(hi) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

(Y(s)f:g) = (f:g) for all 

(af:g) = a(f:g) for all 

(A +fi: 9) ^ ifi: ff) + if2 '• 9) 
for all 

(J:g)^ sup f(x") I sup g{x) for all 

(f:h)^(J:g)(g:h) 

1 ^ if'9) 0< 
(fo-f) ifo-9) 

for all 

Sif:fo) 

for all 

feX^G), geX%, seG; 

fsX^G), geX%, 0; 

fufi e r(G), g e X%; 

fe XR(G), g e X%; 

f e Xr(G) and g, h in X* ; 

f,fo,g inX%. 
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Properties (i), (ii), and (iii) are immediate consequences of the definitions. 
Given (14.1.5.1), there exists (3.17.10) se G such that 

sup f(x) = /0) g £ Cig(si sup g(x), 
xeG i= 1 \i= 1 / xeG 

and (iv) follows. For (v), observe that if we have ftkY*ait(si)9 anc* 
i 

9 = % t^ien / = Z ai^jy(sitj)h^ and therefore 

(/ : /i) g £ a,bj = (£ b^. 

Since we may take Yfli (^esp. YPj) arbitrarily close to (/: g) (resp. (g : h))9 
* J 

we have (v). Finally, (vi) follows from (v) applied to fQ,f,g and to /, f0, g. 

By hypothesis, there exists a denumerable fundamental system (V„) of 
neighborhoods of the neutral element e in G. For each n9 let gn be a function 
belonging to 0f% such that Supp(#„) <=zVn (4.5.2). Let f0 be a function in 
0f% , fixed once and for all, and put 

(14.1.5.2) In(/) = (f: 9n)Kfo : 9n) 

for all /e Of* ; let I„(0) = 0. From (ii) and (iii) above it follows immedi¬ 
ately that the mappings /^I„(|/|) are seminorms on OfR(G)9 and from (i) 
that ln(y(s)f) = In(f) for all seG. 

Next, there exists a sequence of relatively compact open sets Up which 
cover G and are such that Op c: Up+1 (3.18.3). The space <&(Up) is separable 
(7.4.4) and therefore so is Of(G; Op) n Jf* (3.10.9). Hence there exists a 
dense sequence in the latter space. Since the sequence of values 
Inifmp) (n ^ 1) lies in the compact interval with endpoints l/(/0 : fmp) and 
(fmp : fo) by (vi), it follows from (12.5.9) that if we replace the sequence (gn) by 
a suitably chosen subsequence, we may assume that the sequence (In(/mp))n^i 
tends to a limit >0 for all m, p. Also it is clear that if /, /' in JT * are such 
that /then I„(/) S I„(/')• Let hp be a continuous mapping of G into 
[0, 1] with compact support, taking the value 1 on Op ((3.18.2) and (4.5.2)). 
Then, for each function / £ of(G; Gp) n of * , we have I „(/) ^ ||/|| I n(hp) for 
all n9 and therefore 

\un - uni ^ u\f-r\) s uk) 11/-/1 
for all f9 /' £ Of(G, Up) n Of* and all n, because |/!) is a seminorm. 
In other words, the set of restrictions of the I„ to each of the subspaces 
Of(G, Op) n Of * is equicontinuous. By (7.5.5) it follows that lim In(/) = I(/) 

n-+ oo 

exists for all fe of *, and takes values #0. 
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We shall now show that 

(14.1.5.3) I( /+/') = I (/) + I(/') 

for all //' in . By (iii), it is enough to prove that 1(f) + 1(f) g I( 
Let e > 0 be a real number, and let h be a function ^0 belonging to 
such that h(x) ^ 1 on the union of the (compact) supports of/and/' ( 
and (4.5.2)). Then it is enough to prove that there exists a compact ne 
hood V of e in G, such that, for all g e JfX with Supp(/) c V, we h; 

(14.1.5.4) (/: g) + (/': g) S (/ + /': ff) + : g). 

To prove this, put u =/+/' +fh, and let v (resp. v') be the f 
which coincides with flu (resp./'/«) on Supp(/+/') and is zero on tl 
plement of this set. Since at every frontier point x of Supp(/+/') ' 
f(x) + f(x) = 0, and therefore f(x) = fl(x) = 0, it follows that v 
belong to JT„(G) and are 2:0. The functions v and v' are therefore un 
continuous with respect to a left-invariant distance defining the topolo 
((12.9.1) and (3.16.5)), and therefore, for each r\ > 0, there exists a c 
neighborhood V of e such that |u(s) — u(t)| ^ r\ and |u'(s) — v’(t)\ <; t 
pairs (5, t) such that s~lt e V. Now let <7 e * be such that Supp( 
For each s e G we have v • y(s)g g (y(,s) + tj) • y(s)g. (This is obviouslj 
points where y(s)g vanishes, hence at points outside sW; and if t e sV1 

v(t) g u(j) + tj.) Similarly, we have v' ■ y(s)g jS (v'(s) + ti)y(s)g. This b 
let c; (1 g i gn) be real numbers jgO, and s-t (1 g i g n) elements of 

n 

that u :g Y, ciY(si)&- Then we have 
i= 1 

n n 

f = vu^Yciv’ y(si>9 = E ci(v(sd + flyisdg 
i= 1 i=l 

and a similar set of inequalities with / replaced by /'. Consequently 

(/: 9) + (/': 9) S E ci(.v(si) + v'(*d + 2>?) ^ (1 + 2>?) £ c,, 
i = 1 i = 1 

because t? + 1/ ^ L From the definition of w, and properties (ii), (iii),; 
we obtain 

(/: 9) + (/': 9) ^ (1 + 2r,)(u: g)i(l+ 2r,)((f+f: g) + \s(h : g)) 

(/+/': 9) + &{h:g) + 2^((/+/') : /,)(/»:<?) + £< 

so that, by taking ij such that 

r,(2((f+f):h) + e)^ie. 

we get (14.1.5.4) 
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Now extend I to the whole of JfR(G) by putting 1(0) = 0 and, for each 
/=/i -A with/i,/2 in jr;, 1(f) = 1(A) - 1(A). From (14.1.5.3) it follows 
immediately that 1(f) depends only on / and not on the choice of expression 
f—fx — A • Clearly (14.1.5.3) remains valid for all f /' in JfR(G). Further¬ 
more, the original definition of I shows immediately that I (If) = 2I(/) for all 
/e * and all real numbers X > 0; and this relation obviously extends to the 
case where/e jTr(G) and AeR. We may therefore conclude from (13.3.1) 
that I is a positive measure on G; also I is not zero and, by construction, 
KyCO/) == Kf) for all /eJfR(G). In other words, we have constructed a 
nonzero left-invariant positive measure on G. 

(2) Uniqueness. Let p (resp. v) be a nonzero left (resp. right) invariant 
measure on G. Then v is a left-invariant measure. We shall show that p and v 
are proportional, and this will complete the proof of (14.1.5). Let/e JTC(G) 
be such that p(f) ^ 0, and consider the function D; on G defined by 

D/s) = flifr1 f fir's) dv(t). 

We shall show that Df is continuous on G. In fact this will be a consequence of 
the following more general result: 

(14.1.5.5) Let G be a locally compact group, H a closed subgroup, a a measure 
on H, and f: G ->C a continuous mapping. Suppose that either Supp(/) is 
compact or Supp(a) is compact. Then the mappings 

f(st) da(t) and s i—> f(ts) doc(t) 

are continuous on G. 

Consider, for example, the first of these integrals. Let 50eG and let V0 be 
a compact neighborhood of s0. Given e > 0, we have to find a neighborhood 

V c: V0 of s0 such that for all ^ e V we have |J(/CyO —f(s0 0) ^a(0| ^ £. If 

K = Supp(/) is compact and L = Vq XK, then 

| if (.St) - f(s01)) da(t) = (f(st)~ f(s0 t))da(t); 

since / is uniformly continuous (with respect to a right-invariant distance 
on G) (3.16.5), there exists a neighborhood W of e in G such that the 
relation 5 e Wj0 implies |/(it) - f(s0 r)| g e/|a|(L) for all t e G, and we may 
take V = V0 n Ws0. If on the other hand S = Supp(a) is compact, we have 
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(f(st) - /(S0 0) doit) = j\/(sO - /(S0 0) doit), 

and if t e S and se V0, then st e V0 S, which is compact. The restriction 
/| V0 S is uniformly continuous and therefore we may take W so that the 
relation jeWi0 implies |/(sY)-/(s0t)l ^e/|a|(S) for all feS; as before, 
we take V = V0 n Ws0. 

Now let g be any function belonging to ufc(G). Then the function 
(y, t)*-*f{s)g{ts) is continuous on G x G and has compact support. By 
(13.21.7) and the left-invariance of g, we have 

tifNa) = (J/(s) d/i(s)j||g(t) dv(t)j = j*dg(s) j* f(s)g(ts) dv(t) 

= J dv(t) J f(s)g(ts) dg(s) 

= J dv(t) J f(r 1s)g(s) dg(s) 

= did ' d(f)Vf) = KfM'D/ ■ 9), 

and since g{f) ^ 0 by hypothesis, it follows that 

v(g) = g(Df • g). 

This shows first of all that Df does not depend on/, for if/' is another function 
in Jfc(G) such that /i(/') ^ 0, then it follows from above that Df • fi = 
Dff • /i, and hence (13.15.3) that Dr and Dr are equal almost everywhere with 
respect to /z. But because fx ^ 0 and is invariant, its support is the whole of G; 
also we have seen that Df and Dr are continuous on G; hence the set of 
seG at which Df(s) ^ Dr(s) is open and negligible, therefore empty. In 
other words, Dj = Df, = D, say. We have therefore, by the definition of the 
function D, 

/x(f)D(e) = v(f) 

for every /e C(G) such that /*(/) ^ 0. This formula, being true in the 
complement of a hyperplane in C(G), is true in the whole of C(G), since 
both sides are linear forms in/. Since v#0 we have D(e) ^0; therefore fi 
and v are proportional, and the proof of (14.1.5) is complete. Q.E.D. 

Any left (resp. right) invariant positive nonzero measure on G is called a 
left (resp. right) Haar measure on G. From (14.1.5), any two left (resp. right) 
Haar measures on G are proportional. 



PROBLEMS 

1. Let G be a locally compact group, A a dense subset of G, ft a left Haar measure on G, 

and H a /x-measurable subset of G with the following property: for each se A, the 

sets sH n ()H and H n fcH are ^-negligible. Show that either H or its complement is 

negligible (prove that the measure <pH • /z is left-invariant). 

2. Let G be a locally compact group, ft a left Haar measure on G, and A, B subsets of G. 

(a) Suppose that one of the following two conditions is satisfied: (a) A is ft-integ¬ 

rate; (jS) ft*(A) < + oo, and B is ft-measurable. Show that in either case the function 

f($) = fji*(sA nR) is uniformly continuous on G with respect to a right-invariant 

distance on G. (For any two subsets M, N of G, put 

p(M, N) = ft*(( M nCN)u(Nn QM)). 

Consider first the case where A is compact, and show that for each s > 0 there exists 

a neighborhood U of e in G such that p(sA n B, stA n B) <[ e for all s e G and all 

/eU. Then apply Problem 5 of Section 13.9. If B is ft-measurable and ft*(A) < oo, 

observe that there exists a decreasing sequence (A„) of ft-integrable subsets of G con¬ 
taining A and such that inf(ft(A„)) = ft(A), and show that 

(jl*(sA nB) = inf(p*(sA„ r\ B)) 

(Section 13.9, Problem 2(a)). Use the fact that p(A„ — A„ + 1) tends to 0 with 1 /«.) 

(b) If A is ft-integrable and ft*(B) < + oo, then the function / is also uniformly 

continuous with respect to a left-invariant distance on G. If also A-1 is ft-integrable, 

then f(s) ds = ft(A_1)/x*(B). (Reduce to the case where B is /x-integrable, and 

observe that in that case pu(sA nB) = ft(A n i-1B), and that <psA r, b = <Psa<Pb and 

<PsA(t)=<ptA-i(s)-) 
(c) Deduce from (a) that in the two cases considered there, the interiors of AB and BA 

are nonempty if A and B are not /x-negligible. 

(d) In the group G = SL2(R), give an example of a compact set A and a /x-measurable 

set B such that the function f(s) = fx(sA n B) is not uniformly continuous with respect 

to a left-invariant measure on G. (Observe that there exists a sequence (tn) of elements 

of G tending to e and a sequence (s'*) of elements of G such that the sequence s^1tns„ 
tends to the point at infinity.) 

3. Let G be a locally compact group, p a left Haar measure on G, and A an integrable 

subset of G such that /x(A) > 0. Show that the set H(A) of elements 5 e G such that 

A) = /x(A n sA) is a compact group. (Use Problem 2 to show that H(A) is closed 

in G. To show that H(A) is compact, consider a compact subset B of A such that 

piB) > £/x(A), and prove that H(A) <= BB"1.) 

4. Let G be a commutative locally compact group, written additively. Let /x be a Haar 

measure on G and let A, B be two integrable subsets of G. 

(a) For each s e G let 

A' = o-,(A, B) = A u (B + s), B' = rs(A, B) = (A - s)nB. 

Show that /a(A0 + Mb0 = /x(A) + /u,(B) and that A' + B'cA + B. (Note that 

A + <f> = ^ for all subsets A of G.) 
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(b) Suppose that OeAnB. A pair (A', B') of integrable subsets of G is said to be 

derived from (A, B) if there exists a sequence (sk)i^k^n of elements of G and two se¬ 

quences (A/c)0and of subsets of G such that 

A0 = A, Bo = B, Ak = <7SJC(Afc_i, Bjt-i), B* = rSk(Ak-i, B^.i) 

for 1 ^Jc <n, and sk e Ak-i for 1 ^ k n, and A' = A„, B' = B„. Show that there 

exists a sequence (E„, F„) of pairs of subsets of G such that (i) E0 = A and F0 = B, 

(ii) (E„+i, Fn+1) is derived from (E„, F„), (iii) /x((E„~^)nF„)^jii(Fn+i)-2‘n for 

all n and all se E„. Let Eoo = (J E„, Fw = f] F„. Show that for each s eEM we have 
n n 

ju((Ecc — s) n Fco) = ft(Foo). 
(c) Suppose that /jl(Foo) > 0. Show that the function 

f(s) = fx((Eoo — s) n Fco) 

takes only the values 0 and ju(Foo). Let C be the set of elements s e G such that 
f(s) = /x(Foo). Show that C is open and closed, that ju(C) = fi{E*,) and that C is the 

closure of Eoo (use Problems 2(a) and 2(b)). Let D be the set of all s eE^ such that 

the intersection of F« with every neighborhood of s has measure >0. Show that 

|u(D) — ^i(F0o) and that E*, + D <= C. Deduce that D is contained in the subgroup 

H(C) defined in Problem 3, and that H(C) is a compact open subgroup of G. Show 

also that C + H(C) = C, that /*(C) ^ /x( A) + /x(B) - H(C)) and that CcA-fB 
(consider the measure ofEo, n (c — F^for each ceC). 

(d) Let A, B be two integrable subsets of G. Deduce from (c) that either 

[jl*(A 4- B)^> (jl(A) 4- fJi(B), or there exists a compact open subgroup H in G such that 

A + B contains a coset of H, and that in this case ju.*(A 4- B) > jju{A) 4- ju(B) — /x(H). 
Consider the case when G is connected. 

5. (a) Let A (resp. B) be the set of real numbers x = x-0+ where x0 is an 
i = 1 

integer, each xt (i > 1) is 0 or 1, and xt — 0 for all even / > 0 (resp. xt — 0 for all odd 

/ > 0). Show that each of A, B has zero Lebesgue measure but that A 4 B = R. 

(b) Deduce from (a) that there exists a Hamel basis H of R (over Q) contained in 

AuB and theiefore of measure zero. The set PL of numbers of the form rh, where 
r g Q and h e H, is also of measure 0. 

(c) Let P„ denote the set of real numbers which have at most n nonzero coordinates 
relative to the basis H. Show that if P„ is negligible and P„+1 Lebesgue-measurable, 

then P„+l is negligible. (Let hQ e H, and show that the set S of numbers xePn+1 in 

which the coefficient of h0 is nonzero, is negligible. Using Problem 2(c), show that if 

P„+i were not negligible there would exist two points x\ / in P„ + 1 n such that 
(x' — x")/h0 were rational, and hence obtain a contradiction.) 

(d) Deduce from (b) and (c) that there exist two negligible sets C, D in R such that 

C 4- D is not measurable (with respect to Lebesgue measure). 

6, Let G be a group acting (on the left) on a set X. A subset P (resp. C) of X is said to be a 

G-packing (resp. a G-covering) if for each s 4 e in G we have rPnP = 0 (resp. if 

X= (J s * C). A subset P which is both a G-packing and a G-covering is called a 
se G 

G-tessellation. 

(a) Suppose that X is separable, metrizable and locally compact, that G is at most 

denumerable and acts continuously on X (with respect to the discrete topology on G) 
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and that there exists a positive nonzero G-invariant measure p on X. Let P (resp. C) 
be a G-packing (resp. a G-covering) such that P and C are /x-integrable. Show that 
p(C) ^ p(P). (Remark that p(C) ig £(i(CnrP)= £ M(i-~‘ ■ C n P).) 

seG seG 

(b) Suppose that there exists a G-invariant distance d on X defining the topology 

of X. Let A(G) denote the greatest lower bound of the numbers /x(C), where C runs 

through all integrable G-coverings of X. Let r be a real number >0 such that there 

exists a point a eX for which *0) > A(G). Show that there exists 5 ^ e in G 

such that d(a, s • a)< 2r. 
(c) Suppose that X is a locally compact group, /x a left Haar measure on X, and G a 

denumerable subgroup acting on X by left translations. Show that if A is an integrable 

subset of X such that fju( A) > A(G), then there exists ieGn AA_1 such that s ^e. 

(d) With the same hypotheses as in (a), let F be a /x-integrable G-tessellation and let 

Go be a subgroup of finite index h in G. If sly..., sh are a system of representatives of 

the right cosets of G0 in G, show that F0 = (J st • F is a G0-tessellation. 
1 

(e) Same hypotheses as in (a). Let/§: 0 be a ^-integrable function on X. Show that 

there exist two points a, 6 in X such that 

p(C) X:/(ra)sf fix) dpi*) and p(P) £ fis ■ b) £ f fix) dp(x). 
seG JX seG Jx 

(Observe that if g ]> 0 is an integrable function and E an integrable subset of X, then 

there exists ceE such that jE&(x) dyi{x) ^g(c)fjL(E), and c' e E such that 

jEg(x)dp(x)^g(.c')p( E).) 

2. PARTICULAR CASES AND EXAMPLES 

(14.2.1) On the additive group R, Lebesgue measure (13.1.4) is a Haar 

measure (left and right, since R is commutative). This follows from the 

formula for change of variable (8.7.4) applied to the function <p(£) = £ + a, 

which gives f+xf(t + a) dt = f+“ f(t) dt for all/e JTC(R) and all a e R. 

(14.2.2) Now consider the multiplicative group R* of real numbers >0. 
This is a locally compact commutative group ((13.18.4), (4.1.2), and (4.1.4)) 
For each function /e JTc(Rt), there exists a compact interval [a, b] with 

0 <a< b, containing the support of / Hence for each interval [c, d] in 

R* containing Supp(/), the integral jc(f(t)dt)/t is defined and its value, 
(* + 00 

which we denote by I (/(/) dt)/t, is independent of the choice of interval 

[c,d] containing Supp(/). We assert that /l->J0+ °°(/(0 dt)jt is a Haar 

measure on R^. From the formula for change of variable (8.7.4), it follows 

that, for each s > 0, 
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r+«/(o* r+“/(sOsd(= r+tc/(sp it 

Jo St Jo t 

which proves our assertion. 

(14.2.3) Let G be a locally compact group with neutral element e, and let pbea 

(left or right) Haar measure on G. Then G is discrete if and only if p({e}) > 0; 
and G is compact if and only if p*(G) < + °o (i.e., if and only if p is a bounded 

measure (13.20)). 

It is clear that if G is compact then p is bounded. If G is discrete, {e} is an 
open neighborhood of e, and hence p({e}) > 0 because the support of p is the 
whole of G. Conversely, let V be a compact neighborhood of e. If p({e}) > 0, 
we have p({s}) = p({e}) for all seG, because p is invariant; hence the 
number of points of V is finite and ^p(Y)/p({e}). Since G is Hausdorff it 

follows that G is discrete. 
Suppose now that p is bounded and (say) left-invariant. Consider the set 

<S of finite subsets {slt i2.j,)inO such that n SjY = 0 whenever 

i =£ j. We have 

np(V) = ju(sjV ui2Vu"’Uj„V)^ p( G), 

hence n <; p(G)/p(Y). Hence © contains a subset {51;..., s„] having the 
largest possible number of elements. For each s e G it then follows that sY 

must meet at least one of the .f; V, that is to say, se^-W-1. Hence G is the 
union of the sets st W_1, which are compact (12.10.4), and so G is compact. 

(14.2.4) Let G be a locally compact group, V an open subset of G, and p a 

nonzero positive measure on V, having the following property, if U is an open 

subset of V and if s e G is such that sU <= V, then the image of the measure 

pv, induced by p on U (13.1.8), under the homeomorphism xh->sx (13.1.6), is the 

measure psV induced by p on sU. Then there exists a unique left Haar measure a 
on G which induces p on V. 

For each jeG, let ps be the image of p under the homeomorphism 
x\-+sx of V onto sV. The restriction of ps to V n sV is the image of ps. iVn v 
under the restriction of xh-»,wc to 5-1V n V. By hypothesis, this image is 
pv r,sv- By translation it follows that for all s, t in G the measures ps and p, 

have the same restriction to sY n tV. By virtue of (13.1.9), there exists a 
positive measure a on G which induces ps on jV for alle G. Clearly a is left- 
invariant, and is therefore the unique left Haar measure on G which induces p 

on V. 
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We shall use this local definition of a Haar measure in Chapter XIX to 
construct a left Haar measure on a Lie group. Here we note the following 
consequence of (14.2.4): 

(14.2.5) Let G be a locally compact group, H a discrete normal subgroup 
of G, and n : G-> G/H the canonical homomorphism. Also let V be an open 
neighborhood of the neutral element of G such that the restriction of % to V is 
a homeomorphism of V onto the neighborhood 7r(V) of the neutral element 
of G/H (12.11.2). Let X be a left Haar measure on G. If p is the image under 
n\V of the restriction Xw of X to V, then p is the restriction to 7c(V) of a left 
Haar measure on G/H. 

For every open set in n(V) is of the form 7r(U), where U c: V is open, and 
the relation ^(^(U) c 7c(V) is equivalent to sUczV; hence it follows 
immediately from the definitions that p satisfies the condition of (14.2.4). 

Example 

(14.2.6) The mapping cp : t\-+e2mt is a strict morphism (12.12.7) of R onto 
the compact group U of complex numbers of absolute value 1, by virtue of 
(9.5.2) and (9.5.7). The kernel of cp is the discrete subgroup Z consisting of the 
integers, and U may therefore be canonically identified with the quotient 
group R/Z = T (also called the 1 -dimensional torus or the additive group of 
real numbers modulo 1). Apply (14.2.5) to the case where V = ] —i, 
bearing in mind that a Haar measure p on U must be diffuse (14.2.3) and that 
the complement of cp(W) in U consists of a single point, we see that a function 
/on U is ju-integrable if and only if the function t\-+f(e2nlt) is Lebesgue- 

integrable on ]-■£, H and that we then have jf dp = J^2 f(e2nit) dt. 

(14.2.7) Let Gl3 G2 be two locally compact groups, and px (resp. p2) a left 
Haar measure on Gx (resp. G2). Then px ® p2 is a left Haar measure on 

Gx x G2. 

For each function/e CXCQ(G\ x G2) and each (su s2) e Gx x G2 we have 
/% 

J % 

/(SjXj, s2 x2) dn2(x2) 

= j*d/x^Xi) /(sxXj, s2 x2) dfi2{x2) 

"J""1 
(*i) /(Si*i. x2) dn2(x2) 
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dn2(x2) /Ox*!, x2) d/ijOx) 

« 

dy 2(x2) f(xux2)dfi1(x1) 

f(xu x2) dyi(Xi) dy2(x2) 

by virtue of (13.21.2). Hence the result. 

In particular, Lebesgue measure on R" (13.21.19) is a Haar measure on the 
additive group Rn. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let G be a locally compact group, p a left Haar measure on G, A a subset of G, 

and B a relatively compact /x-integrable subset of G such that p(B) > 0. Show that, if 
jtt*(AB) < H- oo, then A is relatively compact (imitate the proof of (14.2.3)). 

2. (a) Let G be a discrete subgroup of rank n in the additive group R", acting on R" by 

translations. Show that, if A is Lebesgue measure, the number A(G) (Section 14.1, 

Problem 6(b)) is equal to the absolute value of the determinant (with respect to the 

canonical basis of Rn) of a Z-basis of G (use Problem 6(a) of Section 14.1). Deduce that 

if A is a closed symmetric convex set in R" with nonempty interior (Section 12.14, 

Problem 11) such that A(A) ^ 2nA(G), then AnG contains a point other than 0 
(Minkowski's theorem). 

(b) Let ut: (xj)h~+ CijXj (1 ^ m) be linear forms on R” with integer coefficients 
j= i 

cu, and suppose that m< n. Let p be an integer >1, and let A be a symmetric convex 

set in R” with nonempty interior. Show that, for each r > 0 satisfying A(A)rn 2npm, 

there exists a point x ^ 0 in rA with integer coefficients, such that ut(x) ss 0 (mod p) 

for 1 ^ ^ m. (Apply Minkowski's theorem to the subgroup G0 of Z" consisting of all 
zeZ” such that Ui(z) = 0 (modp) for 1 ^ ^ m, and use Problem 6(d) of Section 14.1.) 

In particular, show that if clt c2 are any two integers, there exist integers xlyx2i not 

both zero, such that |*i| <£Vp, |*2| and cix1Jr c2x2^=0 (mod p) (Thue's 
theorem). 

(c) Let a, b be two integers. Use (b) to show that there exist integers xiy x2, x2y x4, 
not all zero, such that 

axt -f bx2 55 x3 (mod p)y bxx — ax2 s= xA (mod p) 

and 

y = xi + x\ + x\ -f xi <; V2p. 

Show that if p is prime one can find two integers ay b such that a2 -f b2 -f 1 = 0 

(modp) (assuming p is odd, observe that when z takes the %(p1) integer values 
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0,1, 2,..Up — D> the residues mod p of the numbers z2 are all distinct). Deduce 

that in this case y = p. Hence, using the multiplicative property of norms of quater¬ 

nions, deduce that every positive integer is the sum of at most four squares (Lagrange's 
theorem). 

3. (a) Let A be Lebesgue measure on R. Let/be a real-valued function ^0 onR which 

is A-integrable, bounded and of compact support. Put y= sup/(/). For each weR, 
t 6 R 

let U/(w) denote the set of / e R such that f(t) w, and put vf(w) — A*(U/(w)). Show 

that, for all a > 1, 

/»+ 00 1% y 

f\t)dt= Vf(w)awa~1 dw. 
J -00 J0 

(b) Let g be another function satisfying the same conditions as /, and put 8 = sup g(t). 
t €R 

Let h be the function on R2 defined by h(u, v) = f(u) 4- g(v) if f{u)g(v)^ 0, and 

h(u,v) = 0 otherwise; also let k(t)~ sup h(u,v), so that k is positive, A-integrable, 

bounded and compactly supported. Show that, for all a > 1, 

r+oo / ! r + oo | r + « \ 
J ^k\t)dt^{y+8y UJ ^9a{t)dt\. 

(Observe that if 0 < w ^ 1 we have Ufc(yw -f 8w) ==> U/(yw) -F U/(8w), and use (a) 

above and Problem 4(d) of Section 14.1). 

(c) Let A„ be Lebesgue measure on R", and let A, B be two A„-integrable subsets of 
R". Show that 

((A„)*(A + B))1/M ^ (A„(A))1/n -F (A„(B))1/n 

(Brunn-Minkowski inequality’). (Reduce to the case where A and B are compact. Then 

use induction on a/. Problem 4(d) of Section 14.1, the theorem of Lebesgue-Fubini, 

the inequality established in (b) above, and Holder’s inequality.) 

4. Let p be a prime number. The normalized Haar measure /x on the compact group 

Zp of /?-adic integers (Section 12.9, Problem 4) is such that the measure of any closed 

ball of radius p~k is equal to p~k. (Show that Zp is the union of pk closed balls of radius 
p~k, no two of which intersect.) 

3. THE MODULUS FUNCTION ON A GROUP; THE MODULUS 

OF AN AUTOMORPHISM 

Let G be a locally compact group, ju a left Haar measure on G. For all 
s, t e G we have 

y(o(S(*m = «(*)(y(0/o= 

directly from the definitions (14.1.2), and therefore &(s)n is also a left-invariant 
positive measure on G. Hence there is a unique real number AG(s) > 0 (also 
written A(s)) such that 5(s)ju = AG(s)ju (14.1.5), and this number is clearly, by 
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virtue of (14.1.5) again, independent of the choice of left Haar measure p. The 
mapping s i-» AG(s) is called the modulus function on G. Iff is any ^-integrable 
function, the function xi->f(xs) is therefore also /i-integrable, and we have 

(14.3.1.1) I f(xs) dfx(x) = A(s *) 

/» 

V 

f(x) dfi(x). 

In particular, if A is any /i-integrable subset of G, then As is also ^-integrable, 
and 

(14.3.1.2) p(As) = A(s)p(A). 

(14.3.2) The mapping s'i-^AgCs') is a continuous homomorphism of G into the 
multiplicative group R*. 

This.follows immediately from the formula (14.3.1.1) and the lemma 
(14.1.5.5). 

The group G is said to be unimodular if Ag(s') = 1 for all s e G. In this case 
there is no distinction to be made between left and right Haar measures, and 
we call them simply Haar measures on G. 

(14.3.3) If there exists in G a compact neighborhood V of the neutral element e 
which is invariant under all inner automorphisms of G, then G is unimodular. 
This is the case, in particular, when G is compact, or discrete, or commutative. 

For each s e G we have p(V) = p(s~lyVs) — AGis)p(V) by (14.3.1.2) and 
(14.1.2.4) ; hence the result, since p(V) ^ 0 (14.1.2). 

(14.3.4) If p is any left Haar measure on G, then p = A""1 • p. If f is any 
p-integrable function on G, then the function x\—>f{x~i)A{x)~i is p-integrable, 
and we have 

(14.3.4.1) fix-1) A(x)-1 dp(x) = f(x) dpix). 

For each se G we have 

8(s)(A 1 * p) = (5(5’)A x) • (5(s)/x) = (A(<?) 1A~1) • (A(s)/i) = A 1 • p, 

which shows that A”1 - pis sl right Haar measure on G. Since p is also a right 
Haar measure, there exists a constant a > 0 such that p = csAT1 • p. It follows 
that p = aiA”1 • p) = aA • p = a2p (13.14.5), whence a2 = 1 and therefore 
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a = 1 (because a > 0). This proves the first assertion. The second then follows 
(13.14.3). 

We deduce that if / is a locally /i-integrable function, then 

(14.3.4.2) 

(14.3.5) In particular, if G is unimodular, then for each /x-integrable function 
the functions y(s)/, §(s) f and / are ^-integrable, and we have 

(14.3.5.1) j* f(sx) dpi.(x) = J f(xs) dn(x) = J/(x~J) dfi(x) = J f(x) d\i(x). 

In particular, if A is any ju-integrable set in G, then 

(14.3.5.2) p(sA) = p(A s) = ^(A"1) = p( A) 

for all s e G. 

When G is infinite and compact (resp. infinite and discrete) and therefore 
unimodular (14.3.3), the normalized Haar measure on G is the unique Haar 
measure p on G for which p(G) = 1 (resp. ^({e}) = 1). 

(14.3.6) Now let u be an automorphism of the topological group G. It is clear 
that the image u~x(p) of a left Haar measure ^onG (13.1.6) is another left 
Haar measure; hence (14.1.5) there exists a number a > 0, independent of the 
choice of p, such that u~x(p) = ap. This number a is called the modulus of the 
automorphism u, and is denoted by modG(w) or mod(t/). For every /i-integrable 
function / we have therefore 

(14.3.6.1) J /(u“1(x)) dp(x) = (mod u) J f(x) dp(x) 

and in particular, for any jx-integrable set A, 

(14.3.6.2) M«(A)) = (mod u)p(A). 

In particular, for each ^eG, let is be the inner automorphism 
Then we have 1 = and therefore 

17*00 ==8(s)/i = A(s)p, 

which proves that 

(14.3.7) mod(4) = A(^). 
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If G is either compact or discrete, then we have mod(w) = 1 for every 

automorphism u of G. For it is clear that w(G) = G and u({e}) = {e}, and we 
may apply (14.3.6.2) with A = G and A = {e}, respectively. 

We deduce also from (14.3.6.2) that if u and v are two automorphisms of 

G, then 

(14.3.8) mod(w o v) = mod(w) • mod(f). 

(14.3.9) Ifu is any automorphism of the vector space R”, then 

mod(w) = |det u\. 

Let U = (tty) be the matrix of the automorphism u with respect to the 
canonical basis of R”. Let denote the n x n matrix which has the element in 
the (ij) place equal to 1 and all other elements equal to 0. If i # j and X e R, 

put 

B.jW^In + XE.j. 

Then we have the following lemma: 

(14.3.9.1) Every invertible n x n matrix U is a product of matrices of the 

form BifX) and a matrix of the form In + (a — 1 )Enn. 

Consider invertible matrices of the form 

0 • • 0 £ 1, n — h •• «i„ \ 
0 1 • • 0 ^2, n — h •• fu 

0 0 •• • 1 ^n~h— 1, n — h •• {.-*-1 * n 

0 • •• 0 n — h / 
where h ^ 0; if h = n — 1, then X is an arbitrary invertible matrix. The proof 

is by induction on h. The matrix is obtained by adding X times the 

y'th row to the ith row of X. If h = 0 we must have £nn ^ 0; hence if we mul¬ 

tiply on the left successively by the matrices Bin( — ^~f^ir^ for 1 g / S n — 1, 

we shall obtain the matrix /„ + (£nn — l)Enn, which proves the lemma in the 

case h = 0. Now suppose that the lemma has been proved for h = 0, 1, ..., 

k — \<n, and consider the case h = k. From the expansion for det(J^) 

we see Ann 7.4 that there must exist an element £i>n-k # 0 for some i such 

that n — k i <: n. Premultiplying X by J9j£(( 1 — £jt nfor some index 

j i such that n - k g n, we see that we may assume that = 1. 

Multiplying successively by the matrices 2?r</(-fr>ll_k) for r j, we end up 
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with a matrix for which tr,n-k = 0 if r jtj, and £jtn-k = 1. Finally, multiply¬ 
ing this matrix by Bjtn^k( — \)Bn_kJ( 1), we obtain a matrix of the same form 
but with j — n — k. This completes the induction step, and hence also the 
proof of the lemma. 

Bearing in mind (14.3.8) we see that in order to prove (14.3.9) it is enough 
to consider the cases where u takes one of the forms 

(14.3.9.2) (-^i^ • • • > *r«) ’ *C^ij * • • ? #■*/,)j 

(14.3.9.3) (-^i> • • • 5 %n) i * (-^i j ..., Xy -f Axi,..., xn). 

Now by (13.21.2), if /is any function belonging to Jf (R”), we have 

B f(xu ...,xn_u axn) dxx ■■■ dxn 

-H* 

f(xu axn) dxn dxx * *• dxn„1 

and the formula for change of variable (8.7.4) gives 

* +• 00 + 00 

(xt, ...,xn-uaxn)dx„ = |a-1| f(xu ...,xn)dxn, 
J~a> J 

so that (14.3.9) is true when u is of the form (14.3.9.2). Likewise, we may write 

■ ^f(xu ., Xj + Xxt, xn) dxxdx2 dx„ 

' r f 
= ••• dxx dxj-i dxj+i • dx„ \ f(xu...,Xj-+Xxi}.. .,x„)dxj, 

J J J 

and by virtue of the fact that Lebesgue measure is translation-invariant, 

r-t-oo f -+00 

I /(^i) • • • j Xy + Axi, ..., x„) dxj — j /(xj, ..., Xj, ..., x„) dxj. 
J-oo J ~°° 

This proves (14.3.9) when u is of the form (14.3.9.3). 

(14.3.10) Application to the calculation of integrals: I. Parallelotope and 

simplex. 

In R", let P be the “ parallelotope ” constructed on n linearly independent 
n 

vectors x„ ...,xn, i.e., the set of all vectors £ with 0 £ g 1 for each 
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index L If p is Lebesgue measure on R", and if xt = (ax t, ..., ani), then we have 

(14.3.10.1) p(P) = |det(al7)|. 

For let u be the automorphism of the vector space R” given by u(e£) = xt for 
1 (where elt ...,en are the vectors of the canonical basis of R"); we 
have P = w(K), where K is the parallelotope on the vectors eu Hence 
from (14.3.6.2) and (14.3.9) we have p(P) — |det u\ p{K); but it follows imme¬ 
diately from (13.21.15) that p(K) = 1. Hence the formula (14.3.10.1). 

Now let S be the “ simplex” on the vectors xly..., xn, i.e., the set of all 

x — Yj %ixi suc^ that £i ^ 0 for all i, and + ••• + £„ g 1. Then 
i—l 

(14.3.10.2) Ai(S)=~|det(al7)|. 

Here again, by using the same linear transformation u, we are reduced to 
proving the formula (14.3.10.2) when x( = et for 1 ^ i ^ n. Let S„ denote the 
corresponding simplex, write pn in place of p, and let an = ^n(S„). Identifying 
Rn with R""1 x R, consider for each AeR the section S„(A) in Rn_1. This 
set is empty if A < 0 or A > 1. If 0 :§ A 1, then S„(A) is the set of points 

such that 

£i£0,..., &_,£<>, fi+ ••■ + £„., gl-A 

and is therefore the image of S„(0) under the homothety with ratio 1 — A. 
Applying (14.3.6.2) and (14.3.9) to this homothety in R"-1, we obtain 

Apply (13.21.8) to the compact set S„, and we get 

a„= 
Jo n 

Since clearly at = 1, we have an = 1 /nl. 

(14.3.11) Application to the calculation of integrals: II. Closed hall. 

With the same notation as in (14.3.10), we shall now calculate the measure 
V„ = pn(Bn) of the Euclidean unit ball B„, i.e., the set of all (xu ..., xn) e R" 
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such that Yj xf ^ 1 • The same method that was used for the calculation of 
t=i 

^„(S„) gives 

V„= ^„_i(B„(/l)) dX. 
J-i 

n — 1 

Now B„(A) is the set of all (xl5 ..., e R""1 such that £ xf ^ 1 — A2, 
i = 1 

and hence is obtained from B„_! by the homethety with ratio (1 — A2)1/2, 
and therefore 

/rn_1(Bn(l))=(l-A2)(’-1^V„_1. 

Making the change of variable A = sin 9, we get 

cos" 6 dQ. 
Mi Mi 

(14.3.11.1) co$n6dd = 2V„_1 c 
J-*/2 JO 

Put q = J^/2cos"0 and apply the formula of integration by parts (8.7.5); 

then if n ^ 2 we obtain 

Mi 
= (n — 1) jo c cos” 9 sin2 9 d6 = (n — l)(c„_2 — c«)> 

so that ricn = (n — 1 )c„_2 . Since c0 = and q = 1, we have finally 

t'2n — ’ 

1 • 3 • 5 • • • {In - 1) % 
C2n- 1 ~ : 

2 • 4 • 6 • • • (2n — 2) 

2 • 4 • 6 • • * 2/i 2’ 1 • 3 • 5 • • * (2n — 1)’ 

Since — 2 and V2 = 7r we obtain from (14.3.11.1) 

(14.3.11.2) 

V,„ ==- 
zi! 

v2rt_1=- 
2"-;r" 

1 • 3 • 5 • * • (2/i — 1) 

In terms of the gamma function,* these formulas can be written in the form 

(14.3.11.3) V„ = nn/2ir(in + 1). 

See for example my book, Calcul infinitesimal (Hermann, Paris, 1968). 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Let G be a locally compact group containing a compact open subgroup H. Fo 

automorphism u of G, show that mod(tf) is a rational number. (Observe that w(H 

is a subgroup of finite index in both H and w(H).) Show that the set of elements 

such that AG(s) = 1 is an open subgroup of G, containing H. 

2. Let G be a compact group, a Haar measure on G, and u a (continuous) end 

phism of G such that w(G) is open in G and the kernel G„ = u~l{e) is & finite sub 

of G. 
(a) Show that there exists a real number h(u) > 0 and an open neighborhc 

of e in G such that, for every open set VcU, the set w(V) is open in C 

ft(«(V)) == h(u)fi(V) (use (14.2.5)). 
(b) Show that h(u) = Card(G/w(G))/Card(G„). (Calculate p<(u(G)) in two dil 

ways, using (a) above and (14.4.2).) 

3. Let Q* be the set of nonzero rational numbers, endowed with the discrete top* 

On the locally compact space G — R xQ* a law of composition is defined 1 

formula (x, r)(x\ r') = (rx' + x, rr'). Show that with respect to this law of compc 
G is a locally compact group which is locally isomorphic to the additive gro 

but not unimodular. 

4. (a) Let G be a locally compact group and let x be a continuous homomorphi 

G into the multiplicative group C*. Show that if a complex measure v on G i: 

that yCs)v = x(s)v for all s e G, then v = ax * /* where p is a left Haar measure 
and a is a complex constant. 
(b) A complex measure v on G is said to be left quasi-invariant if y(s)v is equi 

to v (13.15.6) for each s e G. Show that v is left quasi-invariant if and only if 

measure equivalent (13.15.6) to a left Haar measure p on G. (Reduce to the case 

use the criterion (b') of (13.15.5), consider the double integral 

jjf(x)<px(xy) dfx(x) dv(y), 

where A is compact, / e Jf(G), and / 0, and use the theorem of Lebesgue-Ful 

5. (a) Let G be a locally compact group and let X, Y be two closed subgroups 

such that X n Y — {e} and such that the set Q. = XY (i.e., the set of all xy, 
x e X and ;eY) contains a neighborhood of e in G. Show that G is open in ( 

that the mapping (x, ^)h-►xy-1 of X x Y onto £2 is a homeomorphism (cf. (12.1 

by considering X x Y as acting on £2 by the rule (x, y) • z = xzy~ ‘). 

(b) Let {jlg, fjbX, fjbY be left Haar measures on G, X, Y, respectively, and let p, 

restriction of /xG to £i. Show that, up to a constant factor, \x is the ima 

© (x-1 • /xY) under the homeomorphism (x, y)i—of X x Y onto £2, wl 

denotes the restriction of AG to Y. Deduce that a real-valued function /defined 

is /x-integrable if and only if the function (x, y)\—>f(xy)AG(y)Av(y)~l is (jux(< 

integrable, and that we then have 

jn ^ 'W*) = a //Xx Y djxx{x) dfi.v(y), 

where a is a constant independent of / 
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(c) Suppose that Y is a normal subgroup of G. Then the measure [jl is (up to a 
constant factor) the image of © /xY under the homeomorphism (x, y) i—► xy of 

X x Y onto Q, and for each x e X and ye Y we have AG(xy) = Ax(x) AY(y) mod(4), 

where 4 is the automorphism v\—*x~lvx of Y (cf. (14.4.6)). 

(d) Consider the locally compact space G = Rx R*, with the law of composition 

(x, y)(x7, y') — (yx' H- yy'). Show that this locally compact group is not unimodular 

(use (c)). 

(e) Let G be a locally compact group. On the locally compact space E = R x G, a 

law of composition is defined by the formula (f, x)(£7, x7) = (f +• AG(x)fxx7). 

Show that, with respect to this law of composition, E is a unimodular locally compact 

group (use (b)). The group G (which is not necessarily unimodular) is isomorphic to 
a subgroup and to a quotient group of E. 

6. Let p be a prime number. On the group Zp (Section 12.9, Problem 4) we define a ring 

structure as follows: if z = (z„) and z'— (z'„), then zz7=(z„zj) (the Z/p"Z being 

quotient rings of Z). The canonical injection of Z into Zp (loc. c/7.) is a ring homo¬ 

morphism, which identifies Z with a dense subring of Zp. Show that Zp is an integral 

domain. Its field of fractions is called the field of p-adic numbers and is denoted by 

Qp. The fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 in Zp formed by the balls with 

center 0 is also a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 in Qp for a topology 

compatible with the additive group structure of Qp. With respect to this topology, 

Qp is separable, metrizable and locally compact (Section 12.8, Problem 1). The field 

Q of rational numbers is dense in Qp, and the p-adic distance on Q (3.2.6) extends 

to a distance d on Qp defining the topology of Qp. For ze Qp we write |z|p = d(0, z). 

For each seQp, show that the modulus of the homothety zv-*sz of Qp is \s\p. 

Deduce that, for each automorphism u of the vector space Qp over Qp, we have 

mod(w) = |det u\p. 

7. Let A„ denote Lebesgue measure in the space R" endowed with the Euclidean scalar 
n 

product (x | y) = gjrij. For every universally measurable bounded set A, let ap(A) 
j = i 

be the set defined as follows. Identify R" with the product Rp x Rn_p, and for each 

point x'eprifA) let BfI_p(xO be the closed Euclidean ball in Rn~p with center 0 

such that the measure A„_p(Bn_p(x/)) is equal to the measure An_p(A(x')) of the section 
of A at x7. Then cTp(A) is defined to be the union of the sets (x7) x B„_p(x7) as x7 

runs through pr^A). Hence pri(<jp(A)) = prx(A). 

(a) Show that if A is compact, then so is ap(A). (Use Problem 16(b) of Section 13.21.) 

Deduce that if A is universally measurable, then crp(A) is An-measurable and that 

An(crp(A)) = A„(A). 
(b) Show that if A and B are universally measurable bounded sets in R”, then 

A„(op(A) n o-p(B)) = A„(A n B) + \n(arP(A n CB) n <rp(B n CA)). 

(c) Show that the mapping A i—»> ap(A) is not continuous with respect to the topology 

on the set of nonempty bounded closed subsets of R” defined by the distance of Section 

3.16, Problem 3. (Observe that in this topology every compact set can be approximated 

arbitrarily closely by a finite set, which is of measure zero.) 

(d) If A, B are compact subsets of R”, show that 

o,„_i(A) 4- (B) <= orn_i(A 4- B) 
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(cf. Section 14.2, Problem 4(d)). In particular, we have 

o^CVVCA)) => Vr(afl-i(A)) 

for all r > 0, in the notation of Section (3.6). (Observe that Vr(A) = A -f B'(0; r 

8. Let H c R" be a hyperplane passing through the origin 0, and let T be a rot* 

transforming H into R"-1. For each universally measurable bounded subset A o 

put cth(A) = T~l • Gn-1( T- A) (the “ Steiner symmetrization ” of A with respect tc 
(a) Suppose that A is closed and contained in a closed ball B with center 0. Show 

if W is an open subset of the sphere S which is the boundary of B and if W n A = 

then cth(A) does not intersect W nor the image of W under the symmetry with res 

to H. 
(b) Deduce from (a) that, under the same hypotheses, there exist finitely n 
hyperplanes Hi,...,Hr passing through 0, such that the set oHraHr~1 • • -cth 

is contained in B and does not meet S unless A = B (use the compactness o 
(c) Suppose that A is compact. If B0 is the closed ball with center 0 such 

A„(A) = A„(B0), show that there exists a sequence (Hm) of hyperplanes passing thrc 

0, such that the sequence of compact sets Am = aHm aHfn_1 • • • crHi(A) tends to I 

the topology defined in Section 3.16, Problem 3. (Use the result of this problem 

showing first that the sequence (Am) can be assumed to have a limit A' such 

A' <= B'(0; R), where R is the greatest lower bound of the radii of closed balls ’ 

center 0 containing a transform of A under the composition of a finite numbe 

Steiner symmetrizations <xH with respect to hyperplanes H passing through 0. 1 

argue by contradiction and use (b) above to show that B'(0; R) = B0.) 

9. (a) Let A be a nonempty compact subset of the space Rfl endowed with the Euclic 
scalar product. For each unit vector u e Rfl, put h(A; u) — sup(* | w), and b{A; i 

U 6 A 

h(A; k) + /z(A; —u) (the width of A in the direction u). The least upper bound of 

numbers b(A; u) as u varies on the unit sphere S„_i is the diameter 8(A) of A (Sec 

6.3, problem 2). For any pair of compact sets A, B and any real number a > 0 

have h(A + B; //) = h(A; a) + h{B; u) and h(aA; u) = och(A; u), from which 

follows that 8(A + B) ^ 8(A) + 8(B). 

(b) Let 5 be a finite sequence ((ocj, Uj))i $ j < m of pairs in which the aj are real numl 

^0 such thatj] olj = l, and the Uj are rotations about 0 (i.e., elements of SO(«, 
j 

The rotational mean of A corresponding to the finite sequence s is defined to be 
compact set ps(A) =]T <xj CZj(A). We have \n(ps(A))l>\n(A) (Section 14.1, Prob 

4(d)). For each ue S„_!, show that 

h(ps(A); w)=]T ocjh(A; Uy\u)\ 
j 

(c) Let A be a nonempty compact set contained in a closed ball B with cente 

and let S be the frontier of B (a sphere). Show that if there exists a nonempty o, 

subset W of S which does not meet A, then there exists a rotational mean ps(A) s 

that ps(A) <= B and S n p5(A) = 0 (same method as Problem 7; use the compactr 
of S). 

(d) Let R be the greatest lower bound of radii of closed balls with center 0 contain 

a transform of A under the composition of a finite number of rotational means 
Bo = B/(0;R), show that there exists a sequence of sets Ap = pSppSp_1 •••psl 

tending to B0, relative to the distance defined in Section 3.16, Problem 3. (Argue 
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contradiction, by first showing that the sequence (Ap) may be assumed to have a limit 

A' <=■ B0, and then using (c) above to prove that A' contains the frontier S0 of B0; 

finally remark that £S0 + £S0 = B0.) 
(e) If A is any compact subset of R", show that 

A„(A) < 2~nVn(8(A)Y 

where the diameter 8(A) is relative to the Euclidean distance, and V„ is the Lebesgue 
measure of the ball B„ (“ Bieberbach’s inequality”). (Use (d) and the inequality 

8(Ps(A))£8(A).) 

10. With the notation of Problem 7, for any compact subset A of R" the upper (resp. 
lower) Minkowski area of A is defined to be the number 

a+(A) = lim sup (A„(Vr(A)) - A„(A))/r 
r~*0 

(resp. 

a-(A) = lim inf (An(Vr(A)) - Xn(A))fr) 
r-*0 

where r tends to 0 through positive values. 

(a) Give an example of a compact set A such that a+(A) = 1 and a'(A) = 0. (Take 

n = 2, and consider a union of finite sets of the form ck-b A*, where the sequence 
(ck) tends to 0, and for each k the set Ak is a product I* x J*, where I*, J* are finite 

sequences of the form (pak)0^p^rkf (qbk)o$q$Sk- Choose the sequences (ck), (ak), (6*), 
(rk), (sk) appropriately.) 

(b) Show that 

or(A) ^/zVn1/w(An(A))(n-1)/n 

(the isoperimetric inequality). (Use the Brunn-Minkowski inequality.) 

(c) Let A be a compact convex set (Section 8.5, Problem 8). Show that, for each 
compact convex set B, the function of £ 

—(A„(A + £B))1/n 

is convex for 0 £ < + co, by using the Brunn-Minkowski inequality and the relations 

(a + j3)A = aA + j8A, (a + jS)B = aB + ^B for all real numbers a, jS. Deduce that 

a+(A) = a"(A) (use Problem 8 of Section 8.5). The number a(A) = a+(A) = a“(A) 
is called the Minkoswki area of A. 

(d) If the compact convex set A is contained in Rn“ *, then a(A) = An_x(A). 

(e) If 0 is an interior point of a compact convex set A <= Rn, then 

wrr1A„(A) ^ a(A) ^ nrel\n(A)9 

where rt is the maximum of the radii of closed balls with center 0 and contained in A, 

and re is the minimum of the radii of closed balls with 0 which contain A. (Use the 

inequalities 

11. Let G be a compact group, h a left invariant distance on G which defines the topology 

of G (12.9.1) and /x a Haar measure on G. Show that 

h'(x, y) =J h(xs, ys) d[x(s) 

is a bi-invariant distance on G, equivalent to h. 
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4. HAAR MEASURE ON A QUOTIENT GROUP 

Let G be a locally compact group, G' a closed normal subgroup of G, 
and G" = G/G' the quotient group, which is locally compact ((12.11.3) and 
(12.10.9)). Let a', a" be left Haar measures on G', G", respectively, and let 
7i: G -> G" be the canonical homomorphism. 

(14.4.1) For each f e Jf (G) and each xeG, the function 

is continuous on G, and g(x£,) = g{x) for all £ e G', so that we may write 

g(x) =h(n(x)), where h is continuous on G" (12.10.6). The support of h is 

compact. The positive linear form 
/% 

f\-+ h(x") d<x."(x") 
JG" 

is a left Haar measure on G. 

The continuity of g follows from (14.1.5.5), and we have 

g(xo=| f(xi;oda'(0 = g(x) 
JG' 

because a' is left-invariant. If S = Supp(/), then h(x") # 0 implies that 
x" e 7i(S), and 7t(S) is compact in G" (3.17.9). Finally, if s is any element of G, 
put f — yC?-1)/, and let gu ht be the corresponding functions. Then it is clear 
that gfx) = g(sx), and therefore ht(x") = h(n(s)x"). Hence the last part of the 
proposition follows from the left-invariance of a" (the fact that the linear form 

Z1 *■ /G„ h(x") da"{x") is not zero follows from the fact that the supports of a' 

and a" are equal to G' and G", respectively). 

If we denote by oc the left Haar measure on G defined by (14.4.1), then by 
abuse of notation we write 

(14.4.2) f/(jc)da(x)= f da\x)[ f(xOdocf(0, 
JG JG" JG' 

where x = n(x), and /e JT(G). 
This notational analogy with the product measure (13.21.2) is continued 

in the following propositions: 
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(14.4.3) (i) Iff is any mapping of G into R, the number J * f{xf) dx'{f) 

depends only on x = n(x). Iff e J{G), the function x J *f(x£) dx'(f) belongs 

to J(G"), and we have 

(14.4.3.1) 
/•* 

f(x) da(x) = f(xO dx'(f). 

(ii) Iff is any mapping of G into R, then 

(14.4.3.2) 

(14.4.3.3) 

f f(x) dx(x) 
/•* 

f(xOdu'(Z), 

/* 

J” 
f(x) dct(x) S dct”(x) f(xt)da'(Q. 

(iii) Let N be an a-negligible set in G, and let M be the set of all xe G such 

that x-1(N n xG') is not a.'-negligible in G'. Then 7i(M) is a"-negligible. 

The proofs follow step by step those of (13.21.3), (13.21.4), and (13.21.5), 
using (14.4.1) and the left invariance of a'. 

(14.4.4) Let u be an a-measurable mapping of G into a topological space E, 
and let N be the set of all x e G such that the partial mapping is not 

a'-measurable. Then 7i(N) is ol"-negligible. 

The proof follows the lines of the proof of (13.21.6) using (14.4.3) in place 
of (13.21.5). 

(14.4.5) Let f be an a-integrable mapping of G into R, and let N be the set of 

all x e G such that the partial mapping £\->f(xt;) of G' into R is not a'-integ¬ 

rate. Then 7r(N) is a"-negligible; for each x $ 7t(N), the number J/(x£) da'(^) 

is the same for all points x e x; the function xh->Jf(x£) da'(£)> defined almost 

everywhere on G", is a"-integrate; and the formula (14.4.2) is valid. 

Here again, we have only to follow step by step the proof of the theorem of 
Lebesgue-Fubini (13.21.7), using (14.4.3) and (14.4.4). 

(14.4.6) Let u be an automorphism of the topological group G such that 

u(G') = G'. Let u' be the restriction of u to G', and let u" be the automorphism 

of G" induced by u (so that u"(n(x)) = 7t(w(x)) for all x e G). Then modG(w) = 
modG'(w') • modG«(w")* 
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Let /be any function belonging to Jf(G), and put 

h(x") = J f(x® drx'(0 for n(x) = x". 

By virtue of (14.4.2) we have 

j/(»- (x)) da{x) = dcc"(x) fiu-\x)u-KO)doi'ii), 

and since u *(/) = u *(£) by definition. 

J/(w Kx)u 1 (0)^'(0 = (mod(U'))-|/(«_1 

= h(u-\x)). 

(*K) dx'iO 

Since J h(u" 1(x//)) da\x") = (mod(w")) J h(x") da"(x"), we obtain the 

result. 

(14.4.7) For each x e G we have 

AG(x) == Ag»(tt(x)) mod G.(ix) 

where ix denotes the automorphism s'^x~1s'x of G'. 

Apply (14.4.6) with u-ix , and use (14.3.7). In particular, if x‘ 

have AG(x') = AG^(x'). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let G be a locally compact group. A measure (jl on G is said to be rela 

(resp. right-) invariant if for each s e G there exists a complex number x(S 

that y(s)fju — x(s)ju- (resp. 8(s)p — x&H')- Show that x is a continuous homo 
of G into the multiplicative group C*, and that /z is of the form ax~l * w] 

left (resp. right) Haar measure on G and a is a complex number ^=0 (Se< 

Problem 4(a)). Consider the converse of this result, and deduce that every 
left-invariant measure on G is also relatively right-invariant. 

2. Let G be a locally compact group, H a closed subgroup of G, a a left Haar n 

G, a left Haar measure on H, tt the canonical mapping of G onto G/H. 

(a) For each function feX(G), show that there exists a unique function / b < 

such that fHir(x)) = j^f(xg)dP(£). .Conversely, for each he Jf(G/H), the 

function/e JT(G) such thatfb = h. (If C is the support of h, consider a comp 

K of G such that 7r(K) = C (12.10.9) and a function g e Jf(G) such that g( 
all x e K, and observe that (g • (h ° 7r))b = gk • h. 

(b) A measure /x ^ 0 on G/H is said to be relatively invariant under G i 
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j s G there exists a complex number ^(s) # 0 such that, for every function h s JT(G/H), 
we have 

Jhis"1 • z) dfx(z) = x(s) Jh(z) d[x(z). 

The measure fx is said to be invariant under G if x(s) = 1 for all s e G. In this case the 

linear form v :f\—>J/b(z) dfj,(z) is a relatively left-invariant measure on G (Problem 1). 

Deduce that x is a continuous homomorphism of G into C* and that for each f e H 

we have x(£) — AG(f)/AH(£). (For £eH, consider the function fi(x)=f(x£) on G, 
and calculate v(/i) in two ways.) Conversely, if there exists a continuous homomor¬ 

phism x • G -►O' which extends the homomorphism f i—► AG(f)/.AH(£) of H into O, 

then there exists a measure #0 on G/H which is relatively invariant under G. (Prove 

that if/e JT (G) is such that /b = 0, then we must have J x(* ~1)f(x)d oc(x) = 0; to this 

end, observe that for each function g e Jf (G) we have 

JH AH(f-1) dfi(£) g(x)x ~1 (x)f (x£~1) d*(x) = 0, 

and use (a) above and the theorem of Lebesgue-Fubini.) 

(c) In particular, if H is unimodular, there exist nonzero measures on G/H which are 

relatively invariant under G. If there exists such a measure /x on G/H which is positive 

and bounded, show that /x is G-invariant and that G is unimodular. (If G' is the kernel 

of Ag , show that H^G' and that the canonical image of /x on G/G' is a Haar measure 

on this group, and is bounded; deduce that G/G' is compact, and finally that G' = G.) 

3. Consider the general linear group GL(2, R), which may be identified with the set of all 
matrices 

with determinant #0. The topology induced from that of R4 is compatible with the 

group structure (12.8.1) and makes GL(2, R) a locally compact group. Show that the 

measure /x induced on GL(2, R) by Lebesgue measure on R4 is relatively invariant 

(Problem 1), and deduce that |det(2f)|-2 • fx is a left and right Haar measure on 
GL(2, R). 

Let T(2, R)* be the subgroup of GL(2, R) consisting of all matrices of the form 

Show that a left Haar measure on this group is given by the formula 

ft-* JJJ/(*» y, 0l*~2f-1l dx dy dt 

and that the modulus function on this group is the function Zh-> |x-lf |. Deduce that 

there exists no relatively GL(2, R)-invariant measure on the homogeneous space 

GL(2, R)/T(2, R)* (which can be identified with the projective line Pi(R)). (Use the 

fact that the commutator subgroup of GL(2, R) is SL(2, R).) 

4. Let G be a locally compact group and H a closed subgroup of G such that there exists 

a positive bounded G-invariant measure /x # 0 on G/H. If U is any relatively compact 

open neighborhood of e in G, show that there exists an integer m^> 1 such that, for 
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each se G, there exists an integer n such that l^n^m and s"eUHU_1. 

(If 77 : G —► G/H is the canonical mapping, observe that 7r(U)) > 0 and that the 

measures of the sets sJ • 7r(U) are all equal.) 

5. Let G be a locally compact group and ju. a right Haar measure on G. 

(a) In order that a positive measure a#0on G, with support S, should be such that 

S is a closed subgroup of G and the measure induced on S by a a right Haar measure 

on S, it is necessary and sufficient that 5(s)at = a for all s e S. The set of elements 

/ e G such that 5(/)a = a is then equal to S. 
(b) Let F denote the set of positive measures a on G satisfying the condition of (a) 

above. Show that F is vaguely closed in M+(G) — {0}. If fe Jf+(G) is such that 

f(e) > 0, show that the set Ts of measures a e T such that j/($) da(s) — 1 is vaguely 

compact (prove that sup a(K) < + °o for every compact subset K of G). Deduce that 
a 6 Tf 

the mapping ah-* (a(/), a/a(/)) is a homeomorphism of T onto the product space 

R*+ xTf. 

(c) For each aeT, let Ha = Supp(a): it is a closed subgroup of G. Let d be a right- 

invariant distance on G such that d(x, y) I for all x, y in G (12.9.1). Let (K„) be an 

increasing sequence of compact sets, covering G and such that K„ is contained in the 

interior of K„+1 for each n (3.18.3). If h is the HausdorfT distance on G corresponding 

to d (Section 3.16, Problem 3), then for any two nonempty closed sets M, N in G we 
define hn(M, N) = 1 if either M n K„ or NnK„ is empty, and hn(M, N) = 

h(M n K„, N n K„) otherwise. Endow the set ?HG) of nonempty closed subsets of 
G with the topology defined by the pseudo-distances hn. Show that the mapping 

ah->H« is a homeomorphism of F/ (endowed with the vague topology) onto the set 

2 of closed subgroups of G, endowed with the topology induced by that of 3r(G). 

6. With the notation of Problem 5, consider the subset F° of T consisting of measures 

a e F such that Ha is unimodular. This is also the set of measures a e T such that 
a (/) = a(/) for all fe ^(G), and is therefore vaguely closed in F. For each a e T0, 

put Qa = G/Ha; then there exists a relatively G-invariant measure /xa on Qa such that 

[ fix) dfj.(x) = f f f(xs) da(s) 
Ja -'q, Jho 

for every /e J?T(G) (where x is the coset jcH«) (Problem 2). 

(a) If a e F° and /e Jf(G), put fjyx)— f f(xs)da(s). Show that the mapping 
J Hot 

ai—► ||/a|| is vaguely continuous, and deduce that the mapping oc i—► li/xa|| is lower semi- 

continuous with respect to the vague topology. 
(b) Let g ^ 0 be a real-valued /x-integrable function, and let F°(#) be the set of 

measures a e F° such that J g(xs) da{s) ^ I for all x e G. Show that the mapping 

ai—> \\fjLa\\ of T°(g) into R is vaguely continuous. (It is enough to show that the map¬ 

ping is upper semicontinuous. Let h e jT+(G) be such that j* |#(x) — h(x)\ d{x(x) ^ e, 

and let K = Supp(h). If 77^: G -> is the canonical mapping, show that 

Q0 — 7Tp(K)) ^ e for all jS e F°(^). On the other hand, consider a function /eJf+(G) 

such that f(xs) doc(s) ^ 1 for all s e G and f(xs) doc(s) = I for all 5 e K (use Prob¬ 

lem 2(a)). If Ue is the set of measures j8 e r°(^) such that ^f(xs dfi(s) > 1 — e for 

all xeK, show that (1 — e)fjip(7rfi(K.)) < ||/xa||.) 
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(c) Let F? be the set of measures a e F° such that G/Ha is compact. Show 
that T°(g) c T? for all ge X+(G). Let ae T?, and let ge X+(G) be such that 

gixs) doc(s) = 2 for all xeG (Problem 2(a)). For each compact L <= G, the set W 

of measures e F° such that | g(xs) dfi(s) SI for all x e L is a neighborhood of a 

in F° with respect to the vague topology. Show that if G is generated by a compact 

neighborhood U of e, and if we take L = UK above, then W F°(#). Deduce that 

the restriction to T° of the mapping ai—> ||/xa|| is vaguely continuous in this case. 

(d) Let Fd <= r° be the set of measures a such that Ha is discrete, and let N be the 

subset of Fd consisting of measures a such that a({e}) = 1. For each relatively compact 

open neighborhood U of e in G, let Ny be the set of all a e N such that Ha n U = {e}. 

Show that Nu is compact (observe that the relation a e Nu is equivalent to a({e}) 1 

and a(U) ^ 1). As U runs through the set of relatively compact open neighborhoods 

of e in G, the interiors of the sets Nu cover N. A subset M of N is relatively compact 

in N if and only if there exists a relatively compact open neighborhood U of e in G 

such that M <= Nu. 

7. With the notation of Problems 5 and 6, suppose that there exists a neighborhood of e 

in G which contains no finite subgroup of G other than {e}. Show that the mapping 

<x\—Kx({e}) of rd into R* is vaguely continuous. (Show that there exists a neighborhood 

V of e in G and a neighborhood W of a in Td such that the relation j8 e W implies 
(V2 -V)nH|, = 0: argue by contradiction.) 

8. With the notation of Problems 5 and 6, suppose that G is commutative and generated 

by a compact neighborhood of e. Let Nc denote the subset of N consisting of measures 

a such that Qa = G/Ha is compact, so that Nf = Nn F?; the set Nc is open in N 

(Problem 6(c)). A subset A of Nc is relatively compact in Nc if and only if it satisfies 

the following two conditions: (1) there exists an open neighborhood U of e in G such 

that Ha r\ U = {e} for all a e A; (2) there exists a constant k such that /xa(G/Ha) k 

for all a e A. (Use Problem 6 and the fact that fxa is a Haar measure on G/Ha.) 

9. Translate the results of Problems 6 to 8 into statements about subspaces of the space 

X of closed subgroups of G (Problem 5(c)): in particular, the subspace 2° of unimodular 

closed subgroups, the subspace 2? of subgroups H e 2° such that G/H is compact, 

the subspace D of discrete subgroups, and the subspace Dc = D n 2?. In particular, 
obtain Mahler's criterion: if for each discrete subgroup He Dc we denote by u(H) 

the total mass of G/H relative to the measure {jlx corresponding to the Haar measure 

a on H such that a({e}) = 1, then a subset A of Dc is relatively compact in Dc if and 

only if (1) there exists a neighborhood U of e in G such that H n U = {e} for all 
H e A; and (2) there exists a constant k such that t?(H) ^ k for all H e A. Consider 

the case G — R". 

5. CONVOLUTION OF MEASURES ON A LOCALLY COMPACT GROUP 

Let iiu ..., ixn be a finite number of (complex) measures on a locally com¬ 
pact group G. The sequence (fiu ..., fi„) is said to be convolvable if, for each 
function/e JTC(G), the function 
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is integrable with respect to the product measure px ® p2 ® ® Mn on G”. It 
follows immediately from this definition and from (13.21.17) that the sequence 

is convolvable if and only if the sequence (|/<q|)i^„ of absolute 
values of these measures is convolvable. Moreover, it is clear that 

/*-> f(xtx2 ■■■x„')d Kl (Xx) • • • d I^J (x„) 

is then a positive linear form on jTr(G) and therefore a positive measure on 
G (13.3.1); and for all/e «^R(G) we have 

/(xxX2 - • ■ x„) dfi!(Xx) • • • dfi„(xn) | 

|/(xxx2 • • • x„)| d IjUxI (xx) • • • d \n„\ (x„) 

by virtue of (13.16.5) and (13.21.17). It follows directly (13.1.1) that 

/h-> J * • • J f(xxx2 * * • xn) dpx(xx) * • • dpn(x„) is also a (complex) measure on G. 

This measure is denoted by Pi * p2* * Vn and is called the convolution pro¬ 

duct or convolution of the sequence (pdisi^n • The formula (14.5.1) also shows 
that 

(14.5.1) H 

(14.5.2) \px * P2 * * * * * f*n\ ^ M * \fll\ * ‘ * * * IVnl 

For each function/e ^fc(G), the function (xl9..., xn)\-+f(xxx2 * * * xn) is 
continuous and therefore measurable with respect to every measure on G"; 
hence, by virtue of (13.21.10), the sequence (px, ..., pn) is convolvable if and 
only if 

(14.5.3) | d\fia(l)\ (Xrd,) J* d \n„(2)\ (xff(2)) • • • 

/*a|e 

• • • l/Oi*2 • • • X„)| d \/ia(n)\ (xa(n)) < + CO 

for some permutation a of {1,2, ..., n}. An equivalent condition is that, for 
each compact subset K of G, the (closed) set A c= Gn of points (xu x2,..., xn) 

such that xxx2 * * * xn e K is (jjlx ® p2 ® ® p„)-integrable. 

If a sequence (ju., v) of two measures is convolvable, we say that p and v 
(in this order) are convolvable, or that p is convolvable on the left with v, or 
that v is convolvable on the right with p. If p and v are convolvable and p\ v' 
are two measures such that \p'\ S M and |v'| <£ |v|, then it is clear from 
(14.5.3) that p! and v' are convolvable. 
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(14.5.4) If the sequence Gu^i is convolvable, and if S* = SuppOq) (13.19), 

then SuppOq * p2 * * • • * pn) cz SXS2 * * • Sn, and the two sides are equal if all 

the measures /q are positive. 

Let x be a point not in the closure of SXS2 * • * S„, and let V be an open 
neighborhood of x not meeting S1S2 *** Sw. If/is any continuous function 
whose support is contained in V, we can write (13.21.18) 

| fixtx2 ■■■ xn) d//1(x1) • • • d/in(xn) 

= Js dn!(x,) • • • f(xtx2 ■■■ x„) dn„(x„). 

But if Xi e Sffor 1 ^ / S n, we have f{xxx2 • • • x„) = 0 by hypothesis, and the 
first assertion of (14.5.4) is proved. If all the are positive, then so is 

M = */*2 * *•* */V 

If U is a ^-negligible open set, K a compact subset of U, and /e <?fR(G) a 
function with values in [0, 1] which is equal to 1 on K and to 0 on QU (4.5.2), 
then we have 

/(xix2 • ■ • xH) dpx(xx)*- • dfin(xn) = 0; 

therefore the open set of points (xl9..., x„) such that f(xxx2 * * * xn) > \ is 
Oh ® Vi ® * * • ® ^-negligible, and consequently does not intersect the 
support Sj x S2 x • • • x S„ of this measure (13.21.18), Since the mapping 
(xl5 ..., xn)i-* xxx2 • • • xn is continuous, we conclude that K does not intersect 

SXS2 * * * S„, and therefore that • • • S„ is contained in Supp(/i). This com¬ 
pletes the proof. 

6. EXAMPLES AND PARTICULAR CASES OF CONVOLUTION 

OF MEASURES 

(14.6.1) A Dirac measure es (13.1.3) on G is convolvable (on either side) with 
every measure \i on G, and we have 

es* H = y fx* es = 8(s" l)/i, (14.6.1.1) 

(14.6.1.2) ss * et — est. 
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For example, let us verify the first of the formulas (14.6.1.1). We have to 
show that, for every function fe JTC(G), the continuous function (x,y)^f(xy) 

is (es ® /f)-integrable. Now the function x>-*f(xy) is £s-integrable, and 

^f{xy)d£s{x)=f(sy). Since the function y^f(sy) is continuous and has 

compact support, it is /r-integrable. Our assertion therefore follows from 
'(13.21.10), and then the theorem of Lebesgue-Fubini (13.21.7) gives 

jjf(xy) dsjx) dg(y) = jf(sy) dg(y). The formula to be proved follows 

from (14.1.1) and (14.1.2). 

now 

(14.6.2) Every finite family Oh,, gn) of bounded measures on G is con- 

volvable. The measure gt* g2* • • • * g„ is bounded, and 

(14.6.2.1) IIMi * ft * •'' * ft II ^ lift II • IIftII • • • lift!! • 

To prove the first assertion, observe that the measure Mi ® • • • <8> ft 
on G" is bounded (13.21.18). For every function fe Jfc(G), the function 
(jc ..., x„)h^/(x,x2 ■ ■■ x„) is continuous and bounded on G", and therefore 
(Mj ® • • • ® M^-integrable (13.20.4). To prove (14.6.2.1), it is enough to 
remark that if fe Jfc(G) and ||/|| g 1, then 

/(ftft xn) ^ft(xi) - • • dgn(x„) ^ lift II • lift! ••• liftII 

by virtue of (13.21.18). 

(14.6.3) A left Haar measure X on G is convolvable on the right with any 

bounded measure g on G, and g * X = g(l)X. 

We may restrict ourselves to the case where m = 0 (cf. (14.7.1.2)). For each 
function /e +(G) we have 

dg(x) 

* (* jjs 

f(xy) dX(y) = dp(x) f(y) dk(y) = X(J) M 

and therefore, by virtue of (13.21.9), the function (x, y)^f(xy) is (/x® X)- 

integrable and its integral is equal to X{f) \\ji\\. 

The same calculation shows that X is not convolvable with itself if Q is not 
compact, for then the function 1 is not 2-integrable (14.2.3). 

(14.6.4) Let (/q,..., pn) be a finite sequence of measures on G, all of which 

except possibly for one have compact support. Then the sequence (/q, ..., pn) 

is convolvable. 
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Let Sf = Supp(fii), and suppose that is compact except possibly for one 
index j. Let fe ^TC(G) and let K be the compact support of/. It is enough to 
show that the set of points (xl5..., xn) e Gn which belong to the support 

n 

S, of ^ (g> • • • ® n„ (13.21.18) and are such that xtx2 • • • x„ e K, is relatively 
i= 1 
compact in G". Now, the conditions xt e S* for all /, and x1x2"- xneK, 

imply that 
xj e SJ.\ • • • S^KS^1 • • • Sj+\ , 

and this set is compact (12.10.5). Since by hypothesis Sf is compact whenever 
i ^ /, our assertion is proved (3.20.16). 

The result of (14.6.2) or (14.6.3) shows that two measures can be convolv- 
able without either of them having a compact support. Later (14.10.7) we 
shall see examples of unbounded measures which are convolvable. 

7. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF CONVOLUTION 

(14.7.1) Let 2, p, v be three measures on G, and suppose that the pairs 
(2, n) and (2, v) are convolvable. Then so is the pair (2, \i + v) and we have 

(14.7.1.1) 2*(/j + v)=2*/i + 2*v. 

For by virtue of the relation \fi H- v| ^ |ju| + |v| we may restrict ourselves 
to the case where 2, \i and v are positive, and in this case the result follows 
immediately from (13.16.1). 

Similarly, if (2, v) and (/*, v) are convolvable, then so is (2 -f ju, v) and we 
have 

(14.7.1.2) (2-f/j)*v = 2*v + A*v- 

Also it is clear that if the pair (2, n) is convolvable, then so is (a2, bpi) for 
all scalars a and b, and 

(14.7.1.3) (aX) * (bfi) = (ab)X * p. 

(14.7.2) Let 2, /^, v be three measures #0 on G. 
(i) If the sequence (2, p, v) is convolvable, then so are the sequences (2, (i), 

(|A| * 1/4 v), (jx, v), (A, \n\ * |v|), and we have 

(14.7.2.1) X * n * v = (A * ju) * v = X * (/t * v). 
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(ii) If the sequences (A, fi) and (|A| * |/i|, v) are convolvable, then so is 
(A, fi, v). Likewise if the sequences (ji, v) and (A, \n\ * |v|) are convolvable. 

We may restrict ourselves to the case in which A, /i, and v are positive. 
Suppose that the sequence (A, ^ v) is convolvable; then for every compact 
subset K of G the set of triples (x, y, z) such that xyz e K is (A ® ® v)- 
integrable. Let A be the set of pairs (x, y) such that xy 6 K. For each compact 
subset K' of G, the set A x K'cG3 is contained in the set of triples (x, y, z) 
such that xyz e KK', and since KK' is compact, it follows that A x K' is 
((A ® fi) ® v)-integrable. Since v ^ 0, this implies that A is (A (x) /f)-integrable 
(13.21.11) and hence that (A, ji) is convolvable. Consequently, for any 
/ e of+(G), it follows from the hypothesis and the Lebesgue-Fubini theorem 
that 

* 

*dv(z) f f{tz) d(X * = r^jj 
i 

f(xyz) dX(x) dfi(y) 

f(xyz) dX(x) dfi{y) dv(z) 

since the function t\-*f(tz) is in Of+(G), for each x e G. This shows that A * jj, 
and v are convolvable. One proves in the same way that (fi, v) and (A, p * v) 
are convolvable. The formula (14.7.2.1) is then a consequence of the Lebesgue- 
Fubini theorem. 

Conversely, suppose that (A, f) and (A * [i, v) are convolvable, and let / 
be a function belonging to of+(G). For each ze G, the function tv-+f(tz) 
belongs to 0f+(G), hence is (A * /*)-integrable, and we have 

J f(tz) * y.)(t) = JJ f(xyz) dX(x) dfx(y). 

Hence, by Lebesgue-Fubini, it follows that 

| dv{z) J* (fyu(j)J f(xyz) dX(x) 

= dv(z) J f(tz) d(X * n)(t) < + oo, 

which proves that (A, ju, v) is convolvable. 

One can give examples of measures A, j.i, v on G such that the pairs (A, /f), 
(A * n, v), (ju, v) and (A, n * v) are convolvable but (A * fi) * v # A * (/z * v) 
(Problem 1). 
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(14.7.3) If the sequence ..., pn) is convolvable, then so is the sequence 
(pn, ..., &), and we have 

(14.7.3.1) Oi * a*2 * ••• */Ov = Ai* A,-i * •*• *&• 

For (14.1.4 and 13.7.10) we have 

[•••[ |/(XiX2-"*I,)|</|jB1|(*1)---d|j«,|(jc11)< +CO 

if and only if 

••• J* l/taT1**--1! ■■■xT1)\d\ji„\(xn)---d\ji1\(xl)< +», 

and these two integrals are equal. 

On the other hand, if the sequence (A, p) is convolvable, it does not 
necessarily follow that (p, A) is convolvable (Problem 2). But if G is com¬ 
mutative this will be the case, and we shall have A * ju = p * L 

In particular, it follows from the preceding results that 

(14.7.4) On the set M£(G) of bounded measures on G, the law of composition 
(A, p) i~> A * p (together with the vector space structure) defines a C-algebra 
structure; the unit element is the Dirac measure se at the neutral element e ofG. 
The set M£(G) of compactly supported measures on G is a subalgebra of 
Mc(G). The algebra M£(G) is commutative if and only if G is commutative. 

The fact that G is commutative if M£(G) is commutative follows from the 
formula (14.6.1.2). 

If G is discrete, the algebra M£(G) consists of all linear combinations 
where as = 0 for all but a finite number of points ieG (3.16.3), and 

s e G 

the formula (14.6.1.2) shows that 

a,e 
/ \seG / seG \tu = s J 

This is what is called in algebra the group algebra of the group G over the 

field C. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. On the additive group R, let A be Lebesgue measure, let /x = cpt • A, where I is the ii 

[0, + co], and let a < b be two distinct points of R. Show that the convolution p 
((£a — eb) * ji) * A is defined, but that ft and A are not convolvable. Show th 

convolutions ft * ((ea — £*) * A) and (ft * (ea — eb)) * A are both defined and are ur 

2. Let G be a locally compact group which is not unimodular. 
(a) Show that there exists a bounded positive measure ft on G such that 

is not bounded (take ft to be discrete). 
(b) Let A be a left Haar measure on G. By (14.6.3), ft and A are convolvable. 

that A and ft are not convolvable. 

3. Let G be a locally compact group. 
(a) Let /t, v be two positive measures on G. If ft * v = show that /x = cu 
v = a~1£x-1 for some x e G and a ^ 0 (cf. 14.5.4). 

(b) Give an example of a positive measure on the group Z/2Z whose support 
whole group and which has an inverse (with respect to convolution product). 

4. (a) In the set Mi(R), consider the two sequences of bounded measures /x„ = 
v„ = f_„, both of which tend to 0 in the topology 2 defined in Section 13.20, Pr 

1. Show that the sequence of measures ft„ * vn does not tend to 0 with respect 
topology STj. 

(b) Let G be a locally compact group and let (ft„), (vn) be two sequences < 

bounded measures on G. Suppose that ft„ -* /x in the topology S~ 2, and that 

in the topology S'3 (notation of Section 13.20, Problem 1). Show that the sec 

/x„ * v„ tends to ft * v in the topology S'2. (Observe that if /, g e Jf(G), the fu 

(x,y)\-+g(y)f(xy) has compact support and can be uniformly approximated 

linear combination of functions ut © vt, where ut and vt are in JT(G).) Give an ex 

(with G = R) where ji = v= 0 and fi„ * vn does not tend to 0 with respect 

topology S'3. Show that if /x„ ~>0 with respect to and if the sequence of 
(i|vn||) is bounded, then /xn * v„ 0 with respect to S2. If /x„ -* ft with respect t< 

and vn -> v with respect to S3, show that ft* * v„ -> /x * v with respect to S~3 (s 
method). 

(c) With the same notation, show that if, in the topology fjLn ~~> fi and i 

then /x„ * vn -> ft * v (use Problem 2 of Section 13.20, and Egoroff’s theorem). 

(d) Take G to be the group R2. Let a, b be the vectors of the canonical basis of ( 
R; let p„ be the measure on I = [0, tt] c: r whose density with respect to Let 

measure is the function sin(2"x); let fin be the measure pn ® e0 on G, and let vn 1 

measure ebj2* — e0 on G. Show that fin -»0 with respect to S~6 and that v„->( 

respect to S~3, but that the sequence (/x„ * vn) does not tend to 0 with respect tc 

5. Let G be a compact group and /x a positive measure on G such that Supp(ft) 
and [x * fi — ft. Show that ft(G) = 1 and then that ft is a Haar measure on G 

/etf+(G), and put g(x) — jf(yx) dft(y), which is a continuous function on G. 

that g(x) = j g(yx) dp.(y), and deduce that g is constant, by considering the 

points at which it attains its upper bound.) 
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6. (a) Let p be a measure on a locally compact group G. Show that ju * v ~ v * p for all 

measures v such that both p * v and v * p are defined, if and only if p* ex — ex * p 
for all xeG. 

(b) Suppose that G is compact. If p is any measure on G, show that the measure 
p^ defined by 

h\f) =jf(xyx-1) dfi(x) 

(where fi is a Haar measure on G) satisfies *v = v* pb for every measure v on G. 

7. Let G be a compact group and fi the Haar measure on G for which fi(G) = 1. Let /x 

be a positive measure on G such that /x(G) = 1 and p ^ cfi, where 0 < c < 1. Show that 

\\p*n — fi\\ <| 2M(1 — c)n, where p*n denotes the convolution product of n measures 
equal to jx (use (14.6.3)). 

8. Let r be a real number such that 0 < r ^ J. For each integer n > 1, let p„tf denote the 

measure £(erH + e_rn) on R, and let p„tr denote pUr * pl r * • • • * p„,r. 

(a) Show that the sequence (/xn,r)re>1 converges vaguely to a measure /x on R with 

support contained in I = [—1, 1] (prove that for every interval U <=■ R the sequence 

(fXn, r(U)) converges). 
(b) Show that, if r < J, the measure fx is disjoint from Lebesgue measure on R, but 

that [xl/2 is the measure induced on I by Lebesgue measure. 

(c) Let v1/4 be the image of [xi/4. under the homothety t\~+2t on R. Show that 

jU-i/4 * V1/4. =/x1/2, although [xl/4. and vl/4r are each disjoint from Lebesgue measure 

(use Problem 4(b)). 

8. CONVOLUTION OF A MEASURE AND A FUNCTION 

In the rest of this chapter we shall fix once and for all a left Haar measure fi 
on the group G. If / is any mapping of G into R or C, the norm Np(f) 
(p — 1, 2 or 4- oo) is taken with respect to the measure fi. 

(14.8.1) Let pbe a measure on G and let fbe a (complex) locally fi-integrable 
function on G (13.13.1). For the measures p and f-fi to be convolvable, it is 
necessary and sufficient that there should exist a fi-negligible set N such that the 
function s\->f(s~1x) is jj-integrable for all N, and the function 

x i—► |/(5 lx)\d\p\(s) 

(defined almost everywhere with respect to fi) is locally fi-integrable. When this 

condition is satisfied, the function g(x) = J f(s~lx) dp(s), defined almost every¬ 

where with respect to fi, is locally fi-integrable, and p * (f- fi) is equal to g ' fi. 

We shall first prove the following lemma: 
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(14.8.1.1) The image of the measure under the homeom< 
(s, s~xx) of G2 onto G2 is the measure g®p. 

We may assume that Then, for every Fg jf+(G2), the f 
(^, x)i-+F(s, s~xx) belongs to X+(G2), and we have 

/* 

w * 

F(s, s lx) dg(s) dfl(x) dg(s) J F(s, s lx)dp(x) 

d/i(s)|F(S)x)^(x) 

jj F(s, x) dg(s) dfi(x), 

by virtue of the left-invariance of ft and the Lebesgue-Fubini theorei 
proves the lemma. 

Now suppose that g and /• /? are convolvable. Since |/• /?| = 
(13.13.4) we may limit ourselves to the case where jj.^0 and0. F 
function h e Jfc(G), the function (s, x)i-+h(sx)f(x) is (/i® j8)-integr; 
hypothesis (13.21.16 and 3.14.3); by virtue of (14.8.1.1), the same is tru 
function (s, x)\->h(x)f(s~1x) (13.7.10). If Ah is the set of points xe 
that h(x) 0, it follows from the theorem of Lebesgue-Fubini tha 
exists a ^-negligible set in such that, for each x e Ahn (J]' 
function s\-*f(s~1x) is /i-integrable. Taking a sequence of functioi 
JT+(G) such that the corresponding sets Ah cover G (4.5.2), we see t 
function s\-*f(s~1x) is /i-integrable except at the points x of a jS-neglig 
N. Furthermore, it follows from the Lebesgue-Fubini theorem tl 

function x\-^h(x) jf(s~1x) dg(s), defined almost everywhere with res 

j8, is /?-integrable, and that 

h(sx)f(x) dg(s) dp(x) i h(x) dP(x) f(s lx) dg(s). 

This proves that the condition of (14.8.1) is necessary, and that g * (j 
g ■ [} (13.13.1). 

Conversely, suppose that the condition is satisfied. We have to sho 
for each function h e Jf+(G), the function (s, x)t-+h(sx)f(x) is (, 
integrable. Now this function is (g ® /Immeasurable because h is cont 
(13.21.13), and therefore it is enough to show that 

f f h(sx)f(x) dg(s) dfi(x) < + oo. 
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But the lemma (14.8.1.1) shows that this is equivalent to the relation 

h(x)f(s~1x) dg(s)dfi(x)< 4-oo. 

and therefore (13.21.10) equivalent to 

r 
h(x) dfi(x) f(s 1x)dg(s)< + oo. 

But this is a consequence of our hypotheses (13.13.1). 

When the conditions of (14.8.1) are satisfied, we say that the measure fi and 
the function f are convolvable. Any function which is equal almost everywhere 
(with respect to fi) to the function g of (14.8.1) is called (by abuse of language) 
the convolution of g and f and is written n */(or g * fifif the Haar measure p 
needs to be brought into the notation). Thus we have, almost everywhere with 
respect to fi, 

(14.8.2) Ot * /)(*) = | f(s~lx) dfi(s). 

If one of the functions equal almost everywhere to g is continuous on G, 
then it is the only function with this property, because the support of ft is 
equal to G; in this case it is this function which is denoted by g*f We then 
have, in particular, 

(14.8.3) o * /) 0) = 

Similarly we define / and g to be convolvable if the measures /* fi and g. 
are convolvable. For this it is necessary and sufficient that, for almost all x 
(with respect to fi) the function s\-^f(xs~1)A(s^1) should be /i-integrable and 
that the function 

xh^J \f(xs~ *)A(s~ *)| d \g\ (s) 

should be locally /?-integrable. The measure (/ * fi) * g then has a density with 
respect to fi, and we denote any one of these densities by / * so that for 
almost all x (with respect to fi) we have 

(/ * aOC*) = I f(xs 1)A(s l)dn(s). (14.8.4) 
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In particular, for each xeG and each locally /J-integrable func 
the convolutions ex * f and / * ex are defined and (with the above convei 
are given by the formulas 

(14.8.5) (sx =/C*r V), if * eJO) =fiyx~ r)k{x~ v). 

9. EXAMPLES OF CONVOLUTIONS OF MEASURES AND FUNCTIC 

Generally speaking, if we are looking for usable sufficient condition 
measure p and a function /on G to be convolvable, the stronger the con 
imposed on one of the factors, the weaker the conditions that need to be ir 
on the other. Moreover, the function p *f is “at least as regular ” a 
general. (For a Lie group G, we shall obtain these characteristics o 
volution in a more general context in Chapter XVII.) 

(14.9.1) A measure p with compact support is convolvable with every 
p-integrable function f If in addition f is continuous (resp. continuou 
compact support), then the integral on the right-hand side of (14.8.2) is < 
for all x e G, and the function 

x^Qi* f)(x) = f(s lx) dfi(s) 

is continuous (resp. continuous with compact support). 

The first assertion is a particular case of (14.6.4), and the fac 
sy-*f(s~1x) is ^-integrable is a consequence of (13.19.3). The contim 
p*f when /is continuous follows from (14.1.5.5). Finally, that p* 
compact support when/has compact support is a particular case of (1 

(14.9.2) Let p be a bounded measure on G. 
(i) For p = 1, 2 or + oo, the measure p is convolvable with every fi 

fe&%(G, fl). The function p*f (defined almost everywhere by (14.8.2] 
belongs to L£vc(G, /?), and we have 

(14.9.2.1) Np(p */) ^ \\n\\ ■ Np(/). 

(ii) Iff is continuous and bounded, then the integral on the righ 

side of (14.8.2) is defined for all xeG, and the function xi—> J/(s-1x) a 

continuous and bounded on G. 
(iii) Iffe »2(G) (13.20.5), then p *fe <fg(G). 
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(i) It follows from (14.8.1.1) that the function (s, x)t-+f(s~1x) is 
(p ® j3)-measurable. Moreover, if p = 1, the measure f-ft is bounded 
(13.14.4), hence p and /are convolvable (14.6.2) and we have 

||/i*(/^)||g||^||-N1(/). 

But \\p * (/• p)\\ = */), which proves (14.9.2.1) in this case. For p = 2 
we have, by (13.11.2.2), for any function h e Jfc(G), 

*(J] |/i(x)|2 dp(x) d MO)) • ( \f{s~lx)\2 dfi{x) d\tx\(s) 
)■ 

also, by (13.21.9) and the left-invariance of /?, 

If |/0"M>l2^(x)dMO) = J^MO) 

= M (N2(/))2 

I/O *)l dm 

from which it follows that ju and /• /? are convolvable. Moreover, by 
(13.11.2.2), 

( I/O ^)MOIO)^ l/O-^prfblO). 

so that the above relations and (13.21.9) imply 

f* 

dm' I/O ‘x)! d 010)) ^ 2 • (N2(/))2, 

which proves (14.9.2.1) in this case. Finally, when p = + go, we remark that p 
and the function 1 are convolvable by virtue of (14.6.3), and that p * 1 is 
equal to the constant function ju(l). It follows immediately that p is con¬ 
volvable with every function in «S?c(G, ft) and that the inequality (14.9.2.1) 
is again valid (cf. (14.5.3)). 

(ii) The fact that the integral J/(^“1x) dp(s) exists for all x e G follows 

from (13.20.4). To show that p */ is continuous at a point x0 6 G, we may 
limit ourselves to the case where p^ 0. For each e > 0, there exists a compact 
subset K of G such that p([)K) g e. Let V0 be a compact neighborhood ol 
x0. The function / is uniformly continuous on the compact set K“1V0, 
hence there exists a neighborhood V c V0 of x0 in G such that the relatior 
x e V implies 

I/O-1*) -/0-1*o)l g e/ju(K) 
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for all s e K (3.16.5). Hence, for all x e V, we have 

/(s 1x)dn(s) J/(S- x0) d\x{s) ^2||/iim(Ck) + |k 
£e(l+2||/||). 

£ 

Kk}' 

from which (ii) follows. 

(iii) Again we may suppose that g ^ 0. By hypothesis, for eac 

there exists a compact subset H of G such that |/(*)| ^ £ f°r x ^ 
K as in the proof of (ii) above, and suppose that x $ KH. Then if s 

have s~xx $ H and therefore 
/% 

f(s~lx)dn(s) f /(s 1x) dn(s) + [ /(s tx)dpi(s) 

J Jo-K JK 
^ ll/ll • MCK> +e * MK) = <11/11 + Nl)’ 

which proves that g* f e ^c{G). 

(14.9.3) Every measure g on G is convolvable with every function f g 
the integral on the right-hand side of (14.8.2) is defined for all x e G. 

function xh+J /(s-1*) dg(s) is continuous on G. 

Since the measure/• p has compact support, \i and/* P are con 

(14.6.4) , and it is clear that the integral Jf(s~ix) dg{s) is defined for a 

The continuity of the function xh J/(5"xx) dg(s) follows from (14. 

We shall leave to the reader the task of stating the corresponding 
tions for the convolution f * g. It should be noticed in particular thai 
and its analog for/* g prove that if G is unimodular (14.3), then $£ 
left and right module over the algebra M£(G), and the external laws 
position of these two module structures are compatible by virtue of 

(14.9.4) Let g, v be two measures on G, and let fe C(G). Supi 
g and v are convolvable. Then the function g*f is v-integrable and 

(14.9.4.1) </,£* v> = </**/, v>. 

Likewise, if g and v are bounded and /e#£(G), the function 
continuous and bounded (hence v-integrable) and the formula (14.9.4.1 

For the hypothesis implies that the function (s, x))-+f(s~lx) is 
integrable, and the result therefore follows from the theorem of L 
Fubini. 



PROBLEMS 

1. Let G be a locally compact group and /x a positive nonzero bounded measure on G, 
such that (j, * (j, — [j,. 

(a) Show that S = Supp(fx) is compact. (If /e .3f+(G) is not identically zero, remark 

that /x * /must be constant on S, and use (14.9.2(iii)).) 

(b) Show that S is a compact subgroup of G and that fx is the Haar measure on S for 

which /x(S) = 1. (Use (a), Problem 2 of Section 12.9 and Problem 5 of Section 14.7.) 

2. (a) Generalize (14.9.2(i)) to the case where 1 < p < 4- oo, by using Holder’s inequal¬ 

ity (Section 13.11, Problem 12). 

(b) Let /x be a bounded measure on G. Show that the norm of the continuous endo¬ 

morphism of L1 (G, ft) induced by /b-*/x */ (14.9.2) is equal to \\fx\\. (Let (fn) be a 

sequence satisfying the conditions of (14.11.1). If the norm in question were ||/x|| — a 

with a > 0, we should have Nx(ft *fn*g)Hz (||/x|| — a)Ni(/„ * g) ^ (||/x|| — a)Nx(^). 
Deduce that Nqo(/x * /„) < ||^|| — a, and obtain a contradiction by letting n tend 
to + co.) 

(c) Under the hypotheses of (b), show that the norm of the continuous endomorphism 

of L°°(G, f3) induced by /i—► /x */ is equal to \\fx\\. (Reduce to the case where /x has 

compact support and has a continuous density with respect to |/x|.) 

(d) Suppose that G is compact and fx is positive. Show that, for 1 <p < + oo, the 

norm of the continuous endomorphism of Lp(G,j8) induced by f\—>}x*f is equal 

to ||HI. 
(e) Let G be a cyclic group of order 3. Give an example of a measure (x on G such 

that the norm of the endomorphism of L2(G, /3) induced by fh-+(x*f is strictly less 

than ||/x||. 

3. (a) Let jx be a bounded measure on G. Show that we have Nx(/x * /) = Nx(/) for all 

/ e J?l(G,P) if and only if fx is of the form c • ex with |c| = 1. (Using Problem 2(b), 

show that for each / e JsT(G) we must have | J /4*|=J|/|rf|H . Deduce first that 

fx — c\fx\, where c is a constant such that \c\ = 1, and then that jx is a point-measure.) 

(b) Take G to be a cyclic group of order 3. Give an example of a measure jnonG 

which is not a point-measure and is such that N2(ju, * /) = N2(/) for all real-valued 

functions / on G. 

4. Let G be a locally compact group and a left Haar measure on G. Let /be a bounded 

real-valued function on G, uniformly continuous with respect to a left-invariant 

distance on G. If (x is any bounded measure on G, show that fx * /(relative to j8) is 

uniformly continuous with respect to a left-invariant distance on G. 

5. Let G be a locally compact group and p a left Haar measure on G. 

(a) With the notation of Section 13.20, Problem 1, let (/x„) be a sequence of bounded 

measures on G which converges to jx with respect to the topology ST3, and let (/„) 

be a sequence of functions in J5f1(G, j8) such that the sequence of bounded measures 

(fn' ft) converges to / • j8 with respect to the topology T6. Show that the sequence 

of bounded measures (/xn * (/„ • fi)) converges to (/x„ * (/• ft)) with respect to ^6 

(cf. Problem 4(d) of Section 14.7). (Use Problems 1 and 2 of Section 13.20.) 

(b) Let E5/2 denote the space of bounded real-valued functions on G which are 

uniformly continuous with respect to a left-invariant distance on G, and let F5i2 
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denote the weak topology on Mr(G) corresponding to the vector spac 

topology 5/2 is finer than <^~2 and coarser than 3"3. Give an examj 

quence (/x„) which tends to 0 with respect to 3"5/2 > and a sequence (/„) of l 

if !(G, ft) such that the sequence (/„ • P) converges to 0 with respect to & 

that the sequence (/x„ * (/„ * p)) does not tend to 0 with respect to 3 • C 
and/,(t) to be the function which is equal to sin nt in the interval [0, w] 

elsewhere.) 
(c) Let (jjin) be a sequence of bounded measures on G which converge 

respect to ^’5/2, let / e if^G, jS) and let (/„) be a sequence of functions i 
such that Ni(f — /„) 0. Show that NL(fxn *fn — /x */) -> 0. (Reduce 
where /a = 0 and/, =/for all and then to the case where fs JT(G). Sh 

sequence (/xn * (/• /?)) tends to 0 with respect to *, by remarking that if g i, 

continuous function on G, the functionf * g is uniformly continuous with 
left-invariant distance on G.) Show that the result is no longer valid if 5/3 

by S’ 
(d) Let (/x„) be a sequence of bounded measures on G which tends to 0 \ 

to ^"5/2, and (v„) a sequence of bounded measures on G which tends to v 1 

to ^2. Show that the sequence (/xn * y„) tends to 0 with respect to S’5/2 

(14.11.1), reduce to proving that </*£,* v„>0 for any 
formly continuous with respect to a left-invariant distance on G. Then use 

6. The notation is that of Problem 5. 
(a) Let (/xn) be a sequence of bounded measures on G. Suppose that, for ea 

/€ G, p), the sequence (fxn * (/* £)) tends to 0 with respect to S' 2 • $h< 

sequence of norms (||/xB||) is bounded. (Apply the Banach-Steinhaus thee 

sequence of mappings /1—>(/x„ */)~ of L*(G, p) into L*(G, p), and use Prc 

Deduce that the sequence (/x„) tends to 0 with respect to S'2. 
(b) Suppose that, for each/e £fl(G, /?), the sequence (/x„ * (/• ft)) convey 

to 0. Show that the sequence (/x„) tends vaguely to 0. (If K is any compact s 
show as in (a) that the sequence (|/x„|(K)) is bounded.) Give an example ir 

sequence (||/x„||) is not bounded (take G = Z). 

(c) Suppose that, for each /e S>i(Gf /3), the sequence (/xn * (/• p)) com 

with respect to S5/2 • Show that -> 0 with respect to S5,2 (use (a)). Give 
where Nx(/x„ */)-»0 for each /e if^G, ]8) but the sequence (/x„) does no 
with respect to S' z. 

10. CONVOLUTION OF TWO FUNCTIONS 

(14.10.1) Let f and g be two (complex) locally p-integrable functu 

Then the measures /* P and g ‘ P are convolvable if and only if ther 

P-negligible set N such that the function s\-+g(s~lx)f(s) is p-integra 

x $ N and the function 

|g(s 1x)f(s)| dp(s) 
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(defined almost everywhere, relative to fi) is locally fi-integrable. When this 

condition is satisfied, the function 

Kx) = j*g(s~ 'x)f(s) dfi(s), 

defined almost everywhere relative to /?, is locally fi-integrable, and 

This is a particular case of (14.8.1). 

When the conditions of (14.10.1) are satisfied, the functions / and g are 
said to be convolvable (with respect to /?). Any function which is equal almost 
everywhere (with respect to f$) to the function h above is called a convolution 

of f andg (with respect to ft) and is written/* g (or/* fig9 where it is necessary 
to bring /? into the notation). Thus for almost all x we have 

(14.10.2) (/ * g)(x) = J g(s~lx)f(s) dp{s) 

and likewise, using (14.8.4), 

(14.10.3) (/* g)(x) = J f(xs~1)g(s)Ac(s~1) dfi(s) 

almost everywhere with respect to /?. 
When one of the functions equal to h almost everywhere is continuous on 

G, we adopt the same convention as in (14.8) and call this function the con¬ 
volution of / and g. 

In particular, when/* g is continuous, we have 

(14.10.4) (/ * g)(e) = J f(s)g(s~ ’) dfi(s). 

It should be remarked that the property of / and g of being convolvable 
does not depend on the choice of left Haar measure /?, but their con¬ 
volution /* pg does. If p is replaced by a/?, where a > 0, then we have 
/* °Pg = a •/* V 

When G is discrete, to say that / and g are convolvable signifies that the 
family (g(s~1x)f(s))seG is absolutely summable (5.3.3) for all x e G, and we 
have 

(/ * g) (x) = X g(s~ lx)f(s) 
seG 

if the Haar measure ft is such that p({e}) = 1. 
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From the results of (14.9) we have, in particular: 

(14.10.5) Suppose that f and g are locally fi-integrable. If one of the functions 

f g is continuous, and if one has compact support, then f and g are convolvable, 
the right-hand sides of (14.10.2) and (14.10.3) are defined for all x e G, and the 

function f * g is continuous. If both f and g belong to Jfc(G), then so does 

f*9- 

This follows from (14.9.1) and (14.9.3). 

(14.10.6) Let f be a fi-integrable function. 

(i) For p = 1,2 or + oo, the function f is convolvable with every function 

g e i?£(G, P) 5 *he function f * g belongs to i?£(G, P) l and 

(14.10.6.1) 

(ii) If p = +oo, and g e i?g(G, /?), the integral 

j 9(s~1x)f(s) dp(s) = J f(xs~1)g(s)A(s~1) d/3(s) 

is defined for all xe G, and the function xt-> jf(xs~1)g(d)A(s~1) d/3(s) is 

uniformly continuous with respect to every right-invariant distance on G. 
(iii) If p = 1, we have 

(14.10.6.2) | (/ * 0)(x) dfi(x) = (J f(s) dp(s)j (j g(s) dfts)) 

(iv) If g e #£(G), then also f * g e ^(G). 

Parts (i) and (iv) follow from (14.9.2) and the relation \\f ■ fi\\ = Nff) 

(13.20.3). To prove (14.10.6.2), we remark that by virtue of (14.8.1.1) and 
the fact that the function (s, x)^g(x)f(s) is (/? ® /?)-integrable (13.21.14), 
the function (s, x)i->g(s~1x)f(s) is also (J3 ® j3)-integrable. The formula 
(14.10.6.2) then comes immediately from the Lebesgue-Fubini theorem and 
the left-invariance of [i. 

As to (ii), for each x e G the function s\-^-g(s~1x) belongs to i?£(G), and 
therefore the integral on the right-hand side of (14.10.2) is defined for all 
x e G. If we put v = A-1 • /?, then v is a right Haar measure (14.3.4), and we 
may write (14.10.3) in the form 

(f * 9){x) = (/(xj_1)0(5) dv(s). 
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Consequently, 

l/Ocs-1)- /(x’s- x)|rfv(s) 

= Nx(g) j* |/(s *) - f(x'x xs *)| dv(s). 

The result will therefore be a consequence of the following more general 
lemma: 

(14.10.6.3) For p = 1 or p = 2, 6wry right Haar measure v on G and 

function h e JSfg(G, v), the mapping s\-+6(s)h of G wto j?g(G, v) is continuous 

and satisfies Np(5(s)h) = Np(/z). 

The second assertion is an immediate consequence of the right-invariance 
of v. To prove the first, suppose first of all that h e C(G); then the continuity 
of s^&(s)h follows from (14.1.5.5). In the general case, if (hn) is a sequence of 
functions in .?fc(G) which converges to h in j£?£(G, p) (13.11.6), the rela¬ 
tion Np($(s)h - 5(d)hn) = Np(h - hn) shows that the sequence of functions 
s\-+&(s)hn converges uniformly on G to the function s i-> Hence the 
result (7.2.1). 

(14.10.6.4) In the same way, one shows that if h e «£?£(G, /?) wherep = 1 or 2, 
the mapping s\-^y(s)h of G into j£?£(G, /?) is continuous, and that Np(y(s)h) = 

(14.10.7) Let feS£\(G^ p) and let geJFl(G,ft). Then the integral 

J g(s~1x)(f(s) dp(s) is defined for all x e G, and the function f * g belongs to 

<&c(G) and satisfies the inequality 

(14.10.7.1) ll/*5ll^N2(/)N2«). 

For each x eG, the function s\-^g(s~1x) belongs to S£\(G, ft), and there¬ 
fore the first assertion follows from (13.11.7). Moreover, again from (13.11.7), 

J \g(s~lx)f(s)\ dp(s) Z (j |/(s)|2 ^))1/2(J \9(s~lx)\2 dp(s)) 

i r \ 1/2 
= N2(/)( \0(x~ls)l2 dm) 

= N2(/)N2(#) 

1/2 
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which is (14.10.7.1). If both / and g are in XC(G), then so is f*g\ since 
the formula (14.10.7.1) shows that the bilinear mapping (fg)^f*g of 
j£?£(G, p) x (G, p) into ^C(G) is continuous (5.5.1), and since Jfc(G) is 
dense in &l(G, p) and in JS?£(G,/?) (13.11.6), the values of the mapping 
(/> #) »-*/* g belong to the closure of C(G) in J’c(G) (3.11.4): that is, they 
belong to ^c(G) (13.20.5). 

Proposition (14.10.7) implies the following corollary: 

(14.10.8) Let A and B be two p-integrable sets in G. Then the function 
xb-+P(A n xB) is continuous on G and tends to 0 at infinity (13.20.6). If B"*1 
is also p-integrable, the function xh->/?(A n xB) is p-integrable, and we have 

J/?(A n xB) dfi(x) = /?(A)/?(B-1). 

If moreover neither A nor B w p-negligible, r/ie se/ AB"1 to a nonempty 
interior. Finally, for every subset A w/uc/z w j^-measurable and not P-negligible, 
t/ze set AA-"1 w a neighborhood of the neutral element e of G. 

We have <pA e i?2(G, /?) and <pB e if2(G, /?), hence we may apply (14.10.7) 
with f = (pa and g = cp#. Since (pB(s~1x) = ^(x”"1.?) = <pxB(.s), we have 

(<pA * <Pb)M = |9a n xbW = /?(A n xB). This proves the first assertion. 

If B"1 is also /?-integrable, then both <pA and <pB-i belong to S£X(G, p), and 

we can apply (14.10.6.2), which gives us the formula J p(A n xB) dp(x) = 

P(A)P(B~1). If the right-hand side of this formula is nonzero, it follows 
that p(A n xB) is not identically zero, and hence there exists a nonempty open 
set U in which the continuous function p(A n xB) is >0. This implies that 
U c= AB”1. Finally, to prove the last assertion, we observe that there exists a 
compact set K c= A which is not ^-negligible, so that we may assume that A is 
compact; but then P(A) = (<pA * (pA)(e) is >0> and it follows as above that 
there exists a neighborhood of e contained in AA_1. 

(14.10.9) Let f g be two locally p-integrable functions, g a measure on G. 
The two following conditions are equivalent: 

(a) f and g are convolvable and the function |/| * \jf\ is p-integrable: 
(b) g and f are convolvable and the function g(\g\ * |/|) is P-integrable. 

If these conditions are satisfied, we have 

o4-10-9-1) <$,/* *(/•/*)>=</*&**>. 
From (13.21.9) and (14.8.1), it follows that condition (a) means that the 
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function (s,x)h->#(x ls)f(x)=g(s 1x)f(x) is (g ® /?)-integrable, and the 
right-hand side of (14.10.9.1) is then equal to 

(14.10.9.2) 
r r 

j *. 
9(s 1x)f(x) dg(s) df)(x). 

Similarly, condition (b) means that the function (s, x)i->g(x)f(sx) is (g ® /?)- 
integrable, and the left-hand side of (14.10.9.1) is then equal to 

(14.10.9.3) g(x)f(sx) dg(s) dfj(x). 

But from the theorem of Lebesgue-Fubini and the left-invariance of /?, it 
follows that one of the integrals (14.10.9.2), (14.10.9.3) exists if and only if 
the other one exists, and then both are equal. 

PROBLEMS 

1. (a) Let g be a /8-measurable function of compact support on G. Show that / and 

g are convolvable and that/* g is continuous on G in the following two cases: 

(i) g is essentially bounded and /is locally /8-integrable; 

(ii) g g if£(G, /8), /is /S-measurable and f2 is locally /3-integrable. 

(b) Assume that G is unimodular. Show that if / e JSfJ/G, /3) and g e :Sf£(G, /9), 

where p ^ 1, q ^ 1 and - -f- - ^> 1, then / and g are convolvable, f*ge ^rc(0, B) 
p q 

where - = - H-1, and Nr(f * g) Ik Nq(f)Np(g) (W. Young’s inequality). (Consider 
r p q 

first the case where - -F - = 1, then use (14.10.6.1) and the Riesz-Thorin theorem 
p q 

(Section 13.17, Problem 7).) 

2. Let G be a compact group, j3 the Haar measure on G for which /8(G) — 1, and let 

A, B be two /9-integrable sets. Show that for each e > 0 there exists x g G such that 

/8(A n xB) ^ (1 -f £)/8(A)/9(B). Deduce that, for each integer n such that /9(A) > 1 In, 

there exist n points in G such that /8(*iA u x2 A u * • • u xn A) £. 

(Consider the sets Xj •Ca.) 

3. Let G be a compact commutative group, /3 the Haar measure on G for which /8(G) = 1, 

and g a /8-measurable function on G. Let (r„) be the orthonormal system of Rademacher 

functions (Section 13.21, Problem 10). Let a > 0 and let A be the set of x e G such 

that \g(x)\ > a. 
Let n be an integer 1 such that n • /8(A) 1. Show that there exists a /8-measur¬ 

able set B such that /8(B) £, and n points ..., j„ in G such that, if we put F(x, t) = 

rk(t)g(skx), the following is true: for each x eB, there exists a finite union I(x) of 
k= i 

intervals in [0,1] such that (i) A(I(x)) ^ i (A being Lebesgue measure); (ii) for all 
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t e I(x), F(x, t) > a. (Use Problem 2, and observe that, by virtue of the relation 
r„( 1 — 0 = for a given integer h e [1, n] the set of / e [0, 1] such that the 

numbers rh(t)g(shx) and £ rk(t)g(skx) have the same sign, has measure ;> £.) 
k&h 

4. Let G be a compact commutative group, jS the Haar measure on G for which j8(G) = 1. 

Let (Un) be a sequence of continuous endomorphisms of L£(G, j8), each of which 

commutes with all translations /«-*(yM/)~ e G- For each /e (G, /?) we 
denote by Un'f any function belonging to the class U„ •/ and we put 

£/* • /= sup Un'f. 
n 

For each a > 0, let E«(/) be the set of points x eG such that (U* -f)(x) > a. 

(a) Let / e &&(G, jS) be such that N2(/) ^ 1, and let n be an integer such that 

n • j8(Ea(/)) > 1. Let Ji,..., svi be points of G such that the union B of the sets sjlEJJ) 
n 

has measure j8(B) J- (Problem 2), and let F(x, 0=2 r*(t)f(skx). Show that for each 

jt gB there exists a finite union of intervals I(x) <= [0, 1] such that A(I(x)) ^ J and 

such that a: e Ea(F( *, 0) for all t e I(x). (Observe that if x e B there exists an integer 

m and an integer j e [1, n] such that (Um • f)(sjx) = 0, and apply Problem 3 to g = 

(b) Let S c [0,1] be a A-integrable set such that A(S) f. Show that there exists 

re S such that jS(Ea(F( •, r))) > (If H is the set of (x, t) e G x [0, 1) such that 

(U* • F( •, t))(x) > a, remark that for each x e B we have A(H(x)) ;> £, and deduce 

that 08 <E> A)(H) > *.) 
(c) For each M > 0, let SM be the set of t e [0, 1] such that N2(F( •, r)) ^ M. Show 

that A(SM) ^ 1 — n/M2. Deduce from (b) that if M2 ^ An there exists t e [0,1] such 

that both N2(F( *, 0) ^ M and j8(E«(F( ■ /))) > *. 
(d) Suppose that for each / e «£?r(G, /8) the function U* * /is finite almost everywhere. 

Show that there exists a constant C > 0 such that, for each /e jS) and each 

a > 0, we have (/3(E«(/)))1/2 ^ Ca-1N2(/) (E. Stein’s theorem). (Deduce from Section 

13.12, Problem 12 that there exists a constant c>0 such that for each function 

h e J2?i(G, /?) satisfying N2(/z) ^ M, we have jS(EcmW) < 4- Then make use of (c) 
above, taking M = a/c, h = F( •, t) and n — [£M2].) 

5. Let A be Lebesgue measure on R and let / be a compactly supported A-integrable 

function. Put 

6ff)(x) = sup 
h>e 

1 

2h !/(*-*) I dt 

for each e > 0, and 

= sup 4: C \f(x~t)\ dt> h> o 2n J 

these are lower semicontinuous functions on R (Problem 1) with compact support. 
6(f) is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function relative to/. 

(a) For each a > 0, let Ee>a(/) be the set of x e R such that 6&(f)(x) > a. Every 

compact set K <= E8>a(/) is contained in the union of a finite number of compact 

intervals I* (1 ^ k < n) such that a • A(Ifc) ^ f |/(t) | dt. 
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(b) Show that there exists a sequence of indices such that the intervals 
IfcJ are mutually disjoint and such that 

a( U A 5 2 i A(IkJ). 

(We may assume that no lk is contained in the union of the I/, such that h # k. Show 

that if we put Ifc= [ak,bk] and arrange the Ik so that ak^ak + u then necessarily 

ak<ak+1, b2k-i < a2k + i and b2k < a2k + 2, by considering three intervals with con¬ 

secutive indices. Deduce that the intervals I2fc-i are mutually disjoint, the I2k are 
mutually disjoint and that the k} may therefore be taken to be either the even indices 
or the odd indices.) 

(c) Deduce from (a) and (b) that if E*(/) is the set of x <= R such that > oc, 
then 

A(E„X/) r 1/(01 dt. 
OCJ _ oo 

(d) Let g be a nonnegative function in :S?r(A) such that (i) g(—t)=g(t); (ii) g is 

decreasing on [0, + oo[; (iii) jg(t)dt= 1. Prove that | (g * /)(x)| ^ for all 

x e R. (For each a > 0, let ]—h(oc), h(oc)[ be the largest open interval in whichg(t) > a. 
Show that 

/» + 00 pA(a) 

(g * f )(x) = doc I f{x -1) dt 
* o J —ft(a) 

/. + oo 

and observe that h(oc) doc = J.) 
J o 

(e) State and prove analogous results for functions which are integrable with respect 
to Haar measure on the torus T. 

11. REGULARIZATION 

(14.11.1) Let (fn) be a sequence of /?-integrable functions which satisfy the 
following conditions: 

(a) the sequence of integrals J |/n(x)| dp(x) is bounded; 

(b) the sequence of integrals Jfn(x) d/}(x) tends to 1 ; 

(c) for each neighborhood V of e, the sequence of integrals 

JCv 1/nWI dfl(x) tends to 0. 
Then 

(i) For each bounded continuous function g on G, the sequence {fn * g) 

converges uniformly to g on every compact subset of G. If g is uniformly 
continuous with respect to a right-invariant distance on G, then the sequence 

{fn * 9) converges uniformly to g in G. 
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(ii) If p^ 1 or 2 and g e J£?P(G), the sequence of norms Np((/„ * g) - g) 

tends to 0 as n tends to + oo. For each function g e Lg5(G), the sequence 
((//»' #)~) converges weakly to g in Lc(G), considered as the dual of L£(G) 
(12.15 and 13.17). 

(iii) Suppose in addition that the supports of the fn are contained in a 
fixed compact subset of G. Then for each measure p on G, the sequence of 
measures 

V * (fn ' P) ~ (M */n) • P 
converges vaguely to p (13.4). 

(i) For each xeG and each compact neighborhood V of e we have 
from the definitions 

9(x) - (fn * 9)00 = - Jv/»(s) dP(s)j 

+ f/„(s)(0(*) - g(s~ xx)) dp(s) 

- fn(s)g(s 1x)dP(s). 
jCv 

Let V0 be a compact neighborhood of e and let L be a compact subset of 
G. Since Vo‘L is compact (12.10.5), the restriction of g to Vq jL is uniformly 
continuous with respect to a right-invariant distance on G (3.16.5). Hence, 
for each e > 0, there exists a compact neighborhood V <= V0 of e such that 
\g(x) -^(j-1x)| g e for all xeL and all seV. Now choose n0 so that 

Jcv l/nCOI dP(s) ^ e and |1 - Jfn(s) dp(s)| e for all n ^ rt0. We have then 

l-^f„(s)dm\s2e, 

and therefore, for all xeL, 

0w(i-Jv/n(s)dm) Z2M*. 

{+ 

fn(s)(g(x) - g(s~ *x)) dp(s) ^ as, 
Jv 

If fn(s)g(s~1x)dP(s) ^ |] 5II £, 
IJCv 

where a = sup J |/„(.?) | dfi(s). Hence 

\g(x) - (fn*g)(x)I ^ (a + 3||$i|)e. 
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If g is uniformly continuous with respect to a right-invariant distance on G, 
the same argument applies, taking L = G. 

(ii) There exists a function h e JTC(G) such that Np(# — h) ^ e (13.11.6). 
By (14.10.6.1), it follows that Np((/„ * g) - (fn * h)) g aNp(g - h) g ae. Thus 
we are reduced to proving (ii) when g e jfc(G). Let S be the support of g. 
If V is a compact neighborhood of e, we have seen in (i) that /„ * g — g 
converges uniformly to 0 in the compact set K=Su VS. Next, if x $ K, 
we have 

(A * g)(x) - g(x) = !x) dfi(s) 

whence, by virtue of the Lebesgue-Fubini theorem and the invariance of 
Haar measure 

„ I (fn * g)(x) - g(x) | dfi(x) g 
CK 

f l/XOI • \g(s *x)| d(i{s) 
| Gv 

f l/„0)l • dfi(x) 

= N,(*) \fn(s)\ d(Ks)- 
Cv 

Since, on the other hand, the integral Jk | (fn * g)(x) — g(x) | dp(x) tends to 0 

with 1 jn, we see that 

N,( L*g-g)-+0, 

and as * g — g) <; (a + 1)||#||, the same is true of 

N2(/„ * g - gf ^ {a + 1)||0|| Nj(/„ **-*). 

Suppose now that g e (G), and let h e <£XC(G). If V is any compact 
neighborhood of e in G, we have 

<h,fn*g-g> 1 - ^fn(s)dm\h,g> 

' fn(s)dfi(s) 
CV 

g{s ix)h(x) dji{x) 
G 

+ Us) d(S(s) Kx)(g(x)-g{s-1x))dP(x). 
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But we have 

h(x)(g(x) - g(s~lx)) d[J(x) = 

and therefore, 

h(x)(g(x)- g^'xj) dp(x) 

g(x)(h(x) - h(sx)) d(i(x). 

For each e > 0, it follows from (14.10.6.4) that there exists a compact neigh¬ 
borhood V of e in G such that N^/z - y(s'1)/!) iS a for all s e V, and hence. 

f,(s)dm k(x)(g{x) - g(s Jx)) dfi{x) ^dHx(g)e. 

Choose n0 such that J |/„(s) | d[}(s) g s and 1 — Jf„(s) dfi(s) g s for all 

n^n0; then we have 

fn(s)dp(s))(h,g} 21 </z, p> | £> 

and 

us) ms) Jcv g(s lx)h{x) d(i(x) 
G 

and therefore, finally 

\<h,fn*g-g>\ ^(21 <h,g>| + 

for all n^n0, which shows that (/„ * g)~ converges weakly to g. 

Examples 

(14.11.2) Let (V„) be a fundamental system of neighborhoods of the neutral 
element e in G. Since the support of fl is the whole of G, there exists for each 
n a function /„ e JT+(G) with support contained in V„ and such that 

J /„(x) dfl(x) # 0 (13.19.1). Multiplying each /„ by a suitable constant, we 

may assume that j' fn(x) dji(x) = 1, and the sequence (/„) now satisfies 

the conditions of (14.11.1). We see therefore that every measure p on G 
may be approximated (in the sense of the vague topology) by a sequence 
of “ regularizations ” which are measures having a continuous density with 
respect to /? (14.9.3). 
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(14.11.3) Take G = R, and /? to be Lebesgue measure. Put 

(14.11.3.1) 9«(x) = 
(1 - x2)" 
0 

if *6 [-1,1], 
if |x| > 1. 

Let a„ — j"_ i g„(x) dx, and f„ = an 1gn. The sequence (f„) satisfies the condi¬ 

tions of (14.11.1). For 1 — x2 ^ 1 - |x| for 1 g x g 1, hence 

a„ ^ 2 f (1 - x)n dx = —, 
Jo n+ 1 

and therefore f„(x) 5= (« + 1)(1 — x2)" for all x e [— 1, 1], which proves that 
f„(x) ->• 0 uniformly on every compact interval not containing 0. Let p be a 
measure on R with support contained in [-■£, |], Then we have 

O * /JO) = an 1 g„(x - y) dp(y). 

and if x e [-£, i] this gives 

f 1/2 

(p * /JO) = 1 (1 - (X - y)2)" dp(y), 
J - 1/2 

showing that the function p */„ is equal to a polynomial function on [—i, i]. 
In particular, if p = h • /?, where h is a continuous function with support con¬ 
tained in [-£, i], we obtain from (14.11.1(i)) the theorem of Weierstrass on 
uniform approximation of continuous functions by polynomials on a compact 
interval (7.4.1). 

PROBLEMS 

1. If a locally compact group G is such that the algebra Jf(G) is commutative with 

respect to convolution, show that G is commutative. (Show by regularization that the 

algebra of measures with compact support is commutative.) 

2. Let G be a locally compact group, ft a left Haar measure on G. Show that the algebra 

L*(G, /3) has a unit element if and only if G is discrete. (Suppose that G is not discrete, 

and let f0 e /3); then there exists a compact neighborhood V of e such that 

J |/o(x)| dfi(x) < 1. Show that, if U is a compact symmetric neighborhood of e such 

that U2 c V, then K^u * f0)(x) | < 1 for almost all x e U, and hence that /0 cannot be 

the unit element of LHCL /?).) 
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3. Let G be a locally compact group, j3 a left Haar measure on G. If G # {e}, the 

algebra L*(G, 0) has zero-divisors ^0. To construct two nonnegligible functions 
/, g in S£X(G, ft) such that f * g is negligible, we may proceed as follows: 

(1) The case where G has a compact subgroup H ^ {e}. Take for /a character¬ 
istic function <pA and for g a function of the form cpsB — cpB, where A, B, and s are 

suitably chosen, and remark that AG(x) = 1 for all x e H. 

(2) The case G = Z. Show that we may take 

/(*) = 
1 

2n- 1 

1 

In + 1 

for all ne Z, and g=f. 

(3) The general case. Prove first of all that there exists a e in G such that 
A(a) — 1. The closure H in G of the subgroup generated by a is then either compact or 

isomorphic to Z (Section 12.9, Problem 10). In the former case, use the result of case 

(1); in the latter, take 

/(0= E a«i9u<.-n(0, 0(t)= Z PnCpanl](t) 
n = - oo n = - oo 

where the set U and the sequences (a„), (fi„) are suitably chosen with the help of 
case (2). 

4. Let G be a locally compact group, 0 a left Haar measure on G. In order that a subset 
H of -S?P(G, /?) (1 < + oo) should have a relatively compact image ft in LP(G, 0), 
it is necessary and sufficient that the following conditions should be satisfied: (1) ft 
is bounded in LP(G, 0); (2) for each e > 0, there exists a compact subset K of G such 

that Np(/<£>G-k) ^ € for all fe H; (3) for each s > 0, there exists a neighborhood V 
of e in G such that Np((y(s)f) — f) ^ e for all/e H and all s e V. (To prove that these 

conditions are sufficient, observe that if g e JT(G) and if L is a compact subset of G, 

then the image, under the mapping/i—>g */, of the set of restrictions to L of functions 

belonging to H is an equicontinuous subset of JT(G).) 

5. Let G be a locally compact group, 0 a left Haar measure on G, and fju a positive 

measure on G. Show that if A is a yu-integrable set and B is a universally measurable 

set in G, the function u : si—>/x(A n sB) is ^-measurable on G. If moreover B"1 is 
/3-integrable, then so is u and we have 

J/x(A n sB) dflis) = /x(A)0(B-1). 

(Use the Lebesgue-Fubini theorem and Problem 21 of Section 13.9.) Give an example 

of a measure /x such that the function si—>/u(A n sB) is not continuous. If p is a 

measure with basis 0 and if A is /u-integrable and B is universally measurable, then 
the function si—>/x(A n sB) is continuous on G. 

6. Let G be a locally compact group, G" a topological group, /a homomorphism of G 

into G' which is ^-measurable, where 0 is a left Haar measure on G. Show that/is 

continuous. (Observe that if we put g(x)=f(x~l)y there exists a compact non-0- 

negligible subset K of G such that the restrictions of / and g to K are continuous. 

Deduce that the restriction of/to K • K”1 is continuous, by using (12.3.8); then apply 
(14.10.8).) 
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7. Let G be a locally compact group. For each t e R% , let /xr ^ 0 be a positive bounded 

measure on G. Suppose that the mapping t\-+pit is continuous with respect to the 
topology ST2 (in the notation of Section 13.20, Problem 1), and that pLs + t = jjls* [xt 
for all s, / in R* . 

(a) Show that there exists a real number e such that ||/xr || = ec1, (Observe that the 
mapping t i—► ||/xr|| is lower semicontinuous, and apply Problem 6.) 

(b) Show that, as 0, /xr converges (with respect to S“2) to a Haar measure of 

total mass 1 on a compact subgroup of G. (Use (12.15.9) to show that there exists a 

sequence (sn) tending to 0 such that the sequence (/xsJ tends to a limit /x in the top¬ 

ology 2, and that jixf * /x = /xr = p- * pi, for all t > 0. Deduce that fis -> /x as 5 0, 
and that pu * /x = p~ Complete the proof by using Problem 5 of Section 14.7.) 

8. Let A denote Lebesgue measure on R". Let A be a bounded convex open set in Rn 

(Section 8.5, Problem 8), and let D(A) = A — A be the set of all x — y where x, y e A. 

The set D(A) is convex, open, symmetric and bounded. For each x ^ 0 in D(A), let 

p(x) be the unique real number, belonging to ]0, 1[, such that /o(x)_1x lies in the 

frontier of D(A). If we put p(0) = 0, then p is a continuous function on D(A) (Section 
12.14, Problem 12). 

(a) For each x e D(A), show that 

A(A n (A 4- x)) > (1 - p(x))"A(A). 

(Observe that if x ^ 0 and p{x)~lx — b — a where a, be A, then 

(I - p(x))A + p(x)b = (1 - p(x))A + p(x)a + x). 

(b) Show that 

(A(A))2 = f (cpA * q>A)(x) dX(x). 
J D(A) 

(c) Deduce from (a) and (b) that 

A(A) ^ f (1 - p(x)Y d\(x). 
J D(A) 

Prove that this integral is equal to 

r1 
A(D(A)) «/->( 1 - tf dt = ~~-A(D(A)). 

Jo (2n)\ 

(Split up the interval [0, 1] into m parts by means of an increasing sequence 

(4)o«*<m, and consider D(A) as the union of the sets defined by tk < p(x) tk+1; 
then let m oo.) 

Hence show that 

A(D(A)) g A(A). 

9. Let G be a locally compact group, ft a left Haar measure on G, and let V be a sym¬ 

metric compact neighborhood of e in G which does not contain any subgroup other 
than {e}. 
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(a) Let/be a continuous function on G, with values in [0, 1] and support contained 

in V, and such that/(e) > 0. Put 

g(x) =jf(xs)f(s) 

Show that for each z e G we have ||y(z)g — g\\ £ c\\y(z)f—/||, where c — J/($) dfiis), 

and that g(z) < g(e) if z ^ e. (If not, we should have y(z~1)/=/, which would imply 

that z*eV for all k.) 
(b) Let (f„) be a uniformly bounded equicontinuous family of positive functions 

with support contained in V, and suppose that for each n there exists a subset An c=V 

such that ||y(z)/„ — f„\\ ^ M for all n and all z e A„. Show that the set of functions 

9nix) =jfn(xs)fn(s) dfi(s) 

is equicontinuous, and that the same is true of the set of functions y(z)gn — gn where 

ze Art, for each n. 

10. Let G be a locally compact group and let w, v be two positive bounded functions on G. 

For each x e G let 

yv(x) = sup u(y)v(y~'ix). 
y e G 

(a) Show that w(x) = sup u(xy~1)v(y)f and that for each s e G we have 
yeG 

\\y(s)w - w\| <; ||t;|| • ||y(s)u - u\\. 

If A, B are the supports of w, v respectively, show that the support of w is contained 

in the closure of AB. 
(b) Suppose that u(x~*) = v(x). Show that, for all x9 x' in G, we have 

|w(x)- w(x')\ ^IIyM^-yCO^II • H|. 

(Observe that for each y e G we have 

Ml ’ IIy(*)*> - y(x')v\\ ^ - v(y~lx')) 

^ u{y)v{y~lx) ~ h>(x').) 

In particular, if v is continuous and compactly supported, then so is w. 

11. Let G be a locally compact group, and V a symmetric compact neighborhood of e in 

G such that V2 contains no subgroup =^{e}. For each integer i, let 1/ be the set of 

points x such that xk e V for 1 <| k /. As / -> + oo, the sets Uf form a fundamental 

system of neighborhoods of e in G (Section 12.9, Problem 6b)). Let nt be the largest 

integer n such that U" c V. Define a function ut on G as follows: 

k 
u,(e) = 1, u,(x)= 1-if JteUS-UlT1 

n, 
andw,(x) = 0if x$W. 

(a) Show that for all x e U( we have 
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(b) With the help of Problem 10, construct a sequence (h><) of continuous positive 

functions, with supports contained in V2, and such that || w,|| ^ 1 for all /, the sequence 

(w/) being uniformly bounded and equicontinuous and such that the set of functions 
niiyizdwi - wd is uniformly bounded as z, runs through U, for each / ;> 1. 

(c) With the help of Problem 9, construct a sequence (gt) of positive functions with 
supports contained in V4, which is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous and such 

that the set of functions nt(y(zi)gt gt) is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous as 

zi runs through U< for each / ;> 1; and such that for each function / which is the 

uniform limit of a subsequence of the sequence (#,), we have /(x) <f(e) whenever 
xi^e. 

12. Let G be a locally compact group with no small subgroups, and let V be a symmetric 

compact neighborhood of>, containing no subgroup of G other than {e}9 and such that 

for xjeV the relation x2 = y2 implies that x = y (Section 12.9, Problem 6(a)). A 

continuous homomorphism r\-~±X{f) of R into G is called a one-parameter subgroup 

of G (Section 12.9, Problem 7). The constant one-parameter subgroup r h+e is de¬ 

noted by 0. For each t e R, the one-parameter subgroup rh^X(tr) is denoted by tX. 

If X is a one-parameter subgroup of G, a continuous real-valued function / on G 

is said to be X-differentiable if the function r~l(y(X(r))f~f) converges uniformly 

on G to a limit Dxf as r-+0 in R. If so, then / is also /X-differentiable for all 

real t, and we have Dr*/= tDxf If /is X-differentiable, then for each x e G the 

function ri->/(X(-r)x) is differentiable on R, and its derivative is the function 
r^Dxf(X(~r)x). 

A continuous bounded real-valued function / on G is said to be adequate if there 

exists a neighborhood V of * in G such that ||-y(z)/~/|| t* 0 for all z e V. The functions 

/constructed in Problem 11(c) as limits of subsequences of the sequence (gt) are 

adequate. Show that, if/is adequate and if D*/exists for some one-parameter sub¬ 
group X t6 0, then Dxf^ 0. If on the contrary/is not adequate, then there exists a one- 

parameter subgroup X^0 such that D*/= 0. (Consider a sequence (a}) of elements 

i^e in G, tending to <?, and such that ||Y(q,)/-/|| = 0. Show that it can be assumed 

that there exists a sequence of integers rrij with the property that for all r e R the 

sequence converges to X(r), where X ^ 0 (Section 12.9, Problem 7).) 

13. The notation and assumptions on G and V remain the same as in Problem 12. Let 

(/) be a sequence of bounded continuous functions on G which converges uniformly 

on G to a function/. Let (aj) be a sequence of elements of G tending to e, and (ms) 
a sequence of integers >0. 

(a) Suppose that / is adequate and that the functions rnj{y(aj)fj — fj) are uniformly 

bounded. Then, for each neighborhood U of e, there exists a number e > 0 such that 

the relation \r\ < e implies alJmjl e U. (Suppose that U2 c: V. Let 

at = supmj\\y(aj)fj-fj\\; 
j 

by taking j sufficiently large, we may suppose that aj e U and ||y (z)fj —fj\\ ^P>0 

for all z e V — U. Show that we cannot have a* e V — U for k < ocmj/p, by using the 

inequality 

M g ||yW/-/|| + ||y(0/-/|.) 
(b) Suppose that the functions mj(y(aj)fj — fj) are uniformly bounded and uniformly 

equicontinuous, and also that for each r e R the sequence (alJmji) tends to X(r), 

where X is a one-parameter subgroup. Show that Dxf exists and is the limit of the 
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sequence (mj(y(aj)fj — /))). (It is enough to prove that if the sequence of functions 

(mj(y(cij)fj — fj)) converges to a function F, then Dxf exists and is equal to F. Fix 

a neighborhood W of e such that ||y(z)F — F|| ^ for all z £ W, then fix a real 

number S > 0 such that ojeW for 0 £ k < 8mj. Now show that for large j, and 

k < Smj, we have 

and deduce that \\r~l(y(X(r))f—f) — F|| ^ e for 0 ^ r < 8.) 

In particular, if the sequence (aljrmjl) tends to e for all re R, then the sequence 

fj)) tends uniformly to 0. 

14. (a) Consider the sequence (gt) constructed in Problem 11(c). Show that the sequence 

of numbers i/w, is bounded above. (Argue by contradiction, by supposing that there 

exists a subsequence (i(k))keN such that lim nm/i(k) = 0. Reduce to the case where 
k-+ oo 

the sequence (gm) converges uniformly to a limit g in G, and there exists a sequence 

of points cf(fc) e U"^ converging to an element c^e. Then there exists an element 

ai(k> £ Uf<*) such that 

llY(cf(*>)^(fc> ~~ = w<(fc)II Y(tf«*))#/(*> — gmII- 

Now use the hypothesis lim nUk)[i(k) = 0, Problem 7 of Section 12.9, and the definition 
k-+ oo 

of the Uj to deduce that for each r £ R the sequence («Cf(J5<fc>3) tends to e. Using Problem 

13(b), show that this implies that ||y(c)# —ffW = 0, contrary to the fact that g is 

adequate.) 

(b) Show that if g is the uniform limit of a subsequence of the sequence (#,), then 
g is X-differentiable for every one-parameter subgroup X. (Using (a) and Problem 

11(c), show that the functions i(y(X(\IO)gt - gt) form a uniformly bounded and 

uniformly equicontinuous set, and apply Problem 13(b).) 

15. Let G be a unimodular locally compact group and a Haar measure on G. Show that 

a function/£ P)is equal almost everywhere to a function which is uniformly 

continuous with respect to a right-invariant distance on G if and only if the function 

(s)/, with values in fi), is continuous at the point e. (To show that the 

condition is sufficient, consider a sequence (un) of functions belonging to +(G) 

such that Supp(*/„) c V„ (notation of (14.11.2)) and J u„(x) dft(x) = 1. Prove that 

Noo(w„ */—/) tends to 0 with \/n, by using (13.17.1) and the Lebesgue-Fubini 

theorem.) 

16. If (jl is any bounded measure on R, the integral 

is defined for every ze C such that Jz ^ 0, and is an analytic function of z in each of 

the half-planes Jz> 0, Jz< 0. It is analytic also at all x £ R which do not lie in the 

support of /x. The function F^ is called the Stieltjes transform of fx. 

(a) Let x0 £ R. Suppose that the restriction of \x to an open neighborhood V of 0 

has a continuous density g with respect to Lebesgue measure on V. Show that as y 

tends to 0 through positive values, ^(FM(x0 4- /») tends to a limit equal to Trg{xQ). 
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(b) Show that if the analytic function is identically 0 on the half-plane £z> 0, 

then = 0. (Replacing ^ by a regularization /x * (/• jS), show that 

Fp,f(z) = 
JJ t + u — z 

and use (a) to conclude that [x * (/• /?) is zero.) 

Let G be a holomorphic function in the disk B: |z| <1. Show that ^G(z) 0 for 

all z g B if and only if there exists a positive measure v on the interval [0, 2ir] such 
that 

f2* el9 -f Z 

G(z) = c • / + J o —dv (<p) (z G B) 

where ceR. (To show that the condition is necessary, note that for |z| < r < 1 we 

have 

1 /*2n YC^ "4” Z 
G(Z) = / • ./G(0) + — Pr(<p) dcp 

2tt j o ret(p — z 

where pr(q>) = 8$G(rei(p). Observe that the measurepr * A (where A is Lebesgue measure 

on [0, 2tt]) is positive and of total mass ^G(O), and use (13.4.3).) 

Deduce that for a function F holomorphic in the upper half-plane £z> 0 to be 

such that ^F(z) ^ 0 for all z in this half-plane, it is necessary and sufficient that there 

should exist a bounded positive measure ju, on R and two constants a2z0, b eR such 

that 

F(2)= CZ+6(1 +Z2) 
J t — z 

for £z > 0. (Map B onto the upper half-plane by means of zt—>/(l + z)j( 1 — z)). 

(a) Let A be Lebesgue measure on R, and let / be a A-integrable function. For each 

h > 0, put 

/(.(•*) = ^J f(x-t)dt. 

Show that, for almost all x s R, f„(x)-*/W as 6->0 + (Lebesgue’s theorem). (If we 

put (Section 12.7, Problem 8) 

ROOM - lim sup|/„M -/Ml 
h-*0 

then R(f-g) = R(/) for all g g jf(R); also R(/) g 0(f) + |/|, with the notation of 
Section 14.10, Problem 5. Use Section 14.10, Problem 5(c) to deduce that the set of 

jc g R such that R(f)(x) > a has measure zero, for all a > 0.) 
(b) Let (gn) be a sequence of nonnegative functions in *^(R), satisfying conditions 

(a), (b), and (c) of (14.11.1); assume also that gn(-t) = gn(t) and that gn is decreasing 

in [0, + oo [. Show that as n -» oo, (gn * /)M -*•/(*) almost everywhere in R (Lebesgue’s 

theorem). (Same method, using Section 14.10, Problem 5(d).) 

(c) State and prove analogous results for Haar measure on the torus T. 



CHAPTER XV 

NORMED ALGEBRAS AND SPECTRAL THEORY 

The spectral theory of operators, which we have already encountered in an 
elementary aspect in Chapter XI, is one of the masterpieces of modern 
analysis. Its main object is to obtain, for linear operators on a Hilbert or 
prehilbert space satisfying suitable continuity conditions, an analog of the 
classical theorem of algebra which assigns a canonical form (by means of 
“Jordan matrices”) to an n x n matrix over C (or, equivalently, to an endo¬ 
morphism of a ^w/te-dimensional complex vector space). In Chapter XI we 
have seen how this result, suitably modified, can be extended to compact 
operators. But there is another much less obvious generalization, due to 
Hilbert and his successors, which applies to a wider class of operators: in 
particular, to continuous self-adjoint operators (11.5), and more generally 
to normal operators (15.11). Just as in the classical case a self-adjoint (or 
normal) matrix over C has a canonical form which is a diagonal matrix, the 
continuous normal operators can all be described in terms of a single model: 
namely multiplication Mfu) :/i—>(w/)~ in a space L£(p) by the class of an 
essentially bounded function u (15.10). The Lebesgue theory intervenes here in 
an essential way (even if we begin with a self-adjoint operator which comes 
from a differential equation as regular as we please (Chapter XXIII)), and it 
is no exaggeration to say that the occurrence of Lebesgue theory in spectral 
theory and related fields such as harmonic analysis and the theory of repre¬ 
sentations of locally compact groups is the principal reason of its importance 
in Analysis. 

A modern account of spectral theory does not follow the path mapped out 
by Hilbert, but uses a much more elegant and powerful method based on the 
theory of normed algebras inaugurated by Gelfand and his school. In this 
chapter we shall concentrate mainly on normed algebras with involution 
(15.4), because these are the ones which arise in spectral theory. But the 
general theory of normed algebras, and especially the fundamental concepts of 
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spectrum and Gelfand transformation (15.3), have found many other applica¬ 
tions in modern analysis, notably in the theory of analytic functions. Some of 
these applications are touched on in the problems, and the reader interested in 
this aspect is referred to [35] and [29]. 

The central part of this chapter is the study of representations of algebras 
with involution, which enables such an algebra, given “abstractly,” to be 
“realized” as an algebra of operators on a Hilbert space. 

The essential notion in the modern development of this theory is that of a 
Hilbert form, which is closely related to that of a Hilbert algebra (15.7). We 
shall study in detail only two particular aspects of the theory of Hilbert 
algebras: the first (15.8) prepares the way for the theory of representations of 
compact groups (Chapter XXI), and the second (15.9) for spectral theory and 
harmonic analysis (Chapter XXII). The reader who wishes to go further 
(notably in view of the deep and difficult theory of representations of locally 
compact groups) is warmly recommended to read the two beautiful volumes 
by J. Dixmier ([24] and [25]) which dominate the subject. 

The Hilbert spectral theory (15.10 and 15.11) appears in our treatment as 
an immediate particular case of the general theorem of Bochner-Godement 

(15.9). It can be reached more directly and rapidly (Section 15.10, Problem 2) 
from the Gelfand-Neumark theorem (15.4), but it seemed to us to be more 
instructive to deduce it from a much more powerful theorem which is the 
cornerstone of harmonic analysis, even if this requires a small additional 
effort. 

The applications of spectral theory are not limited to those referred to 
above. Among the most celebrated we should mention at least the following: 
(1) one of the most elegant theories in Analysis, namely the “moment 
problem” inaugurated by Stieltjes, with its many ramifications (analytic 
functions, orthogonal polynomials, Jacobi matrices, continued fractions, etc), 
which fits admirably into the theory of unbounded Hermitian operators; 
(2) the interesting relations between ergodic theory and spectral theory; 
(3) perturbation theory. Some of the important results of these theories are 
mentioned in the problems, and the reader is referred for more ample informa¬ 
tion to the works [20], [28], [30], and [32] in the References. 

1. NORMED ALGEBRAS 

When we speak of algebras in this chapter, we shall always mean algebras 
over the field of complex numbers C. A normed algebra is defined to be an 
algebra A endowed with a norm xh» \\x\\ (5.1) satisfying the inequality 

(15.1.1) \\xy\\ g ||x|| • y\\ 

for all x, y in A. 
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If also A has a unit element e and is not the zero algebra (in other words, 
if e 56 0) we shall always assume that the norm satisfies the additional condi¬ 

tion 

(15.1.2) M = 1. 

The inequality (15.1.1) shows that the bilinear mapping (x,y)t-+xy of 
A x A into A is continuous (5.5.1). 

A complete normed algebra (i.e., a normed algebra in which the under¬ 
lying normed vector space is a Banach space) is called a Banach algebra. 

It is clear that every subalgebra B of a normed algebra A (if A has a unit 
element e, we require that B contains e), endowed with the restriction to B of 
the norm ||*||, is a normed algebra. If m is a closed two-sided ideal of A, then 
the quotient algebra A/m, endowed with the norm (12.14.10.1) induced by 
||jt||, is again a normed algebra. For if *, y are two elements of A/m, then for 
each e > 0 there exist * e * andyey such that 

Ml £ ||*|| + e, \\y\\ g llyll + a, 

from which it follows that ||*y|| ^ (||*|| + e)(\\y\\ + e); since xy e xy and since 
e was arbitrary, this shows that ||*j>|| ^ ||*|| • ||j>||. If moreover A has a unit 
element e, and if m # A, then e is the unit element of A/m and is ^0, hence 
\\e\\ S Ml = 1 by definition, and on the other hand ||e|| = ||e2|| :g \\e\\2, which 
implies that ||e|| ^ 1. Hence \\e\\ = 1, and so A/m is a normed algebra. 

(15.1.3) Let A be a normed algebra. Then the closure in A of a subalgebra 
of A (resp. of a commutative subalgebra, a left ideal, a right ideal) is a sub¬ 
algebra (resp. a commutative subalgebra, a left ideal, a right ideal). 

By virtue of (5.4.1) and the principle of extension of identities, this follows 
directly from the continuity of multiplication in A, by the same proof as 
in (5.4.1). 

If A, B are two normed algebras, an algebra isomorphism u : A B is 
said to be a topological isomorphism if it is bicontinuous, that is if (5.5.1) there 
exist two real numbers a > 0 and b > 0 such that a ||*|| ^ ||w(*)|| ^ b ||*|| for 
all * g A (5.5.1). The isomorphism u is said to be isometric if in addition we 
have ||w(*)|| = ||*|| for all * e A. 
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Examples of Nor me d Algebras 

(15.1.4) For each nonempty set X, the set ^C(X) of bounded complex-valued 
functions on X is a commutative Banach algebra with respect to the norm 
(7.1.1) and ordinary multiplication of functions: the inequality (15.1.1) is 
clearly satisfied, the constant function 1 is the unit element of ^C(X) and 
satisfies (15.1.2). If X is a topological space the subspace ^(X) of bounded 
continuous functions on X is a closed subalgebra of ^C(X). If X is metrizable, 
separable and locally compact, the space (X) (13.20.5) of continuous func¬ 
tions which tend to 0 at infinity, and the space JTC(X) of continuous functions 
with compact support, are ideals in the algebra (X), the former being the 
closure of the latter. 

(15.1.5) If X is the closed disk \z\ ^ 1 in C, then the set s/(X) c= <^C(X) of 
continuous functions on X which are analytic in the interior \z\ < 1 of X is a 
closed subalgebra of #C(X), by virtue of the theorem of convergence of analytic 
functions (9.12.1). 

(15.1.6) We have already seen (11.1) that the algebra j£?(E) of continuous 
endomorphisms of a complex normed space E is a normed algebra (in general 
noncommutative) with the identity mapping 1E of E as unit element (the 
inequality (15.1.1) in this case is just (5.7.5), and the relation (15.1.2) is 
obvious). Furthermore, if E is a Banach space, then ^f(E) is a Banach algebra 
(5.7.3). 

The set of compact operators in $£(E) is a closed two-sided ideal by virtue 
of (11.2.6) and (11.2.10). 

(15.1.7) Let G be a separable metrizable locally compact group. The set 
Mc(G) of bounded measures on G, endowed with the convolution product 
(2, p)\-+ X * p and the norm (13.20.1) is a Banach algebra. For in this case the 
inequality (15.1.1) is just (14.6.2.1) with n = 2; the unit element ee (the Dirac 
measure at the neutral element e of G) is such that ||ec|| = 1; and Mc(G), being 
the dual of the normed space #£(G) (13.20.6), is complete (5.7.3). The sub¬ 
space of Mc(G) consisting of measures with base a left Haar measure /? on G 
can be identified (together with its norm) with the Banach space L£(G, /?), 
because Nx(f) = ||/• p\\ (13.20.3), and it follows from (14.9.2) that if G is 
unimodular, Lc(G, /?) is a closed two-sided ideal in Mc(G). We shall always 
identify Lc(G, ft) with this ideal (the identification of course depends on the 
choice of /?). Under this identification, Jf^G) is identified with a subalgebra 
(14.10.5) of Mc(G), which is not, in general, an ideal (unless G is compact 
(14.9.1) ) and, in general, is not closed, because its closure is Lc(G, /?) (13.11.6). 
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Remark 

(15.1.8) An algebra A over C, endowed with a topology, is said to b< 
normable if its topology can be defined by a norm with respect to which P 
becomes a normed algebra in the sense defined above. For this it is necessar 
and sufficient that the topology of A should be definable by a norm, anc 
should be compatible with the vector space structure of A, and that the map¬ 
ping (x, y)\-*xy of A x A into A should be continuous for this topology 
Clearly these conditions are necessary. To see they are sufficient, observe thai 
if ||jc|| is a norm defining the topology of A, then there exists a constani 
a > 0 such that \\xy\\ ^ a • ||jc|| * M for all x, y in A (5.5.1). If we replace 
the norm \\x\\ by the equivalent norm (5.6.1) a||jc|| = ||jc|| 1? then clearl} 
\\xy\h S IM!i ' Mi- This establishes our assertion in the case where A has nc 
unit element. If A has a unit element e ^ 0, we consider for each jc e A the 
left translation Lx : yi-*xy; this is a continuous endomorphism of the 
normed space A, and we have Lx+x, =LX + Lx> and Lkx = XLx for all 2eC 
and Lxx> = Lx o Lx,. In other words, the mapping xt~>Lx is a homomorphism 
of the algebra A into the algebra J£(A) of continuous endomorphisms of the 
normed space A. Moreover, this homomorphism is injective, because the 
relation Lx = 0 implies x = xe — Lx(e) = 0. Now we have \\LX\\ rg a ||x|| (5.7) 
and on the other hand, ||x|| = \\xe\\ ||LX|| • ||e||. It follows that if we put 
||x||2 = ||TJ, then ||x||2 is a norm on A which is equivalent to the given 
norm ||jc|| (5.6.1), and for which A is a normed algebra. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let A be the C-algebra of complex-valued functions defined and k times continuously 

differentiable on [0, 1]. Show that the function 

Ml = £ i sup !*<*>« | 
ft = 0 hi Oscr^l 

on A is a norm for which A is a Banach algebra. 

2. Let (a„) be a sequence of real numbers >0 such that a0=l, am + n^aman and 

lim anIn — 0. Let A denote the set of all formal power series x — $nTn with the 
n-* oo n = 0 

oo 

complex coefficients such that ^ a«l£n| < + 00 • Show that A is a subalgebra of the 
n = 0 

00 

algebra C[[T]] of formal power series in T, and that ||x|| = an|£n| is a norm on A 
n = 0 

for which A is a Banach algebra with unit element. 
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3. Let ^(X) be the set of continuous functions on the closed unit disk X : \z\ ^ 1 in C 

which are analytic in the interior \z\ < 1 of X. For each pair of elements x, ye j^(X) 

we define 

(x * y)(Q = £ f x(C - tQy(tQ dt 
Jo 

for all £ e X. Show that this product makes s/(X) a commutative algebra without a 

unit element, and that with respect to the norm induced by the norm on ^C(X) the 
algebra j^(X) is a Banach algebra. 

4. (a) Let Cl be the set of finite real-valued functions wonR belonging to L*(R, A) 

(where A is Lebesgue measure) such that co(—t)= cu(0, o»(0 0 for all /eR, and 

such that oj is decreasing on [0, + oo [. Every function w e Cl is the uniform limit of an 

increasing sequence (cu„) of step functions belonging to Cl. Put 

V(oj) = co(0) + f+°°a>(r)<*. 

If 601,602 e £), show that cot * cu2 e Cl and that V(a)i * co2) ^ V^*) • V(co2) (consider 

first the case where one of calf a>2 is a step function). 

(b) Let stf denote the set of A-measurable complex-valued functions / on R such that, 

for at least one function co e O, the function |/|2a>-1 is A-integrable (with the conven¬ 
tion that 0 • (+ oo) = 0). We have Cl c ^. For each function /e put 

Nb(/) = 
I/COIf 
co(t) *) 

1/2 

Show that also 

Deduce that is a complex vector space and that NB is a seminorm on A. (Observe 

that if a, b, a, are real and >0, then 

(« + «a a2 62 

a + jB = a + j8 0 

Show that j* c ^(R, A) n JSf£(R, A) and that Nx(/) ^ NB(/) and N2(/) ^NB(/). 

(c) Let fe£?lr\ 3?1 be the function defined as follows: f(x) — 1/n2 if 2" — 1 ^2n 

(n an integer ^ 1 ),/(*) = 0 otherwise. Show that 

(d) For each function fe show that there exists cofe Cl such that 

(Consider a sequence (con) of functions belonging to Cl such that V(ton) — NB(/) and 

such that the sequence of integrals J |/|2o)n_1 dX tends to NB(/). Then consider the 

function lim sup cu„, and use Fatou’s lemma.) 
n~* oo 

(e) The subspace Jf of A-negligible functions is contained in By passing to the 

quotient, NB induces a norm on the space A = sf/Jf. Show that, with respect to this 

norm (denoted by NB(/) or ||/||), the space A is a Banach space. (If (/„) is a sequence in 
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stf such that (/„) is a Cauchy sequence in A, show that the sequence (cofn) converges in 

J2?1, and that the sequence of classes of the functions \fn\2coj^ converges in L1.) 

(f) Let I„ be the interval [—n,n] in R and sf 1I„ the set of functions belonging to 

whose support is contained in I„. Show that, for each fe $2, the sequence of functions 

fcpin tends to/in The topologies defined on st 1I„ by NB and by the seminorm N2 

are equivalent. Deduce that the space oT(R) is dense in and that the Banach space 

A is separable. 
(g) If/and g are two functions belonging to show that 

\f*g\2 ^ l/l2, \g\2 

(Of * OJg (Of COg 

Deduce that NB(/ * g) ^ NB(/)NB(#) and hence that A is a commutative Banach 

algebra (called Beading's algebra). It has no unit element. 

5. Let A be a normed algebra with no unit element. On the set A = A x C, define a 
C-algebra structure as follows: 

(x, A) -f (x', A') = (x + x', A + A'), 

(x, A)(x', A') = (xxr + Ax' 4- A'x, AA'), 

jLt(x, A) = ({MX, fAA). 

Show that (0, 1) is the unit element of A, and that ||(x, A)|| = ||x|| +[A| is a norm on 

A for which A is a normed algebra, and a Banach algebra if A is a Banach algebra. 

2. SPECTRUM OF AN ELEMENT OF A NORMED ALGEBRA 

In this section we shall assume that A is a normed algebra with unit 
element e ^ 0. For each x e A, a complex number C is said to be a regular 
value for x if x — (e has an inverse in A. The complex numbers £ that are not 
regular values for x are called the spectral values of x. The set of spectral 
values of x is called the spectrum of x (in A) and is denoted by SpA(x) or 
Sp(x). When A is the algebra $£(E) of continuous endomorphisms of a normed 
space E ^ {0}, these definitions agree with those of (11.1). 

Examples 

(15.2.1) For each X e C, it follows from the definition that SpA(2e) = {X} 
and that SpA(x + Xe) = SpA(x) + X, for all x e A. 

(15.2.2) Every ( e C such that x — £e is a (left or right) zero-divisor in A is a 
spectral value of x, but the converse is not true (Section 11.1, Problem 3). 
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(15.2.3) Let P(X) = a0 4- oqX + • • ■ + anX" be a nonconstant polynomial 
with complex coefficients, with ocn ^ 0. For each x e A, put 

P(x) = a0e 4- axx + • • • 4 ocnxn e A. 

For each complex number /i, we can write P(X) — p in the form 

P (X)-M = o£/1(X~-21)---(X-2n), 

where the A} are complex numbers (9.11.2). Since the subalgebra of A genera¬ 
ted by e and x is commutative, we have 

P(x) — pe = a„(x — Ate) • • • (x — An e). 

Hence P(x) — pe is invertible in A if and only if all the x — A}e are invertible 
in A; consequently ^eSpA(P(x)) if and only if A} e SpA(x) for at least one 
value of y, and since fj, = P(^) for each j, this condition is equivalent to 
H e P(SpA(x)). Therefore 

(15.2.3.1) SpA(P(x)) = P(SpA(x)). 

Suppose now that 0 $ P(SpA(x)), so that P(x) is invertible in A. Let Q(X) 
be another polynomial with complex coefficients, and put 

R(X) = Q(X)/P(X). 

Then we may form the element Q(x)(P(x))-1 = (P(x))mlQ(x) of A, which we 
denote by R(x). Then we have 

(15.2.3.2) SpA(R(x)) = R(SpA(x)). 

For, replacing R by R — ji for some jj.eC if necessary, we have to show 
that R(x) is invertible if and only if 0 ^ R(SpA(x)); or equivalently that Q(x) 
is invertible if and only if 0 £ Q(SpA(x)). But this follows from (15.12.3) if 
Q is not a constant, and it is obvious if Q is a constant. 

(15.2.4) Let A be a Banach algebra with unit element e ^ 0. 
(i) The multiplicative group G of invertible elements of A is open in A, 

and contains the ball ||x — e\\ < 1. The topology induced on G by that of A is 

compatible with the group structure of G. 
(ii) For each x e A, the set Kx = C — SpA(x) of regular values for x is 

open in C, and the mapping C h-> (x — (e)~1 of Rx into A is analytic. 

(iii) The set SpA(x) is compact and nonempty, and is contained in the ball 
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For (i), we have only to copy the proof of (8.3.2), replacing J£?(E; F) by A, 
and H by G. This proof shows also that the mapping xi—►x"1 of G into G is 
differentiable. Again, the proofs of (ii) and (iii) are identical (apart from nota¬ 
tion) with those of (11.1.2) and (11.1.3). 

(15.2.5) (Gelfand-Mazur theorem) Let A be a Banach algebra. If A is 

a field, then A = Ce. 

If xe A, there exists XeC such that x — Xe is not invertible, by virtue of 
(15.2.4(iii)). But since A is a field, this implies that x = Xe. Hence A = Ce. 

(15.2.6) Let Abe a Banach algebra with unit element e ^ 0, and let x be an 

invertible element of A such that ||x|| = II*”11| = 1. Then SpA(x) is contained 

in the unit circle U. 

If B is the disk |C| g 1 in C, it follows from (15.2.4(iii)) that Sp(x) <z B and 
Sp(x"1) c B. Since Sp(x-1) = (Sp(x))"1 by (15.2.3.2), the result follows. 

(15.2.7) (i) Let A be a normed algebra. For each xeA, the sequence 

(||xn||1/rt) is convergent, and its limit to equal to inf (||x”||1/M). 
n 

(ii) If A is a Banach algebra with unit element e ^ 0, then the number 

p(x) = lim(||xnH1/n) is equal to the radius of the smallest disk with center 0 
n-+ oo 

which contains SpA(x). 

(i) Put an = ||xn||. Since the result is obvious if x is nilpotent, we may 
assume that an > 0 for all n. Clearly we have an+p g an ap by virtue of (15.1.1). 
Let m be an integer >0. Then every integer n > 0 is uniquely of the form 
n = p(n)m + q(n\ where p(n) and q(n) are integers and 0 ^ q(n) < m, and we 
have \imp(n)/n = \jm. Hence from above we see that a1/n ^ aj,(n)/n a^, 

n-+ oo 

and since q(n) takes only m distinct values as /2-»oo, it follows that 
lim sup a*/n <; aUm. This is true for all integers m, and therefore 

n-+ oo 

lim sup a1/w ^ inf a1/n g lim inf a^/n, 
n-+ oo n n-> oo 

which proves (i) (12.7.11). 
(ii) If |C|>p(x), then for each r satisfying p(x) < r < |£| we have 

[|(C_1x)"|| g (r/ |(D" for all sufficiently large n; hence the series with general 
term is convergent, and its sum is (e - (8.3.2.1). Conse¬ 
quently C $ SpA(x). Conversely, if 0 < r < p(x), the function (e-£~1x)~1 
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cannot be defined and analytic in the region |(| > r, because the function 
£ y-+(e - £x)_1, which is analytic and equal to the sum of the series (£*)" 

n 

for all sufficiently small |£|, would then be equal to the sum of this series for 
|^| < r_ 1 by virtue of (9.9.1) and (9.9.2). But this is absurd, because if 
pixy1 < r'~l < r~\ we have ||(^jc)n|| ^ (|£|r')n for all sufficiently large n, 

and (|£|r')" tends to +oo as n tends to +oo when |£| > r’~l. 

The number p(x) is called the spectral radius of x. We have 

(15.2.7.1) p(x) ^ ||x||, 

(15.27.2) p(xk)~(p(x))k 

for all integers k ^ 0, by virtue of (15.2.4(iii)) and (15.2.3.1). 

(15.2.8) (i) Let A, B be two Banach algebras with nonzero unit elements 

e, e' respectively, and let u : A-+B be an algebra homomorphism such that 

u(e) = e'. Then SpB(u(x)) a SpA(x) for all x e A. 
(ii) In particular, suppose that A is a closed subalgebra of B, having the 

same unit element. Then SpB(x) c SpA(x), and every frontier point of SpA(x) 
belongs to SpB(x). Hence, if SpA(x) has empty interior, we have SpB(x) = SpA(x). 

(i) If £ g C is such that x < t>e is invertible in A, then u(x — (e) = 
u(x) — Ce' is invertible in B, whence the result. 

(ii) The first assertion is a particular case of (i). To prove the second 
assertion, it is enough to show that if X0 is a frontier point of SpA(x), then 
x — X0e is not invertible in B. Now, by hypothesis there exists a sequence 
(2n) of regular values for x (in A) tending to X0 . For each n ^ 1, the inverse 
(x — Xn e)~1 of x — Xn e in A exists, and is therefore also the inverse of x — Xne 

in B. If X0 <£ SpB(x), the sequence ((x — Xne)~l) would tend in B to the inverse 
y of x — X0e in B (15.2.4(ii)). But since A is closed in B, we should havej e A, 
so that y would also be the inverse of x — X0 e in A, which is absurd. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let A be a normed algebra with no unit element. Then A can be considered as a 

closed two-sided ideal in the normed algebra A defined in Problem 5 of Section 15.1. 

For each xe A, the spectrum of x in A (denoted by Sp(*) or SpAC*)) is defined to be 

the spectrum of x in A, and p(x) is the spectral radius of x considered as an element 

of A. 

HUNT LIBRARY ^ 
CARNEGIE-MELLON UH1YERS 

’ITTSfniRGH, PENNSYLVANIA 1 
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(a) Let A be a Banach algebra, and put b — inf (||*2||/||x||2). Show that 

inf 
*#0 

p(x) 

11*11 
^ Vb 

ivi cm c: rx. 

(b) If x, y are two elements of a Banach algebra A, show that the intersections of 

Sp(xy) and Sp(yx) with C — {0} are equal, and hence that p(xy) ~ p(yx) (cf. Section 

11.1, Problem 2). 

2. Let A be a Banach algebra with unit element. 

(a) If x e A has a left (resp. right) inverse y, then each x' e A such that 

II*'-*11 <ll>ri 
has a left (resp. right) inverse. 

(b) Let (xn) be a sequence of elements of A, each of which has a left (resp. right) 

inverse y„. If the sequence (x„) converges to x, and if the sequence (>>„) is bounded, 

then x has a left (resp. right) inverse. 

3. Let A be a normed algebra. For each x e A, let Lx (resp. Rx) denote the continuous 

linear mapping y \->xy (resp. y\-+yx) of A into A. The element x is said to be a left 

(resp. right) topological zero-divisor if Lx (resp. Rx) is not a homeomorphism of A 

onto its image. 

(a) Give an example of a left topological zero-divisor which is not a left zero-divisor 
(cf. Section 11.1, Problem 4). 

(b) For each x e A, put 

A(x)= inf ||xj>||/|M|, 

Show that 

|A(*) — Ao>)| <; 1| x— j'H, 

A(*)A0) S A(x>') 5 ||x||AOO, 

A'(*)= inf 11^*11/11^11. 
y* 0 

|A'(x)-A'0>)| ^ llx-^ll, 

A'(x)A'(y) ^ A'(xy) < A'(x)||^||. 

Deduce that the set of left (resp. right) topological zero-divisors is closed in A. 

(c) Let A be a Banach algebra with unit element. If x e A is not left-invertible but 

is the limit of a sequence (x„) of left-invertible elements, then x is a right topological 

zero divisor (use Problem 2(b)). Deduce that the set of elements of A which are neither 
invertible nor topological zero-divisors is open in A. 

(d) In the algebra <stf(X) (15.1.5), show that the identity function lx is neither 
invertible nor a topological zero-divisor. 

4. Let A be a Banach algebra with unit element e, in which the only right topological 

zero-divisor is 0. Show that A == Ce. (Consider the frontier points of Sp(x) and use 
Problem 3(c).) 

5. (a) In a Banach algebra A with unit element, an element x is said to be topologically 

nilpotent if the sequence (x")n>1 tends to 0. Show that x is topologically nilpotent 
if and only if p(x) < 1. 

(b) An element x e A is said to be quasi-nilpotent if p(x) = 0, or equivalently if 

(Ax)" tends to 0 as n tends to + oo, for all scalars A. A quasi-nilpotent element is a left 
and right topological zero-divisor. 

(c) Let wbea continuous endomorphism of a Banach space E. If lim ||w"(r)||i/n == 0 
n-+ oo 

for all t e E, show that u is quasi-nilpotent in the Banach algebra A = -S*(E). (Observe 
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that, if A e C — {0}, the series with general term un(t)/Xn+l is convergent for all t e E, 

and use the Banach-Steinhaus theorem (12.16.5).) 

6. Let E be a separable Hilbert space and let (en)n^i be a Hilbert basis of E. Let A be 
the Banach algebra ^(E). 

(a) Let we A be the endomorphism such that u(en) = 2~nen+1. Show that u is quasi- 

nilpotent, but not nilpotent. 

(b) Define a sequence (a„) as follows: if n is the product of 2k and an odd number, 

then a„ = e~k. Let v e A be the endomorphism defined by v(en) = ocnen + 1. Show that 

v is not quasi-nilpotent. (Observe that ||i;k|| = sup (am am+i • • • am+*_i), and evaluate 
m 

OC1OC2 • • * a2r_ 1-) 

(c) For each integer k, let vk e A be the endomorphism defined as follows: vk(en) = 0 

if n is the product of 2k and an odd integer, vk(e„)= oc„en + 1 otherwise. Show that 

vk is nilpotent and that ||u — yk|| tends to 0 in A as k tends to -f oo. Hence the set 

of quasi-nilpotent elements of A is not closed. 

7. Let A be a Banach algebra with unit element e. The radical of A is defined to be the set 
9? of elements x e A such that p(ax) = 0 for all a e A. If x e SR, then also p(xa) = 0 

for all ae A, and 9ft is a closed two-sided ideal, equal to the set of all x such that 

e — ax is invertible for all ae A. (Observe that if u is invertible and x e 9ft, then 

u — ax is also invertible for all a e A.) Every element of 9ft is quasi-nilpotent. If $ is a 
left ideal all of whose elements are quasi-nilpotent, then 3 c 9ft. If aft = {0}, the algebra 

A is said to be without radical. In any case, A/9ft is without radical. If tt : A A/9ft is 

the canonical homomorphism, then SpA(x) = SpA/<r(tt(x)) for all x e A. 

8. Let E be a Hilbert space and let A = -^(E) be the Banach algebra of continuous 
endomorphisms of E. 

(a) Let we A. If w is not injective, then w is a left zero-divisor. If w(E) is not dense 

in E, then w is a right zero-divisor. If w is injective and w(E) is dense in E but not equal 

to E, then w is a left and right topological zero-divisor, but not a zero-divisor. 

(Remark that there exists a sequence (x„) of elements of E such that ||xj = 1 for all rt, 
and such that lim u(xn) = 0.) 

n-*oo 

(b) If u is surjective but not injective, or if u is injective and w(E) is closed in E but 

distinct from E, then u is an interior point of the set of non-invertible elements of A 
(use Problem 3(c).). 

(c) Show that A is without radical (show that if the radical were ^ {0} it would 
contain an orthogonal projection of rank 1). 

9. Let A be a Banach algebra with unit element e. For each x e A the series 

xn 
’ * H—: + * *' 

n\ 

is convergent; its sum is denoted by exp(x). If x, y are two elements of A which 

commute, then exp(x -f y) = exp(x) exp(y). In particular, the image of C under the 

mapping £ h-»exp(£x) is a connected subgroup of the group G of invertible elements 

of A. 
For each x e A such that \\e — jc|| < 1, the series with general term —(e — x)njn 

(n 1) is convergent. If its sum is denoted by log x, then we have exp(log x) = x. 

Show that the subgroup of G generated by exp(A) is the connected component 

of the neutral element of G. Consider in particular the case where A is commutative. 
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An element x of A is of the form expO) for some ye A if and only if x is contained 

in a connected commutative subgroup of G. (To prove that this condition is sufficient, 

reduce to the case where A is commutative.) 

10. Let A be a Banach algebra with unit element e. Let G be the group of invertible 

elements of A, and Go the connected component of the neutral element of G. 

(a) If x e A is such that x" = e for some integer n > 0, show that xeG0. (Observe 

that the spectrum of x is finite, and deduce that the set of complex numbers A such 

that Ax + (1 — X)e is invertible is connected.) 

(b) Suppose that A is commutative. Show that every element of G/G0 (other than 
the neutral element) has infinite order. (Remark that if x e G and x" e G0, then 

x" = exp(j) for some ye A, whence (x exp(— (l/ri)y))n = e\ now use (a).) 

11. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with unit element e. Let x e A and let 

K = SpA(x). Suppose that K has the following property: there exists a fundamental 

system of neighborhoods U„ of K such that the frontier of each U„ is the union of a 

certain number of disjoint simple closed curves which are images of circuits ynk 

(1 <:k p„); the frontier of Un + i is contained in U„, and if a function F is analytic 

in a neighborhood of 0„ — U„+u with values in a complex Banach space, then 

Pn r Pn+1 r 

£ [ F(D4=Z I f(04; 
*= 1 Jynk k= 1 Jvn+ 1, k 

finally, if F is analytic in U„, then y f F(£) dt, =* 0, and for all z e U„, 
*= 1 Jynk 

i f F(D<« 
F(r) = — £ j-. 

2777 ft. 1 Jynk L,e — z 

(These properties can be proved by using Problem 4(b) of the Appendix to Chapter 

IX; see Chapter XXIV for another proof.) 

(a) Let V be a neighborhood of K, and/an analytic function on V with values in C. 

Show that, for each n such that U„c V, the element 

1 Pn 

— y 
2777* 7c = 1 

f fme-x)-'di 
J Vnk 

of A is independent of n. We denote it by /(x). If W is another neighborhood of K, 

and g an analytic function in W with values in C, and if/(£) = #(f) for all £ in some 

neighborhood of K contained in V n W, then f(x) = g(x). 

(b) If /(£) = 1, then /(x) = e. If /(£) = £, then /(x) = x. (Use Cauchy’s theorem 

(9.6.3) to reduce the problem to integration around a circle with center 0 and 

radius >p(x), so as to be able to expand (£e — x)-1 as a power series in £_1.) 

(c) If h ~f+g (resp. h =fg), where/and g are analytic in a neighborhood of K, 

then h(x) ~ f (x) -f- gix) (resp. h(x) =f(x)g(x)). (For the second assertion, express 

f(x) in terms of a neighborhood U„ and #(x) in terms of U„ + x; observe that 

(Ae - x)~'(ixe - x)-1 = y~L- ((pe - x)~'— (Xe - x)~l) 
A — jJL 

and use the Lebesgue-Fubini theorem.) 

(d) If/is analytic in a neighborhood of K, with values in C, then Sp(/(x)) = /(Sp(x)). 

(Observe that if A e Sp(x) we have f(\)e —fix) = (Ac — x)#(x) for a suitably chosen 

function g.) In particular,/(x) is invertible in A if and only if /(£) ^ 0 on Sp(x). 
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(e) Let / be an analytic function on a neighborhood of Sp(*), and g an analytic 

function on a neighborhood of Sp(/(*)). Show that, by restricting the open set on 

which/is defined, if necessary, the function h = gof\% defined, and that h(x) = g(f(x)). 

(f) In particular, if Sp(*) is contained in the disk |£| <1, then for each a eRthe 
series 

*+ E 
n = 1 

xn 

converges in A to an element y which commutes with x, and Sp(y) is the image of 

Sp(*) under the mapping £*-+(1 + £)“ (with the determination (1 + £)“= 1 when 
£ = 0). In particular, if a = \/m where m is an integer > 0, then ym — 1 -f jt, and we 
write 

y~(eJr x)1,m. 

12. With the same hypotheses as in Problem 11, let (Kbe a partition of Sp(*) 

into compact sets. For each /, let U, be a neighborhood of Kj, such that the Uj are 
n 

pairwise disjoint. Let / be the analytic function on (J U* which takes the value 1 on 
*_ i 

Uj and 0 on U* for k^J. Show that es = f}(x) is idempotent in A, that esek — 0 

whenever k ^y, and that £ej — e. 
j = i 

(b) Let A be an isolated point of Sp(*), and let 

(£«-•*)"'= £ (£ - Xfa* (an 6 A) 
n — — oo 

be the Laurent expansion of (£e — x)~1 in a neighborhood of A. If ek is the idempotent 

corresponding to {A} in the partition of Sp(x) consisting of {A} and Sp(*) — {A}, then 
ek(Xe — x)k = (—l)ka-k-i for all k^O. 

(c) Let B be the subalgebra of A generated by e and In order that Sp(xr) should 

consist of only a finite number of points, which are poles of (£e — x)-1, it is necessary 
r 

and sufficient that B should be finite-dimensional. (If (£e — x)_1 = £ Fj(Oaj> where 
j=i 

the Fj are scalar rational functions, then all powers of x are linear combinations of 

the a}. Conversely, if B is finite-dimensional, there exists a polynomial/, not identically 

zero, such that fix) = 0. Then Sp(*) is contained in the set of zeros of/; if A is a zero 

of /, of order p, show also that (Ae — x)pek = 0.) 

(d) Let U be an open neighborhood of Sp(x), having only finitely many connected 

components U j, and let /be an analytic function on U. Show that f(x) = 0 if and 

only if the following conditions are satisfied: (1) for each index j such that Sp(x) n XJj 

is either infinite or else contains an essential singularity of (£e — x)"1, we have 

/|U f = 0; (2) every pole of order p of (£e — x)~1 is a zero of /, of order ^p. (For the 

necessity of (2), argue as in (c>.) 

13. Let A be a Banach algebra with unit element, and U an open set in C. Show that 

the set Cl of elements x e A such that SpA(*) cUis open in A. If / is analytic on U, 

then the mapping xk/(x) of Cl into A is indefinitely differentiable. 

14. Let A be a Banach algebra with unit element denoted by 1. 

(a) For each pair x, y of elements of A and each £ 6 C, show that p(eZxye~Zx) = p(y). 
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(b) If x, y g A are such that 

||eCxy e {*|| A|[y|| (k a constant >0) 

for all £ e C, show that xy = yx. (Use Liouville’s theorem and the Taylor 
of the function £ ^eixye^ix at £ = 0.) 

(c) If H*21| = ||:*||2 for all x e A, show that A is commutative. (Observe tf 

p(*) = \\x\\ for all xe A, and apply this relation to e’ixye~tix\ then use (; 

(d) Show that, if there exists a constant k > 0 such that \\yx\\ ^ A||*y|| 

in A, then A is commutative. (Apply the inequality with e~ix in place of 
in place of y, and use (b).) 

(e) Let a e A be such that 

||(n + £ • 1)*|| < \\x(a + £ * 1)|| 

for all £ e C and all xeA. Prove that a belongs to the center of A. (Pro1 

each £ e C and all integers n^>n0 (where n0 depends on £), 

for all y e A; then let n tends to -f oo and use (b).) 

<1 

15. Let A be a Banach algebra with unit element e, and let C be a commutat 

subalgebra containing e. Show that there exists a commutative Banach 

B of A containing C such that SpB(x) = SpA(*) for each x e C. 

3. CHARACTERS AND SPECTRUM OF A COMMUTATIVE BANA 

ALGEBRA. THE GELFAND TRANSFORMATION 

Let A be a commutative algebra (over C). A character of A 
to be any homomorphism % of the algebra A into C which is r 

cally zero. Because %(2x) = Xy{x) for all scalars 2, this cor 
equivalent to x(A) = C. If A has a unit element e ^ 0, then 
(otherwise x(x) =x(ex) = x(e)x(x) — 0 for all xe A); it follows thal 
because x(e)2 = ;c(<?2) = *(«)• 

An ideal m ^ A in A is said to be maximal if there exists no id( 
that m # n, rt 7^ A and m c: rt. If A has a unit element, m is maxir 
only if A/rrt is a (commutative) field. 

(15.3.1) Let A he a commutative Banach algebra with unit element 

(i) For each xeA and each character x of A, we have x(x) e l 

(ii) Every character x of A is a continuous linear form with no) 

(iii) The mapping X^X~l(^) a bijection of the set of chara< 

onto the set of maximal ideals of A (which are therefore closed). 

Assertion (i) is a particular case of (15.2.8(i)). It follows (15.2." 
Ix(x)| S ||x||, which shows (5.5.1) that x is a continuous linear 1 
norm gl; and since x(e) = 1 and ||<?|| = 1, we have \\x\\ = 1. Fin 
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X(A) = C, the quotient algebra A/m is a field isomorphic to C, hence m is 
maximal. Conversely, let rt be a maximal ideal of A. The fact that rt is closed is 
a consequence of the following lemma: 

(15.3.1.1) If a ^ A is an ideal in A, then its closure a is an ideal ^A. 

For the complement Qa contains the set G of invertible elements of A, 
which is open in A (15.2.4(i)), and hence G is contained in the complement 
of a. 

Applied to the maximal ideal n, this lemma shows that h = rt, because 
ft =3 rt and rt ^ A. The quotient normed algebra (15.1) A/n is therefore a 
Banach algebra (12.14.9) which is a field because rt is maximal, hence bv the 
Gelfand-Mazur theorem (15.2.5) is isomorphic to C. In other words, there 
exists a unique homomorphism x : A -» C such that x(e) = 1 and %_1(0) = rt, 

and the proof of (iii) is complete. 

(15.3.2) Let Abe a Banach algebra with unit element e ^ 0. The set X(A) of 

characters of A is a subset of the unit ball ||x'|| :g 1 in the dual A' of the Banach 

space A, and is closed in A' with respect to the weak topology (12.15). If A is 

separable then X(A) is metrizable and compact for the weak topology. 

In view of (12.15.9) we need only prove that X(A) is a closed subset of A', 
or equivalently that if u lies in the closure of X(A) in A' for the weak topology, 
then w> = <x, w)(y, u) for all x, y e A, and <e, = 1. But this follows 
from the continuity of the mapping wh(x, u> of A' into C (for each x e A) 
and the principle of extension of identities. 

The set X(A), endowed with the topology induced by the weak topology 
on A', is called the spectrum of A. For each xe A, the mapping x^li*) of 
X(A) into C is denoted by ^x or Ax, and is called the Gelfand transform of 

the mapping xh-^^x of A into CX(A) is called the Gelfand transformation. 

Hence we have by definition, for all x e A and all x 6 X(A), 

(15.3.3) &x)(x) = x(x). 

(15.3.4) Let A be a separable commutative Banach algebra with unit element 

e # 0. 
(i) The Gelfand transformation xv-^^x is a continuous homomorphism of 

the Banach algebra A into the Banach algebra #C(X(A)) such that \\@x\\ = 
p(x) ^ || jc|| and such that <&e is the constant function 1. 

(ii) The set of values of the continuous function &X on X(A) is equal to 

SpACx). In particular, for x to be invertible it is necessary and sufficient that 

&x should not vanish on X(A). 
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For each x e A, the mapping x^(^x)(x) = X(x) is continuous on X(A), 
by the definition of the weak topology. Moreover, we have 

(9(xy))(x) = x(xy) = X(x)x(y) = ((9x)(x))((9y)(x)) 

and therefore &(xy) = (^x)(^y). The relation &e = 1 is obvious. The equality 
\\&x\\ = p(x) will follow from (ii) and the definition of p(x) (15.2.7). Consider 
therefore the first assertion in (ii). We know already that x(x) e Sp(x) for all 
x e A and x e X(A) (15.3.1). Let us show conversely that, for each X e Sp(x), 
there exists a character x such that x(x) = X, or equivalently that x(x — Xe) = 0. 
Since x — Xe is not invertible, the ideal A(x — Xe) generated by this element is 
distinct from A. In view of (15.3.1 (iii)) we are therefore reduced to proving 
the following lemma: 

(15.3.4.1) In a separable commutative Banach algebra A with unit element 

every ideal a ^ A is contained in a maximal ideal. 

Let (xn) be a dense sequence in A. We define inductively an increasing 
sequence (a„) of closed ideals ^ A (n g: 0) as follows. Take a0 = a (which is 
distinct from A, by (15.3.1.1)). In the quotient Banach algebra A/an-x con¬ 
sider the image xn of xn and an element Xn of its spectrum (which by (15.2.4) is 
not empty), so that xn — Xn e (where e is the canonical image of e in A/ <*„_!) 
is not invertible in A/an_x. It follows that the ideal a' in A generated by 
an_x and xn — Xn e is distinct from A, and therefore a„ = is distinct from A. 
The union m' of the ideals a„ is therefore also an ideal #A, and hence 
the closure rrt of m' is also an ideal ^A. We shall show that rrt is maximal, 
which will complete the proof. If e" is the unit element of A/m, and x" the 
image of xn in A/m, then by construction we have x" = Xn e"\ in other words, 
all the x" belong to the closed subalgebra (5.9.2) Ce" of A" = A/m. Since 
they form a dense subset of A" (3.11.4), it follows that A" = Ce", and there¬ 
fore m is maximal. 

Remarks 

(15.3.5) It should be noted that the Gelfand transformation xf—^x is 
not necessarily injective. For example, if x is nilpotent but not zero, say 
x* = 0, then the image of Sp(x) under £ i-+ £ * is {0} ((15.2.3.1) and (15.2.1)) and 
therefore Sp(x) = {0}, hence x(x) = 0 for all characters x> although x # 0. 
This example also shows that \\^x\\ need not be equal to ||x||. But even 
if ^ is isometric (in which case the image ^(A) is closed in #C(X(A)) (3.14.4)), 
9(A) may not be equal to %C(X(A)) (15.3.8). 
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(15.3.6) Suppose that there exists an element x0 e A which, together with e, 

generates a dense subalgebra of A (in other words, as P runs through the set 
C[X] of polynomials in X with complex coefficients, the subalgebra consisting 
of the P(jc0) is dense in A). Then the mapping x xi*o) a homeomorphism of 

X(A) onto SpA(x0). 

Notice first that the elements P(x0) for which the coefficients of the poly¬ 
nomial P are of the form a + Pi with a and ft rational, form a dense subset 
of A, and therefore A is separable. The mapping x'-^xixo) is continuous 
and surjective (15.3.4), and X(A) is compact and metrizable (15.3.2); hence 
it is enough to show that this mapping is also injective (3.17.12). But if 

Xi(*o) = Xiixo) for two characters Xu Xz> then also *i(P(*o)) = *2(P(*o)) 
for all polynomials P; since Xi and Xi are continuous on A, we deduce 
that Xi = Xi (3.15.2), and the proof is complete. 

Examples of Spectra and Gelfand Transformations 

(15.3.7) Let X be a metrizable compact space and A = ^C(X) the Banach 
algebra of continuous complex-valued functions on X. Then the characters 
of A are the Dirac measures ex(xeX) (13.1.3), and the mapping xb-*ex is a 
homeomorphism of X onto the spectrum X(A). For in this situation we have 
A' = MC(X), since every measure on X is bounded (13.20), and the weak 
topology on A' is by definition the vague topology (13.4). A character is 
therefore a measure p # 0 (because g(l) = 1). We shall show that Supp(/z) 
consists of a single point. If Supp(/z) contained two points a # b, then a and b 

would have disjoint neighborhoods U and V, respectively, hence we should 
have functions / and g belonging to A, with supports contained in U and V, 
respectively, and such that p(f) # 0 and pig) =£ 0. But then fg — 0 so that 
p(f)p(g) = pifg) = 0, giving a contradiction. If Supp(/i) = {x}, then the 
relation ex(f) = 0 implies p(f) = 0, and therefore (A.4.15) there exists a 
scalar a such that p = aex; since p( 1) = 1, it follows that a = 1. The continuity 
of the mapping xh-+ex is immediately seen: for each fe A, we have 
</, ex — eXo) = fix) — /(x0), and since / is continuous, for each S > 0 there 
exists a neighborhood V of x0 in X such that |/(x) — f(x0)| ^ 6 for all x e V. 
In order to prove that is a homeomorphism, it is enough (12.3.6) to 
show that this mapping is injective; and this is clear, because eXl and eX2 have 
distinct supports if Xj # x2 . We have (^/)fe) = ex(f) = fix) for all x e X 
and all fe A, and therefore when we identify X and X(A) by means of the 
mapping Xh~+sx> the Gelfand transformation becomes the identity mapping. 

(15.3.8) Let D be the closed unit disk |C| ^ 1 in C, and let A = ^/(D) be the 
closed subalgebra of ^C(D) consisting of the continuous functions on D which 
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are analytic in the interior of D (15.1.5). We shall show that the characters of 
A are again in this case the restrictions to A of the Dirac measures ex(x e D). 
From this it will follow (15.3.7) that xh^ex is again a homeomorphism of D 
onto the spectrum X(A). Let f0 be the canonical injection of D in C; then it is 
enough to show that f0 and the unit element 1 of A generate a dense subalgebra 
of A (for it is clear that SpA(/0) = D, and the result will then follow by (15.3.6)). 
Now, let A0 denote the subalgebra of A consisting of the functions which are 
restrictions to D of functions analytic on some neighborhood of D in C. This 
subalgebra is dense in A, because for each integer n > 0 and each function 
fe A, the function fn which is the restriction to D of the mapping 

C^/((«/(« + 1))0 

of ((n + 1)/«)D into C clearly belongs to A0, and fn -+/ uniformly on D as 
+oo (3.16.5). On the other hand, every function fe A0 is the uniform 

limit (in D) of a sequence of polynomials Pn, namely the partial sums of the 
Taylor series for / at the point 0 (9.9.1 and 9.9.2). Hence the set of poly¬ 
nomials in C is dense in A, and our assertion is proved. We remark that here 
the Gelfand transformation is isometric, but ^(A) is distinct from ^C(X(A)). 

(15.3.9) Let B be the Banach algebra consisting of the restrictions to the 
unit circle U : |CI = 1 of the functions belonging to the algebra A of (15.3.8). 
Then the restriction mapping/i—>/| U is an isometric isomorphism of A onto B: 
this is an immediate consequence of the maximum modulus principle (9.5.9), 
which implies that ||/|| = ||/|U||. Here the mapping x\-*zx of U into X(B) is 
again continuous and injective; but it is no longer a homeomorphism, because 
all the characters of A can be identified with characters of B, and therefore 
X(B) = X(A) = D. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let X be a metrizable compact space and B a subalgebra of ^C(X) containing the 

unit element. Assume that B is equipped with a norm ||jc||b which makes it a Banach 
algebra. 

(a) Show that ||x||B ^ IMI (the norm on ^CW)> by remarking that cp(t): 
is a character of B for all teX. Deduce that 0 is the only quasi-nilpotent element of B. 

(b) Show that 9 is a continuous mapping of X into X(B). If B separates the points 

of X (7.3) then 9 is a homeomorphism of X onto a closed subset of X(B). 

(c) Suppose that, for each function x e B, the conjugate x belongs to B, and that if 

x e B is such that x(r) ^ 0 for all / e X, then the inverse x~l of x in ^C(X) belongs to 

B. Show that in these conditions the mapping 9 is surjective. (Let m be a maximal 

ideal of B, and let Z be the set of all t e X such that x(r) = 0 for all x e m. Show that 
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Z is not empty: if Z were empty there would exist a finite open covering (Vj) of X, 

and for each j a function ^em such that Xj(t) =£ 0 for all t e Vj; now consider the 

function XjXj, which belongs to m.) 
j 

(d) Deduce from (b) and (c) that the spectrum X(A) of the algebra of Section 15.1, 

Problem 1 can be canonically identified with the interval [0,1]. 

2. Show that the spectrum of the algebra A of Section 15.1, Problem 2 consists of a 

single point, and that the unique maximal ideal of A is the radical of A (Section 15.2, 

Problem 7). 

3. In the algebra sf(X) of Section 15.1, Problem 3, show that ||jc"|| ^ ||*||n/(n — 1)!, and 

deduce that j^(X) is equal to its radical. Deduce that j/(X) has no characters (use 

Problem 5 of Section 15.1). 

4. Let B be the Banach subalgebra of ^C(D) (notation of (15.3.8)) generated by ^/(D) 

and the function |/0| : £ i—► |£|. Show that X(B) is homeomorphic to the set of points 

(jCi, x2, *3) e R3 such that x\ + x\ ^ x\ and 0 ^ x3 ^ 1. (Remark that B contains 

all functions of the form £ t—>#(|£|), where g is a continuous function on [0,1], and 

that B also contains the subalgebra A0 of ja^(D) introduced in (15.3.8). To show that 

lx(/o)l ^Xd/ol) f°r characters x °f B, consider the function £(£ — (|£| -f e))~l, 
which belongs to B for all e > 0. 

5. The space /£ (6.5) becomes a Banach algebra without unit element under the multipli¬ 

cation (£n)(r)n) = (£nr)„). Let A be the Banach algebra obtained by adjoining a unit 

element to /£ (Section 15.1, Problem 5). Show that X(A) may be identified with the 

compact subset of R consisting of + co and the integers ^1 (use the fact that /£ 

can be canonically identified with its dual). The Gelfand transformation then 

becomes the identity mapping, and ^a(A) is a nonclosed dense subalgebra of 

Vd(X(A)). 

6. (a) Show that the dual of the underlying Banach space of the Beurling algebra A 

(Section 15.1, Problem 4) can be identified with the space of classes of A-measurable 

comp lex-valued functions g such that 

II9II2 = sup —1— f \g(t)\2o>(t) dt < +oo, 
V(ou) J - O, 

where the supremum is taken over the set of functions wefi such that V(o>) > 0. 

Then ||#|| is the norm on the dual A' of A. Show that 

llffll2 = sup—1—- f \g(t)\2dt. 
n 2n 4- 1 J-n 

The canonical bilinear form </,g> (where/e A and g e A') is then equal to 

J - oo 

(b) Deduce from (a) that the characters of the Banach algebra A obtained by ad¬ 

joining a unit element to A (Section 15.1, Problem 5) have as their restrictions to A 
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/* 4- oo 

the linear forms /f—> I f(t)eilit dt, where £ is real. (A character corresponds to the 

class of a A-measurable function g such that g(s 4 t) = g(s) -f g(t) almost everywhere 

with respect to the Lebesgue measure A <x) A on R2. Deduce first that g is continuous, 

by observing that if gi —g * p is a regularization of g, then gi(s-\-1) = g(s)g1(t). 

Deduce then that g(t) — eCr, with JeC, and show that £ must be pure imaginary.) 

7. Let jd be the complex vector space of A-measurable functions x on [0, 4- oo [ such that 

p|| = Jo m\ sh 2t dt < + 00. 

(a) Show that, for all x, y in the function 

(xOy)(u) = dt 
pu + t 

x(s)y(t) ds 

belongs to (use the Lebesgue-Fubini theorem). The mapping (x, y)\-*x Oy 

defines on jd the structure of a commutative algebra. Let J/' be the subspace of 

A-negligible functions; then A = jdjjV' is a commutative Banach algebra without 

unit element. 

(b) Every continuous linear form on A is of the type 

p + co 

x i—► x(t)co(t) dt 
Jo 

where w is A-measurable and such that |co(/)| ^ M sh 2t almost everywhere, M being 

a suitable positive constant. Deduce that every character x of the algebra A obtained 

by adjoining a unit element to A, such that x IA is not identically zero, corresponds 
to a function cj such that 

pt + s 

ay(s)co(t) = oj(u) du 
Jl«-s| 

almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue measure on [0, 4 oo [ x [0, 4 oo [. Show 

that, by replacing co by an equivalent function, we may suppose that co is continuous 

and indefinitely differentiable and satisfies the relations ou(0) == 0 and 

(o'(s)co(t) — <*>(t 4 5)4 co(t — jf) 

whenever s < t. Deduce that oj(t) = 2(sin pt)/p where p is a complex number, and that 

the condition | a)(t) \ ^ M sh 2t imposes the restriction | J^p | ^ 2. The complement 

in X(A) of the character which vanishes on A can be identified with the orbit space of 

the group consisting of the identity and the symmetry £h->—£ acting on the locally 

compact subspace of C consisting of the complex numbers p with \Jp\ S 2. 

8. Let X be a compact space and B a Banach subalgebra of ^C(X) (with respect to the 

induced norm) which contains the unit element and separates the points of X. Then 

the compact space X can be canonically identified with a closed subset of X(B) 
(Problem 1). 

For every function fe B, the function ^B/ extends / and is such that 

||/||= sup |(^b/Xy)I: *n other words, is an isometric isomorphism of B 
X 6 X(B) 

onto a Banach subalgebra of ^C(X(B)) (cf. Problem 1). Show that if 0 then 
*(*«/) 2;0. (Consider the function e~f e B.) 
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9. With the hypotheses of Problem 8, a representative measure of a character x e B is 

a positive measure /x on X such that x(/) = J^/d/x for all/e B; such a measure /x 

must have total mass 1. A quasi-representative measure of x is a complex measure 0 

on X such that jxfdS = cx(f) f°r aU /e where c is a constant, or equivalently 

such that d0== 0 for all functions /e Ker(x). 

If jtx is a quasi-representative measure for x, then v • g is a quasi-representa¬ 
tive measure, for any reB. 

A Jensen measure for x is defined to be a positive measure /x on X such that 

log IxCOI ^ Jx l°g I/I dp, for all/e B. (Since log |/[ is ju,-measurable and bounded 

above on X, the above integral is either finite (if log |/| is jit-integrable) or equal 

to — oo; we make the convention that log |x(/)| = — °o if x(/) — 0.) 

(a) For each fe *fR(X), put M(/) = sup(log 1x001), taken over the set of i/eB 
such that |w| ef. Then we have 

inf f(x) ^ M(/) rg sup/(x); 
xex xeX 

M(a) = a if a e R is a constant; and M(/) -f- M(g) ^ M(/-f- g). Also, for each inver¬ 

tible function u in B, we have M(log|w|) = log|x(w)|, and M {8fat) = ^x(w) for all weB. 

For each /e#R(X), the limit Q(/) = lim t~lM(tf) exists and is finite (Section 
t-+ + oo 

12.7, Problem 10) and has the following properties: inf/(x) ^ Q(/) ^ sup/(x); 
* e X * e X 

Q(tf) = *Q(/) for all / 0; Q(/-f g) ^ Q(/) + Q(g). For p, to be a Jensen meas¬ 

ure for x> it is necessary and sufficient that Q(/) < dp, for all /e #R(X). Hence 

deduce the existence of at least one Jensen measure for x (Section 13.3, Problem 2). 

(b) Every Jensen measure for the character x is a representative measure for x- 

(Observe that if /e B is invertible in B, then log lx(/)l = j*x log I/I dp., and replace 

/ by ef or eif.) The set 9R(x) of representative measures for x, and the set $(x) of 

Jensen measures for x are convex, vaguely compact subsets of MR(X). 

(c) If the real parts of the functions belonging to B are dense in #R(X), then there is 

only one representative measure for x (which is therefore the unique Jensen measure 

for x)- In this case B is said to be a Dirichlet algebra. 
(d) The algebra B defined in (15.3.9) is a Dirichlet algebra (use (7.4.2)). For the 

character />-*/(0), the normalized Haar measure on U is the unique representative 

measure. 

10. With the hypotheses and notation of Problem 8, put 

Dp(/x) = inf (\u\>dp 
usB, X(u) = 1 J 

where p is any positive measure on X, and 0 < p < -h oo. 

(a) If 0 <p < r < -f oo, then 

Dp(/x) ^ (T>r(p))p,r(pQQ)(r~p)Jr 
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(use Holder’s inequality). Deduce that the function /?i->Dp(/x) is continuous on the 

right on ]0, + oo [. (Use the fact that this function is upper semicontinuous.) If 

/x(X) = 1, then 0 Dp(ft) ^ 1 for 0 <p< +oo. 
If p> 1 and if fe $£p{\it) and ge &q(p) (where 1/p + l/q = 1) are positive 

functions, then 

* /*) ^ CD,(/P * a0)1/p * (W * /x))17*. 

If/x(X) = 1, then for each positive function fe ^x(p), we have 

Di(/* ft) ^ (Dp(/P • ft))1/p. 

(b) If DP(/x) = 1 for some jp > 0, show that p is a representative measure for 

(Observe that, if reB is such that x(v) = 0, then *(exp(tv/p))= 1 for all f>0; 

show that h dp ]> 0 by making t tend to 0, and deduce that J@v dp = 0.) 

(c) Conversely, if p is a representative measure for then Dp(/x) = 1 for allp i> 1. 

Show that Dp(/x) = 1 for all p > 0 if and only if p is a Jensen measure for * (use 

Section 13.11, Problem 12(e)). 

(d) Let p be such that 1 <Lp < + oo and Dp(ft) > 0. Show that there exists a function 

h e 5Pq(p) (where (1 Ip) 4- (1 /q)~ 1) such that Nq(h) = 1 and 

(D = juh dp 

for all weB. (Use the Hahn-Banach theorem, Proposition (13.17.1) and Problem 1 

of (13.17).) If p > 1, the measure \h\q • /x is a representative measure for 

11. With the hypotheses and notation of Problem 8, for every function /^> 0 belonging 

to &\p), put J„(/) = exp|J*log|/| dfjuj (with exp(-oo) = 0). A representative 

measure p for x ls said 1° he hyperextremal if every representative measure for x 
with base p is necessarily equal to /x; it is then an extremal point of the convex set 

9ft(x) (Problem 9). 
(a) Let p 1. For a positive measure /x of mass 1 on X to be a Jensen measure for 

X, it is necessary and sufficient that Dp(/* ft) Jp(/) for all functions/ ^ 0 belonging 

to Sel(p) .(To show that the condition is sufficient, consider the function (|w| + e)~p, 

where u e B and e > 0.) 
(b) Let p ^ 1 and let p be a positive measure of mass 1 on X. Then the following 

conditions are equivalent: 

(a) /u is a hyperextremal representative measure for x- 
(p) p is a representative measure for and Dp(/* p) ^ Jp(/) for all functions 

0 belonging to &l(p). 
(y) ft is a representative measure for and for each fe ££l(p) such that/* p 

is a quasi-representative measure for we have J J / tfftj Jp(|/|). 

Moreover, if these conditions are satisfied, then p is a Jensen measure for and 

Dp(/* ft) = Jp(/)for all/? ^ 1 and all functionsf^Z 0 belonging to £>l(p). 

(To show that (a) implies (/?), prove that if p is hyperextremal and p 1 and 

/>0 belongs to -S?p(/x), then (Dp(/P • p))llp <[ Di(/• p): for this, use Problem 10(d). 

Then use Problem 10(a) to deduce that if f g are ^>0 and belong to S£l(p), then 

&i(fg • ft) ^Di(/- p)Dx(g • /x). Conclude that, for all functions /!> 0 in 3?l(p), we 
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have Dx(/* p) Q/2 n dfij for all n j> 1, and use Problem 12(e) of Section 13.11. 

Use this problem also to show that (y) implies (a).) 

(c) Let p 7> 1 and let /x be a positive measure on X. For each measure 6 on X, let 

dd/dfj, denote the function h (defined up to equivalence) which features in the Lebesgue 

decomposition (13.18.4) 6 — h • p -f cr, where | cr| is disjoint from p. Show that every 

representative measure for y has base p if and only if 

for every positive measure v on X. (To show that the condition is necessary, reduce 

to the case p > 1 and Dp(v) > 0. Then apply Problem 10(d) and Holder’s inequality.) 

(d) Let p ^ 1 and let p be a positive measure on X with total mass 1. Then the follow¬ 
ing conditions are equivalent: 

(a) p is the unique representative measure for y. 

(/?) Dp(v) = J^dvjdp) for all positive measures v on X. 

(y) Dp(v) J^dv/dp) for all positive measures v on X. 

(8) jdd | ^ JMddldfi\) for all quasi-representative measures 9 for y. (“ Szego- 

KolmogorofF-Krein theorem”). 

(To prove that (y) implies (a), use (c) to show that p is hyperextremal, and then 

use (b).) 

12. With the hypotheses and notation of Problem 8, let p be a representative measure 

for y• Let K(p) denote the set of functions /e &l(jix) such that /• p is a quasi¬ 

representative measure for y, in other words such that juf dp,= ^ jfdpj^ ju dpj 

for all ue B. Then jj fdp| g I>1(|/| • /u.) = J„(|/|). We have B <= 

(a) For each function g^iQin ^(p), show that there exists a function/eK(/x) 

such that |/| <g and j f dp — Di(|/| • p) = T>t(g • p) (use Problem 10(d)). 

(b) A function /eK(/x) is said to be exterior if |J/V/x| = Di(|/| • p) >0, and 

interior if \f(x)\ = 1 almost everywhere with respect to p. Let E(p) (resp. I(p)) be 

the set of exterior (resp. interior) functions. The intersection E(/x) n I(/x) consists of 

functions equivalent to constants c such that |c| = 1. 
(c) Let g > 0 be a function in <&l(p) such that Dx(g * p) «= J»(g) > 0. Show that 

there exists a function /e E(p) such that \ f\ — g. (Use (a) by writing / — gh, where 

h e ^(p) and JM(|/t|) = 1, and use Problem 12(e) of Section 13.11.) 

13. With the hypotheses and notation of Problem 8, let p be a hyperextremal represen¬ 

tative measure for y. Then D//- p) = J»(f) for all/ ^ 0 in &l(p) (Problem 11(b)). 

(a) Let /e K(p). For / to be an exterior function (Problem 12), it is necessary and 

sufficient that inf I 11 — uf | du = 0. (To show that this condition is sufficient, prove 
U 6 B J 

that it implies that there exists a sequence (un) in B such that y(w„) = 1 for all n and 

such that J |w„/| dp tends to jj/^j. To show that the condition is necessary, we 
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may assume that | J/ = 1, and then there exists a sequence (un) with the properties 

above. Use the relation Di(|w„/| • g) = J»(\unf\) to deduce that the sequence of 

integrals J* |w„/|1/2 du tends to 1, and use Problem 4 of Section 13.12.) 

(b) Let /e E(g), and let g e ^°°(g) be such that fg e K(g). Show that 

# 6 K(/i) n &*(g) 

and that jfgdg = fdpj^jg dfij. (Consider a sequence (un) in B such that 

uj->■ 1 in the mean, and for each v e B consider the integrals J<fyi.) 

(c) If /, g in E(g) are such that |/(jc)| = |#(*)| almost everywhere, then / = eg almost 

everywhere, where c is a constant. (Use (b) to show that the function fjg belongs to 

E(/x) and to I(g).) 
(d) For each function feK(g) such that J^(|/|)>0, show that f = gh, where 

g e E(g) and h e 1(g), and that g, h are unique up to a constant factor of absolute 

value 1. (Use Problem 12(c), and (b) and (c) above.) 

(e) If fg belongs to K(g) n &™(g\ then J fg dfji ^^jfdg^jg dgj. (Notice first 

that if h 6 K(g) n ^(g) is such that J/k//x = 0, then jh2 dg = 0. To prove this, 

use the inequality 

1 = |j (1 + zh) dp ^ Di(|l + zh\ ■ (I) = J„(|l + zh\) 

valid for all ze C, and deduce that 1 <; J 11 - z2/z2| J/x; then use Problem 7 of Section 

13.12. To deal with the general case, consider the function h =/+ zg — J(/+ z#) 

where z e C.) 

(f) If /, g in K(/x) are such that fge ^\g), show that fge K(g) and that 

fd dg — {jfdg^^gdgj. 

(Assume first that# e E(/z), and show that, for each u e K(g) such that ug e &l(g), 

we have Di(|#| • g)j\udg\ ^ J\ug\ dg. Deduce as in Problem 10(d) that there exists 

a function v e &*(g) such that \v\ ^ 1 and • g) ju dg = jugv dg for all 

ueK(g) such that uge Se\g). Using (b), conclude that v is a constant of absolute 

value 1. In the general case, show first that, by addition of a suitable constant to 

/and g, we may assume that jfdg # 0 and J # dg ^ 0. Then use the canonical de¬ 

composition of (d) above, and show with the help of (e) that if/and g are in l(u) 
then so is fg.) 

(g) Deduce from (f) that if/, geE(g) are such that fg e ^(g), then fg e E(g). 

(h) If fe Se\g) and g e E(g) and fg e K(/x), show that /e K(g). (By adding 

a suitable constant to f reduce to the case where ffgdg^O, and deduce that 

Jm(I/I) = D1(|/| • g)> 0. Then show, by using the results above, that /= uv with 
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veE(p) and \u(x)\ = 1 almost everywhere. Deduce that uel(p) and then use (f).) 

(i) Let /e K(p) be such that jfii dp = 0 for all u e I(//,) for which dft, ^ 0. Show 

that / is ^-negligible. (By applying the canonical decomposition of (d) above to the 

function 1 + z/, where z is a complex constant, and by using Problem 6 of Section 

13.12, show that 1 + z/e E(ju-); then apply Problem 17 of Section 13.21.) 

(j) Show that every real function /eK(/i) is equivalent to a constant. (Reduce to 

the case where jf dp = 0, and apply (i).) 

(k) Deduce from (j) that if B denotes the set of functions u such that ue B, then 

B -f B is dense in £>p(p) for 1 < + oo. (If (1 Ip) -f (1/g) = 1 and if fe <&p(p) is 

such that jfu dp — 0 and j fu dp = 0 for all weB, observe that J (&f)u dp > 0, 

and use (j).) 

14. With the notation and hypotheses of Problem 8, assume in addition that there exists 

only one representative measure p for Let v be a quasi-representative measure for 

X, and write v = v' + v", where v' is a measure with base p, and v" is disjoint from ft. 

Then v' and v" are quasi-representative measures for and J dv" = 0 (“theorem of 

F. and M. Riesz”). (Assume that j dv # 0, by replacing v by v -f ft if necessary. If 

p = |v| = \v'\ H- \v"\, then Dx(p) > 0 and therefore Dx(p) = J^OAI), where v' — h • ft, 

by virtue of Problem 11(d). Hence there exists a sequence (vn) in B such that x(v„) = 1 

for all n and such that J |i>„| dp -* J„(|j&|). Since JM(|/t|) <| j\vnh\ dp,, the integrals 

J \vnh\ dp also tend to J^(|/i|), and j [y„| d\v"\ ->0. Write h=fg, where/eE(/x) and 

|/| = \h\, so that g e ^f°°(ft) and \g\ = 1; as in Problem 13(a), show that fvn tends to 

jf dp in the mean (with respect to ft). From the hypothesis that v is quasi-represen¬ 

tative, deduce that g e I(/x), and apply Problem 13(f).) 

15. With the hypotheses and notation of Problem 8, suppose that ft is a hyperextremal 

representative measure for x• For 1 Sp Hk + 00 > let *^p(f0 denote the set of functions 

/ e &p(p) such that 

jfgdjx= dpj g djxj 

for all g e K(/x) n <£\p), where (1/p) + dig) = 1. Then jep(g-) c K(/x), and by 

virtue of Problem 13(f) we have 

= K(ft) n &p(p) 

for 1 ^ p ^ + oo. The canonical image of ^P(p) in Lp(p) is denoted by HP(p) and 

called the Hardy space. 

(a) For 1 ^ p < + °o, show that P(p) is the closure of B in £>p(p). Whenp = + oo. 

^°°(ft) is the closure of B in -^“(ft) with respect to the weak topology. (In each case, 

show that if g e S£q(p) is such that jug dp = 0 for all w e B, then g e &q(p) n K(p) 

and jg dp = 0, and consequently jfg dp = 0 for all /6 Jfp(p).) 
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(b) Let 1 < + oo, and let /e J^p(g). Show that/B is dense in Jfp(g) if and 

only if / is an exterior function. (The necessity of the condition follows from 

Problem 13(a). To show that it is sufficient, observe that if g e ^q(g) is such that 

Jgfu dfi — 0 for all u e B,then gf e K(/x), and deduce from Problem 13(h) that g e K(g) 

and that j* gfdg — 0. Apply Problem 13(f) to show that j gdg — 0 and conse¬ 

quently that jgu du = 0 for all u e B.) 

(c) The space ^p(g) is a closed B-submodule of &p(g). If B0 is the closed ideal 

Ker(x) of B, then a closed B-submodule M of ^p(g) is said to be proper if B0M 

is not dense in M. Show that Jfp(g) is a proper B-module. Show that every proper 

closed B-submodule of &2{g) is of the form qJ?2(g), where \q\ = 1. (First remark that 

there exists in M a nonnegligible function q which is orthogonal to B0M with respect 

to the hermitian scalar product (/, g) fg dp. By expressing that q is orthogonal to 

#B0, deduce that (up to a constant factor) we may assume that \q\ = 1 (use Prob¬ 

lem 13(j)). Then qJf2(g) is a closed B-module contained in M. Show that in fact 

qJ^2(g) = M, by remarking that if g e M is orthogonal to q^f\jit), then gq is 

orthogonal to B, and q is orthogonal to gB0, hence gq is orthogonal to B0; then use 

Problem 13(k).) 
Show that the class of q is determined up to a constant factor (use (b)). 

(d) Deduce from (c) that the Hilbert space L2(ju,) is the Hilbert sum of H2(g) (the 

canonical image of ^2(g)) and Ho(/x) (the canonical image of the closed subspace 

J^o(g) consisting of the functions/such that feJ^2(g) and J / dg = 0). (Consider the 

subspace M of &2(g) consisting of the functions orthogonal to (g). Show that 

M is a proper closed B-module, and therefore of the form qJf2(g) for some function 

q such that \q\ = 1. Also M contains the constants and hence q e <^2(g); conclude 

that q is equivalent to a constant.) 

(e) Let/e Sfx(g) be such that / does not lie in the closure of /B0 in -^K/x). Show 

that f—gh where h e ^2(g) is an exterior function such that \h\2 =/, and g e 

lies in the closure of /B in &x(g). (Apply Problem 12(c) to the function |/|1/2.) 

If also /e M?l(g), then f=gh where g, h belong to 3tf2 and \g\ = \h\. 
Conversely, if /e &\g) is of the form qh2, where \q\ — 1 and h e 2(/x) is an 

exterior function, then /does not belong to the closure of/B0 in <&l(g) (observe that 

h2 e E(/x), and use Problem 13(a)). Equivalently, J^(|/|) > 0. 

(f) Let M be a proper closed B-submodule of ^J(/x). Show that M is of the form 

qJf'ig), where \q\ — 1. (Let N = M n S£2(g), which is a closed B-submodule of 

«S?2(/x). If/e M is not in the closure of B0M in ^(/x), deduce from (e) that / = gh, 

with g e N and h e ^2(g); moreover g is not in the closure of B0N in J5?2(/x). Use (c) 

to show that N = q^f2(g) with \q\ = 1, and deduce that feqJff'ig). Applying this 

result to /H-/i, where fx is in the closure of B0M in deduce that fx e q3fl(g) 

and hence that M c q3^l{g).) 

16. We shall apply the results of Problems 10 to 15 to the Dirichlet algebra B of 

(15.3.9), where g is the normalized Haar measure dg(d) = (In)"1 dd on the unit 

circle U, and % is the character /i—►/(0), so that g is the unique representative measure 

for x (Problem 9(d)). 
n 

(a) B is the closure in ^C(U) of the algebra of trigonometric polynomials £c*ekie 
*=o 
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with exponents k 0. To each function / e there corresponds the analytic 
function in the disk | z | < 1 defined by 

F 00 = 
f AQdp® 

Ini J u £ — z 

For 1 <>p = < oo (resp. p= + oo) / is the limit (resp. weak limit) in «^p(/x) of the 

functions 0n->F(rew) as rn->l, so that HP(pu) may be identified with the space of 

analytic functions F corresponding to the functions / e J^p(/jl). (Use the fact that 

Jfp(fjL) is the closure (resp. weak closure) of B in «^p(/x).) In particular, H2(/x) is 
identified with the space of functions 

f{z) = ic,z" 
n = O 

OQ 

which are analytic for |z| < 1 and such that |c„|2 < +oo (cf. the problem in 
n as 0 

Section 9.13). 

(b) Let v be a measure disjoint from jjl which is quasi-representative for x■ Show 

that e~iB • v is also a quasi-representative measure for x> and hence by induction that 
e~nie. v is a quasi-representative measure for x> for all integers n > 0. Hence show that 

v = 0 and consequently (Problem 14) that every quasi-representative measure for x 

has base /x. 

(c) Let fe ^l{p) be nonnegligible (with respect to /x). Then the function log|/| 

is ju-integrable, or equivalently, JM(|/|) > 0, and consequently /is the product of an 

exterior function and an interior function. (This follows from Problem 11(b) if 

J/d/x # 0. If j/dfM — 0 then /, identified with an analytic function on the unit disk, 

is of the form f(z) — zng{z) where n > 0 and g(0) ^ 0. We have g e «^(/x) and 

log |/| = log \g\ on U.) In particular, a function belonging to ^fl(ix) which vanishes 

on a non-jix-negligible subset of U is /x-negligible. Every function in is the 
product of two functions in «^2(/x) and conversely (Problem 15(e)). A function 

/^ 0 belonging to is equivalent to a function of the form \g\2, whertg e ^2(/x), 

if and only if J^(/) > 0 (or equivalently if and only if log |/| is tx-integrable). (See 

Section 22.19, Problem 19.) 

17. Let B be the Banach algebra considered in Problem 16, and Bi the Banach subalgebra 

of B consisting of functions /continuous on |z| 1 and analytic on |z| < 1, and such 
that/'(0) = 0. For each complex number c such that |c| ^ 1, let /xc denote the measure 

Fc • /x, where Fc(z) = 1 — @(cz). Show that the measures juc are representative meas¬ 

ures for the character x : /i—►/(0); the representative measures which are extremal 

points of di(x) are the juc such that |c| = 1; the measure /x0 = /x is the unique Jensen 

measure for x’> and hence there exists no hyperextremal representative measure for x- 

18. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with unit element. 

(a) Let u e A be such that p(u) < 1. Then for each character x of A the element 

1 — x(u)u is invertible. If v — (x(w)— w)(l — x(w) w)”1» then |x(»)| < 1- 
(b) If xi, X2 are two characters of A, let cr(xi, X2) denote the least upper bound of 
the number Ix2(«)| as u runs through the set of elements of A such that p(u) <| 1 

and Xi(^) ~ 0. Show that if p(a) < 1 we have 

IXiOO — X2MI ^ X2)!1 ~ XiMXaMI 
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(use (a)). Deduce that <j(\u X2) = o<X2» Xi) an<*that 

o-(xi, X^)+ IXiWI 
(*) \xiM\ < 

1 4- cr(xi, X2)IXiMI 

Deduce from this inequality that, if X2, %3 are three characters of A, we h 

, X / °(xi>X2)+°-(X2, Xa) 

and hence that the relation o(x', %") < 1 between characters %" of A is ar 

lence relation on X(A). The equivalence classes for this relation are called 

parts of X(A). 
(c) Let u e A be such that p(u) ^ 1, and let xi> X2 be two characters of A, si 

Xi(tf) = 0. Show that there exists a complex number A such that |A| < 1 and su 

if we put v — (A — u)( 1 — Aw)~l e A, then Xi(r)= ^ an<^ X^v) “ —A. Deduce 

X2M 
< 4lXi(p) ~ x*(p)\ 

~ 4 4- lxi(^)“X2(y)l2* 

(d) If ^1, are two characters of A, put 

t(xi,X2)= sup IxiOO-XaOOI- 
M 6 A, />(u) ^ 1 

Show that 

4t0O’X2) 

4 + (t(Xi, X2))2 

(use (c)). The equivalence relation defined in (b) is therefore equivalent to t(x\ ; 

(e) Let we A be such that ^(w) 0 for all ^eX(A). Show that, for a 

characters Xu X2» we have 

j - ^Xi. x^) 

1 + ff(Xi - X2) 
%, («). 

(Apply (*) to the element e“r", where t > 0, and let t tend to 0.) 

19. With the hypotheses of Problem 8, let Xu X2 be two characters of B. 

(a) Let /x!,/x2 be representative measures for Xi»X2 respectively (Prob 

If cr(xi, x2) — 1 (Problem 18), show that /xx and /x2 are disjoint (13.18). (Wri 

h • /Xi 4- v where v is disjoint from /xi, and by majorizing \xi(.u) — XiMI fc 

and ||w|| 1, show that the hypothesis implies that J(/z 4- 1) dfjii J |h — 

(b) If o-(xi,X2)<l> show that there exist representative measures /xx for 

/x2 for X2 such that 

.. v. 1 - CT(Xl- X2) 
fJLj = -- 

1 + ^(xi» X2) 
M-l and /^i ^ 

1 -g(Xi>X2> 

1 4-<t(xi,X2) 1X2 

(Put c = (1 — o-(^1,^2)(l 4- cr(xi, X2))”1* Use Problem 18(e) and the Hahn- 
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theorem to show that there exist two positive measures a, j8 on X such that 

X2O*) — cxi(u) = ju doc and XiM ~ CX^U) “ J" Deduce that if x is a character 

of B, then the Gleason part (Problem 18(b)) containing x is the set of characters 

for which a representative measure has base /x, for at least one representative measure 

/x for x- 
(c) Suppose x is a character for which the representative measure is unique. If y! 

belongs to the Gleason part containing x> show that the representative measure 

/x' for x' is also unique, and that 

1 + X ; 1 - °(X’ X') ^ 

(d) Suppose that there exists a hyperextremal representative measure for x 

(Problem 11). Show that if a character x' admits a representative measure /x' with base 

/x, then /x' is the only representative measure for x' with base /x. (If jtx'=/* ju, and 

fi" = g - [jl are two representative measures for x'» show that /— g is zero almost 

everywhere with respect to /x, by using Problem 13(j).) 

20. Let A and B be two commutative Banach algebras having unit elements and h : A ->B 

a homomorphism which sends unit element to unit element. 

(a) Let T be the graph of h in A x B. For each character x of B, show that the 

mapping (x, y)\—>x(K*)) ~ xOO is continuous on A x B. Deduce that if (a, b) is in 

the closure of T, then x(h(a)) = xW- 
(b) Deduce from (a) that if B is without radical (Section 15.2, Problem 7) then h is 

necessarily continuous (use the closed-graph theorem). In particular, for a commuta¬ 

tive C-algebra having a unit element, in which the intersection of the maximal ideals 

is {0}, two norms which define Banach algebra structures are necessarily equivalent. 

21. Let 2 be the algebra of indefinitely differentiable complex-valued functions on [0, 1]. 

(a) Let A be a subalgebra of containing the unit element and endowed with a 

norm which makes A a Banach algebra. Show that there exists a sequence (mn)n^0 

of finite real numbers ^0 such that, for all functions x e A, we have 

sup \x(n)(t)\ = 0(mn) 
OsSfsSl 

as n increases indefinitely. (If @n is the Banach algebra of Section 15.1, Problem 1, 

then the canonical injection of A into Bn is continuous (Problem 20).) 
(b) Show that there exists no norm on with respect to which @ is a Banach algebra. 

(Use (a) and Problem 4 of Section 8.14.) 

22. Let A be a separable Banach algebra with unit element. Show that if a ^ A is a left 

ideal of A, there exists a maximal left ideal containing a. (Observe that if n is a closed 

left ideal and (xm) a dense sequence in A such that either xm e n or n + Axm == A for 

each m, then n is maximal.) Show that the radical of A (Section 15.2, Problem 7) is 

the intersection of the maximal left ideals of A, and is also the intersection of the 

maximal right ideals of A. 
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4. BANACH ALGEBRAS WITH INVOLUTION. STAR ALGEBRAS 

Let A be an algebra over the field C of complex numbers. An involution on 
A is a bijection xt—>x* of A onto A, satisfying the following conditions: 

(15.4.1) (x*)*=x, (x + y)* = x* + y*, (lx)* = lx*, (xy)* = y*** 

for all x, y in A and all 1 e C. The element x* is often called the adjoint of x, 

and a subset of A which is stable under the involution is said to be self- 

adjoint. 

If A has a unit element e, then x ■ e* = (e ■ x*)* = x** = x, and similarly 
e* • x = x for all x e A, by virtue of (15.4.1). Hence 

(15.4.2) <?* = e. 

If x is invertible in A, then (x~1)*x* = (xx-1)* = e* = e, and similarly 
x*(x-1)* = e, by (15.4.1) and (15.4.2). Hence x* is invertible, and 

(15.4.3) (x"1)* = (x*)"1. 

A normed algebra with involution is a normed algebra A equipped with an 
involution xi—*-x* such that 

(15.4.4) ||x*|| = ||x|| 

for all x e A. 

A star algebra is a Banach algebra A equipped with an involution xt->x* 
such that 

C15-4-5) l|x||2 = ||x*x|| 

for all x e A. 

A star algebra satisfies (15.4.4), for it follows from (15.4.5) and (15.1.1) 
that ||x|[2 g ||x|| • ||x*||, whence ||x|| g ||x*|| for all xe A; interchanging x and 
x*, we obtain (15.4.4). 

Examples of Banach Algebras with Involution and Star Algebras 

(15.4.6) If X is a metrizable compact space, the Banach algebra #C(X) is a 
star algebra with respect to the involution/W/ (the complex conjugate of/). 
If X consists of a single point, #C(X) is isomorphic to the field C. 
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(15.4.7) Let E be a complex Hilbert space. Then the Banach algebra 
A = S£{E) (15.1.6) is a star algebra with respect to the involution u\-+u* 
(11.5). 

Hilbert-Schmidt Operators 

(15.4.8) Let E be an infinite-dimensional separable complex Hilbert space. 
An operator u e i?(E) is said to be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator if, for one 
choice of a Hilbert basis (<an), the series with general term \\u(an)\\2 is con¬ 
vergent. If (bn) is another Hilbert basis of E, then ||w(<z„)||2 = £ |(u(an) | bm)\2 

m 

by ParsevaPs identity (6.5.2), and therefore the series £ ||w(<2n)||2 converges 
n 

if and only if the double family (|(u(an) | bm)\2) is summable (5.3.4). 
But (u{a„) | b„) = (a„ | u*(bm)), and 

Z\(an\u*(bm))\2 = \\u*(bm)\\2 
n 

by ParsevaPs identity. Hence an equivalent condition is that the series with 
general term \\u*(bn)\\2 should be convergent. It follows that, if u is a Hilbert- 
Schmidt operator, the series with general term \\u(an)\\2 converges for all 
choices of the Hilbert basis (an), that w* is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, and 
that the number 

(15.4.8.1) Il«ll2 = (lll«(^)ll2)1/2 = ll«*ll2 

is independent of the Hilbert basis (<an) chosen. We shall show that the set 
J*?2(E) of Hilbert-Schmidt operators is an algebra, on which ||w||2 is a norm, 
and that, endowed with this norm and the involution the algebra 
J*?2(E) is a Banach algebra with involution, without unit element. 

The fact that u is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator also means that, if (an) is 
any Hilbert basis of E, the sequence (||w(an)||) e RN belongs to the Hilbert 
space /r (6.5), and the norm of this sequence in /£ is equal to ||w||2. If 
w, i?eif2(E), then the inequality \\(u + v)(an)\\ S ||tf(tfn)ll + and the 
preceding remark show that u + ve if2(E) and that \\u + v\\2 S M2 + IMI2* 
Clearly also Xu e i?2(E) for all X e C, and ||Aw||2 = |A| • ||w||2. 

For every continuous operator w e Jzf(E), the operator w ° u is a Hilbert- 
Schmidt operator, by reason of the inequality 

l|w(w(«„))ll g IMI • ||m(u„)|| 

(5.5.1), and we have 

(15.4.8.2) 
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Since w* e J*?2(E) and (u ® w)* = w* ° w* g j£?2(E), it follows that 
uo w e «3?2(E) and that, by (11.5.2) and (15.4.8.1), 

(15.4.8.3) \\uo w\\2 g ||w|| • M|2. 

Hence jS?2(E) is a self-adjoint two-sided ideal in the Banach algebra with 
involution «3?(E). In general i?2(E) is not closed in i?(E) (Problem 12). 

For each x e E we can write x = £ £nan, and ||x||2 = |£J2. The inter- 
n n 

pretation given earlier for a Hilbert-Schmidt operator u in terms of shows 
that the series with general term |£n| • ||w(<z„)|| is convergent, and that 

(15.4.8.4) ||w(*)l|2 ^ Ml2 • \\u\\l, 

so that 

(15.4.8.5) \\u\\g\\u\\2. 

This, together with (15.4.8.2), shows that the norm ||w||2 on the algebra 
i?2(E) satisfies the inequality (15.1.1). Also i?2(E) contains all continuous 
endomorphisms of finite rank. For if u is of finite rank, then its kernel 
N = u~1(0) is closed and of finite codimension in E, hence admits a (finite¬ 
dimensional) orthogonal supplement M in E (6.3.1). If (an) is a Hilbert basis 
of E obtained by taking the union of a Hilbert basis of N and a Hilbert basis 
of M, then u(an) = 0 for all but a finite number of indices n; hence u e $£2(E). 
It follows that «3?2(E) has no unit element, for the unit element (if it existed) 
could only be the identity mapping of E, and this is clearly not a Hilbert- 
Schmidt operator because E is of infinite dimension. 

If u g «£?2(E), if (an) is a Hilbert basis of E and if un is the continuous 
endomorphism of E such that un(ak) = u(ak) for k S n and un(ak) = 0 for 
k>n, then it is immediate that lim \\u — wj2 = 0. Hence, in view of 

n-+ oo 

(15.4.8.5) , it follows that u is a compact operator (11.2.10). But there exist 
compact operators which are not Hilbert-Schmidt operators (Problem 12). 

It remains to be shown that i?2(E) is complete with respect to the norm 
||w||2. Let (un) be a Cauchy sequence with respect to this norm; then by 
(15.4.8.5) (w„) is also a Cauchy sequence with respect to the norm ||w|| on 
i?(E), hence converges to an element v e i?(E) with respect to this norm. On 
the other hand, there exists a real number f > 0 such that 

Kill = Z lk(0*)ll2 ^ P 
k = 0 
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for all «, where (ak) is a Hilbert basis of E. For each integer N we have there- 
N 

fore Y, Wun(aM2 = P f°r ah nl hence, letting n tend to 4- oo, we have 
k=0 

E l!K«ft)ll2 ^ P 
fc= 0 

for all N; consequently (5.3.1), ve£P2(E) and \\v\\l ^ p. Finally, for each 
£ > 0, there exists n0 such that \\um — un\\2 ^ e for all m^n0 and all n^n0, 

and the same argument shows that ||u-«J2ge for all n^n0. Hence 
v = lim un in J3?2(E). 

tl~* 00 
It is easily verified that the Banach algebra if2(E) is not a star algebra 

(Problem 13). 

Remark 

(15.4.8.6) Let (an) be a Hilbert basis of E. To each continuous operator 
u e (E) we may associate the double sequence (cm„) = ((u(an) | bm)) (some¬ 
times called the infinite matrix of u with respect to (an)). We have seen 
above that, if u is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, then \\u\\\ = |c„J2. Con- 

m, n 
versely, let (cmn) be any double sequence of complex numbers such that the 
double family (|cm„|2) is summable. Then, for all n, the vector bn = E cm„am 

m 
is defined, and we have \\bn\\2 — Y |cmn|2 (6.5.2). Furthermore, for each vector 

m 
x = Yj^nan (with ||jc||2 = Yj l£J2)> the vector u(x) — Y^nbn is defined, and 

n rt n 
\\u(x)\\2 g/E lcmJ2] - IUII2; f°t the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality shows that 

\m, n ) 
if h < k we have 

EfcA 
n = h 

= (£\Zn\- ll^ll)2 

^(iii.i2)'(ElcJ2) \n = /i / \m, n / 

from which follows the absolute convergence of the series Y bn and the 
n 

inequality above for ||w(*)||. We have therefore defined a continuous endo¬ 
morphism u of E (5.5.1), and it is immediately verified that 

E llw(a»)H2 = E lCm„|2, 
n m, n 

so that u e J£?2(E)* 
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(15.4.9) Let G be a separable, metrizable, locally compact group. Then the 

mapping p\~±(p) = (p)x (denoted by p) is an involution on the Banach 
algebra M£(G) (15.1.7); this follows from (14.7.3.1). Also we have \\p\\ = 

\\p\\ = \\p\\ (13.20.1), hence M£(G) is a Banach algebra with involution. It can 
be shown that it is not necessarily a star algebra. 

(15.4.10) It is clear that every self-adjoint subalgebra (resp. self-adjoint 
closed subalgebra) of a normed algebra with involution (resp. of a star 
algebra) is a normed algebra with involution (resp. a star algebra). 

(15.4.11) In an algebra A with involution, an element x is said to be self- 

adjoint (or hermitian) if x* = x (the terminology is inspired by the example 
(15.4.7)). For each x e A, the elements xt = %(x + x*) and x2 = (x — x*)/2i 

are self-adjoint; so are xx* and x*x, and in general these two products are 
distinct. The element x is said to be normal if xx* = x*x, or equivalently if the 
self-adjoint elements xx and x2 commute. If A has a unit element e, then 
x e A is said to be unitary if xx* = x*x = e, that is if x is invertible and 
x~* = x*. The unitary elements of A form a multiplicative groups for if x is 
unitary, then so is x"1 because (15.4.3) (x"1)* = (x*)-1 = x = (x-1)"1, and 
if x, y are unitary then so is xy, because (xy)* = y*x* = y~1x~1 = (xy)”-1. 

(15.4.12) Let A be a Banach algebra with involution, having a unit ele¬ 

ment e 5^ 0. 
(i) For each xe A, Sp(x*) is the image of Sp(x) under the map- 

ping 

(ii) If A is a star algebra, then for each self-adjoint element xe A we have 

Sp(x) c R, and for each unitary element y e Awe have Sp(y) c U. 

(i) If x — is invertible, then so is (x — £e)* = x* — le ((15.4.1) and 
(15.4.2)). Hence the result. 

(ii) Suppose that a + ifi e Sp(x), where a and /? are real. Then, for each 
real number A, the complex number oc + i(P + A) belongs to Sp(x + ike) and 
therefore, by (15.2.4), 

a2 + (j8 + A)2 ^ IIx + z*Ae||2 = ||x*x + A2e|| ^ ||x*x|| + A2 = ||x||2 + A2, 

so that 

2/?A^ ||x||2 — oc2 — /?2. 

Since this is true for all real numbers A, it follows that /? = 0. On the other 
hand, if y is unitary, we have ||y||2 = ||y*y|| = ||e|| = 1, hence ||y|| = 1; 
similarly ||y“1|| = 1, and therefore Sp(y) c= U (15.2.6). 
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(15.4.13) Let B be a star algebra with unit element e ^ 0, and A a closed 

self-adjoint subalgebra of B containing e. Then SpA(x) = SpB(x) for all x e A. 

If x is self-adjoint, this follows because SpA(x) c= R and therefore all the 
points of SpA(x) are frontier points in C, and we need only apply (15.2.8). On 
the other hand, if x e A is invertible in B, then so is xx* (15.4.3), which is self- 
adjoint and belongs to A. From above, xx* is invertible in A, hence x has 
a right inverse in A. The same argument, applied to x*x, shows that x is 
invertible in A. If we replace x by x — in this argument, we obtain the 
relation SpA(x) = SpB(x). 

(15.4.14) (Gelfand-Neumark theorem) Let A. be a separable commuta¬ 

tive star algebra with unit element e^O. Then the Gelfand transformation 

(15.3) is an isometric isomorphism of A onto #C(X(A)) (that is to say, 

p(x) = || ^x|| = ||x||) such that <&x* = <&x for all x e A. 

If x is a character of A, then x(x) is real for all self-adjoint x e A, by 
virtue of (15.4.12) and (15.3.1). For each element x = xt + ix2 of A, where xt 
and x2 are self-adjoint (15.4.11), we have therefore 

x(x*) = •■:(*! - ix2) = x(*i) - iyXx2) = x(x), 

and therefore ^x* = ^x. Next, the elements &x e #C(X(A)) separate the 
points of X(A) (7.3), for if Xi Xi are two distinct characters, then by defini¬ 
tion there exists x e A such that XiM ^ in other words such that 
(^x)(xi) ¥= (^x)(x2)- Also the constants belong to ^(A), because &e is the 
constant 1. Hence by (7.3.2) the subalgebra &(A) is dense in #C(X(A)). To 
complete the proof it is enough to show that ^ is isometric, for then ^(A), 
being isomorphic to A, will be a complete subspace of ^C(X(A)), and therefore 
will be equal to #C(X(A)) (3.14.4). 

We shall first prove the following lemma: 

(15.4.14.1) In a {commutative or non commutative) star algebra A, we have 

p(y) = \\y\\ for every self-adjoint y e A. 

We have ||>>||2 = ||j2|| by (15.4.5) and therefore ||j^||2” = ||j^2”|| by induction 
on n. Hence ||j>|| = \\y2n\\2~n; letting «->oo, the right-hand side tends to 
p{y) (15.2.7), which proves the result. 

Now return to the proof of (15.4.14). Let x be any element of A; then 
||x||2 = ||x*x|| = ||^(x*x)|| by the lemma and (15.3.4(i)). But ^(x*x) = 
4?x* • ^x = |^x|2, and ||3(x*x)|| = ||^x||2. Q.E.D. 
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(15.4.15) Let A be a commutative star algebra with unit element e # 0. 
Suppose that there exists x0 e A such that the subalgebra generated by e, x0 and 
x* is dense in A. Then the mapping y_ y(x0) Is a homeomorphism of X(A) 

onto SpA(x0). 

As in (15.3.6) we see that A is separable, and that it is enough to prove 

that the relation Xi(xo) = Xz(xo) f°r two characters Xi> Xz implies that Xi =Xf>- 
Now, from (15.4.14) we deduce that Xi(*o) = *2(x$) an<i thence that 
Xx(P(x0, xj)) = X2(P(*o, *o)) for all polynomials P e C[X, Y]. Since by 
hypothesis the P(x0, x*) are dense in A, and since Xi, Xz are continuous on A, 
the result follows. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let A be a normed algebra endowed with a continuous involution jc i—>x*. If 

||*||i = sup(||x||, \\x*\\), show that with the norm Mi the algebra A becomes a 
normed algebra with involution, and that the norms \\x\\ and ||x|| i are equivalent. 

2. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra without radical (Section 15.2, Problem 7). 

Show that every involution on A is continuous (use Problem 20 of Section 15.3). 

3. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with involution, having a unit element. A 

character x of A is said to be hermitian if xC**) = xM f°r all x e A. Show that every 
character of A is hermitian if and only if, for each x e A, the element 1 + xx* is 

invertible in A. (If every character of A is hermitian, then 3?(1 + xx*) is a function 

which is everywhere >0 on X(A); use (15.3.4). If a character x of A is not hermitian, 

then there exists a self-adjoint ye A such that x(y) ~ L whence xO + yy*) = 0, 
and 1 -f yy* is not invertible.) Hence give an example of a commutative Banach 
algebra with involution, having a unit element, for which there exist nonhermitian 

characters. 

4. (a) If A is a star algebra with unit element, then ||x||2 = p(x*x) for all x e A (prove 

this first when x is self-adjoint). Deduce that A is without radical. 
00 

(b) Let A be the algebra of Problem 2 of Section 15.1. If x =£ £„T", define x* to be 
n = 0 

00 

2 g«T". This defines an involution on A for which A is a commutative Banach algebra 

with involution, having a unit element, and such that the only character of A (Section 
15.3, Problem 2) is hermitian. 

5. With respect to the involution /*(/) =f(~t) on the Beurling algebra (Section 15.1, 

Problem 4 and Section 15.2, Problem 6), show that all the characters are hermitian. 

6. On the algebra A of Problem 7 of Section 15.3, consider the involution induced by 

/h*/, and extend this involution to A by putting e* = e. Then A is a Banach algebra 
with involution. Find its hermitian characters. 
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(a) In a star algebra, every hermitian quasi-nilpotent element (Section 15.2, Problem 

5) is zero. 
(b) Let A be a star algebra with unit element, and let x be an element of A which is 

not left-invertible. Then x*x is not invertible in the star subalgebra B of A generated 

by 1 and x*x, and therefore there exists a sequence (yn) of elements of B such that 

||y„|| = 1 and limy„x*x = 0 (use the Gelfand-Neumark theorem). Deduce that a 
it-* co 

noninvertible element of A is necessarily a (left or right) topological zero-divisor. 

Let A be a star algebra with unit element, * a normal element of A, and S = SpA(x). 

Then there exists a unique homomorphism <p of the star algebra #C(S) into A, trans¬ 

forming unit element into unit element, and such that 9?(ls) = x. This homomorphism 

is an isometry, which sends / to of ^C(S) onto the star subalgebra of A gen¬ 

erated by 1, x and x*; all the elements of this subalgebra are therefore normal. Put 

<p(f) = f(x), and show that if /is analytic in a neighborhood of S, then the element 

/(x) is equal to the element so denoted in Section 15.2, Problem 11. 

Let A be a star algebra with unit element. Let P denote the set of self-adjoint elements 
of A such that SpA(x) <= [0, + co [. 
(a) Show that if x e A is self-adjoint and \\e — x|| ig 1, then reP. If x e P and 

||x|| ^ 1, then \\e — x\\ ^ 1. (Consider the subalgebra generated by e and x.) Show 

that a self-adjoint element x belongs to P if and only if ||x — ||x||e|| ^ ||x||. 

(b) Deduce from (a) that P is a closed convex cone in A, such that Pn(-P)= (0). 

(c) Show that the relation x*x e —P implies that x = 0. (Observe first that also 

xx* 6 —P, and by writing x — u-\-ivy where u and v are self-adjoint, deduce 

that x*x e P, whence x*x = 0.) 

(d) Deduce from (c) that x*x e P for all x e A. (Write x*x = u — v, where u, v 

are hermitian and belong to P, and uv = vu =- 0 (use Problem 8). If z = xv, show 

that z*ze—P, and deduce that v = 0.) Deduce that e -f x*x is invertible in A 

(use Problem 8). 

(a) Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with unit element, and let xhx* 

be any involution on A. For each character x of A, put ^*(x)== Show that 

is an involutory homeomorphism of the space X(A). 
(b) Let X be a metrizable compact space, and <p an involutory homeomorphism of 

X onto X. For each/e put/*(x) = /(<p(x)). Show that this defines an involu¬ 

tion on VCQQ, anc* that every involution on may be so obtained. 
(c) Let X be the compact subspace of R2 which is the union of the segment y = 0, 

— 1 x ^ 2, the segment x = 0, 1 y 2, the circle x2 4- y2 = 1 and the open half¬ 

disk D:y>0, x2 + y2< 1. Assume that the only involutory homeomorphism of X 

onto X is the identity (Chapter XXIV). Let A be the Banach subalgebra of #C(X) 

consisting of functions which are analytic in D. Show that the spectrum of A can be 

canonically identified with X, and that the algebra A has no involution other than the 

identity. 

Let A be a noncommutative star algebra with unit element. 

(a) Show that there exists a hermitian element ye P (notation of Problem 9) such 

that y is invertible and y2 is not in the center Z of A. (Using Problem 9, show that if 

the result were false, the intersection of Z with the real vector subspace H of A con¬ 

sisting of the hermitian elements would contain a neighborhood of e in H, which would 

imply that A was commutative.) 
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(b) Deduce from (a) that, if we put x'= y Xx*y for all x e A, then x\-*x' is 

continuous involution on A such that (*')* ^ (**)' for some x e A. 

12. Let E be a Hilbert space. Show that a self-adjoint compact operator U is a Hilbert 

Schmidt operator if and only if, (A„) being the sequence of eigenvalues of U eacl 

counted according to its multiplicity, the sumj] |A„|2 is finite. The sum is then equa 

to||CT||i. 

13. (a) The norm ||«||2 is defined as in (15.4.8) when E is a finite-dimensional Hilber 

space. In a Hilbert space of dimension n, give an example of an operator u such thai 

\\u*u\\2 <- 
1 

= («- l)1'2 
MIS 

(b) Let E be a Hilbert space of infinite dimension. Give an example of a se¬ 

quence (u„) of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on E such that the sequence of numbers 

|| Un un || 2/ li Mn II2 tends to 0 as n tends to 00. 

14. Let X be a (metrizable, separable) locally compact space, and let /x be a positive 

measure on X. Let K(x, y) be a function on X x X, belonging to (X x X, /x ® /x). 

For each function /e ^c(x> /*)> the function jci->Jk(x, y)f(y) dfx(y) is defined al¬ 

most everywhere, and its class belongs to Lc(X, fx) (use the Lebesgue-Fubini theorem 

and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality). If this class is denoted by U •/ show that U is 

a Hilbert-Schmidt operator; U is said to be associated to the kernel K. Show that 

II U\\2 = N2(K) and that U* is associated to the kernel (x, y)h-+K(y, x). If \JU U2 are 

associated to kernels Ki, K2 respectively, belonging to &c(X x X, /x ® ^x), then 
UiU2 is associated to the kernel 

KO, y) = JKxt*. y) d^t). 

15. Let E be an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space and U a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on 

E. If A is a regular value for U, show that the operator (f7 - A • 1E)_1 is of the form 

V— A-1 * 1E> where V is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Deduce that the spectrum of 

U in the algebra -£f(E) is the same as in the algebra obtained by adjoining a unit 

element to «£?2(E). For every function / which is analytic in an open set containing 

Sp(L7), the operator f(U) (Section 15.2, Problem 11) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 

16. Let Hu •. •, Hn be self-adjoint operators, each pair of which commute, on a separable 

Hilbert space E, and suppose that ||FTj|| ^ 1 and that ||HjHk\\ ^eu~kl for all /, k, 
where 6 is a real number such that 0 g e < 1. Then 

(“ Cotlar’s lemma ”)■ 
(Using the Gelfand-Neumark theorem, reduce to proving the same property for 

real numbers ul9 ...9un, For each 11> 0, let v{t) be the number of indices j such that 
\uj\ >t. Remark that 

Z I“jI = f KO dt 
J= 1 Jo 

and prove that v(t) ^ 1 + [2 log //log e], by observing that if \uj\ ^ / and \uk\ i> /, 
then eu~k[ > \ujuk\ /2.) 
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17. Let A be a Banach algebra with unit element e, and let x>->x* bt an involution on A 
which is not necessarily continuous. 

(a) Show that the radical of A (Section 15.2, Problem 7) is a self-adjoint subset of A. 

Passing to the quotient, it follows that the involution on A defines an involution 

(also written 2h->z*) on A/9L 

(b) Let a — a* be a self-adjoint element of A, such that SpA(«) is contained in the 

open half-plane > 0. Then there exists an element be A, which is the limit of a 

sequence (u„) of self-adjoint elements which are polynomials in a, and which satisfies 

b2 = a. (Write a = oc(e — (e — <x~xa)) for a suitable a > 0, and use Problem 11(f) 

and Section 15.2, Problem 15.) Show that b and b* commute, and that we may there¬ 

fore write b — u + iv, where u and v are self-adjoint and commute with each other and 
with a. Deduce that uv — 0 and u2 — v2 ~ a. 

(c) Let C be a commutative Banach subalgebra of A which contains e, a, b, b* and 

is such that Spc(b) = SpA(6) (Section 15.2, Problem 15). Let C' be a commutative 

Banach subalgebra of A containing the image of C under the homomorphism 9: xi->x* 

of C into A. If 9T is the radical of C' and rr: C' C'/SR' the canonical homomorphism, 
then the homomorphism tt ° 9: is continuous (Section 15.3, Problem 20). 

Deduce that u = (b* — b) e and thence that SpA(tf) = SpA(w2). (Observe that 
2/ 

SpA(tf) = Spc'/«R>(tt(u2 — v2)) = SpC'/9t,(7r(tt2)).) Consequently u is invertible, v — 

u~1uv~ 0, and finally b = u is self-adjoint. Furthermore, if Sp(*z) is contained in 

]0,+ oo[, then the same is true of Sp(b). 

18. With the hypotheses of Problem 17, put pA(x) = (p(x*x))1/2 (also denoted by p(x)). 

We have p(x*) = p(x); also if is the radical of A and if tt : A -» A fat is the canonical 

homomorphism, then j^/srO^W) = PaW- 
The involution x*-*x* on A is said to be hermitian, and the involutive algebra A 

is said to be hermitian, if Sp(a) R for all self-adjoint elements a e A. If A is com¬ 

mutative, an equivalent condition is that every character of A is hermitian (Problem 2). 

Assume for the rest of this Problem that A is hermitian. 

(a) Let x e A be such that p(x) < 1. Show that (e -f x*)(e — x) is invertible. (Remark 

that e — x*x — w2, where w is self-adjoint and invertible, by virtue of Problem 17; 

hence show that the spectrum of w~x(jc* x)w_1 is contained in /R.) Deduce that 

p(x) <i p(x) 

for all x e A (Pt&k’s inequality). 

Consequently, if x is normal, we have p(x) = p(x). (Remark that if x, y are two 

elements of a Banach algebra which commute, then p(xy) p(x)p(y), by (15.3.4).) 

In particular, if x is unitary, then p(x) = 1 and Sp(x) <= U. 

(b) Deduce from (a) that for each pair a, b of self-adjoint elements of A we have 

piab) p(a)p(b). (Observe that p(ab) ^p(ab) = (p(a2b2))l/2 ^ ||a2||1/2* ||62||1/2.) For 

all xjeAwe have p(xy) < p(x)p(y), and the radical of A is the set of all x e A such 

that p(x) = 0. 

(c) Suppose that a, b are self-adjoint elements of A such that Sp(«) and Sp(b) are 

contained in [0, -f oo [. Show that Sp(tf -f b) is contained in [0, + oo [. (Write 

e + a + b — (e + a){ e — uv)(e -f 6), 

with p{u) < 1 and p(v) < 1.) Deduce that for any two self-adjoint elements a, b of A, 

we have p(a + b) <[ p{a) + p{b). Show also that Sp(x*x + xx*) cz [0, + oo [ for all 

x e A. 
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(d) If a, b e A are self-adjoint, show that p(a2) ^ p(a2 4- b2). (Remark that 

p(a2 4- b2)e — a2 — (p(a2 4- b2)e — a2 — b2) 4- b2, 

and use (c).) Deduce that p(x* + x) <, 2p(x) for all x e A. 

(e) Deduce from (b) and (d) that p(pc 4- y) ^ P(x) 4- p(y) for all x, y e A. 
without radical, it follows that p defines on A a normed algebra structure, fo 

the topology is coarser than that defined by the norm ||x||. These two top 

coincide only if A is complete relative to the norm p. 
(f) Show that if A is without radical, the function x^->x* is continuous on i 

the closed graph theorem, by remarking that if a sequence (x„) is such that 

and Xn->y, then p(x%) and p{y — x*) both tend to 0; then use (e).) 

(g) Show that p is a continuous function on A. (Use (f), by remarking tha 

exists a constant c>0 such that lbr(x*)|| = £lW*)ll, an<f that PaW = Pa/<r 
(h) Show that, for each x e A, Sp(x*x) is contained in [0, 4- °o[. (Argue by 

diction: suppose that there exists x e A such that — 1 e Sp(x*x). Write z = x* 

for each positive integer n let wn be a self-adjoint element of A which commutes 

and is such that w2 = z2 4- - e and Sp(ivn) <=■ [0, 4- °o [ (Problem 17). Let bn = 
n 

By considering a commutative Banach subalgebra B of A containing wn and 

such that the spectra of r, w„, and bn are the same in B and in A, show that 

Sp(W«=[0,4-oo[. 

Show also that p(b„) ^ 1 4- 2p(z) — a, independent of n (use (c)). Put yn — 

that y%yn= — b2nwn-\- {\jn)bn\ deduce that Sp(y*yn) is contained in the 
]— co, cc/n], and then that Sp(y„y^) is contained in the interval [— a///, 4- oo[ (i 

hence that p(y$yn) S <*ln (Section 15.2, Problem 2(b)), and consequent 

\x(ytyn)\ l^oc/n for all characters x °f Finally, obtain a contradiction b> 

that ytyn — b2z, that x(w«) ^ 0 and that there exists a character y such that ^(z) = 

19. Let A be a Banach algebra with unit element, and let x>-*x* be a (not nec 

continuous) involution on A. Show that the following properties of A are equi 
(a) A is hermitian. 

(j8) p(x) ^p(x) for all normal x e A. 

(y) p(x) = p(x) for all normal x e A. 

(S) p(x* + x)< 2p{x) for all jc 6 A. 

(e) p(x 4- y) ^p(x) -f p(y) for all ijeA. 

(0 The set of numbers p(x), where x runs through the unitary element 
is bounded. 

(g) For each x e A the element e 4- x*x is invertible in A. 

(To show that (rj) implies (a), argue by contradiction by showing tl 

spectrum of a hermitian element cannot contain the number /. To show t 

implies (a), argue as in (15.4.12). To show that (8) implies (/3), remark t 

implies that p(x)n = p(x") g 2p(x)n for x normal and n 1. Finally, to show t 

implies (a), notice first that (£) implies that Sp(x) c: U for all unitary element 

considering the powers x" (n e Z). Next observe that if a is self-adjoint and p( 

there exists a self-adjoint element b, commuting with a, such that b2 == 

(Problem 17), hence a 4- ib is unitary. Then consider a commutative Banach subi 

containing a and b and such that the spectra of <z, b and a 4- ib are the same in A; 
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20. Let A be a Banach algebra with unit element e, and let jci-*** be a (not necessarily 

continuous) involution on A. Show that if ||*|| ^p(x), then A is a star algebra. 

5. REPRESENTATIONS OF ALGEBRAS WITH INVOLUTION 

Let A be an algebra with involution (not necessarily endowed with a 
norm, and not necessarily having a unit element), and let H be a Hilbert 

space. A representationf of A in H is a homomorphism si—► U(s) of A into 
the algebra i?(H) of continuous endomorphisms of H, such that 

(15.5.1) U(s*) = (U(s))*. 

This implies in particular that if s is self-adjoint, then so is U(s). If A has a 
unit element e, we require in addition that 

(15.5.2) U(e)= 1H. 

The representation U is said to be faithful if the homomorphism s\-+ U(s) is 
injective, that is if the relation U(s) • x = 0 for all x e H implies that s = 0. 

Let H, H' be two Hilbert spaces. A representation sh-+ U(s) of A in H and 
a representation s\-+U'(s) of A in H' are said to be equivalent if there 
exists a Hilbert space isomorphism T: H H' such that U'(s) = TU(s)T~1 
for all s e A. 

When H = H', the Hilbert space automorphisms T of H are precisely the 
unitary elements of the star algebra JSf(H). For T must be invertible and 
satisfy (T • x \ T • y) = (x | y) for all x, y in H, so that (T*T • x | y) = (x \ y) and 
therefore T*T = 1H, hence T* = T~x; the converse is immediate. 

Let Hj, H2 be two Hilbert spaces, si—» ^(.s) a representation of A in Hl5 
and sy-*U2(s) a representation of A in H2. Let H be the Hilbert sum of 
Hx and H2, so that Hl and H2 are identified with supplementary subspaces 
of H. If x = xx + x2 and y = yx + y2 are two elements of H (where 
Xi, yt in Hj for i = 1, 2), then (6.4) 

(x\y) = (xl\y1) + (x2\y2). 

If we put U(s) • (xx H- x2) = Ufs) • xx + U2(s) • x2, it is immediately verified 
that U(s) e i?(H) for each s e A, and that si-* U(s) is a representation of A, 
called the Hilbert sum of the given representations. 

t Strictly speaking, a unitary representation. Since we shall not consider other types of 

representations, we shall suppress the word ‘‘unitary,” by abuse of language. 
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Let U(s) be a representation of A in a Hilbert space H. A vector 
subspace E of H is said to be stable with respect to this representation if 
U(s)E c= E for all s e A. If E is stable with respect to U, then so is the 

closure E of E (3.11.4). If E is closed and if E' is the orthogonal supplement 

of E in H (6.3), then E' is also stable with respect to U. For if x e E and 
x' e E', we have (x | U(s) • x') = ((U(s))*x | x') = (J7(j*)x | x') = 0 by hypo¬ 
thesis, hence U(s) • x' is orthogonal to all x e E and therefore belongs to E'. 
If Ufs) and U2(s) are the restrictions of U(s) to E and E', respectively, then 
the representation U is the Hilbert sum of Ut and U2. 

(15.5.3) For a closed subspace E of El to be stable with respect to U, it is 

necessary and sufficient that PE U(s) — U(s)PE for all s e A, where PE is the 

orthogonal projection on E (6.3). 

The condition is necessary, for if x e E we have PE • x = x and 
jPe * (U(s) • x) = U(s)-x, because E is stable with respect to U; and if 
xeE' we have PE • x = 0 and PE * (U(s) * x) = 0, because E' is also stable 
with respect to U. Conversely, if the given condition is satisfied, then 
U(s) • x = PE • U(s) • x e E for all x e E and all se A. 

On a Hilbert space H, an orthogonal projector is by definition any con¬ 
tinuous operator on H which is an orthogonal projection onto a closed sub¬ 
space of H. The importance of such projectors is due to (15.5.3) and to their 
characterization in terms of the structure of algebra with involution of 

#(H): 

(15.5.3.1) A continuous operator P on a Hilbert space H is an orthogonal 

projector if and only if it is idempotent and hermitian. 

The necessity of these conditions has already been proved (11.5). Con¬ 
versely, if P 2 = P = P*, then (P • x | y — P * y) = (x | P • y — P 2 • y) = 0 for 
all x, y e H. Since P(H) is also the kernel of 1H — P, it is closed, and H is 
the Hilbert sum of P(H) and P -1(0). Hence the result. 

Suppose that H is the Hilbert sum of an infinite sequence (H„) of sub¬ 
spaces which are stable with respect to the representation U. Let Un(s) denote 
the restriction of U(s) to H„, so that for each n the mapping s\-> Un(s) is a 
representation of A in H„. By abuse of language, tRe representation U is said 
to be the Hilbert sum of the representations Un. For each se A and each 
x = Ix„eH, where x„ e H„ for each n, we have U(s) • x = £ Un(s) • x„, and 

£ II*/„(>) •*„||2 = ||£/(j)-x||2. 
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A representation U(s) of A in H is said to be topologically irreducible 

if there exists no closed vector subspace E of H, other than {0} and H, which 
is stable with respect to U. 

From (15.5.3) we obtain the following irreducibility criterion: 

(15.5.4) In order that U should be topologically irreducible, it is necessary 

and sufficient that the only orthogonal projections P such that PU(s) = U(s)P 

for all s e A should be 0 and 1H. 

For this condition expresses that {0} and H are the only closed subspaces 
of H which are stable under U. 

(15.5.5) Let 3*1—> U(s) be a representation of A in H, let E be the closure in H 
of the vector subspace generated by the elements U(s) ■ x for s e A and reH, 
and let E' be the set of all xe H such that U(s) * x = 0 for all s e A. Then 

E and E' are stable with respect to U and are orthogonal supplements of each 

other in H. 

Since U(st) — U(s)U(t), it is clear that E and E' are stable subspaces of H. 
Let E" be the orthogonal supplement of E in H. We have seen earlier that E" 
is stable with respect to U. But if x e E", we have U(s) • x e E by definition, 
hence U(s) • x e E n E" = {0} for all ^eA, so that E" c= E'. Conversely, if 
xeE', s e A and ye H, we have (x | U(s) • y) = (£/(.s*) * x | y) = 0 by defini¬ 
tion, so that x is orthogonal to E, and therefore E' c E". 

The subspace E is called the essential subspace for U. If E' = {0}, the 
representation U is said to be nondegenerate. An equivalent condition is that 
the elements U(s) • x should form a total subspace of H; by (15.5.2), this is 
always the case if A has a unit element. 

A vector x0 e H is a totalizer or totalizing vector for a representation U of 
A in H if the vector subspace of H generated by the transforms U(s) • x0 of 
x0, as s runs through A, is dense in H. (In any case, this subspace is stable with 
respect to U.) A representation which admits a totalizer is said to be topologi¬ 

cally cyclic. If U is topologically irreducible, every nonzero vector x0 e H is a 
totalizer, and conversely. 

(15.5.6) Suppose that A has a unit element. Let s\-+ U(s) be a nondegenerate 

representation of A in a separable Hilbert space H. Then H is the Hilbert sum 

of a sequence (H„) {finite or infinite) of closed subspaces, stable with respect to U 

and such that the restriction of U to each Hn is topologically cyclic. 
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Let be a dense sequence in H. We define the H„ inductively, as 
follows. Hx is the closure of the vector subspace of H generated by the 
U(s) * xl9 as s runs through A; we have xx e H1? because A has a unit element. 
If Hx, ..., Hn-x have been constructed, it may be the case that H is equal to 
the (direct) sum L of the H{, and the construction stops. If not, let L' be the 
orthogonal supplement of L in H, and let p(n) be the smallest integer such 
that, if x' is the orthogonal projection of xp(n) on L', the vector subspace 
H' of L' generated by the U(s) • x' is not equal to {0}: there exists such an 
index because the representation U is nondegenerate, and we take Hw to be the 
closure of H'. Since x'eH„, the subspaces H„ satisfy the required conditions, 
by virtue of (6.4.2). 

(15.5.7) If A is a Banach algebra with involution, having a unit element, then 

every representation sy-> U(s) of A in a Hilbert space satisfies || U(s) || ^ \\s\\ 

(and in particular U is a continuous mapping of A into «£?(H)). 

We have \\U(s)\\2 - ||Cf(*)*l7(j)|| = p(U(s)*U(s)) in the star algebra J?(H) 
(15.4.14.1). Since U(s)*U(s) = U(s*s), it follows from (15.2.8©) that 

p(U(s*s)) S P(s*s) S ||s*J|| ^ ||**|| * ||*|| = ll*l|2. 

In particular, we recover in this way (15.3.1 (ii)). 

6. POSITIVE LINEAR FORMS, POSITIVE HILBERT FORMS 

AND REPRESENTATIONS 

Let A be an algebra with involution (not necessarily normed, and not 
necessarily having a unit element). A linear form/: A -► C on A is said to be 
positive if 

(15.6.1) ' /(x*x)^0 

for all x e A. 

(15.6.2) Let fbe a positive linear form on an algebra A with involution. 

(i) The mapping (x, y)*-+g(x, y) = f(y*x) is a positive hermitian form on 

A x A: in other words, 

(15.6.2.1) f(x*y)=f(y*x) 

for all x, y in A. 
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(ii) For all x, y in A we have 

(15-6.2.2) l/0'*x)|2 ^f(x*x)f(y*y). 

(iii) If A has a unit element e, then 

(15.6.2.3) f(x*) =m, 

(15.6.2.4) l/(x)|2 Sf{e)f{x*x). 

To prove (i), express that 

g{x + y, x + = g{x, x) + g(x, y) + g(y, x) + g(y, y) 

is real: by virtue of the hypothesis (15.6.1), we obtain 

S(g{y, x)) = -f(g(x, y)); 

changing x into ix, this becomes c, y)) = &(g(y, *)), hence g(y, x) = 

g(x, y). Assertion (ii) is the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (6.2.1) applied to g. 

The relations (iii) are obtained by replacing y by e in (15.6.2.1) and (15.6.2.2), 
and using (15.4.2). 

The hermitian form g so obtained from / is not arbitrary, because it 
clearly satisfies the relation 

(15.6.3) g(xy, z) = g(yf x*z) 

for all x, y, z in A. We therefore make the following definition: 
A positive Hilbert form on the algebra with involution A is a positive 

hermitian form on A x A which satisfies the relation (15.6.3). 
If A has a unit element, every positive Hilbert form g comes as above from 

a positive linear form/: we have only to define/(x) = g(x, e). But we shall see 
later that this is no longer the case when A has no unit element (15.7.4). 

We shall now show that there are remarkable relationships between 
Hilbert forms on A x A and representations of A. 

In the first place, every representation si-* U(s) of A in a Hilbert space H 
gives rise to positive linear forms (and hence to positive Hilbert forms) in the 
following way: for each x0 e H, if we put 

(15.6.4) fxois) = (“00 • *0 I *o) 
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then it is clear that fxo is a linear form on A, and we have 

fX0(s*s) = (U(s*)U(s) • x01 x0) = (U(s) ■ x0 | U(s) ■ x0) = || U(s) • x0||2 > 0 

by virtue of (15.5.1). The corresponding Hilbert form is 

(15.6.5) gxo(s, t) = (u(s) • x0 | u(t) ■ x0). 

For example, if A = ^f(H) where H is a Hilbert space of finite dimension n, 

and 1A : 7V-> T is the identity representation of A in H, then the form fxo is 

calculated explicitly as follows: if (<?,)ii;g„ is an orthonormal basis of H, and 
It 

(Cij) the matrix of T with respect to this basis, then for x0 = £ we have 

(15.6.6) fX0(T) = 'ZWu- 
j 

When studying positive linear forms of the type (15.6.4) we may always 
assume that x0 is a totalizer for U (15.5), because fXQ is unchanged when we 
replace U by its restriction to the stable subspace of H which is the closure of 
the stable subspace generated by x0 and the U(s) • x0 (s e A). Under this 
additional assumption, the form fXo determines the representation U up to 

equivalence: 

(15.6.7) Let U, U' be two representations of A in Hilbert spaces H, H', 
respectively, and suppose that U (resp. Uf) has a totalizer x0 (resp. x'Q). Then if 

(U(s) * x01 x0) = (U'(s) • x'Q | Xq) for all s e A, the representations U and U' are 

equivalent. 

For all s, tin A we have 

(6/(s)-xo|C/(0-jco)=(t/O*s)-xo|xo) 

(15.6.7.1) =(U'(t*s)-x'0\x'0) 

= (U'(s)-x'0\U'(t)-x'0). 

Since the vectors U(t) • x0 (resp. U'(t)-xf0) form a dense subspace H0 
(resp. Ho) of H (resp. H'), this proves already that U(s) - x0 — 0 if and 
only if U'(s) • x'0 = 0. It follows that, for each z e H0 and each ^eA such 
that U(s)-x0 = z, the vector U'(s)-xr0 is constant and equal to say 
z' = T- ze Hq. By (15.6.7.1) the mapping Tis an isomorphism of the pre- 
hilbert space H0 onto the prehilbert space Hq , which extends uniquely to an 
isomorphism (also denoted by T) of the Hilbert space H onto the Hilbert 
space H' (by virtue of (5.5.4) and the principle of extension of identities). It 
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remains to be shown that T• (U(s) • z) = U\s) • (T* z), and by the principle 
of extension of identities we may assume that z is of the form U(t) • x0. 

But then U(s) * (U(t) • x0) — U(st)' x0, and therefore 

T * (C/(rt) * *0) = ) • x0 = U'(s) • (C/'(0 • *o) = U’(s) • (r • z). 

This completes the proof. 

Furthermore, the prehilbert space H0 can be defined directly in terms of the 

form fXo, and even in terms of the Hilbert form gXo. We have the following 
general proposition: 

(15.6.8) Let g be a positive Hilbert form on A. Then the set n of elements 

s e A such that g(s, s) = 0 is a left ideal of A, and is equal to the set of s e A such 

that g(s, t) = 0 for all te A. If n : A -► A/n w t/ze canonical linear mapping, 
f/zerc there exists a unique structure of prehilbert space on A/n such that 

(n(s) | te(0) = 9(s> t)f°r all s, t e A. 

The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality |g(s, t)\2 ^ g(s, s)g(t, t) (6.2.1) shows that 
n is the set of all s e A such that g(s, t) = 0 for all t e A. The relation (15.6.3) 

then proves that n is a left ideal in A. By virtue of the relation g(t, s) = g(s, t), 
we have g(t,s) = 0 for sen and te A; it follows that if s — s'en and 
t—t’en (that is, if 7c(^) = 7e(,s') and Tc(t) = n(t')) then g(s, t) = g(s'91'), 

because g(s, t) — g{s , t') = g(s, t - f) + g(s — 5*', t'). Since g(s, t) depends 
only on 7c(^) and n(t), we may write t) = (7i(^)|7i(t)), and it is straight¬ 
forward to check that the function (x \y) so defined on (A/n) x (A/n) is a 
non-degenerate positive hermitian form. 

In the case where g = gxo, we have gXo(sy s) = || U(s) • x0||2, hence n is the 
kernel of the linear mapping u : s\-+ U(s) • x0 of A onto H0. The formula 
(15.6.5) shows that the bijective mapping S : A/n-+H0 induced by u is a 
prehilbert space isomorphism. This shows, as stated earlier, that the Hilbert 
space H is determined by gxo up to isomorphism. Further, the representation 
s h-> U(s) can be reconstructed from the algebra structure of A and the form 
gxo, because 

U(s) • (U(t) ‘ x0) = U(s) * (5 • 7E(0) = 5 • n(st); 

and once U(s) is known in H0, it extends uniquely by continuity to H 
(5.5.4). 

Nevertheless, positive Hilbert forms of the type gXo are not the most 

general ones, for they satisfy an additional condition which expresses that each 
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U(s) is a continuous operator on H0. In view of (15.6.5) and (5.5.1), this con¬ 
tinuity is equivalent to the following condition on the form g = gXQ: 

(U) For each s e A there exists a real number Ms ^ 0 such that 

(15.6.9) g(st, st) S Msg(t, t) 

for all te A. 

Conversely: 

(15.6.10) Let g be a positive Hilbert form on A, satisfying the condition (U), 
and suppose that (with the notation of (15.6.8)) the prehilbert space A/n is 

separable, so that (6.6.2) it can be identified with a dense vector subspace of a 

Hilbert space H. Then for each se A the endomorphism 7i(t) f—► n(st) of A/n 

extends to a continuous endomorphism x f—► V(s) • x of H, ands h-> V(s) is a repre¬ 

sentation of A in H. 

If n(t) = n(t'), then n(st) = n(st)') because rt is a left ideal. Hence the 
endomorphism of H0 under consideration is well-defined, and the definition 
of the scalar product on A/n, together with (15.6.9), shows that this endomor¬ 
phism is continuous (5.5.1). Hence the existence of the continuous operator 
V(s) (5.5.4). Since n((ss')t) = n(s(s't)), we have V(ss') = V(s)V(s'). Also, by 
virtue of (15.6.3) 

(V(s*) • n(t) | n(t')) = g(s*t, t') = g(t, st') 

= g(st'> 0 = <70) • <01 n(0) = 0(01 v(s) • <0) 

which shows that V(s*) = (K^))*. Finally, if A has a unit element e, then 
evidently V(e) = 1H, and therefore s\-+ F(^) is a representation of A in H. 

It is useful to know when the representation s h-> V(s) so defined is non¬ 
degenerate (15.5.5). This is equivalent to the following condition on g: 

(N) The elements n(st) form a total set in the prehilbert space A/n. 

This condition is trivially satisfied when A has a unit element. 

Under the conditions of (15.6.10), there does not in general exist an element 
x0 e H such that g(s, t) = (F(s) • x0 | V(t) • x0) (cf. Section 15.9, Problem 3). 
However, such a vector always exists when A has a unit element e: we may 
take x0 = n(e). 
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When A has a unit element and is a Banach algebra with involution, not 
only does the theory of positive Hilbert forms reduce to that of positive linear 
forms, and the condition (N) is automatically satisfied, but also the condition 
(U) is satisfied. Precisely, 

(15.6.11) Let A be a Banach algebra with involution, having a unit element 

e # 0. Let fbe a positive linear form on A. Then 

(i) /is continuous and ||/|| = f(e). 

(ii) \f(y*xy)\ g ||x||/0*j'). 

We shall use the following lemma: 

(15.6.11.1) If xe A is self-adjoint and ||x|| < 1, then there exists a self- 

adjoint ye A such that y2 = e + x. 

If t is real and \t\ < 1, Taylor’s formula (8.14.3) gives 

(1 + 01/2 = 1 + it + (fit2 + • • • + (*)<" + r„(0, 

where 

rn(t) 
( — 1)” 1-3- •••(2n - 1) 

2 ' 2-4 ■■■In JM ds 

(1 + s) 1/2* 

This leads immediately to the estimate 

woi ^ i*r 
and therefore we have 

(15.6.11.2) (1 + t)112 = 1 + i* + ft)*2 + • •• + (*)<" + • • •, 

the series on the right being absolutely convergent for |f | < 1 (9.1.2). It follows 
that in the Banach algebra A the series 

e + $x + + ‘ * * + (n)X" + * * ’ 

converges absolutely for ||x|| < 1, and its sum y is self-adjoint when x is self- 
adjoint. Furthermore, since the square of the power series on the right-hand 
side of (15.6.11.2) is 1 -M, it follows that y2 = e + x, by virtue of (5.5.3). 

This lemma shows that, if xe A is self-adjoint and ||x|| < 1, there exists 
ye A such that y*y = e — x, so that f(e — x)^. 0, or equivalently f(x) ^f(e). 

If now ze A is such that ||z|| < 1, then also \\z*z\\ < 1 and therefore, using 
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(15.6.2.4), we have \f(z)\2 ^f(e)f(z*z) This proves that /is con¬ 
tinuous and that ||/|| Sf(e) (5.7.1). Since also ||e|| = 1, we have f(e) g ||/||, 
and assertion (i) is proved. 

To prove (ii), observe that for y e A the linear form xv-*f(y*xy) on A is 
positive, because f(y*x*xy) = f((xy)*(xy)) ^ 0; by virtue of (i), the norm of 
this linear form is/0>*}0- This completes the proof. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let A be an algebra with involution and let U be a representation of A on a Hilbert 

space H. In order that U should be irreducible, it is necessary and sufficient that the 

subalgebra B of J£?(H) consisting of the endomorphisms V such that VU(s)= U(s)V 

for all s e A should be equal to C • 1H. (To show that the condition is necessary, 

observe that B is an*involutive closed subalgebra of hence is a star algebra. 

If S is a hermitian operator belonging to B, consider the closed commutative sub¬ 

algebra C of B generated by S, which is separable and therefore isomorphic to ^C(X) 

for some compact metrizable space X. Show that C has no divisors of zero, other 

than 0, and conclude that X consists of a single point.) 

2. Let A be a Banach algebra with unit element e, and let x^x* be a (not necessarily 

continuous) involution on A. 

(a) Let / be a linear form on A such that f(a2) 0 for all self-adjoint elements 

a e A. Show that if also p(a) < 1, then f(a) is real and \ f(a)\ ^f(e) (use Section 15.4, 

Problem 17). Show that, for each self-adjoint element aeA,f(a) is real, \f(a)\ 

f(e)p(a) and f(a)2 ^f(e)f(a2). (Consider f((a~\~£e)2) where £ e R.) Deduce that 

|/(*)| ^f(e)p(x), in the notation of Section 15.4, Problem 18, and a fortiori that /is 

continuous on A. Furthermore, we have |/(y*xy)| ^ p(x)f(y*y). 

(b) Conversely, if/is a linear form on A such that \f(x)\ <£f(e)p(x) for all * e A, 

show that for each self-adjoint element a e A we have f(a) real and \f{a)\ <:f(e)p(a) 

(consider f(a + i£e), where £ e R). 

(c) Suppose that the involution x>->x* is hermitian (Section 15.4, Problem 18). 

Show that the following conditions are equivalent, for a linear form / on A: 

(a) / is a positive linear form. 

(j8) For every self-adjoint element aeA,f(a) is real and \f(a)\<z f(e)p(a). 

(y) For every self-adjoint element a 6 A,f{a2) 0. 

(8) For each x e A, |/(x)| ^ f(c)p(x). 

(Use (a) and (b). To show that (/3) implies (a), observe that if Sp(a) is contained in an 
interval [A, pu] c: R and if f(e) i=- 0, then f(e) > 0 and f(a) e [f(e)X,f(e)pb].) 

3. Let A be a separable Banach algebra with unit element e, and let jo-*-** be a (not 
necessarily continuous) involution on A. 

(a) Show that if A is hermitian, then for each x e A there exists a positive linear 

form/ on A such that f(e)= 1 and f(x*x)l/2 = p(x). (Consider the commutative 

Banach subalgebra C generated by x*x, and a commutative Banach subalgebra 

B => C such that SpB(y) = SpA(y) for all y e C. For each character y of B and each 
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element y of C, we have y(.y*) = yOO, anc* there exists a character y such that p(x*x) = 

y(.x*x). If g is the restriction of y to C, we have \g(y)\ ^p(y) for all y e C. Now use 

Section 15.4, Problem 18(e); Section 12.15, Problem 4; and Problem 2(c) above). 

(b) Conversely, if for each x e A there exists a positive linear form / on A such that 

f(e) = 1 and f(x*x)l/2 = p(x\ then A is hermitian. (If a = p(x*x) and u — ae — x*x, 

show that f(u2) ^ a2 for all positive linear forms / on A such that f(e)= 1, and 

deduce from the hypothesis that p(u2) ^ a2, so that p(ote — x*x) < a; then use 
Section 15.4, Problem 19.) 

(c) Suppose that A is hermitian, and let S(A) be the subspace of the dual A' of the 

Banach space A, consisting of the positive linear forms/ on A such that f(e)— 1. 

Then S(A) is compact and metrizable for the weak topology (12.15.9). Let (/„) be a 

dense sequence in S(A), and let s^U„(s) be the representation of A on a separable 

Hilbert space H„ constructed from fn by the procedure of (15.6.10). We obtain a 

representation U of A on the Hilbert space H which is the Hilbert sum of the H„ 

(6.4) by putting U(s) •]£-*,, = Un(s) • x„. Show that \\U(s)\\ = p(s\ and hence that the 
n n 

kernel of U is the radical 91 of A, and U is continuous. 

(d) A star algebra A with unit element is hermitian (15.4.12), and for each xeAwe 

have \\x\\=p(x) (Section 15.4, Problem 4(a)). If A is separable, deduce that there 

exists an isometric isomorphism U of A onto a closed involutive subalgebra of J5?(E) 

(where E is a separable Hilbert space), such that U(s*) — (U(s))* for all s e A. 

(e) If E is a separable Hilbert space, the algebra A = C • 1E © .^(E) is a hermitian 

Banach algebra relative to the norm ||£ • 1E -f u\\2 = \£| + ||w||2, in the notation of 
(15.4.8). Compare ||w||2 and p(u) for u e -Sf2(E). 

4. Let A be a Banach algebra with unit element, and let x^x* be a (not necessarily 

continuous) involution on A. Show that the following properties are equivalent: 

(a) There exists a norm on A, equivalent to the given norm, relative to which A 

is a star algebra. 

(/3) There exists a number A> 0 such that \\x*x\\ ^ A||^*|| • ||jc|| for all jc g A. 

(y) The set of unitary elements of A is bounded. 

(8) The involution x^x* is hermitian, and there exists a number /x > 0 such 

that ||a|| pi • p(a) for all hermitian elements a e A. 

(To show that (6) implies (a), show that (3) implies that ||*|| ^ 2pup(x), by writing 

x = aJrib with a, b hermitian, and using Section 15.4, Problem 18(d) and 18(g). 

To show that (/3) implies (6), show first that if a is hermitian, then A||a|| ^ p(a), by 

using (15.2.7); deduce that if x is normal, then A2||x"||- ||(^*)"|| < p(x*x)n for all 

integers n > 1, and use Section 15.4, Problem 19 to show that A is hermitian. Finally, 

to show that (y) implies (S), observe that for each hermitian element a such that 

p(a) < 1 there exists in A a hermitian element b, commuting with a, such that b2 = 

e — a2 (Section 15.4, Problem 17); consequently u = a-{-ib is unitary, and a = 

i(« + «*)•) 

5. Let A be a Banach algebra with unit element e, endowed with a hermitian involution 

(a) Let xeA be such that p(jc)<l. Show that x(e — x*x)1/2 = (e — xx*)U2x 

(cf. Section 15.2, Problem 11(f)). 
(b) Under the same hypotheses, show that the function 

F(D = (e — xx*)~ll2(£e 4- x)(e + £x;*)“1(£ — x*x)1/2 
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is defined and holomorphic in an open disk | £ | <1 -f 8, for some 8 > 0, and that 

F(£) is unitary when |£| = 1. (If |£| = 1, and if we put a-= e- x*x, b = e-xx*y 

y = + we have e + £x* = £y*, yy*-1 = £(x + by*"1), y*~ly = £(x + y*"1^), 

and finally yy* “ = 6y* ~ *y.) 
(c) Show that the set of elements x e A such that p(x) <; 1 is the closed convex hull 

(Section 12.14, Problem 13) of the set of unitary elements of A. (Use the relation 

X = F(0) = 3- f F(e") dt.) 
2tt 

6. Let A be a Banach algebra with unit element, endowed with a (not necessarily con¬ 

tinuous) involution xh>x*. Show that the following properties are equivalent: 

(a) A is a star algebra. 

(£) ||x ii fg p(x) for all x e A. 

(y) 11**11 • IMI = ||**x11 for all normal x e A. 
(8) ||xi| = 1 for all unitary x e A. 
(To prove that (8) implies (jS), observe first that (8) implies that A is a star 

algebra relative to some norm equivalent to the given norm (Problem 4), and in 

particular that A is hermitian; then apply Problem 5(c).) 

7. TRACES, BITRACES, AND HILBERT ALGEBRAS 

Let A be an algebra with involution and / a positive linear form on A. In 
general f(xy) # fiyx) for x, ye A, as example (15.6.6) shows. 

We say that / is a trace on A if / is a positive linear form satisfying the 

condition 

(157.1) f(yx)=f(xy) 

for all x, y in A. 

For/ to be a trace it is sufficient that f(xx*) = f(x*x) for all * e A; for, 
replacing x by x 4- y and using (15.6.2.1), we obtain &(f(y*x)) = &(f(xy*))9 

and then, replacing x by ix we get <f(f(y*x)) = *f(f(xy*))9 so that 
f(y*x) = f(xy*) for all x, y in A. 

The condition (15.7.1) is trivially satisfied if A is commutative. 

Example 

(15.7.2) Let A = i?(H), where H is a Hilbert space of finite dimension n. 
n 

Then the positive linear form f(T) = £(r-e,| et) is a trace, for it is the 
i— 1 

n 

trace Tr( T) = £ Cn of the endomorphism T. On the other hand, it is easily seen 
i= 1 
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that there exists no trace on «£?(H) if H is an zT^mte-dimensional Hilbert space 
(Problem at the end of this section). 

The corresponding notion for positive Hilbert forms is that of a bitrace. 
A bitrace on A is by definition a positive Hilbert form g on A which satisfies 
the additional condition 

(15.7.3) g(y*,x) = g(x,y). 

This reduces to (15.7.1) when g(x, y) = f{y*x),f being a positive linear form. 

Example 

(15.7.4) Consider the algebra «3?2(E) °f Hilbert-Schmidt operators on an 
infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space (15.4.8). For any Hilbert 
basis (ian) of E and any pair (u, v) of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on E, the sum 
Y (u(an) | v(an)) is defined, because (u(an) \ v(an)) = ((v*u)(an) | an), and we have 
n 

seen that the double family ((i?*w)(a„) | am) is absolutely summable (15.4.8), 
since v*u is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Moreover, for each Hilbert 
basis .(bn) of E, we have 

(«(««) | v(an)) = £ («K) I K)(bm I v(an)) 
m 

= X(a„|u*(fcJ)(y*(bm)|an) 
m 

and therefore 

X(u(a„)|t;K)) = 5:(u*(6J|u*(hm)). 

This shows that the sum £ (u(a„) | v(a„)) does not depend on the orthonormal 
n 

basis (a„) originally chosen. If we denote this sum by g(u, v), then it is 
immediately seen that g is a positive hermitian form on if2(E), such that 
g(u,u)= ||t/|||. Also, if u, v, w are three Hilbert-Schmidt operators, then 
(u(v(an)) | w(an)) = (v(a„) \ u*(w(an))), hence g(uv, w) = g(v, u*w); and the cal¬ 
culation above shows that g(v*, u*) = g(u, v). Hence g is a bitrace on i?2(E). 
It can be shown that it does not come from a trace on this algebra (Problem). 
Note also that g satisfies conditions (U) and (N) of (15.6). For (U), this fol¬ 
lows from the inequality (15.4.8.2); for (N), observe that the endomorphisms 
of finite rank are dense in i?2(E) (15.4.8) and that if u(E) = F is finite¬ 
dimensional then we may write u = PF ° u (in the notation of (6.3.1)) where 
PF is also of finite rank. 



Remark 

(15.7.4.1) If E is a Hilbert space of finite dimension n, we can define 
a scalar product (u\ v) on i?(E) = Endc(E) as in (15.7.4). As in (15.4.8) we 
see that, if we put ||m||1 = («| u), then ||w||2 is a norm on JS?(E) such that 
||wi>||2 S IM|2 * ^ is necessarily equivalent to the usual norm ||w|| (5.9.1), 
but does not satisfy (15.1.2) unless n= 1, because ||1E||2 = «1/2. 

(15.7.5) Let A be an arbitrary algebra with involution, and let g be a bitrace 
on A. Since g(s*, s*) = g(s, s), the left ideal n defined in (15.6.8) is self- 

adjoint and is therefore a two-sided ideal. The vector space A/n is therefore 
naturally an algebra. Since n is self-adjoint, the mapping s\-+s* induces an 
involution on A/n such that n(s*) = (n(s))*; also the scalar product (x|y) on 
A/n induced by g is a bitrace on A/n; finally, if g satisfies the condition. (U) 
(resp. (N)), then the same is true of the scalar product on A/n. 

A Hilbert algebra is defined to be an algebra A with involution, endowed 
with the structure of a prehilbert space defined by a bitrace (x \ y) satisfying the 
conditions (U) and (N). In other words, this scalar product satisfies the follow¬ 
ing conditions: 

(15.7.5.1) (y* I **)==(* IJ) 

(15.7.5.2) (xy \ z) = (y \ x*z) 

(15.7.5.3) For each x e A there exists a real number Mx 2> 0 such that 

(xy\xy)SMx(y\y). 

(15.7.5.4) The elements of A of the form xy, with xe A and ye A, form a 

total set in A. 

Note that it follows from (15.7.5.1) and (15.7.5.2) that 

(15.7.5.5) (yx\z) = (y\ zx*). 

For (yx\z) = (x*y* \ z*) = (y* \ xz*) = (y | zx*). 

Furthermore, we have 

(157.5.6) (yx | yx) g M*.(y | y) 

because (yx \ yx) = (x*y* \ x*y*) g | y*) = Mx.(y | y). 
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The inequalities (15.7.5.3) and (15.7.5.6) express that the linear mappings 
y\-+xy and xv-+xy are continuous on A with respect to its topology as a 
prehilbert space. But it should be carefully noted that in general A is not a 

normable algebra for this topology (15.1.8): that is to say, in general the map¬ 
ping (x, y)t-+xy is not continuous. 

Finally, we have 

(15.7.5.7) The relation x*x = 0 for x e A implies that x = 0. 

For it follows from (15.7.5.2) that (xy | xy) = (x*xy | y) = 0, hence 
xy = 0 for all ye A. Hence, by (15.7.5.5), (x | yz) — (xz* | y) = 0 for all y and 
all z, and by (15.7.5.4) this implies that x = 0. 

In particular, the right (resp. left) annihilator of A consists only of 0, and 
for each x # 0 in A the left ideal Ax is nonzero. 

In the next two sections we shall determine the structure of two of the most 
important types of Hilbert algebras. 

PROBLEM 

(a) Show that on the algebra A = M„(C) of all n x n matrices with complex entries, 

the only linear forms / such that f(XY) =f(YX) for all pairs of matrices X, Y are 

scalar multiples X\—>pTr(X) of the trace. 

(b) Deduce that, if H is an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space, there exists 

no trace on the algebra ^f(H) or on the algebra «£?2(H). (Consider a compact operator 

U such that U(en) = A„ <?„, where the en form an orthonormal basis of H and the A„ are 

real numbers > 0 such that AS converges but^ A„ does not. Use (a) by considering 
n n 

the restriction of a hypothetical trace / to the algebra of endomorphisms of the vector 

subspace of H generated by the ek with k S n.) 

8. COMPLETE HILBERT ALGEBRAS 

Throughout this section we shall assume that the Hilbert algebra A is 
complete (and thus a Hilbert space) with respect to the norm ||x|| = (x |x)1/2. 
We shall also assume that the bilinear mapping (x, y)\-+xy of A x A into A 
is continuous with respect to this norm (it can be shown (Section 12.16, 
Problem 8c)) that this is in fact a consequence of the other hypotheses). Every 
closed self-adjoint subalgebra B of A is a complete Hilbert algebra. 
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(15.8.1) Let b be a closed left ideal in A, and put Uh(x) • y = xy for all 

yeb and all xeA. Then x\-+U b(x) is a representation of the algebra A on the 

Hilbert space b. 

First of all, Ub(x) is a continuous operator on b, by (15.7.5.3). Clearly 
Ub{xx') = Ub(x)Ub(x'). For y, z in b, we have 

(U b(x)* -y\z) = (y\Uh(x)-z) = (y\ xz) = (x*y \ z) = (U b(x*) -y\z) 

by virtue of (15.7.5.2), hence Ub(x)* = Ub(x*). Also if A has a unit element e, 
then Ub(e) is the identity transformation. 

When b = A, we write U(x) in place of UA(x) ; the representation U is 
called the regular representation of A. It is faithful (15.5) by virtue of (15.7.5.7). 
Moreover, x\-+ U(x) is a continuous linear mapping of A into o£?(A), by the 
continuity of (x, y)Y-+xy. 

The study of complete Hilbert algebras is founded on the consideration of 
their minimal left ideals and the idempotents which generate them. 

For each left ideal I of A, we denote by I* the image of I under the involu¬ 
tion sb+s*; clearly 1* is a right ideal. 

(15.8.2) For each left ideal I of A, the orthogonal supplement I1 of the closure 

I of I is a left ideal 

Since I is a left ideal (15.1.3), we may as well assume that 1 is closed. If 
ye l1 and z e A, then for each xelwe have (zy | x) = (y | z*x) = 0 because I is 
a left ideal, whence it follows that zy e I1. 

(15.8.3) Let e ^0 be an idempotent in A. Then 

© Ik II ^ i; 
(ii) e* is idempotent; 

(iii) the left ideal Ae is the set of all x e A such that x = xe, and is 

closed in A. 

The first assertion follows from the inequality ||e|| = ||e2|| ^ \\e\\2. The 
second is trivial. As to (iii), it is clear that if x = xe then x e Ae, and conversely 
if x e Ae, then x = ye for some ye A, hence xe = ye2 = ye = x. The fact that 
Ae is closed then follows from the continuity of the mapping xh+x — xe, 
and (3.15.1). 

Consider in particular the self-adjoint idempotents (cf. (15.5.3.1)): 

(15.8.4) If eu e2 are self-adjoint idempotents in A, then the following proper¬ 

ties are equivalent: (a) (et | e2) = 0; (b) e±e2 = 0; (c) e2 et = 0. 
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Since (exe2)* = e*e* = e2 ei> it is clear that (b) and (c) are equivalent. 
If (e1\e2) = 0 then by (15.7.5.2) and (15.7.5.5) we have 0 = (ef | e\) = 
(ele2\e1e2) = \\ele2\\2, so that (a) implies (b). Conversely, if exe2 =0, then 

(ei I ei) = (ei I e2) — (ei I eie2) = 0. and therefore (b) implies (a). 

(15.8.5) Every left ideal 1 / {0} in A contains a self-adjoint idempotent ^0. 

Let x be a nonzero element of I. Then z = x*x ¥= 0 (15.7.5.7), and z is a 
self-adjoint element of I. Multiplying z by a suitable nonzero real scalar, we 
may assume that ||£/(z)|| = 1, where U is the regular representation of A 
(15.8.1). Hence, by (15.8.1) and (11.5.3), ||t/(z2)|| = 1, and therefore 
||{/(z2")|| = 1 by induction on n. On the other hand, we have 

||C/(z‘+1)|| = ||U(z)C7(z*)|| ^ ||t7(z)|| • ||<7(z*)|| = ||t/(z*)|| 

for all k, hence the sequence (|| C/(zfc) ||) is decreasing. Since it has infinitely 
many terms equal to 1, it follows that || U(zk)\\ = 1 for all integers k, and hence 
that ||z*j| ^ 1/1| U\\ for all k. We shall show that the sequence (z2*j is a Cauchy 
sequence in the Hilbert space A. Let n, p be two integers >0, and put 
m = n + p. Then 

and 

(z2m I z2n) = (z2pz2n I z2") = (zp+2n I zp+2n) = II U(zp) ■ z2"II2 

g(z2nlz2n) 

(z2m I z2m) = II U(zp) ■ zp+2nII2 ^ (zp+2n I zp+2n) = (z2m I z2n) 

so that, for all m> n, 

1/1| U\\2 g (z2m | z2m) g (z2m | z2n) g (z2n | z2n). 

This shows that the sequence (||z2"||2) is decreasing and has a limit a>0; 
moreover, we have 

||z2m - z2n||2 = (z2m I z2m) - 2(z2m I z2n) + (z2n I z2n) 

^ l|z2"||2 - a 

which proves that (z2k) is a Cauchy sequence, as asserted. Hence the sequence 
(z2k) has a limit e. By continuity, e2 = lim(z4fc) = e, and e* = lim (z*)Zk = e 

k~+ co k~* co 

because z is self-adjoint, and finally ez2 = lim z2k+2 = e, so that eel. Finally, 
k~* oo 

since \\zk\\ ^ 1/1| U\\ for all k ^ 1, we have \\e\\ > 0, and the proof is complete. 
♦ 

A self-adjoint idempotent e ^ 0 is said to be reducible if there exist 
two orthogonal self-adjoint idempotents eu e2, each nonzero, and such 
that e = ex + e2- In this case, by (15.8.4), we have ee1 = exe = ex and 
ee2 = e2 e = e2. If e ^ 0 is not reducible, it is said to be irreducible. 
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(15.8.6) (i) Every self-adjoint idempotent e ^ 0 is the sum of a finite number 
of irreducible self-adjoint idempotents belonging to he. 

(ii) Every left ideal I ^ {0} contains an irreducible self-adjoint idempotent. 

Clearly (ii) is a consequence of (i) and (15.8.5). Hence it is enough to 
prove (i). If ||e||2 < 2, then e must be irreducible, for otherwise we should 
have ||<?||2 = \\ex ||2 + \\e2\\2, where ex and e2 are self-adjoint idempotents AO, 
hence ||e||2 ^ 2 by (15.8.3). We shall proceed by induction on the smallest 
integer n such that \\e\\2 < n. If e - ex + e2 is reducible, where ex and e2 are 
orthogonal self-adjoint idempotents AO, then ex — exe and e2 = e2e, so that 
ex and e2 lie in Ae; moreover, we have 

Ikill2 = IHI2 - Ikall2 ^ IHI2 - i < ^ - i 

and similarly \\e2\\2 <n — 1, so that the inductive hypothesis can be applied to 
ex and e2 . This completes the proof. 

A left ideal I in A is said to be minimal if 1 A {0} and if there exists no 
nonzero left ideal I' A I contained in I. Similarly for minimal right ideals. 

(15.8.7) A left ideal I in A is minimal if and only if it is of the form 1 = Ae, 
where e is an irreducible self-adjoint idempotent AO. 

If I is minimal, it contains an irreducible self-adjoint idempotent e A 0 
(15.8.6). We have Ae cz I, and e — e2 e Ae, hence Ae = I. Conversely, let e be 
an irreducible self-adjoint idempotent A0, and let I = Ae. Suppose that I 
contains a left ideal I' distinct from {0} and 1. Let e be a self-adjoint idem- 
potent A0 contained in I' (15.8.5). Then we can write e — ex + e2, where 
e2 = ee' and ex = e — ee'. We shall show that ex and e2 are orthogonal self- 
adjoint idempotents. Since e' eAe, we have e' = e'e (15.8.3), hence 

e\ = ee'ee' = ee’2 = ee' = e2, ee2 = e2, e2 e = ee'e = ee' = e2, 

and therefore 

exe2 =(e - e2)e2 = 0, e2 ex = e2{e - e2) = 0, 

e\ = (e - e2)2 = e - e2 = ex; 

finally e* = (ee'e)* = ee'e = e2, and hence ex — e — e2 is also self-adjoint. We 
shall obtain a contradiction if we can show that ex and e2 are both nonzero. 
If ex = 0, it follows that e — ee'e V, hence I = f, contrary to hypothesis. On 
the other hand, e'e2 = e'ee' = e'2 = e' ^ 0, and therefore e2 0. This com¬ 
pletes the proof. 
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view of (15.8.6) and (15.8.3), we obtain the following corollary: 

]) Every left ideal in A contains a minimal left ideal Every minimal left 
s closed. 

)) (i) If e, e' are two orthogonal self adjoint idempotents, then the left 
Ae and Ae' are orthogonal. 

' Let (^i)i^t^rt be a finite family of pairwise orthogonal, self-adjoint 
n 

otents. Then for each x e A, the element x — xet is orthogonal to each 
i = 1 

Sj^-ri). 

We have (xe \ ye') = (xe \ye'2) = (.xee' \ ye') = 0, by (15.7.5.5) and 

0- 

Likewise, 

(* - %*eiIyej) = (xeJ~ ejIyejj = 0 

j■ 

0) For each xe A, there exists a finite or infinite sequence (ej) of pair- 
rthogonal, irreducible selfadoint idempotents belonging to the closure I of 
eal Ax, such that x = ]T xen (this series being convergent in A), and 

'X llxej2. 
n 

: may assume that x A 0. Then there exists at least one self-adjoint 
otent e e 1 such that xe A 0, for the construction in (15.8.5) produces 
adjoint idempotent e 7* 0 in I such that e(x*x)2 = e, and therefore 
0, so that xe = (ex*)* #= 0. Since e is the sum of a finite number of 
nble self-adjoint idempotents belonging to Ae (15.8.6), there exists at 
ne of these idempotents whose product with x is t*0. We next remark 

is a finite sequence of pairwise orthogonal, self-adjoint idem- 
s such that \\xei\\2 ^ a > 0 for all z, then by virtue of (15.8.9) we have 

Ml2 

n 

x - X Xei 
i— 1 

+ X \\xei\\2 ^ X ll*eill2> 
i = 1 i= 1 

lerefore ||x||2/oc. Now define inductively an increasing sequence 
of integers ^0; a (finite or infinite) sequence (ek) of pairwise 

onal, irreducible self-adjoint idempotents belonging to 1; and a 
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sequence (xn)n^0 of elements of A, as follows: xQ — x, cp( 0) = 0; suppose that 
<p(n) has been defined and that the ek have been defined for 1 g k cp(n), and 

q>(n) 

let xn = x — Y xek • If xn — 0, the sequence (ek) is finite and has (p(n) elements; 
k = 1 

we take xm = xn = 0 for m ^ n, and cp(m) — <p(n) for m ^ n. If xn 0, take a 
finite (possibly empty) sequence (e'i)1 of irreducible self-adjoint idempo- 
tents belonging to I, orthogonal in pairs and orthogonal to each ek for 
1 Sk^z<p(n), such that ||xe-||2 ^ \\x\\2/2n+1, and that the number r is as 
large as possible among all finite sequences having the above properties. (We 
have seen above that this number is g2"+1.) Then put cp(n + 1) = cp(n) + r; 

r 

ek = e\ for k = cp(n) 4- /, 1 ^ ^ r; and xn+1 = x„ — Y xe\ • ^ no xn vanishes, 
i= 1 

the sequence (q>(n)) tends to +oo; for if it were bounded, we should have 
(p(m) = (pin) for some n and all m^n, and by definition this would mean that 
for each irreducible self-adjoint idempotent e' in the orthogonal supplement 

q>{n) 

F of Y Aek, we should have xe' — xne' = 0; but x„ e F, xn ^ 0, and F is a 
k= 1 

closed left ideal (15.8.2), so that this would contradict what was established at 
the beginning of the proof. 

This being so, it is clear from the construction that Y Wxen\\2 = \\x\\2 by 
n 

virtue of (15.8.9); hence if the series Y xen is not a finite sum, it converges in 
n 

any case to an element y e I which is the orthogonal projection of x on the 
closure of the left ideal a which is the sum of the Aen (for x — y, being 

m 

the limit of x — Y xek> is orthogonal to all the en) (6.5.2). If x — y ^O, 
k- 1 

there would exist in the left ideal a1 an irreducible self-adjoint idempotent 

e" e I such that xe" = (x — y)en ^ 0. If n is the smallest integer such that 
||xe"||2 ^ ||x||2/2”+1, the existence of e" would contradict the maximality of 
the family of e( such that cp(n) < i g cp(n + 1). Q.E.D. 

(15.8.11) Suppose that the algebra A is separable. Then every closed left ideal 
b is the Hilbert sum of a {finite or infinite) sequence of minimal left ideals 
In = Aen, where en is an irreducible self-adjoint idempotent. For each x e b we 

have x = Y xen > and for all x, y in b we have (x | y) = Y (xen I yen)- 
n n 

The second and third assertions are consequences of the first and of the 
definition of a Hilbert sum (6.4), since xen is the orthogonal projection of 
x on Aen (15.8.9). To prove the first assertion, let (xn)n^i be a dense sequence 
in b (3.10.9). We define inductively, for each n, a (finite or infinite) sequence 
(en, diein of irreducible self-adjoint idempotents, as follows. For (elti\.6ln 
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:e any sequence of pairwise orthogonal, irreducible self-adjoint idempo- 
jelonging to b and such that x1 = '£ xlelt t (15.8.10). Now suppose that 

i 

,, i have been defined for m g n in such a way that they are pairwise 
»onal and belong to b, and are such that the xm with m^n belong to the 
e a„ <= b of the left ideal which is the sum of the ideals Aem>. for all 
and i e Im for each m. Let x' + 1 be the orthogonal projection of x„+1 
n b; then take for a sequence of pairwise orthogonal 

cible self-adjoint idempotents which belong to a1 n b and are such 

i+1 = X xn+ ien+i, i (15.8.10). It is clear that the double family (en ,), 
i ’ 

jed in a single sequence, has the required properties, by virtue of 
o and (6.4.2). 

is theorem applies in particular when b = A. In this case we get a 
position of A as a Hilbert sum of minimal left ideals. It should be 
<ed that in general there will exist infinitely many such decompositions 
ter (15.8.14)). More precisely: 

1.1) Suppose that A is separable, and let I be a minimal left ideal of A. 
here exists a decomposition of A as a Hilbert sum of minimal left ideals 
h that Ix = I. 

•ply (15.8.11) to b = I1. 

2) Let e, ef be two irreducible self-adjoint idempotents, and let I = Ae, 
e' be the corresponding minimal left ideals. 

) Every homomorphism of the A-module I into the A-module Y is of the 
, : xh-+xa, where a e eAe' = eA n Ae'; it is either zero or bijective, and 
■pping a\-*fa is an isomorphism of the complex vector space eAe' onto 
X 1') such that fab =fb o fa. 

I The C-algebra eAe, isomorphic to EndA(I), is a field, equal to Ce (and 
re isomorphic to C). 

i If I and V are not isomorphic as A-modules, then e and e (and 
uently l and f) are orthogonal, and 11' = fl = {0}. If l and Y are iso- 
c as A-modules, then eAe' is a complex vector space of dimension 1, 
= I'. 

If x 6 A, then lx is a left ideal which is either zero or isomorphic (as 
ule) to I. 

If g : 1 -> r is an A-module homomorphism and a = g(e), then for 
? I we have g(x) = g(xe) = xg(e) = xa (15.8.3(iii)). Since aeV we 
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have a = ae' (15.8.3(iii)), and on the other hand a = g(e2) = eg(e) = ea, so 
that a e eAe', and g =fa. It is clear that eAe' <= eA n Ae'; conversely, if 
y e eA n Aethen y = ye' and y = ey (15.8.3(iii)), so that y = eye' e eAe'. 
The image g(\) is a left ideal contained in I', so it is either {0} or f; likewise, 
the kernel g~1(0) is a left ideal contained in I, hence is either {0} or I. If 
^(O) = I, then g( 1) = {0}; if g~\0) = {0}, then we must have g(I) # {0}, 
hence g(l) = f and g is bijective. Finally, iffa = 0, we have fa(e) = ea = 0; but 
a e eAeso that ea = a, and consequently a = 0. 

(ii) The C-algebra eAe is a closed subalgebra of A (15.8.3(iii)). Since we 
have seen above that every element of EndA(I) is either zero or invertible, it 
follows that EndA(I) is a (possibly noncommutative) field, and hence the same 
is true for eAe. Clearly e is the unit element of eAe, and because A is a 
normable algebra (15.1.8) it follows from the Gelfand-Mazur theorem that 
eAe = Ce. 

(iii) If I and f are not isomorphic, we have eAe' = {0} by (i) above, 
and in particular ee' = 0; hence e and e' are orthogonal (15.8.4). The same is 
true of I and Y (15.8.9), and IY = {0}. If 1 and I' are isomorphic, and if g is an 
isomorphism of I onto f, then every homomorphism of I into I' is of the form 
g ° u, where u is an endomorphism off Hence eAe' is a complex vector space 
of dimension 1, by virtue of (i) and (ii) above. Clearly If is a left ideal con¬ 
tained in Y; since it contains eAe' # {0}, it must be equal to f. 

(iv) Since lx is the image of I under the homomorphism y v-*yx of I into 
A, it is a left ideal isomorphic to I/f, where Y is the kernel of the above 
homomorphism. But V must be equal to either {0} or I, and so y\-*yx is 
either zero or injective. 

(15.8.13) Suppose that A is separable. Then: 
(i) There exists a finite or infinite sequence (lk)keJ of minimal left ideals, 

no pair of which are isomorphic, such that every minimal left ideal of A is 
isomorphic (as an A-module) to some I*. 

(ii) For each index kef the closure of the sum of all the minimal left 
ideals of A which are isomorphic to lk is a self-adjoint two-sided ideal ak. Every 
minimal left ideal of the Hilbert algebra ak is a minimal left ideal of A, isomor¬ 
phic to lk, and the algebra ak contains no closed two-sided ideals other than 
{0} and ak. 

(iii) Each of the algebras ak is the Hilbert sum of a (finite or infinite) 
sequence of minimal left ideals isomorphic to lfc. The algebra A is the Hilbert 
sum of the sequence (afc)fcej, and a^afc = {0} whenever h^k. 

Start with a decomposition of A as a Hilbert sum of minimal left ideals 
I' (15.8.11). We take lt =Y1 and define inductively lfc+1 to be equal to 1^, 
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where m is the smallest integer such that 1^ is not isomorphic to any of the 
ideals ll5..., I*. (If all the I' are isomorphic to one or other of 1^ ..., lk, the 
induction stops at Ifc.) Let J be the sequence of indices k so obtained, and for 
each A: 6 J let I j be the sequence of integers n such that I' is isomorphic to lk. 
We define ak to be the Hilbert sum of the 1^ for n e lk, Clearly A is the Hilbert 
sum of the left ideals ak (6.4.2). 

Let 1 be any minimal left ideal in A. Then I must be isomorphic to one of 
the Ifc, for otherwise it would be orthogonal to all the 1' (15.8.12(iii)) and 
hence orthogonal to A itself, which is absurd. The same argument shows that I 
is orthogonal to all the ah with h ^ k. Hence, as ak is the orthogonal supple¬ 
ment of the Hilbert sum of the a* such that h ^ k, we must have I c ak. From 
this it follows already that ak is the closure of the sum of all the minimal left 
ideals of A which are isomorphic to Ifc, and therefore ak is independent of the 
decomposition of A as the Hilbert sum of the I', from which we started. 
Moreover, for each x e A and each n e lki 1' x is a left ideal which is either 
{0} or isomorphic to I' (15.8.12(iv)), hence is contained in ak. This proves 
that ak is a two-sided ideal. If I' = Ae'n, where e'„ is an irreducible self-adjoint 
idempotent, then I'* = e'nA, hence a* = ak. 

Let 1" be a minimal left ideal of the Hilbert algebra ak. We have I" — cikef\ 
where e" is a self-adjoint idempotent (15.8.7), and e'ne" cannot vanish for all 
n e ^, otherwise I" would be orthogonal to all the I' (n e Ifc) and therefore 
to the closure of their sum, namely to ak : which is absurd because I" # {0}. 
Hence there exists at least one index n e Ifc such that I' I" ^ {0}; since 1'T is a 
left ideal in aki we must have I^I" = I", which shows that I" is a minimal left 
ideal of A, necessarily isomorphic to I' and therefore to \k (15.8.12(iii)). If 
now b is a nonzero two-sided ideal of the algebra afc, it contains at least 

one minimal left ideal l" of this algebra (15.8.8), hence also contains 
all the IT' (n e Ifc). But IT' = I' (15.8.12(iii)), and therefore b contains 
the sum of all the I' (n e IA). If b is closed, it follows that b = ak. Finally, 
ah akcz ah n ak= {0} if h ^ k, because and ak are two-sided ideals. 

A complete Hilbert algebra A is said to be topologically simple if it con¬ 
tains no closed two-sided ideal other than A and {0}. It follows from (15.8.13) 
that the study of the structure of a separable complete Hilbert algebra A 
reduces completely to the study of the afc, that is to the case where A is 
topologically simple. 

(15.8.14) Let Abe a topologically simple, complete, separable Hilbert algebra. 
Then for each minimal left ideal I of A, the representation x\-+Ux{x) of A in the 
Hilbert space l is faithful. 

If A is infinite-dimensional, then so is I. The image of A under U{ is the 
algebra of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on I (15.4.8), and there exists a 
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constant y > 0 such that 

(15.8.14.1) y(x\y) = (£/,(*) | Ujy)) 

(for the scalar product defined in (15.7.4)). 
If A is finite-dimensional, then the image of A under U{ is the algebra 

Endc(I) of all endomorphisms of the vector space I, and the relation (15.8.14.1) 
remains valid, for the scalar product defined in (15.7.4.1) (from the scalar 
product on I which is the restriction of that on A). 

We can assume that A is the Hilbert sum of a (finite or infinite) sequence of 
minimal left ideals I„ = Aen, where I = Ij (15.8.11.1) and all the 1„ are isomor¬ 
phic (15.8.13). If 0 and Ux(x) =0, that is, if xl ={0}, we should have 
(Ax)I = {0}, and since the ideal Ax is nonzero, it contains a minimal left ideal 
I' (15.8.8), which must be isomorphic to I (15.8.13); hence l'I = {0}, contrary 
to (15.8.12(iii)). Hence the representation L\ is faithful. Put Pn = t/,(<?„), 
which is the orthogonal projection of I = Aet onto the one-dimensional subspace 
e„ Ae1 (15.8.12), because (xe1 — e„xe11 enyel) = (e„xex — el xex |yej = 0. 
Since emen =0 if m # n, we have PmPn =0 and therefore the subspaces 
enAe1 are orthogonal in pairs. Moreover, I is the Hilbert sum of the sub¬ 
spaces e„Aet, because, if xe1 is orthogonal to all these subspaces, we have 
P„(xej) =0 for all n, so that enxe1 =0 for all n, and therefore xe1 belongs 
to the right annihilator of A, which is zero (15.7.5.7). This shows that the 
sequence (I„) is finite if and only if I (and therefore each I„) is finite-dimen¬ 
sional over C, or equivalently if and only if A is finite-dimensional. 

Let (a„) be an orthonormal basis of I such that a„ e en Ae% for each n. 
Then a„a* e e„Ae„, hence a„a* = X„e„ for some Xn g C* (15.8.12). Likewise 
a* a„ = 2' e1. We have X'„ = Xn, because on the one hand 

anttnanan = Xn en 
and on the other hand 

a„ at = K an e^at = X'n a„ at = X'n Xn en, 

since ane1 = an. Also 

^ I ^n) (^/i I Qn) = (^n I ^n) ^ I ^n) 
and 

1 =(an\a„)=(an\anei) = (a*a„|e,) = Xn(ex |et); 

hence 

(15.8.14.2) • (<?„ I e„) = (<?! [ cO 
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II n, and all the Xn have the same value y = (<?i | ex) 1. Hence, for all x,y in 
e have 

(xan | yan) = (y*x | an a*) = (y*x \ ye„) = y(xen \ ye„); 

the series with general term (xen \ yen) is absolutely convergent, with 
(x|y) (15.8.11), it follows that if A is infinite-dimensional then Ux(x) is a 
jrt-Schmidt operator, and the relation (15.8.14.1) is valid. Since A is a 
?rt space, so is its image under Ux, and to show that this image is the 
e of the Hilbert space Jz?2(0 (15.4.8), it is enough to show that Ux(A) is 
? in ££2(1). Now, for each pair, m, n with we have 

€m Aen en Ae± e m(Ae ,^)(Ae emAe1 

.12(iii)), and since enAex = Can, it follows that there exists emn eemAen 
that emnan = am (which implies that emn = y^1ama*), and clearly 

p = 0 if p n. We conclude from this that Emn = U{(emn) is the con- 
>us endomorphism of the Hilbert space I such that Emn • an — am and 
ap = 0 if p n. Our assertion now follows from the fact that the finite 
r combinations of the Emn are dense in JSf2(I) (15.4.8). The proof is 
Dgous but simpler when A is finite-dimensional. 

Vq remark that, in all cases, the Ux(ln) consist of endomorphisms of the 
U(x) o Pn and therefore consist of endomorphisms of rank 1 of I. 

.15) Under the hypotheses of (15.8.14), if there exists an element #0 in 
enter of A, then A is finite-dimensional. In that case the center of A is Cw, 
e u is the unit element of A. 

' c e A belongs to the center of A, then Ut(c) is an endomorphism of the 
fdule I, hence is a homothety x\->Xx9 where X e C (15.8.12). But clearly a 
3thety cannot be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on an infinite-dimensional 
irt space, unless it is zero. 

.16) Let A be a separable complete Hilbert algebra and let ak (k e J) 
e topologically simple Hilbert algebras which are the Hilbert summands 
(15.8.13). For each kef let \k be a minimal left ideal of ak. Let V be a non- 
terate representation (15.5.5) of A in a separable Hilbert space H, such 
V: Ah^^f(H) is continuous. 
i) H is the Hilbert sum of subspaces Hfc (k e J) stable with respect to V, 
that if Vk is the restriction of V to Uk we have Vk(s) = 0 for all s e ah and 
^ k: so that Vk may be considered as a representation of ak on Hk. 
i) If ak is finite-dimensional over C, the representation Vk is the Hilbert 
of a (finite or infinite) sequence of irreducible representations, each equiv- 
to the representation UXk of ak (15.8.14). 
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Let H* be the closure of the vector subspace of H generated by the vectors 
V(sk) • x, where sk e ak and x e H. Since each Ye A can be written in the 
form s = with sk e ak, and since V is continuous, we have 

F(j) • x = £ V(sk) • x 
k 

(5.5.2), and therefore H is the closure of the sum of the Hfc. Also, if h^k and 

she ah, ske ak, we have 

(F(s„) • x | V(sk) • y) = (V(stsh) • x \ y) = 0 

because ak is self-adjoint and akah = {0}. This proves (i). Now assume that A 
is topologically simple and finite-dimensional over C, and therefore has a 
unit element; we can then restrict ourselves to the case where there exists a 
totalizer x0 for V (15.5.6). The vector subspace of H generated by the K(s) • x0 
is finite-dimensional, hence closed (5.9.2) and so equal to H. We may there¬ 
fore argue by induction on the dimension of H. Since A is the sum of a finite 
number of minimal left ideals, there is at least one minimal left ideal, say I, 
such that the subspace E = V(l) ■ x0 is nonzero. The surjection yi-» V(s) • x0 
of I onto E is then an A-module homomorphism, and since its kernel is a left 
ideal I' contained in I and distinct from I, we have 1' = {0}. Hence E is a 
stable subspace of H with respect to V, such that the restriction of V to E is 
equivalent to <7,. Since the orthogonal supplement H' of E in H is stable with 
respect to V and of dimension strictly less than the dimension of H, we have 
only to apply the inductive hypothesis to complete the proof. 

The result of (15.8.16(ii)) can be shown to be valid without assuming that 
ak is finite-dimensional (Problem 1). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let A be a topologically simple, separable, complete Hilbert algebra. 
Let V be a nondegenerate representation of A in a Hilbert space H. With the 

notation of the proof of (15.8.14), put En = V(en) and A„ = V(an). The En are orthogonal 
projectors on subspaces H„ of H, such that H is the Hilbert sum of the H„, and we 
have z4„(Hi) = H„ and /4?(H„) = Hi. If (bkl)kei is a (finite or infinite) orthonormal 
basis of Hi, then for each n the vectors bkn = y~ll2An(bk0 form an orthonormal basis 
for Hn as k runs through the index set I. Deduce that, if H* is the subspace of H gener¬ 
ated by the bkn (n ^ 1), then Hi is stable with respect to V, and V is the Hilbert sum 
of the restrictions Vk of V to Hi. Each of those representations is topologically cyclic, 
bkl being a totalizer because Ex • bkl = bkl. Show that this representation is equivalent 
to the representation U\. 

2. Let H be an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space, A = ^f2(H) the Banach 
algebra of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on H, and B a closed self-adjoint subalgebra of 
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A. Show that there exists a decomposition of H as a Hilbert sum of a subspace H0 and 
a (finite or infinite) sequence of closed subspaces Hfc stable with respect to B, with the 
following properties: (1) the restrictions to H0 of the operators belonging to B are all 
zero; (2) each Hfc is the Hilbert sum of a finite sequence (Hfcp)i<p<Pfc of subspaces of 
the same dimension (finite or not) which are stable with respect to B; the restrictions 
to Hu of the operators belonging to B form the algebra of Hilbert-Schmidt operators 
on Hfci; moreover, for rk, there exists an isometric isomorphism Tp of Hfcl 
onto Hfcp such that, if lh is the restriction to Hu of an operator Ue B, then the 
restriction of U to Hfcp is TpUyT~l. 

9. THE PLANCHEREL-GODEMENT THEOREM 

In this section we shall study commutative (but not necessarily complete) 
Hilbert algebras. More generally it will be convenient, in view of applications, 
to consider a commutative algebra A with involution, endowed with a bitrace g 
(15.7) satisfying conditions (U) and (N) of (15.6). We shall denote by ng the 
two-sided ideal of elements se A such that g(s, s) = 0, and by ng: A -> A/ng 
the canonical mapping. We recall that A/ng is canonically endowed with a 
structure of Hilbert algebra (15.7). We shall assume throughout that the 
prehilbert space A/ng is separable, and hence is a dense subspace of a separ¬ 
able Hilbert space, which we denote by Wg. Thus, starting from g, we obtain 
canonically a representation of A in (15.6.10), which we denote by Ug. 
The image of A under Ug is a commutative subalgebra with involution 
(15.6.1) of j£f(H g). Let ^denote its closure in J*?(H g), so that s/g is a com¬ 
mutative star algebra (and therefore consists of normal operators (15.4.11)). 
We shall assume that this algebra sdg is separable (this is not a consequence 
of the separability of A/rx^, cf. Problem 1). 

A particular example of a trace on A (which therefore gives rise to a 
bitrace, by the canonical procedure (15.6.2)) is provided by the hermitian 
characters of A, i.e., the characters x of A which satisfy 

(15.9.1) *(**) = Xfrj 

for all xe A. It follows that %(x*x) = | x(x)\2 ^ and if we put 

g(x, y) = x(y*x) = x(y)x(*)> 

the condition (U) of (15.6) is trivially verified, because 

g(st, st) = \x(s)\2 \x(t)\2 = \x(s)\2g(t, t). 

On the other hand, the ideal ngi which is here the kernel of x, is a hyperplane 
in A, so that the algebra Ajxig can be identified with C, and the condition (N) 
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follows immediately from the fact that x(x) ^ 0 implies x(x2) # 0. The corre¬ 
sponding representation Uz is evidently irreducible. 

We denote by H(A) the set of hermitian characters of A; it is a subset of 
the product space CA and is closed in the product topology (3.15.1). We give 
H(A) the topology induced by the product topology (i.e., the weak topology 
(12.15)). When A is a separable commutative Banach algebra with involution, 
having a unit element e ^ 0, the space H(A) is a compact metrizable subspace 
of X(A) (15.3.2). In this situation it can happen that H(A) ¥= X(A) (Section 
15.4, Problem 3), but H(A) is equal to X(A) if A is a separable star algebra 

(15.4.14). 
We shall show that the bitraces g satisfying the conditions at the begin¬ 

ning of this section can all be obtained, by a canonical process of “ integra¬ 
tion”, from hermitian characters: 

(15.9.2) (Plancherel-Godement theorem) Let g be a bitrace on a com¬ 
mutative algebra A with involution, satisfying (U) and (N), and such that the 
prehilbert space Ajng and the star algebra sdg a Jzf(H9) are separable. 

(I) We can define canonically: (1) a subspace Sg of H(A), whose closure in 
CA is either Sg or Sg u {0} and is metrizable and compact (so that S9 is locally 
compact, metrizable and separable); (2) a positive measure mg on Sg, with the 
following properties: 

(i) For each x eh, the function x *-*■ x(f) = x(x) belongs to Ldc(Sg. ms) 
and we have 

(15.9.2.1) g(x, )0 = l(xy*) dmg(x) 
S9 

*(x)P(x) dmg(x) 
% 

for all x, yin A. 

(ii) As x runs through A, the set of functions x is contained in ^(S^) 
(13.20.6) and is dense in this Banach space. 

(iii) The support of the measure mg is the whole of Sg. 

(iv) The mapping xh^x factorizes into xf-*ng{x) h-i and the mapping 
T0 of A/ng into ^c(^g) extends to an isomorphism T of the Hilbert space Yig onto 
L|(S^, mg) such that for all xe A we have Ug(x) = T~1M(x)T, where M(x) is 
multiplication by the class of x in Lc(Sg, mg) (cf. (13.21.5)). Also 

U'lHg+Ug(x)\\ = \\X + x\\ 

for all X e C and x e A. 

(II) Conversely, let S be a sub space of H(A) such that Su {0} is compact 
and metrizable, and let m be a positive measure on S, with support equal to S, 
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at for all xe A the function X^x(x) = x(x) belongs to 

^(S,m)n^(S). 

'(*» y) = |s *(x).P(x) is a bitrace on A satisfying (U) and (N), 

at A/ng, and stfg, are separable; and we have Sg. = S and mg> = m. 

proof of this theorem is in several steps. 

2) Construction of Sg and proof of (ii). 

subalgebra C • lHy + s&g = s/'g is closed in (5.9.2) and hence is 
mtative star algebra with unit element. For each character f' e X(.o/'), 
ws from (15.4.14) that o Ug is identically zero on A or else is a 
m character of A: in other words, co : <^'i—► o Ug is a mapping of 
into H(A) u {0}. This mapping co is injective, because we have 
= 1 for all £' g X(j3^'), and since is continuous on jz/', the values of 
ff(A), which is dense in stfg, completely determine the character On 
;r hand, it follows from the definitions that co is continuous with respect 
veak topologies on X(«s/') and CA; since X(«s/') is metrizable and 
t, the same is true of its image 

co(X(jtf'g)) = S; c H(A) u {0}, 

is a homeomorphism of X(jtfg) onto (12.3.6). If lHges/gi then 
fg, and S' does not contain the element 0 of CA. In this case we put 
. If on the other hand lHg$ jtfg, then stfg is a closed hyperplane and 
1 in s/'g, hence is a maximal ideal, and there exists a character £'0 of 
>se kernel is g (15.3.1); its image under co is therefore the element 0 
md we put Sg = — {0} in this case. In each case, Sg is separable, 
de and locally compact, and the complements in u {0} of the com- 
?sets of are the open neighborhoods of 0 in u {0}. For each 
he function /^(m"1^'))^^*)), which is the composition of the 
transformation &Ug(x) and co"1, is continuous on S', and its restric- 

lg is x. We denote this function also by x, by abuse of notation. When 
e have co~x(0) = Eo anc* hence x(0) = 0, which shows that x e ^2(§g) 
case (13.20.6). To prove the density assertion in (ii), note that the 
transformation is an isometry of s/'g onto (X(<aQ) (15.4.14); the 

s X + x (where X e C) therefore form a dense subset of ^(S^), 
the assertion follows in all cases. 

) Preliminaries to the construction of mg. 
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For all X, y in A, the mapping FW(F- ng(x) | ng(y)) is a continuous 
linear form on s/'g and so, by virtue of the isomorphism of #C(S') and 
there exists (13.1) a (complex) measure pXty on S' such that 

(15.9.2.4) g(zx, y) = (Ug(z) • ng(z) | %g(y)) = | x\z) dpxJXf) 
Js'« 

for all z e A. 
When OeS', we have seen (15.9.2.2) that the function £ : / x'OO is 

zero at the point 0; consequently, if mxy is the measure induced on Sg by 
pxy (13.1.8), we can write in all cases 

(15.9.2.5) g(zx,y)=\ 2(x) dmXty(x)- 
Jsg 

It is clear that the measures mx>y are bounded. Moreover, for given x and y 
in A, the measure mx y is the only bounded measure m on Sg such that 

g(zx, y) = Js £(x) dmf(x) for all z e A, because the functions £ are dense 

in ^(S*) (13.20.6). 

If the formula (15.9.2.1) is true, then for all x, y, z in A we must have 

g(zx,y) = f z(x)x(x)$(x) dmg(x)- Comparing this with (15.9.2.5), what we 
JSg 

shall in fact prove is the existence of a measure mg on such that 

(15.9.2.6) mXty = *p-mg 

for all xy y in A (cf. (13.1.5)). 

If we have constructed such a measure, then for all functions F e ^c(Sg) 
we shall have 

(15.9.2.7) F * mXfy = (F£j>) • mg = (*p) • mF, 

where we have put mF = F • mg, which is a bounded measure (13.14.4). We 
shall begin by constructing a linear mapping F >->mF of into Mc(Sff), 
satisfying the equality 

(15.9.2.8) F • mx y = (#j>) • mF 

for all x, y in A, and such that mF ^ 0 whenever F ^ 0. Having achieved this, 
the measure mg will be simply the linear form Fh-*mF(l) (13.3.1). 
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(15.9.2.9) Definition of m¥. 

Let us denote by <D cz^(Sg) the set of all continuous functions F which 
tend to 0 at infinity and for which there exists a bounded measure mF on Sg 
satisfying (15.9.2.8) for all x, y in A. We shall prove that contains X'c(Sg)i 
by means of the following three lemmas. 

(15.9.2.10) <D is an ideal in the algebra ^2(Sg). 

It is clear that <D is a vector space. Also if F e 3> and G e (Sg), it follows 
from (15.9.2.8) that 

(GF) • mXty = (G£j>) * mF = (ftj) • (G • mF), 

so that GF e <S>, and we may take mGF = G • mF (because G is mF-integ¬ 
rate (13.20.5)). 

(15.9.2.11) For each function F e®, there exists only one bounded measure 
mF satisfying (15.9.2.8) for all x,y in A. The mapping Ff-->mF is linear, and 
mF ^ 0 whenever F ^ 0. 

To prove the uniqueness of mF, it is enough to show that the functions 
of the form x$ (where x, y e A) form a total set in the Banach space ^(S^), or 
again that the functions of the form X + x$ (X e C) form a total set in the 
Banach space #c(Sp. Now, from the fact that A is an algebra and xv~*x is an 
algebra homomorphism, it follows that the set B of these functions is a sub¬ 
algebra of #C(S'), containing the constants. This subalgebra separates the 
points of S'. For if Xu Xi are two distinct points of Sg, then by virtue of (ii) 

there exists x e A such that x(xi) ^ x{Xi)- Hence either x2(xi) ^ x2{xi) or 
*3(Xi) 9* xz(x2). On the other hand, if u {0}, then for each x # 0 there 
exists x e A such that x(x) ¥* 0, and therefore x2(x) # 0, which proves our 

assertion. Finally, since 5 = (x*)~ (15.9.1), the conjugate of each function inB 
belongs to B. Hence we may apply the Stone-Weierstrass theorem (7.3.2), 
which establishes the uniqueness of mF. The linearity of the mapping FKmF 
follows immediately from the uniqueness just established. It remains now to 
show that the relation F ^ 0 implies that mF ^ 0. Let G ^ 0 be a function 
belonging to ^R(Sg). By virtue of (ii), there exists a sequence (xn) of elements 
of A such that the functions xn converge uniformly on to the function 

G1/2. The functions therefore converge uniformly on to G, and hence, 
by virtue of (15.9.2.8) 

I G(x) dmF(x) = lim |Sn(x)l2 dmF(x) = lim f 
n~*oo J 

F GO dmXn>Xn(x). 
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Hence it is enough to show that, for each x e A, the measure mx x is positive, 

or equivalently that J G(x) dmx> Jj) ^ 0 for all functions G ^ 0 belonging 

to jfB(Sf). By the same reasoning, we reduce to showing that, for each 

ye A, we have J \$(x)\2 dmx>x(x) ^ 0; but by (15.9.2.5)* this is equivalent to 

g(y*yx, x) ^ 0, which can also be written g(yx, yx) ^ 0 (15.6.3). This com¬ 

pletes the proof of (15.9.2.11). 

(15.9.2.12) Every function of the form F =xy, where x, y e A, belongs to ®, 

and we have mF = mx> y. 

We have to show that, for all u, v in A, 

(*j>) • mUtV = -mXty9 

or equivalently (in view of (ii)) that, for all z e A, 

£(x)*(x)?(x) dmu,„(x) = Jz(x)u(x)v(x) dmx>y(x). 

But the left-hand side of this relation is equal to g(zxy*u, v), and the right- 

hand side to g(zuv*x, y). From (15.6.3) and the commutativity of A, we have 

g(zxy*u, v) = g(y*zxu, v) = g(zxu, yv) 

and 

g(zuv*x, y) = g(v*zux, y) = g(zux, uy) = g(zxu, yv). 

Hence (15.9.2.12). 

We can now prove that every function G e 3fc($g) belongs to ®. Let 

K = Supp(G); then it is enough to show that there exists a function F e® 

which does not vanish on K. For then we can write G = G'F, with G' e ^(S^), 

and the lemma (15.9.2.10) will show that Ge®. For each ^eK, there exists 

by definition an element xeA such that x(^) # 0, and hence a neighborhood 

V(*) of x in Sf such that x(x') ¥* 0 for all x' e V(/)- Cover K by a finite number 

of such neighborhoods V(xd- If xt are the corresponding elements of A, then 

the function F = £ xfxf does what is required, by virtue of (15.9.2.12). 

(15.9.2.13) Definition of mg and proof of (i). 

From (15.9.2.11), the linear form Fi-*mF(l) is a positive measure mg on 

Sg. Also, for each function F e ®, we have 

(15.9.2.14) mF = F • mg. 
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To prove this, observe that for each G e Jfc(S5) we have mg(GF) = mGF( 1) 

and, by virtue of (15.9.2.10), mGF = G • mF; hence mGF( 1) = JG(^) dmF{%)\ 

but since mGF(l) = J G(^)F(x) dmg(x) by definition, this implies the relation 

(15.9.2.14) . In particular, bearing in mind (15.9.2.12), we have 

(15.9.2.15) mXty = £$ * mg 

for all x, y in A. Since mXty is a bounded measure, this relation implies that 

xy is mg-integrable (13.14.4). The functions x therefore all belong to 

££c(S0> mg); also, it follows from (15.9.2.15) and (15.9.2.5) that, for all z e A, 

(15.9.2.16) g(zx, y) = f z(x) dmx>y(x) = f &(x)Z(x)9(x) dm fix). 

In other words, we have proved (15.9.2.1) in the particular case where x is 

replaced by a product zx. It remains to show that (15.9.2.1) is true in general. 

The remark at the beginning of (15.9.2.3) shows that, for all operators 

Vest'g, 
/» 

(15.9.2.17) (V • ng(x) | ng(y)) = (»*%»“‘(tf) 
JS's 

in particular, taking V =■ lHg, we have 

(15.9.2.18) g(x,y) = f rffe./zO- 
JS's 

But, from (15.9.2.15), we have 

*(x)9(x) dm (x) = dmXty(x). 
Js9 Js9 

Since the measure mx>y is by definition induced by \ix>y on S^, it follows that 

what we have to prove is that, when 0 e S' (and therefore Sg = S' — {0}) 

(15.9.2.19) ^,,({0}) = 0. 

Now it follows immediately from the definition of gx>y that the mapping 

(x, y) i—► gxty is sesquilinear, and hence (13.16.1) the complex-valued func¬ 

tion (x, y)*-~*gx,y({0}) is a sesquilinear form on A x A. Moreover, it follows 

directly from (15.9.2.17) and the Gelfand-Neumark theorem (15.4.14) that, 

for each continuous function F on the compact space S^ = u {0}, 

JF(x') d^fix') ^ imi • II *,(>011 • K00II, 
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hence \\yxJ\ g ||tc9(x)|| • ||ti9(/)||, and therefore 

Imi,j>((0})I ^ l|jt,WII • K(y)l|. 

Since A/ng is dense in H9, we infer that there exists a vector E • x e H9 such 

that |^JC>y({0})| = (E • x | ng(yj) for all y e A (6.3.2), and we have 

l|£-*ll ^ KWH- 

This shows first that E ■ x depends only on ng(x) and can therefore be written 

in the form W0 • ng(x), where W0 is a linear mapping of A/ng into H9; also, we 

have || W0 ■ ng(x)\\ g ||t9(x)||, so that W0 is continuous, and extends to a con¬ 

tinuous operator We i?(H9). Next, replacing x by zx in (15.9.2.17) and noting 

that V ■ izfzx) = (VUg(z)) ■ n/x) for Ve si'g, we obtain 

Since the function x'^(^Ug(z))(o)~1(x')) is zero at the point 0, we see that 

ftzx,y({0}) = 0 for all ze A, or equivalently (W ■ ng(zx) \ ng(y)) = 0. Since the 

elements ng(y) are dense in Hg, it follows that W ■ ng(zx) = 0 for all z and all 

x in A; but by virtue of the condition (N) (which is used only at this point of 

the proof) the Jtg(zx) form a total set in H9. Hence we have W = 0, and the 

proof of (i) is complete. 

(15.9.2.20) Proof of (iii). 

To show that the support of mg is the whole of S0, it is enough to prove 

that, for each xe^g and each open neighborhood V of x in S9, there exists at 

least one continuous function F ^ 0, with support contained in V, and such 

that mg(F) # 0. Suppose that this is not the case. Then for every F as above 

we have 

F(x) dmxy(x) mmmdmg(x)=o 

for all jc, y in A. But by virtue of the Gelfand-Neumark theorem (15.4.14), F is 

the restriction to Sg of a function of the form &Vo co"1, where Vestf'g, and 

by (15.9.2.17) we have (V- ng(x) | ng(y)) = 0 for all x, y in A. Since Afng is 

dense in Ug, it follows that V — 0 and therefore F = 0, which is absurd (4.5.2). 

(15.9.2.21) Proof of (iv). 

By virtue of (iii), the vector space #£(S^) n , mg) (and therefore also 

its subspace Xc(Sg)) can be identified (algebraically) with a dense subspace 

of Lc(Sg,mg) (13.11.6). Since on the other hand the relation (15.9.2.1) can 

be put in the form (ng(x) | ng(y)) = J x(y)y(x) dmg(x) and therefore defines 
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an isomorphism T0 of the prehilbert space A/ng onto its image in ^l(Sg) 
such that T0 • ng(x) = x, it is enough to show that this image is dense in 

%c($g) n &c(Sg> Mg)* with respect to the topology of &l(Sg,mg). Given e > 0 
and any function F e jTc(Sg), it is sufficient to prove the existence of xe A 
such that 

^\m-m\2dmg(x)^s2. 

Now, we have seen earlier that there exists a function H =J]Jcl-xi (x£e A) 
i 

which does not vanish on Supp(F), so that we may write F = Gfi, where 
Ge «2fc(Sff). By virtue of (ii), there exists j^eA such that 

|GOO-j>Cd|^6/N2(fl) 

for all x e Sg, and it follows that 

|\m - u(x)Kx)\2 dmjx) Z (e/N2(fJ))2 J\u(X)\2 dmg{%) = e2. 

Finally, for x and y in A, we have by definition 

T0 * (Ug{x) • 7ig(y)) = F0 • 7c,(xy) = xp = M(x) • (F0 • rc,(y)), 

and by extending T0 by continuity to an isomorphism Tof Hs onto Lc(S^, mg) 
we have TUg(x) = M(x)T. The equality of the norm of l-lHg+ Ug(x) in 
«£?(Hg) and the norm of X 4- x in ^C(S') is a consequence of the Gelfand- 
Neumark theorem (15.4.14). 

(15.9.2.22) Uniqueness of and mg. 

It is immediately checked that the hermitian form g' satisfies (15.6.3) and 
(15.7.3), hence is a bitrace on A. Since the functions x are bounded, we have 

g'(xy, xy) = j |*(x)|2IXx)|2 dm(j) ^ \\%\\2g'{y, y), 

so that g' satisfies the condition (U). To prove that g' satisfies (N), let S' 
denote the closure of S in H(A) u {0}, so that S' = S if S is compact, and 
S' = Su {0} otherwise. By virtue of (13.11.6), it is enough to show that the 
functions X 4- x% where Xe C and x, y e A, form a total set in the space 
<^C(S'). The proof is the same as in (15.9.2.11), using the Stone-Weierstrass 
theorem and the fact that by definition the functions x separate the points of 
Su {0}. The ideal ry is the set of all x e A for which x is /w-negligible; but 
since the support of m is S, and x is continuous, x can be m-negligible only if 
x = 0, and therefore ng,(x) x is an isomorphism of A/ry onto the algebra of 

the functions x such that (ng,(x) | ng>{y)) = J x(x)Kl) dm(x)- The argument of 

(15.9.2.21) then shows that the set of functions x is dense in i?c(S, m)> and 
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therefore the isomorphism above extends to an isomorphism of Hilbert spaces 
V : Hg' -► Lc(S, m), such that Ug>(x) = V~1M(x)V. Let us now show that 

IIA- V + WII = ll* + *ll, 
or equivalently that, if F 6 #C(S'), the continuous operator M(F) (“ multipli¬ 
cation by F ”) on the Hilbert space L£(S, m) has norm equal to ||F||. It follows 
immediately from (13.12.5) that ||M(F)|| ^ ||F||. On the other hand, there 
exists Xi e S' such that |F(xi)| = ||F|| (3.17.10); hence, for all a > 0, there exists 
a compact neighborhood V of Xi in S' such that \¥(x)\ ||F|| — e for all 
X e V. Since by hypothesis the support of m is the whole of S, and since in all 

cases Xi Fes *n closure of S in S', we have m(V n S) = J (py n s dm = 

(N2(<pv n s))2 > 0; also it is clear that \F<pv n si ^ (llFll - £)<Pv n s, so that 

N2(F<pVnS) ^ (||F|| — e)N2((^VnS) 

and consequently ||Af(F)|| ^ ||F|| — a. Since e > 0 was arbitrary, this proves 
our assertion. Hence the isomorphism X • lHg, 4- Ugf(x)v-^X 4- x extends by 
continuity to an isometry of j?/', onto ^c(S'). Having regard to the fact that 
every character of <^C(S') is of the form F h-> F(x') for some x' e S' (15.3.7), we 
conclude that S'* = S' and hence that Sg, = S. It remains to show that mg> = m, 

or equivalently that J F(^) dmg^x) = J F(x) dm(x) for all functions F e «^C(S). 

But by virtue of (i) we have 

(* 2(x)*(x)9(x) = f 2(x)X(x)Kx) dm(j). 

and since the functions £, as z runs through A, form a total set in ^c(S), this 

establishes the equality of the bounded measures xy • mg> and xp • m for all 
x, y in A. On the other hand, we have seen earlier that there exists a function 

~Yj (where the x{ belong to A) which does not vanish on Supp(F), so 
i 

that F = Gfi with G e Jf c(S). Consequently we have from above 

/% 

& 

F(x) dmJx) = G(x)tt(x) dm/j) 

G(x)*i(x)*<(x) dm ,(x) 

G(x)Xi(x)*i(x) dm(x) 

G(xMx) dm(x) = F(x) dm(x). 

This completes the proof of the Plancherel-Godement theorem. 
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The Plancherel-Godement theorem applies in particular when the 
bitrace g is of the form (x, y)y-*f{y*x), where/is a positive linear form on A 
(and therefore a trace since A is commutative). When g comes from a trace/, 
the formula (15.9.2.1) leads us to ask whether we also have 

(15.9.3) f{x) = £ $(x) dmgix). 

A partial answer to this question is provided by the following theorem: 

(15.9.4) (Bochner-Godement theorem) (i) Let f be a positive linear 
form on a commutative algebra A with involution, such that the bitrace 
g(x, y) = f(xy*) satisfies the hypotheses of (15.9.2). Then, if the formula 
(15.9.3) is true and if the measure mg is bounded, f satisfies the condition 

(B) There exists a real number M > 0 such that |/(x)|2 ^ M -f(xx*) for 
all x e A. 

(ii) Conversely, let f be a positive linear form on A which satisfies the 
condition (B), and suppose that the corresponding bitrace g(x, y) =/(xy*) 
satisfies (U) and is such that the prehilbert Space Ajng and the star algebra s4g 
are separable. Then g also satisfies (N), the measure mg is bounded, and the 
formula (15.9.3) is valid. 

(i) If mg is bounded and if (15.9.3) holds, then the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality (13.11.2.2) gives us 

r 2 r 
St dmg S mg(Sg) * |£|2 dmg 

and hence the inequality of (B), with M = mg(Sg). 
(ii) Recall that the definition of the Hilbert space H^ does not pre¬ 

suppose that the condition (N) is satisfied. The inequality in (B) can be 
put in the form \f(x)\2SM\\ng(x)\\2, and shows that / vanishes on ng; 
hence we may write /=/' o ng, where /' is a linear form on A/ng. Also 
\f'(ng(x))\2 S M ||7c^(x)||2, so that /' is continuous on the prehilbert space 
A/ng (5.5.1) and therefore extends to a continuous linear form on the Hilbert 
space H^ (5.5.4). Hence, by (6.4.2), there exists a well-determined vector 

ae Hg such that 

(15.9.4.1) f(x)=(ng(x)\a). 

From this it follows that, for all x e A, we have 

Ug(x) • a = ng(x). (15.9.4.2) 
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For if y e A, then 

(ng(y) | Ug(x) ■ a) = (Ug(x*) ■ ng(y) \ a) = (ng(x*y) | a) =f{x*y) = (ng(y) \ ng(x)), 

and (15.9.4.2) follows because A/ng is dense in Hg. 
We are now in a position to show that g satisfies the condition (N). Let 

b e Kg be a vector belonging to the orthogonal supplement of the subspace 
generated by the elements itg(xy) for all x, y in A; then we have (ng(xy) | b) = 0, 
that is (Ug(x) • 7ig(y) | b) = 0, or again (ng(y) | Ug(x*) • b) = 0 for all x and y in 
A. Since the elements ng(y) form a dense subspace of H^, it follows that 
(a | Ug(x*) *b)= 0, hence (Ug(x) -a\b) = 09 hence finally (ng(x) \ b) = 0 and 
therefore b — 0, because A/ng is dense in H^. 

Now consider the positive linear form f(V) = (V • a\a) on the algebra 
s/g. We have 

\fXV)\^\\V-a\\-\\a\\S\\V\\^\\a\\2; 

by virtue of the Gelfand-Neumark theorem (15.4.14), we may write f\V) = 
h{&V) where h is a linear form on ^c(X(jaQ), and since \\&V\\ = \\V\\, it 
follows that h is an (a priori complex) measure on the compact space X(ja/'). 
Since any continuous function G ^ 0 on X(j/') is of the form F • F, hence 
of the form &V* =&(W*)i we have h(G) = || V * a\\2 ^ 0, so that h is a 
positive measure. Taking into account (15.9.4.2), (15.9.4.1) and the canonical 

homeomorphism co of X(j^') onto S', we see therefore that there exists a 
positive measure v on (induced by the measure co(h) on Sg, and therefore 
bounded) such that 

f(x) = (Ug(x) ■ a I a) = J**Gc) dv(j) 

for all xg A. 
Thus it remains to show that v = mg. Since 

9(x, j) = J %(Z)P(X) dv(x) 

it is sufficient, by virtue of (15.9.2(H)) to show that (1) the functions x (where 
xeA) belong to SCl(Sg, v); (2) the support of v is S9. The first assertion is 
trivial, because the functions ^ are bounded and continuous and the measure 
v is bounded. To prove (2), suppose that there exists a function F 2; 0 belong¬ 

ing to XC(S9) such that J F(x) dv(x) = 0. Then J F(x)x(^)j)(x) dv(x) = 0 for all 

x, y 6 A. Since F ° co is a continuous function on X(jdg), it is of the form 
yv where Vej/g, and the relation above now takes the form 

(Ug(y*)VUg(x)-a\a) = 0, 
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or 

(VUg(x)-a\ug(y)-a) = 0. 

But, by virtue of (15.9.4.2), (V- ng(x)\ng(y)) = 0 for all x, y in A. Since 

A/ng is dense in Hgi it follows that V = 0 and hence F = 0. Q.E.D. 

Examples 

(15.9.5) We have seen (15.6.2.4) that a positive linear form/on an algebra 

with involution A having a unit element always satisfies the condition (B). We 

recall that if A is in addition a Banach algebra, then the corresponding Hilbert 

form g also satisfies (U) (15.6.11). If A is a separable Banach algebra with 

unit element e, then the prehilbert space A/rt^ and the star algebra stg are also 

separable. The first assertion follows from the continuity of/ (15.6.11), which 

implies that ||7c/x)||2 = /(x*x) <; ||/|| • ||x*x|| g ||/|| • ||x||2 and shows there¬ 

fore that the image under %g of a denumerable dense set in A is dense in the 

prehilbert space A/ng. The separability of s4g follows from the fact that the 

representation Ug is continuous (15.5.7) and therefore transforms a denumer¬ 

able dense set in A into a denumerable dense set in sig. Hence the Bochner- 

Godement theorem can be applied to every positive linear form on A. 

(15.9.6) If s\-> U(s) is a representation of A on a Hilbert space H, then for 

each x0 e H the form fXQ(s) = (U(s) • x0 |x0) satisfies the condition (B), 

because by (6.2.4) 

l/*0(s)|2 £ I\U(S) • X0||2 ■ ||x0||2 « ||x0||2/Xo(s*s). 

By (15.5.6) this shows that knowledge of the hermitian characters of a 

commutative algebra A with involution which has a unit element determines 

all the representations of A. In addition, we have seen in the course of the 

proof of (15.9.4) that, if / is a positive linear form satisfying the conditions 

of (15.9.4(ii)), then the corresponding representation x\-+Ug(x) admits a 

totalizer a (15.9.4.2). 

Remarks 

(15.9.7) It can happen that the formula (15.9.3) (and the conditions of 

(15.9.2)) are satisfied but that the measure mg is not bounded (and therefore 

/does not satisfy (B)) (Problem 2). On the other hand, there are examples 

in which the conditions (U) and (N) are satisfied but (B) is not (Problem 4), 

and examples in which (B) and (N) are satisfied but (U) is not (Problem 5). 
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PROBLEMS 

X. Let A be the algebra with involution ^£(R) of continuous bounded complex-valued 
functions on R, and let /x be a bounded positive measure on R, with support equal to R. 

Show that 

g(x,y) = j x(t)y(t)dfi(t) 

is a bitrace on A for which the prehilbert space A/ng = A is separable, but that the star 

algebra s&g is not separable (Section 7.4, Problem 4). 

Let A be Lebesgue measure on R and let A be the subalgebra with involution of ^(R) 

consisting of square-A-integrable functions. Then g(x, y) = Jx(fMO dX(t) is a bitrace 

on A satisfying (U) and (N), but the measure mg is not bounded, and the right-hand 

side of (15.9.3) is not defined for all* e A. IfB <= A is the subalgebra of ^(R) consisting 

of A-integrable functions, then 

f(x) = J x(t) dX(t) 

is a positive linear form on B satisfying (15.9.3) but the measure mg is not bounded. 

3. Let A be the subalgebra with involution of #C(I), where I = [0,1 ], consisting of func¬ 

tions x with continuous second-order derivative on I and such that x(0) = 0. Show that 

/(*) = f x(t)dt + x"(0) 
Jo 

is a positive linear form on A, such that the corresponding bitrace g satisfies the con¬ 

dition (U) but not the condition (N). (If (/„) is a sequence of functions belonging to 
<<fc(I), with values in [0,1] and continuous second derivatives, and such that fn(t) = 1 

in a neighborhood of 0 and f„(t) = 0 for t l/nt consider in the Hilbert space Hff the 

sequence of functions x„ e A such that xn(t) = tf„(t).) 

4. Let A be the subalgebra with involution of #C(I) consisting of continuously differenti¬ 

able functions on I which vanish at 0. Show that the form f(x) — x'(0) on I is a positive 

linear form for which the corresponding bitrace g is zero (and therefore satisfies (U) 

and (N)) but does not satisfy (B). 

5. Let A be the algebra with involution (the involution being x\-^x) of complex-valued 

functions on [0,1 ] of the form P(r, log t), where P is a polynomial in two variables with 

complex coefficients. Then the linear form f(x) = J x(t) dt is positive, and satisfies 

(B) because A has a unit element; the corresponding bitrace g satisfies (N) but not (U). 

6. Let T be a set endowed with an associative law of composition (x,y)y-+xy and a 

neutral element e, and let x\-^x* be an involution on T (i.e., a bijection of T onto T 

such that e* — e, (x*)* = x and (xy)* = y*x*). A representation of T in a Hilbert 
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is a mapping a i-» U(x) of T into <&(H) such that U(e) = 1H, U(xy) = U{x)U(y) 
;*) = U(x)*. 
E be a Hilbert space and x\—>T(x) a mapping of T into E). In order that 
ould exist a Hilbert space H which is the Hilbert sum of E and another Hilbert 
, and a representation x i—> U(x) of T on H such that T(x) — PU(x) | E for all 
/here P is the orthogonal projection of H on E, it is necessary and sufficient that 
d satisfy the following three conditions: 

T(e) = 1E and T(x*) = T(x)* for all x e E. 
If g : F E is any mapping such that g(x) = 0 for all but a finite set of ele- 
of F,then 

E (T(x*y) ■ g(y) | g(x)) ;> 0. 
(x, y) e rx r 

If g : F -> E is any mapping such that g(x) = 0 for all but a finite set of elements 
hen for each zeT there exists a constant M* > 0 such that 

Z (T(x*z*zy) • g(y) \ g(x)) <, M2 • £ CT(*V) ' d{y) I *(*)). 
(x. y)erxr (x, j>)6rxr 

reover, if U and H satisfy these conditions and are such that the elements 
(xeT and /e H) form a total set in H, then the representation U is deter- 

ip to equivalence (equivalence of representations being defined as in (15.5)). 
show that these conditions are sufficient, let G be the subspace of Er consisting 
pings g : T -> E such that #(x) — 0 for all but a finite set of elements x e F, 
tsider the form on G X G 

(g, h) h+b(g, h) = 2 (T(x*y) • g(y) I Kx)) 
(x, y) e r x r 

3 a positive hermitian form. If N is the set of all g e G such that B(g, g) = 0, 
induces a nondegenerate positive hermitian form (,g, h)\—>{g | /?) = B(g> h) on 
lich makes G/N a prehilbert space. Assume that G/N is a dense subspace of a 
space H0. Define an injection j : G/N Er as follows: for each g e G, the 
g) of g is the mapping 

T(x*y) ■ g(y). 
y e r 

sporting the scalar product on G/N by means of j, we have a structure of pre¬ 
space on y(G/N) and hence, extending by continuity, an isomorphism of H0 
lilbert space H. Then define U(x) by the condition that U(x) * j(g) is the mapping 
T{z*xy) • g(y).) 

be a separable commutative Banach algebra with involution, having a unit 
e. Let P be the set of positive linear forms on A (or of traces on A), which is a 

>f the dual A' of the Banach space A (15.6.11). If }\,/2 e P, we write/i Sfi to 
iat f2-fi eP. 
r, fo are traces on A such that/0 ^/, show that there exists a sequence (>>„) of 

of A such that/0(*) = lim f(y$x) for all x e A. (If g is the bitrace correspond- 
n~* oo 

, note that f0 may be written in the form/0 == u o rrg, where u is a continuous 
)rm on H„.) 

Pi be the set of traces fe P such that ||/|| = f(e) g 1; then Pi is convex and 
compact. Show that the set of extremal points of Pi (Section 12.15, Problem 5) 
to (Pn X(A)) u {0}. (Use (a) to show that if a character is a trace it must 
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be an extremal point of P^ To prove the converse, show that if fe is such that 

1 = ll/ll = |/(e)l then there exists ze A such that ||z|| < 1 and /(z*z)=^0. Using 
(15.6.11.1), show that the linear forms fi(x) — f(z*zx)lf(z*z) and 

fi(x) =/((* —z*z)x)/(f(e) -f(z*z)) 

belong to PA, and that if / is an extremal point then /=/i —f2. Hence we have 

f(z*zx) =f(x)f(z*z); replacing z by z(e 4- y) where y is small, deduce that / is a 

character.) 

(c) Show that for each fe Px there exists a unique positive measure pf on P1} with 

mass 1, such that for each x e A we have 

/(*)= f *(x)*Mx)- 
* P nX(A) 

(Use Section 13.10, Problem 2(b). For the uniqueness of pfi use the Stone-Weierstrass 
theorem.) 

10. REPRESENTATIONS OF ALGEBRAS OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 

Let K be a compact metrizable space. The application of the results of 
Section 15.9 to the case where A = #C(K) allows us to describe very simply 
all the representations of this algebra. We consider first the topologically 

cyclic representations u \-+ T(u). 

(15.10.1) Let K be a compact metrizable space and A = ^C(K-)- Then every 

topologically cyclic representation of the commutative algebra with involution 

A, in a separable Hilbert space E, is equivalent to one of the representations 

defined as follows: let p be a positive measure on K, and for each 

us A, let MJfi) denote the continuous operator on Lc(K, p) induced by multi¬ 

plication by u: that is, for each f e p), Mfu) •/is the class of uf in 

L£(K ,p). 

Let a be a totalizing vector for a representation mk T(u) of A in a sepa¬ 
rable Hilbert space E. The representation T is determined up to equivalence by 
the positive linear form/a(w) = (T(u) • a\ a) on A (15.6). Since A is separable 
(7.4.4), the Bochner-Godement theorem applies; all the characters of A are 
hermitian, and the spectrum X(A) can be canonically identified with K 
(15.3.7). Hence the proposition is an immediate consequence of (15.9.2(iv)). 

It follows from the definition (15.10.1) of M^ that 

IIMm(w)|| = ess sup \u(t)\ = N#(m) 
fe K 

(15.10.2) 
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(with respect to the measure p). For it follows from (13.12.2) that 
\\MJiu)\\ g NJw); also, for every positive real number a<Nw(«), there 
exists a nonnegligible integrable subset P of K such that \u(t) | g: a for all 
/ e P; hence N2(w<pP) ^ a • N2(<pP), from which (15.10.2) follows. 

The measure p is not uniquely determined. We shall come back to this 
point a little later (15.10.7). 

The definition of M^u) given in (15.10.1), and the formula (15.10.2), still 
make sense if u is not necessarily continuous on K, but simply p-measurable 
and bounded in measure (by virtue of (13.12.5)). The mapping uv-^M^u) 
extended in this manner is a representation of the algebra with involution 
*^?(K, p) on the Hilbert space L£(K, p). Clearly, if ux and u2 are equal 
almost everywhere with respect to p, we have M^(tq) = MJ<uf). Usually we 
shall restrict the representation to a self-adjoint subalgebra of <£%(K, p) 
which does not depend on the choice of p, namely the algebra ^C(K) of 
universally measurable, bounded complex-valued functions on K (13.9). By 
(13.9.8.1) this is indeed a C-algebra with involution, and it is a Banach 
subalgebra of ^C(K) by virtue of EgorofTs theorem (13.9.10). 

(15.10.3) Again let u\-+T(u) be a representation of ^C(K) in a separable 
Hilbert space E, admitting a totalizing vector a. (These hypotheses will be in 
force up to and including (15.10.7).) The preceding remarks show that the 
representation T may be extended to the algebra with involution ^C(K). The 
extended representation (also denoted by T) does not depend on the choice 
of totalizing vector a. 

To prove this assertion, let x and y be two vectors belonging to E. For 
each ue^c(K), we have \\T(u)\\ g ||w|| (15.5.7) and therefore 

(15.10.3.1) \(T(u) - x\y)\ g \\u\\ * ||x|| • \\y\\; 

consequently the linear form u\-*(T(u) • x | j>) is a measure px y on K such that 

\\Mx,y\\ ^ Ml * ||y||. 
From this definition it follows immediately that 

(15.10.3.2) fty,x l^x,y 

Also, if x = T(v) • a and y = T(w) • a, where v and w are in ^c(K), then for 
each function u e ^C(K) we have 

(T(u) • x |y) = (T(uv) * a\ T(w) * a) = (T(wuv) • a|a) = wuv dp 
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and therefore 

(15.10.3.3) £<r(c) • a, T(w) • a — (vw) ' d- 

The independence asserted above will be a consequence of the following 
more precise result: 

(15.10.4) (i) For all rjeE and all u e ^C(K) we have 

(15.10.4.1) (T(m) • x | y) = “(0 dfix,y(t). 

(ii) If (u„) is a uniformly bounded sequence of functions in ^C(K) which 
converges to u, then 

(15.10.4.2) (T(u) • x | y) = lim (T(u„) • x | y), 
n-+oo 

for all x, y in E. 

It is enough to prove (15.10.4.2) for x, y lying in a total subspace of E: 
the sesquilinear functions (x,y)i—>(T(ww) -xly) form an equicontinuous set, 
because 

\(T(un)-x\y)-(T(u„)-x0\y0)\ 

^ ||uj(||x-x0l! • llToll + ||x0|| • Ily-J’oll + l|x-*0|| • \\y - J'oll) 

(7.5.5) . Take x = T(sx) • a and y = T(s2) • a, with r, and s2 in #C(K); then, 
by definition, 

(T(u„) -xly) =(T(s2u„s1) • a|a) = |s2u„s1 dg, 

and it is enough to apply the dominated convergence theorem (13.8.4) to the 
measure p. As to (15.10.4.1), it is valid by definition when uec£c{K), and in 
general it follows by applying the dominated convergence theorem twice to 
the measure pXty, and using (13.7.1). 

(15.10.5) For the operator T(u) to be hermitian (resp. positive hermitian 
(11.5) , resp. zero, resp. unitary) it is necessary and sufficient that u(x) should be 
real (resp. u(x) ^ 0, resp. u(x) = 0, resp. |w(x)| = 1) almost everywhere with 
respect to the measure p. 
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It is immediately verified that if U is a hermitian (resp. positive hermitian, 
resp. unitary) operator on a Hilbert space E, and if S is an isomorphism of E 
onto a Hilbert space E', then the operator SUS_1 on E' has the same 
property (since these properties involve only the Hilbert structure). Hence 
we may take T(u) = and in this case the sufficiency of the conditions 
stated is clear. On the other hand, if for example there exists a measurable 
subset X of K such that p(X) = a > 0 and J{u(x)) ^ jS > 0 for all x e X, then 

we have </((T(w) * cpx | <px)) = u dpj ^ ap and therefore T(u) is not 

hermitian.,The other cases are dealt with similarly. 

(15.10.6) (i) The orthogonal projectors belonging to the algebra T(^C(K)) 
are the operators of the form T((px), where X is a universally measurable subset 

of K. 
(ii) T(^C(K)) is a maximal commutative subalgebra of STfE). 

(iii) A closed vector subspace F o/E is stable under T if and only if it is of 

the form T(<px)(E), where X is a universally measurable subset of K. 

(i) By virtue of the characterization of orthogonal projectors on E 
(15.5.3.1) and by (15.10.5), it follows that T(u) is an orthogonal projector if and 
only if u is almost everywhere equal to a ^-measurable bounded real-valued 
function v such that v2 = v. Hence v = <px, where X is a ^-measurable subset 
of K, and the result follows. 

(ii) It is clearly enough to prove that a continuous operator V e «£?(E) 
which commutes with T(u) for all ue%c(K) is of the form T(v). If a is a 
totalizing vector for T, then for each universally measurable subset X of K we 
have 

<px dpv .a a = m<px)V - a | a)| = \(VT(cpx) • a\T(cpx) • a)| 

^ imi • iir(9>x) • aii2 = imi • <Px d^a = || F|| • 

(% 

<Px dg 

because T(cpx) is an orthogonal projector which commutes with V. The 
Lebesgue-Nikodymtheorem (13.15.5(c0) therefore shows that Pv-a,a — h-p 

for some ^-integrable function h. Since also it follows from the inequality 
above that 

Wdpv~a,a S \\V\\ ‘ Nx(w) 

for every step function w e ^C(K), we conclude that the linear form 

hw dp defined on the vector space of these step functions extends by 
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continuity to «£?£(&> P) ((13.9.12) and (13.9.13)). Hence, by (13.17.1), h is 
bounded in measure with respect to p, and we may assume that h e <^C(K). 
For all 5, t e ^C(K) we have 

(VT(s) • a | T(0 • a) = (T(s)V • a | T(t) • a) = st djnv.aia 

= J sth dpt = (T(h)T(s) • a | T(t) • a); 

since the vectors T(s) * a form a total set in E, it follows that V = T(/z). 
(iii) To say that F is stable with respect to T means that the ortho¬ 

gonal projector PF commutes with T(u) for all ue ^C(K) (15.5.3); hence 
PF e T(WC(K)) by virtue of (ii), and is of the form T(<px) by virtue of (i). 

We can also characterize all the totalizing vectors of the given representa¬ 
tion: 

(15.10.7) For a vector ^ e L^K, /i) to be totalizing for the representation 
of ^C(K), it is necessary and sufficient that g{t) ^ 0 almost everywhere with 

respect to p. 

In order that the classes (fg)~, where / runs through ^C(K), should gen¬ 
erate a subspace which is not dense in the Hilbert space L£(K, p), it is neces¬ 
sary and sufficient that there should exist a nonnegligible h e p) such 

that jfghdp~0 for all /e^c(K) (6.3.1). Also we have ghe^c(K,p) 

(13.11.7) ; hence the measure (gh) * p is zero, which implies that g(t)h(t) = 0 
almost everywhere with respect to p (13.14.4). But since by hypothesis the 
integrable set A of points t e K at which h(t) ^0 is not negligible, we must 
have g(t) = 0 almost everywhere in A. This proves the proposition. 

To such a totalizing vector g for M^ corresponds by definition (15.10.1) 
the positive measure \g\2 • p on K. Since \g\2 is ^-integrable and #0 almost 
everywhere, we obtain in this way all the positive measures on K which are 
equivalent to p (13.15.6). In other words, the measure p of the statement of 
(15.10.1) is determined only up to equivalence by the representation T. 

(15.10.8) Now let us consider an arbitrary nondegenerate representation Tof 
^C(K) in a separable Hilbert space E. From (15.5.6) we know that E is the 
Hilbert sum of a sequence (E„) of closed subspaces stable with respect to T, 
and such that the restriction Tn of T to E„ admits a totalizing vector an, for 
each n. The definition of the measures px y given in (15.10.3) applies without 
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change. Also, for each function u e <^C(K), we define Tn(u) on En (15.10.1), and 
by virtue of (15.10.2) we have ||rn(«)|| g ||k|| for each n. 

Now we have the following lemma: 

(15.10.8.1) Let E be a Hilbert space which is the Hilbert sum of a sequence 

(E„) of closed subspaces. For each n let Un be a continuous operator on E„, and 

suppose that the sequence of norms (||t7J) is bounded. Then there exists a 

unique continuous operator U on E whose restriction to En is Un for each n. 

Also, the restriction of U* to En is U*. 

Suppose that || t/J ^ a for all n. For each x = ^xneE, where xn e En for 

all n and \\x\\2 = £ IWI2 (6.4), we have 
n 

£l|U,-*J2£fl2Ell*Ja=«W, 
n n 

which shows that the series Un * xn converges in E. If U • x denotes its sum, 
n 

it is clear that U is linear and that, from above, || U • x\\ S a\\x\\> so that U is a 
continuous operator (5.5.1). The uniqueness of U follows from the fact that 
the union of the subspaces E„ is a total set in E (6.4). Finally, we have 

II £4*11 = II £411 f°r n> and therefore there exists a continuous operator V 

on E whose restriction to En is U* for all n. If y = £ yn, with yn e E„ for all n 

an<^ H IbJ2 = lljll2, then (6.4) we have 
n 

(U ■ x | y) = £ {U„ ■ xn | y„) = % (x„ \ U* ■ y„) = (x | V • y), 
n n 

which proves that V = U*. 

Applying (15.10.8.1), we see that there exists a unique normal continuous 
operator T(u) on E whose restriction to E„ is T„(w), for each n. It is immediate 
that ui—>■ T(u) is a representation of ^C(K) in E which extends the representa¬ 
tion T of ^C(K). Next, the proposition (15.10.4) generalizes without any 
change in the proof: we have only to observe that we can take as a total subset 
of E the set of all Tn(s) • an, where s e ^C(K) n is arbitrary. 

In general there exist infinitely many decompositions of E as a Hilbert sum 
of subspaces with the properties of (15.10.8). However, there is the following 
result: 

(15.10.9) There exists a decomposition of E as a Hilbert sum of a (finite or 

infinite) sequence (E„) of closed subspaces, stable with respect to T, such that the 
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restriction of T to En admits a totalizing vector an and such that, if jun is the 

positive measure on K corresponding to an (15.10.1), then gn+x is a measure with 

base pn (13.13) for each n. 

We begin with a decomposition of E as the Hilbert sum of any sequence 
(F„) as described above. Let bn be a totalizing vector for the restriction of Tto 

F„, and let vn be the corresponding positive measure on K. Since the measure 
vn is determined only up to equivalence (15.10.7), we may multiply it by a 
strictly positive constant so as to ensure that the series of norms ||vn|| con¬ 
verges. 

By induction on n ^ 2 we define two sequences (v'), (v") of positive 
measures on K, as follows. The measures v2 and v2 are those which appear in 
the Lebesgue canonical decomposition of v2 relative to v1? v2 being a measure 
with base v1? and v2 disjoint from vx (13.8.4). For k > 2, the measures vk 

and v'k are likewise such that vk = v'k + vk, where vk is a measure with base 
(vx -f v2 -f • • • -f vk'_ x) and v* is disjoint from vx +• v2 4- • • • + vk_ v To each 
of these decompositions there corresponds a partition of K consisting of two 
universally measurable sets Bk and Bk such that vk is concentrated on B'k and 
vk is concentrated on Bk. Let Fk — F'k® F£ be the corresponding decomposi¬ 
tion of F* as a Hilbert sum of mutually orthogonal subspaces. If Fk is identified 
with Lc(K,vk) (15.10.1) then Fk andFk admits = <pB,kandZ>k = <pB«k as totaliz¬ 
ing vectors, respectively (15.10.6). The sequence of measures vx + v2 -f • • • + vk 

is increasing, and the norms of these measures are bounded above by 
00 

£ || vj. Hence (13.4.4) this sequence has a least upper bound px in MR(K), 
n= 1 

and jlix is also the vague limit of the sequence. The preceding construction 
allows us to assume that, if vx is concentrated on B1? then the sets B1? B2,..., 
B'k, ... are pairwise disjoint, and vk is identified with tpw>k • /q. If Ex is the 
Hilbert sum of Fx and the F'k for 2, then E is the Hilbert sum of Ex 

and the Fk (k^t 2). The subspace Ex is identified with Lc(K,/q); since 
II££112 = vk(Bk) S ||v*||, the series bt -f b2 + •*•+££' + ■• • converges in Els 
and its sum ax is identified with <pAl, where Ax is the union of Bx and the 
B'k (k 2). Clearly ax is a totalizing vector for the restriction of T to Ex. 

Thus, starting with the given decomposition (F„) of E, we have constructed 
a decomposition of E into Ex and the Fk, where for each k ^ 2 the measure 
vk corresponding to Fk is a measure with base px. Repeating the construction, 
we define for each n a decomposition of E as the Hilbert sum of subspaces 
E1?..., En, FF,..., all stable under T, such that the restriction of 
T to each subspace admits a totalizing vector, and .such that if the corre¬ 
sponding measure is pk for Ek (1 <^k ^n) and v^k for Fj$*, then pk+x is a 
measure with base pk for 1 ^ k ^n ~ 1, and vj^k is a measure with base pn 

for all k ^ 1. To achieve this we have only to apply the previous reasoning to 
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the Hilbert sum E„ © F^h © • • • © F(nnlk © * • *. It is clear from the construction 
that 

Fi © F2 © • • • © F„ c Ei © E2 ® • • • © En 

for each n; since E is the Hilbert sum of the Fk, it follows that E is also the 
Hilbert sum of the E*. (6.4.2), and the subspaces E* and measures \xk therefore 
satisfy the required conditions. 

Put = gk* juu and let Sk be the set of points t e K such that gk(t) > 0. 
Evidently we may assume that the sequence (Sfc) is decreasing and that each 
Sk is universally measurable (13.9.3). Put MA = K — S2 and M* = Sk — Sk+1 

for k ^ 2; also put M*, = f) Sk. For 1 g g k, let Hik = T((pMf)(Ei). Then 
kZ 1 

it follows from (15.10.6) that the restrictions of T to the k subspaces 
HlJk (1 ^ i ^ k) are equivalent, and we put G* = Hik © * • • © Hkk. Clearly G* 
is the Hilbert sum of the subspaces H** (1 ^ i S k). Similarly, put HI00 = 
F(9Moo)(Fi) for each / ^ 1. The restrictions of Tto all the subspaces HI00 (/ ^ 1) 
are equivalent, and we denote by G^ the Hilbert sum of the HI00 for all 
/ ^ 1. Then it is clear that E is the Hilbert sum of the Gk (k ^ 1) and Gw . It 
can be shown (Problem 5) that the measures gk are determined up to equiv¬ 

alence, and hence that the Sk (and consequently the M*) are determined up to 
a ^-negligible set. The subspaces Gk = T(<pMJ(E) are uniquely determined 

by T. The restriction of T to Gk (resp. to G^) is said to have multiplicity k 

(resp. infinite multiplicity). A representation of multiplicity 1 is therefore 
topologically cyclic. 

(15.10.10) Since the measures pk are determined only up to equivalence 
(15.10.7), we may suppose that pk = cpSk • pl. It follows that, up to equivalence, 
the most general representation ut-+T(u) of ^C(K) on a separable Hilbert 
space E may be described as follows: 

Consider a positive measure v on K, and a decreasing sequence 
($j)igj<(0 of universally measurable subsets of K, where co is either a 
positive integer or + oo. The space E is the Hilbert sum of the Hilbert spaces 
Lc(K, cpSk • v); each of these spaces is stable under T, and the restriction of 
T(u) to L£(K, (pSk • v) is multiplication by u. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let K be a compact space, E a Hilbert space, and (x, jy) continuous sesquilinear 
mapping of E x E into the Banach space MC(K) of complex measures on K. Show that, 
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for each function u e there exists a unique continuous operator T(u) on E such 

that 

(T(u) ■ x | y) = J u{t) dfxX' ,(t) 

for all x, y in E. In order that u\-+T(u) should be a representation of ^C(K) on E, it 

is necessary and sufficient that 

(* I y) = Jd^x, y , H'y, x =£*,y, U' ^x. y = f*T(u) • x, y 

for all x, y in E and all u e ^C(K). In the last relation, the condition u e ^C(K) may 

be replaced by u e #C(K). 

2. (a) Deduce from Problem 1 a new proof of the fact that a representation uh~> T(u) of 

^C(K) in a Hilbert space E can be uniquely extended to a representation u i—► T(u) 

of ^c(K) on E, satisfying the relation (15.10.4.1). (To prove that T(uv) = T(u)T(v) 

for u> v e ^c(K), proceed in two steps: first assume that one of the two functions is 

continuous and use the relation /xr<U). *, y = jux,T(Q> . y when u is continuous; then prove 
that this relation remains valid for all u e #C(K).) 

(b) If a continuous operator Ve J5?(E) commutes with T(u) for all ue^c(K), then 

it commutes with T(v) for all v e ^C(K). 
(c) If E is separable, show that each operator T(u), where u e 4Jrc(K), is the limit, with 

respect to the weak topology on -£?(E) (Section 12.15, Problem 9) of a sequence 

(T(vn)), where vn e #C(K); and conversely. (For the converse, use (15.10.6(ii)) and 

(b) above.) 

3. With the notation of Problem 1, show that T(w) • x — 0 for xeE and u e ^C(K) if 

and only if u is jxXt ^-negligible for all jin a total subset of E. The mapping u\-+T(u) 

of ^C(K) into -^(E) is injective if and only if the union of the supports of the measures 

fiXt y is dense in K. 

4. With the notation of Problem 1, suppose that E is separable; let (aj) be a dense sequence 

in E, and put Vij = | g.ait Then there exists a positive measure v on K such that the 

relation v(N) = 0 is equivalent to the relation “v*j(N) = 0 for all i and y” (13.15.8). 

All the functions in ^C(K) which are equivalent with respect to v have the same image 

under T, and we may therefore regard T as an injective homomorphism of Lg(v) into 

-£?(E). Prove that Noc(w) ^ ||T(«)|| for all functions u e &c(v) (consider first the case 

where u is a step-function). Consequently T is a bicontinuous mapping of Lg(v) onto 

its image in -£f(E). 

5. Suppose that, under the hypotheses of (15.10.8) there exist two sequences (En,/x„) 

and (E^, {jl'„) satisfying the conditions of (15.10.9). 

(a) Show that if fjb„ = 0 for n 2, then /xi == 0 for n > 2. (In other words, a topologic¬ 

ally cyclic representation does not admit a canonical decomposition satisfying (15.10.9) 

as the sum of at least two topologically cyclic representations.) To prove this, observe 

that if a is a totalizing vector for T, and a'„ is its projection on E'n, then a'„ ^ 0 if E^ 0 

(i.e., if fjjn 0). If a'„ =£ 0 for some n 2, show that there would exist a sequence (gm) 

of functions belonging to ^C(K), such that T(gm) • al tends to 0 and T(gm) • a'n tends to 

a'n, and show that this contradicts the fact that g/n is a measure with base jui. 
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(b) Show that the measures fxi, fxi are equivalent, by proving that the relation 
txi(N) = 0 is equivalent to 7(<pN) = 0. 

(c) If Fly Fi are the orthogonal supplements of Ej, Ei, respectively, in E, show that 

Fi and Fi have the same dimension (finite or infinite). (Assume that dim(Fi) is finite; 

then for n 2 the measures fxn are carried by a finite subset M of K and are zero for all 

large n. Also, if vk is the restriction of fxi to M, then fxn (n ^ 2) are measures with base 

vt. Deduce that 7(<pM)(E) is of finite dimension and that the restriction of T to the 

orthogonal supplement 7(1 — 9?M)(E) of 7(9?M)(E) is topologically cyclic. Use (a) to 
deduce that the measures fx'n, for n> 2, are concentrated on M, and hence that 

7(1 - 9m)(E) = 7(1 - pMXEi) = 7(1 - 9>M)(Ei). 

Also, by virtue of (b), the restriction of fxi to M must be equivalent to jxt; hence 

7(9?M)(Ei) and 7(<pM)(Ei) have the same finite dimension, and the result follows.) 

(d) Use (c) to show that there exists a unitary transformation Ui of E such that 
Ui(Ei) = Ei. 

(e) Prove by induction that there exists a sequence (U„) of unitary transformations of 

E such that Un(Efc) = E'k for 1 k n and Un + 1 agrees with Un on E* for 1 ^ k :g n. 

Show that this sequence tends strongly (Section 12.15, Problem 8) to a unitary trans¬ 

formation U such that U(E„) = E'n for all n. Show also that fx'n is equivalent to fxn 

for all n. 

6. With the notation of (15.10.9), let V be an operator belonging to ^(E) which commutes 

with T{u) for all u e ic(K). 

(a) Show that each of the subspaces G* is stable under V, and that V \ Gk commutes 

with all the operators T(<pMk u). 
(b) Up to equivalence, each of the Hf* (1 ^i^k) can be identified with L c(fxk), and 

the restriction Tik{u) of T(u) to H/fc can be identified with multiplication M(u) by the 

class of u, where u is any bounded ^-measurable function. Every continuous operator 

V on Gfc may be written in the form of a matrix 

V = 

Vn V12 

V21 V22 

Vlk 

V2k 

operating on the vectors x = t^ks(Lc(ixk))k considered as column matrices, 

the Vij being continuous operators on Lc(fxk). With this notation, the restriction of 

T(u) to G* is identified with the diagonal matrix all of whose diagonal elements are 

equal to M{u). 
Deduce that V commutes with the restrictions of all the 7(«) to Gk if and only if 

Vtj^Mivu) 

with Vij s ^c(K). 
(c) Deduce that every subspace F of E which is stable with respect to 7 is the Hilbert 

sum of subspaces Fk ^ Gk stable under 7, and that each Ffc may be described as follows. 
Consider a partition of Mk consisting of k ^-measurable sets LiJe (1 ^ ^ k), and an 

invertible matrix (wtJ) with k rows and k columns, whose entries wtJ belong to ^tc(K). 
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Let F!* denote the sum of the subspaces T(cphik)(Hji) for 1 ^ i, and let Flk denote 

the image of Ff* under the invertible operator 

rM(wljL) 

M(w21) 

M(wlky 

M(w2k) 

\M(wkl) M(wkk) 

on Gfc. Then Ffc is the sum of the Ftk (1 ^ ^ k). (Consider the projector PF.) 

11. THE SPECTRAL THEORY OF HILBERT 

(15.11.1) Let E be a separable Hilbert space and N a normal continuous 
operator onE (15.4.11). If $4 is the closure of the (commutative) subalgebra of 
J2?(E) generated by 1E, TV and N*, then ((15.4.13) and (15.4.15)) is a 
separable star algebra, and the mapping co : ►x(TV) is a homeomorphism of 
X(j^) onto Sp(iV) c C (the spectrum of N with respect to $£(E), that is to say 
the spectrum of N as defined in (11.1)). Hence it follows from the Gelfand- 
Neumark theorem (15.4.14) that the mapping ° co) is a faithful 
representation of #c(Sp(A0) on E, which can therefore be extended to a 
faithful representation of Wc(Sp(NJ) on E (15.10.8). We denote this represen¬ 
tation by/n->/(Ar). This notation is justified by the fact that, if / and g are 
any two functions belonging to ^c(Sp(A0), then in the algebra S£(E) we have 

(15.11.1.1) 
(/+ g)(N) =/(Ar) + g{N\ (fg)(N) =f(N)g(N), 

(15.11.1.2) lSp(]V)(jV)=iV 

(where lSp(iV)is the identity mapping £i—►£ of Sp(N)). The Gelfand-Neumark 
theorem also shows that, for every continuous function/on Sp(iV), we have 

(15.11.1.3) ll/(A0ll =P(/(N))= sup |/(C)| 
SeSp (N) 

(cf. (15.11.8.1)). 
Moreover ((15.10.3) and (15.10.8)), there exists a continuous sesquilinear 

mapping (x, y) mx y of E x E into the Banach space Mc(Sp(iV)) of complex 
measures on Sp(iV) such that mVt x = mx y and 

(f(N) ' x\y) = j*/(0 dmXty(0 (15.11.2) 
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1 functions fe Wc(Sp(N)). Also it follows from (15.11.1.3) that 
* x|jy)| ^ ||/|| • ||a;|| • \\y\\ for all continuous functions f on Sp(N), and 

>re 

2.1) \\mxJ\£M-\\y\\ 

x, y in E. 
rG %c(Sp(N)) is the restriction to Sp(N) of a complex-valued function 
led on a subset of C containing Sp(N), we shall write g(N) in place 

). 

3) We shall say that N is a simple normal operator if the representa- 
-»/(iV) of #c(Sp(A0) on E is topologically cyclic. By virtue of (15.5.6), 
exists a decomposition of E as a Hilbert sum of closed subspaces E„ 
are stable under j/ (and therefore under N and N* (cf. Problem 3) 
Lat, for each n, the restriction Nn of N to En is a simple normal operator, 
ace En may then be identified with Lc(Sp(iVn), pn), where pn is a positive 
*e, and Nn is then identified with the operator of multiplication 
class of the function lc in L£(Sp(Nn), pn). If an is a totalizing vector for 
resentation then (15.10.3.3) we may take 

J-1) A = '».„d,' 

h this notation: 

1) The support of pn is the whole of Sp(Nn). 

x £ Supp(pn), then the function £ i—► (a — 0 ~1 is continuous and 
id on Supp(/i„); it extends to a bounded continuous function g on 
(4.5.1), and since g(0(ot — 0 = 1 for all ( e Supp(/in), it follows that the 
lous operator on L£(Sp(iVn), pn), defined by multiplication by the class 
function £i-*a — 0 is invertible. Hence (as this operator is identified 

e„ “ Nn) we have a $ Sp(Nn). 

>) Sp(N) is the closure in C of 1J Sp(An). 
n 

irly Sp(Nn) cz Sp(N); since Sp(iV) is closed, it therefore contains the 
of (J Sp(Nn). If a does not lie in this closure, then there exists^ > 0 

iat |a — Cl ^ r for all £ e Sp(N„) and all n. Hence (15.11.1.3) we 
[otlEn — N„)~l\\ t^l/r, from which we conclude (15*10.8.1 )T that the 
AJ"1 are the restrictions of a continuous operator on E, the inverse 
- N. 
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For each function /€ ^c(Sp(N)), we have f(Nn) =f(N) | En. For this is 
immediately seen to be true when/is a polynomial in £ and £ (15.11.1.1); for 
fe ^c(Sp(N)), the result then follows by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem 
(7.3.1) and (15.11.1.3); and the general case then follows by (15.11.2). 

We shall see that the study of N reduces to that of the Nn. Consider for 
example the eigenvalues of N: it is clear that x is an eigenvector of N if and 
only if each of its projections xn on En is either zero or an eigenvector of Nn, 
corresponding to an eigenvalue independent of n. We have then the 
following characterization: 

(15.11.6) For aeSpCNn) to be an eigenvalue of Nn, it is necessary and 

sufficient that gn ({a}) # 0. The corresponding eigenvectors are those belonging 

to the image of En under the projector and this image is a one-dimen¬ 

sional subspace. 

Let a be an eigenvalue of Nn9 and let F be the kernel of alEn — Nn. Then 
by hypothesis F is closed and nonzero. Also it is stable under N*, because 
Nn • (N* • x) = N* • (Nn • x) — ocNf • x. Hence F is stable with respect to the 
algebra generated by Nn and N*. If we identify Nn with multiplication by the 
class of lc in Lc(Sp(iV„), pn), then F is identified with a subspace of the type 
Lc(Sp(Nn), cpu * pn)9 where M is a universally measurable set such that 
pn(M) # 0 (15.10.6). We assert that the support of the measure v = <pM • pn 

consists of a single point. If not, there would exist two disjoint closed subsets 
B, C of Sp(Nn), such that v(B n M) ^ 0 and v(C n M) # 0. The function 

C<?B n m(0 (reSP- C(Pc n m(0) would be equal almost everywhere (with respect 
to v) to a<pBnM(0 (resp. oc(pCnM(0). In other words, we should have £ = a 

almost everywhere in BnM and almost everywhere in C n M, which is 
absurd because BnC=0. Hence we may assume that M = {/?}, and then 
it is clear that Lc(Sp(AQ, cpM • pn) is of dimension 1, and that the restriction 
of Nn to this space is the homothety with ratio /?. 

If a e Sp(iV) is an eigenvalue of N, then the set J of integers n such that a 

is an eigenvalue of Nn is not empty. If D„ is the one-dimensional subspace of 
En generated by the eigenvectors of N„ corresponding to the eigenvalue a, then 
the eigenspace E(a; N) of N corresponding to a (11.1) is the Hilbert sum of 
the Dn for n e J. If J is finite, the number of elements of J (which is equal to 
the dimension of E(a; Nj) is called the multiplicity of a. If J is infinite, then a 
is said to have infinite multiplicity. It is easily checked that this notion of 
multiplicity agrees with the notion of the multiplicity of a representation 
introduced in (15.10.9). Also it follows from the remarks above that if a, j? are 
distinct eigenvalues of Ny then the eigenspaces E(a; N) and E(j?; N) are 
orthogonal. 
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(15.11.7) For N to be self-adjoint (resp. unitary) it is necessary and sufficient 

that Sp(N) c= R (resp. Sp(N) c U). If H is self-adjoint, then 

inf(Sp(JS0)= inf (J5T-x|x), 
(15.11.7.1) 

sup(Sp (if)) == sup (H - x\ x), 
ll*ll = i 

(15.11.7.2) ||H||= sup |(fl • x | x)|. 
Il*ll = i 

In the first assertion, we have already seen (15.4.12) that the conditions are 
necessary. To show that they are sufficient, it is enough (by virtue of (15.11.5)) 
to prove them for the Nn; and this is immediately done, because, when Nn 

is identified with multiplication by the class of lc in Lc(Sp(Arn), the 
operator N* is identified with multiplication by the class of the function 

To prove (15.11.7.1), it is enough to show that, for a self-adjoint 
operator H to be such that (H • x \ x) ^ 0 for all x e E (in which case we say 
that H is positive and we write H ^ 0), it is necessary and sufficient that 
Sp(/f) c R+ . In view of (15.11.5) and the relation 

(15.11.7.3) (ff-x|x) =£(#,, xjxj 
It 

(with notation analogous to that of (15.11.3)) we are reduced to proving the 
assertion for simple self-adjoint operators HA. If we identify H„ with multipli¬ 
cation by the class of lc in Lc(Sp(//„), /.<„), what we have to prove is that 

Sp(Hn) c R+ if and only if J (/(() dpn(0 ^ 0 for every function /jg 0 in 

^cCSp)/7„)). Now, if M is the intersection of Sp(//„) with the complement 
] — oo, 0[ of R+ in R, then the relation M / 0 would imply /i„(M) > 0 
(15.1.14). Since ] —oo.0[ is the union of the intervals ] — oo, — 1/n], there 
would exist m>0 such that 

pn(U n ] - oo, - (1/m)]) = a > 0, 

and consequently JOpm(0 dp.„{Q = —a/m < 0, contrary to hypothesis. 

Finally, the relation (15.11.7.2) follows from (15.11.7.1) and (15.4.14.1), 
because the spectral radius of H is equal to the larger of |inf (Sp(i7))|, 

|sup(Sp(/0)|. 

(15.11.8) (i) For each function f e ^c(Sp(iV)), the spectrum of f(N) is 

contained in /(Sp(lV)) (closure in C), and 

||/(N)|| ^ sup |/(C)I- 
CeSp(N) 

(15.11.8.1) 
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For every eigenvalue a of N, f (a) is an eigenvalue of f(N), and the eigenspace 

E(a; N) is contained in E(/(a);/(iV)). 
Iff is continuous, then Sp(/(iV)) = /(Sp(iV)). 
(ii) More precisely, with the notation of (15.11.3), iffe ^c(Sp(Af,)), then 

the spectrum of f(N„) consists of the complex numbers ft such that 

ess inf \P —/(C)l = 0 
C 6 SP(Nn) 

(relative to the measure pn). 

(iii) Iffe ^c(Sp(iV)) and if g is a continuous mapping of/(Sp(iV)) into C, 
then g(f(N)) = {g °f)(N). 

(iv) If a sequence (/k) of functions belonging to ^c(Sp(N)) is uniformly 

bounded and converges simply to f then for every xeB the sequence (fk(N) • x) 
converges in E to f(N) • x. 

We shall start by proving (ii). We have seen that f(Nn) may be identified 
with multiplication by the class of the function / in Lc(Sp(jVJ, pn). Hence 
P $ Sp( f(Nn)) if and only if there exists a real number a > 0 such that 
N2(03 — f)u) ^ a • N2(w) for all functions u e ^c(Sp(A£,), aO (5-5-1). If 
ess inf — /(£)| > 0, then we may take a to be equal to this number, by 

CeSp (Nn) 

virtue of (13.12.2), and therefore ft £ Sp(/(A£,)). Conversely, if 

ess inf \P -/(£)| = 0, 
C e Sp(N„) 

then for each e > 0 the set M of complex numbers £ e Sp(Nn) such that 
\P - /(Ol ^ » is not ^-negligible, and we have N2(0? -f)cpM) S eN2(cpM), 

hence p e Sp(f(Nn)). _ 

It follows from (ii) that Sp(/(iVn)) c/(Sp(7V„)). moreover, / is con¬ 
tinuous, then /(Sp(iVn)) is compact (3.17.9), and for each P = /(a), where 
aGSp(A£,), every compact neighborhood of a has ^-measure >0 (15.11.4), 

so that f(Sp(Nn)) = Sp(/(iVrt)). To show that Sp(f(N))cz f(Sp(N)) in general, 
and that Sp(f(N)) = /(Sp(N)) when / is continuous, we have only to use 
(15.11.5) and the fact that f(Sp(N)) is compact if / is continuous. Finally, 
the assertions about eigenvalues are evident, again by reducing to the case of 
simple operators and using (15.11.6). 

To prove (iii), note first that g °/is a universally measurable mapping of 
Sp(N) into C (13.9.6). The relation 

= (9 

follows from (15.11.1) in the case where g(Q = (p, q being integers ^0). 
Now, for each e>0, there exists a polynomial h in £ and £ysuch that 

!<?(£) - h(0\ ^ e for all £ e/(Sp(N)) (7.3.2). Since \g(f(0) - /*(/(£))! ^ e for 
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- h(f(N))\\ ^ e and that 
Was arbitrary, this gives the required 

C e Sp(N), it follows from (15.11.8 ^ .. 

11(5 «/)(N) - (A °/)WII S e. Since e h&t 
result. 

Finally, to prove (iv), note that h 
bounded, by virtue of (15.11.8.1 ^ it • ecause the sequence of norms \\fk(N)\\ is 

sequence (fk(N) ■ x) for x belongi^ Gn°Ugh t0 prove the converSence of the 
(7.5.5)). With the notation of (15 to a total subset of E ((12.15.7.1) and 
proving the assertion for each jy ' J ’ We ma7 therefore restrict ourselves to 
multiplication by the class of the But ,since A(K) may be identified with 
L£(Sp(JV„), M„), the result follows fr restriction of /* to Sp(N„) in the space 

0rn (13.11.4(iii)). 

(15.11.9) For each universally m 

closed subspace of E, stable with res °ble subset M °fsPW>let E(M) be the 
under the orthogonal projector p to N and N*, which is the image ofB 

the restriction of N to E(M) is ~ (AO (15.10.6). Then the spectrum of 
Gained in M (closure in C). 

For each n, let E„(M) be the ima„ 
<pM(N„). It is immediately seen that F °f E" under the orthogonal projector 
hence (15.11.5) it is enough to prov is the Hilbert sum of the E„(M), 
there exists a continuous function & the Proposition for each Nn. If a $ M, 
(pM(C) for all C e Sp (Nn) (4.5.1). it SPW such that g(Q( oc - 0<Pm(0 = 

to E„(M), then alE„(M) - K has an in°WS that’ if N* is the restriction of N* 
p (yi) nverse equal to the restriction of g(Nn) to 

Remark 

(15.11.10) Note that the argument 
for each positive measure p on c 

by the class of lc hi Ec(K, g) js 
that Sp(N) = K (converse of (i5 l1 

which proves (ii) in (15.11.8) shows that, 
Wlth compact support K, multiplication 
a normal continuous operator N such 

(15.11.11) Letfbeahomeomorphi 
subset No/C containing Sp(iV) a closed subset M of C onto a closed 

operator N' on E whose spectrum ^ t^lere exists a unique normal continuous 

y'(iVr/) = N. lS Contained in M and which is such that 

If h is the homeomorphism 0f n a 

virtue of (15.11 -8(iii)) we must hav w M which is the inverse of/> then 
versely the spectrum of h(N) is htSntxm * ^(N')) = ’> and since con- 
the result follows. ' “ c M, it follows that f(h(N)) = N, and 
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In particular: 

(15.11.12) If H is any positive, self-adjoint operator then there exists a 

unique-positive self-adjoint operator H' such that H'2 = H. 

Apply (15.11.11) with M = N = R+ and/(£) = £2. 

The unique positive self-adjoint operator H' defined in (15.11.12) is 
denoted by Hl/2. 

Example 

(15.11.13) Let E be the Hilbert space L£(R; 2), where X is Lebesgue measure. 
Since the function f{t) — e~is A-integrable, the convolution g*-*f*g 

defines, on passing to the equivalence classes, a continuous operator H on E 
(14.10.6) with norm N ff) =2. As in (11.6.1), it is immediately seen that H 

is self-adjoint. It can be shown directly (Problem 5) that the interval [0, 2] in 
R is equal to Sp(H); this also follows from the general theorems of harmonic 
analysis (Chapter XXII). 

Note that, for each a e R, the function ga(t) = elat is such that the con¬ 
volution f * ga is defined and equal to 2gJ(l + a2). However, it is not the 
case that the ga are “eigenfunctions” of H, because they do not belong to 
J$?£(R, A). In Chapter XXIII we shall obtain a generalization and an interpre¬ 
tation of this phenomenon. 

(15.11.14) The case of normal operators whose spectrum contains no non¬ 

isolated point 7^0. In this case (which is that of compact normal operators 
(11.4.1)) let (Xn) be the (finite or infinite) sequence of points of Sp(N), other 
than 0. These are the eigenvalues of N (15.11.6). The eigenspace E(A„; N) 

corresponding to Xn is just the space E({AM}) defined in (15.11.9), and these 
closed subspaces are therefore pairwise orthogonal. Moreover, we have 
E({0}) = Ker(N), the spectrum of the restriction of N to this subspace being 
reduced to 0 (15.11.9). Finally, E is the Hilbert sum of E({0}) and the E({An}). 
For it is enough to apply (15.11.8(iv)) to the sequence of functions (/„), 
where /„(£) =1 for £ = Xk with k ^n, /„(£) = 0 for £ = Xk and k > n, 

and /„(0) = 1; this shows in particular that every xeE is the limit of the 
sum of its projections on E({0}) and the E({Xk}) with k g n. Hence the 
result (6.4). 

In particular, if E is ^/^-dimensional, a normal operator on E may be 
defined to be an operator whose matrix is diagonal, with respect to a suitably 
chosen orthonormal basis of E. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Show that a continuous operator iVon a Hilbert space E is normal if and only if 

HiV* x|| = \\N* * jc|| for alljceE. 

2. Let TV be a continuous normal operator on a Hilbert space E. 

(a) For each reE, consider the open sets W c C such that there exists a continuous 

mapping /w of W into E satisfying the relation 

(A • 1 — JV) • /w(A) = x 

for all A g W. Show that there exists a largest open set OW with this property, 

that all the functions /w are restrictions of a unique mapping / of Q(x) into E, and that 

/is analytic in £2(x). (Use (15.5.6) to reduce to the case where the normal operator N 

is simple. In this case, E being identified with Lc(Sp(£/), g) and x with the class of a 
function g, the set H(x) is the interior of the set of all A e C such that the function 

— 0~'9(0 belongs to :S?£(Sp(A0,/u).) 
(b) Put <D(x) = C — El(x). Show that, for each closed subset M of Sp(£/), the space 

E(M) = 9?m([/)(E) is the set of all x e E such that ®(x) <= M. (Again reduce to the 

case of a simple normal operator.) 

(c) Show that every continuous operator V e L(E) which commutes with N also 

commutes with all the operators g(N), where g e ^c(Sp(A)), and in particular 

commutes with N* (Fuglede’s theorem). (First show that D(F-x) Q(x) for all 

xeE, by considering the function / defined in (a) and the function Ah-►Pr-/(A). 

Using (b), deduce that, for each closed subset M of E, the operator Vcommutes with 

the projector PE(M) = cpM(N), and conclude that V commutes with g(N) for all con¬ 

tinuous functions g on Sp(AO-) 

(d) Deduce from (c) that, if Nx and N2 are commuting normal operators, then 

NxN2 is normal. 

3. Let n be normalized Haar measure on the group U : \z\ — 1 (so that dfx(d) = 

(27r)-1 d6) and let E = Lc(f0- Then the operator Mm(1c) = U is a unitary operator 

on E. Every closed subspace of E which is stable under N is either of the form 

<Pm(A0(E), where M^Uis of measure < 1; or else is of the form q • H2(/x), where 

\q\ = 1 (Section 15.3, Problem 15) (Beurling’s theorem). Deduce that there exist 

closed subspaces F of E which are stable under U but not under U* = U~l, and are 

such that the orthogonal projector PF does not commute with N (compare with 
(15.15.3)). 

4. Without using Riesz theory (11.4), prove that the spectrum of a compact normal 

operator has only isolated points, except for the point 0 (reduce to the case of a simple 

normal operator). 

5. Show that the spectrum of the self-adjoint operator H considered in (15.11.13) is 

the interval [0, 2] in R. (Observe that ||i7|| f£2; to prove that H^. 0, that is to say 

(H • u | u) 0 for all u e E, consider first the functions u(t) = J eitx dx and their 

linear combinations. To show that every number of the form 2/(1 + a2) belongs to 

the spectrum of H, approximate ga by functions unga, where un e JS?2 is ^>0 and the 

sequence (un) is increasing and tends to 1.) 
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6. Let E be a separable Hilbert space and T a continuous operator on E. Let R and L 

be the positive hermitian operators which are the square roots (15.11.12) of T*T and 

TT*, respectively. We write R = abs(r), and call it the “absolute value” of T. Then 

L = abs(T*). _ _ 

(a) Show that Ker(jT) = Ker(i?) and that L(E) = T(E). There exists a unique isometry 

Voi R(E) onto T(E) such that VR. If we extend V by continuity to R(E), and then 

to an operator Ue S?(E) by putting U(x) = 0 on the orthogonal supplement of R(E\ 

then we have also r= UR {polar decomposition of T). Show that 

R=U*T=U*UR= RU*U, L = URU*, T=LU*. 

(b) For T to be invertible it is necessary and sufficient that R = abs(T) and 

L — abs(T*) are invertible. (To prove necessity, consider the spectra of R and L. To 

prove sufficiency, use the closed graph theorem.) 

(c) Nis normal if and only if abs(iV) = abs(W*), and if this condition is satisfied there 

exists a unitary operator W such that N — W' abs(A^). 

7. A compact operator T on a separable Hilbert space E is said to be nuclear if, denoting 

by (Xn) the full sequence of eigenvalues of abs(T) (Section 11.5, Problem 8), we have 

2 < +00* 
A — 1 

(a) Use polar decomposition (Problem 6) to show that the product 5*1 S2 of two 

Hilbert-Schmidt operators is nuclear. Conversely, if T is nuclear, then abs(T)1/2 

is a self-adjoint Hilbert-Schmidt operator, and T is the product of two Hilbert- 

Schmidt operators. Consequently T* is also nuclear. If A is any continuous operator 

on E, then ^Tand TA are nuclear. 
(b) If A and B are two Hilbert-Schmidt operators and if (en) is a Hilbert basis 

of E, then the series £ (AB * en \ en) and (BA • e„ | e„) are absolutely convergent, and 
n n 

their sums are equal. (Write B • en =£ (B • en | em)em.) Consequently, for every unitary 
m 

operator U and every nuclear operator T; we have 

n n 

Deduce that, for a nuclear operator T, the sum (T* en | en) is independent of the 
n 

Hilbert basis (e„) chosen. This sum is called the trace of T and is denoted by 

Tr(T). If A, B are two Hilbert-Schmidt operators, then Tv(AB) = Tr(BA) == (A \ B*). 

(c) If T is nuclear, show that 

Tr(abs(r» = sup(^|(r- a„ | 

where the supremum is taken over all pairs of Hilbert bases (an), (b») of E 

(use the polar decomposition of E). If we put ||7’||i = Tr(abs(T)), then the set ^i(E) 

of nuclear operators on E is a vector space on which || 3r|| t is a norm, such that 

imiaSlirii,. 
(d) If (Ty) is a sequence of nuclear (resp. Hilbert-Schmidt) operators on E which 

converges weakly (Section 12.15, Problem 9) to an operator T, and which is such that 

the sequence of norms (||Tv||i) (resp. (|| jTv|I 2)) is bounded, then T is a nuclear (resp. 
Hilbert-Schmidt) operator. 

(e) Show that -2?X(E) is a Banach space with respect to the norm || T|| 1. 
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(f) Let (A„) be the sequence of eigenvalues of a nuclear operator T, each counted 

according to its algebraic multiplicity (11.4.1). Show that ]T |A„| <J \\T\h. (For each 
n 

integer p, consider the sum V of the p spaces N(/x*; T) (1 k p), where jjlu ..., p.p 

are the first p distinct eigenvalues in the sequence (A„). Take a Hilbert basis of 

V with respect to which the matrix of T\ V is triangular, and use (c).) Deduce that if 

T is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and if (A„) is the sequence of its eigenvalues, each 

counted with its algebraic multiplicity, then |A„|2 <£ || 7’||i - 
n 

(g) If a continuous operator Te ^f(H) is such that, for each pair of Hilbert 

bases (an), (/>„) of E, the series £ (T • an | bn) is convergent, then T is nuclear. (Write 
n 

T= LU* (Problem 6(a)), and by choosing (an) and (bn) suitably show that L1'2 is a 
Hilbert-Schmidt operator.) 

(h) For a continuous operator T e «£?(E) to be nuclear, it is necessary and sufficient 

that, for at least one Hilbert basis (en) of E, the series £ ||r* en\\ should converge. 
n 

(Write T— UR (Problem 6(a)) and note that (R • en | en) ^|| T • en\\. This proves that 

the condition is sufficient. Conversely, take for (en) a basis consisting of eigenvectors 

of R.) 

(i) In the space E=/c> let (e„) be the canonical Hilbert basis, and let 

a==lL UAO^n- If F is the subspace C • a of dimension 1, show that the projector PF 
n 

is nuclear, but that the series\\PF • e„|| does not converge. 
n 

8. Show that, for every normal operator N on a separable Hilbert space E, there exists 

a normal operator N' such that N'2 = N. Give examples where there exist infinitely 
many such operators. 

9. Let T be a continuous operator on a separable Hilbert space E. 

(a) For T to be a topological left zero-divisor (Section 15.2, Problem 3) in the algebra 

^(E), it is necessary and sufficient that there should exist a sequence (x„) of vectors 

in E such that ||x„|| = 1 for all n and such that (T • x„) tends to 0. The complex numbers 

£ such that T— £ • 1 is a topological left zero-divisor in ^(E) form what is called the 

approximative point-spectrum Spa(T). Thus £ £ Spa(T) means that T— £ * 1 is injective 

and a homeomorphism of E onto a closed subspace of E. Show that Spa(T) is closed 

in C, and contains the frontier of Sp(T). If P is any polynomial, show that 

Spa(P(T)) = P(Spa(D). 

(b) Let T e i?(E). For each A 6 C, let m(T; A) denote the dimension of Ker(T* — A • 1) 

(so that m(T, A) is either a nonnegative integer or + oo), equal also to the codimension of 

(T— A • 1)(E). Let T0 e J5?(E) and let A0 be a complex number not belonging to 

Spa(r0). Show that there exists a number e>0 such that m(T’, A) = wfTo, A0) 
whenever \\T— Toll ^ £ and |A — A0| S £• 
(c) Deduce from (b) that if K is a compact subset of C which does not intersect 

SpafTo), then there exists e>0 such that m{T, A) = m(T0,X) for all AeK and all 

Te JSf(E) such that ||7- Toll ^ e. 
(d) Let T e JSf(E) and let K be a compact subset of Sp(T) — Spa(T) with the follow¬ 

ing properties: (1) 0 £K; (2) the inverse image K' of K under the mapping £i-+£2 

is convex; (3) m(T, A) = 1 for all AeK. Then there exists no operator T'e ^(E) 

such that T2 = T. (Supposing the contrary, let L = K' n Sp(T'); then we have 

L c Sp(T') — Spa(T'), and Lu(-L) = K". - Show that A e L implies that — A $ L 
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so that L n (-L) = 0, which is a contradiction. Observe that if AeL, then A2 
is an eigenvalue of T* and m(T, A2) = 1.) Show also that, if T is invertible, there 

exists s > 0 such that every operator Tx e &(E) satisfying || Tx — T\\ <> e is invertible 

and such that there exists no operator T' e JSP(E) for which T'2 = T1 (use (c).) 

10. Let be a bounded open subset of C, and let H be the Hilbert space of analytic 

functions fonO. such that 

JJ I/O* + O')\2 dx dy < +■ oo 

(cf. Problem in Section 9.13). Let T be the operator which maps each /e H to the 

function £*->£/(£)• Show that, for each A e H and each function # e H such that 
^(A) = 0, there exists a unique /eH such that (T-Xl) f=g. Also, if the disk 

1£ — A| < 8 is contained in £2, then \\g\\2 [> £ S2||/||2. Deduce that Sp(T) is the closure 

Oof din C, and that O is contained in Sp(T) — Spa(T). 

Deduce from these results that if Q is taken to be the open annulus rx < \z\ < r2 

(where rl > 0), then the operator T is invertible and has no square root in ^(H) 

(cf. Problem 9). 

11. Let E be a separable Hilbert space, K a compact subset of C, and (x,y)\-*mXty 
a continuous sesquilinear mapping of E X E into the space MC(K) of complex 

measures on K. Suppose that 

(x I y) = J dmx,„(X), m„iS = my,x 

and that the measure mXt x is positive for all xeE. Let T be the continuous operator 

on E such that 

<r-*|jO-jt dmx, ,Q 

for all x, y in E. For each function/e ^cQEQ> let f(T) denote the operator defined by 

<J(X)-x\y) = jf(0dmx,yQ 

for all x,y in E (Section 15.10, Problem 1). The mapping T-+f(T) of ^C(K) into 

-2?(E) is linear and such that X* == c(T), where c(£) = but this mapping is not in 

general an algebra homomorphism. Prove that there exists a separable Hilbert space 

H, the Hilbert sum of E and another Hilbert space F, and a representation /V-► V(f) 

of ^c(K) on ^(H) such that, if P is the orthogonal projection of H on E, we have 

/(T) = P V(f) | E. (Apply Problem 6 of Section 15.9, by taking F to be the set of all 

finite products of characteristic functions <pAn(n e N) of universally measurable sets in 

K, chosen in such a way that these functions form a total set in each of the spaces 

-2?C(K, mXntXn), where (xn) is a dense sequence in E.) (“Neumark’s theorem.”) 

12. Let E be a separable Hilbert space. 

Let H be a self-adjoint operator on E such that 0 ^ H <> 1E. Show that there 

exists a separable Hilbert space G which is the Hilbert sum of E and a Hilbert space F, 

and an orthogonal projector Q on G such that H= PQ | E, where P is the orthogonal 

projection of G on E. (For x, y in E, define mx% y to be the measure carried by the set of 

two points {0,1} such that mx, y({0}) = ((1E — H) • x \ y) and mXi y({l}) = (H • x \ y), 

and apply Problem 11.) 
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13. Let E be a separable Hilbert space, and (H„) a sequence of self-adjoint operators 

with the following property: there exists an interval [—M, M] in R such that, if 

P(X) = a0 -1- atX -f-b anXn is any polynomial with real coefficients and P(f) ^ 0 

for — M £ <> M, then also a01 4- axHx -\--b an Hn ^ 0 (which implies inter alia 

that for all n). Show that there exists a separable Hilbert 

space G which is the Hilbert sum of E and a Hilbert space F, and a self-adjoint 

operator H on G such that Hn = PHn | E for all n 1, where P is the orthogonal pro¬ 

jection of G on E. (Using Problem 5 of Section 13.20, prove that for each pair (x, y) of 

elements of E there exists a real measure mx,y on [—M, M] such that 

■ x | y) = J £" dmx, „(£), (x \ y) = J dm,, ,(£) 

for all n ^ 1.) Deduce that 

Hl£H2> Hln + x1Z\\H2n\\H2n+2. 

14. Let E be a separable Hilbert space and T a continuous operator on E such that 

II21 1. Then there exists a separable Hilbert space H, the Hilbert sum of E and a 

Hilbert space F, and a unitary operator U on H such that, if P is the orthogonal 

projection of H on E, then Tn = PUn | E for all n 1. (Apply Problem 6 of Section 

15.9, taking T = Z, the involution on T being and the representation of 

T in H such that U(ri) = Tn for all n ^ 0. Observe that, for all y e E and all £ e C 
such that |£| < 1, we have 

(*) ^((i + er)-y|(i-^r)*y)^o, 

and note that every xeE can be written in the form (I — t,T) • y for some yeE. 
+ CO 

In particular, this is so for every linear combination x = £ xne~ni<p, where the xn e E 
- 00 

are zero except for finitely many indices «, and where £ — ret<p with r> 0. Then 

express 

'Z(r'n-m'U(n-rn)-xn\xm) 
m, n 

in terms of the left-hand side of (*), and let r tend to 1.) 
00 

Deduce that, if £ cn zn is a power series which converges absolutely on the circle 
n = 0 

oo 

|z| —1, and if w(T’) = ]£ c„T", then the relation |w(z)|^l (resp. ^w(z)^O) for 
n = O 

|z| ^ 1 implies that KD|| ^ 1 (resp. u(T) + u(T*) ^ 0). (Note that u(T) = Pu(U) | E.) 

15. If A is a normal continuous operator on a separable Hilbert space E, and K a compact 

subset of C containing Sp(A'), then we have a (nonfaithful) representation f\—>f(N) 

of #C(K) in E; the measures mXt y can be considered as measures on K satisfying 

(15.11.2) and (15.11.2.1). In particular, if U is a unitary operator on E, then fv-+f{U) 

is a representation of ^C(U) in E. Let (en) be a Hilbert basis of E indexed by 

Z, and let U be the unitary operator on E such that U • en = en + 1. Show that the 

representation /i~>/(t/) of ^C(U) on E is topologically cyclic and that e0 is a totalizing 

vector; and that fx = meQt eQ is the normalized Haar measure on U (cf. (7.4.2)). Deduce 

that Sp(<7) is the whole of the circle U, and also give a direct proof of this fact. 

Give examples of closed vector subspaces of E which are stable under U but not 

under U* = U~x. 
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16. Let X be a locally compact space, /x a bounded positive measure on X with total mass 

1, and u a /x-measurable mapping of X into X such that /x is invariant with respect to 

u (Section 13.9, Problem 24). Let U be the unitary operator on Lc(X, /x) such that 

U-f=(foU)~ (Section 13.11, Problem 10). 
(a) The mapping u is said to be mixing (resp. weakly mixing) with respect to /i if, 

for each pair of /x-measurable subsets A, B of X we have 

lim (/x(«-”(A) n B)) = /x(A)/x(B) 

(resp. 

lim - "f IM«-*(A) n B) - MA)m(B)I = 0.) 
«-*■ qo n k=o 

Every mixing mapping is weakly mixing. Every weakly mixing mapping is ergodic 

(Section 13.9, Problem 13(d)). 

(b) Show that u is mixing (resp. weakly mixing) if and only if, for each pair of 

functions /, g in (X, /x), we have 

lim(V -/| j?) = (/| 1)(1 f#) 
n-¥ oo 

(resp. 

lim - |(t/” • /1 g) - (/11)(i | g) | = 0). 
n~* oo /I iteO 

An equivalent condition is that, for each / e -S?£(X, fA such that (/11) = 0 

(i.e., = 0), we have 

lim ({/" •/!/) = 0 

(resp. 

lim |(C/‘ /|/)|2 = 0). 
n —♦ oo n k = 0 

(Replace / by /-f g, and remark that if a sequence (a„) satisfies the condition 
T n_1 1 n~1 

lim - X M2 = 0, then also lim - X M = by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.) 
n-¥ oo n k = 0 n~* oc H k = 0 

(c) For u to be ergodic with respect to /x, it is necessary and sufficient that 1 

should be an eigenvalue of U with multiplicity 1. If this is so, then all the eigen¬ 

values of U have multiplicity 1 and form a subgroup of the group U of complex 

numbers of absolute value 1. For each eigenvector /eLc(X,/x) of U, the function 
|/| is constant almost everywhere. (Remark that if 17*/== A/ and U • g = Ag, then 

u * (#//)~ = (glf)~-) 
(d) Show that the following properties are equivalent: 

(a) u is weakly mixing with respect to /x. 

(/?) u x u is an ergodic mapping of X x X into X x X with respect to the 

measure /x (g) /x. 

(y) The only eigenvalue of 17 is 1. 

(To show that (a) implies (/?), consider subsets M x N of X x X, where M and N 

are /x-measurable subsets of X. To prove that (/3) implies (y), observe that if /is an 
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eigenvector of £/, then (/®/)~ is an eigenvector of the unitary operator corresponding 

to u x w, for the eigenvalue 1. To prove that (y) implies (a), use the last criterion of 

(b); if (/|I) = 0, introduce the measure v = (15.11.1), and observe that this 

measure on U is diffuse (15.11.6). Then we are reduced to proving that 

lim - Y f Z*dv(D 
n-f oo tt k = 0 Ju 

= 0. 

Write this relation in the form 

lim IT {- '£(&?) MS) Mn)-o, 
n~* oo JJ \Jl k~0 j 

and remark that the diagonal of U x U is (v ® v)-negligible.) 

(e) With the notation of Section 13.9, Problem 13(c), show that if 6 is irrational, the 

mapping z\-+elni9z of U onto U is not weakly mixing. (Calculate the spectrum of the 

corresponding unitary operator U.) 

(f) Suppose that the space L£(X, fx) is the Hilbert sum of the subspace C • 1 (the 

classes of the constant functions) and an at most denumerable family (H ,)JeJ of 

Hilbert spaces, where each Hj has a Hilbert basis (enj)neZ such that U-enJ = 
en +1. j for all n e Z (cf. Problem 15). Then the mapping u is mixing. In particular, if. 

(X, /x, fx) is the Bernoulli scheme B(£, J) (Section 13.21, Problem 18) then u is mixing. 

(If, for each neZ, /„ is the function on Iz such that fn(x) = — 1 if pr„x = 0, and 

fn(x) = 1 if pr„ jc = 1, then the classes of the finite products fnxf„2 •••/„*, in which all 

the indices are distinct, form together with the class of 1 an orthonormal basis of 

Lc(X, fx).) Likewise show that, if X is the torus T2, tt : R -*■ T the canonical homo¬ 

morphism and fx the normalized Haar measure on X, then u defined by 

u(jr(x), 7r(y)) = (jr{x -f y), rr(x -f 2y)) 

is mixing. 

(g) Suppose that u is ergodic with respect to /x, so that (by virtue of (c)) the eigen¬ 

values of U form an at most denumerable subgroup G of U, the eigenspace correspon¬ 

ding to an eigenvalue a e G being a line D(a) in L£(X, fx). Show that there exists a 

family of eigenvectors /« e D(a) of U such that \fa | = 1 almost everywhere in X and 

such that fap — fafp almost everywhere, for all pairs (a, j6) of points of G. (Let ha e D(a) 

be such that |/z«| = 1 almost everywhere, for all aeG; for each pair of points 

a, p e G we may write hap = r(<x, fi)hahp almost everywhere, where r(a, $) e U is a 

constant. Denote by A the subgroup of Ux generated by the ha for aeG and the 

group of constant functions from X to U (which may be identified with U). Show that 

there exists a homomorphism 0 : A -> U such that 6(1) = J for all J e U. For this 

purpose, arrange the ha in a sequence (hn) and proceed by induction: if 6 is already 

defined on the subgroup An generated by U and the h} such that yew, distinguish 

two cases according as hn is not constant almost everywhere for any nonzero he Z, 

or on the contrary that there exists a smallest positive integer k such that h* is constant 

almost everywhere; use the fact that for all £ e U and all integers k > 0, there exists 

7] e U such that rjk = £. Then take fa = ^(A«)^aO 
(h) Let v : X -> X be another mapping which is ergodic with respect to /x, and let 

V be the corresponding unitary operator. Show that if u satisfies the hypotheses of (g) 

and if U, V have the same eigenvalues, then u and v are conjugate (Section 13.12, 

Problem 11). 
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17. Let E be an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space and N a normal continuous 

operator on E. 
(a) Show that E is the Hilbert sum Ei + E2 of two infinite-dimensional subspaces, 

each of which is stable under N and N*. (Reduce to the case of a simple normal 

operator M^(lc); with the notation of (15.11.9), observe that if M is a closed subset of 

Sp(JV), then E(M) can be finite-dimensional only if M is a finite set for which each 

point has /x-measure ^0. Then distinguish two cases, according as there exist infinitely 

many points of measure ^0 or not; in the second case, use Problem 3(b) of Section 

13.18.) 
(b) Deduce from (a) that there exists a decomposition of E as the Hilbert sum of an 

infinite sequence (E„) of infinite-dimensional subspaces, each of which is stable under 

N and N*. 

18. (a) Let E be a separable Hilbert space which is the Hilbert sum of an infinite family 

(En)ngZ of infinite-dimensional subspaces. There exists a unitary operator S on E 

such that S(E„) = E„ + 1 for all neZ. Show that if P (resp. Q) is the operator which 

is equal to .S1-2" (resp. 5~2") on E„ for each n, thenP2 — Q2 = 1E, and S = PQ. 

(b) Deduce from (a) and from Problem 17 that every unitary operator on an 

infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space is the product of four involutory unitary 

operators. 

(c) Let co be a complex cube root of unity and let U be the homothety with ratio 

an on E, which is a unitary operator. Show that U is not the product of three involutory 

unitary operators. (In general, in a group G, if t is in the center of G, and ifthereexist 

x, y,z in G such that t — xyz and x2 — y2 = z2 = 1, then also t — yzx, t2 — xyxy and 

t3 ~ xzy~ t~x.) 

19. (a) Let E be an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space and let (e„)„>0 be a 

Hilbert basis of E. The continuous operator V such that V - e„ = e„ + 1 for all 

n ^ 0 is called the one-sided shift operator; it is an isometry of E onto the hyperplane 

orthogonal to e0; its spectrum is the disk )£| 1 and contains no eigenvalue of V 

(Section 11.1, Problem 4); its approximative point-spectrum (Problem 9) is the circle 

U: |£| = 1. The spectrum of the adjoint operator V* is also the disk|£| 1, and every 
£ such that |£| <1 is an eigenvalue of V*. 

(b) Let T be a continuous operator on E which is an isometry of E onto a (necessarily 

closed) subspace T(E). Show that there exists a decomposition of E as the Hilbert sum 

of subspace L and an at most denumerable family (Ff)i e i of subspaces, where L and 

each Fi is stable under Tand are such that (1) T\ L is unitary and (2) each F( is infinite¬ 

dimensional and T|F( is the one-sided shift operator, for a suitably chosen ortho¬ 

normal basis. (Consider the orthogonal supplement N of r(E), and show that E is 

the Hilbert sum of the TW(N) (n ^0) and L- f] T%E).) 
n 

(c) Deduce from (a) and (b) that if T is any nonunitary isometry of E onto a sub¬ 

space of E, then Sp(T) is the unit disk |£| rg 1, and that Hr— U|| = 2 for all unitary 

operators U. (Observe that [|r— C/|| = \\U*T— 1E|| and that U*T is not unitary, so 
that the point £ = — 1 belongs to its spectrum.) 

20. (a) Let E be a separable Hilbert space, T a continuous operator, and C a compact 

operator on E. Show that the points of Sp(T+ C) which do not belong to Sp(T) 

are eigenvalues of T+ C. (Reduce to the case where £ = 0 is such a point and observe 

that, if T is bijective, we may write T+ C= J"(1E + T~xC)t where T~XC is compact; 
if — 1 e Sp(T~XC), it follows that —1 is an eigenvalue of T~XC.) 
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(b) With the notation of Problem 15, let C be the operator of rank 1 defined by 

C - x-~(x\ e_i)e0 • Show that Sp(U + C) is the disk |£| 1 while Sp(t7) is the circle 

|£| = 1. (Consider separately the restrictions of U + C to the subspace generated by 
the en with n ^ 0 and to its orthogonal supplement.) 

(c) Let N be a normal operator on E and C a compact operator on E. If Sp(N) is 

nondenumerable, show that the same is true of Sp((N + C)*(N C)) (use (a) above and 

(15.11.8(i)). Deduce that the one-sided shift operator V (Problem 19(a)) cannot be of 

the form JV-f C (observe that V*V= 1E). 

21. Let E be an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space. 

(a) Show that every nonzero two-sided ideal 3 of the ring «£f(E) contains the ideal 

<S of operators of finite rank. (If T # 0 belongs to $, show that every operator of rank 

1 can be written in the form BTC for suitably chosen operators B and C.) 

(b) Show that the only closed two-sided ideal of the Banach algebra -S?(E), other 

than -£?(E) and {0}, is the ideal <S of compact operators. (First observe that <£ is the 

closure of <S, and then that if a two-sided ideal contains a noncompact operator, then 

it also contains a noncompact positive hermitian operator H (Problem 6). For such 

an operator, show that there exists an interval M = [a, -f oo [ with a > 0 such that 

the space E(M) (in the notation of (15.11.9)) is infinite-dimensional. If Fis an isometry 

of E onto E(M), show that V*HV is invertible.) 

22. Let E be an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space. An operator- with index on E 

is a continuous operator T such that (1) T(E) is closed and of finite codimension; 

(2) r_1(0) is finite-dimensional. 

(a) If T is an index operator, show that there exists a continuous operator A such 

that 1E — AT and 1E — TA are of finite rank. (Show that Tis a homeomorphism of the 

orthogonal supplement F of T”1^) onto 7XE), and take A to be the inverse homeo¬ 

morphism on F and zero on the orthogonal supplement of F.) 

(b) Conversely, suppose that T is a continuous operator on E, for which there exists 

a continuous operator A such that \E — AT and 1E — TA are compact. Show that T 
is an index operator. (Using (11.3.2), show first that the kernels of Tand T* are finite¬ 

dimensional, and hence that T(E) has finite codimension. Then use the fact that the 

restriction of AT to the orthogonal supplement F of the kernel of AT is a homeo¬ 

morphism onto its image, and finally use (12.13.2(iii)).) 

23. Let E be an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space. 
(a) Let T be a continuous operator on E such that T_1(0) is of infinite dimension. 

Then E is the Hilbert sum of an infinite sequence (E„)n>0 of infinite-dimensional sub¬ 
spaces, such that the E„ with n^>l are contained in T~x(0). For each n 1, let S„ 
denote an isometry of E0 onto E„. Let A be the continuous operator which on E0 

is equal to S^and on E„ is equal to Sn + iSnl, for all n ^ 1. Also let F be the operator 

which is zero on E0, is equal to Sx1 on E1? and is equal to S»-x Sn1 on E„ for all 

n ;> 2. Let T0 denote the restriction oiPEoTXo E0, and let B be the continuous oper¬ 

ator which is equal to VT on E0, to —To Sf1 on Ei, and to — Sn-iToSn1 onE„for 

all 2. Prove that T — AB — BA. 
(b) Deduce from (a) that for any continuous operator T on E there exist four 

operators A, B, C, D such that 

r = (AB - BA) + (CD-DC). 

(Write T as the sum of two continuous operators, each of which has an infinite¬ 

dimensional kernel.) 
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24. Let E be a separable Hilbert space and H a positive self-adjoint operator; then / -f AH 

is invertible for all A > 0. For xeE and A > 0 let Fx(x) = (A (/+ A H)~l • x | x). Show 

that Fx(x) is increasing as a function of A, and that it is bounded if and only if 

x e Hin(E). (Reduce to the case where H is a simple operator (15.11.3).) 

25. Let E0 be a real Hilbert space and E the Hilbert space obtained by extending the field 

of scalars of E0 to C, so that every element of E is uniquely of the form x+ iy with 

x, y e E0, and 

(x' + iy' | -s'7 + iy") = (x' | x") + (/ | y") + i(y' \ x") - i(x' \ y"). 

Show that every self-adjoint operator H0 on E0 extends uniquely to a self-adjoint 

operator H on E, having the same spectrum. 

26. With the notation of Problem 2 of Section 13.13, suppose that for each compact 

subset K of X there exists a constant bk^.O such that 

(B) f l«i2 dfj. < bk\u\2 
Jk 

for all ue Jf. This condition implies condition (A) of Problem 2, Section 13.13, but is 
not equivalent to (A). 

(a) In Problem 5(b) of Section 6.6, suppose that X is compact and that the functions 

fn are real-valued, bounded and measurable with respect to a positive measure /x on X 

and that they satisfy the condition 

ZII/J2<+co, 

where ||/„|| = sup |/„(jc)|. Show that the space of functions which are u-equivalent 
X e X 

to the functions belonging to the space denoted by E in the problem referred to, is 

such that H = is a Hilbert space isomorphic to E, and satisfying condition 

(B) above. 

(b) For every function/e 5F&(X, /x) with compact support K, there exists a function 

Uf s Jt such that (IK \u)=j uf dfi for all u e The class of IK is uniquely deter¬ 

mined by the class of /, and we have |U/| ^ &k/2N2(/). Then the set & defined in 

Section 13.13, Problem 2(b) is also the closure of in the set of the U/ for which / 

is ^>0, compactly supported and belongs to . Generalize the result of part (e) 

of this problem to the case where / e is compactly supported and ^>0 almost 

everywhere. Likewise, generalize part (f) of the same problem. 

(c) Suppose that X is compact. Then XJf is defined for all functions / e ^r(X, /x), 

and we have N2(U/) ^ 6XN2(/). If G */is the class of IK, then G is a continuous 

positive self-adjoint operator on Lr(X, (jl). If F is the closure in Lr of G1/2(Lr) (which 

is the orthogonal supplement of Ker((71/2) = Ker(G)), then the restriction of Gu2 

to F is an isometry of the subspace F of Lr onto the Hilbert space H (equipped with 

the norm |i/|). Hence H = G1/2(Lr). 
(d) Suppose that X is compact and that the “ domination principle ” is satisfied, 

in the form of (b): that is to say, if / e is ^0 almost everywhere, and if u e 0* 
is such that iKCx) ^ u(x) almost everywhere in the set of points x where /(x) > 0, 

then iK^c) ^ u(x) almost everywhere in X. For each A > 0, put Rx = G(l + AG)-1. 

If fe is ;>0 almost everywhere, and if g is a function whose class is equal to 
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Ra */, then g(x) ^ 0 almost everywhere. (Observe that 

\XJg+(x) S XJf(x) + \XJa~(x) 

almost everywhere in the set of x such that g+(x)> 0.) 

Deduce that, for all we H, we have \u\ e H and |(M)~| ^ |w|. (If FA(y) — 

(A(I-f-AGO-1 -^|u)fort? g^r, show that Fa(|«|~) ^ |wj2, and use (c) above and 
Problem 24.) 

(e) Generalize the results of (d) to the case where X is locally compact. (Let (K„) 

be a sequence of compact subsets which cover X, and such that each is contained in 

the interior of the next. For each n, consider the space 3^n of restrictions to K„ of 

functions of the form Uf, where f e -£r(X, p) and Supp(/) <=■ K„; apply (d) to each 

of these spaces.) 

12. UNBOUNDED NORMAL OPERATORS 

(15.12.1) Let E be a separable Hilbert space, and let I denote the identity 
mapping of E. A (not necessarily continuous) linear mapping Tof a subspace 
dom(T) of E (the “domain” of T, which need not be closed) into E will be 
called, by abuse of language, a not necessarily bounded operator on E, or 
simply an unbounded operator on E. The graph T(T) (1.4) is a vector subspace 
of E x E, and Fis said to be a closed operator if F(T) is closed in the product 
space E x E. The kernel Ker(T) of a closed operator is closed in E, because it 
may be identified with the intersection of F(T) and E x {0} in E x E. 

Throughout, it is to be understood that an equality Tx — T2 between two 
unbounded operators on E implies the equality 

dom(F1) = dom^). 

(15.12.2) Let T be an unbounded operator on a Hilbert space E. Then, of the 
three properties: 

(i) dom(T) is closed in E; (ii) T is closed; (iii) T is continuous; any two 
imply the third. 

If T is continuous, then T(T) is closed in dom(T) x E and therefore also 
in E x E if dom(T) is closed in E. Next, if T is continuous on dom(T), then 
it extends by continuity to a linear operator T which is continuous on 

dom(T') = dom(T) (5.5.4), and T(T') is the closure of r(F) in E x E. Hence 
if Tis closed we have r(T') = T(T), so that dom(T) is closed in E. Finally, if 
dom(T) is closed in E and if T(T) is closed in E x E, then T is continuous by 
the closed graph theorem (12.16.11). 

(15.12.3) In what follows we shall be concerned with unbounded operators 
T such that dom(T) is dense in E. Let F be the set of all y e E such that the 
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linear form xi—► (T * x | y) is continuous on dom( T); when this is so, this linear 
form extends by continuity to the whole of E (5.5.4) and therefore can be 
written as xh-»(x| T* • y) for a uniquely determined vector T* • y, because 
dom(T) is dense in E (6.3.2). This uniqueness shows that T* is a linear map¬ 
ping of F into E, and therefore an unbounded operator, called the adjoint of 
T. (When dom(T) = E and T is continuous, this definition clearly agrees 
with that of (11.5).) Hence we have 

(15.12.3.1) (T-x\y) = (x\T*-y) 

for all x e dom(T) and y e dom(T*). 
If Tt is an unbounded operator such that dom(T1) => dom(T), then 

dom(T*) c dom(T*). 
In what follows we shall endow E x E with the structure of a Hilbert space 

such that 

((*i. x2) 10>1, y2)) = (Xi I y2) + (x2 I y2), 

so that E x E is the Hilbert sum of its two subspaces E x {0} and {0} x E, 
each of which is isomorphic to E. Also we denote by / the continuous operator 
(x, y)\-*(y9 — x); clearly J is a unitary operator on E x E, and J2 — —/. 

(15.12.4) Let T be an unbounded operator on E, such that dom(T) is dense in E. 
(i) The adjoint operator T* is closed, and its graph F(T*) is the orthogonal 

supplement of J(T(T)) in the Hilbert space E x E. 
(ii) The following properties are equivalent: 

(a) T can be extended to a closed operator. 

(b) dom(T*) is dense in E. 
If these conditions are satisfied, the graph of any closed operator extending 

T contains the graph of T**, and T(T**) = T(T). (Thus T** is the smallest 

closed operator which extends T, and in particular, T** = T if T is closed.) 
Moreover, (T**)* = T*. 

(i) If a sequence (yn) of points in dom(T*) converges to ysE and 
is such that the sequence (T* • yn) converges to ze E, then the sequence 
of continuous linear forms xi~>(x| T* • yn) converges for all xeE to 
the continuous linear form xv-*{x\z). But if xedom(T), we have 
(x\z) =\im (T • x\yn) = {T - x\y), hence jEdom(T*) and z = T* - y by 

n-+ oo 

definition, which shows that T* is closed. 
On the other hand, to say that (j;,z)eExE is orthogonal to all the 

vectors {T • x, —x) with x e dom(T) signifies that (T • x | y) = (x | z), i.e., that 
xh-*(jT • x | y) is continuous, hence y e dom(T*) and z = T* • y. 
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(ii) A closed vector subspace G of E x E is not the graph of a closed 
operator if and only if, for some x e prx(G), there exist at least two distinct 
points (x, yx) and (x, y2) belonging to G, or equivalently (since G is a vector 
subspace) that (0,^ - y2) e G. But to say that dom(T*) is not dense in E 

means that there exists z ^ 0 in E orthogonal to dom(T*) (6.3.1), or equiv¬ 
alently that (z, 0) is orthogonal to r(T*), or again that (0, -z) belongs to 

r(T). It follows that (0, — z) cannot be contained in the graph of any closed 
operator which extends T. Conversely, if dom(T*) is dense in E, then T** is 
defined, and T(T**) is the orthogonal supplement of /(T(T*)); but this ortho¬ 
gonal supplement is also equal to 

/(/(for)))« f\fj 
(6.3.1). We say then that T** is the closure of T. 

(15.12.5) Given two not necessarily bounded operators U, V on E, the 
vector U * x +• V * x is defined for all * e dom(£/) n dom(F), and we denote 
by U 4* V the linear mapping x\~+U- x + V • x of dom (U) n dom(V) into 

E. In particular, if V is everywhere defined, then dom(t/ + V) — dom(U), 

and the graph T(U +• V) is the image of T(C/) under the linear mapping 
(x, y) i-> (x, y -h V • x) of E x E into E x E. If V is continuous and U is closed, 
it follows therefore that U + V is closedy since the mapping 

(x9y)h->(x, y+ V'x) 

and its inverse (x, y) h-» (x, y — V • x) are continuous. 
Again, the vector U * (V - x) is defined for the set of all x e E such that 

xedom(F) and K*xedom(C/). This set is a vector subspace which we 
denote by dom(UV), and UV denotes the linear mapping xk U • (V • x) of 
dom(UV) into E. If T is a not necessarily bounded operator which is an 
injective mapping of dom(T) into E, we denote by T"1 the inverse mapping of 
T(dom(T)) = dom(T”1) into E. The graph T(T“1) is the image of T(T) 
under the mapping (x,j/)h->(y, x). Hence T"*1 is closed if T is closed {and 
injective). 

(15.12.6) (von Neumann) Let T be a closed operator on E such that dom(T’) is 

dense in E. Then dom(T*T) is dense in E; the operator T*T is closed; and the 

operator I +• T*T {defined on dom(T*r)) is a bijection of dom(T*T) onto E. 
The operator B = (14- T*T) ~1 is defined on E, continuous, self-adjoint and 

injective, and its spectrum is contained in the interval [0, 1] of R. Furthermore, 
the hermitian form (x, y) i—> {B * x | y) is positive and nondegenerate, and C = 
TB is a continuous operator defined on E, such that C(E) c dom(T*). Finally, 

(T*T)* = T*T 
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We have seen in (15.12.4) that r(T)and are orthogonal supple¬ 
ments of each other in E x E. Hence for each x e E there exists a unique 
y e dom(T) and a unique z e dom(T*) such that 

(15.12.6.1) (x, 0) =(j^J7) + (T* • z, -z). 

Put y = B • x and z = C • x. Clearly B and C are linear operators defined on the 
whole of E, and we have B(E) c dom(T) and C(E) cz dom(T*). Also, by 
(15.12.6.1) , 

\\x\\2=\\y\\2+\\T-y\\2 + \\z\\2+\\T*-z\\2, 

so that \\B • x|| ^ ||x|| and \\C • x\\ S IMI- Hence J5and C are continuous. The 
relation (15.12.6.1) is equivalent to 

x = B • x 4- T*C • x and 0 = — C * x 4- TB • x, 

so that C = TB and T(jB(E)) c dom(T*), hence .6(E) c dom(T*T). Conse¬ 
quently T* TB is defined on all of E, and we have 

/= B + T*7» = (/+ T*T)£, 

which shows that i? is injective and /+ T*T surjective. For each 
w e dom(T*T) we have 

(15.12.6.2) (w+T*T-w\w)= |M|2 + (T*T-w| w) 

= M2 + ||r-W||2 

because T = T**; this shows that the relation w + T*T - w = 0 implies that 
w = 0, and hence that /+ T*T is a bijective mapping of dom(T*T) onto E. 
Also, since r(2?) is closed in E x E (15.12.2), the same is true of r(/-h T*T) 
(15.12.5), and it follows immediately (15.12.5) that T*Tis closed. We next 
remark that, for all, u, v in E,.we have 

(B • u | v) = (B • u | B • i? + T* TB • v) 

= (B • u\B - v) + (B - u\ T*TB • v) 

— (B - u\B * v) + (TB • u | TB • v) 

= (B-u\B'v) + (T*TB-u\B-v) 

= ((/ + T*T)£-a|£-i;) ==(w|£-z;). 

Hence B is.self-adjoint. Also, replacing w by B • x in (15.12.6.2) we obtain, for 
each xeE, 

(x|J-x) = ||i?-x||2 + lira-xll^O; 
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since ||B • x\\ ^ ||x||, it follows from the above and from (15.11.7) that Sp(&) 

is contained in [0, 1]. Moreover, the relation (x | B • x) = 0 implies B • x = 0, 
hence x = 0, and therefore the hermitian form (x, y)h-*(B • x| y) is non¬ 
degenerate. 

We shall prove next that dom(T*T) is dense in E. If T' is the restriction of 
T to dom(T*T), it will be enough to show that T(T') is dense in T(T), since 
dom(T*T) is the first projection of r(T'), and dom(T) is dense in E. To see 
that the subspace r(T') of the Hilbert space r(T) is dense in T(T), it is enough 
to show that if a vector (u, T • u) e T(T) is orthogonal to T(T'), then it is zero. 
Now this condition is 

((u,T-u)\(v,T‘v)) = 0 

for all v e dom(T*T), or equivalently (u\ v) 4- (T* u\ T-v) = 0; or, since 
T* ve dom(T*), (u\v) + (u\ T*T• v) = 0, that is to say, 

(u|(/+ T*T)-v) = 0. 

But /+ T*T maps dom(T*T) onto E. Hence w = 0, as required. 

Finally, since B is self-adjoint, T(B) is the orthogonal supplement of 
J(T(B)). Since T(i?) is the image of F(I + T*T) under the symmetry operator 
S: (x, x), and since JS = -~SJ, it follows that T(/+ T*T) is the 
orthogonal supplement of J(r(/+T*r)); in other words (15.12.4) 
(/+ J*T)* = /+ r*T, or equivalently (T*T)* = T*T. 

(15.12.7) A not necessarily bounded operator T is said to be normal if it is 
closed, if dom(T) is dense in E and and if T*T= TT* (which, we recall, 
implies by definition that dom(T*T) = dom(7T*)). We say that T is self- 

adjoint if dom(T) is dense in E and if T* = T (which implies that T is closed 
(15.12.4)). Clearly a self-adjoint operator is normal. It follows from (15.12.6) 
that, if T is any closed operator such that dom(T) is dense in E, then T*Tand 
TT* are self-adjoint. 

The following theorem reduces the problem of the structure of (un¬ 
bounded) normal operators to that of continuous normal operators: 

(15.12.8) Let E be a separable Hilbert space. 

(i) If N is a not necessarily bounded normal operator, then dom(N) = 

dom(N*) and ||iV-x|| = \\N* • x|| for all x e dom(N). The space E is the 

Hilbert sum of a family (En) of closed subspaces, such that E„ c dom(TV) and 

E„ is stable under N and N* for all n, so that the restriction Nn of N to E„ is a 

continuous normal operator. 

(ii) Conversely, let E„ be a sequence of closed subspaces of E, such that E is 

the Hilbert sum of the En. For each n, let Nn be a continuous normal operator on 
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E„. Then there exists a unique normal operator N on E such that E„ c dom(jV) 
and Nn = N\En, for all n. The set F = dom(N) is the set of all x = Z x« 

n 

(where xn e Enfor all n) such that 

Z llAr„-xj2< +°°> 
n 

and we have 

N • X = Z Nn ' Xn and Af* • X = Z N* • X„ . 

n n 

We shall begin by proving the first assertion of (i). We have seen in the 
course of the proof of (15.12.6) that the graph of the restriction of N to 
dom(iV*iV) is dense in T(A0; hence, for each xedom(iV), there exists a 
sequence (y„) in dom(N*N) such that limy„ = xand lim N * yn = N • x. 

n~* oo n~* oo 

But for each z e dom(N*N) we have 

\\N • z\\2 = (z | N*N ■ z) = (z | AW* • z) = \\N* ■ z||2, 

because N*N = NN*. Applying this result with z = yn — ym9 it follows 
that the sequence (N* • yn) is a Cauchy sequence and therefore converges 
in E. Since N* is closed (15.12.4), we conclude that xedom(N*) and 
N* • x = lim N* • y„, whence \\N * x|| = \\N* * x||. We have therefore proved 

n~* oo 

that dom(A0 cz domCN*). Since N** = N, the operator N* is normal and 
dom(.Af*) c: dom(A). 

Now consider (ii). We shall first show that, if N satisfies the conditions 
of (ii), then N*(E„) c En. For all all yn e E„ and all xm e Ew, we 
have (xm | N* • yn) = (N • xm\yn) = 0, because N(EJ <= Em. Hence N* • y„ is 
orthogonal to all the Em (m ^ n), hence must lie in E„. Next we shall show that, 
if x e dom(iV), then 

PEnN-x = NPBn-x=Nn-(PEn-x). 

For all yn e En, we have 

(PEn N * x | yn) = (N • x | PEn • yn) = (N • x | yn) = (x | iV* • y„), 

and since N* • yrt = PEniV* • yn from above, 

(PEnN • x|y„) = (PEn -x\N*-yn) = (NPEn ■ x|yn) = (JV„ • (PEn • x)|y„); 

since this holds for all y„ e E„, it follows that the two elements PEni\T * x and 
Nn * (PEn • x) of E are equal. 

We shall now prove the following lemma, which generalizes (15.10.8.1): 
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(15.12.8.1) Let (Ert) be a sequence of closed subspaces ofE, such that E is the 

Hilbert sum of the E„. For each n, let Tn be a continuous operator on En. Then 

there exists a unique closed operator T on E such that, for all n, 

En c dom(r), T| En = Tn, PEnT • x = TPEn * x (xe dom(T)). 
Moreover, dom(T) is the set F of all x = £ xn {with xn e Enfor all n) such that 

n 
X \\Tn • xn\\2 < 4* oo, and we have T • x = ]T Tn • x„. 

it n 

Since we must have ||.PErt • (T- x)||2 = || T* x||2 < + oo, we see that the 
n 

conditions stated imply that dom(T) c= F and that T • x = rw • x„ for all 
n 

x = Y<xne dom(T). Note that F is a vector subspace of E, by virtue of the 
n 

inequality \\z 4- z'\\2 ^ 2(||z||2 4- ||z'||2) in E. For each x = ^r„eF, write 
n 

T' - x = J]Tn * x„; we shall show that the operator T : FE so defined is 
n 

closed. Since clearly F(T) contains all finite sums ]T (x„, Tn • xn), it follows that 
n 

F(T) is dense in r(T'), and since T is a closed operator, this implies that 

T= V. It is clear that T is linear. Also, if a sequence (xm) in F tends to 
xeE and if the sequence (T' • xm) tends to ye E, then PEn T' - xm = 

TnPBn • xm tends to PEn • y and also to TnPEn • x, by virtue of the continuity of 
Tn; this proves that xeF and that y = T' • x, and completes the proof of 
the lemma. 

This lemma, applied to the situation of (ii), proves the uniqueness of N, 

which therefore has to be the closed operator (15.12.7) described in the state¬ 
ment of (15.12.8(ii)). It remains to prove that N is normal For each x e F, we 
have ||JY*PEn • x|| = ||NnPEn • x||, and therefore the lemma (15.12.8.1), applied 
to the family of continuous operators (N*), shows that there exists a unique 
closed operator N' such that, for all n, we have E„ c: domCAT), N' | E„ = JV*, 
andPEnNf • x = N'PEn * x for all x e dom(A"). Moreover, we have dom(A^') = 
dom(AO = F, and if x = x„ e F, then N' • x = Y, N* * x„. From these 

n n 
formulas it follows immediately that (N ■ x |y) = (x | N' • y) for all x, y 

in F: in other words (15.12.3), F is contained in dom(N*), and N’ = N*\ F. 
But also PEnN* ■ y = N*PEn ■ y for all n, and all y e F. For if x„ e E„, then 

(x„ IPe„n* ‘ y) ~ (xn IN* ■ y) (15.5.4), and since x„ e dom(JV) 

(x„|N* ■ y) = (JV - x,|y) = (N ■ x„|PEn • y) 

because N ■ xn — Nn • x„ e E„; hence finally, since E„ c dom(JV*), we have 
(jc„ | PEnN* ■ y) = (xn | N*PEn • y), which proves our assertion. Since N* is 
closed (15.12.4), it follows that N' = N* by virtue of (15.12.8.1). The preced- 
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ing results then imply that (N * x | N • y) = (N* • x | N* • y) for all x, y in 
dom(iV)= dom(iV*) = F. This being so, if z e dom(NN*\ then we have 

(N • x\N• z) = (N* • x\N* • z) =(x\ NN* • z) 

for all x e dom(A^). This proves that N * ze dom(N*), by the definition of the 
adjoint (15.12.3), and that N*N- z = NN* • z. Thus we have established that 
domCAW*) g dom(A^*iV) and that the operators NN* and N*N coincide 
on dom(NN*). The proof of (ii) is now completed by interchanging the roles 
of N and N* (since iV** = iV). 

Now return to the proof of (i). Consider the continuous hermitian 
operator B = (14- N^Ny1 (15.12.6), whose spectrum is contained in I = [0, 1]. 
We shall first show that 

f(B)(dom(N)) g dom(JV) and f(B)N • x = Nf(B) - x 

for all/e <^C(I) an<i x e dom(N). First of all take /= lc; if x e dom(N), 

we may write 

BN-x= BN(I+N*N)B - x = B(N + NN*N)B • x, 

recalling that NB(E) g dom(iV*) and N*NB * x = x — 5 * x e dom(jV), be¬ 
cause Z?(E) c dom(JV) (15.12.6). But N*N = i\W*, hence 

BN- x = • x = £(/ + N*N)NB - x = NB • x; 

that is, BN - x = 7V2? • x for all x e dom(7V). By induction on n, we obtain 
Bn(dom(N)) g dom(N) and BnN • x — NBn • x for all xedom(iV) and all 
integers n > 0. This establishes our assertion when/is a polynomial with real 
coefficients. Hence, for such a polynomial /, we have 

(15.12.8.2) (f(B)N -x\y) = (f(B) -x\N*-y) 

for all x e dom(N) an(i J e dom(JV). 
Having regard to (15.11.2) applied to B, we deduce that 

J/(0 dms.XiAO = J/(0 dmXlH../0. 

and since the restrictions of polynomials with real coefficients to Sp(5) 
are dense in #„(Sp(i?)) by the Weierstrass approximation theorem (7.4.1), the 
formula above shows that mN.Xty = mx>N..y ((3.15.1) and (13.2)). Conse¬ 
quently, by applying (15.11.2) to B, the formula (15.112.8.) is valid for all 
functions/e^c(I). But this formula shows that f(B) ■ x e dom(7V**) = 
dom(AT) and that (f(B)N ■ x \ y) = (Nf(B) • x \ y) for all y e dom(N). Since 
dom(iV) is dense in E, it follows that Nf(B) • x = f(B)N • x for all x e dom(TV). 
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Now let f0 denote the characteristic function of the set {0}, and for 
w ^ 1 let fn denote the characteristic function of the interval ]1 /(« 4- 1), 1 jri] 

in R. For each £ e R, the series /0(£) + /i(£) +-f-/„(£) 4* * * * converges to 
the value at £ of the characteristic function of the interval [0, 1]. For each 
n*z 0, let Frt be the image of E under the orthogonal projector fn(B) = PFn 
(15.10.6). From the preceding discussion and from (15.11.8(iv)) it follows 
that E is the Hilbert sum of the F„ {n ^ 0). Also, in fact, F0 = {0}, because 
F0 is the kernel of the operator B (15.11.6), and by virtue of (15.12.6) the 
hermitian form (.x, y) i-* (B * x | y) is nondegenerate, that is to say the relation 
(B * x | x) = 0 implies x = 0, and so F0 = {0}. 

It follows from above that BFn(dom(N)) c: dom(A0 and that PFnN • x = 

NBFn • x for all x e dom(N). On the other hand, the definition of the functions 
fn f°r n ^ 1 shows that the function gn{£) = C~!/I»(0 (with gn(0) = 0) is a 
bounded regulated function on R and therefore universally measurable 
(7.6.1). Consequently we may write PFn = Bgn(B), whence NPFn = NBgn(B). 
But we have shown (15.12.6) that NB is a continuous operator defined on E, 
and hence the restriction Nn of N to Fn n dom(iV) is a continuous mapping of 
this subspace into Fn. Since PFn(dom(N)) cz F„ n dom(iV), it follows that 

F„ n dom(iV) is dense in Fn; also Nn is clearly a closed operator on F„, hence 
by (15.12.2) we conclude that Fn c dom(iV). Also, since N*N = AW*, 
we may interchange N and iV* in the above discussion, which does not change 
B ; hence the restriction N'n of N* to FM is also a continuous operator on this 
subspace, and is evidently equal to the adjoint N* of Nn. It is now clear that 
Nn is normal, and the proof of (15.12.8) is complete. 

(15.12.9) Let T be a closed (not necessarily bounded) operator on E. 
Generalizing (11.1), we say that £ e C is a regular value of T if the operator 
T — £/is a bijective linear mapping of dom(T) onto E, and if the inverse linear 
mapping jRt(0 • E -* dom(T) is continuous. 

(15.12.10) For £ 6 C to be a regular value of a closed operator T, it is sufficient 

that T — £/ should be an injective linear mapping of dom(T) onto a dense 

subspace L ofE, and that the inverse mapping (T — C/)"1 : L-> E should be 

continuous. 

For the graph of T — £7 is closed, and so is the graph of (T — £/)~1 
(15.12.5). Hence it follows from (15.12.2) that L is closed in E, and there¬ 
fore L = E. 

The complement in C of the set of regular values of T is again called the 
spectrum of T' and is denoted by Sp(T). If £ e Sp(T), it follows from (15.12.10) 
that there are three possibilities: 
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(1) £ is an eigenvalue of T (the set of these is called the 
spectrum of T); 

(2) £ is not an eigenvalue of T (which implies that T - £/ is a i 
mapping of dom(T) onto a subspace L of E), the subspace L is dense ii 
(T — £/)_1 is not continuous on L (the set of these values is called 1 
tinuous spectrum of T); 

(3) £ is not an eigenvalue of T and the subspace L is not dense ii 
set of these values is called the residual spectrum of T). 

For example, for the operator defined in (11.1.1), the point-spec 
empty, the continuous spectrum is the unit circle U : |£| = 1, and the i 
spectrum is the open disk |£| < 1 (Section 11.1, Problem 4). 

(15.12.11) The spectrum of a closed operator T on E is closed in C, 
mapping £i->i?r(£) of C — Sp(T) into JF(E) is analytic. 

Let (0eC- Sp(T), and put a = ||jRr(£0)||. Then the continuous o 

V(0 = (/-(£- Co)rt(Co))~1rt(Cq) is defined for all £ satisfying |£-£0 
and is analytic in this disk (8.3.2.1). For each x e dom(T), we have 

Rt(CoXT - £J) • * = x + (£0 - 0*r(Co) • * 

and therefore V{Q{T — £/) * x = x. For each integer n ^ 0, let 

Vn(0 = Kr(Co) + (C - Co)*t(Co) + ■ • • + C - tfor-'KUo), 

so that V(0 is the limit of the sequence (Vn(0) in Jzf(E). By definition, > 
Vn(C) * y e dom(T) for all y e E and all n > 0, and 

(T - C/)FW(C) • y = (C - Co)^(0 * ^ + (T - Co W(C) • y 

=y-(c-c0m(Co)->', 

hence (T — C/)Fn(C) • y tends to y as n -+ +oo. Since by hypothesis T is 
this implies that V(0 * y e dom(T) and (T — Cl) HO • y = y- This sho 
T — Cl is a bijective linear mapping of dom(T) onto E and that the 
mapping is F(Q. Hence £ $ Sp(T) and F(£) = RT(C), which compk 
proof. 

(15.12.12) Let N be a {not necessarily bounded) normal operator on ] 

the notation of (15.12.8), we have Sp(N) = (J Sp(Nn); the point-spectru 
n 

is the union of the point-spectra of the Nn, and the residual spectrum 

empty. For N to be self-adjoint, it is necessary and sufficient that its si 

should be real. 
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We have Sp(Nn) a Sp(N) for all n, for if N — £/ is a bijective mapping of 
dom(iV) onto E, then each of the operators Nn — £/En is a bijective (and hence 
bicontinuous, by the closed graph theorem) mapping of E„ onto EM. From 
this point onwards, the proof of the first assertion merely repeats that of 
(15.11.5), having regard to the facts that Sp(N) is closed (15.12.11) and that 
(Nn - ocIEn)~1 is a continuous normal operator on E„ for all a £ Sp(An), and 
the proposition (15.12.10). The assertion about the point-spectra is immediate, 
and the eigenspaces of N are determined as in (15.11.6). To show that the 
residual spectrum of N is empty, it is enough to show that the same is true 
for each Nn, so that we reduce to the case where N is continuous; then, by 
using the decomposition of (15.11.3), we may assume that N is multiplication 
by the class of the function lc in L£(K, //), where K is a compact subset of C, 
and ix is a positive measure on K. We have then to show that, if the measure \x 

is not concentrated at the point 0, the set of functions C^Cg(D, where 
g e «#c(K, ju), is dense in J*?c(K, /*)• F°r this it is sufficient, by (6.3.1), to show 

that if a function h e JS?£(K, ju) is such that J Cg(0K0 dfx(Q = 0 for all 

g e «Sf£(K, /x), then h is ^-negligible. But this is clear, by taking g{Q = CK(), 
in view of the hypothesis on jx. 

Finally, it is clear that if N is self-adjoint, then so is each Nni hence 
Sp(Nn) cz R for all n, and therefore Sp(N) c R. Conversely, if Sp(iV) is 
contained in R, then Sp(A^„) c R for all n, hence Nn is self-adjoint for all n by 
(15.11.7) , and therefore so is N by (15.12.8). 

(15.12.13) Propositions (15.12.8) and (15.12.12) essentially serve to reduce 
problems relating to unbounded normal operators to the same problems for 
bounded (i.e., continuous) normal operators. In particular, let/: C -> C be 
universally measurable. We shall show that for each unbounded normal 
operator N we can define an unbounded normal operator /(N), having 
properties analogous to those of (15.11.1). Suppose first that the function / 
is bounded; then, with the notation of (15.12.8), f(Nn) is a continuous normal 
operator on E„ (15.11.1) and moreover, ||/(iV„)|| ^ sup |/(()| for all n 

£eC 

(15.11.8) . The normal operator on E whose restriction to each E„ is f(Nn) is 
therefore continuous (15.10.8.1), and it is this operator which is denoted by 
f(N). It is immediately seen that if g is another function in ^C(Q)> then 
(/+ gXN) =/(N) + g(N), (fg)(N) =f(N)g(N) and J(N) = (/(iV))*, by virtue 
of (15.11.1.1). Now let/: C -► C be any universally measurable function. For 
each n ^ 0, let A„ be the universally measurable subset of C consisting of the 
complex numbers C such that n g [/'(C) | < n + 1, so that (A„) is a partition 
of C. It follows from above that Pn = (pAn(N) is an orthogonal projection in E 
(15.5.3.1), and E is the Hilbert sum of the closed subspaces H„ = P„(E); also, 
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putting/, = fy>An, the function/, is universally measurable and bounded, and 
hence fn(N) is a continuous normal operator on E which leaves H„ stable and 
is zero on the orthogonal supplement of Hn. It follows now from (15.12.8) 
that there is a unique unbounded normal operator whose restriction to each 
H„ is /„(iV), and it is this operator which is denoted by f(N). It is clear that 
f(N) = furthermore, if g : C -> C is another universally measurable 
function, then again we have (/ 4- g)(N) = /(JV) + g(N) and (fg)(N) = 
f(N)g(N), these equalities being interpreted in the sense explained in (15.12.1) 
and (15.12.5). For the proof it is enough to consider, for m g 0 and n ^ 0, 
the sets Am „ of complex numbers £ satisfying mg |/(0I <^ + 1 and 

WO I <«+ 1; if We put Pmn=(pAm,n(N% Hm„ =f>mn(E), fmn =/<Pa,„,„> 

gmn — g(pArn n, it is clear that E is the Hilbert sum of the Hmn, which are 
stable under fmn(N) and gmn(N), and that f(N) (resp. g(N)) is the unique 
normal operator whose restriction to each Hmn is fmn(N) (resp. gmn(N)). Our 
assertions therefore follow from the corresponding assertions for each pair 

Cfmn j Qmn)* 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let E, F be two Hilbert spaces. A not necessarily bounded operator from E to F (or 

simply an unbounded operator from E to F) is a linear mapping T of a vector subspace 

dom(r) of E into F. We say that Tis closed if its graph r(T) is closed in E x F. 

(a) If Tis closed, show that Ker(T) is closed in E. Generalize (15.12.2) to the present 

situation. 
(b) If dom(T) is dense in E, define the adjoint T* of T as in (15.12.3). It is an un¬ 

bounded operator from F to E. Generalize (15.12.4). 

(c) Suppose from now on that T is a closed operator from E to F, whose domain 

dom(T) is dense in E. Show that the closure in E of Im(T*) is the orthogonal supple¬ 

ment of Ker(T). 
(d) Suppose that Ker(T) = {0}, in other words that T is injective. Then G = Im(T) 

is closed in F if and only if the inverse mapping T~1 : G -*E is continuous (use (a)). 

(e) Without any hypothesis on Ker(T), show that the following conditions are 

equivalent: (1) Im(T’) is closed in F; (2) Im(T*) is closed in E. (Let G be the closure 

of Im(r*) in E. To show that (1) implies (2), consider the restriction Tx of T to 

G n dom(T). Show that Im(7\) = Im(T) and use (d) to deduce that 7T1 is continuous. 

Hence show that every y e G is of the form T* • 2, by remarking that the mapping 

JCH-K7T1 • x | y) is a continuous linear form on the Hilbert space lm(T).) 

(f) Put 

y(T) = inf 
lir-xii 

d(x, Ker(T)) ’ 

the infimum being taken over the complement of Ker(T) in dom(T) (d denotes the 

distance in E). Show that Im(T) is closed in F if and only if y(T) > 0. (Express y(T) 

in terms of 7T\ where Tx is the operator considered in (e).) Show that y(T*) y(T). 
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(g) Suppose that Im(T) is closed in F. If M => Ker(T) is a closed subspace of E, 

show that T(M n dom(r)) is closed in F. (Consider the restriction of T to 

M n dom(T) as an unbounded operator from M to F, and use (f).) 

(h) Let N be a closed subspace of F such that N n hn(T) = {0}. If N -j- Im(T) is 

closed in F, then Im(r) is closed in F. (Consider the operator T2 from E x N to F 

defined on dom(T) x N by T2 ' (x, y) = T - x -j- y, and remark that y(T) ^ y(T2)-) 
In particular, if Im(7") has finite codimension in F, then Im(T’) is closed in F. 

2. Let E, F, H be three Hilbert spaces, T an unbounded operator from E to F, and U an 

unbounded operator from H to E. Suppose that T is closed, dom(T) is dense in E, 

Ker(T) is finite-dimensional and Im(T) is closed in F. 

(a) Show that if U is closed then so is TU (defined on dom((/) n U"1 (dom(T)).) 

(Suppose that zne H tends to z and that TU * zn tends to y e F. Using the relation 

y(T) > 0 (Problem 1), show that there exists a sequence (x„) in Ker(T) such that 

U • zn -f xn has a limit x in E. Use the fact that Ker(T) is locally compact to show that 

the sequence (x„) must be bounded (argue by contradiction) and then pick a conver¬ 

gent subsequence of (xn).) 

(b) If U is closed and Im( U) is closed in E, then Im(TU) is closed in F. (Use Problem 
1(g) and (5.9.2).) 

(c) Suppose that Ker(U) is finite-dimensional. Show that Ker(2T/) is finite-dimen¬ 
sional and that 

dim(Ker(2T/)) = dim(Ker(U)) + dim(Im(U) n Ker(T)). 

(d) Suppose that U is closed, dom(U) dense in H and Im(£/) of finite codimension in 

E (which implies, by virtue of Problem 1(h), that Im(U) is closed in E). Show that 

dom(7X/) is dense in H. (Consider the orthogonal supplement Hi of Ker(£/) in H, 

and the restriction Ux of U to the dense subspace dom(£/) n Hi of Hx; observe that 

U~1 is continuous on Im(Ui) = Im(U) and that dom(T) n Im(U) is dense in Im(£/).) 

(e) Suppose that Im(T) and Im((7) have finite codimension in F and E, respectively, 

and let v be the codimension of Im(60 n Ker(T) in Ker(2r'). Show that Im (TU) has 

finite codimension in F and that 

codim(Im(rt/)) = codim(Im(T)) + codim(Im (£/)) — v. 

(Remark that E is the direct sum of Im(t/), a supplement Nx of Im((7) n Ker(T) in 

Ker(r), and a subspace N2 of finite dimension contained in dom(T), and that the 

restriction of T to N2 is injective.) 

3. Let E, F be two Hilbert spaces. An unbounded operator T from E to F is said to be 

an operator with index (Section 15.11, Problem 22) if T is closed, dom(T’) dense 

in E, Ker(T) finite-dimensional and Im(T) of finite codimension in F (in which case 

T(E) = Im(T) is closed in F by Problem 1(h)). The index ofT is defined as the number 

i(T) - dim(Ker(T)) - codim(Im(T)). 

(a) If Tis an index operator from E to F, then T* is an index operator from F to E, 

and/(T*) = —i(T) (use Problem 1(e)). 

(b) Deduce from Problem 2 that if U: H->E and T : E-*F are index operators, 

then TU: H F is an index operator and i{TU) — i(T) + i{U). 

(c) Let Tx be an unbounded operator from E to F, which extends T and is such that 

dom(Ti) = dom(T) ® M, where M is a finite-dimensional subspace of E. If T is 
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closed, show that Tx is closed; if Im(T) is closed in F, then so is Im(ri); if Tis an index 

operator, then so is 7\, and i(Tx) — i(T) + dim(M). (By induction on dim(M).) 

4. Let E, F, be two Hilbert spaces and let T be an unbounded operator from E to F. 

Suppose that T is closed and dom(T) dense in E. Let B be a continuous operator from 
E to F. 

(a) Show that, for each x 6 Ker(r-F £), 

d(x, Ker(T)) ^ 
y(T) 

Deduce that, if Ker(T) has finite dimension and y(T)>0 and ||2?|| < y(T), then 

dimO-CerCT"H- B)) dim(Ker(T)) (use Problem 9 of Section 6.3). Furthermore, 

Im(T + B) is closed in F (consider the restriction of r-f B to the orthogonal supple¬ 
ment of Ker(T) + Ker(T4- B) in E). 

(b) Suppose that T is an index operator and that ||2?|| < y(T). Show that 

codim(Im(r-F B)) codim(Im(T)), and that i(T+ B) — i(T). (To prove the first 

inequality, consider (T+ B)*. For the equality of the indices, reduce to the case where 

Tis injective, by considering the orthogonal supplement of Ker(T) and using Problem 

3(c). Then observe that y(T + AB) is a continuous function of A for 0 ^ A ^ 1.) 

5. With the same general hypotheses as in Problem 4, suppose that B is a compact 
operator from E to F. 

(a) Show that, if Ker(T) is finite-dimensional and Im(T) is closed, then Ker(T+ B) 
is finite-dimensional and Im(T+ B) is closed. (Consider the orthogonal supplement 

M of Ker(T), and show first that M n Ker(T+ B) <= M n dom(T) is finite-dimen¬ 

sional, by noting that there exists m> 0 such that ||r* x|| j> m||x|| for all 

x e M n dom(T), and using (5.9.4). Then take the orthogonal supplement N of 

M n Ker(T + B) in M, and prove that there exists no sequence (x„) in N n dom(T) 
such that || xn|| = 1 for all n and T(x„) + B(x„) tends to 0.) 

(b) Deduce from (a) that if T is an index operator then so is T+ B, and that 

i(T + B) = i(T). (To prove that Im(r+ B) has finite codimension, consider T* -f B*; 
then observe that Xh^i(T+ AB)is a finite continuous function of A on [0,1] by virtue 
of Problem 4.) 

(c) Suppose that E = F and that there exists a regular value £0 for T such that 

(T- ioiy1 is a compact operator. Show that, for all f e C, the operator T—£l 
has index 0; the spectrum of T is a denumerable discrete subset of C, all of whose 

points are eigenvalues of T, and (T~ £/)-1 is a compact operator for all regular 

values £ of T. (Note that 

£/- (/+ (£ - £0)(£o/ - T)_1)(£o/— T) 

and use the theory of Riesz (11.4.1).) 

Hence give an example of an operator of index 0 whose spectrum is empty (use 

Problem 9 of Section 11.6). 

6. With the notation of the proof of (15.12.8), prove that the spectrum of the operator 

Nn is contained in the annulus S„: (n — 1)1/2 ^ |£| ^ n1/2. For each pair of points 

(x„, y„) in F„, there corresponds to N„ a measure y„ with support contained in 

S„. If x xn and y — £ yn are two points of E, with x„ e F„ and yne F„, then the 
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sum mx,y— X! mi”,’»„ is a bounded complex measure on C, with norm < ||jc|| • ||^||, and 
n 

mXtX is a bounded measure on C with mass (a:I*). The subspace dom(JV) is the set of 

all x e E such that the function £ | £ |2 is mx, x -integrable. For each pair of points 

x, ye dom(A0, we have mv, x = mXt y, (x |y) = J dmx, y and (N • x | y) = j* /(£) dmx, /£). 

7. With the notation of (15.12.13) and Problem 6, show that dom(/(iV)) is the set of all 

xeE such that the function £^|/(£)|2 is mXt ^-integrable, and that (f(N) * x\ y) = 

J /(£) dmx,y(Q for all xt ye dom(/(AO). Show that Sp(/(A0) is contained in the closure 

of /(Sp(AO). If#:C->C is another universally measurable function, show that 

(fo g)(N) =f(g(N)) (cf. Section 13.9, Problem 21). When N — Mu(lc) is a simple 

continuous normal operator (15.11.3), dom(/(AO) is the set of classes of functions 

u e such that fu e J2?£(ju.), and f(N) is multiplication by the class of /. 

8. Let N be a normal operator and a: a point of dom(A0 such that ||*|| = 1. Put 

a* = (N • x | x) and = ||JV • jc||. Show that, for each € > 0, the open disk A* with 

center <xx and radius (j8J — |a*|2)1/2 + £ meets Sp(N) (Krylov-Weinstein theorem). 

(With the notation of Problem 6, show that /32 — |ax|2 = J|£ — ax[2 dmXtX(Qt and 

hence obtain a contradiction of the hypothesis that Ax has measure zero with respect 
to mXt x.) 

9. Let H be a self-adjoint operator on E (bounded or not). For each (bounded or un¬ 

bounded) open interval JcR, let P be the orthogonal projector cpi(H). Show that 

2t7/Pj • a: = lim f (((w - iv)I-H)~l * jc - ((« + w)I-H)~l • x) du 
v-+0, u>0 J j 

for all a: e £ (“ Titchmarsh-Kodaira formula”). (For each ye E such that ||y|| 1, 

show that the scalar product of y and the difference between liriP] • a: and the integral 

on the right-hand side tends to 0 uniformly for ||y|| 1: express this difference in 

terms of the measure mXt y (Problem 6), and use the Lebesgue-Fubini theorem and the 

dominated convergence theorem.) 

10. Show that, for each closed operator T on E such that dom(T) is dense in E, there 
exists a positive self-adjoint operator R such that dom(/£) = dom(T) and an isometry 

V of .R(domCR)) onto T(dom(T)), such that T= VR. (As in the proof of (15.12.8), 

define the spaces F„ <= dom(T*T) <= dom(T) so that the restriction of T*T to F„ is a 

continuous positive self-adjoint operator H„, for which we may take the square root 

Rn. We have \\T- xn\\ = ||jR„ * x„|| for all xn e F„, hence there exists an isometry V„ 
of R»(F„) onto T(Fn) such that r|Fn= V„Rn- Let R be the positive self-adjoint 

operator whose restriction to each Fn is Rn ■ Show that the V„ are the restrictions of an 

isometry V of i?(dom(2?)) onto 7,(dom(7,))} by considering the finite sums of the F„ 

and using the facts that Tis closed and domf/?) is dense in dom(T). Finally, show that 

V~1Tis a closed operator which coincides with Rn on F„ for each n, and hence deduce 

that dom (J?) = dom(T) and V'1T= R.) 

11. Let T be a closed operator on E such that dom(T) is dense in E and such that 

r(dom(7)) c dom(r*). Show that dom(T) = E and that E is continuous. (If 
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B = (/+ 7T*)"1 and if for each y e E we put x = B • y, show that the hypotheses 

imply that y e dom(T*)f by using the fact that x e dom(r*).) 

12. Let N be a normal operator on E. If dom(iV2) = dom(iV), show that N is continuous. 
(If not, there would exist a closed subspace F of E, such that F is the Hilbert sum of 

an infinite sequence (F„) of nonzero subspaces stable under N and JV*, such that the 

restriction N„ of N to F„ is a continuous operator and such that 

a„\\xn\\ \\Nn • xn\\ £an+t\\xn\\ 

for x„ e Fn, where the sequence (an) is increasing and tends to + oo.) 

13. EXTENSIONS OF HERMITIAN OPERATORS 

(15.13.1) Let E be a separable Hilbert space. A not necessarily bounded 
operator H on E is said to be hermitian if: (1) dom(#) is dense in E; (2) 
dom(/f) cz dom(if *), and the restriction of H* to dom(if) is equal to H; in 
other words, for all x, y in dom(H), 

(15.13.1.1) (H-x\y) = (x\H-y). 

In particular, (H • x \ x) is real for all x e dom(H). 

It should be noted that in general H* is not hermitian. When H is con¬ 

tinuous, this definition agrees with that of (11.5), and a continuous hermitian 
operator is the same thing as a continuous self-adjoint operator. An unbounded 
self-adjoint operator is always hermitian, but as we shall see below there exist 
closed hermitian operators which are not self-adjoint. 

Example 

(15.13.2) Let Q} be the vector space of indefinitely differentiable complex¬ 
valued functions on R with compact support. If /? denotes Lebesgue measure 
on R, then 3 may be identified with a subspace of Lc(R, f$) (13.19), which is 
dense in L£(R, P) (17.1.2). It follows immediately from the formula for 
integration by parts (8.7.5) and the fact that the functions belonging to 3 

vanish outside a compact set, that for all x, y in 3 

(Dx | y) = Dx(t)y(t) dt = 1 x(t)Dy(t) dt = —(x | Dy). 

This may be expressed by saying that zD = H is a hermitian operator. The 
conclusion is the same if we replace L£(R, P) by Lc(I, /?), where I is a (bounded 
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or unbounded) open interval in R, and 3f by the subspace ^(1) of indefinitely 
differentiable complex-valued functions on I with compact support. It is 
clear that the graph of D is not closed: for example, it contains the pairs 
(x, Dx) where x is of class C1 but not of class C2, and Supp(x) is compact 
(17.1.2). 

(15.13.3) Let H be a hermitian operator. Since dom(if*) is dense in E, the 
closure H** of H exists, and since its graph is the closure of the graph of 
H (15.12.4), it follows from (15.13.1.1) by continuity that if** is hermitian. We 
may therefore restrict our considerations to closed hermitian operators. 

(15.13.4) (i) Let H be a closed hermitian operator on E. For each real 

number a # 0, the closed operator if H- ail: x h-> if • x 4* a/x is an injective 

mapping of dom (if) into E, whose image Fa is a closed subspace of E, and the 

operator (if + a/7)""1 (15.12.5) is continuous on Fa. 
(ii) The linear mapping 

(15.13.4.1) V : x\-+(H — z7)(if + ii)"1 * x 

of Ft into E is an isometry ofFx onto the closed subspace F(Fj) = F^. The 

mapping I — V: Ft = dom(F) E is a bijection of dom(F) onto dom(if), and 

we have 

(15.13.4.2) H • y = i(I + K)(7- V)~l -y 

for all y e dom(if ). 
(iii) Conversely, let F be a closed subspace of E, and U an isometry of F 

onto a subspace of E, such that the image G ofF — dom(C7) under I — U is 

dense in E. Then the operator I — U is a bijection of F onto G; if for each 

y e G, we put 

(15.13.4.3) H-y = i(I+ U)(I- U)'1 • y, 

then H is a closed hermitian operator, with dom(H) = G; moreover, the 

operator V defined in (15.13.4.1) is equal to U. 

By virtue of (15.13.1.1) we have 

(15.13.4.4) || H- y + aiy\\2 = (H ■ y\ H ■ y) + ai(y\ H ■ y) 

- <xi(H■ y\y) + cc2(y\y) 

= \\H ■ y\\2 + cL2\\y\\2 'Za.2\\y\\2 
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for all y e dom(H), which shows that H + odl is injective and that the inverse 
mapping of Fa onto dom(JT) is continuous (5.5.1). Also, since the operator 
(H + a//)”1 is continuous and its graph is closed (15.12.5), Fa is a closed sub¬ 
space of E (15.12.2). If in (15.13.4.4) we put a = — 1 and y = (H + il)”1 • x, 
where x e F1? then we get ||(/7 - il) -* y||2 = ||(/7 4- il) * jp||2, hence || V • x|| = 
||x|| for all x e F1. Since the subspace ^(FJ is therefore isometric to Fl5 it is 
complete and therefore closed (3.14.4). On the other hand, the relations 
H • y -f iy = x and H • y — iy = V * x give 

iy = K* - V-x), H-y = i(x+ V-x) 

for all xeFt. This shows that, if x — V • x = 0 for x e Fl5 then we must have 
x + V • x = 0, hence x = 0. Hence (i) and (ii) are proved. 

We shall now prove (iii). The hypothesis that U is isometric implies that 

(15.13.4.5) (x\y-U-y) + {x-U-x\U'y) = 0 

for all x, y in F; hence, if x — U • x = 0, x is orthogonal to G, and since G is 
dense in E we have x = 0. Next, let us show that H defined by (15.13.4.3) is 
hermitian. If x, y e G, then we may write x = u — U • u and y = v — U • v, 

with u,vin F; hence, as (U • u | U • v) = (u | n), we obtain 

(tf-x|y) = (/(w+ C/ - w) 11; — 17-a) = i((J7- u\v) -(u\U-v)) 

= (w — J7 • w | /(*> + U • i?)) = (x | H • y) 

which proves our assertion. Next we show that H is closed. If {yn) is a sequence 
of points in G which tends to y e E and is such that the sequence (H • yn) 

converges to z e E, then the sequence of points 

x„ = H-y„ + iyn = 2i(I-U) 1 ■ yn, 

which belong to F, converges to x = z + iy e F; hence, as U is continuous on 
F, the sequence of points (/—£/)• xn = 2iyn converges to a point in G. This 
shows that y e G and that (/ — U) • x = 2iy. On the other hand, the sequence 
of points (/ + U) • xn = 2H * yn converges to (I + U) • x = 2z for the same 
reason, and therefore H • y = z. Hence H is closed. Finally, if x = u — U * u 

with ue F, then we have H • x = i(u + U * u), and it is immediately verified 
that V • u = (7 * u. 

The isometric linear mapping V defined in (15.13.4.1) is called the Cayley 

transform of H. Proposition (15.13.4) reduces the study of hermitian opera¬ 
tors to that of their Cayley transforms. 
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(15.13.5) With the notation of (15.13.4), let E# be the orthogonal supple¬ 
ment (dom(F))1 of the closed subspace Fx = dom(F), and E# the ortho¬ 
gonal supplement (F(dom(F)))-L of the closed subspace F_x = F^). 

(15.13.6) (/) The subspace E# (resp. EH) is the set of all x e domCfiT*) such that 

H* • x = ix (resp. H* • x = — zx), anddom (//*) is the direct sum of dom(if), 
Ejyr, and Ejc^. 

(ii) Let G+ (resp. G ~) be the subspace of T(H*) whose first projection in 

E is E# (resp. E# V Then G+ and G" are closed in E x E and T(H*) is the 

Hilbert sum ofT(H), G+, and G”. 

We have x e if and only if 

(H-y + iy\x)=2i((I- V)"1 -^|jc) = 0 

for all yedom(H), or equivalently if and only if (H • y\x) = (y\ix); by 
definition (15.12.3), this signifies that x e dom(H*) and H* • x = ix. Similarly 
for x e Eh , if we observe that F(Fj) is the set of all H • y — iy with y e dom(H). 

Let x be an arbitrary point in dom(H*); as E is the Hilbert sum of 
dom(F) and E#, we may write H* • x + ix = H • y + iy + z with y e dom(H) 

and zeEtf. As we have H • y = H* • y and H* • z = iz, we may write 
z = H* • zx •+■ izl9 with zx = z/2z, hence H* • x + ix = • y + iy + H* • zx 

+ izx; this shows that z2 = x — y — zx satisfies H* • z2 = — iz2, in other 
words z2 e E#, and therefore dom(if*) is the sum of dom(H), E#, and E#. 
This implies that T(H*) is the sum of F(H), G+ and G”. That G+ (resp. G“) 
is closed follows from the fact that this subspace is the intersection of the 
closed subspace T(H*) of E x E and of the subspace consisting of the points 
(x, y) such that y = ix (resp. y = — ix), which is obviously closed. It remains 
to be shown that G+, G”, and T(H) are mutually orthogonal. The fact that 
G+ and G~ are orthogonal follows from the relation 

((xl9 ixx) | (x2, -ix2)) = (*i I *2) + (**1 I -ixz) = °- 

Furthermore, if x e dom(H) and y e E#, we have 

((x, H-x) | (y, -iy)) = (x | y) + i(H-x\y) = (x\y) + i(x\H* • y) 

and as H* • y = —iy, we see that G~ is orthogonal to T(H); the fact that 
G+ is orthogonal to r(H) is proved in the same way, and this ends the proof 

of (i) and (ii). 
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(15.13.7) The defect of a closed Hermitian operator H is defined to be the 
pair (m, n) where m (resp. ri) is equal to the dimension of E# (resp. E#) if this 
dimension is finite, and is +oo otherwise; m is called the positive defect and n 

the negative defect of H. 

(15.13.8) For a closed hermitian operator H to be selfadjoint, it is necessary 

and sufficient that its defect should be (0, 0), or in other words that its Cayley 

transform V should be unitary. For H to be capable of extension to a self- 

adjoint operator, it is necessary and sufficient that its defect should be of the 

form (m, m). 

The first assertion follows trivially from (15.13.6). Next, if H is the re¬ 
striction of a self-adjoint operator A, then the Cayley transform V of His the 
restriction of the Cayley transform U of A, which is unitary. Hence by defini¬ 
tion we have E# = U(E^) because U is an automorphism of the Hilbert 
space E, and the defect of H is therefore of the form (m, m). Conversely, 
if this is so, then there exists an automorphism U of the Hilbert space E 
which coincides with V on dom(F) and is such that U(E#) = E# (because 
two Hilbert spaces of the same finite dimension, or two separable infinite¬ 
dimensional Hilbert spaces, are isomorphic (6.6.2)). Since U is a unitary 
operator on E, and the image of E under I — U (which contains dom(7f)) is 
dense in E, it follows that U is the Cayley transform of a self-adjoint operator 
which extends H. 

A hermitian operator H whose closure H** is self-adjoint is said to be 
essentially self-adjoint. 

Examples 

(15.13.9) Let (en)n^0 be a Hilbert basis of an infinite-dimensional separ¬ 
able Hilbert space E. Let F be the closed hyperplane in E generated by the 
e„ with n ^ 1 (the orthogonal supplement of the line Ce0) and let U' be the 
isometry of F onto E such that U' • e„ = en_1 for all n ^ 1. Then the image G' 
of I— U' is dense in E. For G' contains the vectors en — en+1 for all n ^ 0, 

oo 

and if a vector x=£ £„ e„ in E is orthogonal to all the vectors em—em+i(m^0), 
n= 0 

then we have = £m+1 for all m^O, so that all the (n ^ 0) are equal; and 
00 

this is not compatible with the convergence of the series £ |£J2 unless 
n=0 
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= 0 for all n. It follows that U' is the Cayley transform of a closed Her- 
mitian operator H‘ of defect (1, 0), and consequently H" = — H' is a closed 
Hermitian operator of defect (0, 1) (15.13.6). It can be shown that there exist 
closed Hermitian operators of defect (m, n) for all choices of m and n in the 
set N u {4-00} (Problem 7). 

In Chapter XXIII we shall see, by means of the theory of distributions, 
how to describe the closure of the Hermitian operator H ~ /D defined in 
(15.13.2). We shall show that the defect of 27** is (1, 1) if the interval I is 
bounded, (1, 0) if I is bounded above but not below, (0, 1) if I is bounded 
below but not above, and finally (0, 0) if / = R. 

Theorem (15.13.6) generalizes as follows. 

(15.13.10) For every complex number X such that J(f) > 0, the subspace 

E+(2) (resp. E“(2)) of dom(2/*) consisting of the solutions of H* - x — Xx 

(resp. of H* • x = —Xx) is isomorphic to (resp. Ejet)- 

Since the subspace G” 4- T(H) of TO#*) is closed in E x E (15.13.6), the 
restriction Hx of 27* to domC^) = E^ + dom(27) is a closed operator. Put 
X = p + zv, where p and v are real and v > 0, and calculate 11(2?! — XI) * x||2 
for some x = y + z e dom(2?1), where y e dom(i?) and z e E^ . We have 

{H1 • *|x) = {H- y - iz\y + z) = (H- y\y) + (H • y\z) - i(z\y)-i\\z\\2, 

and since H* • z = —iz, we have {H ■ y\z) = {y\ H* ■ z) = i(y \z). Now, 

(15.13.10.1) ||(#x - XI) • jc||2 = |\(H, - nl) ■ x\\2 + v2 M2 

+ • x | x) - (x | • x» 

= IK#! - id) • x||2 + V2 ||x||2 + 2v ||z||2 

S v2 l^ll2 

by the preceding calculation and the hypothesis v > 0. If we put 
F = Iml#! - XI), it follows that H1 -XI is a bijection of domCifx) onto F, 
and the inverse mapping - XI)~y is a continuous linear mapping of the 
normed space F into E; since it is also a closed operator (because H1 is closed), 
we conclude (15.12.2) that the subspace F of E is closed in E. We shall show 
that in fact F = E. We assert first that this is the case when X = i: for this we 
have to prove that if ((/fx — il) • x | z) = 0 for all x e dom(/fx)> then z must be 
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0. Now, by the definition of the adjoint (15.12.3), we see first that z e dom(7f*) 
and next that (x\H* • z + iz) = 0 for all x e dom(/f1), and since dom^) is 
dense in E, we have 77? • z + iz = 0. Since dom(77) c dom^), we have 
dom(77?) c: dom(77*), and 77? is the restriction of 77*. Hence 77* * z + zz = 0, 
in other words z e E# . But E# c dom(//’1) by definition, so that 

0 = (z | (H* + il) * z) = ((H, - il) • z | z) = ((27* - il) • z | z) = —2i||z||2, 

and therefore finally z = 0. 
To prove that F = E for all X such that JX > 0, we observe that if this is 

true for X = X0, then the operator (H1 — X0 7)~1 is everywhere defined and 
continuous, and satisfies 

IlCtfi-Ao/)-1!! ^ ixy-1 

by virtue of (15.13.10.1). It follows (15.12.11) that (H1 — XI)~x is everywhere 
defined and continuous for \X — X0\ < \JXQ\. By induction, (.H1 — 27)”1 is 
everywhere defined and continuous for \X — (§)"z| < (§)", and since the 
integer n is arbitrary, we have shown that — XI)~~x is everywhere defined 
for all X in the half-plane JX > 0. 

We have thus defined, for all X e C such that JX > 0, a continuous operator 

A(X) = {H1 — XI)~1 on E, with image equal to dom(7/1) c dom(77*). Since 
(7*i — XI)A{X) = 7, it follows that, for any two complex numbers a, ft such 
that Ja > 0 and > 0, the operator 

K(*, P) = (Hi - 0» — oc)A(p) 

is everywhere defined and continuous; also the operator A{p){Hx — pi) is the 
identity on dom(771), and therefore 

(15.13.10.2) K(a, 0)K(p, y) = K(a, y), K(a, a) = I. 

Hence the operators K{a, P) are invertible and bicontinuous. 
This being so, for every x e dom(77*) we have K(i, X) • xe dom(77*) and 

(77* - XI) • (K(i, X) • x) = (J7* - 27) • x + (2 - i)(H* - XI)A(X) • x 

= (77* - z‘7) • jc 

and likewise (77* - il) • (AT(2, /) • jc) = (77* - 27) • x. This shows that K(i, X) 

is a bicontinuous bijection of E# onto E+(2). Similarly for E-(2). 



PROBLEMS 

1. An unbounded self-adjoint operator H on a separable Hilbert space E is said to be 
simple if there exists x e dom(if) such that the vectors Hn * x for n 1 belong to 
dom(H) and form a total set in dom(if). 
(a) If H is simple, show that there exists a bounded positive measure pu on R and an 
isomorphism T of L2C(pi) onto E such that H = TMfT'1, where Mu is multiplication 
by the class of the function 1R in Lq(pl): thus the subspace dom(AfJ consists of the 
classes of functions/e such that f i—*£/(£) is square ju-integrable. (Use Problem 
7 of Section 15.12, by considering the bounded operators <pin(H), where I„ = [n, n + 1 [ 
and n e Z.) 
(b) Let pi be a bounded positive measure on R. Show that the class g of the function 
fi-+exp(—£2) is such that the classes gn — AfJ • g («]> 0) belong to dom(MM) and 
form a total set in Lq(pi). (Let/be a function belonging to such that 

11" exp(-f2)/(r) d/Mt) = 0 

for all n ^0. Every continuous regularization F = p * (/• p) of the measure /• pu 
(14.11) is then orthogonal to the functions f i—>£n exp(—f2) for all n ^ 0, with respect 
to Lebesgue measure on R, and therefore F is identically zero.* Deduce that f* pi —0 
and hence that /is /^-negligible.) 
(c) If we apply the orthonormalization process (6.6) to the vectors g„, we obtain 
a Hilbert basis (<?„)„=> 0 of Lc(ju), where en is the class of a function of the 
form P„(f) exp(—f2), with P„ a uniquely determined polynomial of degree ny with 
real coefficients and strictly positive leading coefficient. Deduce that, if we put 
amn = (Mu • en | em), we have amn = 0 if \m — n\ > 1, and a„t n +1 > 0. To simplify the 
notation, put an — ann, bn = a„t „ + 1 = a„ + lp then the operator has as its infinite 
matrix with respect to the orthonormal basis (en) the Jacobi matrix (ao bo 0 0 

bo ax b\ 0 
0 bx ci2 b2 

: : t2 : 
(d) Let v be the measure with density exp(—t2) with respect to pi, and put 

cn = J tn dv(t) 

for n ^ 0 (the “ moments ” of v, cf. Section 13.20, Problem 5). By multiplying v by 
a suitable constant, we may assume that c0 = 1. If we form the Gram determinants 
(Section 6.6, Problem 3) 

Co Cl cn 

Cx c2 C„ + 

Cn Cn + 1 ’ * ’ C2 n 

♦See for example my “Calcul infinitesimal,” Chapter V, Exercise 12. Hermann, 
Paris, 1968. 
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for 7/ 5> 0, which are all strictly positive, show that Po(£) = 1 and that 

Co Ci •* • Cn 

(3) (D„_!D„)1/2 ' 
w»-1 

c2 Cji +1 

c» ** * C2n_ 1 

1 f - • t 

for all n^l. Also we have 

(4) = 
i)m 

(e) Conversely, for every (bounded or unbounded) positive measure ft on R, show 

that the operator Mm (which is in general unbounded) is self-adjoint and simple. 

2. Conversely, let / be a Jacobi matrix (formula (1) of Problem 1) in which the an are 

real and the bn are real and >0, but are not restricted in any other way. Let (en)n>0 

be the canonical Hilbert basis of the Hilbert space /£ (6.5). Define a hermitian 

operator H, with domain the subspace G of /£ generated by the (finite) linear com¬ 

binations of the e„, by the conditions 

= £„_! e*_i + anen + bnen+i (n^> 0) 

(with e-x =0, = 0). By abuse of notation, let if also denote the closure of the 

hermitian operator H. 
OO 

(a) Let £ be a complex number. If y = £ yn en is an eigenvector of H* corresponding 
u = 0 

to the eigenvalue £, show that yn = P«(£)To , where P„ is a polynomial of degree n, 

determined recursively by the formulas P0(£) = 1 and 

(1) bnPn + 1(£) = (£ - an)P„(£) - bn.xTn-xit) 

for all n ^ 0. Deduce that the defect of if is (1, 1) if, for some £ e C such that ./£ 0, 

we have 

£ |P„(Dl3<+«: 
n = 0 

in which case this inequality is true for all £ e C such that ./£ ^ 0. In the contrary 

case, the defect of H is (0,0), in other words H is self-adjoint (having regard to the 

abuse of language mentioned above). In every case there exist self-adjoint extensions 

of H. 
(b) Let F be the subspace of ^C(R) consisting of polynomials with complex coeffi¬ 

cients. Show that there exists a unique linear form aF on F such that 

<*f(Pn Pm) “ ^Bin (Kronecker index). 

(If a polynomial is of the form RS, where R = £ Pi and S =]£ ViTt, then we must 
l i 

have aF(RS) =£ ut vt, which shows that aF is unique. For the existence, it is enough 
i 

to show that, if we write the product U(x) = (x — z0)R(x)S(x) in the two forms 

((x — z0)R(x))S(x) and R(x)((x — z0)S(x)), where z0 is any complex number, then the 

calculation of aF(U) from each of these two products must give the same value. 

Reduce to the case where each of R, S is one of the polynomials P„, and use the 

relation (1).) 
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(c) Deduce from (b) that there exists at least one bounded positive measure v on R 

with respect to which the powers tn (n ;> 0) are integrable, and which extends the linear 

form aF, so that the P„ form a (not necessarily total) orthonormal system in 

(Use Problem 5 of Section 13.20.) All such measures v have the same “moments ” 

cn=^tndv(t) («J>0); 

each cn is a rational fraction in the aj and bj (1 fgy ^ n - 1) with integer coefficients, 

and P„(f) is given as a function of the cn by the formulas (3) of Problem 1. 

(d) For each of the measures v defined in (c), if ./£ ^ 0 we may write 

/ TZldv(t) = 0.(0 + ^(Op^O, 

where 

(2) Q»(0 = J —— MO 

is a polynomial of degree '£-n — 1, and 

,,, f MO 

Deduce that, if ./£ ^ 0, 

(4) SoIQ”(0 + w^t)P-C0la ^ {1^3 = WjX\Z_ • 

In order that there should be equality in (4) for one value of £ such that Jt, ^ 0 

(in which case there is equality for all such £), it is necessary and sufficient that poly¬ 

nomials should be dense in <&c(v). (To show that this condition is sufficient, show 

that it implies that if a function g e if£(v) is orthogonal to all polynomials, then 

J(r — dv(t) = 0 for S£ > 0, and use Problem 16 of Section 14.11.) 

3. (a) With the hypotheses and notation of Problem 2, consider two sequences (yn), 

(z„) of complex numbers satisfying the recurrence relations 

(1) Ay„ = bn-1ya-1 + anyn + bnyn+ u 

(2) := bn _ i zn _ j -f- an Zn ~t~ bn zn + i, 

where A, p are any complex numbers. Show that 

n- 1 
(3) (fju - A) £ yk zk = ba_ i(yn-i zn - yn zn_ i) - iCyOT-1 - ym zm-1). 

(b) Deduce the following formulas from (a): 

(4) Pn-i(A)Q„(A) - P.(A)Q--1(A) = *T“ 
On-1 

(show that the Qn(A) satisfy (1)); 
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(5) (m-A)2; P*(A)Pt(;U.) = in-l(Pn-i(A)Pn(fx) — P„(A)P„_1(/i)) 
k = 0 

(“ChristofFel-Darboux formula”); 

(6) (P*(A))2 = 6„_1(P„_1(A)P^(A) - P„(A)P^_i(A)). 
* = 0 

(c) Denote by K„(A), where AeC and */A > 0, the set of complex numbers w 

such that 

n— 1 w — w 
Z |wP*(A) + Q*(A)|2 <; --r- . 
*=o A —A 

Show that K„(A) is a closed disk contained in the half-plane Jw > 0, with center at 

the point 

Q,-i(Aftfl)-<MA)P._1(A) 

Pn(A)P„-i(A)-Pn_1(A)P„(A) 

and radius 

_1_ 

(A-A)EIP*(A)I2 
* = 0 

the frontier of K„(A) being the closure of the set of points 

Qn(A) — fQn-l 
P„(A) - /P„_!(A) 

where tsR. We have K„+i(A) c K„(A), and the frontiers of these two disks have a 

point in common. The intersection Koo(A) of these disks consists of a single point if 

n = 0 

and otherwise is a disk of radius 

_1_ 

(A-A)f |P„(A)|2 
n — 0 

(d) Show that the following three properties are equivalent: 

(a) The operator H deduced from the Jacobi matrix J is self-adjoint. 

(j9) There exists only one positive measure v which extends the linear form aF 

(in other words, the “moment problem” for the sequence (cn) has only 
one solution). 

(y) The set Koo(A) consists of a single point, for some AeC with > 0 (and 

consequently for all A e C with J\ > 0). 

(To show that (/?) and (y) are equivalent, consider the matrices J„ with n rows and 

n columns obtained by deleting the rows and columns with indices >n in J; consider 

the corresponding problem in C", and then pass to the limit.) 

(e) If the equivalent conditions in (d) are satisfied, then the P„ form a total system 
in L£(v). 
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4. With the notation of Problems 2 and 3, show that if the moment problem for the 

sequence (c„) has two distinct solutions, then both the series Y |P„(A)|2 and 
n 

X) IQn(A)|2 converge for JX^O (use formula (4) of Problem 2). 

Deduce that the moment problem has only one solution in each of the following 
cases: 

(a) Y — = -f- CO 
n On 

(Use formula (4) of Problem 3); 

/•U\ V' r*» + ll , (b) Z—-=+oo 
» bnOn + 1 

(use the relation 

Pn(A)Q„+2(A) — P« +2(A)Q„(A) = 

(c) there exists a finite number r such that 

~ # n + 1 , 

bnbn + i 

bn- 1 + dn + bn < r 

for all n. (Note that equation (1) of Problem 3, with X = r, takes the form 

bn(yn +1 ~ yn) ~ bn-^yn - yn-i) = {r - bn-! - an - bn)yn, 

and deduce that the sequence (Q„(r)) is an increasing sequence of numbers >0.) 

5. (a) If (un) is a convergent series of real numbers >0, prove Car lemon's inequality 

Y, 0i«2 • * * un)lln 
n=l n—1 

by writing u1u2 ■ • • un — {u1aluza2 * •* una„)/(n + 1)" for suitably chosen an, to be 
determined, and using the inequality of the means (Section 13.8, Problem 14). 

(b) With the notation of Problem 2, show that if 

Yc2nIZn= +°0, 
n= 1 

then the corresponding moment problem has only one solution (“ Carleman’s crite¬ 

rion ”). (Observe that 

Mi • • • J(P»«)2 MO = J'"P„(0 MO, 

and deduce that b0bi • • • bn-i ^ (c2n)1/2; then use (a).) 

6. Let H be a simple unbounded self-adjoint operator (Problem 1). Show that every 

closed subspace of dom(i7) which is stable under H is of the form dom(ff) n E(A), 

where E(A) is the closed subspace of E which is the image of E under the orthogonal 

projector and A is a universally measurable subset of E. (By using 3(d) and 

3(e), remark that we may assume that H is of the form Mv, where the bounded 

measure v on R is such that polynomials are dense in &c(v).) 

7. By using the existence of closed hermitian operators with defects (1,0) or (0,1) 
(15.13.9), give examples of closed hermitian operators with defect (m, ri) where m, n 

are arbitrary integers ^0, or + oo. 
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8. A conjugation in a complex Hilbert space E is a semilinear bijection C of E onto E 

(i.e., such that C • (ax + fly) = dC • x + /3c * y) satisfying (C • x \ C • y) — (y \ x) 

and C~1 = C. Show that if a closed operator T on E commutes with C (which implies 

that C(dom(T)) c dom(T’)), and if dom(T') is dense in E, then C also commutes with 

T*. Deduce that, if a hermitian operator H commutes with C, then C(EjJ) = E«, and 

consequently the defects of H are equal. Apply this result in particular to the case 

where E is obtained by extension of scalars from a real Hilbert space E0, and H 

is the extension to E of an unbounded operator H0 defined on a dense subspace 

dom(H0) of E0, such that (H0 • x ] y) = (x | H0 • y) for all x, y in dom(H0). 

9. Show that a surjective hermitian operator H is self-adjoint. (For each y e dom(/f*), 

remark that there exists z e dom(H) such that H* y = H z, and show that z must 

equal y.) 

10. Let E be an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space. 

(a) If (an) is any infinite sequence in E, then the vector subspace generated by the 

an (i.e. the set of all (finite) linear combinations of the a„) is not equal to E (cf. (12.16.1)). 

(b) Show that there exist two Hilbert bases (a„), (bn) of E such that, if F and G 

are the vector subspaces of E generated by the an and the bn respectively, we have 

FnG = {0}. (Starting with an arbitrary Hilbert basis (#„), construct inductively 

a total sequence (c„) such that the subspace G it generates is such that F n G = {0}, 

by using (a). Then orthonormalize the sequence (cn).) 

(c) Suppose that the Hilbert bases (an), (bn) have the property stated in (b). 

Consider two compact self-adjoint operators A, 5 on E, defined by A • an = X„an 

and B • bn = Kbn, where (A„) is a sequence of real numbers >0 and tending to 0. 

Show that the sequence (A„) can be chosen so that /f(E) n B(E) = {0}. (Proceed by 
n n 

induction: let S„ be the set of points of F of the form ^ikXkak with £ |£*| = 1, 
k=1 fc=l 

and let dn be the distance (strictly positive) of S„ from the subspace G„ generated by 

bi,..., b„; choose the A* with k > n such that A* < djn. Then prove that, if U is 
k>n 

the closed ball with center 0 and radius 1 in E, we have A(U) n 2?(U) = {0}.) 

(d) The operators A and B are injective; A ~1 and B~1 are therefore self-adjoint closed 

operators (Problem 8) such that dom^"1) n domC#-1) — {0}. 

(e) Deduce from (d) an example of a self-adjoint operator H and a unitary operator 

U on E such that Uz = 1E and dom(H) n dom(U~lHU) = {0}. (Take E = F© F 

and U * (x, y) = (y, x), and take H to be equal to A ~1 on one of the summands F, 

and to B"1 on the other, where A and B are defined as above.) Hence give an example 

of a closed operator Tsuch that dom(T’) is dense in E, but dom(T2) = {0}. 

11. Let Tbe a closed operator on a separable Hilbert space E. The essential spectrum of 

T is the set of f e C such that Im(r— f/) is not closed; it is a subset of the spectrum 

of T. 
(a) Show that if iVis an unbounded normal operator on E, then the isolated points 

of Sp(iV) do not belong to the essential spectrum of N. (If A is isolated in Sp(JV) and 

if M = Sp(A0 — {A}, show that Im(iV — Ai) is the image of E under the projector 

B = <Pm(N) (Section 15.12, Problem 7), by observing that there exists a continuous 
bounded function / on C such that f(N) • y e dom(A0 and (N—Xl) • (f(N) • y) = y 

for all y e jP(E). 

(b) Conversely, show that for each unbounded self-adjoint operator A on E, a point 

A e Sp(^4) which does not belong to the essential spectrum of A is isolated in Sp(/f) 
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and is an eigenvalue of A. The essential spectrum of A is therefore the set of non¬ 

isolated points of Sp(4f). (Reduce to the case A = 0, and by using Problem 1 of Section 

15.12 reduce further to the case where Ker(4l) = {0}; then show that 0 is a regular 

value for A, and use (15.12.11).) 

(c) If if is a closed hermitian operator of defect (m, n), then Sp(if) contains the half¬ 

plane Jz 0 (resp. Jz ^ 0) if m > 0 (resp. n > 0). The essential spectrum of if is 

contained in R. If m and n are finite, and if ifx is a closed hermitian operator which 

extends H, then the essential spectra of H and ifx are the same (Section 15.12, 

Problem 1(h)). 

12. Let H be an unbounded hermitian operator on a separable Hilbert space E. 

(a) If Hi is the restriction of H* to the subspace dom(ifi) = dom(H) + Ker(if *), 

show that Hi is hermitian. 

(b) Show that if Im(if) is closed in E, then Hi is self-adjoint. (If x e dom(if *), 

show that Hi • x is orthogonal to Ker(if*), and therefore H* • x e Im(if) (Section 

15.12, Problem 1(c)); deduce that xedom(//i).) If H is closed and if there exists a 

real number which does not belong to the essential spectrum of H, deduce that the 

defects of H are equal. 

(c) Show that E$l (resp. EiJt) (notation of (15.13.6) is the intersection of E£ (resp.E«) 

with the orthogonal supplement of Ker(if*). Deduce that if there exists A e R not 

belonging to the essential spectrum of H, and if the defects of if (which are necessarily 

equal) have a finite value m, then dim(Ker(if* — AI)) m. 

(d) Suppose that H is closed, and let x be an eigenvector of if* corresponding to a 

real eigenvalue A. Put x = x0 + y + z, where x0 e dom(if), y e E£ and z e E£. Show 

that ||y|| = ||z|| (reduce to the case A = 0). 

(e) Suppose that if is closed, and let A be a real number which does not belong to 

the essential spectrum of if; suppose that the defects of if are equal and finite, say ra, 

and that dim(Ker(if — A/)) is finite, say k. Then dim(Ker(if* — A/)) = m 4- k. (We 

may assume that A = 0. By considering the restriction of if to the orthogonal supple¬ 

ment of Ker(if), reduce to the case where k — 0. Then deduce from (d) that Ker(if *) 

cannot have dimension >m, by using the hypothesis Ker(ff*) n dom (if) = {0}, and 

complete the proof by using (c).) 

13. Let if be a closed hermitian operator whose defects are equal and finite, say m. 

(a) If Vis defined as in (15.13.4), then the self-adjoint extensions A of H are of 

the form A = i(/+ U){I— f/)"1, where V is a unitary operator extending V, such 

that U(E£) = Eh ; dom(y4) is therefore the direct sum of dom(if) and the subspace 

(I — U)(Eh) of dimension m, contained in dom(if*). 
(b) For a real number A to be an eigenvalue of a self-adjoint extension A of if, it is 

necessary and sufficient that A should be an eigenvalue of if* (use Problem 12(d)). 

Show that if A e R is not an eigenvalue of if, then there exists a self-adjoint extension 

A of if for which A is not an eigenvalue. (Use Problem 12(d) and (e), and choose 

suitably the unitary operator U of (a).) 
(c) Suppose that m > 0. For each AgR, show that there exists a self-adjoint exten¬ 

sion A of H such that A e Sp(/4). (Remark that, if A0 is a self-adjoint extension of if 

and A £ Sp(/40), then it follows from Problems 12(e) and 11(c) that A is an eigenvalue 

of if*.) 
(d) Let Ai, A2 be two self-adjoint extensions of if. If P+ (resp. P~) is the orthogonal 

projection onto E,} (resp. E^), show that the continuous operator 

D^(A2 + iI)~1-(AiA-iir1 
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is such that D= P~D= DP+, and is therefore of rank m (note that, if y e E and 

x1 = (A 1 + il)~x * y, then Xi e dom(FT*) and y = (if* + //) • xt.) 

14. A closed unbounded hermitian operator H on E is said to be majorized (resp. 

minor ized) if there exists a real number c such that (H • x\x) <Lc(x\ x) (resp. 

(if • x | x) ^ c(x | *)) for all x e dom(if). The operator H is said to be positive if 

(if • x I x) ^ 0 for all x e dom(if). Thus if is majorized (resp. minorized) if and only 

if there exists ceR such that cl — if (resp. if — cl) is positive. 

(a) Let if be a positive closed hermitian operator on E. The hermitian form 

f (x, y) = (x + H • x \ y) on dom(if) makes it a prehilbert space, which may be con¬ 

sidered as a dense subspace of a Hilbert space G. Show that the canonical injection 

j of dom(if) into E extends by continuity to an injection of G into E, so that G may 

be identified with a subspace of E. We denote the scalar product on G again by f(xy y). 

Show that there exists a continuous linear mapping B of E into G (where G is con¬ 

sidered as a Hilbert space) such that (x |y) = f(B • x, y) for all xeE and y e G. 

Considered as a mapping of E into E, the operator B is positive, continuous, self- 

adjoint and of norm ^1; we have (B ■ x \ x) ^ \\B • x\\2, and B(I + H) • y = y for all 

y e dom(ff). Deduce that A = B"1 — I is an unbounded positive self-adjoint operator, 

such that dom(/4) = 5(E), which extends H. Hence the defects of Hare equal. 

(b) Suppose that the defects of ff are equal and finite, say m. If At is any self-adjoint 

extension of if, show that the intersection of Sp(y4i) and the interval ] — oo, 0[ consists 

of eigenvalues of At, and that the total number of such eigenvalues, each counted 
according to its multiplicity, is ^m. (For each compact interval J <= ] — oo, 0[, show 

that the image of E under the projector cpj(Ai) (Section 15.12, Problem 7), which is 

contained in dom04i), cannot have dimension >ra, otherwise it would contain a 

nonzero vector x edom(ff) (Problem 13(a)); show that this conclusion would con¬ 

tradict the positivity of if.) 

15. Let H be a closed hermitian operator on E, with defect (m, «), so that —H has defect 

(/7, m). Show that H is the restriction to E of an unbounded self-adjoint operator A 

on the Hilbert sum E© E. 

16. (a) Let G be an analytic function on the disk B : \z\ < 1, such that &G(z) ^ 0 in 

this disk. Show that the function 

K(u,v) = (G(u) + G(v))/(1-hv) 

on B x B is of positive type (Section 6.3, Problem 4). (Use Section 14.11, Problem 18.) 

(b) Let F be an analytic function on the half-plane D : Jz > 0. such that J^F(z) 0 

for all z e D. Show that the function 

K(w, v) = (F(k) - F(i?))/(« —v) 

is of positive type on D x D (map D conformally on the disk B, and use (a)). 

(c) Let S be a denumerable infinite subset of the half-plane Jz > 0. Let C(<p) denote 

the angular sector in this half-plane, defined by i^z] ^(Jz) cos 95, for 0 < <p < £77\ 
Suppose that there exists a sequence (crn) of points of S contained in a sector C(<p0) 

and tending to 0. Let/be a mapping of S into the half-plane Jz > 0. In order that 

there should exist an analytic function F, defined on the half-plane Jz > 0, such that 

JF(z) > 0 on this half-plane and such that |F(z)/z| is bounded in every sector C(9?), 
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it is necessary and sufficient that/satisfy the following two conditions: (1) the sequence 

(f(vn)lcrn) is bounded; (2) the function 

Ks, 0 = 

on S X S is of positive type. (To prove sufficiency, note that there exists a separable 

Hilbert space E and a mapping sh-+us of S into E such that k(s, r) = (us | ut) (Section 

6.3, Problem 8(c)), and we may even assume that the set of points us is total in E. 

Show then that the sequence (ua„) in E is bounded and converges weakly to a point 

uo (use (12.15.7.1) and (7.5.5)); we have (ws|w0) = f(s)/s for all s eS. Show that there 

exists an unbounded hermitian operator H on E such that H • us — (us — u0)/s for all 

se S; using Problem 14, show that there exists a Hilbert space F containing E, and 

an unbounded self-adjoint operator A on F such that, for Jz > 0, the function 

F(z) = z((I— zA)~l • uQ | «0) satisfies the required conditions. Putting 

vz = (I-zA)-1 *w0, 

show that J^F(z) = S(z\\vz\\2) and that ||»z|| sin 9? ^ ||w0|| for z e C(<p).) 
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prob. 9 and 13.21, prob. 6 

Absolute continuity: 13.15 

Absolute value of a continuous operator: 
15.11, prob. 6 

Absolute value of a measure: 13.3 

Absorbing set: 12.13 

Action of a group on a set: 12.10 

Adjoint of an element of an algebra with 
involution: 15.4 

Adjoint of an unbounded operator: 15.12 

Algebra with involution: 15.4 

Algebra without radical: 15.2, prob. 7 

Almost everywhere: 13.6 

Approximative point-spectrum: 15.11, 

prob. 9 
Atomic measure: 13.18 

Automorphism of a topological group: 12.8 
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Baire’s theorem: 12.16 
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Banach algebra: 15.1 
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Banach’s theorem: 12.16 

Banach-Steinhaus theorem: 12.16 
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Bernoulli scheme: 13.21, prob. 18 

Bernstein polynomials: 13.4, prob. 9 
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Bieberbach’s inequality: 14.3, prob. 9 

Birkhoffs ergodic theorem: 13.9, prob. 12 
Bitrace: 15.7 

Bochner-Godement theorem: 15.9 
Bohl’s theorem: 13.4, prob. 7 

Borel-Cantelli theorem: 13.21, prob. 10 
Bounded above, below: 12.7 

Bounded complex measure: 13.20 

Bounded in measure: 13.12 

Bounded measure, bounded positive meas¬ 
ure: 13.9 

Bounded real-valued function: 12.7 

Bounded subset (of a topological vector 
space): 12.14 

Brunn-Minkowski inequality: 14.2, 
prob. 3 

C 

Canonical extension of a measure: 13.1 

Canonical symmetry in a product: 12.5 

Canonical topology on a finite-dimensional 
vector space: 12.13 

Cantor’s “diagonal trick”: 12.5 

Cap (in a convex set): 12.15, prob. 5 

Carleman’s criterion, Carleman’s inequality: 
15.13, prob. 5 

Cauchy sequence (in a metrizable topolo¬ 
gical group): 12.9 
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Cauchy-Schwarz inequality: 13.11 

Cauchy’s determinant: 13.11, prob. 6 
Cayley transform of a hermitian operator: 

15.13 

Centralizer of a subset of a group: 12.8 

Chacon-Ornstein ergodic theorem: 13.17, 
prob. 5 

Chaotic topology: 12.1 

Character of an algebra: 15.3 

Characteristic function of a set: 12.7 

Choquet’s theorem: 13.10, prob. 8 

Christoffel-Darbouxformula: 15.13, prob. 3 
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Closed graph theorem: 12.16 

Closed unbounded operator: 15.12 
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Coarser topology: 12.1 
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14.8 
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Convolvable function and measure: 14.8 
Convolvable functions: 14.10 

Convolvable measures: 14.5 
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Defect of an unbounded hermitian operator: 

15.13 
Defined almost everywhere: 13.6 

Dense point, with respect to a measure¬ 
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11. 
Density with respect to a measure: 13.1 and 

13.13 
Differentiation under the integral sign: 13.8 

Diffuse measure: 13.18 

Dirac measure: 13.1 

Directed set of seminorms: 12.14 

Dirichlet algebra: 15.3, prob. 9 

Dirichlet series: 12.7, prob. 9 

Discrete topology: 12.1 

Disjoint measures: 13.18 
Domain of an unbounded operator: 15.12 

Dominated convergence theorem: 13.8 

Dual of a locally convex space: 12.15 
Dunford-Schwartz ergodic theorem: 13.21, 

prob. 20 
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Egoroff’s theorem: 13.9 

Elementary set: 12.5 

Entropy: 13.9, probs. 27, 28 

Equi-integrable set: 13.12, prob. 4 

Equirepartitioned sequence: 13.4, prob. 7 

Equivalent functions: 13.6 

Equivalent measures: 13.15 

Equivalent representations: 15.5 

Equivalent seminorms: 12.14 
Ergodic mapping, measure: 13.9, prob. 13 

Ergodic point, with respect to a measure¬ 

preserving transformation: 13.11, prob. 

11 
Ergodic set: 13.11, prob. 11 

Essential spectrum: 15.13, prob. 11 
Essential subspace: 15.5 

Essentially bounded function: 13.12 

Essentially self-adjoint unbounded oper¬ 

ator: 15.13 

Exterior function: 15.3, prob. 12 

Extremal point: 12.15, prob. 5 
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Faithful representation: 15.5 

Faithfully (group acting): 12.10 

Farey series: 13.14, prob. 3 

Fatou’s lemma: 13.5 

Filter base: 12.3, prob. 6 

Finer covering: 12.6 

Finer partition: 13.9, prob. 7 

Finer topology: 12.1 
Finite real-valued function: 12.7 

Fischer-Riesz theorem: 13.11 

Flight vector: 12.15, prob. 11 

Frechet space: 12.14 
Freely (group acting): 12.10 

Fuglede’s theorem: 15.11, prob. 2 
Fundamental sequence of partitions: 13.9, 

prob. 7 
Fundamental system of bounded subsets in 

a topological vector space: 12.14, 

prob. 9 

G 

G-covering, -packing, -tessellation: 14.1, 

prob. 6 
Gauss-Kuzmin formula: 13.14, prob. 4 

Gelfand transformation: 15.3 

Gelfand-Mazur theorem: 15.2 

Gelfand-Neumark theorem: 15.4 

Gleason part: 15.3, prob. 18 

Group algebra: 14.7 

Group of real numbers modulo 1: 14.2 

Group with no small subgroups: 12.9, 

prob. 6 

H 

Haar measure: 14.1 
Hahn-Banach theorem: 12.15, prob. 4 

Half-space: 12.14, prob. 11 
Hamburger’s moment problem: 13.20, 

prob. 5 
Hardy-Littlewood maximal function: 15.10, 

prob. 5 
Hardy spaces: 15.3, prob. 15, 16 

Hardy’s inequality: 13.11, prob. 13 

Hausdorff space: 12.3 
Hausdorff’s moment problem: 13.4, prob. 

11 
Hermitian character: 15.4, prob. 3 and 15.9 

Hermitian element (in an algebra with 

involution): 15.4 

Hermitian unbounded operator: 15.13 

Hilbert algebra: 15.7 

Hilbert form: 15.6 

Hilbert sum of representations: 15.5 

Hilbert-Schmidt operator: 15.4 

Holder’s inequality: 13.11, prob. 12 

Homogeneous space: 12.11 

Hopf’s maximal ergodic theorem: 13.11, 

prob. 16 
Hyperextremal measure: 15.3, prob. 11 

I 

Identity component of a topological group: 
12.8 

Image of a measure: 13.1 and 13.4, prob. 8 

Incompressible mapping: 13.9, prob. 11 

Index of an operator: 15.11, prob. 22 and 

15.12, prob. 3 

Induced measure: 13.1 and 13.9 
Induced topology: 12.2 

Inequality of the mean: 13.8, prob. 14 

Infinite matrix: 15.4 

Information: 13.9, prob. 27 

Inner measure of a set: 13.5 

Integrable function, set: 13.7 

Integral of an integrable function: 13.1 and 

13.7 
Integral of a function over a set A: 13.9 

Integral with respect to a complex measure: 

13.16 

Integration by parts: 13.21, prob. 6 

Interior function: 15.3, prob. 12 

Invariant measure (on a group): 14.1 
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Irreducible idempotent: 15.8 
Isometric isomorphism of normed algebras: 
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Isomorphism of topological groups: 12.8 

Isomorphism of topological vector spaces: 
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Isoperimetric inequality: 14.3, prob. 10 
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Jacob’s theorem: 12.15, prob. 11 

Jensen measure: 15.3, prob. 9 
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Kac’s theorem: 13.11, prob. 14 
Kakutani’s skyscraper: 13.9, prob. 14 

Kernel: 15.4, prob. 14 
Khintchine’s inequality: 13.21, prob. 10 

Khintchine’s statistical recurrence theorem: 

13.11, prob. 10 
Kolmogoroff-Sinai theorem: 13.12, prob. 

10 
Krein-Milman theorem: 12.15, prob. 5 
Krylov-Weinstein theorem: 15.12, prob. 8 
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Lagrange’s interpolation polynomial: 12.16, 

prob. 15 
Lagrange’s theorem on sums of squares: 

14.2, prob. 2 
Lebesgue function: 13.16, prob. 2 

Lebesgue-Fubini theorem: 13.21 

Lebesgue measure: 13.1 

Lebesgue-Nikodym theorem: 13.15 

Lebesgue’s convergence theorems: 13.8 
Lebesgue’s decompo'sition theorem: 13.18 

Left-invariant function on a group: 12.9 

Locally closed: 12.2 

Locally compact: 12.2 

Locally convex topological vector space: 

12.14 

Locally finite family of subsets: 12.6 
Locally integrable function: 13.13 and 13.16 

Logmodular algebra: 15.3, prob. 9 

Lower envelope of a family of real-valued 

functions: 12.7 
Lower integral: 13.5 

Lower semicontinuous function: 12.7 

Lower semicontinuous regularization of a 
function: 12.7, prob. 8 

M 

Mahler’s criterion: 14.4, prob. 9 
Majorized function: 12.7 

Majorized hermitian operator: 15.13, prob. 
14 

Marcinkiewicz’s theorem: 13.21, prob. 21 

Markoff-Kakutani theorem: 13.4, prob. 8 
Martingale (elementary): 13.9, prob. 25 

Maximal ergodic theorem: 13.9, prob. 12 

Maximal ideal: 15.3 
Maximal in measure: 13.12 

Meager set: 12.16 
Measurable mapping, set: 13.9 and 13.16 

Measure: 13.1 
Measure concentrated on a subset: 13.18 

Measure defined by point masses: 13.1 

Measure of a set: 13.7 

Measure with base /x: 13.13 
Mertens-Alexiewicz theorem: 12.16, prob. 

12 
Metrizable group: 12.9 
Metrizable space, topology: 12.1 

Minkowski area: 14.3, prob. 10 

Minkowski’s inequality: 13.11, prob. 12 

Minkowski’s theorem: 14.2, prob. 2 

Minimum in measure: 13.12 

Minorized function: 12.7 
Minorized hermitian operator: 15.13, prob. 

14 
Mixing mapping: 15.11, prob. 15 

Modulus function: 14.3 
Modulus of an automorphism: 14.3 

Moments of a measure: 15.13, prob. 1 

Muntz’s theorem: 13.11, prob. 6 

N 

Negligible function, subset: 13.6 and 13.16 

Neumark’s theorem: 15.11, prob. 11 

Neutral component of a topological group: 

12.8 
Nondegenerate representation: 15.5 

Normable algebra: 15.1 

Normal element of an algebra with invo¬ 

lution: 15.4 

Normal unbounded operator: 15.12 

Normalized Haar measure: 14.3 

Normalizer of a subset: 12.8 

Normed algebra: 15.1 
Nowhere dense set: 12.16 

Nuclear operator: 15.7, prob. 6 

O 

One-parameter subgroup: 14.11, prob. 12 

Open set: 12.1 

Opposite group: 12.8 

Orbit of a point under the action of a group: 
12.10 
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Orbit of a point under the action of a 
monoid: 12.15, prob. 11 

Orbit space: 12.10 

Orthogonal projector: 15.5 

Orthornormal sequence of functions: 13.11, 
prob. 7 

Outer measure of a set: 13.5 

P 

Packing (G-): 14.1, prob. 6 

jp-adic integers: 12.9, prob. 4 

/7-adic numbers: 14.3, prob. 6 

p~adic solenoid: 12.9, prob. 4 

Parallelotope: 14.3 

Partition of unity: 12.6 

Patching condition: 12.2 

Patching together of topological spaces: 

12.2 
Plancherel-Godement theorem: 15.9 

Poincare’s recurrence theorem: 13.9, prob. 

11 

Point-spectrum: 15.12 

Polar decomposition of an operator: 15.11, 

prob. 6 
Positive hermitian operator: 15.13, prob. 14 

Positive linear form on an algebra with 

involution: 15.6 

Positive measure: 13.2 

Positive self-adjoint operator: 15.11 

Potential: 13.13, prob. 2 

Principle of domination: 13.13, prob. 2 

Product group: 12.8 

Product measure: 13.21 and 13.21, prob. 9 

Product space, topology: 12.5 and 12.5, 

prob.3 
Product of topological vector spaces: 12.13 

Proper mapping: 12.7, prob. 2 

Properly (group acting): 12.10, prob. 1 

Pseudo-distance: 12.4 

Pure potential: 13.13, prob. 2 

Q 

Quadrable set: 13.9, prob. 7 
Quasi-ergodic set (with respect to an 

ergodic measure): 13.11, prob. 11 

Quasi-invariant measure on a locally com¬ 

pact group: 14.3, prob. 4 

Quasi-nilpotent element in a Banach alge¬ 

bra: 15.3, prob. 5 

Quasi-regular point (for a measure preserv¬ 

ing transformation): 13.11, prob. 11 

Quasi-representative measure: 15.3, prob. 9 
Quotient group: 12.12 
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Rademacher functions: 13.21, prob. 10 

Rademacher-Kolmogoroff theorem: 13.21, 

prob. 12 

Rademacher-MenchofF theorem: 13.11, 

prob. 8 

Radical of an algebra: 15.2, prob. 7 
Real measure: 13.2 

Real-valued function: 12.7 

Reducible indempotent: 15.8 

Regular point (for a measure-preserving 

transformation): 13.11, prob. 11 
Regular value of an element of a normed 
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Regularization of a function or a measure: 

14.11 
Relative minimum of a function: 12.7 

Relatively invariant measure: 14.4, prob. 1 

Representation of an algebra with involu¬ 

tion: 15.5 

Representative measure: 15.3, prob. 9 

Residual spectrum: 15.12 

Restriction of a measure: 13.1 
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Riemann sums: 13.9, prob. 7 

Riesz (theorem of F. and M.): 15.3, prob. 
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Riesz-Thorin theorem: 13.17, prob. 7 

Right-invariant function on a group: 12.9 

Rokhlin’s theorem: 13.18, prob. 9 
Rotational mean: 14.3, prob. 9 

S 

Saturation of a set with respect to the action 

of a group: 12.10 

Scalarly analytic, continuous, differentiable: 

12.15 
Scalarly integrable: 13.10 

Self-adjoint element or subset of an algebra 

with involution: 15.4 
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12.15, prob. 4 

Series in a topological vector space: 12.14 

Simple convergence, limit: 12.5 

Simple normal operator: 15.11 
Simplex: 14.3 

Spectral radius: 15.2 

Spectral value of an element of a normed 
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15.2 
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Spectrum of an unbounded operator: 15.12 

Square-integrable function: 13.11 
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Trace of an operator: 15.11, prob. 7 

Transitively (group acting): 12.10 

Translation of a function or measure: 14.1 

Transpose of a continuous linear mapping: 

12.15 
Trivial action: 12.10 

Type (p, q) (operator): 13.17, prob. 7 

U 

Unbounded operator: 15.12 

Uniformizable space: 12.4 

Unimodular group; 14.3 

Unitary element: 15.4 

Unitary group: 12.15, prob. 8 

Universally measurable: 13.9 

Upper envelope of a family of real-valued 

functions: 12.7 
Upper integral: 13.5 

Upper semicontinuous function: 12.7 

V 

Vague topology: 13.4 

Vaguely bounded, convergent, continuous: 
13.4 

von Neumann’s ergodic theorem: 12.15, 
prob.12 

von Neumann’s theorem on unbounded 
normal operators: 15.12 
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W 

Wandering set: 13.9, prob. 11 

Weak derivative: 12.16 

Weak integral: 13.10 

Weak topology: 12.15 

Weak type (p, p) (operator): 13.21, prob. 21 

Weakly analytic, bounded, closed, compact, 

continuous, convergent, differentiable: 
12.15 

Width of a set: 14.3, prob. 9 

Wiener’s inequality: 13.21, prob. 19 

Y 

Young’s inequality: 14.10, prob. 1 
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